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FOREWORD FROM THE CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

Some years ago, several far-seeing members of the military services

* and the training equipment industry recognized the need for a more effective

technical interchange between military procurement agencies and the industry

developers of training equipment. An annual Interservice/Industry Training

Equipment Conference was established with the help of the American Defense

Preparedness Association and the National Security Industrial Association.

Over the past five years, the scope of this Conference has been expanded to

include consideration of management issues and views from the training equip-

ment users in the field, as well as the continuing exchange of technical

information. These annual conferences have been further broadened by provid-

ing an opportunity for both government and industry to exhibit their latest

innovations in the field of training equipment and technology. Conference

sites for these expanded Interservice/Industry Conferences have ranged from

Salt Lake City, Utah to Orlando, Florida and, this year, to the Nation's

Capitol, Washington, D.C.

These Proceedings of the 5th Interservice/Industry Training Equipment

Conference -imU4mme--t-o- present a record of technology interchange, training

management issues, and user views from what has become the premier annual

military/industry training conference. Key decisionmakers at all levels of

the government and industry will be meeting again to consider vital issues

related to the training of our Nation's Armed Forces. "Increased Readiness

Through Training" is the theme of the 1983 Conference, and this can be made

reality through the cooperative efforts of all government and industry

Conference participants.

Credit for success of this year's conference must go to the hundreds

of persons who have contributed so generously and willingly of their time and

effort. Members of the Conference Committee have been tireless in their

pursuit of excellence and their efforts deserve the thanks of all who are

privileged to attend this Conference.

................................J.-,,.. ......
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A WIDE FIELD-OF-VIEW CRI' PROJEC IION SYSTEM
WITH OPTICAL FEEDBACK FOR SELF ALIGNMENr

Paul Ly,,i
%" *. Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

58U Arapeen Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 841U8

.* t' 0 ABSTRACT

-'S. __ Evans & Sutherland has developed a multi-channel CRT projection system.
This system uses microprocessor technology with optical feedback to provide
self-alignment for color-hue, intensity, color-convergence, geometry, and
focus. By replacing drift-prone analog correction circuits with digital
circuits and D/A converters, system drifts are limited to gain and offset
errors. These errors are optically detected and corrected in "real time" by
the microprocessor. Geometry drifts can be detected and corrected to within
1/4 of a pixel. Because this projection system is CRT based, image generator,
lens, and projection angle induced distortions as large as 30% can be corrected
by the projector's digital electronics. The projection system self-alignment
capabilities together with edge matching make possible the tiling of multiple
channels. This facilitates improved brightness and resolution over wide
fields-of-view. A six channel system, with 30 degree by 30 degree fields-
of-view for each channel, using a 12 toot radius screen of unity gain yields 7
ft-lambert brightness with better than 3 arc-minute resolution.

.V INTRODUCTION how the CEC receives signals from the CIG
and sends signals to the projector heads

Wide field-of-view projection systems via cables. Small optical sensors are
are an important part of visual simula- placed on the screen just outside the
tion. Such systems should provide wide- field-of-view. These microprocessor-
angle viewing of scenes without noticeable controlled sensors provide feedback
image discontinuities and should project information for self-alignment.
enough brightness and resoluticii for a

*degree of realism. Other qualities, such
as ease of initial-alignment, stability DRIFT COMPENSATION
after alignment, geometric adaptability
and ruggedness are important for a pro- Analog circuits inherently drift with
jector to accomodate various applications temperature and time. As a result,
and endure the tortures of a motion display devices utilizing these circuits
platform. We have developed a multi- must be periodically re-aligned. Align-
channel CRT projection system with these ment can be a time consuming process
qualities. In brief, the projection especially if there are multiple poten-
system can do the following: tiometers (some being interactive),

* capacitors, inductors and delay lines to
be adjusted. Frequent alignment proce-

* (1) Display a wide field-of-view due to dures are expensive so drifts should be
.. its modular design, minimized.

• 2'S (2) Be initially aligned through a A common method of correcting geo-
computer terminal, metric distortion and color misconvergence

(3) Prevent color-hue, intensity, color- in a display is to generate a correction
convergence, geometry and focus drifts polynomial that is a function of the x and
by keeping itself in alignment. y deflection signals. Such a polynomialby k nfunction might have the form:

(4) Accomodate a wide range of optical and
off-axis projection distortion. f(xy) = Offset + Ax + By + Cxy + Dx2 +

(5) Project a bright, high-resolution
()oimage. Each tt:rm of the polynomial is a different

img.type of correction. For exam le: Cxy is

a keystone correction and Exy is a pin-
cushion correction. The signal f(x,y) is

% The projection system consists of a summed with the deflection signal to pro-
correction electronics cabinet (CEC) duce a reasonably converged and undis-
and several projector heads. The CEC is torted image. Figure 2(a) shows how cor-
located by the computer image generator rection terms such as: x, y, xy, x2 , xy 2

(CIG), and the projector heads are mounted and x3 can be generated and summed
on the motion platform. Figure 1 shows together in the analog domain. When this

%%
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,' (X,y) X aY ADRS DATA DACl f (x,Y)

OFFSET+ x +y+xy
+ x2 + xy2 + X5 ARE

.ALL STORED DIGITALLY

'.,

Figure 2(a). Analog Correction Figure 2(b). Digital Correction

approach is used, a separate potentiometer of a projector must carefully be con-
is necessary to adjust the weighting of sidered when designing a high-performance
each product term as it applies to the projection system.
overall correction function. Because

N: these potentiometer-controlled circuits
(which are the terms of the correctionCahd-yTue
function) can drift independently, it is Cahd-yTue
very difficult to determine and correct

drif-inucederrrs.The cathode-ray tubes (CRTs) used in

Digital generation of the correction the projector heads were specifically
signal offers a superior method of drift designed for high brightness. They have

control. Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show analo seven-inch faceplates with high-brightness

and digital techniques for computing th phosphors. The green phosphor is P53, the
correction function f(x,y). By locking red phosphor is P56, and the blue phosphor
various product terms together in a is similar to a P4 silicate blue. The

digital memory there can be no independent tubes operate at a 40 kilovolt anode volt-
Sproduct term s is oe age and use liquid cooling to allow con-eliminte drt cptely si thesn tinuous operation at high-brightness video

teiminatend iti om le otel e s i c tl v l . T e4 m l ma iusp t s z a

hnecessary digital-to-analog converters and levels. Th c4ml a spot ie can
analog amplifiers still can drift, but it cot ay Tomution.
does simplify the problem because drift chne rsoui.
can only occur in gain and offset.

Gain and offset errors can be easily Lenses
detected and resolved. This is the
fundamental premise that permits a "closed
loop" system around drift. optical The lenses used in the projector
sensors located on the projection screen heads have the following properties:
(or alternatively sensors fiber optically

scoupled to the CRT faceplate) sense the (1) Small and light weight to minimize the
drift induced errors. Figure 3 is a moment-of-inertia on a motion
simplified block diagram of the hardware platform.
necessary to detect and correct drifts.
By "closing the loop" or feeding back (2) More uniform brightness over the
around the imagery, important visual entire aperture of the lens
parameters are automatically compensated to minimize intensity rolloft at the
by the feedback electronics. Good edges of a projection channel.
edge-matching between channel boundaries
is assured by controlling the color-hue, (3) 1024 raster line resolution over the
intensity, and geometric alignment of entire viewing area.

djaent channf tes. lmeas rft canlreouin

adjaen cannThese parameters were intentionally

HARDWARE designed into the lenses to improve the
overall system performance. Figure 4 is a

The cathode-ray tubes, the lenses, photograph of one projection head with the
the projection screen, and the electronics lenses attached.

3
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Figure 3. Optically "Closing the Loop" Around !)ritts

Wide field-of-view screens are curved
to optimally direct the light from the
projector into the exit pupil. The radius
of curvature for this projector was chosen
to be approximately 12 feet. Twelve feet

- fis a trade-off among exit pupil size
requirements (one or two observers), eye
accomodation, acceptable ott-axis viewing
distortion, and a size compatible with a
motion platform. A screen gain of 3 was
selected as the optimal trade-off among
projector brightness capability, cross
illumination minimization, and reason-
able screen surface tolerances.

Electronics

The electronics of this projector
combine a variety of technologies.

% Analog, digital, electro-optical and
microprocessor designs interact to form a
system that can be initially aligned
through a computer terminal, keep itself

Iin alignment with optical feedback and
diagnose its own hardware problems.
Figure 5 is a simplified system block
diagram showing how the electronics
interact.

The system electronics are physicallyFigure 4. Projector Head and Lenses partitioned into three sections: the

,projector head, the correction electronics
cabinet (CEC), and the CEC interface box.
The "projector head" houses the CRTs and
lenses. It also contains the video, de-

Projection Screen flection, and correction amplifiers. The
V." "correction electronics cabinet" houses

the digital correction and microprocessor
The gain of the projection screen has related hardware. The "CEC interface box"

an important impact on overall system contains the sensor hardware for sending
performance. If the screen gain is too feedback information to the correction
low, the projected images will appear dim. electronics cabinet. It also buffers the
If the gain is too high, sensitivity to maintenance signals sent from the micro-
screen defects is increased and the exit processor to the projector heads.
pupil (the area from which the image can
be viewed) becomes smaller. Also, color The projector heads and CEC interface
separation at the fringes of the exit box are mounted on the motion platform and
pupil may become noticeable, the correction electronics cabinet is

%4
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located next to the image generator. One of these amplitiers varies dupo,linj ,n
correction electronics cabinet and CFC the required system resolution.
interface box will support up to eight

, projector channels. Phosphor protect circuitry in the
X projector head senses the loss of h ri-

Following is a brief discussion of zontal or vertical sweep, power supply
each major section of hardware, failures, and excessive anode current. If

such a failure is detected, the beam cur-
Microprocessor System rent and the anode supply are imme diatoly

turned oft to prevent CRT phosphor dama_ e.

The microprocessor system operates in The maintenance cable extends the
one ot four modes. The first mode is the microprocessor system into the projector
"normal operating mode" in which the head. Memory-mapped analog-to-digital
projector accepts signals from the CIG and converters allow tests on the analog cir-
displays images. In this mode the micro- cuits, and digital ports can be accessed
processor controls the projector's self- to observe the status of parameters like:
alignment procedures and performs real- phosphor protect, high-voltage and cable
time diagnostic tasks between action continuity. Also, video threshold (G2)
fields. The second mode is the "initial- and static focus are controlled in the
alignment mode". In this mode a user can projector head digitally via this micr)-
align the projector from a terminal using processor interface.
the built-in pattern generator. The third
mode is the "diagnostic test mode". In Feedback Sensor Electronics
this mode the host computer talks to the
projector and executes board level diag-
nostic tests. The fourth mode is the Photo sensors are placed between
"local system mode". In this mode a ROM adjacent channels slightly outside the
resident debugger/operating system con- field-of-view. These sensors are opti-
trols the projector. A user can probe and mized in size and sensitivity to detect
control the individual sections of the sub-pixel positional drifts and slight
projection system from a terminal, changes in image intensity. This analog

information is converted to a digital
Digital Correction Electronics value and read by the microprocessor

system.

Digital correction signals are
generated for intensity, geometry, and ALIGNMENT
focus. The microprocessor calculates what
the correction functions need to be and There are two types of alignment in
stores them in the "correction memories", the projection system, initial-alignment
The data in these memories are operated on (IA) and self-alignment (SA). Initial-
by a digital transfer function and fed alignment is the process of converging the
into digital-to-analog converters, projected image and correcting any geo-

metric distortions. Selt-alignment is the
Deflection Drive and process by which the system "closes the

loop" around important visual parameters
Video Drive Electronics to prevent the projected image from

drifting away from the initially aligned
condition.

The deflection drive electronics
receive the horizontal and vertical sync Initial Alignment
signals from the CIG and generate the
signals required to drive the deflection
amplifiers in the projector head. These The projector is placed in the
signals are digitally generated by a initial-alignment mode when an interrupt
"state-machine" which is a slave processor command is generated by the alignment
to the microprocessor system. terminal. The system software will cur-

rently support either a Digital VTIUU
The video drive electronics receive terminal or a hand-held Termitlex HT-12

the video signals for red, green, and blue terminal. During alignment this terminal
from the CIG and modulates them with the is temporarily located on th- motion
required intensity correction and edge platform so the user can see the pro-
matching signals. This modulated video jection screen while aligning the system.

,-IE is sent over cables to the video ampli-
-P fiers in the projector head. With the projection system in

initial-alignment mode, an "alignment
Projector Head Elect."onics menu" appears on the terminal. The

[. .4~ alignment menu is optimized for the most
"user friendly" interface. Figure 6 shows

The projector head houses the video, an alignment menu for a VT(iO terminal.
deflection and correction amplitiers. The user can select a parameter and modify
These are linear amplifiers that only it interactively. The value ot the
drift in gain and ottset. The bandwidth alignment parameters can be observed by

6
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PROJECTOR INITIAL ALIGNMENT MENU
CHANNEL NUMBEPR 3 TUBE: Green

HIGm/ LOV-

EMETRY x HEAD SYNC V I ENSiT¥ v l

DO NOTHING GROSS DELAY 224 ! ;AIN 121
GAIN 8 24 FINE DELAY 45 THPE3HO,_7 4
OFFSET 17 35 WIDTH 98 ROL-OFF 76
OFF AXIS 172 20 Y LINRT' 34
SPHEREL 45 i9
SPHERE-2 8 6 FOCUS V TEST PATTERNS
SPECIAL._1 t 17
SPCIAL_2 134 501 DYNAMIC 9 PATTERN circies
SFECIAL_3 34 101 OFFSET 39 COLOR R B

SCREENS !

1warnins?e~ae

_ Kol. I

tFigure 6. Initial Alignment Menu

pressing the appropriate keys on the The projector utilizes optical feed-
temnlkeyboard. "HELP" and other back to automatically match color-hues

useful screen menus are also provided to between adjacent projector channels. The
simplify the alignment process, user aligns one channel for the desired

*color tempeature or "white level" and the
The most significant feature of the microprocessor sets the video parameters

initial-alignment control is its program- of all the other channels to match. This
mability. Any correction function that saves time on a multi-channel system since

, can be defined mathematically, can be only one channel requires careful color
implemented to facilitate user interaction alignment.

* during alignment for the particular geo-
metry involved. As a result, complex The expected correction tunction
corrections such as off-axis and spherical (which is the best average correction
distortion are easy to contend with. The determined at the factory) can be pre-
time it takes to align a projector channel loaded in the correction memories during
is small because the "user friendly" ter- initial-alignment. This expected cor-
minal interface makes complicated funct- rection serves as the starting point, so
ions easy to manipulate. For instance, only slight modifications are required to
compound terms can replace common cor- achieve the final alignment.
rection terms like: tilt, linearity, and
keystone. Quasi-automatic and even When initial-alignment is completed
totally automatic methods of initial- all the alignment parameters are stored in
alignment are possible extensions of this a non-volatile memory and used as a refer-
technology, ence by the self-alignment software. When

the projection system is powered down and
The "speed of the microprocessor" then powered up again, it can return to

lets the user observe real-time changes on the latest initial-alignment state by
the projection screen as the correction retrieving this non-volatile information.
control is manipulated. For instance, if
a keystone distortion is to be introduced, Self-Alignment
the user can press an increment or decre-
ment key on the terminal and watch the
projected image change smoothly in key- When the projection system is in the
stone, just as though he were turning a "normal operating mode" self-alignment is
keystone potentiometer. This immediate continuously operating. Self-alignment
visual feedback is essential for a refers to the process of optically
workable human interface. "closing the loop" around system drift.

7



Drifts in color-hue, intensity, color- t i, fl5 ot ti,' pr, 't 'i. .

convergence, geometry, and ocus are 1zeO t U-rImit t'. llt.I
automatically Jetected and corrected. re'p1 ae, rlt

..,. *There are three phases to the self-
".'.. alignment process: data collection, data "hen to, t ,'tt Is I V I ' tw

analysis, and feedback-correction. operatlnj mode" real-ti:m,. Il'jl t I"

.During data collection the micro- pr;>cessor con t nl A I My nIt I I ; 'V ,Ir'i r
processor controls the project ion of the system tor hardwarv: .n,1 s t t wall
of test information (during vertical problems. When a p r ,bIe: is ilont it e 1
retrace) in the vicinity of the photo- message is sent over i sei ial intrta,'' t

.. seisors. The test data is slightly out- the host computer. Durln,3 real-tl, i al iside the field-of-view so system users nostics the micrprrcessor e 1/ ro port

won't notice it. Different types ot test problems and makes recommneniat lons .hut
data are used to check for geometry, does not try to disc over the ciuse o ti.
intensity, and focus drifts. The problem. by so doing , the )pt-rat.,r can
collected data are stored for data decide whether to continue opler.it1,), in a
analysis, partially tailed condit ion or shut down

for repairs.
During data analysis the micro-

processor must analyze the collected If the microprocessor reports a
data and determine what has drifted. It problem and a hardware/software tailure. i.
also needs to separate gain drifts from suspected, the projector can be placol in

- offset drifts. This is done by comparing the "diagnostic test mode". In this mol.
reference data from initial-alignment with board level diagnostic programs are run.
the collected data and processing the The host computer selects the tests by
differences. The result is transformed sending messages over the serial interface
into a feedback-correction signal, to the correction electronics cabinet.

The microprocessor runs the test and re-
. Once the collected data are analyzed ports back over the same interface

and a system drift has been identified, a whether it passed or tailed.
signal is sent to the proper feedback-
correction circuit. This is the final SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
step in "closing the loop". A system
drift has been compensated. Figure 7 shows the projection system

under development. This configuration
The rate at which the microprocessor typifies the off-axis spherical projection

can perform data collection, data anal- schemes that are possible. Six projector
ysis, and feedback-correction must track channels are used to fill a 30 degree
the maximum rate of drifts in the system. vertical by 180 degree horizontal field-
This system has been designed to correct of-view. The screen has a gain of 3 which
for thermal and temporal drifts, yields a nominal brightness of 20 foot-

lamberts. The line resolution is approx-
"Closing the loop" around the real imately 3 arc-minutes.

visual scene instead of beam-current or
some other parameter has advantages. CONCLUSIONS
Phosphor degradation is automatically
compensated since the CRT phosphor is This projection system represents a
included in the closed loop system. Also, viable approach for solving the wide
the color-hue of all the projector chan- field-of-view, high-resolution, high-
nels can be made uniform by monitoring one brightness projection problem. The wide
channel and setting the other channels' range of distortion correction allows otf-
video-parameters to match, axis projection on curved surfaces and the

multiple channels provide high-resolution
During self-alignment, system drifts and high-brightness with existing projec-

are continually being corrected. Because tion devices. The microprocessor control-
of the digital nature of the feedback led initial-alignment, self-alignment, and
signal, corrections will occur in quan- diagnostics make such a system opera-
tized steps. The minimum size of these tionally practical.
correction steps are selected so the "eye"
cannot distinguish them. For geometry the ABOUT 'HE AUTHOR
minimum step is +/- 1/8 of a pixel.

Mr. Paul C. Lyon is a principal
• MAINTENANCE Engineer of the Display Systems Group at

Evans & Sutherland. He has been active in
, The mechanical packaging of the digital system design and software devel-
4% projection system was designed to permit opment at Evans & Sutherland for the past

easy access to all individual components. 4 years. Mr. Lyon holds a Bachelors and
Boards in the correction electronics Masters Degree in Electrical Engineering
cabinet plug into a backpanel, and sec- from the University ot Ptah.
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CLOSING TIE GAP BETWEEN AIRCRAFT ANI) SIMUILIAT OiR TRAINI MITI'ii
LIMITED FIEI.D-OF VIEW VISUAL. SYSTEMS

Wayne P. Leavy, Engineering Group Leader, GoodveIr A\erospace (orpolrati,'m

-Mike Fortin, Manager of Data Base Engineering. Rediffusion Simulation Icworpor:,ted

*Akron, Ohio

ABSTRACT

* ..' A limited field-of-view (LFOV) visual system for the F-15 flight simulator (FS) - developed

0 and built by Goodyear Aerospace Corporation - would greatly increase the already proven train

ing capability of the FS. The current F-15 FS, having no visual system. reidilv handles all its
• assigned instrument and emergency procedure training tasks. The LFOV system - capable of

adapting to cost parameters - will enhance the overall training capability of the F- 15 FS by add
*. | ing out-the-window visual cues. The overall training capability, particularly in the visual air-
,. to-air and air-to-ground modes, is expected to be significantly improved by the addition of the

LFOV system. The data base for the LFOV system is intended to support air-to-ground, air-
to-air, and normal airfield operations. Air Force instructor pilots will evaluate the LFOV for a

. three-month period by following specific evaluation plans and by using strict grading procedures.

BACKGROUND with the F- 15 weapons system. It provides training
in normal and emergency systems operations in the

Flight simulators have been for many years ma- instrument flight regime. Fully operational offensive
jor contributors to effective aircrew training. Like- and defensive systems permit integrated training
wise, it has been recognized that the addition of a against a variety of airborne and surface targets,
visual system to a simulator can significantly expand but only under simulated instrument flight condi-
the types and increase the quality of training see- tions. The simulator, designed and built by Good
narios. However, a complete visual system which year Aerospace Corporation (GAC). Akron, Ohio,
offers total combat mission training can be cost pro- incorporates a five-degree-of-freedom G-seat. G-
hibitive. A dedicated evaluation of aircrew train- suit, and a wide variety of aural cues for a realistic
ing programs might discover it more cost effective training environment.
to train some tasks in aircraft and, consequently,
select a visual system that may be limited but which
fits both cost and training parameters. ANALYSIS OF F-15 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

A USAF Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) Training task requirements in references 1. 2.
report

( 
1) in 1979 cited the lack of a visual system as and 4 were analyzed in an attempt to specify the

being the number one operational deficiency/limita- field-of-view (FOV), FOV orientation, and other
tion of the F-15 Flight Simulator (FS) - in operation characteristics of a LFOV visual system best suited
by the Air Force for over six years. Three years to satisfy the training objectives of the F- 15 FS.
before the OT&E, the need for a visual system was
established as an official requirement(2) for the
F-15 FS. This requirement still remains unfulfilled The F-15 FS OT&E is the most authoritative

because a cost-effective approach to visual system signal source of F-15 FS
t

i the mask requirements
signalent sourc oft been Fdtrinngtakoepirmetsattachments has not been developed, listing 99 tasks covering transition and air-to-air

phases. The F-15 FS trains all 60 of the 99 tasks
" In 1978, it was determined that a visual system assigned to it, including cockpit checks, engine

* coming from USAF project number 2360 would satisfy operation, instrument approaches, climbs/descents.
the requirements for the F-15 FS. This proposed autopilot operation, afterburner operation, emer-
visual system was to provide visual cues necessary gency procedures, radar operation, armament
to train the full tactical mission. Due to budgetary operation, and scramble procedures. In addition,

constraints, this project did not meet its goal. nine other tasks are considered partially trainable
in the F-15 FS. The 30 remaining tasks, such as
taxiing, takeoffs and landings, overhead patterns,

,' The Air Fore restarted he effort in 1982 with aerodynamic braking, basic fighter maneuvers,
a requirement from HQ TAC

t  
to pursue acquisition attacks against bogeys, formation flight, "G" exer

of state-of-the-art limited field-of-view visual sys- eise
tems for the A-10, F-15, and F-16 simulators. This cisa, and flight controls, are classified as non-tern fo th A-1, F15,and -16simlatos. his trainable in the F- 15 FS, but most of these may be

requirement prompted Goodyear Aerospace Corpora- ta e inate F- 15 additos of t nay e-
tion (GAC) to initiate a study to assist the Air Force come trainable with the addition of a LFOV system.
in specifying the requirements for a LFOV visual
system which would satisfy most of the training taskobecivs Another source of training task requirements is

Sobetiethe combination of the minutes of a LFOV working

group at Eglin AFB
( 4 ) 

,Bd the LFOV visual system
. DESCRIPTION OF THE F-15 SIMULATOR requirements document . Most of the tasks in this

combined list also appear in the OT&E task list; how
The F-15 FS was designed to support initial, ever, the combined list includes several air-to-

continuation, and instructor pilot training associated ground tasks not found in the OT&E list.
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Using these references, it is readily ciparent I)isldV Tpi): 0 Re;,' PrOje(.tio,1 Infinity is

that the FOV requirements for air- to-air and iir to inl v 0 CRT I[call) Splitter * Doo l)isplav
ground tasks vary widely. For the majority of the
air-to-air tasks, FOX' requirements are synnmetrical lmge Gererator Capacity 0 Animation Retuir
in both azimuth and elevation, with FOV require ments 0 Movitg 'Irget Requirements * Texturing
ments as high as 140 degrees in elevation and 2211 Req tir lenrlts 0 Scene I)etnil/teisity ]Requirements'
degrees in azimuth. In nearly all cases, the FOV 0 Shading/Calor Requirements
requirements for the air -to-ground tiasks are skewed
otf to one side. requiring about 120 degree )y 20 Projection System: * Brightness Requiremvlet
degree azimuth and 120-degree elevation. 'T hese o Resolution Requirements o Camoera Models * Lighl
FOV requirements were calculated largely by geome Spot Models
trie analysis and by recording canopy migrations of
targets utilizing the F-15 FS and experienced fighter Trainer IIact * IngressiEgress e Mainte
pilots. These results (to not vary widely from results nonce Accessibility o Software Enhancements o In
of a study (lone by the USAF

( 5) 
using the Sim ultor structor Station Considerations o Contract Datai

for Air-To-Air Combat (SAAC) and the Advanced Requirements
Simulator foe Pilot Training (ASPT). Taible I

Data Base Development: o Level of Generic
Terrain I)etail o Size of Specific Terrain )etail

- . TABLE I USAF FOV srUDY RESULTS o Level of Model Detail

.% [el ,I \ie Vlost pilots generally agree even the best state-
- * l~~Fe~led int vlevtio of the -urt computer generated image (CG.I) visual

Tasks A zimuth Elev left ]Ri}lt ('p Down system is marginal in its ability to present enough
scene detail, high resolution, and brightness to

Air to-l'ir fully train all air -to-air or air-to-ground training
,F'IOV (leg): tasks. Therefore, it might be wise not to sacrifice

Low y" -Y 88 4 41 5 hi quality in these areas but concentrate cost savings
in the areas of reduced FOV and trainer impact.

Ilamelnlaman s6 95 56 30i 76 19)
la.g- roll 111 1114 52 41 67 317 Consideration was given to ways of reducing the
I03simulated FOX' to something less than that required
il yo- v 108 1!11 75 31 50) 5, to satisfy the F- 15 training objectives of 220 degrees

Lead turn 163 132 86 77 71 6l by 140 degrees. The FOV of the motionless human
eye has a horizontal extent of about 160 degrees

Quarter plne 162 142 1)5 57 71) 63 and a vertical range of 70 degrees downward and 50
Barrel roll 299 142 161 138 914 48 degrees upwards. The F-15 aircraft FOV (Figure 1)

has a maximum vertical downward FOV of 40 de-
Air-to- ground grees with an overall average downward FOV of
FOV ((leg): about 20 degrees. Based on these conditions, a

1-(leg (live )7 69 65 2 52 17 minimum desirable FOV would be about 160 degrees
azimuth (oriented symmetrically about the cockpit

15-deg dive 87 114 74 13 61 5:3 nose) and 60 degrees elevation (oriented 20 degrees

:30 (leg (live 71 )7 71 5 57 41 down and 40 degrees up). This FOV should be
adequate for general training requirements.

45-deg (live 86 113 74 12 56 57 straight-in approaches, target identification, etc.

Level 62 67 60 2 56 11 However, the primary area of interest will often mi-
grate outside this field-of-view when flying against

10-deg po)-U p  70 81 64 6 57 24 a specific or designated target, such as executing a
:10 deg pop-up 96 122 79 17 7:3 41) basic fighter maneuver (BFM) against a bandit, a

-- pop-up tombing run against a ground target, or a

SELECTING A LFOV VISUAL SYSTEM

Based on the above results it would appear
that most of the F-15 training requirements are
within a FOV of 220 degrees azimuth, oriented
symmetrically about the cockpit nose, and 140 ,,, , .

degrees elevation, oriented 30 degrees down and 4 ,""" -

110 degrees up. . "

A LFOV visual system implies that compromises ., ,_. t, t' r '
will be made in training objectives in ;in attempt to 7'tztv
minimize cost. In addition to FOV, several other

" parameters - Display Type, Image Generator Capa-
'.. '' city, Projection System, Trainer Impact, and Data

Base Development - must be considered and can .............

have a major cost impact on the addition of a visual' ~ ~system toea FS: " "--

tions for Different Tasks @ Ability to Dynamically
Track the Area-of-Interest Figure I F 15 Aircraft FOV Plot
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circling ipproach to ;I rul a' Sirtc the oielt;i

tion of' tile p fim lv lrea of intrest relitive to or,'s ____ ,
own ship is known, there ire several ways in which
the FOV area can be supplemelnted or, the effective MIROR
FOV iIIcIeased A full idislty dome prOvides the MIRRoRs
maximum flexibilitv for these considerations and
also significantly reduces trainer modifications to
provide for St Udl"It ing"ress /egleOss :11d tra;in te11;i nce
provisions. The primary disilvalltaLc of the dome
display over other types of infinity optics displays

- is that the real image is focused at a finite distance SECONDARY
from eyepoint.

One approach to increase the effective LFOV PRIMARY

area without adding CGI data channels is to dynam- ROTATIONAL

ically track the primary area of interest by skewing AXIS

the projectors to keep the simulated FOV area in
the pilot's line of sight (Figure 2). For this to be
practical, it is essential the projector displacement
mechanism is simple and the projector movement does
not cause distortion . As can 1)e seer) in li-re 2,
if the projectors are mounted symmetrically on a
horizontal platform. the platform can he rotated
horizontally about the center of the dome without

causing distortion. The vertical rotation, however,
is a more complex operation. Each projector must
be moved independently of the other to prevent LIGHT
distortion. SOURCE

Figure 3 Light Spot Projectorc .,2LIGHT SPOT~CGI LFOV TARGET AREA

AREA get. approach end of runway, etc.) is ll)out to mi
grate outside of the simulated LFOV area. At that

SKEWABLE time and location, the light spot appears on the dome

PROJECTORS surface, allowing the pilot to continue tracking the
target movement until it returns within the simu -
lated LFOV CGI visual scene.

Determination of the required ilmige generator
(IG) capacity (its ability to generate realistic
images. moving targets, and special effeets) can
best be accomplished by developing tactical mission
scenarios based on specific training objectives and
requirements. A typical mission scenario, based on
F-15 simulator training requirements, might consist
of three groups of four F- 15 aircraft in the air
superiority role, a large number of F-4, A-7. and
F-16 aircraft in the strike role. a group of four
enemy aircraft, air-to-air and surface-to-air mis-

FLIGHT siles. moving ground targets. and antiaircraft (AAA)
SIMULATOR fire. The total number of moving objects (aircraft.

missiles, ground vehicles) within the simulated I,FOV
area and within visual range will be consideraly

Figure 2 - Typical Dome/Projector Layout fewer than the total available at any given time. To

simulate this scenario, the IG must be capable of
handling between five and ten moving trrgets. In

Another approach for more effective use of a addition to the moving targets. the IW must le cap
LFOV visual scene is to manually reposition the pro- able of generating special effects such as exploding
jectors as a function of the training task. For targets, AAA tracers and flak, and smoke trails :ind
example, based on the FOV study done by the Air Tlunch flashes of missiles. These effects ire impor

Force( 5 ), the FOV required for most air-to-air tant training aids because they provide immedi;ite
maneuvers is nearly symmetrically in the horizontal feedback to the student indicating pe'rfortlance.
but the FOV is offset to one side for most air-to-
ground tasks. THE F-15 SIMUIATOil VISUAL,

EVALUATION SYSTEM
Possibly the lowest cost and most desirable

approach to increasing the effective LFOV area with- Because of the subjective nature of mny of the
out adding more CGI channels is the use of a single parameters associated with a LFOV visual simulator
light spot projected on the display surface. A sim- system, actual training effectiveness evaliaiions
ple, low-cost light spot projector (Figure 3) and can only be accomplished through the use of expe
associated host computer software could determine rienced pilots practicing training tasks on a IFOV
when and where the primary area of interest (tar- visual simulator system. A IFOV visual system will

12
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be integrated with an F- 15 FS andi~ evaluatedl prior if strictly a1ir -to-air simulaltor wol1 rat refqirl.
to the FS's delivery to the Air Force inl July 1984. much detail inl thW data hNOe to' skrippor'l 1111,irt .
This effort will he undertaken by GAC inl ConJlic- ab)out 5 . 000 f'eet 110r WOUld rn :Air to Ir'o11)ol 111 11.1
tion with Rediffusion Simulation Incorporated C RS I) tot' require flight above 5. 4000 feel.

:% and Evans and Sutherland CE &S). A four-channel
CG I CT -5A visual system, with a 20-foot display, Even diuring the short timle frame aillowed to
(tome and a FOV of 160 (legr' es in azimuth by 60 gene rate the data base. Air- Force personneld were.

-degrees in elevation. will be used for the demonstra - utiliZed inl thle p~recess to eurSu i'e thre final datai ba;se
tion. The projectors will be mounted on af platform would address the questions of tire e citia b .I rl n
which can be mainually repositioned to orient the from airerews was partivuirly helpful orind irnrort:111t

*azinmuth FOV from 100 degrees right and 60 degrees in highly subjective areas, such ats weapons effects
-left to 100 degrees left and 60 degrees right. A light wheire photograiphic (locirmentattionl is very limited.

- , spot projection system will also be used to extend the 'rhe success rif' this interactin rget thrrt pirti
I'OV of the primary area of interest (Figure 4) . Tile cipationl by airerews Shoruld het ericour;rced to a11r
visual drita base will encompass an area of about evngatrle.
90.000 sq. nm. System development began at GAC evngntrle.
in Akron, Ohio, January. 1983. and the system will
he turned over to the Air Force for evalationl for Ati TO G'RO'N I) C(JNSltERATIONS
a three-month period beginning January. 1984 TCg-Ln takmsinwl nld o-eeFigure 5) 'reg.uiir akmsirrwl nld (w-ee

navigation . threat asvoidaince. and low altitude dceliv
civ. ;is well ats the more Collnverrtional dive- bomb
delivery. Tor SLrIror0t the naiviga:;tional portioin oif thre
flight, at 100-by-211 nr corridor of ''real -'orld" in -
formation is p r'ovided . The coridonr I egiirs at the
SeymourJhno Ai FRrrled thle l)aire County.
N .C . . practice bombring ran ge ( Fign.r 6) . Becajuse

-this entire area- is relatively flat. i region of ge
neric hills has been added to the nort h of' thIe corri -
(f cor . These lills ( Figur'e 7) are intended to eval -

untethe vsam's capabilities for following visual.

ElLIGHT SPOT TARGET AREA -7-~ ~ ~~
SCGI LFOV AREA '' ' -- I

*EXTENDED LFOV AREA-'"" -,.. J
Figure 4 -Demonstrration System FOV Plot

6 A EA - - -Task JJJiATMJJjJASON
TD J FM AM JJAS ND i.

SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT -A 6 Figur 6 Dar County Prractice Rarnge
DATA BASE DEVELOPMENT
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENTA
HARDWARE FABRICATION
VISUAL EQUIPMENT AT 13AC
VISUAL INTEGRATIO
VISUAI DEMONSTRATION
SIMULATOR REWORKISHIP -- ±4I
FINAL REPOT ± ±47 Lt

% Figure 5 -F-15 Visual Evaluation Schedule

LFOV EVALUATION DATA BASE

The data brase foi' the rFOV simulator (lemon -
stration is intended to support air -to-air, air-to-
ground, rand normall airfield operations. Dume to this
wide variety of tasks, very few of the convenitional
t rade-offs were maide beecause the samie (Ita~ hose
murtst support the entire flight regiie. Fror exoirmple . Fig~ure 7 (4eneric [f ill,
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Figure 8 - Tactical Target Range

terrain. Also, near the southern edge of the corri- AIR-TO-AIR GAMING AREA
dor, a large number of tactical targets and threats
have been placed near Washington, N.C. (Figure 8). The area around the corridor will be made up of
These include fixed features such as an airport, generic terrain approximately 300-by-300 nm. This
bridges, factories, and SA-2 sites, as well as tac- means that a small number of terrain blocks will be
tical features such as tanks, trucks, ZSU-23/4 anti- used over and over to provide ground information
aircraft guns, and SA-6 units (Figure 9). A rail- (primarily for the air-to-air missions). These terrain
road train and a patrol boat on a nearby river inlet blocks will closely match the corridor terrain, and
will be dynamic targets. the pilot will not recognize any difference except that

he no longer has map correlation. The eastern
Possible exercises for evaluation include a low- coastline will be included to provide a course navi

level mission from Seymour-Johnson AFB to an inter- gation and orientation cue. In actual simulator ap
cept point near the practice range and various at- plication the entire gaming area would probably have
tacks on practice bombing and strafing targets. Al- real world correlation. For the evaluation, however,
ternately, the mission could proceed northward into the time constraints limit the amount of real world
the generic hills to a recognizable turnpoint, then modeling.
southeasterly into the corridor where a road/rail-
road intersection could be the intercept point for an The air-to-air targets include both friendly and
attack on one of the hard targets - airport, bridge, enemy aircraft. The F-15 is considered a formation
or factory. This attack could then be followed by lead ship and is modeled in high detail (Figure 10).
targets of opportunity in that same area. Both of This detail includes formation lights, markings, mov-
these scenarios could include a return to base able wheels, and speed brake. Also, a transparent
navigation task. canopy and selectable afterburner are depicted. The

Crc

Figure 9 - Enemy Ground Missile Sites Figure 10 F 15 lad Airerift Model
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~~~other aircraft are pa|rt of tire va~rious alir to-n|ir inis. pilo(t atcceptantce(. For examle,. whenr ant mrHcrzift is

sions and are modeled at a lower level of detail more hit with an AI,1 7 (Figure 13). does the traie(.-- atuned to tile nornmal viewing range. These aircraft nceed to see( only all explosio)n (Fii'trte 14) or- the

will also have selectable afterburners and wing posi burning aircraft's downw:ri spiral and cxplhsioi
tions where appropriate ( Figure 11) . on the ground? The trade offs mnde for the piur

pose of tile LFOV evaluation were also affected by
Seymour-Johnson AFB is included in the data the short time involved. l)ifferent choices may ti.

base to support takeoff and landing maneuvers, made in an actual application of the system.
Each mission could start and end at the airbase, but

for the evaluation it may be preferable to reset to Most of tire special effects use the CT5A's aid

the beginning of a specific exercise. The airbase mation capabilities. This allows very realistic
model (Figure 12) will provide sufficient ground images of dynamic situations such as a SAM launch
cues for slow-speed taxi and other ground maneu- (Figure 15) or bomb explosion. This technique
vers. Also, the system's normal range of weather
effects may be invoked for instrument takeoffs and
landings. Alternately, visual departures and entries
may be made using the surrounding geographic fea-
tures as landmarks.

SPECIAL EFFECTS

A large part of the data base effort for the LFOV
demonstration has been the creation of special
effects. These generally include scenario compo-
nents which cannot be handled with normal polygon
modeling techniques. Air-to-air missiles, bomb ex-
plosions, tracers, and antiaircraft flak are a few
examples of available special effects. These effects
usually add significantly to the visual system and/or
host processing load. The degree of fidelity with
which they are simulated will depend on a trade-off
among system capacity, training effectiveness, and

Figure 13 - AIM-7

Figure 11 -Lower Level Detail Aircraft Model Figure 14 -AIM-7 Hit Explosion

.?;

Figure 12 - Seymour-Johnson AFiB Model Figure 15 - SAM Launch
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has the added benefit of unloading the host corn F- 16 (Group. Fourteen F 16 pilots will serve as
puter. Only the hit indication and a position are evaluatitn pilots and fl transition and air to surface

sent from the host ballistic pirogram. The visual missions to evaluate the application of an 1,FOV
then selects the appropriate animation sequence, system to train specific F:-16 training tasks, Half

moves it to the given position. and starts the se of the F 16 evaluation pilots will be from the RTLI
quence. The animation sequence may cycle until environment; and the other half will be from the
deselected from the host or it may cycle only once, operational training environment.
requiring no further host input.

A- Group. Ten A- 10 instructor pilots will
Another necessary visual effect for a fighter serve as evaluation pilots and fly transition and air-

.' simulator is the sun. No visual display device will to-surface missions to evaluate the application of an
provide the brightness associated with the sun, but LFOV system to train specific training tasks. Half
the gradual occultation as an aircraft passes in of the A-10 evaluation pilots will he from RTL' en-
front of it can be simulated (Figure 9N). In actual vironments; and the other half will be from the
training application, the sun's interference with in- operational training environment.
frared missiles should be included in actual training
application. Prior to the start of the evaluation, team mem-

bers will receive training on the system, practice
the evaluation tasks, and make dry runs of the
evaluation procedures. Subsequent training of new
evaluation team members will be through on-the-job
training.

,41"

U'IF TABILE 2 - GENERAL, STRUCTUIRE OF F-15

LFOV EVALUATION

24 F .5 1 0 i

"lhs~lol: |",' )o Pilot> , ,] I * I

"" F 15 : 6 1 ,
12 2 7 7 i j -

RTU S Operatioi RI 1 per tinp iI i ,,r 1ti,1'

T-rinition \ \ X S N

Air Siu1erirty X X

Air to Surface X N N N

% ' Figure 16 -Aircraft in the Sun

As noted above, several more and/or different At the beginning of each week, evaluation pilots
data base decisions might be required in an actual will report to the FS site. These pilots will be re-

* training application of the system. It could be more sponsible for rating the training capabilities of the
mission/aircraft oriented for example. Also, the LFOV system and providing written comments to
inclusion of infrared sensors in the aircraft, a re- expand upon the ratings. During the initial in-
quirement for radar correlation, and possible de- briefing, all evaluation pilots will be asked to com-
tached eyepoint for TV guided weapons would affect plete a F-15 LFOV background questionnaire. Eval-
the data base as well as the image generator. uation pilots will be briefed by the project manager

on the purpose and format of the evaluation, the
data collection form questionnaire, the training

METHOD OF EVALUATION capability rating scale, factors that should be con-
A vesidered in the evaluation of tasks, and the specific
A visual system integrated with the F-15 FS wll mission. Briefings on subsequent missions will be

be evaluated to determine the training capability of oriented toward that specific mission.
such a system for initial and operational training of
air superiority, air-to-surface combat, and tran-
sition tasks. A listing of the tasks to be evaluated After the in-brief has been completed, evaluation
is contained in Reference 2. The tasks have been pilots will go to the F-15 FS. The evaluation pilot
arranged into 14 separate missions designed to will sit in the simulator cockpit and will receive a
evaluate air superiority and air-to-surface transi- cockpit/visual system familiarization briefing by the
tion training tasks. Three groups of evaluation console pilot. For the F-15 evaluation pilots, the
pilots, totaling 48, will be used in the evaluation, briefing will be relatively short, concentrating upon
These pilots are F-15, F-16, and A-10 instructor the areas of subsystem differences, operation, and
pilots from operational and training units. The eval- areas of the simulation that need to be addressed

W uation design is shown in Table 2. for the evaluation. The cockpit briefing for the F- 16
4and A-l0 pilots will be in more det:il to familiarize

The pilot groups are broken up as follows: them with the operation of the F-t5 weapon system.
SAll evaluation pilots will use a kneeboard and attach

F-15 Group. Twenty-four F-15 pilots will serve copies of the mission profile and rating scale to it.
. as evaluation pilots and fly transition and air super- All other mission profiles "and briefing guides are on

iority missions. Twelve F-15 pilots will be from the file in the project case file. When the cockpit brief-
RTU environment; and the other 12 evaluation pilots ing is completed and all questions have been an -
will be from the operational training environment. swered, the console pilot will leave the evaluation

'.4 16
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pilot in the cockpit and return to the instructor In tile aIeantime, the evalii:1t ion pilot who has
operator station. A simulator technician will assist completed a mission will he given tht data collection
the console pilot in console operation and (tata form with his task ratings and comments f hor re view.
collection as required. revision, and expansion. Anyo comments not lutl o

tire datia collection forms will he recorded in the c, I

Console pilots will be F- 15 pilots who have served sole pilot's log. This general method will he followe-d
for one week as evaluation pilots. The duties of the for each evaluation pilot for all missions.
console pilot will be to manage each mission from the
console and to maintain a log book. The console pilot The overall training effectiveness of the visu;l
will copy the task ratings and comments given by the system for each training phase will he apprised hy
evaluation pilot, will debrief the evaluation pilot at the aggregate of the results of all suhohjectives listed
the end of each mission, and will insure that ques- under each objective. The measures for each indi
tions are clearly and completely answered. vidual subobjective are stated with those ohjectives.

Failure of one or more subobjectives to meet the
The first mission for all evaluation pilots will be criterion will not necessarily cause the operational

for the purpose of familiarization and warm-up prac- effectiveness of the F- 15 visual system for that
tice. This familiarization mission will only be used training phase to be judged unacceptable. l.evels of
on the first day of the evaluation week. During the performance below the criterion and the operational
familiarization mission, communication procedures impact of each such deficiency will lie identified.
will be practiced and the evaluation pilot will famil- Based on the aggregate results of all objectives, a
iarize himself with the FS operation. When the con- judgment will be made by the evaluation team as to
sole pilot is satisfied that the evaluation pilot is the usefulness of LFOV visual systems for F 15. F 16.
familiar with the FS, the evaluation will begin, and A-10 aircrew training devices.

The console pilot will set the simulator to a pre-
selected set of flight conditions or initialize the CONCLUSION

simulator for the task to be flown. Initial conditions A preliminary analysis would indicate that even
for the initial task of each mission will be prepro-
grammed to preclude accidental insertion of erroneous though the full aircraft FOV is not made available

conditions. Initial conditions for subsequent evalua- to the pilot, a LFOV visual system for a FS can still
tion tasks of a mission will be manually set in by the be a very cost effective training device. The ad--

taskconsole technician. dition of the LFOV visual system to the F 15 FS
should increase the FS's capability to train individ

ual air-to-air tasks such as basic fighter maneuvers
During each mission, the evaluation pilot will (BFM) or complex tactical scenarios involving a

perform each maneuver/task once in order to eval- large number of active targets, seven of which may
uate the training capability of the LFOV. Upon com- be moving in the visual scene at any one time. High
pletion of each task, the evaluation pilot will be asked resolution computer generated graphic models of
to provide a rating of training capability using the several different aircraft types should enhance
rating scale. Evaluation pilots will rate the training threat recognition training and allow visual identi-
capability of the LFOV system in their area of exper- fication prior to weapons employment. Pilots may
tise, i.e., RTU or operational training environment, practice transition from weapon system displays to
Comments on these ratings will be made as appropri- visual acquisition of both air and ground threats.
ate. If necessary, and at the request of the evalua- Tasks such as night, weather, or low altitude air
tion pilot, the task may be reflown in order to rate combat maneuvers should be more safely trained in a
and comment upon the task. The console pilot will FS with a LFOV than in an aircraft. Maneuvers may
transcribe the ratings and comments concerning be flown against preprogrammed adversary motion
factors that impacted the training capability rating paths or against an instructor flown adversary air-
(e.g., field of view limitation impacts, brightness, craft. Programmable SAM and AAA threats, capable
visual system integration with the F-15 FS, resolu- of launching and firing, let the pilot practice eva-
tion, etc.). sive maneuvers. Realism of weapons use is enhanced

by visual cues such as smoke trails and explosions.
The console pilot will initialize the FS for the Pilots should be able to maintain orientation with

next evaluation task, and the evaluation pilot will adversary aircraft outside the visual field-of-view by
fly the next task. This method will be followed for a way of light spot projector.
all tasks to be evaluated during the mission.

When the last task in each mission is completed, In addition to air-to-air tasks, most air-to-
the console pilot will freeze the simulator and obtain ground tasks can also be trained. Realistic terrain
the ratings and comments for the last task. The and ground target modeling allows low altitude navi-

* evaluation pilot will then egress from the cockpit and gation both to and from the target area. Training
will proceed to a debriefing area accompanied by the for both conventional and tactical ranges is possible.
console pilot. Weapons effectiveness can be evaluated by special

visual effects, such as bomb explosion and bullet
Another evaluation pilot and another console pilot impact animations. Basic aircraft flight training is

will be brought to the FS area by the program man- enhanced as well. Visual cues associated with the
ager. The new evaluation pilot will sit in the cockpit. traffic pattern can be effectively integrated into the
The new console pilot will brief the new evaluation instruction process. Various weather and lighting
pilot on the cockpit and the simulator operation. The conditions may be created for realistic instrument
familiarization part of the mission will then begin for training, and formation flight with both similar and
the new evaluation pilot, dissimilar aircraft may l)e practiced.
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IMAGE GENERATOR ARCHITECTURES AND FEATURES

Roy Lathamn
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ABSTRACT

('V) In order to meet user requirements, tradeoffs are made in the Implementation of the four

0 functions (scene management, prioritization, geometric processing, and video processing) that
4. comprise a digital Image generation system of the sort used for flight training. This paper

discusses how different approaches to image generator architecture affect the features
5Ji apparent to the user. Among the architectural variations discussed are programmable versus

* pipelined geometric processing, and four variations of video processor (scanline,
reverse-priority-ordered frame buffering, priority-ordered frame buffering, and distance
buffering). The architectures are compared with respect to system cost, overload
sensitivity, and the implementation of anti-aliasing. texture, and translucency features,
among others. Understanding the tradeoffs Involved will help designers and users better meet
the requirements of a training task.

SPE)CIFICATION AND DESIGN OF IMAGE GENERATORS refinements of one basic architecture. Having no
conventional architecture for image generation
systems Is a situation with implications for both

Visual image generators are used to the user and the designer.
synthesize scenes which respond in real time to,
typically, control inputs of a pilot in a flight Ideally, the user would not need to know how
simulator. The image generators discussed in system functions are Implemented. Instead, the
this paper use digital electronics to generate user might prefer to just know the features of
signals to drive a raster display, usually a the system, i.e., what the system does, not how

V.cathode ray tube or a light valve projector. it does it. Unfortunately, performance limits in
Because the displayed scene must respond present image generators are too great to permit
Interactively to the control Inputs, new Images a simple specification like "images shall be
must be generated 30 to 60 times per second. Indistinguishable from the real world'. and every
This requirement, together with the required attempt to write a specific detailed
resolution and scene detail of the Images, leads specification runs the risk of using terms or
to the development of Image generators which are concepts which are inapplicable to the
large, complex electronic systems. architecture and set of features of a particular

design. For example, specifying the capability
The functions performed by the image of a system to produce edges will run Into

generator In making a scene may be grouped Into problems In systems designed with limits on a
four categories: scene management, polygon basis, or which make use of texture or
prioritization, geometric processing, and video curved surfaces.
processing. The scene management function is the
process of collecting the mathematical From the designer's viewpoint, the situation
descriptions of the objects to be used In the would be simplified if there were simple common
scene, a process which usually starts by data measures of performance. In the real situation,
retrieval from a disc storage device, there are innumerable tradeoffs among
Prioritization is the determination of which architectures and features. The "correct"
objects may occlude other objects In the tradeoffs depend upon the intended application.
generated image; roughly speaking, higher Every product designer must be aware of the
priority objects are closer to the eyepoint than requirements of the intended user of his product,
lowr priority objects. Geometric processing Is but the complexity of the product and the
the conversion of the mathematical descriptions subtlety of the tradeoffs make this task
of the three-dimensional data base objects into especially difficult In the case of image
two-dimensional descriptions associated with the generators.
coordinates of the display. Video processing Ti ae icse oeo h udmnacomprises all of the remaining steps needed to Ti ae icse oeo h udmna

-'."define the image at each picture element of the tradeoffs Involved in designing an Image
display. Including the geometric subdivision of generator to provide certain features to meet the
faces Into pixels, detailed occlusion, and the user's needs. To limit the scope of the
generation of video signals for the display, discussion, only the top level of image generator

design is discussed, and then for only a
There Is no single conventional architecture restricted number of the most popular

for Implementing the four categories of variations. The features discussed are limited
functions, although there are a limited number of to a few of the most architecturally Interesting,
approaches presently In use. The situation with but Include both image related features, such as
respect to image generator architectures may be capabilities for textured and translucent objects
contrasted with that of computers, for example, In the scenes, and application related features,
In which nearly all of the systems produced are such as system cost and overload conditions.

VI
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SCENE MANAGEMENT AMl PRIORITIZATION Imposed by priority algorithms, and it does away
with thle priority algorithim execut ion. Despite
the conceptual Simplicity and flexibility of

System Functions distance sort ing. thle cost of the high speed
hardware required to do operations on each

Scene management and prioritizat ion picture element, and problems with picture
*functions are often performed concurrently in a quality and translucency effects, limit the

general purpose computer, but the functions are application of the technique.
* distinct. The Image generation for simulation

begins with an eyepoint position and direction of PiRYZTOview provided by another computer in the-------
simulator system. The first step in making the 00'%E SEN EMTICVDO T
Image Is to select the objects that might be in F ROM -MANAGEMENT PROCESSING POCESSING DISPL AY

*view from that viewpoint, and this selection SIMULATOR

-. process is the basic scene management function.
Scene management is performed continually as the Figure 2. Prioritization performed with
viewpoint changes, and the differences between video processing in a distance buffered
successive viewpoints are usually so slight that architecture.

* the computation requirements and data bandwidths
*are within the capacity of conventional If a priority algorithm approach IS

minicomputers. Similarly, the priority relations selected, there are circumstances when the
among objects which determine occlusion also processing speeds of conventional minicomputers

*change slowly In many applications, so it Is may be Inadequate. ordinarily, objects change
-convenient to run the prioritization algorithms priority slowly as the viewpoint moves in the

in the general purpose computer as well, data base. Moving objects in the data base
complicate the situation because they must be

The prioritization function is distinct from prioritized not only with respect to each other.
*occlusion. Two objects have a priority but with respect to the fixed objects. In
* ~~relationship if one may potentially occlude theadiontruigthpirtyloitmoe
-. other, i.e., If every line of sight from a given frequently, the real time software may have to

viewpoint will strike the high priority object build mathematical planes to separate moving
before the lower priority object whenever the two objects from fixed objects. Separating planes,
happen to overlap In the view. Occlusion is the or other mathematical structures used by the

*precise determination of which parts of each priority algorithm, are ordinarily built off-line
object are visible given the priority for the fixed data base. Altogether, increased
relationship. If the objects interpenetrate or processing requirements may require a more

*mutually overlap no priority relationship of the powerful computer or special purpose hardware to
sort described will exist. Consequently, image execute the algorithms.
generators which depend upon priority algorithms
to establish priority relationships must use data Scene management functions may also tax the
bases meeting special conditions. These capacity of minicomputers. Ordinarily. the
conditions usually end up requiring that all viewpoint changes relatively slowly, as

*objects be subdivided Into convex pieces. determined by the motions of the vehicle being
simulated. Consequently, lists of data

Systems using priority algorithms usually potentially In view can be updated rather
have an architecture which feeds the results of slowly. If the vehicle can turn rapidly or
the priority algorithm Into the video processing rotate, it is usually not a serious problem to

*(Fig. 1). The video processor takes the expand the potentially viewed area to include a
tw-dimensional descriptions of the objects, as wider margin. Even expanding to the whole sphere
produced by the geometric processor, and uses the of view may only require a few times as much data
priority order to determine on a picture element as the actual displayed portion. However, new
(or finer) basis which portions of the objects developments in display technology make it
should be displayed. possible to concentrate the scene detail in an

I "area-of-interest" where the person under
training is looking. The ultimate in area-

d RIORITIZATION of-interest displays Is an eye-tracked system,
where scene detail is concentrated in the high

POSIION.resolution portion of human vision. This
ATITUDE SCENE GEOMETRIC VID TO approach avoids wasting image generation capacity
FROM MANAGEMENT PROCESSIRG PROCESSING DISPLAY on portions of the scene only peripherally in
ISMLATOR view, but it also means that scene management

must be performed at rates compatible with the
Figure 1. Conventional organization of very high slew rates of the eye. As with
image generator functions. prioritization, this implies either a more

powerful computer or specialized hardware, or
An alternative, however, is to have the both.

prioritization performed in the video processor
along with occlusion (Fig. 2). Conceptually, GEOMETRIC PROCESSING
this approach Is straightforward; for each

* picture element the video processor must decide
which face Is closer to the viewpoint and then In order to show objects which appear
perform occlusion accordingly. The distance perspectively correct from any viewpoint,
sorting approach removes the restrictions on the processing must start with a data base
types of objects In the data base that are representation which gives a three-dimensional
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model of the object to be depected. Most Near the video processing erid of the
conventionally. the representation uses vertices geometric processing, the principal design
in rectangular (x.y,z) coordinates to build tradeoff is In regard to system bandwidth versus
polygonal faces and polyhedral objects, but the load management ability. Image generators often
surfaces could be described by equations of drive more than one display, so it is natuial to
curved surfaces or by more general recursive dedicate hardwe . to each display to provide
functions. However represented In the data base, parallelism in the computations. However.
geometric processing is performed to transform whenever hardware is dedicated to a display, the
the objects into two-dimensional representations system will have some susceptibility to overload
in the coordinate system of the display screen. In one channel while there is spare capacity In
The steps in this processing typically include another, an obvious inefficiency. At some point
translation and rotation. illumination, In the system, the bandwidth of generated data
perspective division. -ipping (to the screen becomes too great to permit interchange among

- ,boundaries), and computation of parameters needed processors, but the exact point is a design
for later shading and texturing of the surfaces, decision. One logical point to make the division

is after geometric processing, but the split

Ther ar twobasc aproahesto gomeric could be made earlier, in the middle of geometric

processor design: special purpose pipelined prclipping. To e wino n bonrie syse anoterloia
hardware or general purpose programmable cipn owno onaisI nte oia

hardware. Until very recently, the only feasible podnt for the split. In general, systems

method of achieving the required throughput was dividing the data streams earlier will avoid
design problems of high data bandwidths within

to build pipelined hardware specifically for the the machine, but at the expense of less
task, perhaps with some microprogranuableefiinyndgatrorldsucpblt.
processes embedded In the design. The pipelined efcec n rae vrla ucpiiiy
approach achieves very high throughput, but the
design is complex and expensive to modify. A VIDEO PROCESSING
more general computer approach is now just
becoming feasible with parallel processing and
the use of high performance VLSI computing A~ general purpose computing approach may be
elements. Because the development of general cniee o emti rcsig u ie
purpose computing elements is supported by a
broad market and the Image generator market is processing, with requirements hundreds of times
comparatively small, the economics of the greater. is safely In the domain of special
progranmmable approach will probably become more purpose hardware for the foreseeable future.
favorable with respect to custom pipeline designs Hihpoesnaddtabdwthrqrmns

as tme oeson. n aditon, her istheare inherent in the generation of 30 million
inevitable trend to more complex geometric pixels per second per channel, the result of
processing algorithms to support a greater subdividing the displayed faces into picture

vreyof image features. This means more elements. Each picture element is described by
vrariety te hn oecstmhrwaewe three color components which in turn are affected
tprogrammater anore usotmhdwaewe by smooth shading, atmospheric haze fading.

the rogaimableappoac is doped.translucency (which will show the colors of
underlying pixels), anti-aliasing (which

The geometric processing problem is Ideally smooths" edges), and a variety of other effects.
suited to parallel processing because the image
Is built of hundreds or thousands of independent
objects. Nonetheless, the computational Scanline Architectures
requirements are formidable, requiring roughly 20
million floating point operations per second and One of the original approaches to dealing
perhaps 50 million bytes per second of input and with so much processing was to perform the
output. Considering just the arithmetic operations a scaniline at a time In synchronism
operations, about 150 of the most advanced with the raster display of the scanlines. This
microprocessor arithmetic units would have to be approach is now well documented and has been used
kept busy to perform the calculations. Spreading by most of the image generator manufacturing

A"the load evenly among so many processors poses companies. [1)
many problems, but the approach Is near the
borderline of feasibility for devices as In order to generate the data for a given
expensive as image generators. line of the display, the objects (or the edges of

polygonal faces forming the objects) must first
be sorted to find those intersected by the line.

Whether programmed or done in special The beginning and end of each face on the line Is
hardware, there are distinct possibilities of then determined, and occlusion performed using
merging scene management and prioritization the previously computed prioritization. The
functions into the geometric processing hardware visible pieces of polygons are then converted to
structure, and one of the design tradeoffs In picture elements and displayed.
doing so is the flexibility of making changes
versus the efficiency of processing. (This Is It might seem that the sorting process would

* .evident within the software realm Itself. as be a principal drawback to the technique, but It
*well. The trend Is definitely away from writing actually is not. The sort Is implemented In

scene management software In assembly language hardware that supports many simutanous
and towards coding In high level languages. The comparisons, so that the N log N growth of
loss In execution efficiency Is now more than sorting times associated with the sequential
compensated by increased flexibility and sorting of random arrays does not apply. In
maintainability.) fact, the principal disadvantage is that the
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entire processing operation is synchronous by Distance Buffering
line, and hence the processing overload condition
will be driven by the single most complex Both priority-ordered and ceverse-priority-
scanline in the scene. Consequently. a scene ordered writing depend upon a separate
which is sparse overall may nonetheless overload prioritization process to support the video
the system because time spent on a complex line processing. Prioritization can be performed
cannot be made up later on empty lines, concurrently with video processing by expanding

the dept of the frame buffer to hold the distance
Buffering two or more scanlines alleviates to the picture element in addition to its color

the problem by allowing the generator to run less components. The objects may then be computed in
Ltrictly in synchronism with the display. Once any order and the distances to new picture
It becomes economically feasible to buffer a elements compared to those previously written.
whole screen, a family of "frame buffered" At the end of processing, the surfaces closest to
architectures becomes possible that offers other the viewpoint at each pixel will be represented
advantages in addition to the elimination of in the buffer.
scanline overload.

For computational convenience, the existance
to a plane parallel to the screen plane may be

Reverse-Priority-Ordered Writing used instead of the true viewing distance, and
the reciprocal of the distance can be used in

Rather than fill scanlines one at a time memory rather than the direct function. Systems
" from the top of the screen, a frame buffer allows are called "Z-buffered" rather than distance

construction of the picture in a number of buffered when the distance to a plane is used.
different orders, unrelated to scanline
position. The most conceptually simple is the Z-buffering has the great advantage of
so-called "painter's algorithm" in which faces solving the priority problem, but it has several
are converted to pixels and written into the other drawbacks. Like reverse-priority ordered
buffer In reverse-priority-order, i.e. the lowest writing, every picture element must be computed,
priority faces are written first and then even the ones ultimately occluded. The frame

* overwritten by higher priority faces to buffer must be enlarged to store the distance
accomplish occlusion. For example, the sky would function, a disadvantage that diminishes as
be written first, followed by the ground plane, memory becomes cheaper. But the most serious
distant objects, and finally close objects. disadvantages lie in the difficulties with

anti-aliasing and translucency implementations
Note that to accomplish occlusion by this which are discussed in the next section.

method it is necessary to generate every pixel of
every face, regardless of whether or not any
portion of a particular face Is visible on the IMAGE GENERATOR FEATURES

* screen. Thus if there are a million pixels in
the display, several times that number of pixels The features of a system are the elements of
may have to be generated, depending upon the Its specification. These elements Include
amount of occlusion in the scene. Consequently, overload properties and other applications

although the generation of the pixels Is related characteristics, and the image quality
" straightforward, a great deal of fast hardware and types of visual effects that can be
' will be required, and thP system may be subject produced. There are dozens of visual effects

to overload under a non-intuitive condition of that can be itemized in an image generator
" total pixel area written, specification, ranging from color properties to

the generation of landing light illumination
effects. For present purposes it is sufficient
to discuss a few of the important features that

Priority-Ordered Writing have an architectural impact upon the system.

The overload due to total writing can be
partially cured by changing to the less Image Content
straightforward scheme of writing the highest
priority objects first. In this method a mask Anti-aliasing. Aliasing problems originate from
must be built to keep track of the portions of attempting to determine the display of an entire

- the screen written during the course of pixel based upon a single sample point within the
processing. By reference to the mask, which pixel, or from too few sample points within the
could actually be built hierarchically with pixel. The symptoms of allasing in an image are

' blocks of bits corresponding to the pixels of the stairstepped edges, thin lines broken into dotted
display, succeeding faces can be checked for lines, and discrete rather than continuous motion
occlusion and portions skipped over as as objects undergo transitions from scanline to
appropriate. System complexity is increased in scanline when the scene changes.
that additional logic is required for the masking
and skipping, but the efficiency Is also Solutions to the aliasing problem involve
Increased. The processing of shading, fading, either the sampling of many points within the
texturing, and the like is avoided on occluded pixel and possibly adjacent pixels, and then
pixels in favor of the simpler masking and combining the points in a weighted average to
skipping operations. It the skipping and mask obtain the picture element color and intensity,
updating can be accomplished much faster than the or treating the image analytically with a similar
processing of displayed pixels, then the system combination of weighted areas in the picture
will be very robust with regard to overloads. element.
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Translucency. There are translucent objects. System Features
particularly smoke and clouds, that enhance some
generated scenes. However, the principal use of The remarks regarding the vdiiety of visual
t rdnslucency is to facilitate the change in the effects also apply to the profusion of other
level of detail of object models. To save system features. Three of the most important are
capacity. simple models can be used for objects discussed here.
iA the distance and then replaced with more
detailed models as they become closer. A Overload Resistance. All systems have finite
translucency capability allows a smooth processing Capacity, but all of the elements of
traw.:,ition among the models, thereby permitting the system should be well balanced so there are
later transitions without the distraction of a no critical bottlenecks. The capacity of the
sudden replacement, system should be as large as possible within the

cost constraints, and there should be graceful
Texture. Texture is a modulation of the surface overload and recovery characteristics.
of a generated object using a hardware generated
or stored pattern. The intensity of the surface Modular Construction. Presently, there is no
is usually varied pseudorandomly to give a choice but to make image generators large and to
greater sense of depth and apparent motion in the some degree complex, but'many of the problems of
image. Surface parameters such as color and large systems can be minimized If the
translucency can be modulated in addition to architecture is highly regular. The "modularity"
intensity to provide a great range of effects, of a system may be quantified as the ratio of the
An interesting special Case of texture is the number of circuit cards in the system to the
reproduction of digitized photographs, perhaps number of types of cards in the system. High
Including translucent regions, to add realism to mdlrt sdsrbebcuei ep
the generated scene (Fig. 3.) production economy. simplifies training of

maintenance personnel, and minimizes the spare
parts requirements. The greater the modularity
number, the greater the benefits.

Another reason for desiring a highly regular
-.7 architecture is that it eases the transition to

increased use of large and very large scale
integration. The development of custom
integrated circuits Is more easily amortized if

*. ,~they are used repeatedly within the system.

Configurability. Designing an image generator
* from scratch is too lengthy and expensive a

process to be undertaken for every new
application. Consequently. It is desirable to
design systems which are adaptable in terms of
capacity and features so as to fit as wide a
range of applications as possible. This also
provides a growth path for the user should his
requirements change.

Making a system reconfigurable by capacity
Figure 3. An image with translucency and Is generally more consistent with high modularity
texture effects. than making it reconfigurable by feature.

Nonetheless, features which involve substantial
amounts of hardware, such as curved surface
generation, are candidates for design as options.

Smooth Shading. image generators designed to
work with polygons can provide an illusion of
smoothly curved surfaces by shading the objects ARCHITECTURE CONFLICTS WITH FEATURES
as If they were curved. The smooth variation of
Intensity used for smooth shading can be extended
to smooth variation of color or translucency in Obstacles
the same manner in which texture was extended for
these parameters. Some architectures lend themselves better to

the implementation of certain features than do
Curved Surfaces. Curved surfaces may be others. Rarely are the obstacles theoretically
approximated by polygons, but special hardware insurmountable, but practical system cost and
can also be provided to generate the surfaces complexity may be unacceptable unless a clever
from a few parameters. Because polygon Innovation is found to resolve the potential
processing Is so straightforward, especially In Incompatibility. The resolution of the problem
video processing, it Is debatable whether less may take thc form of a restriction of the system
hardware is needed to directly generate complex capability, the use of an approximate rather than
curved surfaces rather than generating them by exact method, or, ultimately, the exclusion of
polygons, but curved surfaces clearly provide for the feature in favor of others more compatible
a more compact data base representation of with the architecture and more important in the
objects that are inherently curved, intended application.
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Scanline Architectures Priority-Ordered Writing

The major problem of scanline architectures To perform ptiotity-ordered writing with
is the intersection overload problem previously anti-allasing, occlusion must be petformed on a
discussed. There are other, more minor, problems subpixel basis. One way of keeping track of the

' related to the maintenance of a stack of subplxels is to keep a "bed of nails" a bit map
scanstripe segments and the resolution of with each bit corresponding to a subatea Of the
overlaps and translucent objects in the stack. pixel. If the bit is set it means that the
The algorithms for resolving all of the occlusion corresponding nail has been covered; initially
analytically on a subplxel basis lead to complex all the bits are set to zero. Only one set of
hardware. color components need be maintained for the whole

pixel, with additions made as the nails are
Nonetheless, a very general technique for filled in. This solves the internal edge problem

"modularizing" a video processor architecture for opaque faces.
applies. If work is to be shared among
processors, it is better to share it by Translucent faces now cause a potential
alternating among pixels or scanlines than to problem, however, because we must decide what to
subdivide the screen into regions. The loading do with the nails when a translucent face is
is much more likely to be even if the load is written. If we set the nails for a translucent
shared as suggested. In the scanline face, the nails will not be available for the
architecture, it is better to have, for example, correct occlusion of underlying opaque faces that
one processor do the odd scanlines and the other will be written later. If we don't set the nails
the even scanlines (in a field) than to have one for translucent faces, then the internal edges of
do the right half and the other the left half of transparent faces (which might be almost 100%
the screen. If the screen is dedicated by opaque) will not be anti-aliased correctly. In
halves, an overload may occur if the scene any case, a separate translucency factor will
complexity, perhaps the airport in a flight have to be stored, adding to the nails and color
simulation, happens to fall predominately in one ceiponents already needed for each pixel.
half.

The algorithm to treat the problem of top
The reverse-priority-ordered writing problem down translucency is somewhat more tractable than

of having to write every pixel, whether occluded the problem of internal edges in reverse-priority-
or not, is partially offset by the relative ordered writing. The bed of nails is a basic
simplicity of the approach. General translucency mechanism for detecting internal edges in any
is implemented straightforwardly by mixing a combination without having precomputed tags.
portion of the underlying color and intensity Nonetheless, there seems to be no perfect
with the new object. Anti-allasing can be solution under all combinations of multiple
performed by accounting for the fraction of the overlays of translucency and internal edges.
area in the picture element being covered, and
mixing according to the fraction; the Note that the presence of translucent
anti-aliasing can be done over a larger objects also diminishes the overload resistance
convolution base with a weighted function if of priority-ordered writing. If all objects were
required. opaque, only pixels intersected by visible edges

of surfaces would receive more than one
The most difficult problem with this method contribution requiring a write cycle. A total of

-. ". arises from occlusion not being performed on a one plus the intersected fraction times that
subpixel basis. Consider a mountain made of screen size would have to be generated to make a
green poloygonal faces silhouetted against a frame. The fraction of edge pixels is small
bright sky. The sky would be written first into (less than 0.3) so the total amount of processing
the buffer, then one green poloygon, and then a (assuming skip over is negligible) is quite
matching adjacent polygon. The two polygons predictable. Translucency adds a potentially
should meet on an internal edge so as to occlude large and variable amount of writing to the
the sky completely below the top of the processing, considering a cloud or smoke puff
silhouette. However, when the first of the covering the whole screen. Some restriction must

% mountain polygons is written, the fractional be placed upon the amount of translucency in the
pixels on all the edges will be blended with the scene to protect the system from such overloads.
background color, the sky. The adjacent green
polygon will then be blended with edge pixels
having a sky-colored component already included Distance Sorting
in those pixels. The net effect is that a thin
line of sky will appear along the Internal edges Z-buffered architectures have difficulties
of the mountains. with anti-aliasing and translucency implementa-

tions. To correctly occlude and suppress
One approach to curing the problem is to tag allasing in the image, operations must be

Internal edges when they are first written into performed on a subpixel basis. Since the
the buffer so that the first internal edges will distance sorting is performed on discrete sample
completely overwrite the edge pixels rather than points, the straightforward approach would be to
blend. However, there are cases of vertices and adopt sorting on a subplxel basis. To accomplish
thin edges where there is more than one internal this, the distance and color components of each
edge In the pixel. In addition, the internal subplxel must be stored. The expense of genetat-

% edges of translucent objects must pick up the Ing and storing the information for more than one.% background color, so there are more special or two subplxels seems prohibitive with present
cases. Overall, the tagging schemes are at best technology, so it seems that Z buffeted systems
"complicated. must be relegated to applications where image
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quality is not important, or where the requited The addition at translucency complicates
resolution is low. A possible approach to matters. With the possibility of overlapping

improving the image quality is to store the Z textured translucent faces, texture must be
' data analytically for small blocks of the screen, generated prior to the frame buffer input and the

but this would require sophisticated processing expense must be borne. To allow use of texture
algorithms, generation upon output in a system with

translucency, restrictions must be placed upon
Translucency presents the problem of storing the use of texture. One possibility is to

a number of overlaying faces that cannot be prohibit the use of texture on translucent
resolved until the entire scene is built, surfaces and to store an attenuation factor for

"-- Building the stack of data at each pixel is the texture modulation on the underlying
prohibitively expensive, so translucency cannot surface. Another approach is to only allow
be handled within the normal structure of the translucency for model switching and to keep the
system. Rather than abandon the feature outlines of the objects similar so that a texture
entirely, it is possible to separately prioritize may be applied using the Z value from either

* the translucent objects and add them after the model; no texture is allowed on models that may
rest of the scene has been built. It is easiest be switched completely out.
to add the translucent objects in reverse-
priority-order, with the additional step of Prioritization of Curved Surfaces
checking distance for occlusion of the objects by

previously written opaque faces. The translucent There are several problems in integrating
% faces will have the same internal edge problems curved surfaces Into the cited architectures.

, '~as ordinary reverse-priority architectures. General curved surfaces have concave features

that are difficult to prioritize by methods other
than Z buffering. A restriction to convex pieces

solves this problem, at a significant loss In

CONFLICTS AMONG FEATURES generality.

If a large curved surface, such as a terrain
representation, must be subdivided for anyTextured Translucent SurfacesT u Tn e S areason, there will be a problem in matching the

Any-. or o hedges of the curved patches when the patches must
Any operation which must be performed on change to different levels of detail. This can

each picture element will require additional be avoided by restricting level of detail changes
pipelined hardware, and it will therefore tend to to small curved features added on top of
be expensive to implement. This is true for underl urfa es Hower, t w lunderlying surfaces. However, this will limit
operations such as smooth shading, smooth switching effectiveness and also generally
coloring, and haze fading, but texture Is require the computation of the intersection of
especially expensive because the computations are rheuire thevcomputation ofmthe intersectionaof

the two curved surfaces, a much more complicatedmore complex. To save texture hardware it would requirement than bounding the surfaces by planes.
be desirable to only put texture on visible
pixels. For example, a Z buffered system could
save a pointer to the texture mapping plane SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
equation for each sample point which could be
used along with the stored Z data to compute the This paper has discussed two geometric
texture modulation just prior to display. There processing architectures and four video
would be some defect in the anti-aliasing of edge processing architectures in the context of a half
pixels, but no worse than the regular Z buffered dozen or so image generator features. Each
images. Similar schemes can be worked out with architecture has strong and weak points as
other architectures. summarized in Table 1.

Architecture Strengths Weaknesses

Pipelined Geometric Throughput Inflexibility,
Processor complexity

Parallel Programmable Flexibility, Throughput
Geometric Processor modularity

Scanllne Video Requires little Scanline overload,
Processor memory ptiority-overload

Reverse-Priority Easy translucency Internal edge
Video Processor occlusion

Priority-Ordered Overload Translucency implementation,
Video Processor resistance large memory required

Distance Sorting Easy Allasing,
Video Processor prioritization translucency implementation

Table I. Image generator architecture characteristics.
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For any particular application, the that meets a given set of requirements. Users0 strengths and weaknesses must be weighed. For should therefore approach innovative features
example. if data base flexibility Is important with some skepticism; the tradeoffs must be
but image quality is not important, the distance understood to find out If they meet the user's
sorting architecture Is suggested. On the other requirements.
hand, every architecture has weaknesses. The
designer does well to identify the weaknesses as
early as possible, and to do the best possible to REFERENCES
minimize them through innovative design or
appropriate operational restrictions. Users
should find out what the weaknesses are and 1. Schachter, Bruce J. (ed.), Computer
assess those weaknesses In the light of the Image Generation, John Wiley & Sons,
application requirements. New York, 1983, Chapters 3 and 4.

S. For high performance flight simulation, the
author's opinion is that within the next two or ABOUT THE AUTHOR
three years, reduced costs of processors a,.d
memories will make a parallel programmable
geometric processor with a priority ordered video Roy Latham received a B.S.E.E. and a B.S. in
processor the architecture of choice. This Aeronautics and Astronautics from M.I.T. in 1970,
conclusion is based upon the belief that overload an M.S. in Applied Mathematics from S.U.N.Y. at
resistance and image quality are extremely Stony Brook in 1974, and an M.S. in Computer
important in this application. The disadvantages Science from the University of Santa Clara in
of translucency appear tractable with clever 1983. He joined Grumman Aerospace Corporation in
design, and in any case translucency is a feature 1970, where he worked on the development and
with specialized application where some testing of aircraft navigation systems. In 1978
limitations can be accepted. he joined the Link Division of the Singer Company

where he worked as a visual system project
More generally, an important theme of this engineer and is presently assigned to the

paper is that image generator design must deal development of advanced features for image
with a set of features that must work together. geieration. The author is a licensed
Features new to the art such as photographic professional engineer and a U.S. Patent Agent;
texture or curved surfaces must be combined with he has written five publications and holds a

all the other features required to make a system patent in the field of navigation.
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PILOT ORIENTED PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Joe De Maio, Herbert H. Bell and John Brunderman
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory/Operation Training Division

Lfl ABSTRACT

Flight simulators provide a complete quantitative record of a pilot's flying performance.
Evaluating this record is complicated by the volume of data and by its fine detail, dozens of flight
parameters, sampled many times per second. Automated performance measurement systems (APMS) reduce the

*volume of data to an amount which is manageable and understandable. The usual APMS is aircraft state
.oriented. The APMS keys on aircraft state (e.g., X-Y position, bank angle) to define intervals over

which performance data are integrated. This APMS is relatively insensitive to pilots' intentions and
0 so may average performances which had differing objectives, based only on their having occurred at the
* same point during the task sequence. An alternative APMS has been developed which is pilot oriented.

This APMS defines measurement intervals based on control inputs. Control inputs are identified by
discrete changes in flight path. These intervals are psychologically relevant in that they begin with

. .ad a goal-directed control input and end with a countervailing input. By relating peeformance in the
pilot defined intervals to state defined intervals, it is possible to quantify performance on given

*-, flight segments (e.g., a level turn), and to specify factors which lead to a given level of performance.

INTRODUCTION response to a discrete environmental change.
The ad lib control inputs which operators make

As man-machine systems have become more frequently in unperturbed, steady-state
complex and costly, the need for effective operation are not amenable to this approach.
measurement of operator performance has An approach which has been used to study ad
increased dramatically. Performance measurement lib control inputs is simply to measure the rate
systems (PMS) are needed which will permit of control inputs. An input rate measure which
assessment not only of total man-machine system has been used in the study of driving is
performance but also of performance factors steering reversal rate (SRR), the rate at which
contributing to total performance. To the steering wheel is reversed through a small
accomplish this sort of assessment measures are finite arc. Greenshields (3) has found SRR to
needed which permit the decomposition of increase with traffic density. McLean and
performance into perceptual, information Hoffman (4) have found SRR to be affected by
processing and physical control performance lane width, speed and preview. Hicks and
components. Wierwille (5) found control task difficulty to

The need to decompose overall performance affect SRR.
into its components is particularly apparent Although SRR is sensitive to the effect of
when there is an interactive effect of task task variables on ad lib control performance, it
difficulty factors on overall performance. For has drawbacks. MacDonald and Hoffman (in 6)
example Rinalducci (1) examined the performance found addition of a secondary task to affect SRR
of pilots in maintaining level flight in an F-16 differently in simulated and actual driving.
simulator. Rinalducci used two measures of More importantly, SRR is often uncorrelated with
performance, mean altitude above ground level overall steering performance (6).
(AGL) and RMS deviation from 200 ft AGL. Both Control reversal rate has also been employed
measures were sensitive to the effects of visual in flight control research. As in driving,
cue and airspeed manipulations as well as to control reversal rate is sensitive to changes in
difference between straight and turning flight, the difficulty of the flying task, but the
In addition both measures were sensitive to sources of this sensitivity are obscure.
interactions between these variables. One Blomberg, Pepler and Speyer (7) used elevator
variable, visual cues, is clearly a position reversal rate (EPRR) to measure control
perceptual/informational factor. Neither the performance in the A-300 aircraft. Blomberg et
other two variables nor the interactions are al found introduction of an electronic flight

% amenable to intuitive labeling. Since the information system (EFIS) to increase EPRR.
performance measures do not permit analysis of Other measures of flying performance showed the
component processes, it can be shown that these EFIS to improve pilot performance. Introduction
factors affect performance, but not how they do of an autopilot, which reduced the difficulty of
SO. the control task by controlling horizontal

Attempts to study component control position, caused EPRR to decrease. As in
* *~processes have followed two lines. One approach driving control reversal rate is sensitive to

is to use a discrete stimulus such as a flying task difficulty, bo' the factors
cross-wind gust (2) to elicit a control input, underlying this sensitivity are not clear.
Because the input was elicited, it is possible For measures of ad lib control inputs to be

*, to obtain timing information, which shows the useful, indices of input >ffectiveness, such as
contribution of perceptual, subject and control are available for elicited control inputs, are
task factors to input latency and needed. A PMS is presented here, which employs
effectiveness. This approach provides measures of effectiveness of ad lib inputs. Two
information not only about how well an operator assumptions underlie this PMS: (1) the
controls the vehicle but also about the conditions which prevail when the input is made
effectiveness of the operator's response. The serve to elicit the input and (2) the
limitation of the approach is that it can only qualitative effect of the input reflects the

, be applied when inputs which are made in operator's intention in making it. That is, if
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an input causes the vehicle to change direction been made when tri v-rt i I c., I,, it in t-( r ,,
of travel, then the operator's intention was to negative JeCin i , t 'iT-, . Th
change direction. While this assumption may not definition is Inloqoui t -s,
apply to the totally naive operator, it is This fjinctIona (-rItorlio mk , t, ' ,i 1
reasonable for one having even minimal skill. sens)tive, sine (oitrol onp,jt,, ire i t,

Measures based on the above assumptions are according to ,i rit,-ri r wh I th i11pts t) 11
used to decompose control performance into a task relevant f vitr-.
perceptual task component and a physical control Once we r,dvw let,-rnine,1 thiat "o
task component. Following description of the has been made, it is nrcrssvry t,, id ,ten

- 
tt.,

PMS, data are presented to show effects of degree of effect i veness of the input. I,
perceptual and control task difficulty variables control inputs it- mid-, to rift, vf,( t'v, , i o.v
on the performance measures. These data were can only fall llt o unr of tao , jt,,,
gathered in a flight simulator visual system those after which veloc ity chang, ,ii
evaluation, the results of which are presented (direction of travel chran qis, iri tans.
elsewhere (8). Toe intent here is simply to after which velocity does not chnarj,
describe the functioning of the PMS. (direction of travel remains thte Simit Alt',

regard to error control, thesm, twaj 1 i ss

. - THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM control input effectiveness nave psr.h,
2
o1.im W

and task relevance because in the frm- 35..-

Because tne intent of the PMS is to provide the input causes a decrease in error, whil,, in
- measures of performance which are sensitive to the latter error continues to incriose.

* - the pilot's intentions moment by moment, both In the PMS critical inputs are those hiLr,
overall and component performance measures need reverse the direction of travel and so :ecrease
be defined specifically with reference to the error, and non-critical inputs are those which
flying task considered. The PMS presented below do not alter the direction of travel. Efficient
is used to evaluate performance in maintaining control might be expected to involve a
level flight at a specified altitude. relatively large proportion of critical inputs.

Four performance measures are presented (see A greater proportion of non-critical inputs
Table 1). Two measures relate to overall might result in less efficient control since

control performance: Target Altitude (TA) is the many inputs do not result in error reduction.
% mean of the local altitude minima and maxima; In the PMS Smoothness (S) is defined as the

Altitude Range (AR) is the mean difference proportion of control inputs which are critical
between local maxima and minima. These measures inputs. Smoothness has a value of 1.0 when all
give the altitude the pilot is attempting to inputs are critical inputs made for the direct
maintain and the degree to which the aircraft purpose of velocity control. If, on the other
varies about that altitude. Target Altitude and hand, no inputs were made for the purpose of
AR are analogous to conventional measures of altering the direction of travel, that is, none
mean altitude and standard deviation. Two were critical, then S would have a value of

measures, Smoothness (S) and Critical Error Rate 0.0. A higher value of S represents more
(CER) are used to decompose performance into its efficient control.
components. These measures are based on As the distinction between critical and
attributes of individual control inputs, non-critical inputs provides a finer grain

Control inputs of interest are those made analysis of control behavior than simple input
through the aircraft stick. Unlike previous rate, so a still finer grain analysis can be
approaches, which have defined inputs in terms obtained by examining the effectiveness of
of control manipulandum displacement, the critical inputs. Since critical inputs are made
present PMS defines inputs in terms of their to reverse the direction of travel, their
effect on tne velocity vector. This approach effectiveness can be determined by measuring the
has the advantage that it employs a functional rate at which error accumulates following the
criterion for defining an input, rather than an input. An effective input is one which results
arbitrary one. in a low rate of error accumulation. In the PMS

this measure is given by Critial Error Rate
Table I (CER), the ratio of the lag distance to the lag

Performance measures for level flight time from the critical input to altitude
_______-___minimum/maximum.

S OVERALL PERFORMANCE MEASURES The two measures, S and CER, permit the
Target Altitude (TA): decomposition of control performance into

Mean of local altitude minima and maxima. behavioral components. For this decomposition
Altitude Range (AR): to be useful, two things are necessary: (1) the

Mean difference between local altitude component measures need be tied to
maxima and minima. psychologically relevant processes and (2) the

COMPONENT PERFORMANCE MEASURES contribution of the performance components to
Smoothness (S): overall performance must be determined. The
Proportion of critical control inputs, following analysis of control performance in a

Critical Error Rate (CER): flight simulator addresses these issues through
• Ratio of lag distance to lag time for examination of flying performance in straight

critical control inuts, and turning flight under varying conditions of
environmental visual cue quality.

-" . A control input is designated by a change in

sign of the vertical acceleration. If the

vertical acceleration is positive (increasing
Si rate of climb), a control input is said to have
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9~FLYING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION factors. The pattern of the effects, hnowever,
differ substantially for the two vaiat)lIes.

In the flying performance evaluation we Altitude Range is greater in turns than in
sridil examine the effect of two task difficulty straight flight at all levels of altitude
fictors on our measures of performance. cueing. At low levels of altitude cueing this

SDifferent types of task difficulty factors will difference is very large, roughly 200 ft.
De shown to affect performance components
differently. The interaction of the components
in overall performance will also be Shown.
Finally we shall Show how overall performance

* . reflects toie strategy adopted by toe pilot to
* cope with decrements in component performance.

One of the task difficulty factors addressed
is tne quality of out-of-the-cockpit visual cues
provided the pilot. De Maio and Brooks (9) and
he Maio et al (d) have used the slope (b) of an
altitude estimation function to evaluate the
altitude cueing effectiveness of simulator
visual environments. Flying performance is
examined in five environments, whose cueing
effectiveness ranges from 1D=.2 to b=.8.

The second task difficulty factor is
determined Dy the physics of flight. When an
airplane is in wings level flight, the force of
gravity is counterba lanced directly by tne lift
vector. When the aircraft is banked, a cosine Figure 2. Altitude range for straight
component enters the lift equation. Ticoneand turning flight
component increases toe difficulty of the
control task in proportion to the SiZil of the In straight flight AR increases only
Dank angle up to 900. slightly (@ 30 ft) due to cue quality variation,

We will begin tre performance analysis by and yet TA increases substantially. At the same
looking at overall performance as measured Dy TA time a much larger difference in AR due to
(see Fig 1). In both straight and turning turning under good cue conditions leads to

- .flight TA increases substantially in those little change in TA. In fact the function
environments providing poor altitude cueing (of, relating TA to visual cue quality in both

.5. Turning also causes an increase in TA in straight and turning flight is much more like
all visual environments, but this effect is not the AR function for turns than it is like that
as great as that of visual cue quality, for straight flight. This similarity leads to

Target Altitude measures the altitude the the conclusion that control precision
pflot attempts to hold. In order to see why performance (i.e., AR) in turns is the
pilots raise TA with increased task difficulty, determinant of TA in both turning and straight
we examine another overall performance measure, flight. Since turns must be executed, the pilot
AR (see Fig 2). Since AR measure how precisely chooses a straight flight TA which permits
the pilot controls altitude, it drives TA in maneuvering comfortably.
that the TA must be, at the least, high enough
to preclude collision with the ground on minimum COMPONENT PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
altitude excursions.

The above analysis of AR permits us to
determine that task difficulty affects control
precision. The analysis of TA Shows how pilots
might determine an appropriate altitude based on
their ;bility to control altitude. What remains
to be shown is how the perceptual and control
task f ac tors ac t inrd iv iduall1y and i n concert to

.1affect control precision. This analysis is
accomplished by examining the performance
components, S and CER.

Smoothness is a measure of control input
efficiency, the proportion of inputs that are
critIcal inputs (that is, effective in the sense
Of altering the aircraft's direction of
travel). Examination of Fig 3 shows that S is

* highly sensitive to altitude cue quality but
insensitive to control task difficulty (bank).
Changing the quality of visual information
availible to the pilot affects the proportion of
critical and non-critical inputs of the control

Figure 1. Target altitude for straight inputs made. When cue quality is high, most
and turning flignt inputs are made to change the direction of

travel. On the other hand, when cue quality is
As was true with TA, AR is sensitive to both low, a relatively small proportion of inputs is

9,perceptual and motor control task difficulty made for this reason.
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It is reasonable to suppose that difficulty, directional Changes occur less
non-critical inputs, also, have a purpose. frequently and again Altitude Range increases.
Since the proportion of these inputs increases In order to demonstrate a quantitative
when altitude cues are poor, these inputs may relation between control efficiency and
serve to give the pilot information needed for effectiveness and overall performance, a third
aircraft control. When altitude cues are good, variable must be introduced, that is, Effective
only a small number of non-critical inputs is Input Duration. Effective Input Duration ([ID)
needed to provide flight control information, is the time between inputs for non-critical
and tne majority of inputs is made to effect inputs and the time between input and local
flight control. When visual cues are poor, more maximum (minimum) for critical inputs. The

*non-critical inputs are needed, and so S difference in definition for critical and
*declines. non-critical EID arises because the directional

- ,, Change following a critical input acts
psychologically as an input. Effective Input
Duration is about the same for critical and
non-critical inputs, although the inter-input.4 interval is about twice as long for critical
inputs as for non-critical inputs.

Figure 3. MD smoothness for straight
and turning flight

The second component performance variable,
CER, measures the effectiveness of individual
critical control inputs; that is, how quickly
error accumulates following an error reducing Figure 4. MD critical error rate for
input. Since CER measures the responsiveness of straight and turning flight
the man-machine system, we might expect it to be
differentially sensitive to control task Effective Input Duration is not a
difficulty factors. Examination of Figure 4 particularly useful performance measure itself
shows this sensitivity. Critical Error Rate because, like the input rate measures discussed
increases from about 15 ft/sec in straight above (SRR, EPRR), it exhibits sensitivity to a
flight to about 34 ft/sec in turning flight, variety of task factors affecting performance of
Yet CER does not vary systematically with both operator and aircraft. Yet the difference
altitude cue quality, between [ID and inter-input interval may be

We have now identified two components of useful in explaining some of the conflicting
control performance: S, or input efficiency, input rate data in the literature. Since input
and CER, or input effectiveness. These rate is half as great for critical inputs as for
performance components show the differential non-critical, factors which affect S will affect
sensitivity to task difficulty factors that input rate even if EID is noc changed.
permits us to determine how increases in Effective Input Duration too affects input rate
difficulty affect the control process. when S may be unchanged. Depending on the
Increased perceptual task difficulty leads to a magnitude and direction of these two effects,
decrease in S as more inputs are made to provide input rate may increase or decrease in response
the pilot information and fewer for the express to the ensemble of task difficulty factors.
purpose of flight control. Increased control Altitude Range may be predicted from S, CER
task difficulty leads to an increase in CER. and [ID using the function:
When the control task is more difficult, inputs
are less effective. AR = 2*D*((S*C)+(1-S)*2C) (1)

-VConceptually the effects of variation in Where:
control efficiency (S) or input effectiveness AR Altitude Range, S =Smoothness
(CER) can readily be related to overall control C Critical Error Rate and
performance (AR). When inputs are less D Effective Input Duration.
effective due to increased control task
difficulty, the aircraft responds more slowly Equation 1 siys the average excursion above or
and AR increases. When input efficiency below the Target Altitude is determined by rate
decreases, due to increased perceptual task at Which error accumulates for a particular type
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of input multiplied by the proportion of SuCh 4. McLean, J. R. and Hoffman, E. R. The
inputs and by the effective input duration. The Effects of Restricted Preview on Driver
error accumulation rate for non-critical inputs Steering Control and Performance. Human
is twice that for critical inputs since Factors, 1973, 15, 421-440.
deceleration to zero does not occur. Using the
median values for S, CER, and EID (see Table 2), 5. Hicks, T. G. and Wierwille, W. W.
Equation 1 predicts an AR of about 267 ft in Comparison of Five Mental Workload
turning flight with poor altitude cues (b Assessment Procedures in a Moving-base
.5). The obtained AR was 260 ft. In wings Driving Simulator. Human Factors, 1979, 21,
level flight with good altitude cueing, 129-143.
predicted AR is 55 ft while actual AR is 49 ft.

6. MacDonald, E. A., and Hoffman, E. R. Review
DISCUSSION of Relationships Between Steering Wheel

Reversal Rate and Driving Task Demand.
Two performance measures have been developed Human Factors, 1980, 22, 733-739.

which permit the decomposition of flight control
7. Blomberg, R. D., Pepler, RD and Speyer J.

Table 2 Performance Evaluation of Electronic Flight
Effective input duration (Sec) Instruments. Proceedings of the Second

,". '~ Symposium on Aviation Psychology, Columbus,
Cueing Effectiveness Straight Turning OH, 1983.

Low (: .5) 1.7 2.0
P. High (o .7) 1.3 1.4 8. De Maio J., Rinalducci, E. J., Brooks, R.,

and Brunderman, J. Visual Cueing
performance into component processes. These Effectiveness: Comparision of Perception

, component processes are differentially sensitive and Flying Performance. Proceedings of the
to factors affecting the difficulty of the Fifth Interservice/Indusry Training
flying task. Smoothness, the proportion of Equipment Conference, Washington, D.C., 1983.
critical inputs, reflects the efficienty of
control. Increasing the difficulty of the 9. De Maio, J., and Brooks, R. Assessment of
perceptual component of the flight control task Simulator Visual Cueing Effectiveness by
leads to a decrease in S. Critical Error Rate Psychophysical Techniques. Proceedings of
measures the effectiveness of critical control the Fourth Interservice/Industry Training
inputs. This measure is sensitive to the Equipment Conference, Orlando, FL, 1982.
difficulty of the physical control task itself.

In order to relate performance on these two ABOUT THE AUTHORS
difficulty specific components to overall
control performance, a third performance Dr De Maio, Dr Bell and Ms Brooks are
component, sensitive to general task difficulty, Research Psychologists at the Air Force Human
is included. EID measures the amount of time Resources Laboratory/Operations Training
the pilot "holds" an input. At higher levels of Division, Williams AFB, AZ. First Lieutenant
the task difficulty, EID increases. The Brunderman is a T-38 Instructor Pilot with the
precision of control, AR, is a multiplicative 82 FTW, Williams AFB, AZ.
function of S, CER and EID.

The precision of control is a function of
component control processes beyond the
conscious, voluntary control of the pilot. The
only voluntary control option open to the pilot
is to select a TA which is a compromise based on
both task requirements and limitations to
control precision. The pilot adjusts this TA to
permit accomplishment of the flying task within
the constraints of perceptual and psychomotor
limitations.
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NEW CONCEPTS IN AIR(REW TRAINING
USING COMPUTER GENERATED IMAGERY - A STUDY REPORT

D. Hauck M. Versteqen
Engineer Engineer

McDonnell Douglas Electronics Company

_.r. St. Charles, Missouri 63301

.., IC ABSTRACT

The results of a study of the use of computer qenerated imaqery in non-traditional training
* techniques are reported. The~e techniques complement and extend the role of a simulator from

that of aircraft replicator to that of a training device. The study had three primary
objectives: 1) exploit the flexibility of CGI to generate new concepts in aircrew training

0 metnods; 2) develop and demo trate examples of these concepts; and 3) perform exploratory
- o testing of the examples to assess their effectiveness and pilot acceptance.

0 _ For future study, the concept of using the simulator as a specific visual task trainer is
discussed.

INTRODUCTION CONCEPT GENERATION

Aircraft simulators have been designed and The initial stages of research called for
used primarily as substitutes for actual air- the generation of new concepts in aircrew train-
craft. Computer generated imagery (CGI) pro- ing using computer generated images combined
vides the flexibility to enhance training in with a flight simulator. The emphasis was in
ways that cannot be done in an aircraft. The complex combat skill training as opposed to more
thrust of this research was to conceive and routine tasks such as takeoff and landing. This
demonstrate new training approaches that take was initiated by consulting with experts in the
advantage of the flexibility of CGI. Two broad fields of human factors, training psychology,
categories of techniques were available to us: visual perception, combat flight, simulation,

visual systems desiqn and flight instruction.
() simulation of tasks untrainable in air- In addition, a limited literature search was

craft during peacetime but required during com- conducted.
bat, and

Table 1. Key Complex Combat Skills to
(2) application of teaching/learning met- be Trained

hods unavailable in aircraft.
Factors Affecting Probability of Kill (PK)

The first category was not emphasized,
since many of these special effects are avail- A. Energy Management
able in present simulation visual systems. The 1. own
second category is exemplified by techniques 2. threat energy state
such as allowing the student to view an engage-
ment from various viewpoints (his own, the B. Offensive Weapons Systems
threats, overview, etc.) or making visible some- 1. switchology
thing that the pilot must visualize but cannot 2. knowledge of best system selection
see in the real world, such as the radar antenna
pattern of an opposing aircraft during air-to- C. Assessment of Threat (Current)

.. air combat. 1. status assessment
2. knowledge of wnat to do about it.

The work has been performed in a series of
three one-year stages. During the first stage, Factors Affecting Probability of Survival (PS)
literature was searched and experts consulted in
the process of generating concepts for aircrew A. Ener y Management
training. During the second period, real time . own
examples of several of the traininq concepts 2. threat (know energy state of threat)
were implemented on a VITAL IV computer gen-
erated image system at McDonnell Douglas B. Defensive Systems Management
Electronics Co. (MDEC). During the last stage, 1. display threats
additional examples were implemented, improve- 2. respond to threats
ments were made to the previously created
examples, and exploratory testing was performed C. Assessment of Threats
both at MDEC and at the Air National Guard faci- 1. status/number
lity at Davis Monthan Air Base in Tucson, 2. knowledge of appropriate action.
Arizona. In this study report the earlier work
will be briefly reviewed and the work performed Maximizing PK X PS
during the final period will be described in
detail. Low Level Flight
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APPARATUS It i pI Vi wpoint eI c tio
One of tne K ev trair1nq needs frt'quo±ltly

Some of the concepts resulting from this expressed by the instructor pilots as being dit-
effort were demonstrated on VITAL IV computer f I lL to tPach iS referred to as "situation
generated image systems at the McDonnell Douqlas awareness. In order to decrease this teaching
Electronics Co. in St. Charles, Missouri and on dtfficilts multiple viewpoints in conjunct ion
the A-7D aircraft simulator at Davis Monthan Air with the visible air tracks previously discussed
National Guard Base in Tucson, Arizona. How- were used.
ever, ideas generated could be demonstrated on
any computer qenerated image system. This is an By viewing an aircraft's flight path from
essential point, the multiple viewpoints after a particular air-

MOEC's craft maneuver is completed, provides the need-
MDEC's VITAL IV system consists of a gen- ed information concerning "situation awareness"

eral purpose minicomputer, special purpose, hiqh to both the instructors and students. The view-
speed computational hardware, and a calligraphic points most frequently selected were:
color display with collimating optics. This
display would normally be mounted outside the overview,
window of an aircraft simulator cockpit to profile view,
display a representation of the "real world" to view from ground, such as a surface to air
the pilot. The simulator position and attitude missile site,
information is supplied to the visual system, or tarqet aircraft's view. (see Figures 3
which correspondingly updates the visual scene and 4)
thirty times per second. The scenes have in the
past been made specifically to simulate the real Immediate Blomb Scoring
world flight environment, including special ef- This technique displays Hit/Miss score,
fects such as variable weather conditions, aircraft release parameters, and impact para-
surface-to-air missiles, air-to-air missiles, meters in the visual display for quicker feed-

-r- anti-aircraft artillery, tracer bullets, and so back, which is known to produce better learn-
forth. Two such systems were utilized for this ing. The parameters displayed were:
project. Basic studies in flight cue perception
were performed on a laboratory system at MDEC. clock angles,
The remainder of the studies were performed on a miss distance,
three window system on the A-7D operational air- angle of attack,
craft simulator at Davis Monthan. .g" load,

N release altitude,
SAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION minimum altitude,

heading in degrees,
This section briefly describes the sample pitch in degrees,

concepts implemented during the second stage of roll in degrees. (See Figure 5)
research.

Instructor Positionable Cursor
Visible Sensor Cone Cursors have long been a valuable tool in

A generic teaching aid researched was to computer-aided design applications. They would
make visible something the pilot must visualize be equally valuable as part of the computer
but cannot see in the real world. As an example generated scene in aircraft simulation visual
of this technique, we created a CGI scene of a systems. Thus, we implemented an instructor
MIG threat aircraft with a visible "lethal cone" positionable cursor controllable from the con-
extending from its nose. The objective was to sole joystick. (See Figure 6)
teach the student how this normally invisible
cone looks in three dimensions from the various Cursor at Selectable Depression Angles from the
positions attained during an engagement, and to Horizon
allow him to develop techniques for avoiding This cursor is one which remains a fixed,
it. (See Figure 1) selectable number of degrees below or above the

horizon. This could be set, for instance, to 3
4.. Visible Air Track of Own and/or Threat Aircraft degrees depression and it would represent a

In a large number of situations it is use- desired qlideslope anqle for landing. Any
ful for the pilot to be able to view his or object appearing centered in the cursor is known
another aircraft's flight path either during or to be located along a 3 deqree slope from the
immediately after a maneuver. To accomplish aircraft. If the cursor were set at a larger

% this we implemented a set of contrails formed by anqle, it could be used to represent a desired

...r inserting lightpoints along the flight path into dive angle for air-to-ground attack. Use of
the environment in real time durinq a simulator this type of cursor can help a student learn the
flight. The advantage with this implementation correct sight picture for dive bombing or straf-

-,'. is that the pilot may view the aircraft flight ing. It can also be a great aid in learning to
path immediately for positive feedback. (See visually judge and correct glideslope for land-
Figure 2) ing. (See Figure 7)
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Veloc it Vector Cursor marker. The threat aircraft's state is repre-
hioT6s cursor is a visual indication to the sented by a dot, while ownship's state is repre-

pilot of the extended flight path of the air- sented by an "X". A trail of dots is attached
craft. It was found to be useful for conveying to ownship's state marker to show its recent

*information about aircraft attitude and aircraft history. An "equivalent speed" marker for the
angle of attack. As with the other cursors the threat aircraft is presented on ownship'S dia-
luminance intensity was adjustable, such that as gram showing the threat's current turn rate and
students became more proficient the cursor's the speed it would have at ownship's altitude if
intensity was progressively reduced to extinc- it kept its total energy (kinetic plus poten-
tion. This assures that ultimately the stu- tial) constant. Finally, there is a relative
dent's response is evoked only by the real world energy gain indicator which points toward the

*cues. (See Figure 8) side of the aircraft that is gaining enerqv re-
lative to the other aircraft. The tangent of

Visible Air the deflection of this indicator from vertical
*A scene composed of 16,000 lightpoints uni- is proportional to the relative rate of energy

formly spaced to form a cube. Referred to as gain.
* ..visible air" this visual cue demonstrates im-

portant visual aspects of flight. For instance, .EXPLORATORY TESTING
* by flying through this scene a student can

*quickly learn the basics of how the motion of After implementing the above described spe-
*objects around the aircraft conveys information cial effects and training aids, we began explor-
*about the aircraft's position, motion and aim- atory testing to determine whether the concepts,

point. when put into practice, indeed showed signs of
havinq the utility we expected. Since a broad

*Energ Maneuverability Diagram range of aids and techniques for using those
Ifn air combat it is critically important concepts needed to be examined, we opted to exa-

for a pilot to know not only his own aircraft's mine each in a relatively cursory fashion rather
limitations (performance envelope) but also than examine a few in great depths. What fol-
those of his potential adversaries. A useful lows is a description of one of the experiments
tool in this process is the energy/maneuver- performed and its results.
ability diagram. This is normally a diagram of
turn rate versus air speed. We designed a new Non-Real World Visual Training Cue
type of energy/maneuverability diagram contain- The intent of this experiment was to ascer-
ing altitude in addition to the standard infor- tain the degree of influence the non-real world
mation. The diagram consists of three parts: visual training cues, velocity vector cursor,
Axes systems, aircraft flight envelopes, and horizon depression cursor, and visual airspace
aircraft energy state indicators. The axes con- have on simulated flight performance.

'C. sists of a vertical altitude axis and two hori-
zontal velocity axes, one of ownship, the other Subjects
for the threat aircraft. Each velocity axis is -The suject pool comprised 20 pilots,
positioned, along the altitude axis at the air- grouped into experienced and novice test and
craft's current altitude. The altitude axis is control groups. The average flight hours per

*fixed. The flight envelopes show the maximum subject, in each group, are:
turn rate and the maximum sustainable turn rate

*at full throttle as a function of airspeed and Control Hours/Subject
*altitude for each aircraft. At low speeds - Experienced 3 T64

those below the speed at which the highest turn Inexperienced 4 61
rate can be achieved - the maximum turn rate is Total 7 910
limited by the lift line, that is to say, turn-
ing faster will result in the aircraft having Test
too little lift to stay airborne. At speeds Experienced 4 2800
above the speed of maximum possible turn rate, Inexperienced 9 74
the maximum turn rate is limited by the struc- Total 13 913
tural limits of the aircraft or the pilot. The
sustainable turn rate divides the envelope into Procedure
two parts: an energy loss region above it, and -The experimental procedure was divided into
an energy gain region below. An aircraft in its three segments: pretraining, control, and
energy gain region and at full throttle will in- training. The pretraining segment was performed
crease speed or altitude; an aircraft in its by both control and test subjects, control seg-
loss region will descend or slow down. The ment by control subjects only, and training seg-
flight envelope is formed from nine velocity- ment by test subjects only.
turn rate points whose exact values depend on
the aircraft type and the current altitude (see During the pretrairing segment, control and
Figures 10, 11 and 12). test subjects were ins;tructed in how to use a

joystick driver for aircraft control. They were
Typical values were used for our demonstra- instructed to fly the simulated aircraft through

tions; they do not represent any real aircraft. approaches and landinqs using 3 degrees as a
Each aircraft's current speed and turn rate is glideslope angle. The subjects were informed of
indicated on its diagram by its current state their downrange distance and that each approach

would have a different altitude and crossrange
*distance. Then a practice period fmf fifteen

mniutes was flown in which approaches were made
* under day and night visual conditions.
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During the control segment, control sub- they gained during training. The most reason-
0 jects were allowed an additional flight practice able of tnese is that the visual training ses-

period. This period was equal in length to the sion of 15 minutes was insufficient to alter in-
training period given test subjects during the grained habits - qood or bad - acquired through
training segment. The only difference was that extensive training and experience. We haven't
the control subjects received no feedback or in- sufficient data to conclude how experienced
s struction concerning their flight performances. pilots could best be trained in order to retain

L,!, skills gained through training, but the re-
During the training segment, test subjects sults strongly support the need for early visual

were shown the visual airspace, horizon depres- training.
sion cursor, and velocity vector cursor. They
were instructed concerning the operation and Exploratory Testing Conclusion
usage of the cursors. The test subjects per- The objectives of this study were to gen-
formed a flight training period of 15 minutes erate new concepts in aircrew training methods
during which the cursors were active and the that take advantage of the flexibility of com-
subjects were given additional instruction in puter generated imagery, to demonstrate
the correct cursor operation, examples, and to perform exploratory testing of

these examples. The purpose of the exploratory
Crossrange, downrange, and altitude data testing was to provide a baseline of information

was gathered during the final two approaches, from which detailed training experiments could
one day and one night. This was done after each be designed for future evaluation. All of these
segment and once again upon conclusion of the goals were met. In general, we found pilot re-
experiment. The final data (post training) was actions to the demonstrated examples to be quite
gathered in order to evaluate learning retention favorable. The key to this, we believe, is the
in test subjects after the training segment. fact that the philosophy under which these con-
The data was later converted to crossrange ver- cepts were generated was compatible with opera-
sus downrange and altitude versus downrange gra- tional instructor pilots' and students' views.
phic representations of the aircraft's flight The philosophy was that it can be worthwhile to

. path. forego pictorial realism in favor of operational
realism. Additionally, the approach to simula-

Exploratory Testing Results tor utilization was as a training tool, not as
After evaluating the control subjects' an aircraft replicator. It was recognized that,

flignt paths it was observed that their per- when viewed as an aircraft replicator, the simu-
formances were little influenced by the practice lator will always be found wanting; however,
flight sessions. The final approaches from when viewed as a training tool, its potential
pretraining and control sessions typically has only just begun to be explored.
mimicked each other, demonstrating an inability
to learn from the additional practice flight FUTURE IMPLEMENTATIONS
time. These results indicated that the control
subjects, both experienced and inexperienced, This section briefly describes continuing
were unable or unwilling to either recognize, concept investigation of visual intelligence.
diagnose, or modify their flight deficiencies.

Angular Judgement Training
Evaluation of the test subjects' pretrain- Literature commonly used for flight ins-

ing and training flight paths showed surprising truction contain large sections on how to teach
similarities for both experienced and inexper- flight motor skills but offer very little on how
ienced groups. Both groups' pretraining flight to interpret visual intelligence. Typical pilot
paths deviated greatly from the correct ap- t'aining courses offer a smattering of visual
proach. The most common error was in glideslope cue interpretations, but do not offer systematic
judgement. Either the pilots flew directly to visual judgement training. It is apparent that
the runway or they attempted to achieve an ap- the ability to make precise judgements of angu-

. propriate glideslope angle, but were unable to lar displacement and movement is a significant
judge that angle correctly. The two groups also factor in the overall task of flying an air-
performed similarly during the training flight plane, however, the matter of teaching these
approaches. Comparison of pretraining and flying skills is seldom directly addressed.
training flight paths revealed that the test
Subjects were very successful at using and Angular Judgement Example
understanding the visual cursors. The most pro- The task of judging a defined angle in
nounced improvements were in glideslope angle piloting an aircraft is forever present. The
estimation, error detection and error correction, pilot is expected to hold a given pitch angle,

turn to a heading, intercept a glide path, etc.,
The post-training approaches were flown in in his performance, however direct training to

order to determine whether the abilities ac- visually recognize these defined angles has been
quired during training were retained. Results haphazard to say the least. There's an old say-
indicate that only the inexperienced pilots ing that, "A good landing requires a good ap-

. whose flight time was above that of novices re- proach" and conversely "a poor approach means a
" tained the skills gained through training, poor landing", and basically these are correct.

There are several possible explanations of why
the experienced pilots did not retain the skills
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FIGURE 13. DEPRESSION ANGLE TO TOUCHDOWN FIGURE 14. RUNWAY WIDENING EXAMPLE

The approach is defined as a course with a given
flight path lined up with the centerline of the The flight pathi and its associated angles,
runway and intersecting the runway near the de- angul1ar Changes and dimensional relationships
sired touchdown point at an acceptable glide- provide valuable visual cues that are difficult
slope angle. The heading of the aircraft will to demonstrate in the ever-changing natural en-
li.,e up with the centerline of the runway, un- vironment. Training aids such as computer gene-
less complicated by crosswind and present mini- rated images could be used to present dynamic
mal problem in the judgement of the heading movement to improve angular recognition. The
angle at this time. computer generated image for the illustration

given would require simple scene elements such
The visual evaluation of the glideslope re- as a horizon and a runway shape. The scene ele-

mains complicated under all conditions. Al- ments needed, however, to promote recognition of
though a pilot may not be conciously aware of meaningful movement in the periphery would re-
the visual cues of angular change he uses them quire only single lightpoints. The simple com-
to evaluate progress of the approach. bination of scene ement and movement is end-

less when combined with the task of improving
Two of the visual angular evaluations re- pilot skills.

quired for accurate lideangle judgements are as About the Authors
follows:

. rMr. Michael Verstegen is a Visual Systems
1. Depression angle of the touchdown point Engineer, at McDonnell Douglas Electronics

from the horizon or apparent horizon. The im- Company. Mr. Verstegen has a B.S. itn Co -
portance of this evaluating cannot be over- Science from the University of Wiscot. .n
stated because it is an angle that remains con- Madison, and is involved in software development
stant through the approach, is not affected by for computer generated visual systems and radar
surrounding elements. (See Figure 13) warning trainers.

2. Constant widening of the runway shape,
as a function of decreasing distance between the Mr. Donald L. Hauck is a Senior Visual Sys-

. aircraft and runway, is used to assess the cor- tems Engineer at McDonnell Douglas Electronics
rectness of the approach. To be used effec- Company. He attended the University of Arizona,
tively, it has to be combined with vertical Tucson. He has been active in training with
lengthening of the runway image, as well as with flight simulators for the past 25 years at MEC
the decreasing vertical distance between the and his former employer Melpar Inc. He holds
horizon and the top of the runway image. (See active FAA Flight Instructor certificates for
Figure 14) airplane and instruments.
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ON-LINE TASK ANALYSES IN MAINTENANCE SIMULATION

J1. Jeffrey Richardson, Ph.D.
Research Scientist

Denver Research Institute
Denver, Colorado

ABSTRACT

If) The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory is currently sponsoring a project to investigate the costs and
q~.benefits of inte-ractive, computer-based simulation in support of avionics maintenance training, utilizing a video disc

picture data ba~e to represent the actual equipment. The focus is on simulations which support the development of
genuine troubleshooting expertise--the competence to go beyond prescribed procedures. A unique aspect of this

(V)project is the use of on-line task analyses. An on-line task analysis is defined as a computer-resident data base

Q representing the set of goals and actions employed in accomplishing a task. Goals are divided into subgoals or
%~actions, serving to decompose the troubleshooting problem into simpler problems. Actions involve direct
0manipulation of equipment. On-line task analyses may be useful in the development and delivery of quality, cost-
'jeffective maintenance simulations. Four benefits of on-line task analyses and a methodology for the development of

* these z-ialyses are presented. The associated potential training effectiveness gains and cost savings are currently

* ~ being tested empirically.

INTRODUCTION task-centered maintenance simulations has been
~J.~I~mdeveloped. It is the purpose of this paper to explain

this method.
A major advantage of maintenance simulators

*over the use of actual equipment for training is that,
*as a training device, simulators can be designed to INTERACTING WITH A

support the instructional process, whereas actual TASK-CENTERED SIMULATION
equipment is designed only to perform a specific

*function. However, the evidence to date shows no
*training effectiveness advantage of mein enance Before going into the details of how task-
*simulators over acutal equipment trainers. 1 ,2 ) With centered maintenance simulations can be developed, it

an inherent training advantage, why do maintenance will be helpful to the reader to understand the
*simulators not produce superior training outcomes? simulation from the perspective of a trainee. The

trainee sits before a keyboard and two video displays.
Simulators incorporating computer-assisted One display represents the equipment. User

instructional technology with courseware designed inter-ction with this display is done through use of a
*specifically to train maintenance skills have the touch panel. A second display represents the cognitive

potential to realize an instructional advantage for or problem solving component of the task. User
maintenance simulators. Such maintenance training interaction with this display is done through use of the
systems are quite new and the results of empirical keyboard.
evaluatiolns of these Systems are not yet
available.( 3,4,5) This paper describes how the The equipment display is a standard color video
Interactive Graphics Simulator (IGS) project sponsored monitor on which a picture data base of the equipment
by the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory seeks relevant to the task is displayed. The monitor is
to achieve an instructional effectiveness advantage equipped with a touch panel and, in a fashion that has
over traditional actual equipment training, become almost standard in microform and video disc

simulations of equipment, the student accesses
The focus is on simulations which support the controls, readouts, test points, and components by

acquisition of genuine troubleshooting expertise idctn ihatuho igro h ie
defied s te cmpeenc to o byon prscrbed monitor face that portion of the picture to display in

procedures in fault isolation tasks. The approach is to greater detail. For example, if a voltmeter range is to
model the task as well as the equipment. Simulator be set from 100 to 10, one begins by touching the
' ssons are designed so that no equipment action may voltmeter drawer on a rack of equipment pictured on

* u erformed until the trainee has explicitly the monitor. The rack picture is replaced with a
eted the cognitive problem solving steps which picture of the voltmeter drawer. Next, the range

Itk o making that equipment action. control is touched and the voltmeter picture is
replaced with a picture of the range control, currently

The ability to simulate the detailed human positioned at 100. At this point, the "10' on the range
4problem solving approach used in troubleshooting a scale is touched and the range control picture with the

specific piece of complex equipment (as well as in range control set to 10 is displayed. Now, the user
simulating the equipment itself) may result in might touch an area on the monitor screen labeled
increased training effectiveness. When "done" to indicate that this equipment action is
troubleshooting, no purposeful equipment action is complete.
ever performed without an objective in mind backed
up by reasoning. While the empirical evaluation of the The task display is a medium or high resolution
IGS approach has just begun, a method for creating graphics display on which text, diagrams, decision
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alIternat Ives a;i I eed bo a c r i es sar e s aire p)re sentd rV It

For example, suppose the zraince is dteveloping a hir,
d iagra in Of the signal path Iinvokls co l in
troubleshooting problemT. I~igiire I riepicts oire step if) lhrr', r r.......

this process. Here, the trainee is fo( kisrd oii tire 1(- 1t . If '"A
inputs and outputs for one particuilar fuinctional blor k, rr'r ie r.2 '-

the PSC. The trainee has already identitiedI that the rijr,! (sA) t'rr ' r .

input should be 50 Vl)C, and has two 0More signals to d- isio ilt,,r, iits es t' T,

ietf. The text dispLe, slk s~ a g ra1) 1 s I rI grrr r ppi r' I. r. .

representing the PSi. and its two Inputs and one ref Ic' tell tr ve k-' .s !!, t 'r'iS.
output. The signals already identified 0i: this i nrreni in) des elorr p,'i 1 . '''-

the 50 VI)C input) are Labeled and highugh~l, . A. text alItrratiyes tar ain ertrt., ' *' r'.
proMpt beneath the graphic' asks, ''V. iich signal 'souril tire ability to roirr tovrrtnre r' r"'
you like to add to tne block diagramr no~''" At tire should be Performred as WIV,],rt'2 It'~'- ;

bottonm ofI the text d isplaI a ire tihe der io r action rtiverr sif lent 'nrrr' s' ilm", T''r' kIn
alternatives to be used in aniswering th is qurestion. Tihe project .icorpora tes tir "'0 1 nip1o0
currect response is either ''referen ice" or ''outprut." line taisk anal', sis rpr orir to o .n.
Feedback messages are associated witr eachr irreorrer
resporise. In this exar rple, if tire trairnee Ira chnioserr

- - -'"input," the feedback message, ""You hase alreadd On-Lirro Task "'rilkss
identified this signal, pick another"' would has e been
d isplIa yed. A n onII-lII ie ta, a Ir l s: s Is 'rcr! ie d

icorip'iter-residerit data base repr.'seit irig t'.i , ye
goals aiid arctions erirployed ir a , onrrplshring i task. It
is a problerm re'durction tr(,e.(bIt It represents a prohl(re r
solving strategy known as irierari ii l deoor rposit iorl
or planinrg by abstrac'tionl %k hereirn the
troub lestroot ing prublein rs divideid into simpler arnd

50 VOC sinnpler subproblerms.
INPUT

OUTPUT One Aa to arrive at this type of task analysis is
REF PSC to ask continually tire question, "lIi order to get the job

done, what must I do?" If three things moust be done;
A~, PB, and C, one repeats tire question with each of
these. "In order to dto A, what moust I do"' The

Which signal would you like to process is repeadted until the answer to "%.hat must I
add to the block diagram now ?do?" belongs to the assumed repertoire of the trainee.,

____________________________________and is in a sense elemental. For example, changing

INPU ? EFEENCr^ UTPT 2tire range on a voltroete. fromn 100 to 10 would be
INPU 2 RFERNCE OUTUTconsidered elemental.

The nature of the relationship between the task
and the equipment is neatly represented by the on-line
task analysis itself. The on-line task analysis has, tire
form of a tree. The root node of the tree represents
the task. Fromr it erranrate several brain bes to nodes
representing the major sribCOrnrporrents of the task.
From each subcomrponent emanate branches to nodes
representing their decomposition, and so on), until the

Figure 1. Typical task display. Depicted is an task is decomposed into elemental equipment actions.
Intermediate step in the development of Therefore, all eqipment actions are terminal nodes in
block diagrarm. Here tire trainee has already the tree.
identified that tire INP'JT should be 50 VDC

%anrd has two inure signals to identify. The target task of the IG's project is the
operation and maintenance of an F-I I I aviotics test

Interaction on the task display continues until an starmd.(7, 8 ) Figure 2 provides an abbreviated listing of
equipmrent action is required, soiy for exatmple, 'Set up tbe task analysis for this job. The frill annalysis tree, is
voltrneter." At this tine, control is passed to the up to 16 levels deep arnd conrtains between 1,000 and
equipment display. When tire voltmeter is correctly 2,000 nodes at present.
set uip, control is again returned to the task display. In
this Way, d simulation proceeds fromn arr initial task
display in which the problemn scenario is set, through a B enefits of On-Line Task r\mralvsis
series of task displays leading to the first equiipmenit

0arti on, through the eqmiipmrent a(ctimu sirmula ted oil the On-line task anralvsis ra n he usefuil ini tire
equipment display, arid back to thre next taisk display. developrmernt anid deliv ery o f quaoli ty nriirtenaui
Tis process continues, alterrnat ing between tir' task simurilations. Four berrefits, of onl-Iine task aria Isl xi re
and equipment displays, util tire problerr, is solved. presr'rrted here. Ae rer iirird tire reader thit tice
The sirmulatlon is, task -r entered ini the sense that asso' oited poteri tia train rig efch''t ivenress grins arnd
planning and prohblerri solving actryvity orntrols ares cxost savings ire cr rr-tly beingv testerd c'irrii lkI.
to equipmrent rmanipilatiorn. After tis disr rssiori of trors to Ilse on-hit, task

oInalsis iii tire do (iteselnjnrr't a In del sves oit
S~~" fillii'la truus. a mietihrd fir deselopirrp the task anralssix,

it se'lf is prr'sr'rrtedl.
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through thc task arwij sis true for e f,,. I !

6883 process i5 sspportetc a -I hori! , I tJ)r '

MAINTENANCE editor displays pm: t rn ,l. t''" r .':
.T I T Ir ed Iate sLJ ordinjtf t or ' - L 11 r fte. t e I ,, r,
3). A su!hju c t ittu'r expert (s\tL KQ\ . . ,
task hier~rch. js expartigd i oe :s.

REMOVE AUTOTEST TROUBLESHOOT REPLACE
J EWELRYr PARTS

STIMULUS RESPONSE UNIT UNDER
TEST

TROUBLESHOOT
COMPLETE BLOC. CHECK VISUAL

DIAGRAM SIGNALS INSPECTION Stimulus

Response

UNIT TS INTERFACE SWITCHING MEASU)REMENT Unit Under Test

OUTPUT

Edit command: expand Response
STPS GROUP I TPS GROUP II MISCELLANEOUS

CHECK CHECK CHECK
RELAY CAN PATCH PANEL CONTROLLER

INS AL SET UP ENER SELECTR
COVER MEASUREMENT PROGRAMV PINS

DEVICE Complete Block Diagram

Check Signals
.VOLTMETER OOPE TT/P TTIS Visual Inspection

8S5-2 8513

Figure 2. Task analyss tree for 6883 maintenance.
Only one line of decisions/actions is
represented; all others have been pruned, as
indicated by the ellipses. Task elements
listed in italics are terminal nodes and
entail equipment manipulation.

Benefit I: The focus of the simulation is shifted
from the equipment to the task. A commitment to the"- -:use of on-line task analysis makes equipment Figure 3. U~sing the authormlg editor to move through

simulation subordinate to the task. This graphically the task tree. In this figure, the node,
depicted by the fact that all equipment actions are "Response" is expanded, corresponding to
terminal nodes in the task analysis tree. Given this moving down one level in the task tree
approach, the role of the simulator is clearly defined depicted in Figure 2.
as a training device, serving training objectives, and
not merely an alternate form of the actual equipment. A simulation is built as follows. Beginning with

the top node, the S\IE selects which subordinate nodes
The simulation of equipment is a vital aspect of must he performed at this level of detail. The list of

this approach to maintenance simulation; eventually, subnode.s is the same list of decision alternatives
therc must be some way to practice equipment presented to the student during simulation run time.
actions. The equipment may be simulated by a video Subnodes may be assigned in order (e.g., "You crust
disc, a 2-dimensional flat panel simulator, or a 3- first do \, then B, and then C."). or they may be
dimensional high fidelity mock-up. The advantages of combined in various logical combinations (e.g.. "You
each form of equipment simulation apply only to time must first do either 'N or C, then you 'must In , and
equipment simulation component of a task-centered then you must do ' again."). \ssociated kith eac'h
maintenance simulation, assigned node is the task or equipnent d splay that

will be presented to the trainec' when that dPcision
• . Benefit 2: Computer-based simnulation course- alternative is pending. Recall that , task I ispla

ware is developed by simply flagging a path contains text and graphts summar:wing the ( urrent
state of the problem and a 'Teon of deJIiio
alternatives. Figure I depicted a tspieal task displ, t.
The trainee responds lh tvyirng i the test of the
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0 decision alternative chosen. Feedback messages are accomplished in what logical order to complete
created by the SME, one for each decision alternative successfully this subtask. Task displays and feedback
for each assigned subnode. Figure 4 ilustrates the use messages are created for each of these assignmen'.
of the simulation development editor. The process is repeated, over and over again until

terminal nodes are reached.

Terminal nodes are predominantly equipment
actions. The equipment actions are defined in
whatever fashion is suitable to the method chosen for
representing the equipment. In the IGS project, the
equipment is represented by video disc images on the

CHECK PATCH PANEL Subfasks: TASK ACTIONS TO BE equipment display. In this case, an equipment action
PERFORMED: is defined as a sequence of video disc images and

touch inputs corresponding to the equipment action to
- Install cover I. Install cover be performed. The example at the beginning of this
* Set up measurement 2. Set up measurement paper, setting the voltmeter range to 10, would

device device require that a sequence of video disc images and touch

* Enter program 3 Select pins areas be set up corresponding to the following
"" Select ptns 4. Enter program sequence: select the voltmeter from the rack of

equipment, select the range control from the pictured
5. Enter program face of the voltmeter, touch the area labeled "10," and

_ __"_ _press "done."

Simulation development time under this

-menu of editor options normally appears here- approach can .be extremely rapid. An SME can flag
the solution path for a given fault in a matter of
hours. It may take only 20 to 40 additional hours to
complete the simulation by building the :ask displays
and equipment sequences associated with each node
assigned to the solution path. Such a simulation may
take the student an hour, perhaps 2 hours, to

r 4. complete. These figures are meant to convey only a
SFigure 4. Simulation courseware development editor, qualitative feel for how this authoring approach

This display corresponds to the task facilitates the simulation development effort. Precise
structure depicted in Figure 2. Suppose quantitative data on the cost of simulation
"Check Patch Panel" was the method development will be in the IGS final report.
selected for checking the switching signals
of TPS Group II relays (refer to Figure 2). In summary, the availability of an on-line task
When the "Check Patch Panel" node is analysis provides a ready means of developing
expanded, the above display appears with simulations. The decision alternatives for each step
the task components listed on the left and a are provided by the task analysis. The SME simply
blank screen on the right. The SME, using assigns steps appropriate to solving the fault at hand
editor commands normally listed at the and associates task or equipment display information
bottom of the screen, assigns the task with each.
components required to perform the patch
panel check for this problem. The result is Benefit 3: This approach promotes consistency
the list of task components shown on the in problem solving approach at the same time it allows
right-hand side of the screen. At this point, for flexibility in simulation design. Since all
if the SME entered a "2," this would cause simulations are developed from the same task analysis
the "Set Up Measurement Device" node to tree, they present a consistent problem solving
be expanded and the process of simulation approach. That is, any menu (list of decision
courseware development would continue, alternatives) displayed in one simulation will be
Task displays are created by entering a exactly the same in all other simulations which need
command to "create task display" and the to display that menu. The menus are not entered by
number (from I to 5 in this example) of the the SME in the task display. They are provided by the
task action to associate with the display. task analysis tree. Only the correct choices are

-. Feedback messages are similarly provided by the SME. This consistency in approach
constructed. The menu the trainee sees at from simulation to simulation assures that the set of
the bottom of a task display is retrieved simulations is coherent and should help reinforce

S'. automatically from the task analysis tree learning.
and consists of all items listed on the left-

- . hand half of the editor screen. This approach to authoring also supports a wide
degree of latitude in constructing a simulation

After the subnodes of a given node have been problem. In particular, it supports the development of
assigned and associated with graphics, text, and part tasks and the development of alternative
feedback messages, the SME expands the problem. If, troubleshooting approaches. An example will
for example, in Figure 4, the first assigned subnode of illustrate one way in which part tasks can be
"check patch panel" is "I. install cover," the author developed. Suppose decision alternatives at some
will ask the authoring system to "expand I." This will point in the simulation include complete block
cause the subnodes of "install cover" to be listed, and diagram, visual inspection, and check signals. It may
the SME will select which of these subnodes must be be the SME's wish at this time to focus on the check

signals component of the task, and glaze over
completing the block diagram and visual inspection.
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In order to accomplish this, the SME can assign Eventually, as a consequence of practice, this
all three subnodes, in sequence. But the SME will not task becomes familiar and it is no longer appropriate
fill out in detail the paths for "compete block to force trainees to plan separately for and then make
diagram" and "visual inspection." Instead, a summanry each control setting. It is appropriate to allow the
scene for each of these two component tasks will be trainee to select the goal "set up the voltmeter" and
created summarizing what the trainee would have then go directly to the equipment display and perform,
accomplished had these subtasks been completed. in an integrated fashion, each of the control settings
Only for the check signals subtask will the SME trace needed. In other words, the detail or graininess of the
out the entire path. The scenario for trainees would simulation should adapt to the trainee's level of
go as follows. "What would you like to do next-- competence. This can be achieved through use of the
complete block diagram, visual inspection, or check on-line task analysis.
signals?" Trainees select, correctly, "complete block
diagram." In response to this, the trainees see a task In this example, each time the trainee sets a
display showing a completed block diagram and voltmeter control, the performance on that task is
stating, "Here is your completed block diagram, press recorded. If the task is performed correctly a given
NEXT to continue." Again the trainees see the number of times, then simulation run-time control of
following decision alternatives: complete block that equipment action is passed to the next higher
diagram, visual inspection, or check signals. This time level in the on-line task analysis. So, if the four
they choose "visual inspection" and again receive a controls that need to be set have all been performed
summary of what this task would have yielded at its correctly as separate tasks, the next time the task

* .completion and are returned again to the following "set up voltmeter" is encountered, all equipment
- .choice: complete block diagram, visual inspection, or displays under this node can be run as a single,

check signals. Now, when trainees pick "check integrated equipment display without intervening task
signals," they do not get a summary, but instead, get a displays. To summarize, in the beginning, the task of
task display with the decision alternatives appropriate setting up the voltmeter was four separate task
to performing the next step in the decomposition of decisions each followed by an equipment action. As
the check signals task. In sum, through judicious use soon as mastery of these component processes was
of summary scenes, a designer can tailor a simulation demonstrated, the task of setting up the voltmeter
as needed. became one single task decision followed by one single

equipment action. Figure 5 summarizes this process.
The authoring approach also supports the

development of alternative troubleshooting strategies.
For example, suppose any of three functional areas, X,

Yor Z, might be explored next. Further suppose the VOLTMETER
fault lies in region X. The author can assign these
areas as follows: "X, Y, and Z may be performed in
any order; Y and Z are optional, X is required." As a CONNECT SET CONTROLS READ RESULTS
second example, suppose either of two methods for
checking a certain signal is acceptable. Suppose that
one method is the favorite of one SME and that the SET A'ANE SET FUVNCTION SET PR/NT
other is the favorite of another. If both methods are
to be followed through in detail, one can assign them Troining Sequence Before Troining Sequence After
as follows, "Do either Method A or Method B." The
task analysis subtrees for both Method A and Method B 1. Enter"Set up voltmeter" 1. Enter"Set up voltmeter"
follow beneath the node for each. If development 2. Enter"Set range control" 2. Set range to 10
resources do not permit building paths for both 3.Strneo10.StfucinoKOS
methods, and it is still perceived to be important to 4. Enter"Set function control" 4. Set print to TRACK
give the trainee the option of selecting either method, 5SefucontKO S
a summary scene can be -ssociated with, say, the 5 e ucint OM
choice of Method B, st" ig, "Yes, you could use 6. Enter" Set print control"
Method B. This is a perfectly legitimate approach. 7. Set print to TRACK
However, today we would prefer you to try Method A."

Benefit 4: Interaction with the student at each
simulation step can be adapted. As trainees master a
taisk, it becomes appropriate to support the chaining of Figure 5. Chaining equipment manipulations. As a
commonly co-occurring equipment actions. For consequence of demonstrated proficiency in
example, consider the task of setting up a voltmeter setting voltmeter controls (left-hand
to make a certain measurement. Perhaps the training sequence), the system
voltmeter has 10 controls, and 4 of these need to be automatically adapts and subsequently
set to make this measurement. Assume that the task permits the separate equipment
of setting up a voltmeter is not in the repertoire of manipulations to be chained together as one
the trainee early in the training regimen but that this integrated equipment action (right-hand
task certainly should be later on. It is appropriate, training sequence).
then, that the task of setting up the voltmeter be
represented explicitly in the on-line task analysis. To generalize, this approach is used throughout
That is, each control is treated as a separate the on-line task analysis tree. Each trainee has a
equipment action, and each control to be set must be student model consisting of the on-line task analysis
selected explictly on the task display before it can be annotated with a record of his or her performance at
set on the equipment display. This is very helpful for each node. As the trainee gains experience in a given
trainees who have not yet mastered the task of setting node, it undergoes a state transition from one state to
up the v'oltrmeter. another. For task display nodes, the state transition
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series is as follows: recognition, recall, performance, for this node. Now that "visual inspection" is available
summary. Recognition means that the menu is as a decision alternative, it is used.
displayed; decision alternatives are explicit. Recall

means that the menu is not displayed; decision
alternatives must be retrieved from memory. PRIOR TO DEMONSTRATION OF COMPETENCE
Performance means that all subordinate task display
nodes are ignored and only the subordinate terminal
nodes (the equipment actions) are run. Finally,
summary means that no further action need be

performed by the trainee; the results of the actions
which would have been required are summarized.

Applying this scheme to the voltmeter exampleK
results in the following scenario. At first the student
must recognize from a list of controls the correct ones
to set, select each control in turn, and perform the
associated equipment action on the equipment display. TAS C.
As each control's node enters the recall state, each M ['IT
control must still be selected verbally, its name must

be recalled from memory, and the associated
equipment action taken. As each control's node enters
the performance state, simulation run-time control of
the equipment actions is taken over by their
superordinate node, the voltmeter node, and the
student no longer needs to separate the individual
equipment actions--they are performed as one,
integrated whole. Finally, when the voltmeter node is
in the summary state, when the student selects "set up AFTER DEMONSTRATION OF COMPETENCE

. the voltmeter" he or she would receive the message,
"The voltmeter has been set up properly to measure
the signal at hand."

The effect of this student modeling is to focus TASK

S- trainee attention on unm ~-tered portions of the task, OMPONENT
potentially promoting training effectiveness and INTERNALIZED

"'" reducing the time needed to complete a set of T
simulations. This is done on a completely
individualized basis. Figure 6 gives a concise means of
visualizing the effect of the adaptive quality of this
approach.

Development of the On-Line Task Analysis

Everything stated above presupposes the
4 existence of an on-line task analysis. The approach to

the development of on-line task analyses used in the
IGS project is (I) to build a skeleton of the task
analysis through traditional front-end analysis,
employing the technique of hierarchical problem
decomposition, and (2) to refine and fill out the details
of the on-line task analysis as a consequence of trying
to use it.

Suppose we have entered into the authoring Figure 6. Adaptive simulation. Prior to demonstra-
editor the skeleton analysis of the job. Then we try fo tion of competence on a task component,
create a simulation using what we have on-line so far. the adaptive model requires the trainee to
The top node gives us our first set of alternatives, verbalize explicitly task planning and deci-

. Presumably, these are useful in assigning the first few sions before making the associated equip-
. decisions that need to be made. Each of these is ment manipulations. After competence has

expanded in the manner described in the section on been demonstrated, the planning and deci-
building simulations. Eventually a node will be sion structure has been internalized by the
expanded which does not contain all of the decision trainee, who may now interact with the
alternatives needed. equipment directly.

For example, suppose we expand a node and get The three subnodes at this point in the task are
the familiar decision alternatives "complete block assigned as follows: complete block diagram, visual
diagram" and "check signals." Suppose the simulation inspection, and check signals. Of course, when the

, at hand requires that at this point a visual inspection visual inspection node is expanded, there is nothing
be performed after completing the block diagram and there. The strategy is, at this time, to complete a
before checking signals. Using the editor, this new skeleton task analysis for this subtask. The skeleton is
subcomponent is added to the list of subcomponents then used to complete the expansion of the visual
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inspection node for the simulation at hand, adding analyses. The basis of this methodology is to extract a
detail to the on-line task analysis as needed. global representation of a task or job as a consequence

or side effect of developing simulations of instances of
An on-line task analysis grows and becomes the job. That is, as individual simulations are built, a

refined as a consequence of developing simulations. composite representation is accumulated. This
Since the menus that trainees see at the bottom of methodology may also provide important inroads to

-".. each task display are read at simulation run-time from the development of the knowledge base component of
the on-line task analysis, all changes to the on-line expert systems.
task analysis affect all simulations previously
developed. Each new decision alternative will appear
automatically on the appropriate task display. REFERENCES

"-"- This approach to developing an on-line task

analysis for use in simulation has the major advantage 1. Orlansky, J., & String, 3. Cost effectiveness of
, of ensuring that the task analysis is always relevant to maintenance simulators for military training

the simulations to be developed. One need not develop (IDA Paper P-1568). Alexandria, VA: Institute
a complete task analysis from scratch. The strategy is for Defense Analysis, 1981.
to let the demands of the simulations cause the on-line
task analysis to grow. To the extent that the set of 2. Cicchinelli, L., Harmon, K., & Keller, R.
faults simulated is complete and representative of the Relative cost and training effectiveness of the
job, the task analysis will be also. 6883 F-I II converter/flight control system

simulators as compared to actual equipment
(AFHRL-TR-82-30). Denver Research Institute,

CONCLUSIONS Social Systems Research and Evaluation
Division. Lowry AFB, CO: Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory, Technical Training

Evidence to date shows no training effectiveness Division, December 1982.
advantage for maintenance simulators. This evidence
does not include empirical studies of a new variety of 3. Dallman, B. Graphics simulation in maintenance
maintenance simulation, simulators actively training--Training effectiveness at cost savings.
incorporating computer-assisted instruction Proceedings of the Association for the
technology with courseware designed specifically to Development of Computer-Based Instructional
train maintenance skills. The Interactive Graphics Systems, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada,
Simulator project (IGS) of the United States Air Force 1982.
Human Resources Laboratory is an example of this
new class of maintenance simulators. The cost 4. Evans, R., & Mira'v !I . A. Evaluation of the
benefits and training effectiveness of the IGS army maintenanco ning and evaluation
approach to maintenance simulation are currently simulation systems (A ,r ESS). Proceedings of
being evaluated in the training classroom, the 4th Interservice/Industry Training Equipment~Conference, Orlando, FL, 1982.

The IGS approach may successfully produce a

" - training effectiveness advantage over traditional 5. Cicchinelli, L., Keller, R., & Harmon, K.
instructional approaches involving actual equipment Training capabilities test plan for the electronics
because it forces the trainee to interact with the equipment maintenance trainer (EEMT) (Phase I
equipment in the context of his or her job. That is, report). Naval Training Equipment Center,
with the IGS approach, the focus of the simulation is Training Analysis and Evaluation Group. Denver,
shifted from the equipment to the task. A second CO: Denver Research Institute, Social Systems
feature of the IGS approach that may translate into a Research and Evaluation Division, July 1982.
training effectiveness advantage is the ability to adapt
the simulation presentation to evidence of student 6. Barr A., & Feigenbaum, E. (Eds.) The handbook
mastery. The structure of simulations is altered of artificial intelligence, (3 vols.). Los Altos,
dynamically in a way that focuses student attention on CA: William Kaufmann, 1981-1982.
unmastered tasks and away from mastered tasks. The
consistency of a problem solving approach may also 7. Richardson, J. An integrated design and
result in instructional benefits. development system for graphics simulation.

Proceedings of the Association for the
As well as potential instructional benefits, the Development of Computer-based Instructional

IGS approach also provides instructional design Systems, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada,
assistance to the subject-matter-expert. Simulations 1982.
are easily created by flagging a path through an on-
line task analysis, a computer-resident data base 8. Pieper, W. Graphics simulation system run time
representing the set of goals and actions employed in operation. Proceedings of the Association for
ac omplishing a task. The on-line task analysis is the Development of Computer-based
robust enough to support the development of part-task Instructional Systems, Vancouver, British
surulations and alternative troubleshooting Columbia, Canada, 1982.
dpproa, he%.

. I na; important rcntribution of the IGS
-%- approdt h to th, fivId of maintenance simulation is its

nethodolog, for the development of on-line task
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A COMPARISON OF SIMULATOR PROCUREMENT/PROGRAM PRACTICES: MILITARY VS. CUMMERCIAL

John S. Hussar
Lik Director, Commercial Engineering

LikFlight Simulation Division, The Singer Company
Binghamton, New York

ABSTRACT

Cn The costs of complex military flight simulators have been steadily rising, causing all
() concerned to carefully evaluate procurement and life-cycle costs of these devices. In0 making these evaluations, the issue is often raised that commercial airline simulators of
C) comparable quality can be procured for less money and with shorter schedules. This paper0 provides a comparison of military and commnercial procurement methods, concentrating on the

-. -,0. major differences between them. It analyzes the key discriminators between military and
commercial contract requirements which collectively cause simulator procurement and program
practices to be so different, and costs to vary so widely, when the resultant flight simula-
tors procured by both methods are highly regarded for their training capabilities. Recog-
nizing that some of the military requirements are unique and necessary, this paper takes the
position that military simulator procurement *can utilize some of the methods employed in
commiercial procurements to reduce life-cycle costs..

INTRODUCTION lines Training Corp. Although this and other
possibilities exist, this paper addresses only

Simulation equipment procurement practices the direct procurement of simulators with con-
vary greatly between military and commercial centration placed on the differences in procure-

*customers. As a result of these different ment practices.
practices, the cost of procuring military train-
ing equipment is significantly higher than the A typical military simulator program is
cost of procuringJ commnercial training equipment. compared with a typical commercial simulator
The question adressed by this paper is: are program, with attention provided to the obviously
there training cquipment requirements which can different contractual requirements and program

*.be satisfied at lower cost by the application of practices. These differences are then evaluated
some or all of the commercial procurement for potential application of the commercial prac-
practices? tices to military procurements, with the final

section of the paper offering recommendations
Both commercial and military simulators today for future consideration.

are highly regarded for their positive transfer
of training, as a result of efforts by the FAA Not all military training needs can be
and military and commuercial users to reduce or satisfied by the application of commercial
eliminate the limitations found in earlier de- practices. For example, security consider-
vices. The desired increases in fidelity have ations, nature of aircraft, mission, and
been achieved in part by the increased use of geographical location may dictate all of the
actual flight test data in the simulator design. current supporting documentation and logistically
The overall quality of commiercial simulators driven simulator characteristics. However, cer-
today is such that the FAA now allows virtually tain training applications could utilize simula-

*all training and crew certification to be accom- tars which are procured using some or all of the
plished in simulators meeting FAA standards. The commercial practices resulting in appropriate
extensive use of simulators has dramatically re- cost benefits.
duced cormmercial airline training in actual air- IETFCTO FKYDSRMNTR EWE

*.craft, similar to the reductions found in many MDNIITARYON COMEYDSRIMALTORASBEWN
military training programs.

Both military and commercial simulators are
This paper focuses on the acquisition aspects highly complex training systems which can be

of both military and commercial simulator pro- configured to meet individual customer needs.
grams, and explains how operational consider- Table 1 shows same of the typical simulator
ations influence procurement requirements, features which have been included on Link simu-
practices, and costs. Simulator maintenance lators. As can be seen from the table, except
support concepts are discussed and analyzed to for features required for tactical training,
show how they affect the requirements of the commercial simulators require the same capabil-
contract. The elements of the contract, in turn, ities as those found on military simulators.
are related to the complexity of the program, Moreover, the completeness and fidelity of comn-
which basically determines the program schedule. mercial simulation in the operational flight

areas often provides the same level of training
There are alternate ways of obtaining train- effectiveness currently provided by military

ing other than procurement of either military or simulators. It must be remembered, however, that
commercial simulators. For example, a complete military training needs are understood and
training system could be procured comprising accepted, and the proposed use of commercial
simulator, part task devices, and instructional simulators or commercial procurement practices
systems as is done for the training of KC-10 should not be construed as a redefinition of
flight crews in conjunction with Amnerican Air- those requirements.
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This paper compares a military simulator
program with a commercial simulator program and

(A) Flight Compartment discusses the various aspects of the programs
where significant variation is evident. The two
programs selected represent typical military and
commercial program requirements. They are the
U.S. Air Force C-130 simulator program and the
American Airlines 767 simulator program. The

"-,? C-130 program included the development of four
pilot-production units and two cockpit procedure
trainers, and the production of six follow-on
units. The comparison with the 767 program is
based on the initial pilot-production unit,
which simulated the C-130E aircraft. Figure 1
depicts the 767 simulator; the C-130E simulator
is shown in Figure 2. The C-130E simulator

°-. ."

ol(B) instructor Station (C) Trainee Station

Figure 1. 767 SIMULATOR (A, B, C)
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included a full replica of the pilot, copilot,
@4 flight engineer and navigator stations as well

as a satellite navigator's station. Tne C-130E
was developed many years prior to the simulator
award and the design basis aircraft itself was

* several years old at contract award. The Ameri-
* * can Airlines 167 simulator was developed in
* parallel with the aircraft development/testing

and, as a simulator of a transport aircraft, it
offers many similarities to the C-130 simulator.

* The initial configuration of the 767 required
* simulation of the pilot, copilot, and flight
* engineer and the extensive simulation of modern
* on-board computers and computer driven avionics

and displays. The 761 was one of the first
transport aircraft to use CR1 displays for pri-
mary instrumentation and caution and warning.

Because of its parallel development with the
aircraft, the task of keeping the simulator con- (A) Flight Compartment
figuration current with the aircraft required
extensive engineering change activity. The many
small changes were grouped together as "block"
changes and in addition, two major configuration
changes were accomplished. The aircraft (and
simulator) were initially changed from a three-
crew configuration to a design allowing operation
by either three or two crew members. Subsequent-
ly, the configuration was changed for operation
by only two crew members.

Costs

One of the most notable differences between ~~
military and conmmercial simulators is that of
acquisition costs. The comparison of sell/ 1
prices of the two devices is somewhat distorted
by the differences in the procurement practices.
For example, contract clauses involving share
ratios, ceilings, customer-furnished data and ()Isrco ttoaircraft parts, etc. require detailed analysis ()Isrco tto
in order to make meaningful comparisons. Suf-
fice it to say that when comparisons are made,
the costs associated with the development, test
and acceptance of the comparison programs showed
that the cost of the C-130E simulator, less
DRLMS, was approximately 1.7 times the cost
associated with the AAL 767 program. Similarly,
the costs of spares and test equipment purchased
on the C-130E program were significantly higher
than those on the 767 program. 4

Another valuable comparison of costs is pro-
vided by an analysis of the engineering hourli
content of the devices. The C-130E simulator,
excluding the DRLMS, required approximately
450,000 engineering hours. The AAL 767 required
approximately 130,000 engineering hours. These
engineering hours include all engineering, pro-
gram office, and ILS hours required for design!
test of the basic simulator and associated data
items. This large differential cannot be sup-
ported by the differing complexities of the

@1devices (since they are known to be similar). (C) Trainee Station
The following sections provide insight as to why
this significant difference exists. Figure 2. C-130E SIMULATOR (A, B, C)
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Program Requirements addition, exhaustive reports are required which
analyze and allocate the reliability arid main-

Military program requirements are specified tainability factors to the piece-part level to
in more detail and are more encompassing than 'ensure' end product performance will be satis-
coemmercial program requirements. A commercial factory. Subsequently, the simulator must be
simulator is usually selected as the most tested to prove that the device meets the stated
"attractive" device for the offered price, and requirements, with the obvious objective that
as a result, the specification is typically the simulator will perform and be maintainable
written by the contractor and subsequently so that the stated availability objectives can
negotiated with the customer if additions or be met. With these objectives attained,
changes are required. A typical commercial presumably, the simulator will support the needed

Cspecification is therefore far less detailed training requirements. Certainly the generation,
than a military specification. A comnmercial review, submittal, revisions and correspondence
contract is typically 50 to 60 pages in length, associated with these plans, let alone their
including payment schedules, and all pertinent implementation, require significant effort.

* clauses. These two documents represent the
total procurement package documenting the The commercial approach regularly meets the
agreements. same availability objectives in a much less com-

* . plicated manner. The contractor is expected to
design to good commercial standards and is held

In contrast, military procurements involve acutbefrtedsg/rdcino iua
the detailed specification(s) of the specific tiontaequipmentih mesgtherdavailabfity -
training device, referenced specifications, atineupntwchmtsheailbiycontact a tateentof ork a cntrct atarequirements (usually 98% to 99%). The con-

contact a tateentof ork a cntrct atatractor, concerned about his reputation as well
requirements list, referenced data item descrip- as the contractual requirement, is motivated to
tions and various other proposal and source poueaqaiypout hc sal et

evalatin doumetaton. ncereqiremntsare or exceeds the requirement. On the rare occa-
levied and agreed to, it becomes necessary to so
ensure that the requirements will be met. Mili- sowhen the availability criterion is not
tary program management approaches by both the initially met, corrective action is taken until
customer and the contractor become very complex the problem is resolved. In the conmmercial case,
compared to those on commercial programs, the reliability and maintainability requirement

*largely due to the number of specified require- is implemented by simply specifying the require-
ment an ther rlate acivites.ment in the contract and allowing the contractor
ment an ther rlate acivitesflexibility in meeting it.

The C-13OE PPU contract required the delivery The military approach to reliability and
of a simulator plus 95 data items. These data maintainability is more costly and schedule
items ranged from relatively small documents consuming, in exchange for assurance that the
such as the facility requirements report (13G requirements will be met. A question does exist
pages) to the acceptance test procedures (ATP) as to whether or not the added costs are justi-
which included some 6,000 pages. A typical fied when one considers that no substantive
commercial simulator program requires approxi- value to the training device is added by these
mately 20 data items, each with much less com- requirements.
plexity/detail. The ATP, for example is
typically 2,000 to 2,500 pages in length. In military procurements, there are other re-

quirements which are similar in purpose to the
The impact of data items on a military pro- reliability and maintainability requirements

.,Ygram is often misunderstood. In many cases, the discussed above, whose effectiveness can be
costs allocated to an individual item do not reviewed. Some of these requirements are intend-
reflect the true cost of producing the item, ed to provide on-going status and assurances of
since some or all of these costs are often program performance. The added costs of these
included in the program level-of-effort loading, check-functions have been justified as being
Figure 3 depicts the data submittal process and essential to ensure product integrity. A dis-
provides insight into the many steps required on cussion of the necessity of these requirements
each data item submittal. To complicate matters, will be addressed in the next section.

typically 20t to 35% of all Government specified
data items require initial submission within 120 Many requirements levied in military programs
days after contract award. The proper management are indeed necessary under current practice, al-
of a contract during the start-up phase is cri-
tical. Yet the magnitude of the data-ltem-rela- though they are not required in commercial pro-

effots equresconideabl atentongrams. These requirements are often driven by
ted efot eurscnieal tetothe maintenance support concepts. For example,
thus distracting attention from the simulator. i rai upr suete h kl ee
In contrast, the efforts of both the commnercial i rai upr suete h kl ee

contactr an cutome inthe irs 120day of and turnover rate of the maintenance technicians
%tcontract ad custe inexfirstl12 deiaysd o must be considered. This could result in the

the ontact re lmos exlusielydediate to addition of requirements, such as the need for
the eveopmet o thetraningdevcetechnician training courses, or in changing the

C level of the requirements. It would increase
The requirements listed in the various pro- the detail of software documentation, built-in

curement documents add to the complexity of the test equipment, and maintenance publications.
program and deliverable product without neces- In addition, use of the military technicians

'.1sarily affecting the complexity/utility of the also requires use of the applicable logistic
* ~'training device. For example, military simula- system. This, in turn, calls for data and prac-

tors typically require reliability and maintain- tices which are compatible with the user's logis-
ability plans to be submitted and approved. In tic organization (e.g., the level and complexity.4 50
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of the provisioning documentation and support insignificant when considering their commonality
equipment). These attendant requirements influ- with existing inventory. However, the cost of
ence thee smesimulator program both these parts is overshadowed by the costs of
directly and indirectly performing the other aspects of the parts con-
poatrol program. These latter costs cannot be
.To il ustrate this point consider the re- easily estimated because the program complexity
quirement for the use of "approved parts" which, is increased, which results h increased sched-where feasible, means the use of MIL-spec parts. ule, as well as added management and expediting

It is necessary to limit the number of unique tasks. Commercial programs while not requiring
part numbers in the Government inventory, and a formal parts control program as part of the

' MIL-spec parts form the backbone of this inven- contract, rely on good business practice to
,"tory. The use of MIL-spec parts in the simula- achieve the same result. The industry has con-

tor, however, greatly impacts its cost and sistently demonstrated that devices sold as long
schedule. as 20 years ago are supportable in a cost effec-

tive manner.
The first obvious requirement is the effort

associated with early identification of the re-
quired parts, the contractor's screening of the Aircraft Parts and Data

- requirements (to search for the part numbers
- consistent with previous submittals/approvals), Another key discriminator between military

processing of requests/rejections, and creation and commercial simulator programs is the method
and maintenance of the approved parts selection of procuring aircraft data and parts. The typi-
list. Several departments need to coordinate cal military program requires the contractor to
these activities, and, accordingly, program and be fully responsible for the procurement of parts

4 functional management of these tasks is required. and data. These items are normally on the cri-
In addition to these efforts, the cost to pro- tical path and therefore represent a major risk
cure the selected MIL-spec parts will be more to the contractor. If the simulator is being

expensive than the equivalent commercial part. developed for a prototype aircraft, these parts
As will be discussed later, the schedule is also are usually long-lead items because the aircraft
impacted by the use of these parts and their production line is normally the aircraft manufac-
associated efforts, turer's first priority -- i.e., the production

of parts for the simulator has lower priority
The true cost impact of the use of MIL-spec and is not included in the production plan.

parts is very difficult, if not impossible, to Similarly, the generation of data required to
analyze. Certainly, the component cost differ- support the simulator design has lower priority
ential between the MIL-spec parts and the equiv- than aircraft design, redesign, certification
alent commercial parts can be argued to be testing, and other tasks which require the same
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people. In some instances when the contractor Proposals (ECP's). Since ECP's are rather time
has full parts and data responsibility, the consuming to produce (I to 3 montns), arid then

* .Government is unwilling to intercede and assist require time for Government review, delays
in obtaining parts and data. While this approach before incorporation are generally much longer
appears to relieve the Government of the risks than in the commercial application. Consequent-
associated with late parts and data delivery, it ly, in many cases, the only practical way a
does impact the program and thus, in many cases, contractor can accommodate a major change is by
the simulator schedule and cost. incorporating LCP's at the end of a program

because the in-process change activity associ-
In contrast, commercial airlines typically ated with military procurement is much more

take more interest in assuring that parts and complex than that of the commercial simulator.
data are available for the simulator manufac-
turer. In many instances, the customer provides Support Concepts
the parts and data as customer-furnished equip-
ment. In doing so, the customer can control, or The simulator support concept may be the sin-
at least more positively influence, the avail- gle most important element in the procurement of
ability of these items. In some cases, the the simulator. Therefore it is important to
airline management prefers to avoid any risks review and contrast the various concepts on
associated with the parts and data availability, military and commercial programs.
resulting in another approach: although the
responsibility resides with the simulator manu- The military support concepts vary w~idely
facturer, the customer takes the initiative to among the various services and in many instances,
influence the delivery dates and priority for within a service. The C-130 program, for exam-
parts and data. In some cases, this includes ple, uses organic maintenance, with a total of
pre-ordering or reserving sets of parts and data 64 (41 Air Force and 23 Civil Service) personnel

*in anticipation of a simulator contract award, required at the Little Rock AFB site to support
which ensures timely availability of these for four simulators and two Cockpit Procedures Train-
the simulator manufa~cturer. In other instances, ers (CPT's). A contractor support alternate
the customer exerts influence on the aircraft which was proposed to the Government would have
manufacturer through coordination efforts. The utilized 29 personnel to provide the necessary
key in either of these approaches is that the maintenance (20 hours per day, 7 days a week)
customer (whether military or commercial) has a and engineering support.
much greater influence with the aircraft
manufacturer than does the simulator One of the most successful contractor simula-
manufacturer. tor maintenance programs is the Army Synthetic

Flight Training System (SFTS). That program has
Methods of Concurrent Change evolved over the last eight years, and provides

for:
The design of simulators to reflect the con-

current change activity of the parallel aircraft 1) Total contractor maintenance support.
development is an important facet of a success-
ful simulator program. The commnercial simulator 2) Total contractor spares management and
programs are very effective, resulting in conner- control.
cial simulators being delivered which match the
configuration of the design-basis aircraft. The 3) Training of contractor maintenance per-
system employed permits an early review of air- sonnel to satisfy expanding require-
craft changes and, where applicable, incorpora- merts.
tion of the changes (in blocks) in parallel with
the ongoing program activ 4ties. This is made 4) Clear lines of contractor management
possible by the advance authorizations (based on responsibility and authority.
contractor cost estimates) provided by the air-
lines to proceed with changes which are subse- 5) Reasonable requirements for maintenance

%-quently negotiated. Even major aircraft changes and logistic reporting.
can be incorporated in this fashion. As stated
earlier, American Airlines, for example, con- 6) Army "owned" documentation, spares,

*verted their aircraft from a three-crew conf'gu- etc., which permits recompetition if
ration to a two-crew! three-crew alternate con- required.

-. . .figuration and subsequently to a two-crew
configuration. The second simulator conversion The cost effectiveness of this support pro-
was accomplished after testing had already begun, gram is now a matter of record. The availabil-
but by proper planning, parts expediting, and ity achieved has been 98% compared to a require-
customer assistance, the simulator started cus- ment of 90%.
tomer acceptance testing reflecting the latest
configuration. The net impact of these major In the commercial sector, airlines typically

* .modifications on the program schedule was only maintain their simulators with a much smaller
six months! These changes required new data and team of experienced personnel. American Air-
many new aircraft parts, including aircraft lines utilizes its own maintenance personnel
structures and panels, and yet the simulator was supplemented by one Link field service person
available to support the critical training needs, for a six month to one year period to augment

the staff on new simulators being installed.
The military procurement system cannot oper- American Airlines utilizes 43 maintenance per-

ate in this manner. A principal reason is that sonnel dedicated to the support of 13 simulators
changes of any significance cannot be started and four CPT's to support training (20 hours per
prior to approval of the Engineering Change day, 7 days per week).
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NASA-Ames recently procured a 727 flight Acceptance Testing
simulator and other miscellaneous equipment to
conduct research on new flight management tech- Another significant discriminator in program
niques compared to conventional aircraft. NASA's management approaches centers upon the acceptance
concept called for the purchase of commercial process. The military approach is characterized
equipment and commercial documentation to sup- by large Acceptance Test Procedures (ATP) and a
port not only the maintenance, but significant significant period of the schedule dedicated to
change activity by contractor personnel. This acceptance. The acceptance is also supported by
approach permitted the procurement of the hard- a large cadre of test team members.
ware and software at a fraction of what would
have otherwise been required. The C-130E schedule allocated four montns

for tie in-plant customer acceptance testing
(termed qualification testing), with an addi-
tional one and one-half months required for a

Program Management Approaches configuration audit, reliability testing, and
maintainability testing. The total in-plantThe program management approaches utilized customer acceptance test period (including the

on military simulator programs are far more audit and R&M testing) actually required 10
complex than those employed on commercial pro- months. Approximately 20 Government personnel
grams. Upon the C-130E contract award, a large were involved with the C-130E acceptance testing
contractor program management team (13 members) at iny one time. The ATP was approximately 6,000
became essential. The many requirements not pages long. The ATP ;ength was required because
only had to be managed internally, but also re- each specification requirement needed to be spe-
viewed with the customer and addressed in the cifically addressed, and each procedure was
meeting minutes, data items, and correspondence. written so it could be understood by entry-level
The C-130E program had a long series of Engineer- technicians unfamiliar with the simulator. Withing Design Reviews (EDR's) and Program Managementi e ni-a P r a ma long test schedule, it was difficult to main-
Reviews (PMR's) with large numbers of Government tain acceptance crew consistency. As a result
personnel in attendance, of personnel changes, many subjective areas were

retested, causing further schedule extensions.

Although many of these meetings were con- A commercial simulator acceptance process
ducted in two or three days, some lasted one minimizes the amount of subjective testing by
week or longer. The Preliminary Design Review using a dedicated crew/acceptance team (usually
required nearly two weeks and the first of the four or fewer) and automated test guides which
four increments of the Critical Design Review are based on actual aircraft performance. This
lasted three weeks. These meetings generated approach makes the process more efficient and
many action items (191 requests for action were objective, while maintaining comprehensiveness.
generated in the C-130E PDR) which again resulted Also, commercial ATP's are typically much
in more program management attention. Many of shorter. The AAL 767 Test Guide was approxi-
the action items subsequently resulted in corre- mately 2,100 pages. In addition, the FAA
spondence. It is estimated that during the requires a Test Guide to verify that the re-
C-130E program, approximately 1,150 letters were quirements of the Advisory Circular are met.
written by the Government, and a similar volume The total 767 Interim Phase II FAA Test Guide

% of correspondence was generated in response, by was 322 pages in length. The emphasis is always
Link. Many of these letters included long at- on proper simulator operation, rather than exact-
tachments answering previous inquiries or com- ness of the ATP format. Additional efficiencies
mentary. The efforts associated with this high have been achieved by accepting the contractor's
degree of customer involvement are inevitably running of the ATP, coupled with spot checking
reflected in the cost of the simulator, by the customer. In the ML 767 program, AAL

completed approximately 40% of the test guide
over a four-week period. The balance of the

Commercial simulator programs also rely on a acceptance period concentrated on fine tuning
contractor program management team. However, the simulator for crew subjectivity and on
the team is much smaller, usually consisting of obtaining Interim Phase II approval. This
a program manager, a program engineer, plus customer cooperation and willingness to con-
clerical and administrative support. A small centrate on abtaining results in the most effi-
team can accomplish the program management cient manner is a prime example of how both
function because the commercial program is less organizations benefited without sacrificing the
complex, has fewEr requirements supporting the objective. In this case, the objective was to
simulators, and has minimal customer involvement get a qualified siiwiator in training on sched-
in the design and management aspects of the ule. This resulted in the timely training of 42
program. For instance, PDR's, CDR's, and EDR's crews (during a six month in-plant training
are typically not held on commercial programs. period) and an approximate savings by AAL of $2
Approximately eight customer meetings with four million.
or fewer attendees are held. Far less customer
correspondence is required. Very few actions The incorporation nf comprehensive warranty
usually remain at the conclusion of a meeting and update provisions in the contract facilitate
since many decisions are made during the meeting. the acceptance testing of commercial simulators.

, The commercial simulator programs have been The willing ess of a commercial customer to make
employing this program management technique more rapid decisions on the acceptability of a
successfully for mcre than two decades indica- simulator is based on the security that missed
ting that formal PIR's, CUR's, and EUR's are not defects will be corrected. First, the commer-
essential management tools. cial contract includes an expanded warranty
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program under which defects will be corrected The program management approaches previously
for a specified period, typically two years. discussed also have a direct bearing on the

• Second, commercial contracts in many instances length of a program schedule. The conduct of
often contain update requirements, und5 r which a the program directly influences the activities
specified number of man-months of engineering associated with the design and production of the
support are available to correct any subsequently simulator. The comparison of the ATP length pre-
discovered problems. Thus, testing and retesting viously cited is directly translated into program

- . the simulator in an attempt to find every possi- schedule requirements. Further, the degree of
.- b defect is not considered necessary. customer involvement in the design review and

approval process also has the potential to
Schedule severely retard the schedule.

Another significant discriminator between The complexity of the simulator program, as
military and commercial simulator procurements measured by the various data items, meetings,
is the schedule. Typically, in both cases, sim- correspondence, etc., has a major effect on the
ulator schedules are critical. Further, from an simulator program and thus its schedule.
investment viewpoint, a shorter schedule means
lower acquisition costs, and earlier training Summary
cost savings. The contractor is as anxious as
the customer to reduce schedules, since his Although we have discussed the discriminators
costs would be reduced, making him more com- individually, in actual practice they are all
petitive. However, military schedules are blended together and all interact simultaneously.
typically much longer than commercial sche- The combination of all of these elements results

- .. dules. Table 2 compares the original 767 in a whole which is greater than the sum of its
simulator schedule with the original C-130E parts in terms of program complexity. Therefore,

schedule. The program schedule accomplishments overall effectiveness in the acquisition of com-

shown reflect the various changes during the plex devices such as simulators, appears to be

-course of the programs. The significant com- greatly enhanced by the reduction in the number

parison is that despite the two major aircraft and complexity of the requirements and processes.

configuration changes and other concurrent
change activity, the 767 simulator required only EVALUATION OF COMMERCIAL PRACTICES WHICH HAVE
an additional 7-1/2 months to the completion of POTENTIAL APPLICATION TO MILITARY REQUIREMENTS
in-plant acceptance beyond the original sche-
dule. The salient element in this comparison is In certain situations, many of the approaches
that the C-130E required 12 months longer than utilized in commercial procurements could be
the 767 to complete in-plant customer acceptance. selectively applied to procure simulators for

" , Table 2 SCHEDULE COMPARISONS the military. As discussed previously, many of
(Months After Award) the current requirements included in the military

O FNcontracts are mandated by the maintenance support

-jOl U-licE '1 11 NA concept. The various discriminators between the
two programs could be put into two categories:Snort of eard.arr %,ftware

" Integration 70 2l 1,-I, . c ' 4-2,

-ttorln tr) Those applicable only if support con-
Acceptance L3 ' 2 -i, I9 cepts are changed to accommodate these
cop.eto c n- Pl 1t practices and
i t -ter Acceptance "6-I1/ 43 21-1,. 31 2U-12

"Teels colIn so.ste anticipated sch foale fr an 6/ i n ,,lar . -c. ,d 2) Those appl icable independent of the
eslyred to reflect a ne. cstOeer's (oflgurati . an

1
i featres, tc. support concept.

Since schedules are critical to both customer
and contractor, why are military schedules often Prior to categorizing and discussing the
longer than commercial schedules for simulators various key discriminators, a brief review of

of omparable complexity? The answer to this the impact of the support concept selection is
question is very complex. A key factor is the in order.
availability of the aircraft and simulated equip-
ment data. This in turn is followed by the Support Concept
availability of aircraft parts and avionics. As
discussed above, customer awareness and involve- The election of an organic support system
ment in the data and parts procurement has a requires the Government to draw upon many organ-

significant impact on simulator schedules. The izatiors which are geared to the support of
relative involvement in data and parts acquisi- expensive, critical items of equipment and the
tion appears to be a contributor to the longer missions that this equipment is designed to

i military program schedules. accomplish. These organizations are essential
to ensure that the readiness of the United

Long-lead Government-screened MIL-spec parts States defense is maintained. Flight simula-
in many instances become critical schedule path tors, however, are heavily taxed by this system
items. For example, MIL-spec connectors often and in many instances, without practical justi-
require a one-year or longer lead time, whereas fication. The criticality of a simulator mal-
commercial connectors are readily available. In function, and the criticality of instant repair
many instances, lead times change and schedule of the simulator is far less important than the

, impacts cannot be determined until after the support of an attack aircraft in a wartime cnvi-
parts selection and approval process has been ronment. Moreover, there are fewer simulators
completed. Attempts to substitute at that point than aircraft in the Government inventory. Yet,
in the program may relieve but usually do not when the two devices draw upon tne same support

eliminate schedule impacts. organizations, many of the same requirements are
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V.imposed on each procurement program. The reli- The use of organic maintenance to support
ance upon organic maintenance personnel and hijhly sophisticated training equipment often
existing supply systems forces the Government leads to a series of inefficiencies. Owing to

*into an inefficient maintenance concept for some relatively high turnover rates, ongoing mainte-
* .of its equipment. The magnitude of the cost nance training is required. The replacement

impact of these basic policies depends upon the technicians typically lack technical knowledge
size of the program and the extent to which the and as a result, training courses must be very

*particular service is willing to modify its detailed. Thus, maintenance technicians require
requirements, longer and more expensive courses than are needed

for contractor personnel. Further, the relative-
The direct cost of maintenance is only one ly low experience level among available on-site

element in the costs associated with the choice maintenance personnel limits the type of mainte-
of the maintenance concept. In order to maxi- nance which can be performed on-site. This in
mize savings associated with the various turn requires a different spares philosophy, the
choices, selection of the maintenance concept use of depot repair and more extensive test
must take place prior to issuance of an RFP equipment. The higher skill lesel of contractor
because overall program complexity is affected personnel allows better use of available person-
dramatically by this decision. Contractors nel and permits cross-training so that individ-
usually find it very difficult to price various uals can maintain multiple areas of the trainer.
alternatives or indeed, to separate the impact An important factor resulting in higher contrac-
of individual requirements so as to arrive at tor support efficiency is that non-productive
costs that are allocated correctly. The cost personnel can be eliminated from the site,
savings possible with contractor support can in allowing a better motivated team.
many instances be demonstrated without regard to
other attendant program economies as was Discriminators Dependent on the Support Concept
recorded in a GAO report:

There are certainly situations where organic
"In the mid-70's, the Air Training Command maintenance should be continued. However, poten-

* .published the results of a contract vs. in- tial savings in the use of contractor maintenance
house cost comparison study in support of T5 should be considered in selecting the support
and T45 (Undergraduate Navigator Training concept on new simulator programs. In addition
System and Simulator for Electronic Warfare to the cost savings associated with the mainte-

*Training System) navigational and tactical nance, the following major program requirements
simulators used in its undergraduate train- should be considered for elimination.
ing program. Prior to the study, the
simulators were maintained by 56 in-house Materials, Parts, Processes. The use of MIL-
personnel. As part of the study, ATC spec parts, parts screening, controlled manufac-
solicited bids for contract maintenance turing standards and other associated require-
support. The proposal by the low bidder, ments is currently made necessary by the
who was ultimately awarded the contract, logistics system supporting the maintenance
showed a requirement for only 26 maintenance function. Their impact on program cost and
personnel; less than 50% of the in-house schedule (discussed in the previous section) is
staff used by ATC to maintain the simula- considerable, and accordingly these requirements

* tors. It should be noted that personnel should be considered as possibly expendable.
costs represented approximately 90% of t~ta 1 The Government now permits the use of certain
support costs for in-house maintenance .' commercially available off-the-shelf equipment

in all procurements. As an example, commercially
The Navy has also recognized this fact, available computers and CRT display systems are

*having recently disestablished the Training not only permitted, but required to be supplied
*Device Technician field. The support of the as part of the simulation equipment. This as-

Navy's existing inventory of aviation training sures the Government of the latest technology
Jdevices is being procured competitively from with lowest cost and good support. Yet this

private industry by NTEC not only to take advan- selection requires the very compromises that are
tage of cost savings, but perhaps even more being advocated here -- that is, the use of com-

VAimportantly, to relieve critical shortages of mercial components, commercial standards in
technical skills. In this rase, the contractor design and manufacturing, and most important the
will be permitted to exercise the Government willingness to accept standardization and reduced
supply system, with primary responsibility for involvement in the design process. Another exam-
providing spares residing with the U.S. Navy. ple is the use of commercially available and
The contractor will be allowed to procure spares demonstratable visual systems. Here again, the
if the U.S. Navy system cannot provide the Government is willing to waive MIL-spec require-
required spares in a timely manner. Existing ments in exchange for the benefits of the reduced
available support equipment will be turned over cost and schedule.
to the contractor who will be responsible for any
replacements or additional equipment. Documenta- The substitution of a contractor parts con-
tion must be kept current, and contractors must trol program (without Government involvement)
meet Navy reporting needs in order that support would remove many data items and other obstacles

-- contracts may be reopened for competition in the to the performance of the program. The use of
future. commercial approaches to design and manufacture

* 1 AO rpor, Spcia Proram, Auitsopens the door to existing design and its attend-
GAO epor, Secia Proram, Auitsant benefits. Considering that the training

Division, Project 8AE-140, March 26, 1979 equipment is ground-based, and that some of the
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main portions of the simulator are permitted to ings and in addition, maintain (control, file,
be unaltered coimnercial items, does it make sense etc.) them in its system. Commercial customers
to require MIL-spec parts and processes for those require only the drawings necessary for mainte-
pieces designed and built by the simulator manu- nance in the commercial format and find their
facturer? requirements satisfied at much lower costs.

Logistics Data. Approximately 30 data items Configuration Control. A favorite topic of
were required on the C-130E program to support discussion in today's procurement arena is con-
the purchase and dispositioning of the spares figuration control. Most simulator manufac-
and support equipment necessary for organic turers nave demonstrated hardware configuration
maintenance. This is in addition to the signi- c
ficant investment required for the purchase ofthe items. Substantial numbers of Government commercial requirements and adequately ensure
th-"persne tems S il inubers of men - that replacement parts can be procured so that
personnel were involved in the process of eval- they are form, fit, and function interchange-
uating and procuring the spares as well as able. Software configuration control, which
statusing and handling them. The cost to the includes both the instruction/data code and
Government of applying the logistics concepts to documentation, is a subject of current concern
the C-130 simulator program may very well have because the Government wants assurance that the
exceeded the cost of the design, production, final product not only results in the proper
test, and installation of the device, simulator performance, but also is exactly docu-

In contrast, the spare parts for commercial mented so that it can be understood and/or
In cntrst, he par pars fr comerial changed as required. The controls imposed bysimulators are identified using existing engi- the Government therefore are very rigorous and

neering bill of material listings without the in some nt rag
specific provisioning documents being generated in some ways constraining.
for current DOD programs. Similarly, satisfac- A problem arises in the simulation business
tory support analyses are performed on commer- because software is constantly being changed
cial contracts without the costly documentation during the design, test, and customer acceptance
(e.g., Logistics Support Analysis Record) re- periods. The need for software configuration
quired in an organic program. Thus, if there is control is a well-founded and accepted require-
no need to use the Government supply system, sig- ment. On commercial simulator programs, systems

% nificant savings can result by eliminating many are employed which provide insight into the exact
costly requirements. revision level, date last changed, check-sum,

etc., of software modules in a very efficient
Design Documentation. The level of design manner, without automatically tying the software

documentation is directly attributable to the documentation into the control system. Most of
support concept. The software documentation the risk of out-of-date documentation disappears
required by current military programs typically because the documentation is less complex and/or
can exceed 350,000 pages in length! The documen- detailed. The risk is then minimized by documen-
tation is geared to entry-level maintenance tech- tation updates upon completion and acceptance of
nicians who are unfamiliar with the equipment, the software rather than in a concurrent mode.
so that the documents become in effect training
manuals. Further, the level of documentation is The efforts associated with very rigorous
required to support any subsequent change activ- software configuration control systems are very
ity by a maintenance team with little experience, costly and adversely affect productivity. Since
Consequently, the detail required is extensive. commercial simulators are routinely designed,
In contrast, commercial documentation provides an delivered, and maintained without this rigor, and
understanding of the system simulated and the ap- without significant problems, serious consider-
proaches utilized in obtaining the desired simu- ation should be given to the use of contractor
lation. The advent of higher-order languages maintenance and an attendant relaxation of the
such as Fortran has eased the documentation re- software configuration control requirements.
quirements, since capable programmers can under-
stand the software by reviewing the coding state- Manuals. The relatively low experience level
ments and appropriate commentary. The commercial of the available on-site maintenance personnel,

xl customers routinely maintain and perform minor coupled with their high turnover rate, causes
updates without difficulty utilizing the commer- the imposition of a requirement to write tech-
cial level of documentation. The cost of the nical orders to accommodate that skill level.
military documentation and its disruptive impact Little or no pre-existing knowledge can be
on the development programs is overwhelming. A assumed. In addition, military technical publi-
considerable cost savings could be realized if cation standards regarding format, artwork, and
this requirement were relaxed. The use of a materials result in significantly more expensive
contractor support system would permit this to manuals which contain essentially the same data

* happen. as those procured according to standard commer-
cial practices. Thus, if contractor maintenance

Similarly, the level of detail required in is employed, considerable savings can be realized
the drawing packages is far greater in military by the reduction in requirements associated with
contracts. The formats of the drawings are more the generation, verification, and validation of

restrictive and, in addition, lower levels of manuals.
drawings are required to be submitted. Presum-
ably this is to permit flexibility in second- Spares/Support Equipment. The cost of spares

, source selecticn (which rarely happens in and support equipment on a military program far
simulators) and provide assurance that spare outweighs the equivalent requirements on a com-
parts could be manufactured by the Government if mercial program. Because of the remove-and-re-
necessary. The Government must pay for the draw- place maintenance philosophy employed, repair of
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the Equipment Replacement Units (ERU's) must be with relatively large numbers of attendees. The
done at the depot level. In commercial applica- commercial approach of minimal involvement after
tions, contractor personnel normally perform the selection of a competent manufacturer permits
majority of ERU repair on site. As can be demon- the contractor to concentrate on designing and
strated using any support cost model, a depot building the simulator. This topic has been
repair philosophy results in a significantly discussed in workshops with contractor and
higher spares procurement at the ERU level. Government personnel and the word "micro-
This repair philosophy, in turn, necessitates management" has been coined to express the
the purchase of sophisticated test equipment to current approach. One possible solution worthy
fault-isolate failed units and to verify their of consideration is an extension of what the

*-repair. Where on-site repair is possible, the Government currently does in the proposal
simulator itself in most cases can be used for evaluation period.
this purpose during the maintenance period.

Major U.S. Air Force procurements managed by
Because the military requires that its exist- Aeronautical Systems Division (ASO) require

ing supply systems be employed to support the examination of the contractor's capabilities via
simulators it procures, simulator-unique equip- an MM/PCR (Manufacturing Management/Production
ment is entered into the national stock numbering Capability Review) before contract award. If
system at a cost of approximately $5,000 per part this were extended, either on a per-contract
number over the life of the trainer. In addi- basis or on a periodic basis, to certify the
tion, the base supply system adds another $500 contractor's capability and procedures in many
annually per part number per site. The AFLC of the above areas, each contract would be re-
Logistics Support Cost Model indicates that in- lieved of the redundant submittals, revisions,
ventory management is second only to spares as and discussions associated with each item. This
the leading support cost driver. Similarly, would give the Government assurances (perhaps
support equipment procurement and management is along with OCAS monitoring) that the processes
cumbersome when utilizing the logistics systems. being employed by the company are sound, without

injecting undue interference. Similarly, a
The commercial simulators are adequately sup- lesser involvement in the design review process

ported with far fewer spares and support equip- would in effect eliminate many instances of spe-
ment and with less involvement from depot or cifying "how" a certain requirement is to be
equivalent. As noted earlier, American Airlines met. Going a step further, adoption of the com-
in support of its 767 simulator invested signifi- mercial practice of much higher-level status
cantly less than the amount invested by the reporting would eliminate the need of many addi-
Government for the C-130E. In many cases, even tional reports and/or meetings which compound
with less investment, the avoidance of the depot the program complexity and disrupt program
system translates into fewer delays and downtime operations.
and thus better equipment availability. Thus,
the concept of a dedicated complement of spares Certainly, the military procurement agencies
and support equipment, which is feasible with as they exist today could not accept these sug-
contractor support, offers the opportunity for gestions without considerable change in the way
significant cost savings without degradation of the Government does business. The expanded use
simulator availability, of firm pricing in conjunction with bonuses or

penalties as is done on some commercial con-
Discriminators Independent of Support Concept tracts, would alleviate many of the Government's

misgivings. This pricing philosophy would more
Many current military procurement practices firmly place the burden of performance on the

could be brought into alignment with commercial contractor, but would only be successful if the
practices as a method of cost reduction even contractor is given the freedom to manage the
while maintaining the organic support concept.prgawihuuneitrfec. Aohr
The following paragraphs discuss the items possible change would require reorganizing the
which, if adopted, could either stand alone or procurement team in such a way that decisions
represent additional savings to those dependent could be made by key individuals rather than by
upon the use of contractor support. committee. This would considerably reduce the

cost of the Government's procurement team and
Customer Involvement. The military procure- also streamline the program from the

*2~.ments require a high degree of customer involve- contractor' s viewpoint.
ment in all aspects of the conduct of the pro-
gram. This involvement complicates the manage- The quality of the product is not necessarily
ment function and in many cases adds to technical improved by the current high level of attention

%complexity during the design process. It affects and scrutiny exercised by the Government. Coin-
*the performance of the contract and is one of mercial simulators produced under less rigorous

the most significant factors attributing to the codtnsfcuomrupvionaehgl
difficulty in maintaining schedule. This in- acceptable training devices and deliver excellent
volvement is apparent in the need for the sub- transfer of training capability. Therefore, the
mission of data items like the Configuration commercial method of managing the procurement
Management Plan, Detailed Human Engineering should be closely analyzed for applicability to
Plan, Personnel Subsystem Test and Evaluation the military procurement programs.
Plan, Hazard Analysis Report, Transportability

*Report, Reliability/Maintainability Demonstra- Acceptance Approach. The approach used by
-tion Plan, System Safety Program Plan, System the military in accepting a simulator is far

Test Plan, Technical Manual Plan, and the more demanding than that employed by the com-
Integrated Support Plan. In addition, many mercial customers. The acceptance approach
design reviews and status meetings are required differences center on the size of the ATP, the
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method of evaluating subjective areas and the and data are always on the critical path of a
size and continuity of the test team. The size program. Government involvement in this area
of the typical military ATP and the method will make a difference!
employed in subjectively evaluating the simu-
lator reflect on the Government's desire to Concurent Chne Control. The ability of a
accept the training device only after it is "per- commercia siuator to be concurrently updated
fect," minimizing the risk that a requirement with the aircraft during the design, manufactur-
was missed or a defect was left undiscovered. ing, and test phases of a contract is very
To achieve this aim, a large acceptance team is important to the customer in ensuring prompt
deployed, which not only identifies valid availability of a simulator which accurately
problems, but frequently injects disruption and reflects the aircraft. This process is seldom
in some cases confusion to the acceptance pro- duplicated on military programs because of the
cess. Lessons learned from the commercial rigidity of the procurement process and the com-
practices suggest that the test team be reduced plexity of simulator programs. But there are
to as few members as possible. Additionally, isolated exceptions: some complex military simu-
the use of warranty and updates to correct prob- lation devices were produced during the develop-

%lems found after acceptance could alleviate the ment of the operational hardware and configura-
anxieties and risk associated with the Govern- tion updates occurred in parallel. NASA, in

1' ~ ment's "single- shot" approach currently prac- development of the Apollo and LEM spacecraft
ticed at acceptance. simulators, ensured that the critical simulators

were designed to the latest baseline with updates
Another problem associated with customer taking place throughout the simulator program.

acceptance of flight simulators is the "tailor- The NASA program management and engineering teams
*ing' that is required to make the simulator (both NASA and the contractor) worked together as

subjectively fly like the aircraft or operate a close team. Key individuals were given author-
like the equipment. Many times, the requested ity and key decisions were made when they were
changes are not supported by aircraft data or needed. The support concept (contractor support)

-. training need. Because of the nature of these permitted these highly critical programs to be
*requested changes, contractors usually object to conducted in a manner which concentrated on

the continuation of extensive testing! changing proper execution of design and testing and placed
in these areas. less emphasis on the supporting data and logis-

tics considerations. This approach not only sup-
The commercial approach is to ascertain that ported the schedule, but directly influenced the

the test guides are met to the customer's satis- cost, since the streamlined methods positively
faction. Then a specified period is allocated influenced production efficiency.
to the subjective tailoring process. In some
instances this period is exceeded, but relative- The benefits to the user of concurrent change
ly speaking, the program proceeds as planned and activity are not only desirable, but achievable.
scheduled while accommodating the crew inputs. The Government must weigh the potential benefits
In this case, crew experience and consistency against the potential impact of changes which
are paramount, as well as the commercial under- would have to be made in procurement practices.
standing that all aircraft of a given type do A contractor support system (and the attendant
not perform exactly alike. By open recognition reduction of program requirements) would provide
of the requirement for subjective adjustments an ideal foundatior for concurrent change activ-
and by allocating a certain period of time for ity. Even so, changes in the procurement prac-
their accomplishment, a teamwork approach is tice (permitting nearly instantaneous decisions
typically adopted. This usually results in and authorizations to proceed without laborious
excellent results for both the contractor and proposal submittal and evaluation) are the key

*the customer. The acceptance process used on to improving the process in a substantial and
commnercial programs is directly applicable to meaningful way.
the military programs with minor procurement
practice changes required, and it should be CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
considered.

FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION
Aircraft Data and Parts Management. The

methods employed by both military and commercial Many commercial procurement practices can be
procurement practices for the management of applied to selective military programs; as this
aircraft data and parts can dramatically affect paper has attempted to demonstrate, these tech-
program schedules. It would be very much to the niques do not offer a total solution to all mil-
Government'ms advantage to become involved in the itary procurements, but they do present alterna-
process. As noted in the discussion on commer- tives which in some instances provide a capabil-

*cial practices, some airlines elect not to ity to reduce life-cycle costs and to shorten
*assume responsibility for parts or data acqui- schedules.

sition, but they nonetheless actively partici-
pate in obtaining parts and data for the con- Adopt Contractor Support Concept
tractor in the interest of their program. When
individual airlines are unsuccessful in persuad- The single most important procurement prac-
ing the aircraft or avionics manufacturers to tice to consider is the extensive use of con-
cooperate in procurement, they often achieve tractor support, a practice which can be fully
their alms by lobbying through such organiza- justified when its costs are compared to the

*tions as the Air Transport Association (ATA) or cost of organic support. Perhaps even more sig-
Zthe International Air Transport Association nificint is the fact that the support concept

CIATA). The military procurement agencies dictates the other programn requirements. The
should at least take an active role (preferably selection of contractor maintenance opens the

%full responsibility) in this area because parts door for a complete re-evaluation of these
5B



requirements. Because commercial airlines can tence of the contractor. These requirement
operate their equipment with a fraction of the reductions would not only reduce the contract
documentation and supporting material that is costs, but the procurement team costs as well.
required by the Government, it seems entirely
reasonable for the Government to consider emu- The methodology of commercial customer ac-
lating this approach where not constrained by ceptance should be evaluated and adopted where
environmental factors. feasible. This would require a change in the

acceptance philosophy and would probably need to
Structure Program Requirements To Reflect Support be supported by a "product champion" who is able
Concept and willing to make decisions readily. Again

risks could be minimized by specifying certain
If contractor support is selected on a new periods for performance updates in the future to

procurement, the program requirements should be correct deficiencies and by the use of warranty
restructured to eliminate unnecessary items. to cover latent defects.
The requirements for spare parts, support equip-Goenntivlmnt nthtmlyai-
ment, software documentation, drawings, logis-Goenntivlmntnthtmlyai-

- .tics data, and manuals all need to be re- ability of aircraft parts and data management
evaluated carefully. Strong consideration would provide an opportunity to reduce critical
should be given to requiring only those items path lead times. This could be done partially
necessary for the contractor to maintain the without any additional Government responsibility
equipment, as defined by the contractor. These or risk, and should be strongly consid~red.
items can be easily reviewed to ensure that the
option is preserved to recompete the support The ability to provide simulator configura-
contract in the future. The reduction of tions matchling the customer's operational needs
requirements would not only reduce the pro- requires careful planning and prompt decisions.
curement costs, but would streamline the Streamlining the procurement decision process,
simulator development and reduce the risk of as well as becoming willing to make these deci-
schedule and cost overrun. The potential for sions without extensive documentation (as in
further schedule reduction is also possible, commercial practice) will result in a more
depending on the extent of the reduction in usable simulator.
program requirements.

Anoter ey hane fasibe udera cntrct-In conclusion, the military and commercial
Anoter ey hane fasibe udera cntrct- simulator procurement methods are quite dif-

or support concept is the elimination of the ferent and result in wide variance of costs,
restriction imposed on materials, parts, and shdls n rga opeiis h p
processes. The use of good cormmercial practices plication of commercial practices does seem
in these areas will not degrade the performance feasible if certain changes are made in the
of the simulator in its mission of training crew support concept and on the part of the pro-
members. There is no reason to differentiate crmn em
between an off-the-shelf computer complex with crmn em
its many printed-circuit cards, and a simulator There seems to be no doubt whatever that
manufacturer's specially designed printed-circuit cost-effectiveness and training effectiveness
cards. Simulator manufacturers have proven the (through earlier availability of equipment) may
excellent quality and supportability of their be strongly augmented by adoption of some, any

,,,,product for many years. or all of the reconmendations suggested here,
and they should be fully exploited.

Adopt Conmmercial Program Practices ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Military procurement practices impose many Mr. John S. Hussar is uniquely qualified to
restrictions which may not be necessary to con- address the subject of both military and commer-
trol the development of ground-base training cial simulation procurements. He has been em-
equipment. Consideration should be given to the ployed by Link Flight Simulation Division of The
possibility of adopting those coimmercial ap- Singer Company for 17 years and has been a key
proaches which result in a more hands-off atti- member in both conmmercial and military program
tude (after careful selection of a qualified offices including the position of C-130 Engi-

*.simulator manufacturer). Certain safeguards neering Manager. In addition, he has been ex-
(warranty, updates, etc.), as used in the conner- tensively involved in proposal activities and
cial procurements, could be employed so as to engineering design for a wide range of simulator
minimize risk. The reduction in procurement and equipment. Mr. Hussar is currently the Director
life-cycle costs will far outweigh the risks; of Engineering for the Commercial Simulation
most important, the objectives of reduced costs Systems operation of Link Flight Simulation

__and shorter schedules can be more readily at- Division in Binghamton, New York, and is deeply
tamned. Consideration should also be given to involved in all engineering aspects on many

*-the elimination of the various program plans and conmmercial simulator contracts. Mr. Hussar
*a reduction in the number of formal design and holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical

program review meetings. Certification of the Engineering and a Master of Science degree in
- .company's procedures and capabilities could be Industrial Management both from Clarkson College

considered as a way of ascertaining the compe- of Technology.
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ABSTRACT

The benefits associated with combat crew readiness are obvious. What may not be so obvious are the benefits associated0 with timely acquisition and availability of training and training devices. As new aircraft programs develop and present aircraft
programs mature, the crews must either train on the operational equipment or wait until the associated trainers are
developed or updated. If the trainers are developed and updated in concert with the aircraft program. the Air Force is
provided not only with combat-ready crews at thr rrect time, but also at the correct cost. The key to keeping the training
devices in concert with the aircraht is a Concurrency Program.

.N. On the B-l1B program. a complete concurrency program is being addressed. By complete, it is meant a program which
* addresses the two major issues associated with keeping the trainer concurrent with the aircraft]

1 . Cost-effective development and distribution of the required design criteria data.

2. Inherent flexibility designed into the training device to accommodate changes in a cost-effective manner.

The benefits associated with combat crew readiness are obvious. The first feature is a joint responsibility of the contractor and *he
What may not be so obvious are the benefits associated with timely government to provide the correct contractual and management
acquisition and availability of training and training devices. According framework necessary to have the right design data at the right time
to the 1982 Defense Science Board Summer Study in their briefing
report for training and training technology. "Training devices tend to The second feature is a contractor responsibility to design flexibility
be acquired too late to meet weapon system IOC, in some cases as into the trainer and a government responsibility to specify the

* * -much as by several years ... For new training devices to be of requirement in the initial procurement.
greatest benefit to the weapon system they support, the training
system should be in place at least by the time the weapon system Is Development and Distribution of Design Criteria Data
fielded," As new aircraft programs develop and present aircraft

* .*programs mature, the crews must either train on the operational Ideally, the plan for the development and distribution of the trainer
* 5equipment or wait until the associated trainers are developed or design criteria data will be inherent in the plan of the weapon system

updated. ff the trainers are developed and updated in concert with the itself. Specifically, the weapon system contract is constructed to
aircraft program, the Air Force is provided not only with combat-ready contain the requirement to develop and document all data necessary
crews (Figure t) at the correct time, but also at the correct cost. The to faithfully simulate the weapon system. A contractual framework is
key to keeping the training devices in concert with the aircraft is a thus provided for timely supplied data as well as for the weapon

4 Concurrency Program. system designers to provide data interpretation to ensure both

Concrrecy.as oposd t curenc. icororats aproram completeness and accuracy. Data of interest would be delivered from
Concrrecyas oposd t curenc, icororats aproram design reviews, engineering tests, and flight tests. This approach to

approach whereby the trainer is developed and delivered to a source data acquisition is instrumental in a concurrency program and
specified schedule in concert with the weapon system. Currency deals desirable in a currency program.
with maintaining configuration of the training device, after delivery, to
coincide with the weapon system.

Typically, however, the weapon system development is maturing
As an example, the 757/767 flight simulators currently in use at the when the simulator program is commencing. In this situation, a good

% .* Boeing Flight Training Center were developed concurrently with the currency program can be implemeted by incorporating the following
aircraft (Figure 2). This program emphasized the importance of items:
extensive interaction between the customer and the simulator
contractor to identify and jointly resolve design criteria issues.

-~ -11. Contractual agreements between simulator and aircraft
Similarly, we are contracted to provide flight simulators for the contractors to provide continuing access to aircraft

E-3AIKE-3A Flight Crew Training system program prior to the first configuration data and change activity
aircraft delivery.

2. A design criteria management process which provides
The B-l1B program, shown in Figure 3, is where both concurrency identification and configuration tracking of design Criteria

and currency are addressed Because of the complexity of this sufficient to accomplish the simulator system design
weapon system and the magnitude of potential changes, it is an
example of a program which must address the two major issues 3. Means to establish and track the traceability between
associated with keeping the trainer current with the aircraft: simulator subelements and the design criteria using a Data

Base Management System (DBMS)
1 . Cost-effective development and distribution of the required

design criteria data 4. Extensive customer/simulator contractor interaction to
identify verifiable configurations and to resolve problems

2. Inherent flexibility designed into the training device to arising from inconsistencies and inadequacies in the
accommodate changes in a Cost-effective manner available design criteria
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* SIMULATOR DATA LSIK

COLLECTION INHERENT TO TEARRF
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Figure 1 Concurrency of Design Criteria -A Key to Trainer Readiness

Figure 2 757/767 Aircraft Simulator Concurrency

* *

000 9 0

Figure 3 B-19 Aircraft Simulator Concurrency
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These items, properly staffed and implemented, provide the accommodate quite easily the changes In the JARM

simulator contractor with the necessary tools and design criteria to (Jammer. Artillery. Radar or Missile) environment For
maintain currency with the weapon system. For this currency to be example. a modular program for jamming which

% cost effective, the simulator contractor must go one step further and determines jamming effectiveness from a data table usingdesign a device which possesses inherent flexibility for jammig-to-signal rato, can accommodate new power

accommodating weapon system updates. densities and new frequencies based on data changes
only.

Inherent Simulator Flexibility for Weapon System Changes

The concurrent development of the aircraft and simulator systems I

causes design criteria to be based on the aircraft configuration
expected at the time of simulator deployment. Since a large amount of RA,A It V F

*' "%" the initial simulator design will occur without the availability of N • ,vT.. .,'t.

complete flight test and technical order data, it will be necessary to
,- - work with predicted aircraft performance and preliminary design data

S.- while planning for inclusion of more detailed data, especially from
flight test, as well as from other areas of weapon system updates. /N:,(- ......

."*.' This ongoing refinement of the weapon system design places an A ,,.N.,

additional requirement on the simulator - namely to easily / TO

accommodate updates in the design baseline, As shown in Figure 4. A ........Ii H 10 TWARE

. " the B-1B is an example of such a weapon system A flexibility A ----

-. approach to each weapon system change area (see Figure 5) is IP6RA )E t,)MIL S { I 1 Y) IO 
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*i Operational Flight Program Updates - to increase IG t'tM tA..... A.

flexibility in this area, the simulator should be designed so ,i"ME-vNr. 'IAI ',
. ~~as to directly compile the aircraft operational flight......

• ." programs (OFPs) without the need of recoding by software / t,,,>,t I

• .,-. engineers. Examples of simulator designs providing this I ''
". .flexibility include: emulation of the on-board processors. J 

'  
t.

".." ~~~~cross-compiling of the OFrs, and use of the on-board +A..,T''I'
"""poesrin simulation. IAH>,tutI ".., <I

I E ANG{

u 2. Weapon System Changes - several features can be iI Nt,. itF,4tI .AA .

% incorprated ino the siulator ttminiriz the impct if t At ,5..

weapon system changes. These eatures include: Figure 5 A Simulator Flexibility Approach

incorpoate in tora the simulator oul iie thesimpact sofAHA

-'""a. A modular software approach to provide In addition to the flexibility features directed towards
'-.""straightforward identification and isolation of changes accommodating weapon system changes, flexibility is desired totstrem taccommodate changes in the simulator instructional features and i

pr, om Osofw ithou the e nee rco gb sfwr

eg s Ethe computational system. Examples of such features include

N b. Modeling approaches. such as data-driven models, 1. The use of shared memory as an intrastation

ih inces mulato u ecommunication area to provide extensie expansion
mol t e e capability within each station. Current typical shared

-" which permits the simulator to accommodate mmr ytm a upr pt 6poesr

" control/display/inst rument changes with minor providing ample system expandablity

-. interface system impact 2 Synchronization provided by a single master clock so that
Sany number of additional processors can be added to a

3. Electromagnetic Environment Changes - again staton by cabling to the I trastation synchronization
modularized software which is table data-driven can interrupt
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1 Station-to-station transfers using direct memory access of
shared memory areas under control of the station
executive software All interstation transfers are
accomplished by a single processor in each station. The
addition of processors to any particular station will not
impact the interstation transfers

4 A phased mission build process to provide mission
generation personnel the capability of linking existing
instructor page files to different mission profiles. Thus, a
new mission can easily be created for a new geographical
area using standardized mission events.

Summary

In summary, we find that planned and coordinated generation of the
required weapon system design criteria data concurrently with a
simulator program, which addresses design flexibility, provides the
most effective approach to having the desired trainer capability at the
desired time.
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o ABSTRACT

This paper reports the status of an ongoing project to develop a macro
model describing the decisions involved in developing training equipment. TheO purpose of the model is to assist managers in making such decisions by pro-
viding information concerning the tradeoffs between the cost and effectiveness

~( of training provided by different configurations and choices of equipment.
The goals of the current phase of the study were to determine the feasibility
of collecting data to empirically test the model and turn it into a practical
tool to be used in making decisions relating to trainer design and develop-
ment, and to perform a preliminary test of the model.

Results of the field data collection led to the conclusion that the data
necessary to test the model can be obtained. However, such measures need to
be refined before the model can be turned into a practical tool. The prelim-
inary test of the model performed in this study resulted in no major modifica-
tions of the model.

PURPOSE General Accounting Office stated that most
training equipment is designed without due

This paper reports the status of an consideration to training effectiveness
ongoing project to develop a practical (2). It is essential, therefore, that
model to assist managers in making tools be developed so that the effective-
decisions concerning training equipment. ness of training equipment can be esti-
The model is designed to permit mated during the design and development
comparisons of the cost and effectiveness phases. In this way, knowledgeable trade-
of alternative configurations of training offs can be made between both the cost and
equipment. The model will allow managers effectiveness of training equipment during
to make cost/benefit tradeoffs between the the development process.

*various characteristics that may be
utilized in training equipment, and give The Air Force Human Resources
both the military and industry guidelines Laboratroy concluded recently that no such
to justify decisions relating to trainer practical model exists as yet (3). Such a
design. model is necessary to aid both the Armed

Services and industry in defining the
The purpose of the current phase of requirements needed to design training

the study was two-fold: systems that training personnel adequately
and at a minimum cost. The current study

*(1) To determine the feasibility of is part of an ongoing project to help meet
data collection for empirical this need.
validation of the model, and

Devlopent21An Experimental Moe
(2) To perform a preliminary test of

the model. A preliminary version of a model was
described last year (4). All terms, such

BACKGROUND as "effectiveness" and "cost" were defined
operationally for measurement both at

in their 1982 Summer Study on Train- school and on the job; cost included
ing and Training Technology, the Defense acquisition, operation, and support. A
Science Board concluded that consideration taxonomy was provided to describe the
must be given to training effectiveness characteristics of a training device.
during the design and development of mili- Provisions were also made for specifying

*tary training systems. This conclusion relevant characteristics of students,
was based on the fact that effective instructors, and training goals. A
training is essential in order to maintain graphic depiction of the model is given in
operational readiness (1). In a recent Figure 1.
evaluation of operational trainers, the
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PRELIMINARY TEST OF THE MODEL prepared when he arrives on the
0'job, carries out maintenance

Purposeprocedures completely and
thoroughly, and recognizes and

The purpose of this test was to attends to symptoms of equipment
examine the feasibility of collecting data damage or stress;
needed to develop and use the model. The
problem was to compare the effectiveness (3) U-ae j~f Tehnial Data: Be-
of training of F-16 maintenance techni- haviors which show that the
cians when either simulators or actual technician properly uses tech-
equipment had been used in training nical data in the performance of
courses. Data were collected at Hill Air maintenance functions;
Force Base, Utah, and Hahn Air Base,
Germany, where simulators were used since (4) Syse Unders-taljing: Behaviors
August 1979 and August 1981, respectively; which show that the technician
data were also collected at Nellis Air thoroughly understands system
Force Base, Nevada, where simulators had operation allowing him to recog-
never been used. nize, diagnose, and correct

problems not specifically
The F-16 simulators consist of six covered in the technical data

free-play systems designed to assist in and publications;
teaching maintenance courses in flight
controls, communication, navigation, and (5) Uner ning Qf Othpi yt m~
electrical systems, and engine start, Behaviors which show that the
engine diagnostics and engine run for the technician understands the
F-16 aircraft. systems that interconnect with

his specific system and can
Dat Colletio.n Instruments. Two operate them in accordance with

sets of data collection instruments were the technical data;
used. A set of Behaviorally Anchored
Rating Scales (BARS) was developed to (6) Mechanjij Al kill Behaviors
assess technicians ' performance in the which show that the technician
field. Instructors, in the role of possesses specific mechanical
subject matter experts, were asked to skills required for even the
create a series of critical incidents most difficult maintenance prob-
describing behaviors which differentiate lems; and
between a good technician and a poor one.
The incidents focused on specific (7) Atti~tude: Behaviors which show
technician actions closely related to the that the technician is concerned

*job, and differentiated between success about properly completing each
and failure as a maintenance technician, task efficiently and on time.

*The incidents were rated by the
instructors on a seven-point scale with The second data collection instrument

*.the scale value of 1 being very poor was a series of questionnaires for stu-
performance behav~or and the scale value dents, instructors, and technicians.
of 7 being very high performance behavior. These questionnaires were used to collect
Those incidents with the lowest standard two types of information: (1) demographic
deviations and means closest to 1 and 7 information concerning respondents' back-
were then placed on a graphic type rating ground, training, and experience, and (2)
scale to be used as behavioral anchors for subjective information such as respon-
the scales. dents' attitudes toward training devices

in general, and their perceptions and
There are two advantages to using evaluations of the specific device with

BARS: first of all, the description of which they were working.
the scale points is written in terms that
can be easily understood by the raters. Data on training effectiveness were
Second, since the type of person who collected through student course test
developed the scale is also the type of scores and Work Unit Code (W"UC) informa-
person who uses the scale, the raters have tion. A new system known as the Consoli-
a vested interest in using the scales dated Data System (CDS) has been insti-
correctly (5). tuted for the F-16 aircraft that allows

for more flexible and responsive mainte-
The use of the BARS development nance data reporting than was previously

technique in this study yielded seven available. This system relies on mainte-
specific scales: nance information recorded by each work

center on Air Force Form AFTO 349,
(1) .9fr±ty Behaviors which show "Maintenance Data Collection Record,"

that the technician understands which is entered into the data base at
and follows safety practices as each wing. The advantage of using the CDS
specified in the technical data; is the ability to aggregate maintenance

data in a more usable form and with flex-
(2) Thoroughness an Attntion J ibility as to which information is dis-

* ne.taiis: Behaviors which show played. The information needed for the
that the technician is well current study was which component was
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worked on (WUC), what action was taken, of these trainers. Two system-level WUC's
the time necessary to complete the action, were found to have a sufficient number of
and what work center performed the action, action code observations to be included.

These were 14000, Flight Control Systems,
The purpose was to determine whether which is applicable to courses in flight

maintenance data records, collected rou- controls and instrumentation, and 23000,
tinely, might provide data on the effec- Turbofan Power Plant, which is applicable
tivness of maintenance training. In this to courses in engine diagnostics. Within
case the issue was to see if technicians these system-level WUC's, two component-
trained with simulators performed differ- level WUC's were chosen for further
ently from technicians not trained with analysis: 14A00, Primary Flight Control
simulators. Electronics, and 23Z00, Turbofan Power

Plant (F-100 engine). These WUC's were
Procedure. Data were collected using chosen for analysis because they were

the three versions of the questionnaire directly related to actions taught on the
(student, instructor, technician) to maintenance trainers and the number of
gather background data concerning the observations was sufficient for analysis.
subjects and their opinions of training
courses and devices. The BARS were used to Rult
determine the instructors' and supervi-
sor's performance appraisals of those Correlations between BARS ratings
students having previously graduated the made by supervisors of technician's per-
courses. This repeated use of the BARS formance in the field and the ratings made
was intended to help determine the valid- by instructors of the same technician's
ity of such subjective judgments, and to performance in the school setting are
partially ascertain the relationship be- shown in Table 3. The correlations are
tween judgments of technician performance low, indicating that the success of a
at the school and the field levels. The technician as measured by the BARS cannot
distributions of subjects receiving these be predicted from his performance in the
instruments are given in Tables 1 and 2. training course. The only performance

measure that shows a statistically signi-
Table 1. Breakdown of Questionnaire ficant relationship between school and

Respondents by Base and field performance is the scale measuring
Status "Use of Technical Data" (I = .5). This

correlation indicates only a moderate
relationship, with 25% (L2 ) of the var-

Hill Hahn Nellis iance of the technicians' scores accounted
[-___ for by their student scores. These re-

Instructors 8 15 10 sults suggest that such ratings of student
performance in school settings do not

FTD Students 26 13 19 provide a valid predictor of performance
in the field.

Technicians 38 15 8
A repeated measures analysis of vari-

ance (ANOVA) on the BARS data suggested
Table 2. Breakdown of Performance that there is an improvement in perfor-

Assessments by Base and mance over time for both types of training
Status (i.e., trainer or actual equipment) after

the students graduate and perform mainte-
nance procedures in the field. The one

Hill Hahn Nellis exception to this is the "Understanding of
Other Systems" scale (see Table 4).

Current FTD 17 7 19 Ratings given to the technicians who were
Students trained using the actual equipment appear

to be consistently higher than for those
Current 44 13 10 trained using the trainers (Figure 2).
Technicians The ratings for technicians trained by the

two methods, however (once again with the
Past FTD 0 11 37 exception of the scale "Understanding of
Students Other Systems"), appear to converge over

time. The average length of time between
course graduation and supervisor perfor-

The procedure for determining the mance rating was three and a half months.
maintenance productivity of specific work This suggests that improvement in perfor-
centers started with the choice of the mance produced by different training
specific work unit codes to be examined, methods dissipates as on-the-job training
Although there are six F-16 trainers which increases. The goal of devising a more

* are of interest in this study, due to the effective training system, therefore,
small number of observations associated actually becomes one of producing compe-
with the c-ion codes included in several tent technicians faster than by other
of the WUC's, it was not possible to methods.

*, gather sufficient data to analyze all six
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Table 3. Correlations Between Performance Patings (BAPS) of

Course Graduates as Students and as Technicians

Performance Measure Pearson L

Safety 0.221

Thoroughness 0.169

Use of Technical Data 0.526*

System Understanding 0.381

Understanding of Other Systems 0.111

Mechanical Skills 0.156

Attitude 0.328

*- * .05

= 18

Table 4. F Values for BARS Score Improvement Over
Time (Repeated Measures ANOVA)

Scale F Value

Safety 5.24 .036

Thoroughness 4.10 .060

Use of Technical Data 6.07 .026

System Understanding 4.16 .058

Understanding of Other Systems 3.22 .092

Mechanical Skills 6.26 .n24

Attitude 13.92 .002

Although the differences between of this pattern. For WUC 23Z00, the same
ratings of course graduates as students trend was found. In this comparison,
and as technicians are not all training appears to bear some relationship
statistically significant at theA = .05 to productivity (see Figure 4). The two
level, the trends are clear. Statistical highest trained at 74 percent, were both
significance is difficult to achieve with more productive for each action code than
small samples, even though an underlying the least trained base, at 59 percent.
trend may indeed exist. It is important,
also, to note that the average performance Discussion
rating for both groups is above the 4.0
midpoint (halfway between the 1.0 minimum The first goal of the current study
and the 7.0 maximum performance ratings) was to determine the feasibility of
for each of the seven measures. This may collecting practical data for use in vali-
be interpreted to mean that both types of dation of the model. The work unit code
trainina are producing at least data show promise for being valid on-the-
satisfactory technician performance, job measures of training effectiveness.

This can be seen in the comparisons of
In the analysis of the WUC's data for performance of technicians trained in FTD

WUC 14A00 it was found that the greater courses vers -$ those who had not received
the degree of worker training, the better such formal training. However, the WUC's
the productivity of the unit (ree Figure data as used in the current study need
3). This was true for 17 out of the 18 refinement for use as a measure of train-
data points. Only the removc after canni- ing effectiveness.
balization action showed a slight reversal
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7.0- 7.0- 7.0

6.0- 6.0 -- 6.0-- --

U) 5.0- (4 5.0-U 5.0-

4.0 4.0 4.0

Students Technicians Students Technicians Students Technicians

SAFETY THROUGHNESS USE OF TECHNICAL DATA

7.0- 7.0- 7.0

6.0- 6.0--~. 6.0 -

v)5. - In 5.0 V) .

4.0- 4.0- 4.0-

Students Technicians Students Technicians Students Technicians

SYSTEM UNDERSTANDING UNDERSTANDING OF OTHER MECHANICAL SKILLS

SYSTEMS

BARS SCORE 7.0-

1 = LOWPERFORMANCE
4 = MEDIUM PERFORMANCE --
7 = HIGH PERFORMANCE 6.0 --

5.0-

4.0-

Students Technicians

*LEGEND: ATTITUDE

-----------------Aircraft

N=18

9, Figure 2. Cell Means for BARS Repeated Measures ANOVA Between Course
Graduates as Students and as Technicians
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Some problems inherent to the Air performance between bases that are not due

Force maintenance data collection system to training (6).

may limit its accuracy as a measure of
performance relevant to training. For The second goal of the current study

example, problems with data recording and was to perform a preliminary test of the

data entry could lead to biases or training effectiveness model. The BARS

inaccurate data analyses. Second, while data (i.e., rating scales) suggested dif-

WUC's that are associated with actions ferences in th performance on the job

taught using maintenance simulators can be between students trained on simulators or

identified, these WUC's tend to be very actual equipment. These differences

specific. In the refinement of the WUC's lessen as on-the-job training increases.

data as measures of field performance it However, only ratings on one measure ("Use

* will, therefore, be necessary to take this of Technical Data") at school are corre-

fact into consideration in order to lated significantly with the same measure

develop the most useful measure of on the job. Several questions need to be

training effectiveness possible. Firally, answered. First, do the technicians

in the interpretation of any data based trained with the trainers eventually per-

upon WUC's information, one must also form as satisfactorily as those trained

consider the environmental influences on with the actual eqJipment? Second, is the

maintenance technicians which occu;: in the additional on-the-job training necessary

* field and which may lead to differences in to bring a trainer-taught technician up to
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a satisfactory performance level equiva- between cost and training effectiveness
lent to that of actual equipment-trained can be developed, and the model turned
technicians worth the cost? The answer to into a practical tool. The outline of
these questions can only come from a long- these steps is given in Figure 5.
itudinal study that controls for confound-
ing variables. Particular care must be It will also be necessary to quantify
taken to control for the length of time the design parameters used in the model so
subjects have spent in aircraft mainte- that they can be meaningfully related to
nance, since this is likely to have a the other variables of the model. This
strong effect on performance. Those requires several steps. First, quantita-
trained on the actual equipment should be tive scales must be developed for the
compared to those trained on the individ- dimensions of realism and of instructional
ual trainers as the data indicate the aids used in the model. This can be
possibility that some trainers may be accomplished through the use of scaling
doing a better job of preparing techni- methods, such as the Coombs Unfolding
cians than other trainers. Technique, which determine the intervals

between various points on a qualitative
FUTURE DIRECTIONS scale, as in the current model. Concom-

itantly, it will also be necessary to
Several steps need to be taken to refine the effectiveness measures ( i.e.,

develop a model that can be used to make field performance) so that they are as
decisions regarding tradeoffs between cost meaningful as possible. When these two
and training effectiveness. First, a more steps are accomplished it will then be
rigorous validation of the training effec- possible to collect field data on a repre-

- - tiveness model must be made. The model sentative sample of training equipment to
should be tested with real world data and determine their configuration in terms of

*.. be modified as required. Second, an over- extent and degree of realism and instruc-
lay for the training effectiveness model tional aids, and their resulting effec-
must be developed which relates the var- tiveness for a given training goal. These
ious design parameters to their costs. data can then be used to validate and/or
Finally, these two sections must be syn- refine the model.

O thesi7?d so that tradeoff equations

S%., 7
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The second step in developing the D.C.: National Security Industrial
working model into a practical tool is to Association, November 1982.
develop a cost overlay. This requires not
only data on the costs of alternative (5) Smith, P. C., & Kendall, L. M. Fe-
components in a trainer, but also data on translation of Expectations: An
the cost of additional on-the-job training Approach to the Construction of
necessary for a course graduate to attain Unambiguous Anchors fir Rating
minimum proficiency in the field. When Scales. Journal 9 Appli
this has been accomplished it will then be Psychol-y, 1962, 4_, 149-155.
possible to develop working equations
which allow tradeoffs between cost and (6) Kane, W. D., Jr. Ta19 Amcpipisbia
training effectiveness to be made during in an Aii Foc Maintenance Environ

. the design and development of a training mn. Bolling Air Force Base,

. device. Washington, D.C.: Air Force Office
of Scientific Research, February
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COST-EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT MAINTENANCE TRAINING DEVICES:

A USER ACCEPTED DESIGN PROCESS

W.F. Jorgensen and P.H.L. Brown

Orlando, Florida

(ABSTRACT

0
_ In response to a USAF need for cost-effective and efficient training devices for the F-16

aircraft, a design process which was largely adapted from U.S. Air Force Instructional design
N _ procedures was used and modified to ensure the efficient integration of these devices within the

* USAF training and logistics environments. Two specific and unique training device suites were
conceptualized for the F-16 Fire Control and Armament systems. Physical and functional

characteristics were specified for each training device suite to meet the specific hands-on

training needs for Fire Control (AFSC 326X6C) and Weapons Control (AFSC 462XO) maintenance
technicians.

BACKGROUND assigned to the operational environment.
Training device design therefore had to

Requirement account for the integration of the device(s)
into the curriculum to ensure that it both

The F-16 System Program Office at supports the curriculum and provides the
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, required the required reinforcement for training of skills
conduct of an analysis to determine the and procedures.
optimum maintenance training device(s) to
support USAF organizational maintenance PROCESS

training for two Air Force Speciality Codes
(AFSCs). These two AFSCs are the Integrated Available Air Force procedures using the
Avionics Specialist (AFSC 326X6C) and the Instructional System Development (ISD) process

Weapons Maintenance Technician (AFSC 462XO), for the systematic identification of skills
each respectively working on the Fire Control and knowledge to be taught in order to ensure
System and the Armament Systems of the F-16 successful training, included the Air Force

aircraft. An original study conducted in 1977 Pamphlet, Handbook for Designers of
had indicateJ the need for the development of Instructional Systems, (AFP 50-58), the 3306th

maintenance simulators for the support of Test and Evaluation Squadron, Procedural
maintenance training for the F-16 Fire Control Handbook and the Air Force Human Resources
and Armament Systems, however, a reevaluation Laboratory, Maintenance Training Simulator
of the original concept to determine the Design and Acquisition - Handbook of ISD
optimum media was required. Procedures for Design and Documentation.

These procedures were reviewed in order to
Constraints determine their applicability to the

objectives of this study. The AFP 50-58 and
Two primary factors of concern associated the 3306th Procedural Handbook did not

were cost-effectiveness and the ability to determination of a requirement for training

accommodate changes in hardware and software devices nor the selection of required training
as a result of F-16 aircraft Engineering devices. On the other hand, the AFHRL
Change Proposal (ECP) or Technical Order Handbook, originally developed to supplement
procedures modification. Cost-effectiveness the procedures in the aforementioned

entailed maximizing training effectiveness, documents, provided a detailed and
i.e., the accomplishment, proficiency and comprehensive process for training equipment
maintenance of desired training objectives, design. This latter process, although adopted
while minimizing development and life cycle from the start, was determined to be too
costs. Inherent within the ability to update lengthy and incorporated unnecessary steps for
hardware and software on the training device the purpose of this study. For example, with

is the timeliness associated with making the respect to component fidelity, the AFHRL
required changes in order to provide a Handbook provides an extremely detailed and
training environment consistent with the labor intensive procedure for determining
operational environment, levels of fidelity defined as High (H), Medium

(M) or Low (L) for each component. This
Learning Environment information was then consolidated by task and

groups of tasks prior to eventually describing

The training devices were to be designed the simulated components in detail. In the
to support organizational maintenance training procedure used for the F-16 systems a
at the Field Training Detachments (FTD) and description of the physical and functional
similar training environments. The target characteristics for each component was
population included students having graduated immediately derived from those skills and
from Air Force Technical Training Centers, and knowledge that were determined to require a

students who were cross training from training device. The difference between the

different aircraft communities. Following two processes is as follows. In the first
training at the FTDs, students would then be instance, a significant amount of time was
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devoted to defining the level of fidelity (H, Task Analysis

'0: M or L) for each component. In the second
instance the levels of fidelity were Preliminary Task Listing. Initial task
immediately established by describing what the listings wer generated using the USAF

components must "look" and "feel" like and Technical Order System. Those TOs that
what stimulus and/or equipment feedback were applied to any and all work performed by AFSCs
necessary for the performance of each hands-on 326X6C and 462X0 at the organizational level
task. The streamlined procedure in this and on the particular block aircraft
latter case was a timesaver for the purpose of configuration (Block 10), were used for
this study, initial task identification. Additional

sources of information were used during the
In addition, the AFHRL Handbook did not validation of the initial task listing to

describe a process for identification of include USAF Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) and
applicable alternatives and selection of a General Dynamic's field representatives and
final design for training systems. There are in-plant engineers.
two advantages in using such a selection
process. First, the hardware and software Valid task descriptions represent the

concepts will be defined for the training basic data source upon which the entire
device manufacturer; second, they will have front-end analysis rests. In order to ensure
been defined by the same team that performed the technical accuracy and completeness of the
the front-end analysis. On one hand, a more data gathered, tasks derived from the
definitive specification is handed the technical documentation were verified by
manufacturer; on the other, no learning curve E-Tech ISD personnel with,(l) TAC F-16
will have to be established for the team Aircraft Generation Squadron maintenance
performing the trade-off analyses and final supervisors and technicians and (2) ATC Field
selection. Training Detachment SMEs.

Using the aforementioned USAF documents as Validation. A two step process was used
a study reference, a streamlined approach was to verify the initial task listing. First,

designed and implemented, and the principle each task for each subsystem of the Fire
elements of this approach are described in Control System and the Armament System was
this paper. reviewed and verified by SMEs for technical

accuracy and completeness, down to subsystem
ANALYSIS components and lowest replaceable units.

Second, all subtasks, elements steps and
Data Collection procedures associated with each task were

reviewed and verified by SMEs for completeness
Initial data included information and accuracy. Subtasks and task element

* .*. contained in appropriate USAF Technical Orders additions, modifications, or deletions
(TOs) for the F-16 aircraft. These included discovered during reviews were recorded.
General Vehicle, Fault Isolation and system
specific manuals from which an understanding Sites visited for the validation process
of the operational system, and a preliminary included MacDill AFB, Tampa, Florida, and Hill
assessment of the scope of work was made. AFB, Odgen, Utah.
More detailed documents, such as engineering
drawings, were required further along in the The validated task listing was then used
analysis process. TOs also included the to group common tasks which were classified
applicable Job Guides for the Fire Control and into one of the following four categories:
in i ament Systems which provided the

step-by-step procedures the technician would 0 Operational Check-Out Procedures
perform for a given maintenance action. e Fault Isolation Techniques

. Corrective Actions

A prime source of relevant data were the a General Maintenance

training activities at FTD and at TAC
(Tactical Air Command, the operational Tasks to be Trained. With the help and
squadrons). One reason for this source guidance of FTD instructors, the validated
selection is that user dissatisfaction with task listing was compared with the prospective
training programs can be the result of several student entry level skills at course entry
factors such as course design or instructor and, based on FTD curriculum requirements as
preparation. Therefore, it is important to described and defined by USAF Plans of

Interview instructors and maintenance Instruction (POls), Course Training Standards
technicians to identify specific problems and (CTSs) and Specialy Training Standards (STSs),
desired features for the training devices, a listing of tasks to be trained was

developed. Normally at this point, the taslis
Additionally, existing data related to the to be trained would have been categorized i'ito

performance of F-16 systems such as field three groupings. The first grouping would e
performance reports and frequency of repair those tasks requiring classroom training for
records were also reviewed. Dsta contained in knowledge and Introduction to systems,
those items were useful in developing a procedures and maintenance activity. The

comprehensive listing of malfun.ttons which second grouping would be those tasks requiri g
were anlayzed for training requirements.

h.i
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0:hands-on reinforcement or practice with the tasks and formed the basis for describing the
aid of a training device. The third grouping configuration of applicable training devices.
would Include those tasks requiring an

*on-the-job training (OJT) environment to be Training Device Physical and Functional
learned. This study focused only on the Characteristics. The physical and functional
second grouping, the hands-on tasks to be characteristics for each possible training
trained, device alternative were based on the

aforementioned component characteristics and
Hands-On Tasks to be Trained. Each step hands-on training requirements for each

*and activity associated with each task to be category of tasks. For each system, fire
trained was further analyzed. This analysis control and armament control, physical
yielded a set of behavioral requirements characteristics described what each component
(skills/knowledge) for the performance of each should look like, how it should function
step. Those skills and knowledge that were mechanically, and what is to he observed from
determined to have a training requirement were the result of the hands-on manipulation,
then compared to established criteria to Functional characteristics described the
determine which required the support of interface requirements for the components and
training equipment. Criteria Included: subsystems to meet hands-on training

requirements. These characteristics were
* Difficulty of execution documented in detail and were to be used in
0 Unique environmental conditions the development of prime item specifications

* .requiring special training for each training device suite.
0 Timing or error criteria

* Special use of test equipment SELECTION
* Personnel and equipment safety

0 Frequency of performance The result of the analysis process was a
Vrl description of the training device

Only those skills selected for hands-on characteristics necessary to meet HOT
training forued the basis for the description requirements for the F-]6 Fire Control and
of specific component characteristics to be Armament Systems. The training device
represented on the training device, characteristics were those physical and

functional features of a training device that
*,,Component Characteristics. The components described the size, shape, and general

identified as a result of the selection of appearance of the device, together with the
* .skills requiring hands-on training would be visual, aural or other sensory information it

those components, which when put together in must provide.
% some combination, would comprise the sought

after training device. The level of fidelity Selection Criteria
of each component was determined by describing
only the required physical and functional A selection process was designed to choose

*characteristics necessary for the performance training hardware which would meet the
- -of each hands-on skill. The grouping of these training device characteristics. The

components which was to yield desired training selection process was comprised of several
device alternatives was dependent upon steps:
identifying the hands-on training requirements

*for each category of tasks. * Establishment of selection criteria
0 Identification of training hardware

Rands-On Training (HOT) Requirements, options
pFurther analysis revealed that each category a Identification of viable software

of tasks previously classified had its own set options
of hands-on training requirements. For 0 Selection of options to meet

*example, the hands-on training requirements requirements of each task group
for the Operational Check Out Procedures 0 Trade-off analysis on the options
emphasized sequencing of activities and a Selection of a Final Approach co the
responding to feedback from equipment. training hardware problem
Specifically, In order to perform an
operational checkout, the technician/trainee To select hardware from the identified
had to be able to: alternatives, criteria were established which

would provide a basis for that selection. The
1. Manipulate specific controls or given criteria were:

components in a sequential order, 0 CmoetFdlt

2. Respond to hardware cues which are * Update Capability
part of the seqience, and a Reliability of Trainer

* Maintainability of the
3. Observe the displays as required to hardware/sof tware

complete the procedure. * Cost of hardware/software

This type of student-equipment interaction Component Fidelity. There are two areas
description was developed for each category of of fidelity considered in this criteria.
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First, physical fidelity is a measure of how Aircraft Peculiar Trainers (APTs) -

much the trainer will look like the actual designed to look and act like a portion of the
equipment. This was important for aircraft, e.g., the cockpit.
remove/replace activities or operational check
procedures because the entry level skills of 2D/3D Panels - panels which contain 3D
prospective students were low and they were replications of aircraft components and 2D

relatively unfsmiliar with the aircraft. respresentations of Others, and in total
Secondly, functional fidelity indicates how represent a complete portion of an aircraft.
much the trainer acts like the real
equipment. This refers to displays, sounds, Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) - in
movements, etc. Functional fidelity is the case of the F-16, this was defined as
important when the trainee must be presented interactive video trainers.
indications which provide cues or feedback to
his/her responses. This was of particular Corrective Action Trainers (CATs) -
importance to the F-16 fault isolation training hardware which is a physical mock-up
training requirements, because voltage and of the applicable portions of the aircraft,
current readings must reflect the faults but is not a functional representation.
selected, and respond to the trainee's fault
isolation activity. Software. Software designs are almost

endless in variety. The designs considered
Reliability. When a training device is were chosen by staff engineers and were

relatively free from frequent failure in the validated by client engineers as feasible.

training environment, it is considered to be Those options In software design chosen were:
reliable. For purposes of this analysis,
staff engineers and subject matter experts a Operational Software - designed for
evaluated each option for reliability based on aircraft operation, but adapted to meet
past history of candidate systems, required training device characteristics.

Maintainability. Maintainability refers * Table Driven Software - based on
to expense due to periodic parts replacement Technical Order procedures and is total

and use of consumable supplies, and to replication of the Technical Order procedures.
' ?requirements for adjustmenets and calibration

of system components. Maintainability was 0 System Modeled Software - a
evaluated in the same manner as reliablity. mathemntical model of the operational

characteristics of each actual equipment
Update Capability. Update capability component represented on the trainer.

refers to the ease with which training device
hardware and software can be updated or There are advantages and disadvantages to

changed to reflect changes in the parent each option. Basically, the most flexible and
weapon system. Since the F-16 is an ever easiest to update is the System modeled

evolving system, training devices must be software, because components are modeled
designed to accommodate changes in the individually and the software program can be

aircraft system, which have an impact on the done in modules. The least expensive to
% hands-on training requirements. produce is the table driven. Operational

software may be the best choice where actual
Cost. Cost of training devices, although equipment makes up a major portion of the

not necessarily related to the training trainer.
capability of the device, must of course be a
selection criteria. The cost of all systems Expert Panel. Selection of training

- - was compared for both hardware and software hardware and software was done by the project
requirements. team in conjunction with a panel made up of

USAF subject matter experts and training

F-16 Trainers directors, and General Dynamics F-16
engineers. Training device options were

In the case of the F-16 trainers, a wide identified with the help of an automated
range of training devices was considered from company produced survey technique, and
actual F-lb aircraft to low fidelity presented as possible approaches to the
trainers. Guidelines were based on the need,; problem.
of training device characteristics and the HOT

% requirements. An expert panel of SM~s and Panel Selection Process. A preliminary
engineers was formed to select training selection of training device hardware and
hardware. F-16 aircraft have severe software was presented to the pane]. The
limitations as training devices, since faults panel was asked to validate the required
cannot be programmed because aircraft cannot training devlc- characteristics, in view of
be put in a "down" status. Squadron the training requirements. Two significant

V commanders frown on this. Actual equipment points were soon made h-,- the panel, whl,' had
was eliminated as a training hardware major inpact on device des ign. These points

S.' alternative. Alternatives which were were:
identified as viable for training device

.-N designs included:
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* Instructional features are costly

characteristics on a training device which the
USAF wanted to avoid if possible. 20)PANEL

0 Software was not desired which1
% replicated technial manual procedures with

minimum flexibility for deviation, or which
did not react similar to the actual equipment.

Instructional features were defined as

those components of a training device which
were not used to affect the operation of the CAT

, trainer as a replication of an aircraft AT RUCOR

system, but which assist the instructor in
controlling the learning environment. - I
Examples of instructional features are devices APT

which record scores or with which faults can
be inserted. Since class sizes are expected

to be small, no instructional features were Figure 2. Training Device Suite
required for monitoring or recording student Fire Control System.
activities. Fault insertion was required

because lessons and student scenarios are * Aircraft Peculiar Trainer
designed around faults to be trained.

The Aircraft Peculiar Trainer (APT) for

Software selection was dependent on the the Fire Control System (FCS) consists of

training hardware selected and the task those components whose physical and functional
category to be trained, fidelity are required to meet the HOT

requirements arranged in the configuration of
Figure 1 depicts the hardware options a cockpit. See Figure 3 for a pictorial

chosen by task group. representation.

T-. C-lp,

* enC~e ecot i $|(o A~t C,cion Q~ e nan~

A A PT' APT ApT C.1

5 APT 2D/3O' C T CT F

C ID/3D ID/3D M CAT CAT POW PN L

D CA1 CA I CAT I CAT

Figure 1. Alternate Training Devices
Formed by Combinations of Training Hardware DCOWR ANL

Types for Each Category.

The final configuration and rationale for

selection of those configurations are
discussed in the following section. Figure 3. Aircraft Peculiar Trainer

Fire Control Sytem.

Hardware Selection - Fire Control System.
The final recommended approach for the fire Operational checkouts and fault

control system trainers consisted of three indications require observable indications on
part task trainers designed to operate as a equipment within the cockpit. These
suite. observables are called equipment feedback. In

order to replicate this feedback in the

* The recommended FCS training device suite training environment, training software

combines an Aircraft Peculiar Trainer (APT) controlling the APT is a mathematical model of
for the performance of Operational Checkouts, the operational software of the components

a 2D/3D Panel for Fault Isolation procedures, used in the maintenance-related tasks.

and a Corrective Actio. Trainer (CAT) for -raining software will be modeled with the
Corrective Actions and General Maintenance level of detail necessary to perform required

tasks (See Figure 2). Each training device operational checkouts.

can be operated as a separate trainer and will
be described according to their physical and Softwae will provide at a minimum, the
functional characteristics in the following requirements called for by the appropriate job
paragraphs. guide steps for operational checkouts as

0identified and annotated in the functional
specifications.
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Applicable cues and malfunction codes as The 2D/3D [ao l will be used for
called for by the selected fault codes practicing the hands-on training (HOT)
described in the functional specifications requirements for fault Isolation procedures.
will be provided by an interface with an The HOT requirements entail use of the fault
Instructor station. The instructor will have isolation manual and the measurement of
the capability of inserting the preselected voltage current and resistance on electrical
fault codes from the list provided in a menu connectors, relays and terminal boards. These
format. The inserted faults will provide components are represented on the 2D.'3D
signal interruptions to the training software Panel. The remaining components represented
which will translate into the non-observance on the panel are for ensuring the procedural
of expected feedback and indicate to the continuity of the fault isolation process.
student that a malfunction has occurred with a
malfunction code. The instructor's fault Software controlling the fault isolation
insertion capability will be further detailed process will meet the requirements as
with the description of the instructor described in the appropriate fault isolation

%*station. steps for those selected fault codes described
in the specifications.

Software will also be provided to monitor
any student activity which would cause Injury Malfunction selection and Insertion will
to personnel or damage to equipment. A visual be done via the instructor station.
and/or audible alert will be automatically
presented via an interface with an audiovisual The student will have the capability of
prompter, e.g., rear-projection screen, calling up any particular electrical

connector, relay, terminal board or circuit
. 20/3D Panel for Fault Isolation breaker by keying in on the keypad the

identification number which will subsequently
The 2D/3D Panel will consist of a flat be displayed on the LCD readout above the

panel fastened on metal frames mounted on corresponding terminal desired. This terminal
casters. The flat panel will con'ain those would then have the same functional logic as
required components with which the student the one called for by the fault isolation step
would interact in order to satisfy hands-on of the particular fault code selected.
training requirements for fault isolation
tasks. These components are described as The student will also have the capability

- .follows and are illustrated in Figure 4. of calling up on the video display screen a
listing of all the components that need to be
removed or installed for the particular fault

tCO ~ ~code selected. He/she would then select the

'~' '~ ~' ~appropriate component corresponding to the
~'~'~ ~ '~'~-'component in the fault isolation step that

% 3 I I' needed to be removed or installed. The
C~~OUA -Ir r student would then respond via the keyboard to

~"'~~ r~ ~ jjIndicate the desired action on that particular
.1Li component. Wiring repairs and other similar

Corrective Actions will be treated in the _ame
manner on this devi ce.

0 Corrective Action Trainer (CAT)

Since the hands-on training requirements
are identical for several Line Replacement
Ulnits (LRU), selected components have been
identified as those which need to be

Figure 4. 2D/3D Panel represented on the CAT. This training device
Fire Control System Trainer. is illustrated In Figure 5.

Three types of electrical connectors will
be displayed on the flat panel: round,
rectangular, and flat multiple termination

% connectors (MTC). Each electrical connector
will have above it an LCD display that will be 7

used to identify the desired connector.

The multimeter used to measure voltage,
current and resistance must replicate the
external physical characteristics of the
excisting test equipment.

Two rnlay sockets will be represented by
contact ptints. The number and ientification

P of each contact point will be representative

of actual relay sockets. An LCD readout Figure 5. Corrective Action Trainer
capability above each relay will be provided. Fire Control System.
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Old Physical characteristics necessary to software and provides correct component
satisfy the hands-on training requirements for response and subsystems interaction. The
removal and installation tasks are described conceptual arrangement of the Weapons Control
S". In the specifications. System Trainer is depicted in Figure t. A

more specific delineation of the trainer's
" Instructor Station physical and functional characteristics

fol lows.
The instructor will have the capability of

inserting fault indications and symptoms into

the APT prior to or during a student
performance of operational checkouts.

The instructor will have the capability of

selecting a particular fault code, choosing

which Corrective Action the student is to

perform, and inserting the fault isolation

logic into the 2D/3D Panel.

The instructor station will also enable

the instructor to input certain parameters

necessary for the development of information Figure 6. Training Device Suite

that is normally stored in the operational Weapons Control System.

software. For example, in order for the APT

to compute and display magnetic heading on the 0 Physical Choracteristics

compass card, the instructor must have the

capability of entering true heading, magnetic The APT was descriLed to conform.

variation and ground track, externally in size and shape to the tuselage

section of the F-16 which contains the MIAI

A CRT design with keyboard will fulfill gun system and the centerline weapons

the instructor station physical requirements. station. It contains the M61AI gun system

complete with the Ammunition Handling System

Hardware Selection - Armament System. The and related components, i.e., handcrank, hoist

final recommendations for the Weapon release assembly, dummy rounds, gun port, access

system was a single trainer to represent those panels and doors plus those additional items

portions of the aircraft associated with the normally associated with gun installation and

weapons release systems, operation. Electrical and hydraulic

provisions were specified to ensure proper gun

USAF students enrolled in the FTV and ammenition handling systems ope-ation for

Organizational Maintenance courses for the training purposes. Safety systems and

F-16 Weapons Maintenance Technician (AFSC equipment specified in the Gun Safe for

462XO) are composed of recent graduates of the Maintenance requirements shall be provided. A

Basic Weapons School at Lowry AFB, Colorado, stub wing formed to the F-16 wing

and technicians undergoing cross-training from configuration and containing Weapons Station

another aircraft to the F-16. The need to #3 attached to the left side of the fuselage

provide these students with hands-on training section. The wing attaching points were

to support course training objectives in the designed to allow stub wing detachment for

following areas of instruction was verified: ease of shipping.

0 Stores Management System The wing station was described, together

a Stores Management System MIUX BUS with the centerline weapons station, weapon

* M61A1 Gun System pylons and the required interface units, a.d

a Weapons Suspension System related matrix assemblies. Electrical

Interconnections which conform to the F-l6

The training provided in these systems installation shall he provided with the

includes procedures for accomplishing weapons stations. Figure 7 depicts the

Operational Checkouts, Fault Isolation, conceptualized APT (modified).

Corrective Actions, and General Maintenance

activities. The training device requirements

necessary to provide these students with

adequate hands-on training capabilities were

determined and listed during the task analysis.

* Training Device Suite

The recommended Armament System Trainer
shall be one device consisting of three

platform mounted hardware module:; whi ci art,

electricaily and electronically

interconnected. These modules arc the APT,
2D/3D Panel, and Instructor Station. Systein

simulation and component control shall be

accomplished through a trainer computer Fi pore 7. Air ralt Pec,!liar Traincr

program which models the aircraft operationa l Weapons Cnt tol Svs? em.
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A 2D/3D Panel consists of the cockpit With the exception of the Throttle (;rip
controls and components required to provide Assembly, the APT section of the Weapons
Weapons Control System hands-on training. Control System Trainer will contain the
These components were arranged on the 2D/3D capabilities necessary to satisfy the
Panel and visually related to their corrective action (remove/install) and
corresponding location on a top view of the follow-on maintenance requirements for the
F-16 cockpit consoles. The 2D/3D Panel components selected by USAF SKD''s in the
comprises the student station for operational expert panel session, and listed in the
control of the Weapons Control System specification.
Trai ner.

Additionally, capabilities for the
Proposed panel placement of components are following M61AI Gun System checks,

illustrated in Figure 8. All electrical and adjustments, and servicing not otherwise
electronic connections required to ensure specified shall be included.
proper component operation individually and as

part of an integrated system were provided. General maintenance procedures associated
Electrical and manual safety interlocks, with the Weapons Control System revolve
guards, covers, etc. were included where largely around component location, access door
required to provide proper system operation operation/panel removal and installation,
and/or protection. connection and disconnection of ground

servicing equipment (electrical, cooling,
bleed air), systems power up/power down,

-- memory loading, test unit preparation, and
Weapons System Initialization. These

capabilities must reside within the Armament
System Trainer.

Correc ive action (i.e., remove/install)
hands-on training requirements exist for the

-' WThrottle Grip Assembly because of the large
. .,-. number of small items which comprise its

mechanical mechanism and their criticality to
its proper functioning. Add.-onally, the

removal and installation procedure is
complicated because of the relative
inaccessibility of the throttle grip as
installed in the F-16. Incorporating the

Figure 8. 2D!3D Panel. physical restrictions that surround its normal
installation appears to be feasible only in a

The instructor's station will be located Corrective Action Trainer (CAT) that is
out of direct view of the student but will be separate from the Weapons Control System
situated so that the student can be seen by Trainer.
the instructor while at the station. The
instructor station will be used to control the The CAT will be a lightweight, portable,
training device for normal and emergency tabletop type trainer housed In a protective
operation, case with detachable cover. Figure 9 contains

a conceptual presentation of the Corrective

. Functional Characteristics Action Trainer.

The Armament System Trainer shall provide

the subsystem functions and interactions
needed to allow realistic performance of the
weapons system operational checkouts listed in
the specifications.

The trainer shall contain the capabilities
to allow selective insertion of weapons system
faults into the operational program. Correct
fault symptoms shall be displayed by the
subsystem(s) affected.

-These taults require use of test equipment
to a( complIsh voltage, resistance and

' continuity checks. Interpretation and
clearing of fault codes (4FL's) is required In
addition to performing operational checks
where called out in the T.O.s. Trainer

operat ion wi 11 allow complete perforirance of
those fault isolation procedures necessary to
deterrrine the fault(q) and initiate corrective Figure 9. Corrective Action Traiitor

% action. Weapons Coltrol System.
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Software Selection. Software design software approach is a key factor in ensuring
*selection was somewhat more complex, and was the training devices' cost effectiveness given

based on the training need of the individual the operational and administrative constraints
groups of tasks. The operational checks for in the Air Force. The following is an example
the types are to be done from applicable of how changes in the aircraft affect the

*technical orders, but there was a requirement training device configuration and/or the
for the devices to replicate actual aircraft instructional content the student receives.
indications if the trainee deviated from the Any Engineering Change Proposals (ECP) during
technical order procedures. System modeling the life cycle of the F-16 may affect not only
of each component was necessary to meet this subsystem/component configurations but also
requirement. For the fault isolation (Fl) the Technical Order (TO) system. The student
trainer, the table driven module was uses the TOs to perform operational checks
acceptable, since each fault has specific using Job Guides or to troubleshoot using the
readings for given locations. The trainee is Fault Isolation manuals. The software
responsible for following the manual and modeling approach in this case is most
selection the proper locations. Update of the flexible and easier to update because
Fl trainer requires only an enlarging of the subsystems/components are modeled individually
table driven matrix, since faults would not and the software program can be done in
interact with each other. Operational modules. The separate procedures monitoring
software models were used on the armament software which is based on the steps called
trainer since the computer which controls the out for in the TOs would be subject to change
proposed trainer is also taken from the if procedures in the TOs would change as a
aircraft and interfaces with pylons, gun and result of the ECP. However, since the
control systems, procedures monitoring software is separate

from the software which gives component
SUJMMARY feedback to the student (as opposed to

augmented feedback) the impact of the inherent
There were several advantages to selecting delays In publication cycles of the TOe

these devices, which have been reiterated resulting from a change in procedures on
several times since acceptance by the Air training effectiveness will be minimal. The
Force. These are very cost effective trainers student would still be able to receive the
for three reasons. First, they are relatively same feedback he/she would be getting in the

- ~ simple, designed to teach only what was operational environment pending the update of
required (hands-on training), relegating other the technical order system.
instructional requirements to more cost

*effective media. Their simplicity also Third, considerable time savings, which
resides in that these devices were designed invariably can be translated into cost
with only the necessary fidelity required for savings, resulted not only because of the

*the accomplishment of training. Another streamlined approach previously outlined but
factor contributing to the devices' simplicity mainly because USAF User Command personnel
is inherent within the established hands-on were heavily involved from the beginning in

*training requirements for each category of the design and selection processes, and were
tasks involved with the Fire Control and able to give unofficial acceptance of
Armament systems. By identifying the type of conceptualization and design far in advance of
student behavior (HOT requirements) common to the final recommendations.
as many tasks as possible for each system, you
only need a representative sample of Finally, the functional requirements for
components to teach the hands-on skills the Fire Control and Armament systems are
inatead of the multitude of components that presently being used as a basis for developing
are available. The Fire Control and Armament a Prime Item Development Specification for the

system device concepts teach all necessary manufacture of required training devices. In
skills, but do so with a minimum number of addition, the authors are Involved in a
components and with only the required fidelity follow-on contract issued to assist the
and no more, training device manufacturer in ensuring the

training devices meet established training
Second, these training devices can be requirements.

updated with relative ease and do not render
the entire training suite inoperable from RELATED DOCUMENTATION
either a hardware or software standpoint
during the update work. This is so from a 1. Brown, P.H.L. and Jorgensen, W.F., A
hardware standpoint because each device is a Systematic Approach to the Trainer Design
stand alone system, and from a software Process. Orlando, Florida: Eagle Technology,
standpoint because first, the functions of Inc., (IR&D), February 1981.
each subsystem and component are individually
mathematically modeled to reflect the 2. Jorgensen W.F., Brown, P.M., Fulbright,
operating characteristics and second, a T.W., Brasfield, P.J., F-16 Fire Control/
separate procedures monitoring software Weapons Task/System Analysis Training Device

provides for the type of augmented feedback Requirements Report. Orlando, Florida: Eagle

the student would need in the event of an Technology, Inc., (F33657-75-C-0310), April

improper procedure or unsafe action. This 1982.
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Training Capabilitips

- "The Facility Part of the Equation"

By

Jerome S. Kamchi (Configuration Control Mgr)
and

Weldon "Bud" Dube' (Facility Engineer)
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL/OTS) WAFB, AZ.

Ln ABSTRACT

The theme of increased readiness through training has an inherent assumption that adequate
* ('V ~ facilities either exist, can be modified, or can be built to house computerized training devices. Too

often adequate facilities do not exist or require long lead times to acquire. Training capabilities0 can become a myth to the realities of not having an adequate facility or of having modern training
Q equipment fail because of facility deficiencies such as high temperatures and power spikes. But what

__ are adequate facilities for computerized training devices, and how do we acquire them? This paper will
C L review the time phasing and types of funding available within the Department of Defense for

* - i construction projects, design concepts of a flexible modular training building including security and
S environmental considerations. Without understanding the time phasing for acquisition of training

* .~ facilities, the effectiveness of training devices can be reduced to zero.

1. ACQUISITION OF NEW FACILITIES VIA THE
MILITARY CONSTRUCTIONd PROGRAM (MCP) Congressional approval and MAJCOM review

dates do vary but the chart reflects the
* -Agencies within the Department of Defense milestone sequences.

acquire new facilities via the MCP (3300)
appropriation and in the Air Force in accordance Minor Construction Projects. Construction
with AFR 86-1. The lead time for a project projects for a single undertaking which cost
greater than one million dollars is usually five less than one million dollars, and provide
years from planning to completion of complete and useable facilities or improvement
construction. Thus in early 1983 the planning to an existing facility are Minor Construction
must be done for a Fiscal Year (FY) 86 funded Projects.(1) They are called specified minor
facility to be completed in 1987. The following construction if identified in the annual
are illustrative FY 86 MCP MILESTONES shown on Congressional submittal. These require the same
Figure 1: lead time as the MCP described above. A minor

construction project considered exigent (or
In 1983 the user identifies a requirement, urgent) can be submitted for approval at the

receives approval to proceed with detail time the requirement is defined. Upon approval
studies, prepares a Military Construction Data of the Major Cowmmand and HQ USAF/LEE the
Sheet DO Form 1391, starts a design criteria facility design can be started and upon
study/project book; completion of the design, funds can be requested

for construction. This is often a one year
The Major Commnand (MAJCOM) includes the cycle. The difference between the specified and

project in the 1985-89 submission in July 1983. exigent minor construction is: 1) the approval
It is mandatory the facility project be 35% level, 2) the time required for approval, and 3)
designed by Sept 84 for an FY86 MCP. To obtain the intense competition for the limited funds in
this milestone the project must be included in the exigent category. Figure 2 shows the
the 1985-89 plan so design can be started in approval levels for an Air Force Human Resources
early 1984; Laboratory/Operations Training Division

(AFHRL/OT) MCP, Minor Construction and Eouipment
* Major Commiand (MAJCOM) 1986-1990 Budget Installation Project.

Review Jul 84;
For all MCP projects the DD Form 1391 must

Air Force and Office of the Secretary of show: a well defined requirement reflecting
Defense (OSD) Review Sept-Dec 84; program funds and manpower; funds and schedules

for equipment and construction completion;
Congressional Review and Approval - Jan-Sept detail construction costs; location at a

85; specific base or site; size and the
environmental impact of the new building. A

FY86 Appropriation becomes Law on 1 Oct 85. design criteria study for R&D facilities and a
project book for MCP will provide most of this

Other MILESTONES would reflect a minimum information. After the project is submitted to
60-day period to select and hire an Congress, to the House and Senate Authorization
arch itect-engi neer to design the facility, and a and Appropriation Coimmittees, the location, size
minimum 60-day period to award a construction and cost cannot be changed.
contract for a one to two-year construction

* S.,effort. Another method of obtaining an adequate R&D
Training or Simulator capability is to modify an
existing building in accord with the criteria of
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SCHEDULE FOR FY86 MCP

1983 1984 .- 1985 -986

FY84 = FY85- FY8 FYll

J F M A M J J A SON /J F M A M J J A SONO/J FMAMJJASONO/J F MA M J JASON O/JFMAMJJ

USING ORGANIZATION
DETERMINE REOT A

OOCUMENTATION A
MAJCOM REVIEWS

USAF REVIEWS-FY85-89 A
OS REVIEWS
CONGRESSIONAL REVIEWS- A

USING ORGANIZATION
PROJECT BOOK
CRITERIA STUOY A
A&E DESIGN A
FINAL DOCUtAENTATION A

MAJCOM REVIEWS
USAF REVIEWS- FY86-90
OSO REVIEWS A
CONGRESSIONAL REVIEWS
CONSTRUCTION A
EQUIPT INSTALLATION
PROJECT COMPLETE

APPROVAL LEVELS nl ,
MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM (MCPI (AFR 86-1)

PROJECT COST HRL AMD AFSC AF SAF O0 CONGRESS

- MCP OVER $1.0 MILLION X X X X X X X(S&C)

Minor Construction $.5 - 1.0 MILLION X X X X X X X(S)

(P-341) $.2 - .5 MILLION X X X X X - -

(1) 0 - $200.000 x x - -

S0 - $75,000 x

NOTE: (1) 1200K LIMIT PER BUILDING/YEAR

(.) APPROVAL LEVEL REDELEGATED (S) STAFF REVIEW (C) COMMITTEE REVIEW

,.E_UIPT INSTALLATION (AFR 80-22)
3"ANNUAL CONGRESSIONAL NOTIFICATION (RD-4) X x X X X X

, OVER $300,000 X X X X

, 75-$200,000(2) X X X (3)

* 0-$75,000(2) xI

TO $300,000 (APPROVAL PRIOR TO RD-4 X X x x

I;SUBMISSION) 75 200 200 300

INOTE: (2) NEW EQUIPMENT PURCHASED & INSTALLATION COST UP TO TOTAL COST OF $1.0 MILLION

44Ue.[ LI l l 1.i0.i,6i T SAF APPROVAL 
"X-'
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AFR 80-22 Par 3, "Installing R&D Equipment." and humidity control in accord with the
False floors, shielding, special foundations, eauipment manufacturer's specifications and this
secondary utility work, air conditioning and is often not as cold as the computer area, ?)
mechanical ventilation are included in an R&D sufficient spare from the bottom of the
equipment installation project.(2) These simulator or other training equipment and the
modifications are accomplished with R&D funds, floor. This is for maintenance purposes and for
Another method is to use maintenance funds to accessibility to cables; 3) the same electrical,
modify an existing structure but this is limited fire protection and safety considerations as
to S200,000. noted for computer areas.

.' 2. FACILITY CONSIDERATION4S The Office and Su ort Areas require similar
electrica services noted or cmputer areas.

A training simulation facility usually To have both areas as flexible as possihle, the
consists of four areas: Computer area; use of electrical equipment such as desk top
Simulation or Training area; Office area; and computers, CRT Terminals, word processors and
Support area (Figure 3). The COMPUTER AREA printers should be considered in the location of
should contain features such as: tight-fitting receptacles and distribution of power loads.
raised floors with static-free sectional The interior decoration of the office areas
carpeting; air conditioning and humidity control should reflect a pleasing environment with
in accordance with the equipment manufacturer's proper lighting (see section on lights)
specifications; an electrical system with furniture, colors, use of paneling and rugs.
dedicated electrical circuits and circuit Studies at TRW Inc. indicated a high increase in
breakers for the computers, a separate circuit programmer productivity when workino in a
for lighting and receptacles and other building pleasant environment and more comfortable
power, and a grounding system; an AC power offices.(4) The institutional green, gray or
protection system for the entire electrical white cinderblock walls(5) and gray office
system; fire protection system with detection furniture next to the radiator is not
alarms for smoke and heat and a Halon (1301) recommended. It does not stimulate
protection system(3); safety items such as productivity, longevity, or employee morale.
battery operated emergency lights and electrical The Air Force Standard of 130 square feet per
cutoff switches.The Halon system provides a non person in office areas is encouraged. The use
combustable gas. There must be enough Halon of modular office funiture with sound-absorbing
avaiable to fill the room and deprive a flame of fabric-covered partitions could reduce this to
oxygen. The system release points should be 100 square feet per person.
located close to expensive as well as
combustable materials in the training area ie., Before reviewing Design Concepts, Vie
hydraulic fluids, petrochemicals, cockpits, crew relationship between the User and the Architect
stations, and the computers. Halon is used for - Engineer (A-E) should be explained. The A-E
fire protection instead of water and avoids the will take the Users requirements (routine and
possibility of water damage to computer mission necessary) and develop a layout and plan
equipment and electrical shocks to people in the for a facility to accomplish the mission. Too
event of an emergency. Of course the room with often the User thinks, "I'll wait for the A-E to
Halon must be evacuated in the event of any tell me what I need." The design criteria type
emergency. For new buildings the computer area of study will define what is needed. The User
can have a 18 inches sunken floor with the should specify his mission requirements which
raised computer floor on the same level as the include the technical, administrative, support,
corridors and other rooms. This avoids the need health, welfare and morale aspects of work and
for ramps and steps. The 18 inches space under training areas for people to effectively use for
the floor serves as an air conditioning plenum 8 to 10 hours a day. From the very beginning
to provide cold air into the bottom of the the User should work closely with the A-E and

*computers and as an electrical trough for all the Base Civil Engineer to obtain a facility
the interconnecting cables and wires. The need that enhances the training mission.
for a tight-fitting floor with static-free

*carpeting is to retain the cold air in the Design concepts should include the following:
* plenum for air conditioning purposes but also to

prevent the computer room from becoming a a) Flexible and Expandable Areas. The four
refrigerator: A comfort zone temperature is areas discussed should be designed as separate
720+20 bt computer cooling temperature rectangular or square sections with each section
requirements may be as low 550+20. one having expansion capabilities both interior and
solution for having comfortabli work areas in exterior to the building. No one section should
computer rooms is to have terminals and work be toal surrounded by another section. There
space on the concrete floor level rather than shoul be at least two exterior areas for
the raised floor level. The floor to ceiling external expansion for each section. Figure 3
height in a computer room should be a minimum of reflects this concept in a two-story,
eight feet. Separate circuits, grounding system four-section simulator/training building. The

*and AC power protection systems are considered computer, simulator, and training areas are
essential to establishing and maintaining located on the below ground level floor to use
electrical integrity for computer operations, the earth to contain electromagnetic radiations

and emissions from the equipment as well as for
The Simulator or Training Areas should physical security and environmental control.

contain such features as: 1) air conditioning Another configuration would be the U-shape
building that can be expanded into a square.
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b) Environmental Considerations. c) Energy and conservation. The energy
Lighting-Electromagnetic Radiation and its conservation initiatives are driven by actions
Psychophysiological Impact. involving energy system optimization.(11) There

will be changes in the design practice with
Extensive clinical and laboratory data "life-cycle costing and sensitivity analysis

indicate that profound psychological and becoming very important."(12) Computer-Aided
physiological effects can be routinely induced Engineering and Architectural Design System
in humans, animals and plants by exposing them (CAEADS) as developed by the US Army Corps of
to the radiation emissions of conventional "Cool Engineers will have far-reaching benefits.(13)
White" fluorescent lamps, in contrast to Consideration should be given to siting the
fluorescent lamps which simulate the building with few windows along the southern or
electromagnetic spectra of terrestrial solar western side of the building in order to reduce
radiation in both the ultraviolet (UV) and heating and air conditioning costs. The offices
visible wavelengths.(6)(7)8)(9) Ordinary window and support areas where sunlight may be desired
glass reflects or absorbs much of the should be located in the NE and NW side of a
"biologically active' spectra of natural outdoor building with windows on the North and East
sunlight. Having closed windows and rooms sides of the building. High bays with no
without windows has sealed-off these spectra. windows should be located on the west side of
The psychophysiological manifestations of buildings and in a two-building complex one
spectral deficiencies include: increased stress building should be located to. provide shade to
and fatigue, increased levels of depression, the other one. The Naval Facility Engineering
increased blood pressure and serum cholesterol Command has a five-step plan to save energy
levels, and Vitamin D deficiency. which includes use of outside air instead of

return air on an air conditioning system when
Solar radiation can be specifically conditioning outside air requires less energy

defined and it is rather stable in the than using the return air. (14) The AFHRL/OT
proportion of radiation emitted in the near Laboratory Annex includes this feature. Cost
ultraviolet (320-380 nanometer-nm) and visible trade-off studies between using commercially
(380-750nm) regions, whereas the middle available power with a low investment cost
ultraviolet (290-320nm) region varies with the versus generating power are recommended. The
angle of the sun. The specification of Air Force has done both. Power line problems
artificial light sources for the simulation of consist of blackouts, brownouts, fluctuating
the full visible and invisible balanced voltage and noise or transients superimposed on
ultraviolet spectra of terrestrial solar global the line. The first problems can be solved with
radiation (i.e., sun + sky) for use in general Uninterruptible Power Systems (UPS). All Air
indoor illumination are as follows (10): Force UPS are centrally procured through Air

Force Logistics Command (AFLC) channels from the
Correlated Color Temperature: Chesapeake Division, Naval Facilities

" 5500 to 65CA( Engineering Command under a fixed price,
Color Rendering Index: 90 or indefinite quantity contract for the following

greater KVA sizes: 50, 100, 200, 250, 400 and 500.(15)
Too frequently the noise or transient problem is

Near Ultraviolet Radiation: overlooked. For training facilities with a high
(UVA, 320 to 380 nm) 220+60 microwatts/lumen reliance on computers it is essential to have an

AC power protection system. The degrading
Middle Ultraviolet Radiation: effects of short duration transient voltages on

(UVB, 290 to 320nm) 15+ microwatts/lumen solid-state semi-conductors and integrated
circuits are of prime concern to the users of

Fluorescent lamps which simulate natural electronic computers and equipment. The effects
outdoor sunlight in both the visible and can inflict immediate and extensive damage to
ultraviolet spectra are highly recommended. At vital circuitry to on-line equipment and can
AFHRL/OT we are testing the "Vita lite" of the result in equipment failures. The associated
Duro-Test Corporation. If obstacles to learning costs for replacement equipment and delayed
such as fatigue, headaches and eyestrain can be training or the research missions can be
minimized by optimizing the indoor electro- prevented with an AC Power Protection System
magnetic environment with daylight simulating with the technical features and Electrical
lamps, the cost benefit trade-offs will be very Specifications covered in Report-AFHRL-TP-82-38
significant. by Mr Weldon M. Dube'. The desired features are:

The building exterior such as the 1) Automatic status and monitoring
terrain, trees, shrubs should be utilized to capabilities
take advantage of the existing environment 2) Resettable digital counter for
rather than treat it as an enemy to be overcome transient readout with 36 to 48 hours
with bulldozers and extra air conditioning. ride-through if power is absent
Reprocessed water can be considered for use 3) Remote control panel with fully
exterior to the building for such items as independent operating controls, status indicator
watering lawns or other esthetic features. In and digital readout
the southern part of the county the use of solar 4) Field repairable "downtime" of less
and geothermal energy devices should also be than one hour so that on-hand replacement
considered. modules can be rapidly installed.

5) Protection available 100% of the
time even if the utilities are blacked out and
no power is available to the facility.
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There are signal line protectors expressly To appreciate the prohlems of electrnic
designed to protect signal/data/telephone lines security, the fnllowino i, a hri.'f reviw of

*'-'i from transport over-voltaqes caused hy lighting, definitions, requlatinns, possible solutions arid
heavy machinery, electric motors, generators, assistance. Definitions: The PhYsical Contrnl
etc.(16)The small investment of 5 to 25,000 Zone (PCZ) is the space surrounding ec ipment

-" dollars in AC power protection systems is processino classified informatinn which is under
considered essential when you relate the impact sufficient physical and technical rortrol to
of a power or equipment failure to the traininq preclude a successful or hostile intercept of
mission i.e., lost time and additional costs to any classified information from within this
repeat the training if schedules permit; space. The Controlled Acress Area ICAA) is the

- completing training without repeating the "lost" complete building or facility area under direct
portions because the training schedules can not physical control which can include one or morebe slipped; the time and cost to replace damaied limited Exclusion Areas (a secured room for RED

- equipment could mean a major rescheduling of information-processina systems equipment and

several classes; and the increased potential for wirelines), and controlled BLACK Equipment Areas
accidents in darkened training areas, or any combination thereof. Spaces within a

facility which are not under direct physical
To maintain desired temperature control in control hut to which access is controlled

the buildings, it is important to have the (administrative office, halls, restroomsl are
thermostat control accessible only to facility not a part of the actual CAA but are considered
engineer/maintenance personnel and not in public as a part of the overall Physical Control Zone.
areas where anyone can make changes. Most Air RED/BLACK is a concept that electrical and
Force bases use an Energy Monitoring Control electronic circuits, components, equipments and
System. Other energy conservation techniques systems which handle classified plain language
includes turning lights off in all areas that information in electronic signal form (RED) must
are to be vacant for more than several minutes; be separated from those which handle encrypted
i.e., offices, conference rooms, support areas, or unclassified information (BLACK). Under this
and even restrooms in the evening. A trade-off concept, RED and BLACK terminology is used to
study between fluorescent lamp replacement and clarify specific criteria relating to and
electric costs has shown that any time a room is differentiating between such circuits,
to be vacated for more than a couple of minutes, components, equipments and systems and the areas
the fluorescent light should be turned off.(17) in which they are contained. Equipment TEMPEST
A free hot water making machine can reduce or Radiation Zone (ETRZ) is a zone established as a
eliminate the number of individual coffee making result of TEMPEST equipment radiation
machines and mini-kitchens in offices, characteristics. The zone includes all space

within which a successful hostile intercept of
d) Security. The two major systems for compromising emanations is considered possible.

security are physical and electronic. The type The Air Force (AFR 100-451, the Defense
of problem or threat must be identified when Communications Agency and the National Security
selecting protection devices. Is it an external Agency have regulations covering all phases of
enemy or is it an internal problem? Physical Electronic Security.
Corpromise is a compromise of information by
loss, theft, capture, unauthorized viewing or For additional information, Government

photography, recovery by salvage or physical employees can obtain 80 hours of traininq at the
means. Physical security protection involves TEMPEST Officer Course L30ZR3016-006, PDS Code
techniques as 1) key locks, 2) electronic card QVJ conducted at the USAF Technical Training
keys with photo identification which give School, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
immediate printed reports. Equipment failures Industry and Government personnel with security
of key locks are more probable than intrusion clearances can also attend a 40 hour course
tampering. 3) security guards which require titled "TEMPEST Design, Control and Testing"
three shifts for 24-hour protection plus presented by Don White Consultants Inc, of

- replacements for lunch, rest periods, vacations Gainsville, VA. Firms have TEMPEST/EMI
and illness. 4) closed circuit TV or other Departments which also provide consultino

"°",' detection devices to monitor intrusion into a services. The Air Force Cryptological
building as well as for rooms with high value Support Center, San Antonio Texas is another
equipment or classified data. Designs for high source of information.
security locking systems and secure window
barriers will be published in the Naval The Federal Comunication Commission (FCC)
Facilities Engineering Command Physical Design regulations on Electromagnetic Interference
Manual (DM-13).(18) Electronic Se urity is provides some unclassified emanation data
concerned with preventing the loss of or (Figure 4). An understanding of the problem can
compromising classified data via electronic be obtained by looking at the EMI test methods
emanations. A compromising emanation is an used by the FCC. A description of how they
unintentional data related or intelligence satisfy their test requirements from 30MHz to
bearing signal which, if intercepted and 1000MHz is covered in an article by Glen
analyzed, discloses the classified information Dash.(19) He notes that, "Most radiated
transmitted, received, handled or otherwise emissions arising from computer equipment stem
processed by any information-processing from attached I/O cables. When the equipment
equipment. We should note there is a National under test (EUT's) digital logic changes state,
Policy on Control of Compromising Emanations. RF current pulses cause radiation from pc board

traces and wires. Because the attached I/O
cables are long wires they are the most
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efficient radiators below 100 MHz." He also these functions in an unused or office, area.
notes that "FCC rules, as now interpeted, permit Secretary or typing areas should 'nclijde sound

*computer manufacturers to test without attached absorption material such as acoustical tile,
*cables but require peripheral manufacturers to rugs, curtains or other fabric on partitions.

test with attached cables. And all I/O cables Conference rooms should be desiqoed with
must be driven by an active source, such as a projection booths, speaker equipment, lioht

* computer. To remedy this situation, the FCC dimmners, acoustical materials, microphone and
Office of Science and Technology is considering telephone outlets for telephone conference
new regulations. These regulations will require meetings. If protected information is to he
the Computer equipment be tested with attached discussed in telephone conferences, then secure

-cables and that the cables be moved during voice and video processing equipment with
-radiation detection." It is important to note associated filters should be used. Parkinq lots
*that the FCC is concerned with EMI emissions and should be designed with a light sensor

has established peak level emanations (Figure 4) controlled night lighting and special spaces for
*whereas TEMPEST concern is with data related bicycles, motorcycles, small cars and vans.
* emanations.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The National Security Agency has an

Industrial TEMPEST Program. The Subcommittee on
*Compromising Emanations (SCOCE) has a TEMPEST A training or simulator facility is a

Qualifications Special Cormmittee (TQSC) which technical complex that requires coordination and
*issues a Preferred Products List. Accreditation integration of all resources if it is to be

is given to those products that have fully acquired when needed. Good planning and design
complied with all applicable TEMPEST before it is built or modified will provide a
requirements. building that enhances the opportunities to

optimize the training mission. By working with
Solutions to satisfy the training/simulator! the Base Civil Engineer and MAJCOM Civil

computer facility emanations problem involves Engineer, the major MILESTONES of the 3-year
modifications to either the equipment or the cycle for processing and approval of the DO Form
facility. It is important to identify the 1391 through the Military Construction Program
emanation db and frequency level before a review to Congress can be identified and
solution is proposed. The equipment mods could achieved. Success results from: 1) havinq
be as simple as using aluminum or lead accurate and meaningful information on the DO

*enclosures or tapes. It could be a design Form 1391; 2) working closely from the start
change which does not significantly increase the with the Base Civil Engineer and the Architect

%transport delay time in equipment performance. Engineer; 3) defining, integrating and funding
%As noted above the SCOCE has a Preferred the MCP, manpower, and equipment requirements-to

Products List of equipment which have been accomplish the training mission; 4) planning a
tested. Security for ADP equipment must be part modular facility that provides necessary space
of a facility plan. Possible solutions for new for today's mission; 5) having flexible and
or existing facilities include armor shielded reliable electrical service via AC Powet
walls or very thick concrete walls, locating the Protection System and UPS to handle electrical
computers and other equipment in the below grade abnormalities such as spikes, lightning strikes,
basement with an RF shielded basement ceiling, blackouts or brownouts; 6) designing air
fenced enclosures several hundred yards away conditioning for computer areas to meet
from the building, separate power filters for manufacturer's specifications with controlled
the RED & BLack electrical power lines, signal comfort zones for employees; 7) providing for
filters and telephone filters, plastic coupling physical and electronic security, and 8) having
of all water pipe lines going into classified a pleasant office and healthy environment which

* work areas, and a conmmon ground for all pipes. includes color, fabrics, rugs and daylight
If the classified work area is small, an RF simulating lights. The above suggestions are
shield room can be obtained. At AFHRL/OT based on many years of combined facility
Williams AFB we developed a specification for an engineering experience but should not be
8 ft x 12 ft x 8 ft high modular RF shield room considered an inclusive list. Following these
which included cormmunication and power filters, suggestions will result in the timely
assembly, electrical connections and a test to acquisition of a facility that enhances the
NSA 65-6 and MIL-STD285. On competitive bid we effectiveness of the training mission.
obtained this room for approximately $15,000
from Lectro Magnetics Inc of Los Angeles, CA. References
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Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) which should Chapter 5, Unspecified Minor Construction. Par 5-3.
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handicapped to better use facility services.
Safety features in accord with AFR 88-15 (CG) 3. AFM 88-15 (C4), Section M, Fire Protection
Section 1-38, "Air Force Occupational Safety and For Simulator Facilities.
Health (AFOSH) Program." Student or crew
lounges should be planned rather than to have 4."TRW' Business Week, Nov 15, 1982, p. 130.
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AbSTRACT

0 Growing emphasis on simulation of low altitude and air-to-air tactical sienrio s r ,1,,-tly
increased the requirement for simulator visual systems capable of providing the pil lt rigo-fijeli y
out-of-the-cockpit cues. Evaluation of visual system per'ormance trrough simulato- fly),iq st jiio ra-
been the primary measure of system quality. Such studies can be costly and time cons irlin, and often

* they provide equivocal results. The present set of experiments was conducted tu invetiqito the S ,f
* pSychophysical measurement methodology to provide a quick, low-cost evaluation of toe iltittde CId j'e

effectiveness of simulator visual displays. Experiment I examined altitude percetption in
visual environments. Experiment I was a validation effort, in which flying performance was viluatedi
in selected visual environments. In Experiment I pilots made 3ltitude estimates based on stitic ind
dynamic presentations of visual displays containing texture and varying sizes of J-dimnensionIal
objects. Best-fitting power functions were used to relate perceived altitude to actial altittle. In
Experiment 11 Air force pilots flew the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training F-16 through five
selected visual environments at 600 kt and 150 ft AGL. Reliable difference were found as a f,,nctmn of
display variables In environments which provided strong altitude cues, pilots were able to fly very
close to the designated altitude. In environments which provided poorer cues, pilots flew
substantially above designated altitude.

INTRODUCTION the density of 3-dimensional objects and in the
level of detail of individual objects. Object

As a result of the current trend in flight density was found to have a potent effect on
simulation toward tactical flight and combat altitude perception. The present set of
scenarios, a need exists for methodologies to experiments extends the findings of
evaluate the effectiveness of visual system De Maio and Brooks to more detailed visual
displays in providing out-of-the-cockpit flight environments and investigates the relationship
cues. The simulator visual system presents the between altitude perception and flying
pilot with a variety of cues needed to perform performance.
the task. These range from airspeed, altitude,

S,. and navigation cues to cues relating to the EXPERIMENT I
presence, range, and behavior of threats and
targets. Simulator flying studies have been The purpose of Experiment I was threefold.
performed to determine the effectiveness of The primary purpose was to extend the findings
texture (1), color (2), and three-dimensional of De Maio and Brooks to a very high object
objects (3) in providing low-altitude flight density environment. A second question of
cues. While such studies provide the ultimate interest was the relative effectiveness of other
measure of the effectiveness of a visual system types of environmental features than those used
display in providing cues needed to perform by De Maio and Brooks in providing altitude
simulated flight tasks, they can have severe cues. The third question was a methodological
methodological limitations. The requirements of one concerning the procedures used to evaluate
such studies for simulator time, subject time, cueing effectiveness.
and development time are great. Simply to study Since the altitude judgements normally made
the effectiveness of one type of visual cue can by pilots are made at speed, there was some
require as much as 50 hours of simulator time, question regarding the appropriateness of toe
even if only a small number of subjects is run. assumption underlying the static altitude
Therefore, only a limited number of visual estimation procedure for evaluating
environment displays may be investigated, environmental cues which would be used in a

In order to perform the parametric studies dynamic context. De Maio and Brooks made the
required for the design of effective simulator assumption that the distribution of objects in
visual environments, techniques are needed for the static display provides essentially the same
assessing the cueing effectiveness of visual altitude cue information as does the flow of
displays quickly and at low cost. Such objects in the dynamic display. In Experiment I
techniques might be used to screen candidate this assumption was tested by using both static
displays so that only the most effective need be and dynamic presentation modes.
examined in more comprehensive simulator flight
studies. METHOD

De Maio and Brooks (4) have used a free
modulus altitude estimation task to evaluate the Subjects
altitude cueing effectiveness of flight
simulator visual environments. Five Subjects were 1 7-1O pilots. None had had
environments were investigated, which varied in any previous experience with the Advanced
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Simulator for Pilot Training 1 ASPT). al tItude' clI l h; , . . ci r,, v
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Three ASPT visual environme " tre used. environmental ioplexity, was p -rorlim el m tInt
These were created I varying the level ot scene slope data. The ro Its of ti 1 ANJ)VA am, snr, ,'
cumplexity i, a0 extant ASPT environment design in Table 1. Seven post-,oc curopa,'i,: n', wpr
to Suppurt low altitude flight. The most made by means of a Dunn test at tno .01 lvel ()f
complex environment (Cond I) consisted of a confidence.
valley floor approximately 1/2 mile wide and
covered with a hand-modeled texture pattern. On Toln I
each side of the valley floor were mountains Results of repeated m 's ANOVA on
approximately 4000 ft in height. Inverted slopes of the altitjdp estimation funct<ns
tetrahedrons ("trees") with white bases were for- five visual display conditions
randomly placed on the floor and mountain walls
at a density of about 700 per square mile. SOURCE MEAN SQUARE D. F. F-RATIO P
These trees had three heights: 35, 50, and 75 TOTAL .113 149 - -

feet. DISPLAY
Tue intermediate complexity condition (Cond CONDITION 1.684 4 39.6 .001

2) consisted of the same mountains and textured ERROR .043 116 - -
valley floor without the trees. The minimal
complexity condition (Cond 3) consisted of only Slopes for the nine display X cnmplexity
the textured valley floor, conditions are shown in Table 2. There was no

Three presentation modes were used: a significant effect of image quality in the
static slide presentation (SL), a dynamic video static presentation modes (CR = .211, DIFF =

tape (straight and level flight, .09). Dynamic presentation lead to better
A/S = 450 Vt) presentation (DT), and a static altitude perception in environmental condition 3
video tape presentation (ST). The ST conditio' (CR = .177, 01FF = .352) but not in Cond 2 (IFF
was used because the image quality was .077) nor in Cond I (DFF = .064).
substantially poorer in the video tape than in The question of the effect of environmental
the slides. This condition permitted complexity on altitude perception was addressed
determination any decrement which might have by three comparisons: I/SL V 2/SL, 2/DT V 3/DT
been caused by the image quality difference. I/DT V 5/DT. None of these differences was

Eight altitudes were presented. Altitude significant (CR = .271, DIFF = .243, .104 and
varied between 50 ft and 400 ft in equal log .125 respectively).
intervals. This distribution was used to
provide a uniform distribution of data points Table 2
for the log-log linear fitting procedure. Mean altitude estimation slopes

in experiment I

* Procedure
ENVIRONMENT DISPLAY CONDITION

,. Two groups of subjects were run in a SLIDE DYNAMIC STATIC
briefing room at Davis-Monthan AFB. Image size TAPE TAPE

4 was seven ft X seven ft. One group (N=12) 1 .78 .84 .55
" viewed the presentations in the order SL-DT-ST. 2 .54 .61 .58
" The second group saw DT-SL-ST. Condition ST was 3 .37 .72 .29

always presented last because it was riot of
interest in itself but was merely a control DISCUSSION
condition to be used in the event that
performance in condition DT was substantially Experiment I was conducted to answer three
poorer than expected. questions. Two of these questions (static v

Stimulus and interstimulus intervals for dynamic presentation and cue equivalence) can be
condition SL were determined by the cycle time answered by examining the results of Experiment
of a carousel projector set for eight sec I alone. In order to make a parametric
display. The video tape was edited to provide evaluaton of the effect of object density on
6- to 8- sec stimulus intervals and 3- to 4- sec altitude perception the results of De Maio and
interstimulus intervals. Subjects were Brooks and of Experiment I need be examined.
instructed to estimate the altitude (AGL) in the With regard to the necessity of dynamic

first stimulus presentation. Subsequent presentation, evaluation of the cueing
estimations were to be made relative to the effectiveness of two-dimensional texture does
first. Three runs of 24 trials (three seem to require this presentation mode, but the

environments X eight altitudes) were made cueing effectiveness of three-dimensional
through each display condition without feedback, objects can be evaluated using static

RESUTS resentation. Apparently observers are able to
RESULTS perceive the distribution of discrete objects in

the environment and to use this information as
Data were analyzed by first converting they do optic flow information. When

actual and perceived altitudes to logarithms. A envircnmental details are not discrete but
least-squares, linear function was then instead form a continuous, two-dimensional
determined for each subject's data (Kling and mosiac, the density gradient information is not
Riggs, 1971). The slope (b) of this log-log, accessible to the observer, and optic flow
linear function was taken as a measure of the information is necessary for the perception of
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altitude. Since the static presentation mode is EXPERIMENT 11
both simpler and less expensive, this should be
the preferred mode whenever possible. The purpose of Experiment 11 was t)

A limited answer to the cue equivalence determine the ability of pilots to mdintain
question can be obtained from the results of altitude based on out-of-the-cockpit -ut-s in
Experiment 1. Two-dimensional texture (at least selected environments, whose altitJde cueing

e the pattern used in the present work) can effectiveness was determined above. In this
* provide an effective altitude cue, which is regard Experiment 11 can be viewed as a

enhanced neither by the addition of large validation of the use of altitude perceptibility
three-dimensional objects (Cond 2) nor by the as a metric for the ability of a visual

. addition of small three-dimensional objects environment to support low altitude flight.
(Cond 1). A caution is appropriate at this This in-simulator validation can also be of use,

- point, however. Since the texture pattern used in determining what level of altitude cueing
in the present work was hand modeled, it is by effectiveness is adequate to support low level
no means representative of texture patterns in flight.
general. We cannot conclude from the present
data that any texture pattern can provide an METHOD
effective altitude cueing, nor do we know what
attributes of a texture pattern lead to Subjects

% effective altitude cueing. A number of texture
" patterns needs to be evaluated in order to Twelve Air Training Command instructor

ensure that the factors contributing to altitude pilots at Williams AFB voluntecred to serve as
cueing effectiveness are understood, subjects. Of these, three were eliminated from

To begin to address the question of what the analysis due to unreadable data tapes. None
level of object density is adequate for accurate of the remaining subjects had had any previous
perception of altitude, the results obtained by experience with ASPT.
De Maio and Brooks for very low density
environments are examined along with the present Apparatus
data. Figure 1 shows the slope of the altitude
estimation function versus object density in the Flying was performed in the ASPT F-16
two experiments. Also shown is a best-fitting simulator. Neither instruments nor Head-up
exponential function. This function is not displays (HUD) providing altitude, pitch, bank,
intended to model the process of altitude vertical velocity or flight path angle
perception but only to serve as a tool for information were available to the pilot. Five
equating the cueing effectiveness of different visual environments were used. Three were from
environments. This function becomes asymptotic De Maio and Brooks (Conds D-1, D-2, and D-5),
at roughly b=.8. It is generally safe to assume and two were from Experiment I (Conds 1 and Cond
that gains in performance are trivial past the 3). These five conditions spanned the range of
point where the functon is 90% complete. The cueing effectiveness levels obtained in the two
90% point occurs at b=.7 or the equivalent of experiments.
about 12 to 15 objects per square mile. In
order to address the question of how much is Procedure
enough, it is necessary to determine the
relationship between altitude perception and Subjects were given a 15-minute practice
flying performance. A second experiment was period to get accustomed to the F-16 simulator.
performed to address this question. During this period they flew in two of the test

environments (Conds D-1 and 1) with full
instrumentation but only airspeed on the HUD.

Subjects flew two experimental runs through
each environment with the cockpit instruments
occluded. On each run the pilot was to fly the
length of the course at 600 kt and 150 ft AGL.
At a specified point the pilot performed a
Whifferdill and then flew back to the start
point at the same airspeed and altitude. The

SLOPE 1.0 order in which subjects flew the five
OF environments was counterbalanced to control for

ESTIMATION first order effects. Altitude AGL was recorded
FUNCTION ( at 30 Hz.

.4 81I 21N RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I" r 

Data from the Wifferdill portion of the task

1 5 25 70 were omitted from the present analysis. Only
2 the level flight portions were considered. A

ODJFCT DENSITY IOBJ/MI target altitude was determined for each run by
averaging the local altitude minima and maxima
on that run. Mean target altitudes for each
level of altitude cueing effectiveness are shown
in Figure 2. When the dynamic altitude

Figure 1. Altitude estimation slope estimation slope is used for Cond 3, the
vs object density correlation between mean slope and mean target
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altitude is -.98 (P ( .01). This result features in Cond D-1. It is likely that the
demonstrates the validity of the altitude difference in subjective evaluation stems not
perception metric for evaluation of the ability from a difference in altitude cueing
of visual displays to provide the pilot effectiveness but from differences in ground
information needed to maintain altitude. The track cueing effectiveness. In order to specify
superior prediction of flying performance completely the effectiveness of simulator visual
obtained with the dynamic presentation environments in providing information needed for
evaluation of texture demonstrates the need for low altitude flight, research is needed to
dynamic evaluation of altitude cueing determine what aspects of the visual environment
effectiveness of this display feature, are relevant to ground track cueing and how they

Results of an analysis of variance on the relate to flying performance.
target altitude data are shown in Table 3.
Post-hoc analysis by a Dunn test showed that CONCLUSIONS
Cond D-2 was significantly worse than the
average of Cond D-1 and Cond 1 (CR z 17.7, DIFF 1. Altitude perceptibility (slope of the

7 77.2, P <.01). Slopes associated with this altitude estimation function) is a valid metric
comparison were .5 and .8, respectively. The of the ability of a simulator visual display
difference between Cond 0-2 and Cond D-5 was environment to provide a pilot information

* non-significant needed to maintain altitude in low level
flight. When an environment containing
three-dimensional objects is evaluated, static

T presentation may be employed. Evaluation of the
A 0 , cueing effectiveness of two-dimensional texture

requires a dynamic presentation mode.G
E 275
T 2. A potent cue for altitude perception comes
A 2 from the distribution, or flow, of environmental
T features.
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Figure 2. Target altitude vs altitude 06 so 00 •00
estimation slope 0 000

(DFF = 51.8). Associated slopes were .5 and C 0
.2. Differences between Conds 1 and D-1 and 0between Conds 1 and 3 were also non-significant

(DIFF = 12.5 and 7.7, respectively). These 0000 0
results support the previous conclusion that an
environment giving an altitude estimaton slope 0
of about .7 is necessary and sufficient to * 0o 0
support maintenance of altitude in low altitude 0.
flight. 0.0

Table 3 0

betw 

en 
onds1 

ad 
I were 

als 
no 

-si~ 
ifi 

ant0Results of one-way ANOVA performed 0 0
on target altitudes in five visual 0

display environments D 0 0 * 00e0%00%

SOURCE MEAN SQUARE 0. F. F-RATIO p
TOTAL 5100.49 44 -

ENVIRONMENT 29194.05 4 13.65 .001
ERROR 2138.35 32 - -

There is one difficulty with the conclusions
presented above. That is pilots report Cond 1
to te much easier to fly in than Cond D-1 even Figure 3. Examples of ground tracks,
though they maintain altitude no better. The Cond 1 is shown in 3a and 3b,
reason for this seeming discrepancy can be seen Cond D-1 is shown in 3c and 3d
in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows examples of
subjects' ground track in the two environments. Perception of this information improves as the
It can be seen that ground track variability is density of features in the visual environmentmuch higher in Cond D-1 than in Cond 1. This increases. For three-dimensional objects adifference results from the lack of distinctive density of about 12 to 15 objects per square
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mile is necessary and sufficient for maintaining
of altitude. Equivalent cueing effectiveness
(b .7) can be provided by a two-dimensional
texture pattern. A weak altitude cue is also
provided by information about the aspect of
individual objects, but the effectiveness of
this cue is poor compared to that of
gradient/flow cues.

3. A second aspect of visual cueing
effectiveness was identified having to do with
ground track control. This aspect of aircraft
control involves initiation and control of
turns. Visual cues required for ground track
control are those which permit identification of
roll-in and roll-out points. Unlike altitude
cues, which must be uniformly distributed
throughout the environment, ground track cues
must be placed around particular decision
points. A complete evaluation of the ability of
a visual environment to support low level flight
requires measurement of its ability to provide
both altitude related information and
ground-track related information.
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DMA AND CIG: A SHOTGUN WEDDING
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ABSTRACT

Ln The DMA data base and its future enhancements have been hailed as the general
solution to creating visual data bases for CIG. DMA centered approaches have proven

% marginal or ineffective, however, in providing visual support of low altitude flight,

% since DMA stresses navigation rather than flying skills.

The imagery presented by the CIG system must tell the pilot where he is relative to
* his map, and where he is relative to the ground. These are two very different objectives,

and emphasizing one may compromise the other. Heavy emphasis on 'capture criteria' (for
0. map fidelity) has historically resulted in systems which do an inadequate job of

supporting low level flight, a task which depends on high 'scene density'. This paper
examines the capture criteria and scene densities required to support such missions, and
quantifies critical aspects of a 'nap of earth' data base. We will examine various
constraints inherent in CIG systems, and their influence on what can be achieved. We also
will discuss data base definition strategies, including the use of DMA data, to see where
traditional approaches have been deficient in providing the required visual cues. Then we
will present an approach which combines DMA data, new mathematical methodologies and data
base design strategies, and current production hardware, to meet both the capture criteria
and scene density needs of 'nap of earth' missions.

INTRODCTIONlevels of sample spacing. Level I and Level 2.
INTRODCTIONThe latitude spacing of the grid is 3 arc-seconds

Whol misio simlaton s a ultfacted for Level 1 and 1 arc-second for Level 2, while

- . ~technological challenge. The total integration of th logud spcn vaisfo 3to 1
instumen, rdar, sensr ad viual arc-seconds (Level 1) or from 1 to 6 arc-seconds
intumn, aar eno ad viul (Level 2), in order to keep the grid

reinforcement requires the mastery of a variety aprxmtl sqre Th aboue cuay
Of technical disciplines. The task is made even aprxmtl sqre Th aboue cuay
more demanding because the processes which create requirements for terrain data are specified as

%and support various aspects of the simulation are 130 meters horizontally and t30 meters vertically
becoming ever more complex and disparate, while for both Level 1 and Level 2.
the need to correlate these aspects gets steadilyCutr fie ae alo viabe ntw

stoge.levels of detail: Level 1, which provides a
*Computer generated visual imagery is one of generalized description and portrayal of

the most demanding of these facets. Visual planimetric features which meet relatively large
imagery must correlate with and reinforce minimum size requirements; and Level 2, which
information being received from other sources, provides a more detailed description and
including radar, infrared and radio navigation portrayal of features which meet somewhat smaller
systems. It must support those aspects of flight minimum size requirements. The absolute accuracy
navigation which are based on looking out the requirement for culture file data is 130 meters
window: general topography, major terrain for Level 1 data, and 26 meters, Point to point,
characteristics and significant cultural features for Level 2 data, with the additional constraint
which serve as navigational waypoints must be that Level 1 and Level 2 feature detail must be
recognizable and correlatable with other compatible. Vertical accuracy specifi-eations

.' anavigation processes. Finally, the visual imagery apply only to vertical obstructions of 46 meters
must support flight skills by conveying to the or greater, and an accuracy of ±10 meters is
pilot an accurate sense of spatial and dynamic specified for such features.
relationships. Users are requiring these
capabilities to be achieved with increasing DMA AND NAVIGATIONAL CUES
effectiveness in ever larger and more complex Teesnilrl fnvgto usi

visul evirnmet dta ase. DA dta as een visual data base is that of guiding the pilot
increasingly relied on to provide the real world along a course marked by a sequence of
and radar correlations required in such systems. rconzbemlsnsfmapitof rgn

--- 4 to a destination. The cues which are ultimately
THE DMA CONTRIBUTION used will depend largely on the type of mission

to be supported, the flight altitude domains, the
The Defense Mapping Agency Digital Terrain strategic or tactical nature of the task and the

Data Base proceeds from, and is designed to characteristics of the terrain being overflown.
efficiently support, radar driven navigational Features which can be important navigational cues
needs. The DMA data source provides two basic in an expansive desert landscape can be totally
categories of information in the form of terrain insignificant in a highly forested, hilly
files and culture files."'~ The terrain terrain. A segment of terrain designed to support
files contain terrain elevation values, in high altitude navigation may not require the
meters, corresponding to sample points along a density of cues needed to support navigation at
regular grid in latitude and longitude, lower altitudes. Navigational needs will often be
Currently, terrain files are available in two different in one portion of the data base than in
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.'fr ~others. The data base designer may capitalize on tringde no tanfr elto he el
such differences in order to concentrate world, since it is based on strong artificial
navigational cues where they are most cues which may be absent in the actual mission.
significant. More recent research" has suggested that

a mixture of surface texture and three
The required spatial frequency of navigation dimensional features is required, and that these

cues tends to be relatively low at all altitudes. cues should be distributed throughout the image
In real world missions the frequency of plane so that a certain density of cues per solidqnavigational waypoints is dictated by pilot angle is maintained. This last requirement ties
workload constraints, and tends to be determined the spatial density of cues to the minimum flight

*by flight time intervals of between 15 and 60 altitude, and suggests some simple rules for
seconds. For tactical missions involving high coptnthsdsiy
speed low altitude flight, the spatial
distribution of spec if ic navigational features NATURE AND DENSITY OF NOE FLIGHT CUES

* can be quite sparse while still providing an
excess of waypoints which can be used during the John Sinacori, as quoted from reference 2

mission.above, suggests that "the dominant perceptual
mis strategy used for NOE point to point flight is

The DMA terrain elevation data provides a mnotion perspective (optical flow) augmented by
natural starting point for the definition of other mechanisms, such as linear and aerial
large scale terrain topography for both the perspective, interposition, shading, texture and
visual and radar simulations. A variety of apparent/fami liar size, if and when their
approaches have been used to transform the data, corresponding stimuli are available." He

corrct rros o inonsstenies an cover it establishes a suggested minimum distribution of
corrc eorrs oricitni esybl and convertr itg textural elements in the visual scene which is
generators. The nature and scale of the data quantitatively related to the mean height of the
provide sufficient correlation to fulfill pilots eye above the ground surface. He suggests

*navigational needs of the visual environment, that appropriate stimuli to support the motion
However, a preliminary analysis of the cultural perspective perceptual strategy should consist of
files suggests that much of the wealth of data a random distribution of textural elements of

conaind i thse anucrptsis ot esinedto varying size, shape and contrast, whose mean
support the visual data base design task, nor spcn isaromtey ne yehgt.H
provide effective imagery for 'nap of earth' or cautions that the estimate is preliminary and
low altitude flight. Positional information, emphasises that such an element spacing is deemed
dimensions, material descriptions and cove rage a minimum texture level needed to reveal surface

fcosare potentially useful in providing shape using motion perspective. He further states
cultral avigtioal ces ad gneri terain at although regular patterns or highly coherentemllishmnvtonpial flow, howeerctrri texture may reduce pilot workload they should be

avoided. Such regular patterns as checker boards
OPTICAL FLOW AND LOW LEVEL FLIGHT invite the prospect of learned responses and

negative training.
At high altitudes there is little danger of Wti h rmwr f te mto

crashing into the ground, and ground topographyWihn te frmwk of he oin
is of interest primarily to support navigational perspective (optical flow) mechanism, additional
goals. In flight profiles very close to the strategies suggest themselves which relate to
ground, however, a high percentage of visual cues other perceptual mechanisms in both a
must be designed to support terrain avoidance and complementary and a supplementary role. Sinacori
flying skills such as those employed to states that "what should reduce workload and/or
stealthily approach targets without being improve performance is the addition of coherent
detected by potential threats. The lower a pilot objects that more easily facilitate a static

*tries to fly, the more he depends on key perception of terrain surface shape and observer
characteristics of the visual scene in front of position relative to that surface." He further
him. His attention gradually shifts from cockpit asserts that "The addition of vertical objects
data sources to the outside world; as his work should also reduce workload and/or improve height
load increases he must extract from the visual holding performance", and suggests a mean
scene better information at faster rates in order separation of vertical objects of about three to
to avoid impact with the terrain. This ability five eye heights. The inclusion of 3D objects
depends on a complex set of visual factors, such as trees, bushes and rocks, in addition to
including the optical streaming of scene details contributing optical flow cues, provides parallax
away from a single fixed image point (the "aim cues and information about relative sizes of
point"), the rate of motion of image details, known objects which can be particularly valuable
relative parallax shifts, and the emergence of at slower speeds or when performing hover
successive levels of detail (including any operations.

absolte sze ces).Sinacori provides a specific example of an
Some work has been done in attempting to NOE data base designed around the preceeding

quanifythee fctos ad tanser hei ino : notions. He uses a portion of the Fort Hunter-
computer generated visual scene. Early attempts Lgetae opsuaeahlcpe O
at providing these cues with abstract repetitive mission near the Nacimiento valley. Adequate

surfce extre i~e chekeroars) ere ground truth is achieved with about 1000 polygonscomrfa etivel unsucess. Onece ios hade per square kilometer (this density roughlycompratvely unsccesful One piots had corresponds with direct skinning of the DMAcalibrated the texture to determine how many terrain elevation grid). A dense 2D polygonal
wavelengths above it they should fly, holding a enhancement is added to the terrain to further*constant height above terrain was very easy. Such define surface shape and provide optical flow,
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3D ehanemets (ree) ae aded t a data base content. Processes which are adequateadst of etwaneent 600ad00trees (roughlyat for typical production data bases whose densities
densty f bewee 600 an 1200 tees rouhly are 10 to 100 polygons per square kilometer will10000poygns r 0000edges) per square be inadequate for the sample NEproblem.kilometer.

IMAGE GENERATOR ISSUES Culling and Display

From this data an even smaller subset isThe above example suggests strongly why
historical attempts to simulate NOE imagery have extracted which consists of scene details which

provn iadeuate Th tyica desgn traegy may be within the display windows. This second
has been to convert the DMA terrain elevation sbe suulycle oicueol h
data set into a terrain skin by a straightforward simplest permissible representations of scene
linear process which results in a similarly sized elements (level of detail selection), and only

outpt dta et;theterain is henfurher those surfaces which are front faced and large
embellished with cultural and organic features to enuhtbesflinhedpaydmg.Te

%provide optical flow and navigational cues, With second cull processes only the data which
this strategy, the basic problem is how to survives the first cull (and resides in the IG),
produce, store, read, manage and display the but it must be performed once every field, and on

resutin vey lr~g dat bae. he ulf a much richer and larger set of image elements.
between current capabilities and such a system is The maGimusty extract to scee veeent whichmeasured in orders of magnitude, not small ar mxily usflt th vew, wie
incremental improvements. The following general rejecting many others, and while preventing the
discussion of these problems acknowledges that artifacts of this management from distracting the
all existing CIG systems have analogous viewer.

limitaions.SOME HELPFUL OBSERVATIONS
Data Base Size

All of the above might suggest a very bleak
A rough metric of data base size would be to outlook for those simulator users requiring an

express the production and storage requirements effective NOE capability. Incremental linear
in terms of bytes per polygon (or face). This advances in CIG technology are not likely to
metric would include the overhead of data base catch up to these needs as fast as the needs are
management structures, all raw geometric evolving. What is required is a different way of
information, and topological information required looking at the problem, and a totally different
to assemble the scene. A value of 200 bytes per strategy for dealing with the requirements.
face is close enough for our analysis. Referring Fortunately, some helpful observations spring to
back to Sinacori's NOE example, a modest 25 by 25 mind.
kilometer data base would require roughly 13

*Gigabytes of information. A large area tactical First, there are two fundamentally different
*data base of several hundred thousand square types of scene detail to deal with. Optical flow

kilometers modeled to a density of 10000 to support flight skills is almost entirely
Polygons per square kilometer would be supplied by dense generic details with a high
prohibitively expensive to produce, and would spatial frequency content, while the navigational
require hundreds of very large disks to store. 'specificness" of the data base is due to very

low frequency characteristics of the terrain
Disk Badit n GMmrtopography and related cultural cues. This

-. . Badwith ad I Meorysuggests that we ought to try to discover ways to
There is a direct relationship between data 1.re-use" optical flow related scene details, so

base density, aircraft velocity and the amount of that many visual representations can be drawn
data that must travel between the on-line (disk from a small number of actual elements. We must
resident) data base and the 10 memories each then find a way of combining these reusable
second. If the sample data base has to support optical flow details with a terrain underlayment
speeds of 100 knots and a general visibility of which is specific enough to meet our navigational
two kilometers, then about four Megabytes of requirements.
information would be moving from the disk to the Second, perhaps we can discover a data base10 each second. The amount of 10 memory required management strategy that implements level ofto contain all scene details within this detail selection while also providing for thevisibility limit would be nearly 250 Megabytes. physical subdivision of geographic data base

Data ase anagmentareas into smaller areas. This would give us aData ase anagmentway to manage the data base so that rejection of
The magegenrato mut seectfromthe unneeded scene detail occurs in pieces as large

entire data base two very important subsets of as possible, expediting the data base culling
data. The first is that portion which must reside process.
in 10 memory because it is closer to the viewer C5 XLRN ATA OUINthan the system visibility limit. This subset is C5 XLRN ATA OUIN
continually changing as the simulated aircraft The Evans and Sutherland CT5 imagemoves within the overall gaming area, but will generator marked a number of significant
generally represent a small fraction of the total dprue rm hsoia rciei h I

databas. Th rae atwhih ths sbsetchages field. Primary among these was the processing of
may be comparatively low, so this task is image details by area rather than scan
typically performed as a background task over ln, adteipeetto faldt91multiple field times in the general purpose line m'andahg ipementa tio n the al dt

% computer which hosts the disk, The amount of work baase .ma ageen ofuncs ntions in rthe htrequired to perform this cull is related to total had re Ech o tes ntisbout
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fundamental changes to the character and large as possible. As the overall content of the
capability of the image generator. The rigorous data base increases, so does the content of the
application of antialiasing technology in the pieces which will be tested, and in many cases
Display Processor achieved new levels of image subsequently rejected. Each additional level of
quality, while increased basic capacity data base tree structure exacts a fixed amount of
throughout the IG was augmented by much more processing time, while increasing the total data
efficient data base management. These base content by a multiplicative factor. Tree
improvements were accompanied by a better than trace processing time thus grows linearly with
linear capacity response of the system in areas data base depth, and logarithmically with total
where NlogN or N-squared responses were the rule data base content.

• . in previous systems.
'.': .'Instancing in the IG

A Hierarchical Data Base Structure
The CT5 image generator supports the reusing

The decision to implement the data base of data base items in a general and extensive
management function as a hierarchical tree was fashion. A mesh or an object can be referenced
largely driven by the need to sort scene details from multiple cells in a data base, and each
in a front to back order. A powerful extension of reference can include a positioning vector to
list priority techniques, Cellular Priority, was plant the mesh or object in a particular place.
developed to address the CT5 sorting problem. Its All data base structure and scene detail which
key property was the hierarchical subdivision of ultimately results from an instance will also be
the overall data base priority problem into a moved to the new location. By cascading levels of
tree of many nested simple problems. Within such instanced meshes, very extensive and complex data

- a process visibility decisions about major data base structures can be quickly created. For
base elements propagate automatically to smaller example, an entire forest can be built from a
elements. A similar property attends the data single IG resident tree and a very compact nested

" base management and culling process. Some key and instanced mesh structure. This allows a
ingredients of this structure are particularly nearly total decoupling of memory requirements

b important to the NOE data base management from apparent displayed density, and
problem. significantly reduces the amount of data which"="" must be transferred from the disk.

" A cell is a volume in model space
represented by a decision node in the data base Paging from Disk to IG
tree. The primary function of the cell is to

. provide a choice between either a simple or a The object manager traces the data base tree
complex representation of some portion of the to identify data blocks which may be needed to
data base, based on the distance between the cell draw the image, but which are not currently in IG
and the viewer. Either choice can consist of a memory. This is done as a background task over
null (the item is so far away that nothing need several field times. The pager algorithm performs
be displayed), an object (a collection of memory block allocation and garbage collection as
polygons and light strings), or a mesh. A mesh is well, and communicates data block requests to the
a collection of cells with a rule for their general purpose computer. Data transfers from the
visual ordering. The mesh is thus the primary disk to the IG occur by direct memory access. The
structure in the cellular priority process. The hierarchical data structures which support data
mesh can also be used to subdivide a region of base management within the IG also suffice to
model space into several smaller regions; this is control disk to IG processes; no secondary
the primary mechanism used to control the degree software management structures or tables are

" ,"of detail that will be unfolded before display or needed. This process can support a very high rate
rejection of data base elements, of continuous data flow from the disk to the IG.

The data base tree is the structure of CT5A: THE NEXT STEP
meshes and objects organized by their association
into cells; it is processed. by testing cells and The CT5A system was the logical outgrowth of
ordering meshes. Processing ceases along any a characterization study of CT5. This study
subpath in the tree when the cell choice resulted in a better understanding of the data
indicates either an object or a null. Processing base management problem and how CT5 solves it,
will continue when the cell choice indicates a identified major new data base design and
mesh. The order of processing in the tree is development strategies, and proposed a set of
determined by the ordering rules contained in system modifications to significantly increase
each mesh. At every stage of processing the IG basic capacities while effectively supporting the
attempts to prove that the item being processed new modeling approaches. (Si These new
is unneeded because it does not appear in any features significantly improve the ability of the
display window. The rejection of an item means system to address the NOE simulation problem by
the termination of processing along that subpath allowing visual data bases of over 500000
in the tree; unneeded portions of the data base polygons per square kilometer to be processed, as
tree are thus pruned off as early in the process the following discussion will illustrate.
as possible.

Fade Level of Detail
Capacity of the Object Manager

Fade level of detail helps mask the switch
ocus"n between two levels of detail by fading the

Processing of the data base tree retiring scene element out as the replacement
the object manager (OM). The major task of the OM element is faded in. The transparency capability
is to reject as much of the data base as of the system is used to effect the switch, which
possible, as soon as possible, and in pieces as is based on ranqe and can occur at several
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selectable rates. This greatly reduces the visual terrain. The actual ornamentation of the terrain
NIPdistractions associated with level of detail would add those specific features which are

switching, and allows these transitions to occur navigationally important, and additional generic
much closer to the viewer. This helps the system enhancements to increase realism and optical
concentrate on processing details which are large f low.
enough to be valuable to the viewer, and
significantly increases the apparent richness and Lineal features such as roads and rivers
complexity of the image. presented an interesting problem. They had to be

visually continuous across terrain boundaries,
Using Multiple Level-s of Detail while adhering to the topological properties of

the terrain underlayment. A process for providing
In a visual scene, the most complex these features was developed which represented

representation of an image detail will only need roads by instancing predefined road segments.
*to be presented when the viewer is very close to These segments were modeled in a set of road

it. At larger distances a much simpler types, segment lengths, and segment orientations.
representation is adequate and at still larger From a comparatively small set of these elements

*distances only the proper suggestion of bulk, specific, if somewhat stylized, roads can be
shape and color is needed. In an extensive evenly built.

* distributed array of such details, most of them
can be displayed using the simplest version. For Three dimensional specific terrain presented

-. a constant number of on screen polygons, the a still more difficult problem. The fundamental
*geographic density of such an array can be much elements of a strategy were identified during the

higher if multiple representations are employed, course of extensive experiments aimed at the NOE
*Additional leverage is obtained by using fade problem. What ultimately emerged was the concept
*level of detail to further shorten the transition of a basis set: a set of scene components which

distances. exhaustively satisfy a class of local boundary
4' conditions. We developed methods for identifying

Using Multiple Levels of Scale and defining a terrain basis set from a given set
of constraints and fidelity requirements.

In order to provide usable cues over a range Algorithmic ways of choosing terrain basis set
of flight altitudes the data base must contain a elements to provide required specificness were
selection of cue details of varying sizes and explored, and basis sets with comparatively few
spacings. At close ranges the smaller cues will elements were found to provide adequate ground

-provide the bulk of near scene detail; at longer truth and topographic complexity.
ranges the small cues will have been managed out
of the scene, and the larger cues will be needed. USING TERRAIN BASIS SETS
One result of this strategy is that the angular

*distribution of cues in the observers field of A terrain basis set consists of a number of
view is nearly homogenous throughout the image, patches of terrain which can be made to fit
instead of being severely compressed against the together in various ways by translating each
horizon, element with respect to its neighbors. In the

general case, basis set elements need not be
either planar or similarly shaped, but the

A Mathematical Design Methodology selection process must ensure that adjacent
patches have compatible properties along their

A rigorous mathematical process can be used shared boundary. Because each patch can be offset
to design such a data base. The mission flight in Z as well as X and Y, terrain features much
profile is used to establish the number and types lagrtnayoeptcaeesiyraedth
of levels of scale, and the density requirements degree of fidelity preserved in this process
of each level. Components of the data base are depends on how large the basis patches are
then identified and characterized as to number relative to the topographic features of the
and complexity of levels of detail. Level of terrain. Many algorithms for skinning real
detail transition strategies are defined, taking terrain with a basis set are possible; DMA
advantage of factors which can help minimize IG terrain elevation data provides one particularly
load. A global instancing strategy is developed good starting point.
to separate reusable generic scene features from
specific details, and minimize the total modeling Each terrain patch can be thought of as a
effort. The interaction of each data base portion place holder in the terrain skin. Its visual
is analyzed, and a composite IG load level is representation can be a simple polygon, or a
computed. The data base development can then complex scene component with embedded level ofproceed, confident that mission visual detail and dense 3D embellishment. The patch can
requirements will be met without overloading the provide additional subdivision of the terrain
system. surface to increase scene complexity, although

this additional complexity will be generic in
THE BASIS SET NOTION nature. The basis set can include terrain patches

with various lineal features, such as roads and
The pursuit of structured and modular data rivers modeled at various orientations. Specific

base development strategies grew out of a desire 2D and 3D features can be associated with the
to decouple the data base development cost from instance of a patch to provide navigationally
the geographic extent and total content of the specific embellishment.
data base. A first step in this direction was to
separate the problem into two distinct portions: Implementation of a terrain basis set brings

4the specific terrain underlayment, and a reusable other significant changes to the data base
0set of organic and cultural 2D and 3D components development process. The total amount of geometry

which could be used to embellish this base that needs to be modeled is dramatically reduced,
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since only one version of each basis set element The smallest level of scale will be provided
DOmust be created. Thus the modeler can spend much by randomly distributed shrubs and rocks up to

*more time optimizing the artistic aspects of each three meters in size. We will provide three
*patch while dealing thoroughly with how the patch visual representations for each itemn: th ree,
*loads the IG. This approach substantially seven and 15 polygons. These might correspond to

separates the geometric modeling problem from the a simple tetrahedron tree, a tree with a trunk
organizational and hierarchical problems, and in and shadow, and a tree with several tiers of
effect puts a lid on the total amount of scene leaves. We will use some of this capacity to
elements which must be created. The data base provide 2D ground textural cues by depicting
designer is thus freed of a great deal of collections of rocks and pebbles; this will help
modeling busywork, while being strongly induced provide the proper spatial distribution of cues
to concentrate on and optimize the hierarchical when the pilot is closest to the ground. Since we
aspects of the data base. are using fade level of detail, the level of

detail changes can take place at 20 and 40
The basis set approach also alleviates meters, and the simplest representation can be

several of the major IG bottlenecks which entirely removed from the scene at 80 meters.
heretofore prevented effective NOE imagery. The With these parameters the spacing of ground
terrain basis set and the embellishment texture cues (rocks) is about two meters.
components constitute a comparatively small Vertical cues (trees) are available every none

*amount of data, and most of this data will meters, and the total number of active polygons
probably reside in the IG memories all the time. is the desired 2500.
Traffic at the disk interface is greatly reduced,
and most of the disk to IG transfers involve Each terrain patch has an average of 29 of
blocks of management and structure data, not these small items on it, with each item requiring
geometry. Because the basis set elements enjoy a 15*7*3 polygons, for a total of about 725
very high reusage factor, the apparent visual polygons. Scene elements for the middle level of
density of the scene is much higher. scale will be about twice as large, with

corresponding increases in spacing and transition
A SPECIFIC NOE EXAMPLE ranges, and the large level of scale will be two

times bigger still, depicting trees up to 12
Let's se. how all of these strategies can be meters in height. These other two levels of scale

brought together to solve a specific problem. We will add another 181 and 45 polygons
will reconsider the original Hunter - Liggett NOE respectively, to each terrain basis patch. Thus
problem, and derive a data base design which the total number of polygons required to create
provides the high level of visual cueing required eahtrinpchsabu95.Iwedie
without exceeding the capabilities of the CT5A. that a basis set of 31 patches will provide

DMA dat wil b usd t deinetheoffet adequate terrain fidelity, the total number of
vectors and assign associated basis set patches. polygons in the entire basis set will be about

29000. Nearly all of these will probably reside
Our goal is to display 3000 polygons in the in the IG memories; adding in the 2200 low level

forward hemisphere of the pilots field of view,* of detail terrain polygons gives a total memory
This will provide an adequate reserve of system requirement for this data base of about 31000
capacity for comnplex target areas and detailed polygons. Data rate between the disk and IG
threat aircraft. We will need to have about 10000 memories would be about 30 polygons per second.

*active polygons in the vicinity of the viewer in Note also that the overall size of the data base
order to display 3000 after FOV and backface can be expanded without changing the amount of IG

*culling. The data base will have four levels of memory required or increasing traffic at the
scale, desige d to support flight over an disk.
altitude range of three to 100 meters. One of
these is the terrain skin itself; the other 3 are The density of the resulting data base is
various sizes of trees, shrubs and rocks. We will around 520000 polygons per square kilometer,
arbitrarily divide the total polygon allocation counting only the most complex version of each
to give the terrain 2500 polygons and each level scene element. The optical flow requirements
of scale 2500. The data base design will suggested by Sinacori have been met, and this
anticipate an overall size of 25 by 25 kilometers data base can be expected to properly support
and a general visibility range of two kilometers. flight down to three meter eyeheights. The total

amount of real modeling effort is very small,
If all 2500 of our terrain polygons are used since most of the detail is generic and can be

to define a single level of detail terrain skin produced by compile time software tools. None of
within the two kilometer visibility range, the the IG limitations have been reached, and a large

*average area of each polygon will be about 71 cushion of performance has been left to allow
meters square. We will instead provide two levels substantial enhancement of local target areas.
of detail. Within 350 meters of the viewer the rhe terrain fidelity is as good as DMA level 2

*average terrain polygon area will be 34 meters data will provide.
square; between 350 and 2000 meters an average of
five of these polygons will be gathered together A SAMPLE BASIS SET
and replaced by a single polygon. The low level
of detail polygons will be specifically defined A preliminary NOE terrain basis set is shown
while the high level of detail will be instances in figures 1-4. The amount of geometry included
chosen from a terrain basis set. This will in the basis set is designed to provide a nominal
require the compilation and storage of about amount of cueing to support NOE flight at
10800 polygons for the terrain low level of altitudes of around three meters everywhere in
detail; about 2200 of these will reside in the IG the data base. This sample was designed to
memories at any one time. closely accomodate Sinacori's recommended design
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parameters. Cultural and natural detail can be REFERENCES
added, as well as specific navigational cues and
target deployment areas. Many variations of 1. Defense Mapping Agency, "Product
terrain basis set geometry can be designed and Specifications for Digital Landmass System (DLMS)
used in the data base interchangeably. The sample Data Base", First Edition, July 1977.
photographs were taken with a horizontal channel
field of view angle of 70 degrees. 2. Sinacori, John B., Draft Final Report,

"Research and Analysis of Head Directed Area of
SOME PROBLEMS REMAIN Interest Visual System Concepts." NASA Ames,

November 1982.
These techniques add a very useful new tool

to the data base designers kit; like other tools, 3. Schumacker, Robert A., "A New Visual
it may not be the best solution for every System Architecture." Proceedings from the 2nd.
problem. While the above strategy gets us a long IITEC Conference, November 1980.
way down the road, some significant problems
remain. We have separated much of the geometric 4. Cosman, M. and R. Schumacker, "System
data from the management information, and have Strategies to Optimize CIG Image Content."
found ways to reuse the geometric data with Proceedings of the IMAGE II Conference, June
fairly high leverage. The data base now derives 1981.
its specificity from the structural data which
organizes the basis set elements; while this is a 5. Mayer, N. an I M. Cosman, "Enhancing the
much more efficient and compact type of data, Computer Generated Illusion." Proceedings from
there are still limits to the amount that can be the 4th. IITEC Conference, November 1982.
created, stored and processed. The NOE example

% above will exceed these limits if the total ABOUT THE AUTHORS
geographic area is greatly increased. One
solution is to decrease the geographic density of Mr. Cary E. Wales has been active in the
the structure information by using larger basis development of CIG visual systems at Evans &
set terrain patches. Trading off terrain Sutherland for over 8 years, and has contributed
complexity for larger gaming areas may well be a extensively to data base design and production
viable solution, since a larger data base implies technology. Mr. Wales holds a Bachelors degree
a higher flight velocity and altitude. from Beloit College.

The inclusion of specific lineal features Mr. Michael A. Cosman has provided technical
such as roads continues to be difficult and support in the development of CIG visual systems
inefficient, and adding specific 3D cultural at Evans , Sutherland for over 9 years, working
features requires additional effort. The process primarily on image quality and system
described above does allow the merging of architecture issues. Mr. Cosman holds a Bachelors
specific scene details onto the instanced degree from Brigman Young University.
patches, but much of the advantages are reduced.
This is also an area where the DMA data source is
not especially helpful; the Level V and
subsequent forms promise to alleviate some of
this problem. As we continue to define better and
more automated data base development strategies,
and hardware which processes such data bases more

-. efficiently, better cooperation between DMA and
those who specify, develop or use these data
bases can be very beneficial.

CONCLUSIONS

"* The 'nap of earth' mission places
extraordinary demands on current CIG technology.
Historical methods of producing and displaying
such data bases have been inadequate. A
fundamentally different way of dealing with the
problem has been examined. This new approach
uses the concept of a basis set to create
specific terrain from reusable terrain patches
and scene components. This methodology is
supported by new data base design and production
strategies, and by powerful features within the
CTSA hardware. Together these provide the
capability to produce and display visual data
bases whch effectively support 'nap of earth'
training missions. DMA data can be used in this
process to provide terrain fidelity and

%= correlation with other simulation processes, and
has the potential to substantially automate the
data base production process.
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-'0 AN ADAPTIVE CST COURSEWARE AUTHORING SYSTEY

TO EET THE NEEDS OF MILITARY AUTHORS

(." David Mudrick
-0 DavId Stoneo- Hazeltine Corporation

DE" ABSTRACT

The use of computer-based training (CBT) is rapidly becoming more widespread within the
military services. Courseware production, historically the most cost and labor intensive area
of CBT, will become more difficult with the decline in availability of capable authoring
personnel. Reasons for this decline and a potential soiution--the development of advanced
authoring systems--are discussed. A description of one such system, cal led ADAPTTM (for tie
TICCITO CBT system), Is presented.,

As training requirements in the military services military services will find it especiall nard tu
become more critical and training resources such as recruit young people with aptitude ir.
fuel and instructor personnel become less available, computer-related areas. As the computer iridustry
the use of computer-based training (CBT) has becomes a dominant force in the United States,
Increased dramatically. CBT systems are becoming competition for such Individuals will become
less expensive, less bulky, and more capable with new particularly intense.
hardware (such as microcomputers and videodiscs) and
software developments. The authoring of courseware
remains the most critical and cost/labor Intensive Lack of Personnel with Experience In Developing M8T
part of CBT development, but, unfortunately, the
availability of capable authoring personnel In the TraInIng personnel In the mIlItary services have,
military Is on the decline. for the most part, only had experience with workbook

and stand-up Instruction, with little or no
opportunity to work with computer-based instruction.

CBT COURSEWARE AITHORING IN THE MILITARY Those few mil itary personnel who have worked with CBT
are likely to have had contact with the early (and

Military organizations with responsibility for largely experimental) efforts to Implement CBT in the
production of CBT courseware must not only deal with military. As a result most military personnel
the normal problems encountered in CBT production but responsible for tra'ning are either inexperienced
must also cope with the following personnel problems: with CBT (and, therefore, do not like or trust it) or

may be biased against It based on prior experiences.
1. Lack of personnel with the aptitude required to

create on-line Instruction using conventional Even when men and women in the military services
, authoring languages, demonstrate ability for and interest In developing

'. CST materials, there Is no clearly defined

2. Lack of personnel experienced in the development appropriate career path for such personnel. In fact,
and production management of C8T materials, even if an Individual acquires advanced training in

the systematic design of CBT instruction In general

3. Rapid turnover of personnel due to periodic or the authoring of on-line material in particular,
reassignment. there may be a negative Incentive In terms of career

%w\ advancement to remain in the CBT field.
We will discuss each of these briefly below.

Raold Turnover of CBT Personnel
Lack of Personnel with an Aptitude for CBT

Given the normal rapid turnover of personnel In
The lack of personnel with the aptitude required the military and the lack of a defined career path in

to put instruction on line is a special case of the CBT, the few trained and experienced CBT personnel
" , general problem confronting the military services in that do develop at military authoring sites are

the 1980s and 1990s. The problem is the lack of usually rotated to other assignments, often just as
J manpower due to the decline in the population of 18 they become proficient and when they are most needed.
Jto 25 year olds. The military services must compete

during these years with all other branches of society These factors severely complicate the task of
for the best of these young people. In the absence military organizations that seek to become
of a draft, It is likely that the most talented of cost-effective producers of CBT. Some of these
these young people will either pursue advanced problems such as lack of a CBT career path require
educational opportunities or seek well paid positions high-level changes in the military services to cause
In business and Industry. any lasting improvement. Others such as the decline

In computer aptitude may be effectively combatted
In addition to the problem of securing through the use of advanced authoring systems such as

Individuals with good general Intelligence, the the one discussed below.
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AUTHORING SYSTEMS Each of the above formats has Its advantages and

disadvantages. An ideal authoring system, then,
Authoring systems are on-line editing packages could use all three formats at different time,

designed to aid the author In the development of depending on an author's aptitude and current
courseware. Authoring systems interface with the expertise. One such system is currently being

author through an on-line editor, which usually takes developed by Hazeltine Corporation. The design

a nonprogramvming format. Authoring systems can considerations in this system should prove useful in
provide aid In a variety of areas such as front-end any CBT environment. The remainder of this paper

analysis for a course, the development of Individual presents a description of this authoring system.
displays within a lesson, and course management.

In the past the method for authoring courseware ADAPTTM: A MULTILEVEL AUTHORING SYSTEM
was usually a programming language, ranging from
general-purpose languages like BASIC or PASCAL to Hazeltine Corporation, manufacturer of the TICCIT
specialized languages optimized for courseware CBT system, in conjunction with the rehosting of that
production like TUTOR for PLATOO or TAL (TICCITO system to run on a microcomputer, is currently
Auth.)rlng Language) for TICCIT. (The latter type are developing a new authoring system to meet the
very powerful but require considerable training to requirements of military CBT authors discussed above.
master fully.) On-line courseware authors, therefore, The guiding considerations for tlis new system,
must either be programlers or have a programming called ADAPrTM, are that different authors possess

aptitude. The profile of authors available for the different levels of expertise and that different
military, however, demands that authoring be instructional objectives require different
Independent of programming as much as possible, presentation strategies. The authoring system,

therefore, may be entered at a variety of levels
Authoring systems may be presented In various depending on the current ability of the author and

formats Including prompt-driven, menu-driven, and the Instructional design -equirements of the material

programming. being authored.

We may think of a lesson file in ADAPT as being

Prompt-driven created at any position within a two-dimensional

matrix of authoring expertise versus Instructional
Prompts are questions presented to the author by design model. (Figure 1 presents a schematic

the on-line editor. A prompt-driven authoring system representation of this concept.) Along one axis are
% leads the author through the authoring process by levels of editor formats based on those discussed

asking a series of questions. Prompting Is very above. Along the other axis are various

effective for the new author but quickly becomes instructional design presentation strategies for
unnecessary as the author gains experience. There developing lessons for particular classes of
are simply too many options to be able to instructional objectives (such as concept
Individually question more than just the basic ones. classification, rule using, linear procedures,
Also, authors soon learn the options used most simulations, etc.) plus the option of having no
frequently, at which point the prompts Inhibit embedded strategy. Since the Intended audience for

J efficient authoring. ADAPT Is not Instructional designers, these
strategies will be presented in terms that will be
meaningful to the military author. When creating a

Menu-rie file, the author selects the point In this matrix
that represents his or her current need-the

In a menu-driven authoring system, many options intersection of the desired authoring level and the
may be presented simultaneously on each menu. This appropriate Instructional strategy. (Eventually, the
allows authors to move more rapidly through the front-end analysis capability of ADAPT will lead the

production process. Also, commonly used author to the selection of the strategy.)
* Instructional templates, such as particular practice

item formats, can be presented quickly and repeatedly

by menus. Unfortunately, menu-driven authoring

systems normally must contain multiple levels of
menus because of the large number of options required
in a sophisticated CBT environment. As with

prompt-driven systems, authors quickly learn those
options that are most frequently used. At this point 4) Coding

the authors need shortcuts around the majority of the

menus. Editor 3) Complete menus

Format
2) Simple menus

@1 
1) Prompts

Specialized programming authoring languages A B C D
remain the most powerful and flexible means of

authoring CBT materials. Invariably, there are times Instructional Strategy
when even the best of menu-driven formats cannot

Ai adequately support the production of a particular
Instructional requirement. At that point the
programming format Is required. The major problem Figure 1--Matrix representing the ability to select

with such languages Is the need for extensive authoring level and Instructional strategy

training and a programning aptitude. for an ADAPT file.
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'4Authoring Expertise Raising Levels

*There are tour levels of editor formats available An Important feature of ADAPT Is that a file
ranging from level 1 (the lowest) to level 4 (the authored at one level may be rai sed at any time to a

*highest): higher level. At all levels the author Is creating
programming code such as that at level 4. It Is only

Level 1, for the novice author, is a at level 4 that the author sees this code directly.
prompt-driven format in which the author is led The various lower levels are simply editing formats
through the authoring process by means of a series of that lie between the author and the resultant code.
questions (prcompts). These prompts cover a limited For example, a menu for answer checking under level 3
set of options for the beginning author to consider, presents all the options associated with a COMPARE
The author provides the data required for these ccommand at level 4. At level 3 the options are
prompts by answering yes/no questions and by typing listed; at level 4 the author must know which options
English-like data statements, he or she needs to add. (Even at level 4, on-line

advice about which options are available and how each
When the author no longer needs to be led step by is used is available.)

step, he or she may move to level 2, which abandons
the prompts and directly presents the same limited IntuioaPrsttonSaecs

* - ~set of options through simple menus. Figure 2Intutoa PrsttinSaegs
* presents one such menu.

At the creation of a f ile, the author may select
Addiionsto te Di Iaan embedded Instructional presentation strategy that

I Aditins t th DislayIs suited to the particular objective being taught.
These strategies are Included to ensure the
instructional soundness of the on-line material,

Answer checking .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... Exists particularly as an aid to the author lacking In
Graphic .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. Exists instructional design experience. This is
Video .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. None accomplished by listing the required and optional
Audio .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. None Instructional components (e.g., objective,

*Tine Limit (in seconds). .. .. .. ..... general ity, practice Items, helps, etc.) for each
Remarks. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... ... None strategy as well as the requirements within each

component (e.g., answer checking for a practice
Figure 2--Level 2 additions menu. Item). The authoring system can even lead the author

through the process of picking the appropriate
Level 3, for the intermediate author, presents strategy.

the fullI set of options through complete menus.
* Some of the new options may require the author to

supply data In a coded syntax. Figure 3 presents Display Creation
the level 3 version of the menu presented in Figure
2. (Note that color, which Is an Important aspect We will now look at the creation of an Individual
of ADAPT, Is not visible In these figures.) Level 3 display in some detail. (Ultimately, it Is possible
represents a powerful authoring capability with to consider any student presentation as being a
which the bulk of courseware at most sites may be series of screen displays presented to the learner.
authored. The particular sequence of displays and the details

of each display will depend on what the learner does
while using the material.) The authoring of each

JAdditions to the Display screen Is enhanced through the use of two components:

Rerars .. ... . .. .. . .. . .. .Exst (1) a display page and (2) an "additions" menu.

DISPLAY CON~STRUCTION: The display page Is a clear screen on which the
*Clear screen before dispay? Yes author may type directly (i.e., In the desired

Palette. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. System position and color) all text that will
Variable display data. .. .. .. .... Exists unconditionally appear on the resulting student
Graphic. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .... None screen.
Motion........................... None
Video .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. Exists The additions menu Is a listing of options by
Audio. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... ... None which the author can modify the contents of the

Timeut secods)..............onedisplay. At ADAPT level 2 these options Include
RESPNSE NALYIS:answer checking, graphics, video and audio sequences
Dranh tble..................een(including the overlaying of text/graphics on the

Answer checking................. Exists vdofae) n ielmt SeFgr .
Author documentation of the display Is also available

Figure 3--Level 3 additions menu, through this menu. Further options are available at4 level 3, such as graphics animation sequences
(motion), color palette, and conditional text
(variable display) data based on the run-time

Level 4, for the advanced author, Is the environment. (See Figure 3.)
programming authoring language with Its complete

$capabilities and flexibility. Here, the author All of the level 3 options are available at level
creates program code using the required syntax. 2 If they are specifically requested by the author.
Some menus are available at this level if desired Once a higher level option Is invoked on a lower

4to simplify options such as the scoring and level additions menu, the option will remain on the
sequencing of practice and example Items, menu. This ability Is facilitated by the nature of
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L. 7.
the menus themselves. An author may choose an option necessary training at that time and then proceed. At
by either touching It with the light pen or by typing some sites the editor could even lock out particular

*the first three letters of the option name on the authors from certain levels or options.
bottom line of the terminal screen. The latter
method allows the use of options that do not
currently appear on the screen, It also allows CONCLUSIONS
options to be chained (i.e., a sequence of options
may be typed at the same time), thus avoiding the An advanced author ng system l ike the one
need to see all the Intervening menus. This feature aescribed above is a potential solution to some of
alone removes one of the major problems associated the problemst faced by the military in the authoring
with menu-rvnatoigfmts of CBT courseware. Such a system can overcome a

lack of programming aptitude among mil itary authors
2%At level 4 the display page for unconditional by removing the need for programming. A great deal

text remains the same, but the additions to the of the Instructional material can be input by
display are accomplished through the use of specific personnel lacking programming skills or experience.
programming commands which the author Inserts in Material requiring such skills can then be left to
ccommand sections following the display page. For those Individuals able to input them. Similarly,
example, graphics are provided through GRAPHIC the authoring system can overcome the lack of CBT
commands, answer checking through COMPARE commands, design expertise by providing built-in instructional
and conditional text data through SHOW commands, models that help ensure that the on-line material is

fully consistent with the most effective teaching
and learning strategies available. Such an

On-line Training authoring system thus helps to alleviate the problem
of rapid turnover by quickly allowing new authors to

The large amount of training required before produce useable material. This allows a site to
authors can efficiently produce useable courseware make better use of its authoring personnel even If
has lieen a problem with authoring languages in the there Is no change in the rate of personnel turnover
past. In ADAPT the Initial training requirement is or In the incentives for remaining In a CBT
minimized, first, by the prompting format at level 1 authoring role. Also, the on-line training will
(which leads the author through the authoring help those authors with an aptitude for programming
decisions) and second, by the limited number of more quickly master the advanced authoring
options available at levels 1 and 2. capabil ities and techniques.

* Training for level 1, then, involves basic
Instruction In the use of the ADAPT editor (getting ABOT THE AUTHORS
started, labeling files, etc.) and explanations of
some of the options to be prompted. In addition to MR. DAVID M.JDRICK is a senior Instructional
the training, explanations of current options are designer with Hazeltine Corporation at Its Training

*always available within the editor through the ADVICE Systems Center in McLean, Virginia. He Is currently
key. developing the new authoring system described In this

paper. His affiliation with CBT in general and
For level 2, the only additional training TICCIT in particular began nine years ago as a staff

required is In how to move among menus and the member at Brigham Young University, followed by
explanation of any new options (still from the several years as an Instructional technologist with
limited subset) that were not addressed by the Courseware, Inc. He holds a B.S. degree In physics

*prompts at level 1. from the University of Maryland.

Level 3 requires training for the new options DR. DAVID STONE is an Instructional design
available. For the most part, though, the menu supervisor for Hazeltine Corporation at Its Training

9.structure Is the same as for level 2--just more Systems Center. In that capacity, he Is responsible
options per menu. In addition, some of the new for the supervision of all instructional design staff
options require coding syntax to enter data. This and for Instructional design research and
represents a higher sublevel within level 3 with development. He has conducted research In the design
appropriate training necessary. of computer-based job aids and techniques for

organizing technical presentations. He holds a Ph.D.
Level 4 Involves the use of commands and full In educational psychology from Cornell University.

programming syntax. Since these commands have the
% same names as the menu options they represent, to

some extent the training requirement Is lessened.
Similarly, the syntax learned In level 3 Is also used
In level 4.

Thus, there is a discrete training requirement at
0 each level and sublevel. This training will be
* presented on-line and with hard copy job aids and

review materials. The editor will be aware of the
current level of training accomplished by each author
and can Interrupt whenever an author attempts to
raise a file to a level for which he or she has not
been trained or use an option not yet presented in
the training. At that point the author may choose to
Ignore the editor's warning and proceed with the
option or level change, or the author may receive the
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4User Frijend Ily Authoring l anguages: Ali AlIto mnat i,.e ApI roiL 1

Charles R. Mers, Ir
Roger A. Schaefer

Grumman Aerospace Corporat ion

ABST RACT

Two general types of programming languages have been developed 1for COMPUter based educati,,na I
systems. The first type of language, which is patterned after such high order languages as

PASCAL or FORTRAN, provides great programming flexibility. However, its structured, svntac-
Lu tical constructs require either that an experienced programmer he involved in lesson generatioor that instructional personnel become skilled in Sound programming techniques, Its use

frequently results in other problems as well, such as communication difficulties between
instructional and programming personnel in the implementation of the lesson design and develop-

W ment process. To avoid these problems, the second type of language was developed. It allows
instructional personnel to generate on-line instructional materials without acquiring sophis-
ticated programming skills. This second category of languages is often thought of as being
"user friendly." Such languages usually take al, algorithmic approach to instruction and rely

heavily on prompting as the means of lesson program entry. -They serve very well for many
applications, but their use has not been without problems. 'Not the least of these problems has

*been a lack of flexibility in the presentation and creation formats. This paper describes the
OMEGA authoring system, a lesson authoring approach that provides instructional personnel with
the positive features of both of the above language types. The approach has been implemented

- . on an educational system that includes capabilities for the integrated use of interactive
videodisc and three dimensional simulation. -Thle paper first relates some basic facts about

computer systems in general, and then discusses the various aspects of user friendliness in thle
context of educational programming. It then describes and evaluates both the traditional and
OMEGA approaches to user friendly authoring..

%Users of educationally oriented computer COMPUTER ESSENTIALS
systems have a limited number of authoring lan-

%guage options available to them. Most systems are A computer is basically a piece of ma-
*equipped with two types of authoring languages. chinery that uses electronic means to manipulate

The first type offers the author a great deal of data. The machinery -- called "hardware" in
flexibility in instructional design, but requires computer jargon -- consists of a processor and
a very sophisticated knowledge of computer pro- various support items known as "peripherals."
gramming to be used effectively. The type, which These peripherals allow the processor to communi-
is advertised by manufacturers as "user friendly," cate and interface with the outside world. Some
requires little or no computer background, but peripherals (e.g., keyboards and card readers) are
limits the author to a relatively rigid instruc- called "input" devices; they allow the user to
tional presentation format, give information to the processor. Other per-

ipherals (e.g., printers and terminals) are known
Today's instructional environment requires a as "output" devices; they allow the processor to

language option that is more adaptable than either display information for the user. Mass memory is
of the two discussed above. An author's computer one of the most important peripherals in a com-
background can range from nonexistent to exten- puter system. It stores data that is not cur-
sive, and instructional applications vary from rently being used by the processor, but which will
simple to extremely complex, be required at some future time. This memory is

both an input and an output device, since the
This paper describes the OMEGA authoring processor "reads" from it or "writes" to it.

system developed by the Training Systems Depart-
ment of the Grumman Aerospace Corporation. OMEGA Computer hardware is controlled by programs,
was designed to bridge the gap between the lan- or "software." These programs are nothing more
guage option types discussed above. It combines than structured sets of instructions that can be

*adaptability to any level of computing ability understood and executed by the computer's pro-
with the flexibility and power required for cessor. Programs control the sequence and nature
sophisticated instructional applications, of the processor's interactions with its per-

ipherals and the way it manipulates and formats
The paper first discusses a few basics of data.

computers to define terms used in the discussion
that follows. That discussion begins with a Programs can be written in various computer
description of the various aspects of user friend- "languages," which, like human languages, consist
liness. It then describes and evaluates the of a vocabulary and syntax. The "vocabulary" of a
approaches that have traditionally been taken computer language is the set of instructions (also
toward making educationally oriented computer called commands) it contains. Its "syntax" is the
approach tosesso authing winlly bedecied andG stofruls muotverstructued Mayny dhiffere
systemsh uolser frie rndly winllye thsried OMnG s tofrulest goeningcthed way any whicheret
evaluated. languages have been developed for computers over

4
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the years, and several language options are the computer treats it the same as anY other data
*usually available for any given computer. base. Ultimately, programs must lie written in

* some computer language, and tile instructions, in
*The most fundamental language for a computer that program must be translated into the machine

is its "machine language." Each instruction in language of tile computer being used.
machine language is a series of binary states,
commonly represented by I's and O's. Machine ASPECTS OF USER< FRIENDLINESS
language is considered fundamental because all

*programs, no matter what language they are written A system that is user friendly is one that is
*in, eventually become machine language. It is the easy to learn and use. There are two approaches

only language a computer "understands," and is to making a computer authoring system user friend-
unique to a particular processor. ly. One deals with the language to be used, while

the other deals with the means of producing source
Programs can be written directly in machine code in that language, or editing.

language, but it is very difficult to do so. To
make the programming task easier, a second type of Language

language, known as "assembly," was developed.
There is a one to one correspondence between It is obvious that a language with compli-
assembly language instructions and machine lan- cated syntax is less user friendly than one with a
guage instructions; but the instructions in simple and straightforward syntax. In addition,
assembly language are easily recognizable mne- an instruction set consisting of mnemonics that

*monics, and are therefore much easier to work with are natural and meaningful to the author will be
than machine language instructions. Programs easier to use than one whose instruction set is
written in assembly language ("source code") are unnatural.
mechanically converted into machine language

%programs ("object code") by a utility program These are the aspects of language that are
known as an "assembler." Like machine languages, most often thought of relative to usor friend-

*assembly languages are unique to a given pro- liness, but there are others as well. These

cessor. include the following:

Although programming in assembly language is Capability: It doesn't matter how simple a
much easier than programming in machine language, language is if it doesn't provide the author with
it is still a tedious and time-consuming task, the tools necessary to do what is required. An
For this reason, various "high order" languages instruction set must be complete enough to provide
(HOLs) have been developed. Source code written flexibility.
in these languages is translated into object code
using utility programs known as compilers or Adapto

5
V-.iity: Closely tied to capability,

interpreters. HOLs differ from assembly language adaptability implies that a language can be used
in that a single command normally corresponds to a for diverse applications. For example, a language
structured group of machine language instructions, developed only for interactive videodi- c applica-

tions could not be used by an author in applica-
High order languages usually have been tions requiring interaction with a simulator.

developed with specific applications in mind,
e.g., arithmetic computation, large data base Tolerance for Faults/Diagnostics: Anyone who
management, string manipulation, or instructional has done any programming knows that programs

*delivery. Their specific design orientations make rarely run correctly the first time. A useful
it relatively easy for programmers to write feature of any language is toleration for such
programs for their intended applications, but faults as typographical errors. Where errors
programming for applications outside of those for exceed the limits of reason, diagnostics indi-
which the language was designed can be very caring what sort of error has been made (and
difficult or inefficient, where) are a great help in identifying what needs

to be changed to make the program run correctly.

Source code for a program written in either
assembly language or an HOL is usually composed at Editing
a computer terminal using some sort of editing

*program. The code thus produced is put into a As was the case with language considerations,
logical entity, known as a "file," in computer simplicity is the most obvious characteristic that
memory. This file is used as input to the assem- will make an editor user friendly. The simpler
bler, compiler, or interpreter, as appropriate, to the editor is in function, the easier it will be
produce object code. This object code is put into to learn and use it. However, there are some
another file. When executed by the computer, the additional, and perhaps less obvious, features
object code causes the Computer to do the things that can be useful:

desied y th prgramer.Internal Helps: Closely associated with
A note of clarification is perhaps in order simplicity, internal helps provide the user with

here. The user friendly language options provided assistance when he doesn't know what to do next.
for educational computing systems sometimes make

%it appear that lesson authoring is something other Speed: How fast can source code be entered
than programming. Despite appearances, however, on a sustained basis?

it is important to remember that the author is
actually writing a computer program. It doesn't Documentation: To what degree can Comments

matter what the author's instruction set looks be added to the source code to provide Information

the data that is entered becomes machine language, feature when the author must go back into tile
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'0program to correct errors or change it for some Adaptability
* reason.

This approach makes it very diflicult to
adapt to new applications tor the same reasons

JUDGMENT CRITERIA listed for increasing capability. The problems
are of the same nature, but are more extensive.

* From the foregoing discussion, it is obvious
*that there are at least seven factors that can be Tolerance for Faults/Diagnostics

used to judge the user friendliness of a given
system: This approach scores very high for this
* criterion for one potential error situation, since

0 Simplicity the system does not allow the author to enter an
o Capability unrecognizable command. Problems can result,
o Adaptability however, if an entry is made that is syntactically

*.o Tolerance for faults/diagnostics correct, but logically incorrect. The recognition
o Internal helps when editing and solution of this type of error will be ex-Elo Editing speed tremely difficult and time consuming
o Documentation.

Internal Helps
These criteria provide the basis for the discus-
sion that follows. This is the strongest suit of the traditional

system. Using an editor of this type provides
excellent internal helps for the author. The next

HISTORICAL SYSTEM DESIGN required entry is always displayed on the, screen.

The most common system design for a user Speed
friendly authoring language actually obscures the
language being used. The author deals exclusively As noted earlier, the new author can begin to
with an editor that provides menus and templates create very rapidly, and the time it takes will
to extract the required program information. As probably be faster than would be possible with
the author responds, the editor composes and other systems at first. However, as proficiency
formats the requisite commands, and inserts them is gained, the prompts become a hindrance.
at the required places in the program, In this Templates require that each prompt be addressed,
way, the authoring language is totally transparent whether the feature it represents is required or
to the author. This approach can be evaluated as not. This creates the first bottleneck. A second
follows: problem is that it takes a finite amount of time

to perceive the prompt and respond to it.
Simplicity

Documentation
A template system is very simple to learn.

Typically, a new author can be on the system and The ability to document the source code
working within a few hours. Authoring vocabulary varies from one system to another. Generally
and syntax are not problems, since the author is speaking, however, this approach does not provide
isolated from the actual language base, for the extensive internal documentation required

for a sophisticated program. This lack of
As simple as this approach seems, however, documentation severely curtails the usefulness of

there are problems with it. While it is true that the training system. Programs need to be changed
the new author can begin to work quickly, total from time to time, and changes are not always made
proficiency comes much more slowly. A flexible by the same person who originally wrote the
language, with extensive capabilities, requires a program. A new author may not be able to perceive

*great many menus and templates, and the sheer the original author's logic if it is not: well
numbers may be overwhelming at first, documented, and may be forced to recreate a lesson

from scratch as a result.
As proficiency is gaineo, a new problem

develops. With experience, the author outgrows THE OMEGA DESIGN
the need for many of the prompts the system gives.
The speed with which the author can create reaches The OMEGA authoring system has been designed
a terminal point, and frustration with the system to incorporate as many of the strengths of the
sets in, traditional system as possible, while overcoming

its weaknesses. It consists of three elements:
*Capability the OMEGA language itself, an editor used to

create OMEGA source code files, and a set of pro-
As discussed above, the capabilities of this cedures developed for using the editor effec-

type of system may be quite extensive. The nature tively.
Of the approach, however, limits the ability to
extend those capabilities. Each new feature The OMEGA system is designed to supportFrequires not only that new commands and program- diverse instructional applications, including
ming routines be prepared, but also that new code operation and maintenance of complex equipment.
be written for the editor that allows authors to Unlike other authoring systems, OMEGA can control
use the feature, This is a time consuming and students as they acquire both cognitive skills
expensive proposition, since the updated editor using two dimensional (21)) media and psychomotor
must be thoroughly tested to ensure that the new skills using three dimensional (3D)) media. A
features do not interfere with previously existing typical hardware for these training applications
features, could consist of:i% 1



o A microprocessor for system control display video images and/or audio messagcs I Tom
o Mass memory in the form of either floppy the videodisc, or they present computer generate-d

or hard disks graphics that can be overlaid on vidt,t) graphic-.
o Mass video memory In the form ut laser As is the case with all computer based instruc-

videodiscs t ional systems, each instructional message is
o A color television monitor to display determined during lesson design. The uMEGA

stored video and/or digital materials instructional delivery commands simply sequence
o A touch sensitive bezel, mounted on the the messages properly.

front of the monitor, to allow student
inputs Student Interaction: Student interaction

o A voice recognition unit to allow for commands allow the student to communicate with the
student inputs when both hands are system. This communication can take the tarm of
occupied with performing a manual task "go ahead" indications, responses to direct

o A three dimensional (3D) simulator to questions, or 3D manipulations, as discussed
allow the student to manipulate equipment above. Student responses are judged as either
as required by the training task. correct, anticipated incorrect, or unanticipated.

The system reacts differently to each category of
Lesson design and authoring for 3D applica- response. For both correct and anticipated

tions can be extremely complex. Experience has incorrect responses, it proceeds to an place in
shown that it is sometimes necessary to anticipate the program that has been specified in the
15 to 20 responses at one time while teaching the command. At that place, the system either advan-
troubleshooting of a complex piece of electronic ces the student on through the lesson or provides
equipment. Sometimes, half of these are antici- remediation specific to the action taken.
pated incorrect responses that require remedia-
tion. The other half in that situation are Unanticipated actions are incorrect hv
logically correct responses. Each correct definition. Since they have not been anticipated,
response requires a separate branch path in the it is not possible to provide specific remediation
lesson that would accomodate the actions that for them. In such situations, the OMECA software
follow, provides a system generated message that tells the

student what control was moved, what position it
The system can also be used for more tradi- was moved to, and what position it was moved from.

tional applications. There are times when the This allows the student to correct the error
system is used to present standard interactive before attempting to continue through the lesson.
videodisc instruction, even when dealing with very

% sophisticated equipment. This instruction can Lesson Variables: The author can define and
consist of a basic series of instructional frames, manipulate variables using OMEGA commands. These
or "pages," to be presented to the student. They variables can be used for a number of purposes.
are "turned" when the student indicates that he is They can be used to keep track of student errors,
ready for the next page, usually either by including number and type. They can count the
touching a designated spot on the screen or by number of times a student exercises a procedure;
giving a verbal command using the voice this could be used in a situation where there are
recognition unit. A student's understanding is three different versions of the same help message.
tested from time to time by presenting questions By keeping track of how many times the student has
on the screen. Incorrect responses are remedi- asked for help, the lesson can provide a different
ated, while correct responses take the student message each time. The variables can also be used
along the main path of the lesson. as the basis for branching within a program.

Simulator Communication: When dealing with a
The Language 3D simulator, it is frequently necessary for the

lesson programs to communicate with the simulator
The OMEGA language consists of approximately programs. Much of this communication is done

50 commands, but only a dozen or so are required automatically using the student interaction com-
for most lesson authoring. These commands are mands discussed above. There are times, however,
divided into six categories, according to func- when additional communication is required, either
tion: to manipulate variables in the simulator's pro-

grams or to determine the value of those vari-
o Lesson exeaution ables. The simulator communication commands allow
o Instruction for this additional interaction between the lesson
o Student interaction and the simulator.
o Lesson variables
o Simulator communication Instructor Communication: The OMEGA system
o Instructor communication, allows an instructor to monitor what the student

is doing on a separate cathode ray tube (CRT).
Lesson Execution: The lesson execution Alerts and/or informative messages can be incor-

commands serve two functions: they divide lessons porated into the OMEGA lessons to ensure that the
into logical units called EVENTs, and they provide instructor always knows what is happening.
branching within a lesson that is not student-
initiated. These commands are totally transparent All of the OMEGA commands are straightfor-
to the student at lesson run time, but it is ward, regardless of the category they are in.
primarily these commands that give flexibility and Each command consists of a meaningful mnemonic
power to the language. followed by parameters. Most of the commands have

three parameters or less, and the most commonly
Instruction: The commands that present used typically have only one. The most common

instruction to the student at run time either
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values of the parameters are set as defaults to TleoreticallN, any number oi templates can he
simplify their entry at edit time, st ored in the the system's mass, memory. hut we

usually limit the number stored at any one time
The syntax for organizing a lesson program is tor the sake ot simplicity. li the author sees

also quite simple. A lesson is organized as a that the same command ,tructure will be required
series of EVENTs, which are logical groupings of frequently, hie can create a new template that can
OMEGA commands. The group of commands in an EVENT be saved, used, modified, and deleted without ever
specify what can happen at one particular time in leaving the lesson file being edited.
alesson. Generally speaking, the elements of an

EETinclude what the student will see and/ or Extended Template: As the name implies, an
hear, as well as acceptable student responses, extended- template is a special case oi the tem-

*Other information. such s instructor prompts, plate. Extended templates include more than one
historical remarks, or documentation notations, EVENT, and can include several hundred. They
can also be specified as required, usually involve rather sophisticated logic, and so

are normally prepared and saved by authors with
The Editor extensive programming capabilities, Thee tem-

plates are used for instructional formats whose
The OMEGA system uses a sophisticated off- logic always remains constant, but whose details

the-shelf word processing text editor, because of may change, e.g., interactive games used for drill
its power and its simplicity. It provides exten- and practice. Completing an extended template
sive edit time help in the form of menus, and the requires only a small amount of editing relative
author can easily set (and reset) the amount of to the amount of lesson code generated.
help desired while editing. The following
capabilities are provided: Module: A module is distinguished from an

extended template in that it is a totally intact
o Inserting text (characters, complete unit. It requires no0 modification by the author.

files) Neither the logic nor the details change in a
o Deleting text (characters, words, lines, module. It is always used for the same purpose,

groups of lines) and it always presents the same instruction.
o Moving text (from single character to Modules are normally used for hands on, interac-

large blocks of text) tive instruction, where the same set of actions is
o Global corrections performed a number of times in different lessons.
o Saving text (blocks, complete files). This feature represents a tremendous savings of

time and labor, since the code for any module can
The Procedures be included in any lesson once it has been

produced.
Each OMEGA lesson is constructed by patting a

series of commands into a computer file using the EVALUATING OMEGA
editor, Four different methods can be used to
enter this code, depending on the instructional Simplicity
requirements and the programming capabilities of
the author: OMEGA is a rather simple system, since both

the language and the editor are easy to learn and
Command: The author can enter individual use. Though new authors totally unfamiliar with

commands simply by using the computer keyboard as programming cannot begin productive work as fast
a typewriter. This option provides maximum as they could on a traditional 'user friendly"
flexibility, as the author can group and sequence system , they are able to do so within a period of
commands in any way desired, about two weeks. Total proficiency can be gained

as quickly as with the traditional approach.
Template: Here the OMEGA system begins to

resemble the more traditional systems, but this Capability
resemblance is only superficial. Since certain
groupings of commands tend to occur more often OMEGA has a broad range of capabilities.
than others in any programming language, they can Source code can be infinitely tailored to the
be grouped together to form a template, Specific requirements of any particular instructional
details may vary from one specific grouping to circumstance.
another of the same type, but the command struc-
ture itself changes very little. For convenience Adaptability
in editing, common OMEGA command groupings have
been put into individual files. Any of these The OMEGA system was designed from the
files can be inserted into any source code file as beginning for the most sophisticated applications.
an intact unit simply by using the "READ" option These include not only traditional computer
available in the editor, assisted instruction and interactive videodisc,

but also interaction with a three dimensional
The standard groupings can be considered as simulator, For this reason, the system can be

templates because they provide a predetermined used to teach any cognitive or hands on objective.
structure to an individual EVENT. However, they
are flexible templates since they can be tailored Tolerance for Faults/'Diagnostics
to individual situations by adding or deleting
commands as necessary. The commands provided in As is the case for any system, errors in
the templates already have their most frequently command syntax (such as entering an alphanumeric
used parameters filled in; parameters that change character where a number is required) will cause

Sfrequently are left blank to be completed at edit problems with OMEGA. These errors are trapped
time. when source code is compiled, however, and a
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complete set of diagnostics helps the author SUMMARY
-' identify and locate errors quickly. The extensive

capabilities for internal lesson documentation The OMEGA approach to authoring le.ssons for
also make lesson maintenance a relatively simple computer based instructional systems is a igni-
matter. ficant improvement over traditional approaches.

S.It is a simple system to learn and use, yet it has

Internal Helps: all the capabilities required for the most sophis-
ticated applications. It can be used for a wide

The editor provides selectable levels of help range of applications, including the teaching of
to the author at edit time. A new author can have both cognitive and hands on tasks. Editing
help displayed constantly, and can gradually proceeds quickly and efficiently, and various
reduce the amount available as experience is levels of help are available to any author at any
gained, time. The system provides for extensive internal

lesson documentation, and extensive diagnostics
Editing Speed are available to help the author identify, locate,

and correct errors in lesson source code.
This is a major advantage of OMEGA. The use

of adaptable templates, extended templates, and ABOUT THE AUTHORS
modules allows the author to enter large amounts

of source code very quickly and efficiently. Mr. Charles R. Myers, Jr. , is an I- truc-
'- Experience with the system has shown that editing tional Systems Engineer at Grumma!, Aer.space

is considerably faster than with comparable menu- Corporation. He is currently the Principle Eval-
based systems. The most outstanding feature of uator of the Instructional and User Qualities of
this approach is that there is no loss of flex- Grumman Common Core CAI Software. He holds a B.S.
ibility in using the templates since they are degree from the United States Military Academy,
invoked and modified only as required. and he has an M.S. degree and is a PhD candidate

in Instructional Systems Technology at Indiana
Documentat ion University.

OMEGA source code can be thoroughly docu- Mr. Roger Schaefer is a systems project
mented by inserting comments at any point deemed leader for the Grumman Aerospace Corporation. He
necessary by the author. Internal policy toward is responsible for design and development of
documentation is that virtually every command is microprocessor based training systems. He holds a
commented, and that additional comments are B.S. degree from Hofstra University and a patent
inserted as required. for a microprocessor based interactive training
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EFFECTIVENESS OF MULTI-YEAR AND ADVANCE PROCUREMENT CONTRACTS

F. S. Belyea
(0 Link Flight Simulation Division, The Singer Company

6. Binghamton, NY

0 ABSTRACT

Experience gained from the use of these types of contracts under the new regulations has
- proven that, within some restrictions, they have been beneficial to industry as well as cost

effective for the Government. In a typical example, over 30% cost benefit over an annual
S procurement has been realized in acquisition and early delivery of training devices. The

experience demonstrates the utility and adaptability of these regulations that can be at-
S tained through aggressive and innovative use. Additional changes and use of the regulations

and uniform policies implementing the regulations would provide more frequent use of these
procurement type s.

INTRODUCTION and lowering cost. As a minimum, these changes
provide the acquisition manager with a greater

Multi-year and advance procurement contracts variety of contracting and funding modes to
have been available to acquisition and financial reach a procurement objective.
managers for a long time. They have been infre-

* *,quently used because of a reluctance by industry Although many articles, conferences, and sem-
to accept the risks these contracts imposed. The mnars have addressed the multi-year and advance
major obstacles have been: procurement contracts on major programs, few have

addressed smaller programs (those not identified
1) The restriction on recovery of the non- by a separate budget line item). This paper pro-

recurring costs in the case of cancel- vides an example of the effectiveness achieved
lation ofthe out-year qatietoa by the use of these types of contracts on smaller
limit of qatiie tolioa programs, specifically as applied to a simulator

of S5O milionprocurement.
2) The equal pricing of the unit costs did I will not identify the program or the

tota pendt edaon-berecrri cost util actual dollar figures in this paper; however,
thefal eadelivn-ecri, otuni the example provided is representative of one

the ina yea deiveres.small program. It illustrates the teamwork
3) Te retritiontha thecanellaion required of Government and industry and demon-

ceiling include only non-recurring cost. strates an aggressive pursuit of innovation in
the use of contracting modes to provide end

In addition to creating financial risk, these items in a timely fashion within budget con-
features failed to provide incentives for im- straints.

* ~~provements in capital investments which increase SAEETO RBE
productivity and establish future economical SAEETO RBE
production bases.

A procurement problem was created because
Within the past few years the Department of the price in the program years exceeded the con-

Defense has revised the procurement directives straints of the fiscal year's budgets for an
in an attempt to relieve these restrictions, annual contract. Table 1 depicts the problem
Through the Acquisition Improvement Program, the after months of teamiwork and risk consideration.
acquisition and financial managers have been en- It can be seen that the total price still did
couraged to implement the initiatives and pro- not fall within the total budget. In addition,

*vide industry with the incentives to invest in the first and second years were major problems.
capial mprvemntsand o asum moe rsksCoincidentally, the shortfall was approximately

than previously dictated by good business sense,. h muto h trtu n o-eurn
costs.

The Defense Department Authorization Act of ANNUAL CONTRACTING
1982 went a long way in liberalizing the use of
advance procurement. It authorized multi-year $ x IM
contracts for use in advance procurement and
extended the scope of advance procurement to F.Y. 1 2 3 TOTAL
include not only material and parts, but also
components and economic order quantities of Item Qty 1 2 2 5
subassemblies and assemblies for out-year end Price 24 26 28 78
requirements. With these changes, the advance Budget (Est.) 16 26 28 77
procurement can, to some degree, replace or sup- Problem/ShortFall (8) 0 0 (8)
plement the use of multi-year contracts, thus
providing a means for increasing productivity Table I
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SUMMARY OF APPROACH The cost avoidance shown in Table 2 is a
pure subtraction of MYP price from the annual

An analysis was conducted to determine price. This figure does not represent the total
whether this program fit within the multi-year potential cost avoidance benefits realized by
and advance procurement contract guidelines, the Government. The use of the MYP, and in par-
Subcontractors and vendors were contacted and ticular the advance procurement, permits the
informed of our plan of action, and their co- simulators to be fielded much sooner than pos-
operation was solicited in reducing costs to fit sible utilizing the annual contracting approach.
within the budget profile. The results were This early fielding results in cost avoidances
encouraging and, with the assumption of some attributable to the significantly lower costs of
risk, provided the comparative suimmary shown in aviator training utilizing simulators as corn-
Table 2. pared to an "aircraft only" approach. The

amount of these cost avoidances is substantially
dependent upon how much the delivery schedule

Multi-Year can be improved. In this case history, the
Annual And Advance overall schedule improvement provided 72 months

Contact Proureent of earlier simulator delivery with respect to
annual procurement for all 5 devices (see Figure

Units 5 5)
Price $78M4 $70M
Cancellation Ceiling $ 12M
SCost Avoidance $ $8M FY 1 2 3~ 4 1 6 1
Over Annual

% Cost Avoidance 10l% UNITS

Over Annual 1---------------

RISK RELATED FACTORS RISK 2- - - -

Requirement Stabilitylo
Funding Stability Low3
Configuration Stabil- Low
i ty

*Cost Avoidance Low 4 -

Table 2 5- -- -

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS ____-_-_-_-_-_-_-_

ANNUAL

* 4The price reduction was for the most part DELIVERY V
accomplished through the use of economic order
quantities. Although this did not get us to our Figure 1 SCHEDULE ADVANTAGE OF MULTI-YEAR

*goal, the use of EPA clauses, negotiations, andPRCEMN
the stability of the program as evidenced by thePRCEEN
risk factors convinced all parties that addi-
tional cost risks could be accepted. The
resulting program profile, illustrated in
Table 3, closely matched the budget profile. The average cost of aircraft operation in

1982 dollars for the example simulator above is
MULTI-YEAR AND ADVANCE PROCUREMENT $2,300/hr. This figure compares to an average

simulator operating cost of $290/hr. Simulator
$ x 114 operation may be conservatively estimated at

A 2,000 hours per year.

F.Y. 2 3 OTALOn the basis of these figures, an additional
Item Qty 1 2 2 5 cost avoidance of approximately $24.0 million
Price 14 28 28 70 was achieved. This cost avoidance amount is
Budget 16 26 28 70 30.7% of the annual contract program price!
Problem/Short Fall 2 (2) 0 0 Results of this magnitude merit serious con-

sideration and are well worth the earlier starts
Table 3 provided by the mixture of contracting modes.
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-OCUSO -n general, only procurement costs are looked

at to judge MYP savings, but as shown above,
To the contractor and subcontractors! earlier availability, at least in the case of

vendors, this method of contracting provided a simulation equipment, has a dramatic impact on
more competitive procurement, enabled consider- these savings and should be considered.
ation for additional capital equipment, smoothing
of the workload, and better application of learn- President Reagan coimmissioned a Private
ing. The result of the use of these contracting Sector Survey on Cost Control on June 30, 1982
modes was a program that fit within the budget (The Grace Commisson). Thirty-six task forces
profile and produced a significant cost were appointed by the Commission, one of which
avoidance. covered Procurement/Contracts/Inventory Manage-

ment. In its report dated June 13, 1983, this
This program illustrates the possible bene- task force made 57 recommendations, five of

*fits that can be attained by innovative use of which specifically dealt with Multi-Year Con-
contracting modes. The teamwork involved in tracting (Recommendations PROC 4-1 through 4-5).
solving a funding problem heightens the aware- It is the contention of this task force that the
ness of all parties with regard to the amount of use of multi-year contractings would save almost
work and the acceptable risks associated with 3.5 billion dollars in just a three-year period
providing military end items at a more afford- and this is only based on estimates of initial
able cost. More can probably be done in the use procurement expense.
of the DAR 1-322 changes, such as including some
recurring costs in the cancellation ceiling. The challenge is there and it is up to all
There are advantages to the Government and of us to accept the challenge and improve on cost
industry in the use of these types of contract- and productivity and to continue to pursue mutu-
ing modes. As has been touched on, while MYP ally acceptable techniques for providing needed
has come a long way, there are still problems items at an affordable cost.
and constraints on its use which preclude both
Government and industry from receiving full ABOUT THE AUTHOR
benefits. Under current rules, MYP cannot be
used for commercial items. The budgeting, Mr. Belyea is currently Director of Heli-
appropriation, and funding process is complex copter Simulation Programs at Link Flight Simu-
and unwieldy. The need to provide up-front lation Division of The Singer Company. He is a
funding of recurring cost items purchased for graduate of the Electronics Institute of Detroit,

- Vfuture year requirements pits a MYP against Michigan, and has nearly 30 years of experience
other urgent and needed defense procurements. in the simulator industry. Since joining Link
The practice of requiring two full cost pro- in 1954, he has held positions of increasing
posals, for comparison purposes, one for a MYP responsibility in Field Service, Design Engineer-
and one for an annual buy, adds significantly to ing, Test Engineering, and Program Management.
contractor expenses, is completely at odds with Mr. Belyea is exceptionally well qualified to
indirect cost cutting efforts and is unnecessary write on the subject of multi-year and advance
once a program is judged to fit an MYP profile. procurement practices, having been involved in

% * them in the past and present.
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-. . "Concuu t_,ne.'" is the wi I I., g us-'i to ... ;.tiL. th> situation whn a simulatoi or ot( .
ai .crt, W ttai ing tiL'V ; Cli, t-jUiLi'd 11i. 1 iVt ! a t tb. f , ti:t, a:, th< 1no.w aiicl.t it %,Ill

'. support. It traditional Oacxjsitlton jpdiptocht'-; at, aljiliI to iX)lji'ulrent aiictaft an si ,u-
lation pjtraisiS, it Is ji actICAlly Imijssibl., in amyiv Cases, to deliver . flully caabl,
aircLew training devic( al'iKr. ntat , Initial 1t rational Cupaiility (i(k) of tfI aii-

Suratt. This is vspecially tiu,_ When dealin, with aircrw trainers for A crripitx tactical
*'--"-' Or strattgic weapojn system. Using 01- B-i1 Simulator System program as an xamTp.le, tis5

pap.r discusses the risks and i:zanagement challng(s involved with concurt.ncy ant an in-
novative acquisition strategy esigned to onsur< the availability ot aiicrew trainiing
ccvices at or btefore the aiucraft IU. Included in this strategy are: 1) f nw approach
to preparation of the re..quest for proposals dtcumentation, 2) a competitive, pi(irimfn~ly
design effort, 3) miethods for dealing with the acquisition of simulator dsign data,
4) the concept of providing the user a limited (interim) training capability early in the
program, 5) management of a configuration baseline which evolves along with the simulator
design, and 6) retrofit/update of all delivered devices to the final aircraft configuration.

lIJT~iftK]OTIL*N

The simulator acquisition process is changing. acxqusition strategy.
The changes have came about for several different
reason-. One reason is the fact that simulators hACKROUND
have steadily grown in c mplexity along with the
technology that supports them. Another reason is The design, performance and test cL itel ia Ior

" that simulator users have demanded a higher level simulators is based on aircraft data (test iox)rts,
of simulator performance in order to support drawings, technical orders, technical rexrots,
training programs with fewer actual aircraft etc.). This data defines the design, p.rformance-,
flight hours. However, the biggest changes in and operating characteristics of the aircraft an,
simulator acquisition strategies have come about aircraft systems. The degree to which the si:Iu-
because of aircraft/simulator concurrency. "Con- later will be representative of the aircra!t
currency" is the term being used to describe the depends upon how well the data package describes
situation when simulators or other aircrew train- the aircraft. The data's description of the air-
ing devices are required for delivery at the same craft depends upon the point in the aircraft
time as the new aircraft it will support. development program that the data is baslinei and

how much the data base is upxlated to rel,r,.snt th
Concurrency has brought with it new challenges aircraft's production baseline.

V.- for the simulator procurer. No longer can one
wait until flight test or even the initial air- The aircraft design is dynamic during the
craft production run is complete before committing development process. There are, typically, three
to a simulator acquisition program. The complex- points in the aircraft program where the design
ity ot most of the full mission simulators being becomes baselined]. These points are: the Full
acquired by the Air Force today has resulted in Scale Developnent (PSD) Critical Desion Review
simulator development programs which are not much (CDR), the start of flight test, and the pcroduc-
shorter than the aircraft development programs tion configuration baseline. In most current
themselves. Therefore simulator development pro- simulator programs, the data baseline occurs be-
grams, in order to produce and deliver trainers at tween the start of flight test and production
or before the aircraft IOC, must be started very (Figure 1). The aircraft definition of the simu-
early in the aircraft development process. Start- later is usually the start of flight test with
ing a simulator program this early, relative to some updating to the production configjuration. As
the aircraft program, carries with it some amount a result, the Engineering Change Order (fXX0)
of risk. Most, if not all, of the risk is related budget for simulator programs is normally struc-
to the immaturity of design data and the un- tured to update the simulators to the eventual
certainty regarding the evolving aircraft config- production configuration.
uration. In order to control these risks, new
acquisition strategies are required. The B-1B This typical simulator development approach in

.. Simulator System program is one example of a con- which the data baseline depxnds upon the flight
current simulator development program. This test data baseline of the aircraft (with some
program is applying several new concepts to the updating to the pr(xuction baseline) minimizes
Air Force simulator acquisition process; a new cost risk associated with the simulator updates,
approach to constructing the Request for Proposals Lut delays simulator availability until late in
(RFP), a competitive preliminary design effort, an the aircraft program (usually well after initial
integral retrofit (update process) and providing aircraft availability and the aircraft Initial
the user a limited early training capability are (perational Capability (IOC)). The more optimal

A.-P. the key elements of the B-B Simulator System or mature the data package, in terms of
P b
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PRESENT SIMULATOR PROGRAMS
(AIRCRAFT VS SIMULATOR)

AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

FSD CA

PDR CDR TEST & EVALUATION PRODUCTION

DESIGN CHANGES

SIMULATOR PROGRAM

CA POR CDR TEST PRODUCTION

~i 'ICb'RL i

cuimleteness and currency, the later it becomes f. Conducting detailed cost, sch(_dule and
available and the later the simulator will be technical planning for Phase 11.
delivered in relationship to the aircraft. The
B-1 simulator prcjram has been structured to gain Phase 11 of the program will include comple-
concurrency with the aircraft program (to the tion of FSD and production of the simulators.
degree possible) but with acceptable risk associ- During Phase 11, five Wea[xn System Trainers (WST),
ated with the changing aircraft baseline and two Mission Trainers (WT) and a Software Suppxort
concurrent aircraft and simulator developments. Center (SSC) will be developed, fabricated and
The B-lB simulator program will have the design delivered to the Strategic Air Camnand.
data freeze dates tentatively established based
upon the aircraft software Physical Configuration The Request for Proposals
Audit (PCA) baseline (for Prototype and Lot 1
production simulators) and copletion of flight Given concurrency and the initiation of the

* test (for Lot 2 production simulators) (Figure 2). B-lB Simulator System program nearly a full year
These baseline or freeze dates seem most appropri- after the B-IB aircraft go-ahead, it was necessary
ate when viewed from the perspective of the to find a way to condense the front end of the
simulator program not being initiated until almost acquisition process referred to as the RFP genera-
a full year after the aircraft contract go-ahead tion phase.
and the fact that the B-lB aircraft program itself
has concurrent development and production activ- The Requests for Proposals (RFPs) for Air
ities. Force simulator acquisitions are typically cam-

prised of a Statement of Work (SOW), a Contract
B-lB SIMULATOR SYSTAM Data Requirements List (CDRL), the moxel contract

and one or more Prime Item Development Specifica-
Program Overview tions (PIDS).

The B-lB simulator acquisition strategy is Specifications. The PIDS typically define
based upon a two-phase program intended to provide the detailed performance of the simulatot or major
a training capability as close to the aircraft IOC simulator subsystem being acquired. When the
as possible. Phase 1 is a competitive effort by simulation device being acquired is to represent
two contractors to complete the system definition an aircraft or aircraft subsystem (e.g., radar)
and the FSD effort through the Preliminary Design which has been in the inventory for scme time or
Review (PDR) milestone. The Phase 1 contractor at least has completed developmental flight test,
activities include: the writing of the PIDS is relatively straight-

forward; actual perfomance of the "to be simu-
a. Writing detailed performance specifica- lated" system is documentcd by both design and

tions. performance specifications and so flight test
data is normally available. In the -oncurrent

b. Writing vendor and subcontractor work aircraft/simulator design situation, actual system
packages. performance data is, at best, speculative when the

simulator RIP needs to be written. For the B-i1', 4  
c. Formulating contractual agreements Simulator System program, the solution was to

covering data, parts, and -ervices with each of write a system level specification which relate,
the B-113 weapon system associate contractors. the major system components to be acquired and

their lasic functional characteristics. The prime
d. Conducting trade studies in design and item develomnrnt spcifications will lxt written Ir.,

logistics (to identify and reduce cost drivers), the cxrnpeting contractors (luring Phase I of the
proiram. The coe ting contractors will develop

e. Completing the simulator system design to separate pi me item specifications fo th b'lIs,
- the PDR level. the NITs, and the Software Support Center These
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B-1 SIMULATOR PROGRAM SCHEDULE
AIRCRAFT/AVIONICS CONTRACTOR INTERFACES
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FIGURE 2

specifications will be written based not only on system is in it.S eat ly' stag,.s of .eho}s<nt, ti
the system specification issued with the Phase 1 user is not abl to proviA o tail t '-xaictl'' now
RE-P, but also on the user's (Strategic Air Corn- the simulator will hc usr a in th tlninnl curic-
mand) stated training concepts and concept of ulum. Based On ex'.x ne'., tm ( 1 canai d.
employment of the trainers within the overall describing the ge.noral t,(:<; u! irvic, . that %ill
B-lB training curriculum. be nee ed to train thc aiteL'.W , .ut .s.1ci1ic

training device chaiactnr1sti.3.flmiot 1i ',1(0Vi

The advantages of having the contractor write until the design of the . o'a )n t'"' an its sui-
the prim, item specifications are three-fold: 1) systems reaches soi. h(:.l of ) aturity. When ti
It normally takes the Air Force engineers six to weapomn system dasign mau suficient1i tu alo
nine months to generate prime item specifications the user to identify the various sj(X cifi LLc I-'.,
for simulators as complex as the B-]B Simulator tasks, the us'r can th n -oN e dajit le initiv'-
System. This presuppbses that the essential air- statements rcjarding how tt( training .vis ill
craft or subsystem performance data is available bc. employed. In th0 B-113 Simulator S t 1iIEi,,
at the time the task is undertaken. Hlence, by the training conc.pt ani traininj task analy1.r
having the contractors generate the detailed data have 1.xc-n piovid-. to tb' contr ,ctoar .,hitl:

...-%, specifications after the contract is underway, alter Phase 1 c)ntLact a j i. At th't tik, .11
several months of front-end lead time can be of the airlraI(- an( mijot cl Itj01 _, .If i
eliminated. In addition, the Air Force's sp'cifi- reviews w, om:) ci I, t, an, t, -.a y Iit'' t
cation writing team is normally rather small. The. crew traininj ta.:. w, I, i .It i i ,l,..
contractor can usually devote more manlxywer to the

B, *~task and, therefore, conplete it in a shorter In th3. twa'- 'ha'' o-jul -;esulat' '

period of time. 2) bata on the various aircraft sition [tOjiaP, th, Pt i:!( It :' ''v, loj,' nt a .*-
subsystems usually beccrres available in a selue~n- t ication. g(n~anit-; h" t'h-3 W, c 5.1./iI lr ini
tial fashion as the aircraft develoiment procee.ds. Phase I will i,.co'.hl :1, nt )! t:., I I ;,
Therefore, the simulator contractor can acquire polsaIs for Phas, 11. Dr in, th, .,I I i;s ,:n
aircraft design specifications and performance review, wh ich e s(ntra] ay oomph , t,. PI, l 1t At IV-
data, write the PIDS and create the preliminary ity, th! simulator J( -ijns Will :X, Vd(at,'i 11.
design for the simulator on a piecewise basis. iiht ot th(' prime it(m s.ci f ,,n.. T!.. :,
The c mplete prime item specif ications, then, can sx-.ciI ications will th.n i" .o'.4 th, -nt I '.cI ,,
bu asLsemb hd as the contract (and the1 prliminary 0::is :A)1 si:-5u.atJo T LtlolILn it! '. I .
design effort) pr(jresses. 3) Vihen a new wea[n
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t t -sitA T' 1 !,S 'JC. A LA ' - S C tt t+'. .1 i;' .tll: t 11'.1 51)1 AcisttP .'. 1:t t i jn I ': ." o:s1 ' ,l

i-,'-lt t.I nE tXL*JI.: 5 . tro~t 5., 4 tat'It AC 0 ,;ott s'.)ttictoi, tho. si_:.uLat'i 5t<fltact '! cu-. 5n. 0,"
LA;, 'at , .Ittt Ii inu t.,, tO 's. C[ i t 4 tt 'otain tI a'nui.:rf Tti SuT- luic .ilL'.' P5.

or t, S~l'w c -'u.D 0n1' t ls ta;Ks; LAo : icc 'v- Ai: Force " 1i<. le ". '. II fl L t - iTI . .I
* )iilt-.d djutrig is'-a< 1. Sins, :oit ol 1_' co~n- ssuall.,' 5=cif to th0' a:Ilt XiI -in L. 1(:C 7'Il-
trIctors ' 1 oot r to tin ix' 1:t, r'a tractoss his ::,t , , LT) - rItIt - t -

dV.;ivit IIIIt d ie ctt ii B ,t ii 'iIi 'it 1has'C T1,

it was n'-c-.:.ir' to Iv'.' thL-, Ph.aso 1 !l' Itots In the concuri_ nt Itsiuf t,,.imulit _0 I :-v
- lt insi -hr into ti t 1nvtsi- iJn: tot Iihas Ant situation of tht B-12, hlavin3 th ,i. dl 5!
II. 1-cr i angly, ann -xX to h P.as, 1 Sit7 coAntractor i

> 
L -siw)nsibl. ot oiblin1n1 t, .i nf

outlines tii'-:iigoi tiass Plirnt- 11 Pi'5(, 11. criterlia is th' only -cti'il a c. . 1: .
* hbile. wiitt+n in SLA languaj awl l orat, this obtaining the basic Jeslgn iata n tIAi/ Sal

4

annex is PItoviio i "for infot::iatton xil'," ad is the-ieto is o)f liiilRAift LiipXrtance. In tik' 5-
nut cntiactuall, binding during Phase 1. In cuTrent Jivelojmrnt scenario, th- si ulotoi 5,,n-

addition to the Phase 11 insights this annex tractor must be capable o oTbtaining or Ii:ina.'
aifoiL dt the ofirors, it also v)ovin( as thl ic- engine.ing data conccrninq :)ttentiil aictalt
curing agency cL train xlKUnt of lel-xiilit', an, I Lag in 'Sring Change ProiJosals (WIP) f1. Ioi, th, it-
additional time to .-tine the detail:i Phs, 11 ciaft tElPs at,- formally su.itto to rh. "it 1'e'ic_.
work requirements. Given tile concurio nt -valua- This will allow the simulator coJntractor to 1, ,i
tion of the weapon systeu to Le simulate r, h. sinulator design change, impasct stuii,,s In iLali1, ]
simulatoI procuring agency is afiorded mte tLi>. with the generation oa th,-. aircraft Lt'. f'nc'-,
to finalize develoxment and [roxucti i dtails. when the airctat EQCI is consi,re1 lor ino)rx-
In tact, it allows the Air Force to factor in- ration into th aircrart, the :xctential issoct of
formation gained during Phase 1 source selection the change on the simulator can ky, thorouhly
and the initial part or. Phase i contractual activ- tevaluated by thu Air Force at the: same tise. I!
ity into the Phase ii Sit. It is txulieved that tb'< change data we-e not ivailable to th simiulatr:
the result will be a much more accurate and del in- contractor until after the ECP was lor-amllY: -

r. itive document. Also, since the contractors are orovtJ, the assos..iatof change to the simulator
. encouraged to refine the governiment's overall '-oull .ost often occur well after th aircraft

program planning schedules during Phase 1, the change.
realism of the Phase 11 SLY can be enhanced by
incorporating the contractor's relevant conxients. Confijuration %Manajement and Update

The Competitive Design Effort The non-concurrent simulator program normally
has a single design criteria freeze dat_ and a

As outlined earlier, Phase 1 of the B-IB Simu- single CDII. All changes to design criteria occur-
lator System program is a competitive design ring after the freeze date, whether representing
effort by two contractors. The competitive Phase more mature data or aircraft lesign changes, result
1 design effort will ensure that the simulators to in "cost" tEPs. In a concurrent simulator develop-
be delivered during Phase 11 will provide an ment p)ro3ram, many changes in design criteria can
optimal mix of performance, fidelity and instruc- be expected throughout the program. Processing a
tional features. Equally as important is the fact cost ftP for every design criteria change twuld
that the cost of the developsment and production of present a configuration nightmare and an unaccept-
the simulators (Phase 11) will be bid on a (on- able cost risk. In the B-11 Simulator System pro-
petitive basis. Hence, the delivered simulators gram, multiple freeze dates and incremental CDts
should provide the best mossible training capa- are planned. An initial fre'eze date and CI)R will
bility at the lowest possible c at. cover the prototype WST and the first p)rrofuction

lot (two V.JS'Ps, an I' ani th, Software Support
Design Data Acquisition Center). A second freeze date and a de-lta CDR will

cover the second preduction lot (2 WSTs and an Ml)
The topic of who is or should be resixxsiile All configuration uxate activity retquired to bring

for obtaining the simulator design data is always the prototype WST and the Lot I devices up to the
sharply debated. The sides are usually clearly production aircrart design baseline will b' part of
drawn. It appe_-ars that the simulator manufac- the initial Phase Ii contract cost. This integral
turers think the Air Force should collect and updiate approach reduces the cost risk associat,'d
iprovide the data to the contractor, yet the Air with attempting to maintain aircraft/simulator
Force many times structures contracts to handle concurrency.
design data or design criteria by having the simu-
lator contractor obtain the- data directly from the An Early Training Capability
airframe and avionica contractots. The reasoning
on b th sides of th( Ic-bate is sonnd; the con- Every attempt was made to structure a IIpN'1
tractor wvult like to avoid the acquisition cost to 'leliver B-I3 simulators at or iefor, th jir-
of the data and the Air Force ; wul] like to "stay craft IOC. Due to a late start of ti-,  ui:iulatot
out of the data busines;". Also, it is generally program ielativ, to the, aircraft boi a ; i .-l as
held that the organization which collects the data limited '-arty availability of -. fensiv. an, i en-
is ultimately r-siuxnsible for its completen, ,ss sive avionics lata, delive-ry of the. f ils-t FiST is
and accuracy. Hence, ono nure_ r.ason to shun the not IxiSsible until apirtiximatly one, "-a aft'i th,
role of data tollector. aircraft hLt. In )Ii ir tol I rovi, an ,at II,

ti. ining capability, a conc,!,t call',i th,: ",'ail:
In reality, the resixxnsibility for obtaining flight station" was divF.wloix i. Since a tarot- Itt-

simulator design crite ria frst lies with the simu- tion of the 1-i aiictaft devc loiuint is in thIi
later develope'.r. The tiev'_-loiox_.r knts fi st-hand avionics at'., th, 1-s I] ita It or tli 3 S'f Avi'in)nic.;
exactly what an)unt and type.; of data at(.. reeuire')t .tations (ofli ensiv. iystOTT5 of io-i an ft ,neiv,
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systems officer positions) is the pacing item in
the WSP design, development and delivery sched-" "ules. However, due to extensive flight testing

of the existing B-IA aircraft, relatively mature
B-lB flight performance (aerodynamics and pro-

.- pulsion) data will be available early in the simu-
lator program and the development and availability
of a simulator flight station (pilot and copilot
positions) is possible at or slightly before the
aircraft IOC. The early flight station is ex-
pected to be essentially the same as the flight
station portion of the WSTs. The early flight
station will be made available for SAC aircrew
training until the prototype WST becomes ready for
training. At that time, the early flight station
will be deactivated and its residual hardware
assets applied to one of the production WSTs.

CONCLUSIONS

Applying traditional acquisition strategies
to the problem of aircraft/simulator concurrency
results in excessive cost and performance risks.
New acquisition strategies such as those being
applied to the B-IB Simulator System program are
required ir order to control risks and assure the
timely delivery of training devices to the user.
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'0. (.0MANAGING A LOW QUANTITY, HIGH TECHNOLOGY TRAINER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Lawrence J. Rytter
AAI Corporation

.. Baltimore, Maryland

0 ABSTRACT

0 To effectively manage a low quantity, high technology trainer development program, the

-0 program management team must consider a variety of trade-offs during the development cycle.
These trade-offs stem from the fact that a limited prDduction trainer is neither a
prototype nor a production line unit. This paper presents the issues and trade-offs which0 should be addressed by the program management team prior to and during the trainer

4%. •development program.

INTRODUCTION the configuration of the device for several
reasons. First and foremost is the fact that it

We in the trainer development community is necessary ti maintain enough configuration
are generally faced with developing a high control in order to know what you have done.
technology trainer that has a small number of Second, it is important to maintain enough
follow-on production units. This situation configuration control in order to keep the

I-. presents an interesting management problem. The prototype device working during its life cycle.
quantity of follow-on units is not large enough
to justify setting up the program and running it For a full scale production program,
like a full scale production job, but the configuration control is even more important
quantity of follow-on units and the requirement because it has a significant impact on the life
to produce production quality end items cycle cost. A good configuration control
prohibits the full use of prototyping program will keep all the production units as
techniques. identical as possible and maintain an accurate

file of all differences. The benefit of this
A successful trainer development program program will be that common spares, training,

must draw upon the processes and management updates, etc. can be used to support all the

... techniques of both production and prototyping. trainers, rather than having a separate life
This paper presents the issues and trade-offs cycle support program for each trainer. Special
which should be addressed by the program attention to the configuration control program
management team prior to and during the trainer must be paid to the first development unit.

development program. The main items addressed During the development phase where the designers
are: are implementing many changes to make their

conceptual design a reality, it is easy for the
I. Configuration Control - Maintaining actual configuration of the developi ?nt unit to

configuration control throughout the development be lost. This has proven to be very costly to
and production cycles. many contractors when they release to build the

follow-on production units and end up making
2. Design - Designing to cost with the another batch of prototype units which must be

balance of non-recurring and recurring costs, made to work.

3. Production - Deciding on what to A special problem that we in the training
build yourself, what to subcontract and when to community have with our limited production,
place procurement orders, design to cost, trainers is the use of commer-

cially supplied equipment, i.e. computers, power
4. Testing - Deciding on the level supplies, etc. It is difficult to maintain

(board, sub-system, system) of testing to be configuration control during a long production
performed and whether engineering or manu- schedule in which only a few trainers are
facturing should perform this testing, produced every year. Commercial equipment

configuration changes at a very rapid rate.
5. Support - Developing a good long term What a contractor can purchase for one

support program within the commercial grade production lot may not be the same for the next
trainer budget and schedule, production lot. This topic and how to deal with

'.ji," A it is a paper all in itself. Let it suffice to
• " CONFIGURATION CONTROL say that we do the best we can.

% ." ~ Configuration control is important Configuration control 'bjectives differ
. regardless of the number of trainer units that depending on whether a contracLor is building a

"', " are to be built. Even when a prototype device prototype, full production or limited production
is being developed, it is important to document trainer. Table I presents a comparison of these

objectives.

4'% .% % % P%
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TABLE 1. CONFIGURATION CONTROL OBJECTIVES

* ,PROTOTYPEOBJECTIVES FULL PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES LIMITED PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES

1. Maintain enough control in 1. Maintain enough control In 1. Same as "full production-
order to know what you order to have all devices objectives with t he
have done, as identical as possible. exception of commercially

2. Maintain enough control in 2. Maintain enough control so computers, etc.) which w,
order to keep the device that one set of documenta- do the best we can.
working with an engineer- tion, spares and training
ing staff, courses will suffice to

~z. support all devices during

DESIGN full production program, it is generally more
advantageous to design new hardware and software

The major objective for the design of a in order to reduce the recurring costs. The key
limited production trainer is designing to cost to a successful limited production trainer
with a balance of non-recurring and recurring program is to identify the components of the
costs. This objective is a compromise between trainer which may satisfy the requirements of a
the design objectives of a prototype device and full production program or a prototype program.
a full production device. Prototype or one of a Once these components are identified, the
kind devices generally make use of what is appropriate design objectives can be applied to
readily available in order to demonstrate a provide an overall lower program cost. Table 2
capability quickly and reduce non-recurring provid'2s a comparison of the design objectives
costs. The tendency is to buy hardware or of a prototype, full production and limited
software rather than develop new software. On a production trainer.

TABLE 2. DESIGN OBJECTIVE

PROTOTYPE OBJECTIVES FULL PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES LIMITED PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES

1. Minimize non-recurring 1. Minimize recurring costs. 1. Balance of non-recurring
costs. and recurring costs.

2. Develop less expensive
2. Use available hardware, hardware. 2. Attempt to use cotmmon

hardware and software
3. Emphasize purchased 3. Emphasize software across many different

hardware/software vs. development vs. purchased types of trainers.
%software development, hardware/software.

%APRODUCTION are required for a production program. A pilot
%. production effort is also required in order to

During the production phase of a limited get the "bugs- out of the manufacturing pro-
production trainer, the program team must decide ceases. Make or buy decisions receive formal
on what to build in-house, what to subcontract, attention and are made at the detail level.
and when to place procurement orders. In Finally, extensive use of material requirements
addition, the level of the documentation to be planning (M4RP) is used to efficiently manage
developed must be determined, inventories and cash flow.

The production of a prototype or a one of A limited production trainer program uses
%a kind device usually involves taking many the techniques from both prototype and full

production short ctqts. The documentation effort production programs. Complete engineering and
is usually limited to engineering drawings and, limited manufacturing drawings are developed.
in some cases, engineering sketches. Manufac- Manufacturing drawings are only developed for
turing drawings are seldom required due to the the relatively large quantity items. (On a
fact that most items are built in the limited production trainer program, one must

- ~ engineering laboratories or model shops. Formal look to the subsystem and detail level in order
make or buy decisions are not common place. The to identify what is applicable to full pro-
contractor will generally build what he can and duction techniques.) Pilot production programs
buy what he cannot build himself. Procured are not conducted at the trainer system or sub-
items are placed on order when they are system level. Make or buy decisions are
identified and some are ordered in anticipation performed for major cost Items only, and
of need. material requirements planning is also only used

on major cost items. A summary of the
A full production program will have production objectives for prototype, full

different objectives than a prototype program. production and limited production programs is
Complete engineering and manufacturing drawings shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3. PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES

PROTOTYPE OBJECTIVES FULL PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES 1. MITTED _PRoDUCTION _OBJECTIVES

*1. Limited engineering I. Complete engineering and 1. Complete engineering and
drawings. manufacturing drawings. limited manufacturing
-. .. drawings.

*2. Build what you can in the 2. Pilot production to get
engineering laboratory or the "bugs" out of the 2. No pilot production

*model shop. process, program.

3. Few formal make or buy 3. Make or buy decisions. 3. Make or buy decisions for
*decisions, major cost items only.

4. Extensive use of material
4. Buy most items when they requirements planning. 4. Use of material require-

are identified and some in ments planning on major
anticipation of need, cost items.

TESTING functionally identical, including follow-on
spares at a later date.

.r. The testing process of a trainer system
can perform a needed functional quality and The testing objectives for a limited
functional configuration checking. In addition, production trainer closely follow the full
testing early in the production process can production program testing objectives. Testing
identify problems at the level where they can be is a means of verifying a conceptual design
efficiently remedied, and/or verifying that the assembly process was

performed correctly and that all the components
On a prototype program, almost all the are functional. During the development phase of

testing is performed by the design engineer or a limited production program in which the first
programmer. The designer will normally start training device is produced, the testing process
his testing at a higher level than on a is more important for verifying a conceptual

**production program because he is more intimate design. Once the first unit is working, the
%with the design and can quickly identify and testing process becomes more of a check on the
.%.solve problems. Formal test specifications are assembly process, including verifying that all
%not required because the designer knows what the the components are functional. If test

performance of the device should be. specifications and manufacturing test tools are
% developed during the development phase, an

Full production testing programs are electrical configuration audit can be performed
entirely different from prototype testing on the final configuration of the development
programs. Formal test specifications and unit prior to starting the follow-on production

*manufacturing test tools are required because units. An electrical configuration audit is the
people other than the original designer are re-testing of the known working system boards

-*going to perform the testing. Testing is also and subsystems on the manufacturing test tools.
performed at the bareboard, board, subsystem and This is done to verify that the test

*system level in order to identify and remedy specifications and test tools are to the latest
problems at a level where people other than the functional configuration prior to being used for
original designer can perform this function, a limited production run (see Figure 1.) A
Finally, the testing at the lower levels can comparison of the testing objectives of
provide an electrical configuration audit to prototype, full production and limited
verify that all components of the device are production programs are presented in Table 4.
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TABLE 4. TESTING OBJECTIVES

PROTOTYPE OBJECTIVES FULL PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES LIMITED PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES

1. No test specifications. I. Test specifications are 1. Test specifications are
required. required for most items.

2. No manufacturing test
tools. 2. Manufacturing test tools 2. Manufacturing test tools

are required, are required for most
3. Design engineer or items.

programmer will test out 3. Manufacturing test
all levels of system. performs testing 3. Manufacturing test

functions, performs the lower levels
4. Most testing will be of testing. Engineering

performed at system level. 4. Testing is performed at performs the system
bareboard, board, sub- testing.
system and system levels. 4.Badndsbyte

5. Board and sub-system testing ran he used as an
testing can be used as an electrical configuration
electrical configuration audit.
audit.

SUPPORT OBJECTIVES maintenance for limited production trainers
usually follcw the requirements tor a full

Developing a good long term support production program with the exception of
program within the commercial grade trainer commercial equipment. Commercial grade
budget and schedule is no simple matter. In documentation and contractor maintenance are
order to meet the budget requirements of a acceptable alternatives to full military
program, extensive use of commercial equipment , documentation and support for trainers because
especially computers which go out of production trainers are usually located with the United
in three to five years, is required. This States and within easy access to most suppurt
requires an agreement with the Original requirements. Table 5 shows a support objective
Equipment Manufacturer (O.E.M.) that they will comparison of prototype, full production and
support their equipment for the life cycle of limited production programs.
the trainer. Documentation, training and

TABLE 5. SUPPORT OBJECTIVES

PROTOTYPE OBJECTIVES FULL PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES LIMITED PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES

1. Minimum documentation. 1. Full military documen- 1. Commercial or full
tation. military documentation.

2. Use developer for
maintenance function. 2. User to perform 2. User or contractor to

maintenance function, perform maintenance
function.

3. Training courses.
3. Training courses.

4. Tull spares put into
military supply system. 4. Depot at developer's

factory and vendor
services for O.E.M.
equipment.
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MARINE CORPS GROUND SIMULATOR TRAINING NEEDS IN THE 1985-1995 TIME FRAME

Paul Patti Major J. Marlin
Falcon Research U.S. Marine Corps
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ABSTRACT

This study was initiated to develop a document to be used for the planning and pro-
0gramming of simulation acquisition in support of Marine Corps training.

0 Generic training task requirements in the ground combat (C), combat support (CS)
.. and combat service support (CSS) fields which can be enhanced through the use of simu-

lation were identified. Tradeoff analyses were performed to develop prioritized lists
of the tasks for which simulators should be developed and of recommended generic-type

L1 simulation devices.

The extent of the need for simulation was assessed by determining which of the
training task requirements would be improved by the use of simulation, taking into ac-
count the technology state-of-the-art (SOA). Measures of quality of training used
included: performance, time to train, training cost, personnel support, technological
risk, integratability with other training, and special assets requirements.

This paper describes the methodology applied and the results obtained. Special
emphasis is put on the criteria utilized and the planned future use of the results.

The purpose of the study reported here was to APPROACH
develop a prioritized list of ground combat,
combat support and combat service support tasks The approach started with a review of extant
for which simulation would economically improve system front-end analyses results, followed by the
training. This prioritization is critical because determination of tasks to be trained, the develop-
the number of tasks whose effective training can ment of training objectives, the determination and
be supported through simulation cannot be fully evaluation of training approach alternatives, the
supported by available resources. The study re- tentative selection of device needs, and a cost/
suited in a baseline of tasks and simulation benefit analysis. This study contains the basic
technology for Marine Corps efforts to define and elements of this approach at a depth of detail
incorporate simulator training during the 1985- consistent with the broad scope of interest en-
1995 timeframe. tailed when addressing all the tasks which are

encompassed by the C, CS and CSS fields.
To fulfill such a purpose, the objectives of

the study were to: In deciding on the depth of detail that would
be consistent with the study's purpose, considera-

e Determine those training requirements in the tion was given to the stated need to provide a
ground combat (C), combat support (CS), and structure within which programmers could identify
combat service support (CSS) fields which where funds for simulation would provide the best
could be enhanced through the use of simula- returns. In this context two parameters were of
tion, and most concern. The first dealt with the ability to

identify validated training requirements. Per-
*Develop a prioritized listing of recommended formance of detailed task analyses for each
generic-type simulation devices, based on military occupational specialty (MOS) in each of
current and emerging technology, which would the three fields of interest would have resulted
be capable of satisfying those requirements. in a study of much longer duration and thus be

inconsistent with the immediate need. The solu-
For purposes of meeting the objectives of the tion was to utilize existing documentation,
study, a simulator was defined as a device which supplemented by discussions with Marine Corps'
provides a functional replication of hardware or personnel responsible for training. When combined
operational system in an environmental context and with the methodology developed as part of the
which requires interaction between it and the study, this would provide action officers with a
trainee(s). valuable tool that would mature as further analy-

ses were conducted.
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S"The second concern dealt with the level of The output of the review cf training require-
definition of simulation concepts. It was felt ments was a generalized task list. This list was
that creation of a catalog of devices would be basic to the study in that it represented the
time consuming, would produce an unmanageable scope of training requirements for which the
document and wouldn't be what was really needed, applications of simulation were to be evaluated.
Taking the above concerns and others into con- Both equipment-oriented and mission-oriented tasks
sideration, the approach to the study was defined were considered.
by bounding the scope with the following guide-
lines: The product of the technology survey task

consisted of a summary of the technology base that
9 Definition of training requirements was based will be available in the 1985-1995 period which

on a comprehensive review of the combat, could meet the requirements of Marine Corps
combat support, and combat service support training. The survey encompassed simulation
fields (including maintenance requirements). technology currerily available, in the development

stage and proposed. Emerging technology was
Training requirements were defined in generic identified.

* terms as opposed to specific hardware.
AA .ordingly, concepts were defined in terms TASK I - Review of General Training Requirements

of generic types of simulation, as opposed to
specific training devices. The success of the data collection and review

effort, it was recognized, would be dependent on
a Training requirements described tasks to be acquiring, early, a clear understanding of the

performed. Marine Corps[' ] training philosophy, training sys-
tem, and internal responsibilities at all echelons

a A detailed task analysis of each MOS to involved in training. From this training frame-

determine task training requirements was work, the data sources (documentary, institu-
beyond the scope of the study. The require- tional, and field unit) could be identified and
ments data base was compiled from existing the data collection effort structured. Accordingly,
documentation and discussions with Marine following an initial coordination meeting with the
Corps personnel responsible for training. Contract Officer's Technical Representative (COTR)

and selected Marine Corps representatives, the

e Life cycle cost (LCC) evaluation was con- Falcon/XMCO team visited the Marine Corps Develop-
ducted based on order-of-magnitude informa- ment and Education Command (MCDEC) and Headquar-

-. tion, since generic equipment is involved. ters, U.S. Marine Corps (HQMC). The primary
Major factors affecting LCC were identified, thrust of these meetings was to explore the

training situation within the Marine Corps. The
e The study took into account increasing costs visits proved to be especially valuable in view of

of fuel and ammunition, decreasing availa- the on-going initiatives to restructure the
bility of ranges and training areas, environ- training system. The information gained, through
mental impacts on training, and expected briefings and documentation, covered the in-house
levels of learning for future user popula- studies which resulted in the changes which are
tions. occurring, the organizational and responsibility

realignments made, the procedural changes being

The general approach used in performing the instituted which affect the methods used in
study consisted of four parts: (1) development of training development, and a perspective of the
the study framework, (2) assessment of the need direction and objectives of the training system.
for simulation, (3) prioritization of the simula-
tion alternatives, and (4) development of a base- With regard to this task, the information of
line for future efforts to define and incorporate overall interest (both current and projected)
simulator training irf the Marine Corps. included: the composition of the C, CS, and CSS

fields; their associated weapons/hardware systems;
task analysis or other data reflecting general

STUDY FRAMEWORK training requirements; critical tasks; training
deficiencies and problem areas; and the impact of

The framework within which the study was to NBC defense requirements on training. The sources
be performed was established by the conduct of a used to acquire this information included: HQMC,
comprehensive review of Marine Corps needs in MCDEC, and field visits to agencies and units at
order to define current and projected training Camp Lejeune, North Carolina; Camp Pendleton,
requirements and to develop a training require- California; Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center,
ments data base. Also, the state-of-the-art (SOA) Twenty-Nine Palms; the Landing Force Training
in simulation technology was determined and a Center, Norfolk; and the Naval Training Equipment
technology data base was developed. Center (NTEC), Orlando, Florida.
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Task training requirements were grouped into Table 2
U*:1 two general categories: those associated with the Sample MOS-Oriented Tasks

operation and maintenance of equipment (i.e., Sp M-r e Tasks
tanks, trucks, radios, etc.), and those which
derive from the mission requirements of a C, CS, OF 03 Infantry

or CSS unit (i.e., operational functions). The MOS 0311 Rifleman
former are primarily individual tasks whereas the

latter are primarily collective tasks. 1. Cleans and maintains service rifle, grenade
launcher, and intracompany communications

The source data for the MOS/equipment-oriented equipment.

tasks consisted of the Marine Corps' Military 2. Engages targets with the service rifle,
Occupational Specialties Manual (MCO P12000.7D grenade launcher, light antitank weapons,
with Changes 1, 2, and 4), a machine printout of hand grenades, and command detonated anti-
tasks extracted from U.S. Army Soldier's Manuals personnel mines.
and extracts of Computerized Occupational Data
(CODAP) for selected MOSs, obtained from Head- 3. Controls/performs fire team, squad and
quarters, Marine Corps. The Marine Corps' Combat platoon movements.

., Readiness Evaluation System (MCCRES) volumes were 4. Camouflages and conceals self and idi-
the main source for mission-oriented task 

data.
. : vidual equipment.

Also, personnel directly responsible and involved
in training provided inputs in developing the 5. Navigates using a map and compass.
mission-oriented task list. 6. Applies first-aid.

The overall task list contained 198 mission- 7. Transmits and receives messages using
oriented tasks and 1564 MOS/equipment-oriented intracompany communications equipment.
tasks contained in 123 MOSs for 22 occupational 8. Reports information on the enemy, using
fields (OF). The combat, combat support, and "salute" report.

combat service support occupational fields of
interest are listed in Table 1. Table 2 presents 9. Handles prisoners of war.
the first ten (out of 24) tasks of the 0311 Rifle- 10. Executes embarkation and debarkation from
man MOS as an example of the type of MOS-oriented helicopters and amphibious ships.
tasks contained in the list. These tasks will be

Table I utilized later in the paper to demonstrate the
methodology that was followed in defining tasks

Combat, Combat Support and Combat Service Support whose training would be enhanced by simulation.
Occupational Fields Table 3 presents a sample set of mission-oriented

tasks for the amphibious raid mission.
"-'" OF 01 - Personnel and Administration

OF 02 - Intelligence
OF 03 - Infantry Table 3
OF 04 - Logistics Sample Mission-Oriented Tasks

OF 08 - Field Artillery
OF 11 - Utilities
OF 13 - Engineer, Construction, Equipment, and 15. Amphibious Raid

Shore Party a. Conduct Planning

OF 14 - Drafting, Surveying, and Mapping
OF 18 - Tank and Amphibian Tractor b. Performs Preparations
OF 21 - Ordnance c. Develop a Concept of Operations

OF 23 - Ammunition and Explosives Ordnance
Disposal d. Task Organize

OF 25 - Operational Communications e. Develop a Scheme of Maneuver
OF 26 - Signals Intelligence/Ground Electronic

Warfare f. Conduct Ship to Shore Movement

OF 28 - Data/Communications Maintenance
OF 30 - Supply Administration and Operations
OF 31 - Transportation h. Assault the Raid Objective
OF 33 - Food Service i. Retire to the Extraction Point

OF 34 - Auditing, Finance, and Accounting
OF 35 - Motor Transport j. Conduct Reembarkation

OF 40 - Data Systems k. Conduct Debriefing
OF 57 - Nuclear, Biological, Chemical
OF 58 - Military Police

OF 99 - Officers
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TASK 2 - Technology Survey 0 Environment Simulation

The technology data base survey encompassed Thermal Signature Generators

simulation technology currently in existence, in Gas Producers
the development stage and proposed. Emerging
simulator technology that may be responsive to * Equipment Simulation

specific mission area/weapon system general Operable Mockups
training requirements was identified. Part-Task Trainers

As a result of discussions with personnel e Surrogate Learning
cognizant of the USMC training programs/facilities
at both the support and operating force levels, a Courseware with Voice Synthesis
USMC training device/simulation source data base
of current and desired items was developed. Video Games

Information on developmental items together with Embedded Training Systems
emerging technology within the simulation field
was added through contact with NTEC personnel/USMC Measures of Effectiveness
Liaison Officers and PM TRADE representatives.

Development of this technology could have any of

Since training devices/simulators are not the following effects on training effectiveness:
service peculiar, a survey of U.S. Army training
devices/simulators for those items of equipment, e Real-time/better resolution
systems and functions common to both USMC and Army
training requirements was made. Much of this e Increased functionality (more power for the
information was supplied by the U.S. Army Training same size or same power for a smaller size)/
Support Center at Ft. Eustis, Virginia. Informa- shipboard applicability
tion on foreign and other existing technology was
also gathered through a survey of published Increased direct fire ranging (safe focusing)
material and discussions with a number of industry allowing force-on-force with combined arms
representatives, operations

Although many of the technological areas are . More detailed visuals with greater fidelity
unique, most are used in support of one another to
achieve a desired simulation effect. Therefore, e Reduced componentry/storage requirements for
they can be consolidated into the following disci- visual resolution/fidelity
plines of simulation technology that are at the
forefront of the indicated emerging trends: * 3-D visual displays

.. % Data Processing e Low cost simple displays (speed not critical)

. Reduced Componentry/Environmental
Requirements * Allowance for "missing person" response in

, ~, war games
High Speed Micro-Micro Electronics
Transferability/Flexibility of Software/ * Realistic gunnery training target/identifi-
TCourseware Modules cation using night vision devices

e Visual Simulation e Reduced range/environmental constraints

Hi-Resolution/Hi-Density Realtime Video/
Digital Discs/Computer Generated * Improved weapon environmental effects

Imagery (CGI) (obscuration)

- Engagement Simulation e Added incentive to train with low cost

Eye-Safe Lasers/Area Lasers Situation scoring response (realism)

Imbedded Sensors

''"Safe" Amunition * Allows indirect fire applications in force-
f on-force operations

Holographic/Liquid Crystal "Terrain"
Displays a Increased realism to built-up area operations

Robotics Using the results of the technology survey,

Games generic technology categories were established and
are presented in Table 4. Candidates for simula-

tion training of the tasks previously identified

were chosen from this list.
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Table 4

Generic Technology Categories

,. CODE GENERIC TECHNOLOGY EXAMPLE

EMM Electromechanical/microprocessor Panel board trainer

VDM Video-disc/microprocessor Video-disc COFT - firing trainer

CGI Computer-generated imagery/computer M1 tank gunnery trainer

TG Tactical game (manual or computerized) TACWAR, TWSEAS - war gaming trainers

OM Operable mockup Satellite communications repair trainer

SED Signal emitter/detector Radiac training device

IDM Interactive display/microprocessor Noncommunication intercept/EW trainer

IR Infrared transmitter/detector REDEYE trainer

L Laser transmitter/detector MILES - laser qun fire trainer

TB Terrain board Amphibious assault trainer

BS Ballistic simulation Pneumatic mortar trainer

MO Mechanical-optical/microprocessor Observed fire trainer

NAT No applicable technology identified

NEEDS ASSESSMENT TASK 3 - Quality of Training Assessment

Once the framework for the study was estab- An overview of the methodology used in the

lished, the extent of the need for simulation was performance of this task is shown in Figure 1.

assessed by determining which of the training re- Essentially, the methodology represents a series

quirements would be improved by use of simulation, of "gates" through which each task must pass

taking into account the technology SOA. For those successfully in order to remain a candidate for

requirements, an evaluative data base was developed, the Marine Corps program to enhance training
through the use of simulation.

The output of the first task in the needs

assessment phase of the study (quality-of-training The first gate in the process applied five

assessment) was a requirements/concepts matrix (5) criteria to the generalized task list in order

which was developed by: (1) matching simulation to identify those tasks that need to be or could

alternatives with training requirements, (2) apply- be improved and thus should be given priority and

ing the quality-of-training criteria and (3) identi- emphasis in the simulation analysis. Those tasks

fying those requirements that would be improved by which met one or more of the criterion were re-

the use of simulators. The measures of quality- tained for further analysis. The criteria re-

of-training employed four criteria: tained tasks which: (1) presently require facili-

ties/resources limited in availability or expend-

@ Higher performance able, (2) were identified as experiencing training

. Decreased time to train problems or inability to train, (3) have demonstra-

e Decreased training cost ted weaknesses or shortfalls in unit performance,

9 Decreased personnel support costs (4) are mission-critical, and/or (5) are mobiliza-
tion/reserve forces oriented.

In the second task during this phase of the

study (evaluation of requirements/concepts) fur- Application of criteria (1) and (2) was based

ther evaluation of the requirements/concepts on survey/interview data gathered during visits to

matrix was performed to establish a data base for Marine Corps facilities. Criterion (3) was based

the prioritization of the concepts. Criteria that on Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation Sys-

were applied included: tems (MCCRESS) reports and the tactical exercise

evaluations at 29 Palms. Criteria (4) and (5)

a Cost and risk factors were based on analysis of task requirements by the

e Integratability with other training study team. Out of the original 1762 tasks, 394

. , a Special assets requirements were deleted through this step.
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TASK 3

Task 1
Identify

Tasks With Evaluate
Perform Training Impact of
Initial Problems/ Simulation
Task Constraints on Training

Screening Time
Task 2

Compile
Determine Tasks for Compile T rEvaluate
Behavioral Which Tasks for Impact ofAttributeri Whicmhaio
Attributes Simulation Which Simulation - -- Quality ofofTak Allows Full Simulation Technologies PronlTrainingof Tasks Alow Full Smato on Support

Apliaton Imroes With Tasks IImproved by

of Learning Performance Costs imulaio
Identify Approach Simulation

Attributes Tak

Subcategories |PerformanceImato
(ISD) L Tasks Not Simulation

* Improved by on Training Task

Simulation Costs

Figure 1

Task 3 Methodology Overview

The second gate applied the first of four applied at the first gate, it was concluded that
criteria used to identify those training tasks simulation would result in higher performance and
that would be improved by the use of simulation, the task was retained for further evaluation. If
This "higher performance" criterion was applied the task had been retained after having met only
using a methodology which did not require identi- the fourth or fifth criterion, the methodology was
fying the specific simulation technologies appli- applied. The results of a behavioral-attributes
cable to each task. The methodology employs, as a analysis, along with application of the guidance
guide, the procedures defined in the Instructional which relates the associated learning subcate-
Systems Development (ISD) [ 2J model for selecting gories with alternative delivery approaches
the training delivery approach which best permits (e.g., simulator, operational equipment, etc.),
the application of learning guidelines established were used to predict higher performance. Those
by the model. In this process, training tasks are tasks for which the prediction of higher per-
addressed in terms of their behavioral attributes formance through the use of simulation was nega-
(mental, physical and attitudinal) essential for tive were deleted from further analysis; 452 tasks
task performance. The ISD model associates the were deleted, leaving 916 out of the original 1762
behavioral attributes for a task with a learning tasks.
subcategory and provides learning guidelines to be
used in developing effective training. For each For each training task identified in which
learning subcategory, ISD also identifies the the use of simulation would improve the quality of
alternative delivery approaches (e.g., simulator, training, a determination was made as to what type
operational equipment, computer aided instruction, of generic technology categories (as defined in
etc.) which will/will not permit complete applica- Task 2 and listed in Table 4) would be applicable
tion of the learning guidelines, considering task to produce an envisioned benefit in training
stimulus criteria. quality. An applicable simulation technology

could not be identified for 174 tasks. These were
In applying the above methodology, the follow- removed from further consideration, but a list of

ing procedure was employed. If the task met one these tasks was included in the report for peri-

or more of the first three of the five criteria odic review.
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The three refraining quality-of-training cri- alternatives identified with each task, provide an
teria addressed whether the use of simulation audit trail for arriving at the list of tasks.

-U will, for the same level of proficiency, decrease:

(1) training time, (2) training costs, and Table 5 sunarizes the results of the quality-
(3) support personnel costs. They were applied to of-training assessment for the ten tasks of the
the training task/technology matrix. Those tasks Rifleman MOS (Table 2) being used to demonstrate
for which at least one of the three criteria would the methodology. From the results we see that one
be improved by simulation were retained (84 out of (No. 6) did riot make it through the initial
742 were dropped from further consideration at screening (five criteria). Two more (Nos. I

- this gate). and 9) did not pass through the higher performance
(P) criterion. When the generic technology cate-

Performance of the quality of training evalua- gories were matched with the remaining tasks, no

tion resulted in the assessment that 658 (505 MOS/ concepts were found which could satisfy the re-
. equipment-oriented and 153 mission-oriented) tasks quirements for two of them (Nos. 5 and 8). These

out of the original list of 1762 would be enhanced two tasks were removed from further consideration
by the use of simulation. The data developed for in the study, but were compiled into a separate
this part of the effort, including the simulation list for future review. Of the remainirg five

Table 5

Quality-of-Training Summary Data

• IF_ I NI T I AL ,

OF: 03 INFANTRY QUALITY OF SIMULATION""'"_SCREENING TRAINING SCREENING TECHNOLOGY

0311 RIFLEMAN FR MB P T TC SC ALTERNATIVES**

1. Cleans and Maintains Service Rifle, _

Grenade Launcher, and Intra-Company
Communications Equipment N N N Y Y N _ -

2. Engages Targets With the Service Rifle,
Grenade Launcher, Light Antitank
Weapons, Hand Grenades, and Command
Detonated Antipersonnel Mines Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y YNN* VDM IR/L L

3. Controls/Performs Fire Team, Squad
and Platoon Movements Y N Y Y  Y Y Y YN YN TB L

4. Camouflages and Conceals Self and

Individual Equipment Y V N Y Y Y N N N L

5. Navigates Using a Map and Compass Y Y N Y Y Y NAT

6. Applies First-Aid N N N N N- - -

* .~7. Transmits and Receives Messages Using
Intra-Company Communications Equipment N Y Y Y Y Y N Y N OM

8. Reports Information on the Enemy,

Using "Salute" Report Y N N Y Y Y - - - NAT

9. Handles Prisoners of War N N N Y N N - - -

10. Executes Embarkation and Debarkation
From Helicopters and Amphibious Ships Y Y N Y Y V Y Y Y

KEY: FR - Facilities or Resources Required to P - Simulation Will Result in Improved Task
Conduct Training Performance

PB - Training Problem Identified During Field T - Simulation Will Decrease Training Time Required
Data Collection Effort TC - Simulation Will Decrease Traininy Cost

PF - Performance Deficiency Identified During SC - Simulation Will Decrease Support Personnel
Field Data Collection Effort Requirement Cost

MC - Mission Critical Task N - No

. MB - Mobilization Training Task (IRR) Y - Yes

* - .Where Multiple Entries Occur, they Refer to the Technologies Alternatives in the Order Listed.
See Table 4 for Definitions.
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tasks, one more (No. 4) did not pass any of the performed to develop a prioritized list of recor-
remaining quality-of-training criteria and was mended generic-type simulators. This resulted in
dropped from further consideration. Tasks 2, 3, an integration ano analysis of the data developed
7, and 10 remained from this sample group, in the previous tasks into:

TASK 4 - Evaluation of Requirements/Concepts A prioritized list of generalized task training
requirements, to include a prioritization of

For the surviving combinations of training the generic technology approaches applicable
task/concepts, the basis for the prioritization of to each requirement, and
alternatives was established by evaluation in

terms of: (1) cost/risk involved in using the o An overall prioritized list of generic siriu-

simulation, (2) integratability of the simulation lation technology approaches.
with other training and (3) special requirements
imposed by the use of simulation, such as host Taken collectively, these results provide the
structure(s), ancillary equipment, range facili- Marine Corps with a baseline for training sirula-
ties, etc. tion development along either of two paths. One

is on the basis of task training requirements

Essentially, the methodology consisted of the which should be giver emphasis in utilizing simu-
assessment of the candidate task/concepts combina- lation; the other is on the tasis of the applicatle
tions in terms of the evaluative criteria using scope of generic simulation approaches.
data available on current devices and estimates
for developmental and proposed systems. In this The generalized task requirements and associ-
context, the list of current, developing and pro- ated simulation technologies considered in the

posed simulators/training devices was evaluated to prioritization process were those for which it had
determine which ones could be applied to a speci- been determined, in Task 3, that the use of simu-
fic MOS or mission training task requirements. lation would improve the quality of training. A

The resulting matrix of task requirements and flow diagram of the steps taken in completing this
specific simulation devices was used in developing task is shown in Figure 2.

qualitative estimates for the evaluative criteria.
The first step in the process was to con-

solidate tasks, where appropriate, on the basis of

CONCEPTS PRIORITIZATION (TASK 5) training commonality. Through this effort, those
task requirements which are common across an

Using the matrix of training requirements and occupational field(s) (e.g., communicate using
appropriate training concepts in conjunction with ra,'" nquipment or conduct planning) and those
the evaluative criteria and results of the require- whik., in fact, are elements of a larger task
ments/concepts evaluation, tradeoff analyses were (e.g., establish and operate an intelligence

TASK 5

Task Consolidate Review
Weight theCosldt

A_ PrWi tztin TTasks for Prioritization

PCriteria i Training Program
Commonality Results

I i I Tasks 2 and 4

Identify Criteria

Applicable to Task Prepare Data
and Technology Summary Sheets
Prioritization RntePrepare/Run the De i

I -Prioritization Deliver
Program Final

Define Parameters Develop ]-_ Report
and Rating Factors Pioritization
for Each Criterion Computer Program

Tas 1 Analyze New Identify OF's Prepare New]

Equipment Data Affected by .... Equipment
New Equipment i Impact Summary

Figure 2

Task 5 Methodology Overview
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section or a fire support coordination center are summarized in Table 6. From a review of the

were combined, criteria, it an be seen that they fall into two
groups: those which affect the prioritization of

The prioritization process required that 10 generalized task training requirements (items 1, 2,

criteria be applied. A rank-ordered listing of and 3) and those which affect the prioritization

the criteria and the basis used for rating them of applicable generic technology concepts (items 2,

Table 6

Prioritization Criteria Rating

CRITERION DESCRIPTION

1. Mission criticality of task trained For combat MOSs/units, those tasks essential to
(emphasis placed on combat-type tasks accomplishment of the combat mission; for noncombat
in anticipated combat environment). MOSs/units, those tasks essential to support combat

operations on a sustained basis.

2. The existence of training problems Information collected during data collection/research
or deficiencies (due to cost of effort. Type of resources required to conduct
ammunition and fuel, range availa- training further divided into three categories (live
bility or other resource constraints), fire ranges, resources such as helicopters, field

environment).

3. Commonality of type skills trained Combining of tasks based on training commonality;
(type of tasks using a generic potential training population density for the task;
type simulator), frequency of generic technology usage identified

with individual tasks.

4. Site adaptability (ship- and/or Simulator concept, based on generic technology
shore-based training), alternatives, with regard to size, resources required

(e.g., environmental controls), and compatibility with
amphibious shipping used by the Marine Corps.

5. Projected or estimated training Experience with application of the generic technology
effectiveness. in training the same or similar tasks; the portion of

the task which can be trained (full or part); an
assessment of the technology's ability to simulate

the essential elements of a task.

6. Suitability for mobilization and For mobilization, the ability to reduce training time
reserve training. (i.e., train large numbers of people quickly) and task

importance in mobilization training; for reserve use,
the probable availability of facilities/area require-
ments associated with use of the generic technology.

7. Schedule (i.e., projected Status of current, developmental, or proposed use of
technology availability), the technology to train the same or similar type tasks.

8. Ability to modify the simulator to For training changes, the ability of the user to modify/
reflect changes in training require- tailor the trainer to training needs; for hardware/
ments or the hardware/system beiog system changes, whether modifications would likely
simulated. involve simple hardware changes or complex hardware a d/

or software changes.

9. Relative cost of the simulator/ Unit cost of similar existing devices, when possible;
facility, an assessment of the task elements and the complexity

%- . of simuljtion requirements; fo laser engagement
-simulation, the cost of a "battalion set"; for games,

the size of the group to be trained using manual or
computerized versions.

10. Development risk (i.e., maturity Current, dpvelopmental, or proposed use of the

of the technology). technolog, ,plication to the same or similar tasks.
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0 and 4 through 10) with regard to each requirement. Using the data previcusly collected aid trt:
The criteria were applied accordingly, established ratirg values, a data sreet was Ire-

pared for each combined task, the data was ertered
To facilitate the process of integrating and into the computer, and the program was r.r.

applying the criteria and to ensure consistency, a
computer program was developed to perform the Note the shaded area io the flcw diagram.
prioritization function (Program for the Evalua- Although not part of the study requirement, the
tion of Training Simulation, PETS). The program training devices currently in being, under develop-
applies weights to each criterion and to the ment, or proposed have been identified with the
ratings given within each criterion to each task task requirements for which they have potential
training requirement and the technology alterna- application. This information will ensure that
tives. It should be noted that the application of those responsible for implementing the results of
the technology is, for the most part, task de- the study are aware of their availability. This
pendent. Therefore, the values assigned for a will allow them to tailor their simulation deci-
particular technology may vary depending on the sions accordingly.

. -task requirement. Figure 3 presents the flow
diagram for the prioritization methodology.

BASELINE FOR DEFINITION AND INCORPORATION
A modified Delphi technique was used to OF SIMULATORS IN TRAINING

determine the weight to be given to each criterion
and the possible values to be given within each As stated earlier, the objectives of the
criterion. Seven retired officers (one brigadier study were to determine those training require-
general, two colonels, three lieutenant-colonels, ments in the combat, combat support and combat

-.- and one captain) comprised the Delphi panel. In service support fields which could be enhanced

arriving at the criteria weightings, two con- through the use of simulation, and determine a
straints were placed on the group: that the first prioritized listing of recommended generic-type
criterion (mission criticality) would be rated simulation devices which would be capable of
100, and that the weightings assigned to each satisfying those requirements. To this end, a
criterion could not result in a reordering of the number of data lists, to be found in Reference 1,
criteria. were developed which provide a basis for future

S I M 0 L A I -N T P % E I L A A

.E.E. .LI.E.GENERIL SI 'LATIIN TFCPhOLOGG 7'R"LAIC]R'/TAAININ(- 1
DEFINED PRIORITIZATION TAS ENT RALI D CAT GLNERGl IZEC APPLICALLE IS CL[NEFP 101
CRITERIA ARC RANK ORDER A T S, TRAINING OP[LIRLRENTS TIAS TPAINING FQjIPFIfNTS

.. ...... .... ..... ------... _

DEFINE RATING LEVELS
WITHIN EACH CRITERION I' APPLY RATING LEVELS A-Lf PAING LEVELS

I MEASURE COMMCALITY

I ESTABLISH RATING
LEVEL WE IGHTS APPLY RATING SCALES APPLY RATING SCALES

ESTABLfSH PELA A"PI' CRITERIA WEIGHTS
CRITERIA WEIGHTS APPLY CRITERIA WEIH PEGSTA EIIS

- - LCOMARE
KEY: I .-

PETS ORDER BY FINAL WEIGHTS ORDER BY FINAL WEIGHTS

' ethodoiOgy apPl ed .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ----------------- - -------*-- -----------

( Task Weight for PRIORITIZED LISTING PPIORITIFD LISTING PF LISTING OF SIMULATION

eightirg siulation OF GENERALIED jO* CRSIUL PTOR 5i1 ORALIZID
technology alter n atis TASK TRAINING REQUIREMENTS NE A SIMLATIAN TECrNOLOGY TAS TRAINING RIOLIREM[NTS

Figure 3

Overall Prioritization Methodology
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,., Marine Corps efforts to define and incorporate o Prioritized list of generic sin-ulatior con-

simulation cocepts in training. Of specific cepts and corresponding prioritized list of
interest are: task training requirements for each concept.

e Inventory of simulator/training devices cur- Table 7 presents a sunmmary of the results in
rently available, in development or planned. terms of the top ranked simulation concepts by

mission area. The results are shown for both

Overall task list and list of tasks assessed common- (applicable across all grade levels) and
to be improvable by simulation, leader- (applicable to NCO/officer grade levels)

oriented task training requirements. The fourth
s Results of needs assessment task and weight- column of summary results shows the percentage of

ing factors applied to criteria used in the generalized training requirements (the actual
prioritizing the requirements/concepts number is shown in parentheses) that would be
matrix, satisfied by the simulation categories shown.

Prioritized list of task training require- The fifth column shows the percentage of task
ments by field and corresponding prioritized requirements within the top 40 percentile of
list of generic simulation concepts for each prioritized tasks which are satisfied by the
task. simulation categories shown. The last column

Table 7

Prioritized Listing of Generic Simulation Technology

-" (1) For Common Generalized Task Training Requirements by Mission Area

WEIGHTED
GENERIC GENERALIZED GENERALIZED OCCUPATIONAL

MISSION SIMULATION TECH. TRAINING TRAINING FIELD MOSs
AREA TECHNOLOGY RANK REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS TRAINED

(SEE TABLE 4) SATISFIED SATISFIED BY (SEE TABLE 1)

TOP 40 PERCENTILE

L 1

VDM 2 65 48
Combat 03, 08, 18

OM 3 (87/131) (29/60)

IR 4

Combat OM 1 76 49

Support TGM/TGC 2 (64/85) (19/39) 02, 13, 26

Combat OM 1 04, 11, 13, 21,
F.-'.,72 41

Service EMM 2 23, 25, 28, 34,
Support VDM (185, 256) (52/125) 35, 40, 57, 58

(2) For Leader Oriented Generalized Task Training Requirements by Mission Area

TGM/TGC 1 97 4503, 08, 18, 99.-.€ ~~Combat 0,0,1,9
ComatTB 2 (90/103) (19/42)

Combat TGM/TGC 1 100 44
13, 26, 99

Support TB 2 (33/33) (6/14)

Combat TGM/TGC 1 88 52 04, 1, 25,
'" ServiceService TB 2 (65/75) (16/31) 57, 99

SupportK" _
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shows the occupational fields within each mission --the occupational fields of Infantry (03),
area that can be trained with the simulation Field Artillery (08) and Land and
categories shown. Amphibian Tractor (18) predominate in

both the common- and leader-oriented
From the results shown and the data base combat mission area tasks.

developed, the following conclusions can be
reached: --the occupational field of Engineer,

Construction, Equipment and Shore
Technology Party (13) is predominant in both the

common- and leader-oriented combat
" Majority of simulation needs can be met by support and combat service support

existing technology and/or improvements to mission area tasks.
existing technology.

--mission-oriented tasks have the most

a Trends are developing toward: shortfall of all leader-oriented task
training.

--"Families" of devices using common

simulation technology (e.g., panel-type
trainers). FUTURE USE

--Games, both manual and computerized, In order to provide an explanation of how
for common- and staff-type task training this study will be used by the Marine Corps it is

functions. necessary to introduce two on-going efforts of
considerable impact.

--Shift in emphasis from few devices
located in formal schools to multiple The first of these efforts is in the realm of
devices for sustainment training, front end analysis. The Marine Corps has recently

begun an effort to develop documented training

e NBC simulation technology is currently lim- standards for individuals. That effort is now
ited, but development/planned programs are underway and as portions of it are completed they

progressing. NBC simulation is difficult to will be subject to this study's findings.
achieve by the nature of the task.

The second effort is a program titled the
Quality-of-Training Training Resource Initiative Program (TRIP). TRIP

was developed to solicit input from trainers,
The quality-of-training of 37% of all tasks training managers and commanders at all levels.
in the combat, combat support, and combat That input is requested in the form of deficien-
service support fields can be improved by the cies or areas in which training is not conducted.

use of simulation. Respondents have been directed not to consider
resources, environmental or political restraints

No technology concepts could be identified as they develop their input. They have been
for a number of tasks which, otherwise, would further directed to prioritize their submissions
have been improved by simulation. These in terms of the stated deficiencies' impact on
tasks should be reviewed at regular intervals, mission accomplishment.

Evaluation of Requirements/Concepts Therefore, the first of these efforts will
produce training standards which will be used to

e No constraints were found for the generic refine the evaluation of simulation support needs
simulation concepts of interest that would in training. In addition, the task analyses that
preclude or hinder integratability with are conducted in order to develop training stan-
training. dards will be used to refine what is now a generic

effort and give it specificity necessary for the
Priori tization of Requirements/Concepts most effective identification of appropriate

training medium. There is a third value to the

Results obtained are based on the established identification of training standards and that is a
criteria and the weight/rating level assigned, form of feedback not now available. With a stan-
As these are refined, reevaluation of the dard for performance we can document the now
prioritization may be required. generically approved technology to a degree not

presently possible. With that documentation,

The prioritization of generalized task reordering of the recommended technologies or
training requirements ordered by decreasing further substantiation of their present order will
importance relative to training needs shows be possible.
that.
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The interface with the second effort, TRIP, ABOUT THE AUTHORS
is expected to provide a more immediate return.
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ABSTRACT

* The modern battlefield has created a need for uiew artillerv tactics and equipment. The
need to fight a sustained battle in a nuclear, hiological ind/or chemical (NBC) environment
while maintaining high mobility is a substantial challenge. New HE.!)' and lSWS Self Propelled

* Howitzer (SPH) configurations, comhined with laser rangefinders and computers promise signi-
-"" I ficant Increases in artillery effectiveness and efficiency. Revised tactics and equipment

dictate new artillery training requirements. )iital data, on-hoard navigation and automatic
fire control systems are now included in the primary operating modes. The responsihilities
and technical capabilities of personnel are changing. The challenge is to provide effective
training from individualized classroom instruction thro gh integrated live fire exercises.

INTRODUCTION requirements of the modern battlefield and the
resultant new equipment under development are

In the past, live-fire training was the placing different requirements upon artillery
primary training method for the howitzer crew. personnel.

The reasonable cost and availability of
ammunition, fuel and other resources and the Modern Battlefield Environment
comparative simplicity of the SPH systems pro-
vided a strong argument for this method of o NBC (Nuclear, Bin., Chem. Contamination)
training. A number of changes have occurred and o HIGH MOBILITY
are occurring which alter this situation. The o EARLY ROUND ACCURACY
modern battlefield has become more hostile and
complex than in the past. Inflation and the high Operations in an NBC environment require
turnover of skilled personnel have combined to protective shelters, sealed vehicles, and/or
make live fire training far less cost effective protective clothing. Routine tasks become diffi-
than in the past. Also, the Army is developing cult and often exhausting when performed in
new equipment and methods. Some advanced pro- protective clothing. Tasks such as artillery
totype systems have already been fielded, ammunition handling are extremely difficult when

significant fire rates are involved. Much of the

Now that some of the specialized and diverse new equipment under development will incorporate
training requirements for these new systems are features designed to improve operation in the NBC
understood, the emphasis on alternate training environment. For example, the Human Engineering
and simulation techniques has grown. As more and Laboratory Is developing an experimental Command
more of the advanced artillery systems are Post Vehicle which is secure against contami-
fielded, training will be accomplished with a nants, thereby permitting the crew to operate
combination of live fire exercises and special- inside the vehicle without individual protective
ized trainers and simulators. "Closed loop," clothing. While equipment of this type enhances
integrated system training as well as individual the crew's ability to function in an NBC envi-
unit training will use these special devices. ronment, it may introduce additional stress
Trainers and simulators will not eliminate live factors associated with confined living spaces.
fire training hut will make overall training more It is not difficult to see that these new operat-
thorough as well as cost effective. Ing conditions will influence the type and extent

of training.
Following a discussion of changing require-

ments, new training considerations will he For generations, mobility has been a steadily
addressed using howitzer crew training as an increasing parameter of the battlefield environ-
example. ment. High mobility for artillery units creates

many new problems In terms of coordination of
command and control , setup of secure communica-

CHANGING RFOUiIREMENTS tion networks, reconnaissance, selection of
position, and development of reliable ammunition

As evident In the recent Middle East resupply techniques. Establishing rendezvous
conflicts, battlelines and battlefield positions points for resupply vehicles is but one element
have become Increasingly dynamic. In future of the mobility problem for which training will
conflicts, the artillery mobility will be of the be necessary.

utmost importance. The potential for a warfare
environment requiring NBC protection adds vet Accurate early round fire will become essen-
another layer of complexity to the problem tial If our artillery units are to avoid
through the possible contamination of both the counteratlack resulting from enemy fire-finder
firing batteries and supply systems. The radars. Accuracv and nulle k response are
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generally conflicting requirements implying a hEW TRATNIN( C(NS1DFRATIN;
need for special training.

There are a nimber of aspects of new t r1 in irg
New Equipment considerat ions:

o MILE/PTL (Laser Ranging and Designation) 0 PERSONNEl.
.. o BCS/TACFIRE (Computerized Fire Control) Capabilities

o DMD (Digital Message Device) Turnover
o HELP (Howitzer Extended Life Prog)
o DSWS (Div. Support Weapon Sys.) o FACILITIES

o SINCGARS (Comm. Equipment) Ranges
Training Devices

As a result of the requirements of the modern
battlefield, the Army is producing and developing o MATERIEL
many new equipments and systems. Advances in Equipment

materials and microelectronics have made possible Ammunition
the Battery Computer System (BCS), on-board navi- Fuel
gation and many other tactical equipments. Even
more advanced concepts and prototype equipment o TIME
have been evaluated In the recent HELBAT tests. Training Intervals

Time Limitations

The next generation of howitzer systems, now
in the development stages, will include many o INTEGRATION
ordnance-related and computer based improvements. Unit Elements
The M109 HELP howitzer, which will soon be in Closed Loop

. -*production, incorporates on-board navigation and Combined Arms
electronic fire control displays for the first
time. An integral part of the HELP howitzer Effective artillery fire depends upon the
system is the Field Artillery Ammunition Supply coordinated efforts of a number of different
Vehicle (FAASV) which provides armored ammunition elements within an artillery division. Forward
resupply in the forward areas. The DSWS howitzer observer, Fire Support Team (FIST), fire direc-
configuration is expected to extend !.:c Tmprove- tion center, ammunition supply system and
ments of the HELP configuratin vi h the howitzers must function as a team while maxi-
incorporation of automatic loading and a fully mizing individuals skills. This is analogous to
automated fire control system with on-board a baseball team where each separate play depends
ballistic calculations. New cannon launched on the indivdual skills of a few, but the overall
guided projectiles, rocket assisted projectiles, effectiveness depends upon the entire team.
and nuclear projectiles are enhancing the artil- Therefore, artillery training must first address
lery's accuracy, range, and destructive power, the skills of individual elements and then
Jam-resistant communication equipment, such as provide for integrating more and more of the
SINCGARS, will interconnect the various units, entire team in closed loop and combined arms

training.
The development of the many new equipments

creates a number of opportunities for new tactics Training for the next generation howitzer
"e. and strategies for artillery fire. In general, crew element is used as an example to illustrate

artillery units will be much more mobile than in new considerations necessary for artillery train-
the past. Also, the on-board capabilities of the ing. Operators and crews for other elements,
howitzer create a potential for more autonomous such as the FIST units and fire direction cen-
operations by individual units. Tying all of the ters, will require similarly revised individual

new equipments and tactics together will be C
3  

training. Some of the training considerations
which arise when an individual howitzer Is inte-

strategies designed to increase the responsive- grated into battery closed loop training are
ness of artillery in the total battlefield addressed later in this paper.

%. situation.

The improvements cited above are specifically Howitzer Crew Training
designed to increase the accuracy and reduce the

time required to place artillery fire on speci-
fied targets. In many cases, there is also a FIRE TRAINING
large emphasis on computer based digital system o

operations.
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o CLOSED LOOP TRAINING there will never he a complete substitute fur the
actual use of the navigation system and maps to

o TRAIN ON OWN EQUIPMENT navigate a howitzer from one location to another.
A special feeling exists when a crew is put into

o MORE EFFICIENT LIVE FIRE TRAINING it's howitzer for the first time to navigate to a

distant point. Emerging from the vehicle they
o REFRESHER TRAINING wil l be happy or shocked depending ipon where

they find themselves.

To establish the framework in which crew

training must be considered, we first look at the Training methodologies must also take into

specific aspects of individual crew operations, account training for proficiency through

It is desirable, if not a requirement, that more refresher courses at schools and in field exer-

than one crew member know how to perform a given cises. Training for some specific howitzer

task. Hence, individual training must he subsystems illustrate training needs.

repeated several times to achieve proficiency in

the entire crew. At the same time, the costs of Training for Specific Howitzer Subsystems

live fire training are significant and many of

the ranges have distance restrictions which, in o FIRE CONTROL & NAVIGATION

turn, force propellent charge zone restrictions. Automatic Modes

% These factors all point toward increasing the Monitoring and Malfunction

" effectiveness of classroom and dry fire training Identification

in order to maximize the usefulness of range time Recalibration

and minimize costs. It should be recognized that Map Reading

while improved classroom and dry fire training Back-up Modes

*will reduce requirements for live fire training,

it will never eliminate live fire training o RESUPPLY

Jentirely.

o TRAINING ROUNDS

% Another factor affecting methodology is the
level of proficiency which each crew member must o NBC TRAINING

have before closed loop battery training can be Decontamination

conducted efficiently. Here, by closed loop we Individual & Collective

. mean, for example, integrating a forward obser- Protection

ver, FIST, battery computer system, and howitzer

crew into an operational loop which delivers fire Fire control systems for howitzers are

onto a target area and adjusts fire according to rapidly progressing from fully manual to fully

forward observer inputs. A recent demonstration automatic systems. The HELP howitzer configura-

at Ft. Sill has shown that training devices tion represents an Intermediate stage of

developed for individual unit elements can be automation. The gun tube orientation in space is

combined to accomplish closed loop training, determined electronically, but the drive system

including the firing of full caliber training for gun tube pointing is controlled manually.

rounds. Efforts are currently underway to estab- Except for back-up mode operation, the manual

" lish detailed training goals, including inputs to the onboard fire control system have

assessment and scoring methods for this type of been replaced by automatic digital data inputs.

training. The DSWS configuration, in concept development,

is expected to have a fully automatic fire

There are two other factors which must be control system where digital data from a remote

evaluated In considering training methodology, location may initiate loading, gun tube pointing

One has to do with the equipment itself, the and firing of the howitzer.

other with any ancillary training equipment.
First , it is desirable for a crew to train with As fire control functions are transfered from

its own equipment. The peculiarities of manual to automatic operation, the responsihili-

, operation are then thoroughly understood by the ties of the crew members also change from one of

crew and do not present surprises should they performing the weapon-laving operation to system

need to use the equipment In either evaluation or monitoring and malfunction identification. New

combat. Second, crew training equipment should training courses will therefore emphasize these

be designed so that it can be removed from the latter monitoring and recognition tasks as

host equipment or is embedded In the host. opposed to manual dexterity and pointing accuracy

Embedded training equipment, especially in the tasks. Proper use of BITE and diagnostic
case of embedded training software, can be made routines are among those new suhects to be

completely transparent to the user. In either included in training. Identification of malfunc-

case, the training realism is enhanced by using tions and selection of proper back-up modes (with

the crew's actual combat equipment. knowledge of the associated amount of system

degradation) will bp a major part of the new
A number of trade-offs will exist as to how training. Because some kind of manual back-up

and where training is conducted. The extent of fire control will exist at least for the fore-

training in the classroom vs. dry fire or live seeable future, training for manual operation

fire training will depend very much on the equip- will not disappear from the curriculum. Training

ment for which the training is required. For for the new automated fire control systems is

example, classroom training can accomplish much expected to be accomplished by a combination of

of the training required to teach personnel to embedded and stand-alone trainers. The

use keyboards and displays, as well as some assessment parameters and scoring for these new

elements of navigation and map reading. However, tasks must be developed if training is to he

% truly effective.
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On-hoard oavtgat ion will appear first in tamin itn, i ro-hdr'tn.lin, , f ni, 1-r blast
artillery systems in the HFI.P howitzer. The induced , ( ipn ,nf ,t m:. 
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on-board navigation systems will he lareiv thle NC Ti tll h iQt.

transparent to the crew and will automate the

majority of the navigation task. Among the new Integration of a iowitzer Crew With Other Battery

training tasks will be field re-calibration at and Division level Elements

known survey points, coordination of map readings

and visual observations with navigation system o RATTERY CMIU'NICATION

data, interpretation of diagnostic routines and

selection of firing locations. It should be o RECIPROCA L.AYING

noted that the more independent or autonomous the

operation of the given howitzer, the greater will o RESI'PLY RENOFZVoOlc
be the responsibility for navigation. Depending
upon the organization of artillery batteries with o COORDINATED FIRE

this new equipment, both fire control and naviga- Forward ohserver

tion tasks may create higher levels of authority Fire Direction Center

and responsibility for the Chief of Section, as C 3 Strategies

compared to current operating methods. As with

the new automated fire control systems, training o CLOSED LOOP OPERATION
for the on-board navigation systems will require

a combination of embedded training capability and o COORDI NATED) SUPPO)RT
stand-alone driver/section chief trainers.

Infant rv/Armor
Coordinated Battle Plan

Both the HFLP and DSWS configurations anti-

cipate a one-on-one operation between a cesupplv Once a howitzer crew is capable of operating

vehicle and the self-propelled howitzer. Operat- effectively as a unit unto itself, it is appro-

Ing in this one-on-one mode, much of the priate to consider the training needed to

ammunition handling will be performed inside the irate th oier ce traint nto toresppl veicl inludng uzig, emoing integrate the howitzer crew element into the
resupply vehicle including fuzing, removing total team. This integration will he both
propellent from containers and selection ofproellntfro cotaner an slecionof horizontal and vertical in nature. Horizontally,

projectile types. While refinements such as the i ta a vethowitzer u e itratedtwith

introduction of stick propellents will modify the th ther howitzer f t ery.tertically,

tasks somewhat, they will not he largely dif- the other howitzers of its battery. Vertically,

ferent from the tasks presently performed by the
ammunition handlers in the howitzer crew. A through the command and control structure with

anmuntio hndlrsIn hehowtzr cew A the Fire Direction Center, TACFIRF, forward

significant difference will be that tasks are
observers and finally in combined arms configu-

performed in a limited space inside the resupply rations. Spread formations and high mobility
vehicle. Quick response to mission changes may

be more difficult inside the vehicle where pre- complicate these integrations. For example, when

viously prepared rounds may be in the way. all the howitzers in a battery are located close
- together they can all fire on the same hearing to

It has always been difficult to incorporate attack a single, small area target. In contrast,
Ammunition handling into crew training because when they are wide spread, each howitzer will
ammunoitn h dn nto bec fired. The flow of have Its own hearing in order to bring the com-

the howitzer could not e fired. The flow of ined fire onto a single target. Direct

ammunition through a howitzer is normally only Personal communication between all the guns in
one way, and training which Introduces any return terba maynot bese.

flow of projectiles and propellent is not

entirely effective, especially when trying tosimuaterapi fie mssios. he ieldArtl-Integration of howitzers in new spread
simulate rapid fire missions. The Field Artil- battery formations will first require training in

lery Shootable Practice Round (FASPR), now under communication. If the howitzers are operated in

development, showed great promise in the recent
demonstration at Ft. Sill. It is full size, yet pairs, this will mean establishing communication

among the various pairs, which may not he
requires minimum range facilities. Further, theprjetletsrusalean eesvey i te posstIh Ie with I Ine -of-sig h t communications or
projectile is reuseable and needs very IIttle land lines. This will depend upon the extent to

propellant. Combined with a recoil simulator, which the battery is spread, and whether or not
also under development, most of the training there are NRC environmental constraints. Each

requirements can now be met. Training for shoot
And scoot type missions will rquie linked to the
ndoote pratie rsond t fcilriate suh a appronriate Fire Direction Center (FDC), but

shotrai e pdirect communication among the howitzers Is
training. highly desirable. Horizontal Integration must

other types of trainn rounds, uch s the also provide for operation when the enemy uses

coherhed types ofe training ronds, uc he iamming to interrupt radio communications, or
copperhead and nuclear training round,;, require daae ahoizrs lctnc. Inhe atr
the crew to unpack, inspect, initialize and load damages a howitzr's electronics. In the latter

a full size mock-tup of the actual round, situation, reciprocal laying techniques may he

necessary to maintain the firing capability of a
lamaged howitzer. Hori zontal integration also

Among the new training considerations requies iter and coordintorbtwen the
relevant to operations in an NBC environment are requires interfaces and coordination between the

the following: familiarization with individual howitzers and ammunitin resuppla vehicles.
-. Depending o n t he b a t tIe f IeId , a n Armored,

protective clothing, performance of mission tasks resupply vehirle may service one or more how-

In confined spaces over long periods of time,

clean-up of contaminated equipment and r-.terial, rendezvous points and timing for resuppl will

field maintenance of equipment without incurring
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become critical considerations in battery possible t t r r tr irning ri-i witi .0-1iiiti

operation. safotv to he tired cv'r th.e trip ,)d , i,l Iit
the hurst of art i lI.rv f ire i I,. ,- r i . I -,,

In terms of vertical integration, the how- remains .I hi 1 w ll e u .) l.vinii, error, ,,,nmittt. v

itzer crew Is currently tied through the FIC to the SPH crew -an hi , measur-i iii uoid ii-i t,,

the Tactical Fire Direction (TACFIRE) System. the expected impact coordinates. This i f,-rma-
Recent field tests showed that the time required tion ca n he used to inrert:so the r-a I ism ,t

from an Initial call for fire until rounds impact combined arms training hv providinv a reil-t im,,
the target can be reduced substantially if the indicatinn of actual irtillerv fire impait which
forward observer is in direct communication with can then he used to provide mnore real ist ic

the Fire Direction Center. Current studies are casualtv/damage assessment. Coordinat ion of the
evaluating a number of optional paths of command hattie maneuver plan, including the use of et ,c-

and control to improve the effectiveness of an tire artillery, will he the primary trainin -it

artillery battalion in its overall operation. this level.
One can readily Imagine that no single arrange-
ment will he the best for all possible artillery

support roles. Consequentlv, training methods at CONCLISTONS
this level will need to incorporate lessons or

simulations which train personnel to ise the most This examination of new artillery battlefield
appropriate command and control strategy. Coor- environments, equipment and specific new tasks
dinate transformation, reference point for a howitzer cr-w leads to several conclusions:
recognition, accurate message transmission and

geographical barriers all have implications in 1. The new battlefield environments and
terms of successful integration of the complete equipment imply new training needs.

artillery unit. There is also a very clear con-
nection between the factors which affect 2. Personnel and cost considerations point

artillery integration and the corresponding to a greater emphasis on classroom and
training methods and equipment. dry fire training to make live fire

training more efficient.
As an example of vertically integrated train-

ing, consider the closed loop training concept 3. Crew trz ining with the units' equipment
mentioned earlier. Forward observers (FO), gun has special benefits to readiness.
crews and FDC operators are trained individually

with the Training Set Forward Observer (TSFO), 4. Trainers designed for individual unit

Artillery Firing Battery Trainer (AFBT) and BCS elements can be interconnected to provide
training software, respectively. Then, these closed loop integrated training.
trainers are interfaced to one another via appro-
priate communication and data links to form a 5. Thorough individual element (e.q.,
loop. The FO observes a target on his TSFO and howitzer crew) training prior to inte-

calls for fire support. FDC personnel receive grated training will yield more efficient
the request and transmit orders to each gun crew. training overall.

The gun crews lay their operational howitzers,
load and fire FASPR ammunition while the AFBT 6. Keyboard and visual display useage, map

monitors each crew and transmits actual results reading and malfunction analysis will all
back to the TSFO. "Would hit" coordinates are be key training elements.

used to locate burst signatures in real time on
the TSFO screen. The FO can then initiate cor- 7. Backup modes will require c-ontlnued
rections as necessary and then fire for effect, training in manual operating methods.

The closed loop concept can he applied to any of

the command and control loops found in artillery Changing artillery training requirements will
operations. Current efforts are directed to mean revised training methods supported by Cor-
field trials of the concept with existing equip- respondinglv revised training facilities.
ment and an evaluation of the effectiveness of
this type of training as compared to classroom
and live fire exercises. ABtOPT THE AIPTHORS

Combined arms training Is also necessary. MR. CHRISTOPHER SAVINEII. is a Design Engineer

This is yet a higher level of integrated training in the Electronics Division of AAI Corporation.
in which the artillery unit is cooperating with fie has been responsible for the development and
infantry and armor units to learn complete testing of a prototype Firing Battery Trainer for

battlefield strategies. The effectiveness of Mlf)q Howitzer crews as well as other artillery
combined arms training will depend heavily upon instrumentation. In addition, he has partici-

the effectiveness of the training which indi- pated in the development of several advanced
vidual units receive prior to Joining a combined ammunition handling systems. He holds a Masters
exercise. At this level there is a need to degree from Carnegie-Mellon ITniversitv.
imulate artillery fire without danger to the

troops involved. When the artillery is support- MR. TAMFS TAYLOR is a Senior D/esign Fngineer
ing the infantry it must place cannon fire over in the same organizat ion. He has been respon-
and just in front of the advancing troops. sibl, for developing a howit7zir woapon error

Consequently, the safety requirements for train- measuring system and concepts fir aitomatiti
tng are especially difficult. As a minimum, some howitzer operations. Earlier he had participated
form of training round which allows the howit7ers in -i number of radar and Penctrn-optical training
to be fired and the apparent fall of shot to he equipments. He holds a Masters dogree from this

computed is a requirement. (Whether it is Hopkins l1niversitv.
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COST ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED TRAINING DEVICES
FOR DSWS OPERATOR COURSE

Robert V. Guptill
Dynamics Research Corporation

60 Concord Street
Wilmington, Massachusetts 01887

% ,, ABSTRACT

This paper reports on a preliminary training development study (TDS) of the proposed
training devices for the operator course of the Division Support Weapon System.

Training device requirements for this system are being determined during the earliest
____ stages of the Life Cycle System Management Model (LCSMM). The study overcame the

lack of data needed for training device decision-making by building upon the compar-
ability analysis techniques embodied in previous applications of the HARDMAN
methodology to the Division Support Weapon System. The results of this study suggested
that device-based courses would be substantially less costly than equipment-based
courses.

INTRODUCTION

The basic thrust of the training device effort
for the Division Support Weapon System (DSWS)
(now called the 155mm Self-Propelled Howitzer
Improvement Program) is to identify system

training devices early enough so that actual
equipment and training devices can be developed
and fielded concurrently. Additionally, under
the DARCOM/TRADOC Letter of Agreement (LOA),
the training for the first Operational Test (OT I)

of the weapon system will provide for the inclus-
ion of brassboard training devices. In order to ---
meet this schedule, training device requirements
are being determined during the earliest stages
of the Life Cycle System Management Model
(LCSMM) - earlier than most other major Army Figure 1. Steps in Methodology
systems acquisition programs.

One of the major constructs of this an.2lysis is

The purpose of this paper is to describe a cost the development of a Baseline Comparison System
analysis of the training devices proposed for use (BCS) as described in MIL-STD 1388-lA, Logistic

% in the entry level DSWS operator course. The Support Analysis.() The BCS is a current
% study extended analyses of this course and operational system, or more likely, a composite

utilized pertinent data and results obtained of current operational subsystems, which also
during previous applications of the HARDMAN closely represents the design, operational and
methodology to DSWS. support characteristics required for the system

proposed for development. In summary, compar-
" .THE HARDMAN METHODOLOGY ability analysis forms a bridge between a new

system's mission requirements and its people
* The HARDMAN methodology is designed primarily for and cost requirements. Further descriptions and

front-end analysin; it determines human resource explanations of the methodology can be found
requirements, identifies high resource drivers, in other sources.(

2 , 
3, 4)

and provides the necessary information to conduct
6 human resource/equipment design tradeoffs during THE DSWS PROGRAM

the early phases of the Weapon System Acquisition

Process (WSAP). As in DSWS, where several The Division Support Weapon System is envisioned
competing configurations are proposed, iL permits as a replacement for the current M109-series of
comparisons of the relative human resource demands 155mm self-propelled howitzers and the fire
of each. support system associated with it. The concept

is intended to be applicable to all levels of
The methodology, shown in Figure 1, is a six-step conflict in the 1990-2010 time frame.

process. It is triggered with the establishment
of a consolidated data base (CDB); the next The program is presently in the concept formula-
three steps determine the demand of a systems tion phase with Army Systems Acquisition Review
design, generally following the precepts of Council I (ASARC I) scheduled in January 1984. At
comparability analysis. Comparability analysis this stage in the acquisition process, a number
derives systematic estimates of human resource of contractor designs and one foreign system are
requirements of a proposed weapon system by under consideration. The HARDMAN application
extrapolating from the known requirements of focused on three proposed design configurations,
similar, operational systems and subsystems. one each from Norden Systems, Inc., FMC Corp.,
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and Pacific Car and Foundry, Inc. (PACCAR). In Figure 3 depicts the Institutional IltVi Tra-rr
'0PO addition, a near-term Product Improvement Proglam IDT) which coMists of 51x (6) train-t st i.,r.:

(PIP) alternative was evaluated. The Norden and one instructor station. Thr-e t th. tAil-..
design represented a maximum produLct impr ovement stat ions cons ist of a mock-up of th(- DSWI l,1
and was chosen as the equipment cnt iqurat ion tor dt -,ir compartment, and three wou ld r,-pt.se(nt
study. This concept represented a theoret real th,, ARV dr iver compar tment. The I DT will be i:
"midpoint" between the existing self-propelled primarily to train DSWS SPH and ARV crew members
howitzer (SPH) and its ammunition resupply in the tasks needed tr, dr re the respect ive
vehicle (ARV) and a totally new design. Without vehicles.
going into any spa-cific design detail, s5ufice it
to say that the bat, efield of the futurte en-
visioned for this weapon system will require

-'.'[' capabilities that are profoundly differeit from
the existing system. The improvements in rates F
of fire, mobility, communications, fire control,
resupply, navigation, and its ability to survive
in future battlefield conditions will have L -_ K L
dramatic impacts on the tasks performed by the
operators and maintainers of the existing
weapon system and, hence, on their training

...programs.

OPERATOR INSTITUTIONAL TRAINING DEVICES ..

The training device concepts evaluated in the
study were those included in the DSWS Training
Device Concept Formulation Plan (CFP), which Figure 3. Institutional Driver Trainer
was prepared under the direction of the Program
Manager for Training Devices (PM TRADE). This
plan represented a major departure from the
usual pattern, in that is was prepared during
the concept definition pha e with, as previously
described, several candidate concepts under
consideraition. As such, the plan was justifiably"' '-"general in scope to ccomodate all of the pro- The major objective of the cost analysis was to

determine the training and resource impacts of
posed designs, using equipment versus training devices in the

Two devices included in the CFP were intended for proposed DSWS operator course. The trend in
use in entry level institutional training of weapon system acquisition is in the direction of

the DSWS operator. These devices were the DSWS acquiring a smaller number of more capable (and
InsttutiSopeatoire Mission Traicesere d the more expensive) weapons that will be less avail-
Institutional Fire Mission Trainer )IFMT) and the able for training. The DSWS Outline Individual

DSWS Institutional Driver Trainer (IDT). Because
oft s n oand Collective Training Plan (OICTP) assumedthat training strategies making extensive use of
operational strategy of how the devices were to table of organization and equipment (TOE) hard-
be used in the course of instruction was expanded ware would not be cost effective; hence, an

* in the study.
increased use of training devices would be re-

" Figure 2 shows the Institutional Fire Mission quired. The study was aimed at testing this

Trainer IIFMT) which consists of five (5) trainee assumption. Several resources that are typically
tationsndoneT whinuc tr staion. Eac5 trainee affected by the use of equipment versus training°., stations and one instructor station. Each trainee devices for operator training were included as

""-station consists of a mock-up of the DSWS SPH dvcsfroeao riigwr nldda
sttoncnissofamcku o h"LSS Ptfollows: (i) fuel, (2) ammunition, (3) maintenance
crew compartment. The IFMT would be used to train facilities, (4) maintenance and other support

SPH crew members individually or as a team in the personnel, (5) spare parts, (6) live-firing ranges,

tasks required to conduct a direct or indirect a n (7) drv r aining ai ng" and (7) driver training areas. Key training
fire mission, including performance under degraded issues that affected this study included:
cdis(i) safety restrictions due to the operation of

the automatic loader, (2) need for more extensive
"..,,,, . ,,,. crew training, (3) space available within the

C'.." DSWS turret/cab for training, (4) increased
% capability of some training devices to facilitate
,, .fault isolation and scenario programming, and

Dd 1 (5) student to instructor and student to equipment

ratios.

An analysis of the resource impacts of these
1 A I I IIIIalternative training concepts raised the following

two questions: (1) Can training devices be used
to lower the number of DSWS self-propelled
howitzers (SPH) and ammunition resupply vehicles-
(ARV) required for training in the 13B Cannon
Crewman Course? and (2) Are the traininq devices

IOp
"  

proposed for the 13B course in the DSWS Training
P Figure 2. Institutional Fire Mission Trainer Device Concept Formulation Plan less costly o%-r
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a twenty year training life cycle than the Tasks identitied in the first step tLrm the
operational equipment (assuming fixed training existing M109 system were then analyzed. The
effectiveness between equipment and training analysis of the existing ta ;ks identified
devices)? (1) which tasks had to be deleted, and (2) which

tasks had to be modified to reflect the pr , ,-o!d

The study was conducted in five steps: system design. The resulting system-specific
task changes were then documented by code on

* Updated Operator Course and Tasks Existing Task Deletion/Modification Worksheets.
* Identified Equipment Requirements Deletion of a task may be indicated for reasons
* Identified Training Device Requirements of subsystem elimination, task automation, reduced
- Conducted Cost Analysis task frequency, change in maintenance concept,
Presented Results or change in operational concept. Task modifica-

tions include minor change in equipment/procedure,

Given the objective of the study and DSWS as a skill level change, frequency change, or major
developing system, the study constituted a 

change in skills and knowledges.

preliminary Training Development Study (TDS) as
described in TRADOC Reg 350-4,(5) TRADOC Inputs to this analysis from the HARDMAN applica-
Cir 70-1(6), and the TRADOC Training Effectiveness tion included equipment descriptions/manuals,
Analysis (TEA) Handbook.

(7
) engineering functional flow diagrams, engineering

design difference indexes, equipment lists,
DSWS OPERATOR TASKS engineering equipment configurations, results

from the reliability/ma-intainability analysis,
The DSWS operator tasks were initially analyzed and the results of the functional and manpower
in the HARDMAN application and updated in the requirements analyses. Of key importance to this
study. The first step in analyzing the DSWS analysis is the interdisciplinary interaction of
task requirements was to identify the sources manpower, personnel, training, engineering and
of system-specific task and course information, systems analysts involved in defining the various

The Operator Training Source Index was used for system designs and their impacts.
this purpose and provided a system functional
context in which to analyze the effects of Existing tasks requiring major modification and
equipment design differences on the operation additional tasks identified on the Operator
of the total system. Training Source Index were analyzed further on

the Task Characteristic Worksheet. During this

Functional focus for the study was provided by step, further descriptive information about the
using the operational scenario for the SPH and comparable tasks is added and the characteristics
ARV developed in the HARDMAN Functional Require- of the new tasks are estimated. Estimates of
ments Analysis. This scenario is shown in Figure task difficulty, importance, and frequency (DIF)
4 as a mission event profile. Five of the are possible in this analysis, but due to
functions are performed in series, i.e., no two uncertainties associated with the criteria for
of these functions can be performed simulta- selecting tasks for training and training settings,
neously. However, other functions, such as and difficulties involved in getting proper data
command and control, can be performed in for the comparable tasks, this analysis was not
parallel, i.e., simultaneously with any other conducted. The approach used in this iteration
function, was to consider all tasks identified at this point

to be selected for training and to assign the

training setting and skill level of the comparable
task to the new task.

- A total of 70 skill level 1 tasks were identified.

Of these, 15 tasks were determined to be affected
by changes in frequency that may, after further

• ,*,- .*... ~ ,,analysis, result in the deletion of these tasks
from the course. While identifying tasks that

m. would be trained in the entry level operator

course, 21 additional skill level 2 tasks were
identified. These tasks represent a substantial
amount of advanced technical training that will

have to be assigned to a training setting. This
" .future assignment may drastically affect the entry

level course.

DSWS OPERATOR COURSE

Once the operator tasks had been identified, an
entry level course of instruction was developed
that incorporated training for the skill level
one tasks. This initial course was equlpnent-

- i- re 4. Mission Event Profile based and incorporated the training philosophy
found in the existing M109 operator (lBIO-CSUT)
program of instruction. Using this course as

a basis, a device-based course was then developed.
The development of the device-based course involved
replacing the SPH with the appropriate trainina
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devices, changing equipment to student and
instru-tor to student ratios, removing vehicle-..............."'
specific resource requirements, and reducing

commander's time previously needed to cover slich
field training contingencies as weather, and
range and vehicle availability.

In order to capture the vehicle and instructor
resources that are consumed dur inq the conduct [.

of training, Course Resource Worksheets were
developed. These worksheets gaphically showed . .
the use of the following resources:

(I) Hours of Instruction
(2) Vehicles Used ..

(3) Types of Instruction I ..-

(4) Equipment to Student Ratios
(5) Instructor to Student Ratios
(6) Instructor to Equipment Ratios

(7) Miles Traveled
(8) Ammunition Fired -.

COST ANALYSIS

Once the resource parameters were established, Table 1. Summary of Resource, Requirements
the equipment and device requirements were
determined. Courses were overlapped, where
possible, in order to optimize resource . Student to Equipment/Device Ratios
requirements. If courses are overlapped, the . Class Lengths

number of days between the starting time of * Staggered Usage of Equipment/Devices
successive class sessions decrease and, therefore, . Sequencing of Course Modules
the number of sessions per year increase. . Number of Different Equipment Devices

Available for Training

Research and development (R&D) costs, investment
costs, and operations and support tO&S) costs The cost accounting categories and procedures
were then determined for the equipment and employed at the training center level, post
device-based courses. These costs were obtained level, and TRADOC level do not coincide. Cost
from a large number of different sources and factors identified at the course level are
methods. The most important sources were the undistinguishable by the time they reach TRADOC.
DSWS Baseline Cost Estimates (BCE) for the This negated the usefulness of the TRADOC course
equipment and the PM TRADE cost estimates for cost analysis program as a tool for modeling
the training devices. the costs of training devices within courses

of instruction.

As tradeoffs, two alternatives for the equipment
and training device courses were evaluated: CONCLUSION

(1) 30% Driver's Training - Only 30% The cost analysis conducted in this study took
of the trainees are required to place prior to ASARC/DSARC I. Most existing

complete driver's training, techniques for conducting Cost and Training
Effectiveness Analyses (CEA) are designed for use

(2) Double Shift - In addition to 30% later in the Weapon System Acquisition Process

driver's training, two shifts of when more specific and larger amounts of design
classes are held. data are available. The present analysis over-

came this lack of data and met the requirements
RESULTS for conducting preliminary training development

studies by building upon the comparability
A summary of the significant resource requirements analysis techniques and data base embodied in
are shown in Table 1. previous applications of the HARDMAN methodology

to the Division Support Weapon System.

Over a twenty year life cycle, the equipment-
based course was 28% higher in cost than the The previous HARDMAN training requirements

device-based course. In the 30% driver's train- analysis and existing consolidated data base
ing alternative, the equipment-based course cost facilitated a timely study. A study which on
was 31% more than the device-based course, the average takes 120 days(

8
)to complete, was

while in the double shift alternative, the completed in approximately 80 days.
equipment-based course cost was 40% more.

The multidisciplinary nature of theo HARDMAN
S-. These results, however, are vry :4ensitive and approach insured that the overall analysis focused

are dependent upon a number of assumptions in on the mission requirements of the weaxon system
the following areas which must be precisely and that it was cohesive and comprehensive in

"'."defined in order to make a sound investment nature. This multidisciplinaty t(eam of hardware
decision: and traininq analysts coupled with data base

%. management techniques and analytic models was abl,
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to bridge the gap between the needs of the DARCOM
developer and the training development

community.
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"inticdt, thit bth 5-D objects and 2-D terrain sunfJee texturo cia ortro :i -,ltitice
f light,

I NTROl)UT IuN

Effective air defense systems require tactical teristics of a scene (i0). In addition, dita cOn-

and strategic aircraft to fl at very low altitudes cerning scene content requirr ntts is scarce (9,.

and high airspeeds. These altitudes and airspeeds

enable the aircraft nd crew to use terrain saskin The Low-Altitude Database Development Evalue-

and the element of surprise to evade hostile tion and Research (LAUDER) study was initiated to

threats. The crew of toddy's tactical and stra- examine visual scene content for low-altitude,

tegic aircraft must balance the probability of high-speed flignt training, and to gather experi-

destruction from hostile air defense systems with mental data that relates experienced pilot perfor-

the probability of destruction fromi the terrair. mance to visual scene content. To obtain this

segment of a combat mission route that nas a hi,i data, a generic cockpit trainer equipped with a CIL

air defense threat level will cause the aircrew to visual systes was developed, and a visual database

fly closer to the terrain and to accept a greater was produced to manipulate several scene content

hazard from impact with the ground. variables throughout a nigh-speed, low-altitude

flight route. The performance of experiencec mili-

Experienced pilots have little difficulty fly- tary pilots was recorded during simulated flight

ing at low altitudes. Unfortunately, curing a cam- and subjected to statistical analysis.

bat mission the pilot must also navigate, monitor

the aircraft systems, .anige the weapon sysfens,

evade the hostile threats, and perform many other APPARATUS

critical tasks. The pilot must practice continu-

ally until these tasks can be performed almost A special-purpose research simulator was

automatically. designed and assembled at the Air Force Human

Resources Laboratory (AFHRL). The simulator con-

The amount of aircraft low-altitude, high- sisted of a mocifieu T-3d instrument trainer cock-

speed flight traii,,g ,- sary to attain this per- pit, a modified F-Ill Computer Image Generation

formance level is Uifficult to obtain because of (IG) visual systun, a special-purpose Iow-altitud-

-cost, safety, noise, and pollution. Simulators database, and the Advanced Simulator for Pilot
Training sASTe F-lb fn oget dynamics anc parfor-

equipped with {ornputer Image Generation (CIG)

visual systems could safely provide the needed mance measurement systems.

training at much lower cost with ,,o environmental

impact. The potential of this type of training has Cockpit

been demonstrated and tt-e savings in aircraft and

pilots can be predicted (1, 4). However, low- The, colkpit was rhart of ,i surplus T-od instru-

. altitude, high-speJ _ctlbdt i ssian training in ment trainer. Since the LAtDE R study w.as xoncern- d

simulators is nut presently being conducted on a .nly with pilot ptrforminco relative to visu,1

large ,cale. ir agery, only the airspeed and perwzent-R
M 

instru-

itnts w( r finctioniI . 'Nli sther inst'-usmnts

A key factor inhibiting the Iarg-sweaI, within the cockpit were static durint ti,- - Ipe -

development of Combat Mission Simulator (C S) nunt.

facii ties is visual scene eont,:nf. Present forni-

nology is not adequate to describe scenes, and Ti t-, .. u ,li r tiT -' r ,

- there is I itt Iv agre emi-nt on th,- I i,vant ,iar jr-- -',i", , ii] - i I, , r _,1 iJ rt r -, r
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n ybr iU of the F--I trt, St , , r,r I i r <[r, 2 .- ''r , r Ir ' Ar .t r,
F- -'" >rntor dispM (:terITt >tior.. "' ;,. t A ,! ' 'r r,i,, ' 'j , i-' 1 , 5 , ' ; , ; .,; ',. ,r,

.o n tro l l ed t c s irsuo te d j iru r at Ly Zr y r, ' ' . 0'' A' , .' 1 A ' * '' ' f f:y rr Ir

t c .ppl ied to tr ron:!: vin ,t I K. [r T T-' A, A , , T _' f : T', r t

force stiuk inputs were dirtr t f i t r Ae fYf r--1' r . . s , rq...'"'ert c tr* r, ,'

f I I j h t dyh 5 5M i Sirr uli n £ ro0 jr ,. T . ,;r ' t : F r t , . ' -i '; .p' : , o ' Aii T-

proc 5esse th, control inputs in) Jer,'.rtrr : T,!r't I'C flit .- rr

appropria te sual ysti '.y peoir, t ii,-r!m, r" t I ., -, t' ,

simulate an F-lu aircr aft t I i ,;!i t Tf . -h ;r r' h - ' ' - t' , ,- , , '

* 'I

T h LADLER, vgisual syS1" o crui ,t,c of I - - it ' [ ' IA A -

S inger-LinK F-ill Digit-,I Imas e o' eto te r nr I nri :F I A' r or, Sc w" u< T Ituu.,

6" " n e-Angle Co li mated ('i; displ ys. 4 yr 4,i c in r 4 r< - , . T
pl,-.,;, r,,,rt~ t Of V.'~ 5, tiU AlA 7't , s r ,., :rr-

The F-Ill 0DI is apabl of jneratinj thr, U ri, At ]-st ,T rr S mI

* - channels of day-dusk-night, tul --olr f. S.' ' n I -J" I Sr'ti nS >1 ' Ar r ' wer'

few modifications were made to increase its sr-ne r K: I' irAft 1,;wA t'- r i , 1 f U ,r-

generatiun capaicity. Eacn rinnel prrs.-nr'd t , on- forrmn' < >t 1 j. T'" crridrr urnt M, rs A ei d,., e

- puted scene via an irray of S5 by 1'.4 picture r .t ' t . " T-, i" r,'' LaI, r

I lem nts. The rsugery wuS pdited it rot" uf .r pi A p:r form :tn.

' Hz.

The A. d spldys onsist uf niah-ro Iut i n

color monitors matched to coli mating optics. The tlEr- and SHALL -

displays present d rear-infinity virtui a 'l jf [JRtlrlo rui

the computed scene to the pilot. The three

di spl ays were or iented is thy exi st in tru F- 111 2-l t[c

%_- simulator: to the left, center, and right of the
aircraft centerline. The total fieIu of view is 5-D lt,Nc I o ft Lb u ft 4 , ft

approximately 30 by 120 degrees. ,rrJ5LT.

Low-Altitude Database NOlE A X A

The visual system database was specifically HOUSES X X A X

designed to evaluate the contribution of different
levels of scene content. Tne basic database con- wARE A X x X

sisted of a valley corridor 3000 ft wide, which was HOUSES

bordered by 900- to 11j-ft mountains. WithIn the

val Fey there were 200-ft transverse level and slop- TREES X A A A

ing ridges, and 500-ft hills. The corridor permit-

ted pilots to fly a continuous 420-mile route. The MIXTURE X X X X

corridor construction forced pilots to continually

change their altitude and heading to avoid impact

with the terrain. TA6LE 1 - Tl'E o-lIlTIJN M ATRIX

The experimentoI database content was c;hosen **** wA*** *********

for its anticipated importance to the low-level
'- flight task. Previous reserarch inc experience of

Singer-Link (5, 8), and HRL (1, 2, n, 7) with 0l0

"dotbase features indicated that some features warr

expected to have a significant effect upon low-
lvel flight pe.r formance. Scene conte -nt features

w.ore agreed upon by Singer-Link and HRL.

Visual database content was stuuieu for flight

at approximately 110-ft AGL and a true airspeed of

4o9 kt. The visuril factors selected were:

I .) Importance of te.xtur" and texture sizie. Four

texture conditions wore studied: no textjr e, IO-

ft, 500-ft, and 450-ft square Texture? patterns.

Te.xtur e was placed only on th 0 floor of the fl iqt

corridor.

2.) Importance of 5-D obji.cts rin: their sizes ond

shapes. Five objic t conditions were stuJiel: ). . ... .
'-D objzcts; house!s, war,,h ou',, Or tr-i!ens ,ilor,

and a mixture of all fhr, typirs of objects.

S. -der:r 'ht l low-turn ve. rsus lr$o-d r-'
step-turr, nof ri or - _tions. l'r -i,'iu', r,'' ir, h 'i

t  
.. ..A .A .. ..A. .. .. ...*.
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. . .. .14I:
igrteen exi ri nelod fgig tcr l,I ts wi I Il - [L:Hr -I

,vl I flight experi nce par-ticip ted in Ihe exp ri-
men?. Ten were pilots in F-lu tr ining, ,nd ,rjht rI Al '
were training to be tighter test pilots. The rwo:'
ij, of the pi lots was S4.0 years, their f, u n to*,,l -u ,L

fI igot time was 2,513 hours, and their man time ini O ,JL T

fighter/attack aircraft was 1541 nuur.

Per formance Measurement

Tne per forrndnce sample aid iihd .Ur +m~nt dpe-

Dilly of the AsPT simulator were uSud to rn j sure ,'AP--

and record f I ight poth pard eter s. er ftorm riJL,! 0iJ ,:

parameters during flight fol lowin g t :, prdctice
period were sampled and recorded it 1 50-Hz rat,. FrrrS 1 4 -

At a prespecified distance in each segment, record-

ig was stopped so that ti ght perftrrmin, , medsuru- YIATJR i

mants would not reflect the e fft of visual infair-

marion Seen Dy rhe p i I t when treh next -orr i dir uM 1 I

s.- " segment came into view.

Wh~en a crash occurred dur ing f i ght through
segment, that condition was terminated. The

display and cockpit were initiaIi zed to the begin-

ning of the subsequent corridor segment, and flight SHALLJ6-T 1R6NI FLIUH[

was resumed.
'%+'" TL X( TcJ+E

The primary f I i ght parameters recorded al 50

Hz included position, heading, airspeed, altitude, - NONE 450 500 1.u SJSV
angle of attack, angle of be nk, angle of pitcn, and ji JzcT

crash. Many other parameters were also recorded

for possible use in analysis. hNNE 4 0 U 1 to

Experimental Procedure nOOSEs 2 0 0 0 2 14
"(7*,

Each pilot flew the cntire corridor with the wARE-

starting condition randomly selected. Pilots were tOUSES 0 0 1

instructed to attempt to maintain an altitude of

100 ft above the corridor floor. A few minutes of TREES 0 0 1 1 2 14
practice flight were given to each subject, ena-

bling him to accustom himself to the controls and MIXTURE 1 0 2 1 4 29

visual system. During the practice flight, alti-

tude and airspeed were announced verbally to the tOJM 7 0 4 3 14
pilot to enable him to visually determine an alti-

r tude of 100 ft in reference to the corridor. O)O U 9 2 1

Comments made by the pilots and significant * Section without mountain border

flight events were noted by the experimenter
throughout the experiment. Each pilot was inter- TAdLE 2 - tUMBF, uS TERRAIN JRASHLS
viewed following the data collection.

Terrrain Crashes Aii :s i r.ortr W

There were a total of 55 crashes with the ter- Trio average jl t itude tt- p ots itntuin

P. 0rain. The distribution of crashes among the corri- above the valley floor (i.e., altitude dbosc flot

dor segments are provided in Table 2; 56% of the e,rIn only) for dfI tiroti ti %:S ' t t. I-,

crashes occurred in steep-turn sections and 42% average altituje mairtfin d tr stl iIo-trn fU -

occurred in shal low-turn sections. Most of the mends was I is t, ind '.1 tt for t.ep-turn Se0-

crashes (bl%) occurred in sections without 2-D tex- tents. The averag ,I i tU-s rmaint in-d for -jut,

ture on the val lIy floor. The rest of the crashes corldi tion of - x tviture ,nd j IJO r, c ,d

were distributed throughout the remaining sections in Table 5.

with 2-U texture.

A A relatively large number of crashes )ccurri

in two separate corridor sections that had 2-I) tx-
ture and 5-U objects but no mountaiin bord(rs.
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2-0 TA I ; t-L J Ti I t -ft s t ,. r, . .

N UN L I . i.) T. A') T' 0 t , , , ,, I r~ t t; r

a t I - f t q., r t -. 
t  u r

150 ft Z.2o9 HOUSL '.ll . ] - L ou , tt-fT .q r- t. i r J ,,
bj-s .or 4; -ft s-qu ire tevtur,- itn Tru.

UU ft I5. 2u W/HOU SE 1l/.3
in u mr ry, liitd nt i I aSb s i Irti rtI

4O t t 19/.0c TREE Il0t.93 ,r rs< in tne ste,,p-turn st tions; tf-e Y ivd -
_ d T i r, . cs tn r) t, i t n I 2 n<LZ ]-b: t d

MIXTURL 1E2. 6d jj-ts wor ut. There *s no reliab e rr- in

t t- ,f 1-tur,- ,n Iltit .dj L)ntl , uf thtr

.,a j r I i dble int ra tioon betw,-fn objects and t(. -

STLEP-TURNING FLIGHT =  
221 .41) tire suh tn-it tr,: jrn inti on ot -t MA

SHALLOW-TURNING FLIIGHT = 1/5.12 p,,ttern with Mlx a ., bje ts taS the bbt _uindtirn.

TAhLE 3 - MEAN ALTITUDE (feet)

u lot *,'lor ts

Th pi lots' sb L) t i co ments orcurn in'J tn
The depenj ,t var iadbleUs of ri lr altf i tude, effectiveness of the various" combinations of scefnTn eeJ< aibe ooIA. rattd, ntent indicated that sbst At tn.i test oniti,rnS

maximum alti tude, and mean altitude above flat
e we i d aa t were able to support low-altitude 480-kt flight.earth were included in a3 multivariate analyVs is ([the The ( orhmhents uonti ned no ons ist, , t prf runr- for

SPSS NMANOVA Procedure Rele.ase 9.0) to ifcld TI coudnscneie ooss~.tpeee~ o
univariateF-tests. An alpha level of 0.13dwas either texture size or object type. Many pilots

w Focolwnmentead that they nad no idea of how high or low
chosen for the univariate tests. Scheffe's S- they were in the No Object or No Texture condition.
method was used to explicate the F-test results. The pi lots

5
' Ivels of omfort nd confidence .itn

The main effects of turn and object factors were the scenes increased as features were added to the

significant on at least two of the three dependent corridor segments. lhe ranking from low to high
measures. The F-tests on the interaction effects resulting from additional corridor content was 3-D

of Objects X Texture was significant. In addition, objects, 2-D surface texture, end botr 3-D and 2-D
all subject effects were significant. features.

It should be noted at the outset that the data
contain a high level of between- and within-subject Experienced pilots felt they could follow the

variability, and that the variance is not always terrain at low altitudes in the LADDER database.

distributed heterogenously. The task structure After completing the experiment, which lasted over

allowed differences in individual flying technique, an hour, many pilots requested more simulator time

particularly in terms of lateral flight path (i.e., to test their flight control capabilities beyond

the pilot chose his path within the 3,000-ft wide the task of maintaining an altitude of 100 ft.

corridor). For example, some nilots worked very During these unrecorded sessions, pilots con-
hard to avoid going over the portions of elevated sistently flew at altitudes as low as 30 ft without

hardto voi gong vertheporion ofeleate', r ash ing.

terrain, whereas other pilots attempted to fly the

shortest distances regardless of terrain. In addi-
tion, many pilots attempted different strategies

during the course. Much of this type of variabil- DISCUSSION
ity cannot be controlled with group-oriented sta- Considering the results of the terrain crash

tistical analyses. The nature of the variability nnd altitude data along with pilot opinion, it is
may have concealed some effects that may be

revealed in a more structured task. The data col- clear that a combination of 3-D objects and 2-0
lection procedure used in this study did not lend terrain surface texture best supports controlled

,%A! itself to idiographic analysis techniques. low-altitude flight. The distribution of terrain
crashes mnost clearly reflects the importance of

IThe steep-turn corridor section was clearly both types of cues. The results of previous

associated with poorer altitude control than the resUatrch had led us to expect d more systematic

shal low-turn segment, presumably because of the relationship of performance with respect to the

difficulty of the greater bank angles required in size of surface texture squares. The present study

the steep-turn section. did not reveal a reliable main effect of surfact
texture. The ordinal rankings suggest that the

The main effect of texture was not reliable 300-ft square condition was the most effective and

= .069). There were reliable effects of Object the No Texture .ondition the least effective. It
type on both RMS error (p = .035) and maximum alti- is curious that the clear inferiority of the No
tude (p = .05). P pt hoc tests (Scheffe's S- Texture condition as reported by the pilots and

tude (p .01 Poutd ho tet tScefe' dS-t utio f rrainc se
Ilmthod] revealed that for RMS error, the Mixed reflected in the distribution of terrain crashes
Object condition was significantly better than wis not reflected in t least th- IMa ,rror Teds-

either the No Object or [louses Only con, tion. On ure. tfowever, note that fhe visuajl database

the maximum altitude variable, the Mixed Object in.luded model inq the ff ets of buni angle so utnt

condition was reliably better than the No Object, shading cues were almst ilways present to signl
Houses, and Warehouse conditions. Additionally, vriations in terrain, and ttat thU bordering noun-

the Trees were associated with significantly low,!r ta ins provided strong p Uripheral cues to changes in

maximum values than Houses, Warehouse,, or No alt i tud . Thus sui t-sts that -un th e vest irpo-

Object. Warehouses were reliably better than No vt rsh d cut, conditions i..tiit.d iutf i iunt intir-

Objects. II i . ' f. t . r,,r t ofe r so.- i T it
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control. ,t.nt i q 'njst of the .AUJ. P d t ui is ,,f J .r

Another somewhat surprising finoing is tlie

effectiveness of the Mixed Object condition. Tn h e I us, of so-unu .ont,>nt is f.r fr oir, bbe;ir
results of previous research had indicated the r,-1 .IeJ. Ho.ever , he LAD)ER datab. e sd d(eJnt-

potential for abstract geometric shapes (pyramids 5tiuttd thjt it is possible to produo-,. .I' dtu-
and cones) to aid in altitude control and terrain L.,5 that supports low-altitude, high-speed fIi jht.

avoidance. However, the Mixed Object condition Uid In this sense, the results of tne exp.rifitnt ir e

not differ significantly from the Tree condition or .,ery encouraging. l edrly, [nore basic and dpp l i

the Maximum altitude variable, and both were sup>- r -,iurch is nieedd to b-tt r undurs1, d ti- , l -
Srior to the two building types and to no objects dt tionship between pilot per forinanoe and vi'jdl SyS-

all. On the RMS error measure only, the Mixed tus datbsi nrret.
Object condition was found to be rel iably superior

" to the Houses or No Object condition. It is possi-

- ble that the differences in size and/or shape of rL LI'L r

.
'  

the objects when found together in a section pro-
vided a significant enhancement of information that

the pilot could use. • u lCK aIdr/d, ,.H.; Monroe, E .u.; and Mehrer,
K .I. "F I ight uimul tor rCunway vi sud lT Ir l

A much greater difference in performance Lues for Landirig". AFHRL-TR-,'u-nl, August,

attributable to objects and texture was desired. 1980. Operations Training Division, Air Forc,
*, Even the results found to be statistically reliable Human IeSoures L.aboratory, Ai IInas II, .

" were not large in terms of absolute magnitude (with
. the exception of the differences between steep and z. Buck land, G I1.; Edwards, B.J.; and tep rns,

shallow turn). As noted earlier, problems with S., "Flight Simulator Visual Ue~elopmnt und
performance variability due to the task structure Instructi~nal Features for Terrain Flight

and differences in individual technique may have Simulation". Proceedings of the 19 1 Image

concealed some perceptual relationships. However, beneration/Display Conference II, p. 55)-joG,

it is equally plausible that since the pilots did June, 1981. Operations Training Oivision, Air

not have to simultaneously attend to navigation or Force Human Resources Laboratory, hill iims

tactical tasks, the visual environment provided AFB, AZ.

sufficient information in even the No Object or No

Texture condition to maintain relatively good low- 3. Hugnes, R.; Brooks, P.; ouham, D Sheen P.;
level performance. The minimum scene content con- and Dickens, T., "Tactical Ground Attack: On

dition of a corridor with mountains, ridges, and the Transfer of Training from Flight uimuljtor
hills (and sun shading) may have been nearly ade- to Operational Red Flag Range Exercise".

quate for the pilots to maintain low-altitude Proceedings of the Fourth
flight. The relatively large number of crashes in Interservice/Industry Traintjj Equipment

the two segments without the bordering mountains Conference, Vol. I, p. 1 -1 , . Iu-in,

suggests this might be true. The corridor without 1982.

texture or objects in the val ley is still more com-

plex than most training simulator databases avail- 4. Kellog, R. S.; Prdther, D. -. ; .astoru, r. H.,

able today. The perceptual problem facing the "Simulated A-Ibj Lcxsbat Ln ironm-nt". Proceed-
pilots was also somewhat easy, since the valley ings of the Human Fdctors Society, p. s-,

floor was always flat and level, except for the 1980.

.4. obvious ridges and hills. This allowed pilots to

make the valid perceptual assumptions that reduced 5. Lewandowski, F. P., "Np ,f the irth (NL)

their need for additional visual information to Maneuvering with .ornputer ,riirrted Irnag ery".

resolve ambiguities. Proceedjn of the 1981 Imag
Generation,,ispay uonflerenceII, june, )a n1

The pilots who participated in the experiment Will iams AFo3, AZ.

demonstrated that CIG scenes can support low-

altitude, high-speed flight control. During the t). Martin, E.L.; and 4inoldu-,i , E., " erticil

experiment, the pilots maintained an overall Cues in Low Level FL ight imul itiin". AF1 IRL-

average altitude of 198 ft, which is higher thin TR-85-27, bIt r. ,p ju ioris tr rinJ Division,

the 100 ft above the valley floor that the pilots Air Force Human CusourL:es Labor itory, will iuns

were instructed to maintain. This result should be AFo AZ.

expected, since the 200-ft ridges within the corri-

dor occasionally forced the pilots to fly higher 1. Martin, F.L., "Inc ole ot bj-t Density in

- than 100 ft. In addition, most of the pilots con- Simulated Low Level Flight". AFHi+L-TR-8t-xX,

trolled their altitude to fly no lower than 100 ft in preparation. Operations Training Division,

instead of maintaining an average altitude of 1O Air Force Human Resour,-s Laborutory, Will iams

ft. These two factors would cause the average AFBS, AZ.

altitude to be greater than 100 ft.
8. Mc ormiok, D. c., "The Importance of Being

The LADDER experiment required the pilots to Square". Proceedings of the 1981_ I91 e

* fly the corridor at low altitude for approximately Generationibisplay Conference II, J 1981.

one hour. Since pilots in the past have often Will i ams AFBi, AZ.

expressed a distaste for flying simulators, it was

surprising that many pilots requested more time to ). Wmurple, ... A.; hlennesy, R.I.; Sndj'rs, M. S.
exercise both man and simulator to the limits of .ross, B.K.; eith, n.H.; and McCauley, M. .,

performance. Their requests and the extremely low "Air frew Traini n; Irvies: Fidelity featur,-s".

flight maneuvers they accomplished during these AFHRL-TR-80-3o, Jnumr y, 19vHI . Legi t ics mn.;

periods attest to the effectivenes of the scene Tehnicil Tr miminm li m>i. , ir For-. ur.,.
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Resources Laburatory, Wr ight-Pjt ti Iun Aj, L3 j.

10. Thorpe, J.A., "Quantifying Visual cucne Parii-
eters". July, 1978. Meeting Report, sponsored
by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research, Life Sciences Directorate, Wash-
ington, D. C.
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AN APPROACH TO A STANDARDIZED SIMUL.ATOR OATA BASE

THOMAS w. Hoo;

JOHN D. STENGEL, JR.
MICHAEL R. NICOL

AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS I)[VISION
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE OHIO

A. BSTRACT

The current trend in user requirements for data bases to support visual sensor, and
rada simulation for training Is toward real-world data bases that cover large geographic
areas. The production of these data bases is an expensive process and typically each new

Y system develops new data base generation software, along with a data base Itself, to rmet its
* own specific needs. The result is a large amount of redundant effort, since the same
C geographic area may be modelled or transformed repeatedly for different applications. This

0 paper wili describe an approach to help the Department of Defense (DoD) control the eZ3Ca lIti:n
costs of generating and maintaining simulator digital data bases. This approach will he
developed through Air Force Project 2851, Common DoD "imulator Digital Data Base/Trans-
formation Program, a tr-service effort which was initlited at the direction of the Joint
Logistics Commanders (JLC) DoD Joint Technical Coordinating Group on Simulators and Training
Devices 'JTCG-STD)

The objective of Project 2851 is to develop a DoD standard simulator data base and common
transformation software to support all simulator training devices requiring the use of digital

topographic data. The DoD standard simulator data base will provide a common source of digltal
data that will be specificalLy compiled to meet training objectives and which will minimize the
need to enhance Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) data during the data base
generation/transformation process for each Individual simulator system. The goal of the common
transformation program is to reduce the amount of system unique software for each simulator
system. It will promote a greater degree of data base and software compatibility among the
many DoD simulator systems. The results of the project should be improved simulator training
capability at reduced development, acquisition, and life cycle cost to the Government,

INTRODUCTION vides the model from which the simulated image is

generated. Data bases used in the past have
Project 2851 - Common Simulator Digital Data Included model boards built on either a stationary

Base/Transformation Program - Is a tri-service platform or on a moving belt for visual and opti-
simulator software appltcations and data base cal glass plate transparencies for radar. How-
development program assigned to the Aeronautical ever, the last ten years have seen a shift to
Systems Division (ASD) of the Air Force Systems computer based simulation systems using a digital

" Command (AFSC) by the Department of Defense (DoD) topographic data base. Computer Image generation
Joint Logistics Commanders. The purpose of the (CIC) systems and digital radar landmass simulator
project Is to develop a standard simulator (DRLMS) systems now permit realistic visual and
topographic data base and to minimize the number radar simulation of real world areas over large
of data base transformation programs for various geographic expanses.

1

DoD training simulators. The term "simulator data
" base" in this paper refers to a topographic data In an attempt to standardize cartographic and
. base containing a description of terrain relief, geodetic data base support throughout the DoD, the

and natural and man-made features on the surface Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) was formed. The
described by the terrain. It may contain car- first prototype digital data base was developed by
tographic, hydrographic and/or topographic DMA In 1974,2 primarily In support of radar
features. This paper describes the background and simulation requirements. However, since that
problems associated with the current procedures time, DMA data base applications have expanded to
for generating simulator digital data bases for Include tactical and strategic weapon systems. In
training simulator applications, the major 1977, a major revision to the DMA data base was

" requirements that will be addressed by Project accomplished to improve the detail and descriptive
2851, the program approach to be taken and related content. The 1977 data base, referred to as First
technical support. Edition Digital Landmass System (DLMS) data

3
,

includes two flies-terrain elevation and feature
BACKGROUND analysis. The terrain elevation file consists of

a 3 arc-second by 3 arc-second matrix of elevation
Topographic data bases are required whenever values which represent the elevation of the

the simulation Involves a visual or sensor capabl- earth's surface. The featire analysis file is the
Ilty. Visual systems are required for tralning more complex of the two and contains a description
tasks such as take-off and landing for aircraft, of all features on the earth's surface, both

- harbor navigation for ships, and artillery prac- nauiral (lakes, rivers, forests, fields) and
t ice for tanks. Sensor simulation systems are manmade (buIldings, roads, towers, brIdges).
required for training tasks Involving radar or DescriptLions within the featuire analvsIs file
electro-optical systems such as infrared sensors Inc Iude geographic locat [on, featire lien-
or low light level television. The data base pro- tfication (truss bridge, two lane highway, rest-
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dent tat hut [Iding, etc.), surface material category or surf ace v.hi ls. The ri:,sforma: i,:; pr nram
(metal, wood, soit, water, etc.), feature lie ight, must therrfor he lhs I 7',ed to seE ct th,'e
percent tree cover, and percent roof cover, features, of lmporta'te nd ,is e nto produi'e A

vi sial lIt a hose cimpat lhl witi tihe vlsual svst,'i
Use of the DMA DILMS is now required as the archItectore. SimlIrly.v he rada r fat A hase

primary source of informat Ion for all oD s mla ia- trans format .in proir im mist pe rfo rm " he same fie-
tor data bases. The has ic feature content, t ion to priduee a di" i has e oimpat lh le wi 'i h eh-
accuracy, and reso ltion of the DLMS data have radar svstem ar,'hIt ctire. Sinc each sy5te hri

proved adequate for the simulation of low to Its own format and crintent reqluirements and there-
medium resolution radar systems. The DIMS data fore requires Its own transformation capabilittv.
has also proved useful for visual and sensor simu- a transformed radar aita hase is ,ot compat lh Ie
lalin applications provided certain enhancements with a visual system, nor ian a radar system usf- i
are added, transformed visual data base. In fact, a visual

system can seldom use a data base from .i different
DATA BASE PROBLEMS To BE SOLVED visual system due to differing, system capacities

or capabl ties and unique svstem or contrartor
Data Base Transformation Programs des igns. The same problem exists In the radar lid

sensor areas.

As described in the previous section, the DLMS
data is defined in terms of ground truth physical There are several consequences to the current
descriptors and Is In a DMA standard format. CI practice of transformation program acquisition.

and DRLMS systems, however, require that the data The first is the large recurring cost of software
base be in a format compatible with the particular development for every new simulator program
system architecture. They also require certain involving a visual , radar, or sensor requirement.
descriptors In addition to those included in the Visual transformation programs, typically 75,000
DMA data for visual displays (color, texture to 150,000 lines of code, are a significant part

patterns), and radar displays (feature reflectance of the software development process. Second, the
* codes). In order to convert from the DMA data growth in the number of trans format ion programs

base to one compatible with the specific simulator places a burden on simulator computer facilities.

system, a conversion program, commonly referred to Third, maintaining this proliferation of the
as a data base transformation program, must be transformation programs and keeping them current
developed. In the case of a visual data base, with the DMA data base Is and will continue to be
manual enhancement using additional data sources a problem. Finally, the effort to create data
is usually required to supplement the trans- bases becomes highly redundant. This is espe-

* formation process. The transformatIon program clal ly true for a simulator with visual, radar,
, development (and enhancement process for visual and sensor simulation systems, each with data base

systems) is performed by the simulator contractor requirements covering the same geographic area,
for each new simulator system. Figure I llustra- but In a different format.

. tes the transformation process for both radar and
visual systems. As a result of the Initial concept development

of the data base transformation process and the

development of several operational simulators, It
.has become evident that some additional control of

,,... - : *;o-. this process is needed. It is highly desireabie
" - to reduce the redundant and complex, time con-

suming transformations and enhancements.

T - Simulator Data Base Adequacy

As previously explained, DLMS data has been
" adequate for some recent simulator acquisition.4 [,.,,, i;-" programs, white It has required major enhancement

for others. However, current DLMS data does not

appear suitable for future simulator programs

Involving high resolution radar and sensors, or
visual systems requiring large geographic areas.
There are three reasons for this.

Io Unique transformatIon programs are required First, the resolution and content of the DLMS
for each simulator system for several reasons, data base is not adequate for the simulation of

Due to the complexity of visual system design, new sensor systems such as svnthet ic aperture
only a limited number of edges or polygons can be radar (SAR), which Is capable of ten foot range

used to represent a given scene (typically on the and azimuth resolution. The current DMA DLMS data
order of 400n to ROD edges). Therefore, visual is not a one-for-one representation of features on
4ystem data base content must be restricted to the earth's surface. To he Included in the DLMS
those features necessary to m-et the specific data base, a feature must meet a set of critera
training task. For example, a visual data base with regard to type, material , minimum slre, anil
used for low ievel navigation might require empha- minimum d acent featire separation, tvplcasllv on

sIs on roads, streams, vegetation patterns, and the order if I Wi ti o l) feet; thus certain
predominant terrain. On the other hand, a data features may ni, N, plrtraved at al I or mav he
base used for alr-to-ground weapon delivery mlglut Included as part if a hrm odto is groiupl In. if si m-

require more emphasis on specific ci Iturul oblects Iar ohjects, . 'or example, a large featire ravv

represent a cmh "at Io of Indlvlilual structures
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e.g., resident tat plat, factory complex, COmmer- with the tch:icai reoolrements for ,i I tvp,, ,f
cial buildings. In some cases, a smal l town raav tLre trai IninIg svstems. This wlI I include
consist of only one, two or three featolres. 0-n vi sal , high reso lut ion rada r SuAch as SR , a:ld
the other hand typical high reso Ilt ion se: sor hi01 reso lt lon eloct ro-opt caI svs'tems s ich as
systems are capable of displaying a one for o; Infrered and low light le" television. In addl-
representation of Individual bui ildings and lion, the tralning, svs tems associated with each of
Landscape features. Therefore, a significant the three services ut lohcnsdedi.e,
amount of add it ional detail wou d need to he added air, ground, and naval simulation systems. The
to the current DbMS data before it would meet the new dat a base structure and content, and the
requirements for high resolut ion simulation appli- transformation software must he compat ih Ie with
cations, the hasIc arch I tert ore and data base processing

• h c apahi I tv of current state-of-the-art siaulat on
The second data hase problem deals with the devices, and must also be fihxIhle to permit

lack of necessary feature descriptors. The DMA changes as simulation technology evolves.
DLMS data was originally defined in support of
radar simulation; as such, Information unique to Operational Requirements.
visual or sensor simulation applications such as
color, surface patterns (runway stripes), and The standard simiulator data base must meet the
detailed three dimensional information are not operational training needs of a wide varietv of
contained within the data base. For current different requirements associated with Army, Navy,
applications, the DLMS data requires enhancement and Air Force simulator applications. B-th car-
which Is usually accomplished manually. Although tographic and hvdrographic data will need to he
this approach may produce acceptable results over considered. The varied types of training place
limited geographic areas, a high level enhancement different kinds of requirements on the data base.
is not practical for extended gaming areas that These requirements range from very large areas
cover hundreds or thousands of square nautical (one million square nautical miles) with low to
miles. moderate detail to limited areas (hundreds of

square nautical miles) with very high detail to
The third data base problem is that of availa- some combination of these extremes. There are

bility for specific geographic areas of interest, also requirements to support Initial training,
For any data base product requirement, DMA prodti- transition training, and continuation training,
ces data for a specific area of geographic Including mission rehearsal. Individual programs
coverage based upon available allocated resources must be able to select and Implement only what
and assigned project priority. Therefore, a new they need from the standard data base. Individual
simulator project or one with a low priority may site updates or modifications will stil be
have a difficult time obtaining the desired area necessary In order to support Individual mission

of coverage unless that area coincides with needs, but these changes can be fed back to the
existing data base production efforts. The compe- central data base site so that all users can bene-
titive environment for obtaining DMA support fit.
includes not only simulator programs from all
three services, but also strategic and tactical The most significant data base requirements
weapon system applications such as missile that need to be supported are world wide area of
guidance systems, aircraft cockpit map displays, coverage and mission rehearsai. Mission rehearsal
and aircraft navigation aids. in particular will be a significant challenge

since a ground truth, feature by feature repre-
PROJECT 2851 OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS sentation of the earth's surface may he required

for many simulator applications. Another major
Objectives challenge will he the development and merging of

highly detailed areas of real and synthetic data.
The problems described in the previous section The standard simulator data base must support

were recently acknowledged by the Joint Logistics enhancement of DLMS data, including manual enhan-
Commander's Joint Technical Coordinating Group on cement, insertion of generic feature models, and
Simulators and Training Devices (JTCG-STD). As a addition of non-real world information using a
result, in early 1982 the ITCG-STD named AFSC as process called synthetic breakup. 4

the lead organization in a tr-service effort to
develop a standard DoD simulator data base and Support Requirements.
common simulator transformation software. The
program was designated Project 2851 under Air Once a standard data base is created to meet
Force Program Element 64227F. One of the initial the operational requirements, the need will exist
steps was to establish a working group consisting to generate on-line simulator data bases i.e.,
of ASO, Naval Training Equipment Center (NTEC) and develop data base transformation programs maintain
Army Program Manager for Training Devices configuration control, and update the data bases
(PM-TRADE). The Defense Mapping Agency also ser- when new source Information becomes available.
yes as a supporting organization. Although Configuration management will he part icularlv

* funding began in FY84, the Initial planning and Important to insure data base availability for all
some detailed in-house efforts started earlier, simulator users and to avoid duplication of data
Project 2851 will address simulator data base base generation effort. Once a data base Is
requirements in the following three primary areas. generated for a particular geographic area,

Information on its availability, content and
Technical Requirements. currency must he accessible to all simulator

users.
The data base transformation software and

standard simulator data base must he compatible A data base generation/transformation support
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center will be needed to provide support for this data base will be provided. At this stage
operational simulators and acquisition programs, the standard simulator data base shown in Figure 2
D)ata bases for new areas will he generated and/or is not vet in a form ready to be dicectly loaded
transformed in support of users and for Lest and in a simulator. Because of the complexities of
deployment of new simulators. The magnitude of some of the transformation processes and the very
this task wiii vary continuously, depending on the lengthy time required for trans formatiton , a goal
numbers, types and sizes of areas needed. This has been established to identifv the common trans-
center will have to modify and/or update previ- formation tasks and perform them once for all
ously generated areas based on revised source data applications. It may be necessary to have Indlvi-

and inputs from the field. There will be , con- dual transformation programs for a limited number
tinuing need to work with users and contractors of classes of applications e.g., conventional
developing new simulators to rapidly analyze and radar, syntheti, aperture radar, CIG Type A, Cql(
resolve problems as they arise. The center must Type B, etc. Ideally, transformed data bases will
support the test and evaluation activities of he in a format nearly ready for use by a par-
acquisition programs by supplying data, trans- ticular simulator. In order to exactly match this
forming data and resolving discrepancies in test transformed data base to a particular image
results. Provisions for continuing research and generator, an adaptation/formatting program will
development activities must he included to take be required for each simulator application. The
advantage of new data base source materials and to goal is to maximize the common transformation pro-
maintain compatibility with new image generation ceasing and minimize the tasks remaining for the
techniques and transformation schemes. Finally it adaptation/formatting program. The feasibility
will be extremely important to keep the data base and practicality of this approach remains a sub-
documentation current so that the data base con- lect for further study.
tent for any desired geographic area can mme-

diately be determined. This data base generation/transformatton pro-
cess' is flexible enough to satisfy mult iple

PROJECT 2851 APPROACH purp, s and many types of requirements. Tt per-

mits a specific program to extract what is needed
The data base generation/transformation to satisfy Its specific requirements. There are

process envisioned is illustrated in Figure 2. provisiwic for higher resolution data developed
All applicable sources of topographic data will be by a specific program to he added to the standard
utilized and converted to a common datti. The simulotlr data base and be availahle for sub-
simulator data base will he generated by dig[- sequent users. Synthetic or non real world enhan-
tizing these cartographic, hydrographic, and pho- cements can be documented and separated from real
togrammetric sources and merging them with DiMS world data. This scheme provides needed flexib-
data. Generic models and synthetic data may also lilty for Individual programs but also forces [ndi-
be used to enhance the DIMS. The final product of vidual data bases to be portable, thus reducing
this process will he a standard simulator digital redundant modeling and generation efforts. By
topographic data base. Provisions for updating maintaining the standard simulator data base In a
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par~taliv transformed form, the complex, time con- ptlshed. Task 2 is lt ndl to he i r,rt -l
sumng transformat ion processing can he reduced analvsIs which will provide Info rca r.! " '

r for each appitcatLon. It is essential -hat the ot the later tasks of r"inl rem,.: 1,! i

partially transformed data base he independent of progr ,m methodo I ogv, and ao t1 ar , .- ,, .

any particular Image generator design vet contain Task ? w[il reslt i-. a 1'cl""l! 1 r

aLL Information that might be utilized for a par- descrlhing the ut ii itv, str,,g po l-;t,, a , .. l

ticular applicatton. This approach does Involve p0 ots of exi t log lata ase sirces i w.I I aI
knowledge of simulator subsystem design to some the feasibiitv of generatlng, data hdose tr ,ri -

extent, but this is a reasonah te tradeoff con- real world sources or hv comblnilng real w rl . wi
sidering the benefits. If there is a sIgnificant non-real world features. Task 2 will Ihe io -

advancement In the state-of-the-art, the ini tat house Governimeit act Ivi tv and schel%1d "o h

(common) transformation process can he modified ta 1 _-month effort.

maintain compatibility with newer sImulator sub-

system designs. Task 3 - Program Reqilreme:nts Defi lt in-

The Implementation plan for Project 2851 will A training evaloation will he acconplished io

employ a combinat ion of in-house Government determine data base and trans forma ion r r n

resources and contracts with industry. By utIL- requirements as a funct ion of tratning require-

tzing this combined expertise, an optimized solu- ments. A. composite set of simulator di-a hase

tion to the data base/transformatton problems can requlrements will he developed, based upon, results

be attained. The Government has knowledge of the of the training utility evaluation data collected

requirements and problems experienced with past in Task I , and the experience of the tn-service

simulator systems developed by several manufac- working group participant,. A, major goal will he

- turers and the obiectLivltv to keep the solution to def Ine a process that does not stifle future

generic and not favor any one design approach. technological Innovation nor severely limit the

Industry has knowledge of simulator subsystem use of those Innovations. it wil then he neces-
design and first hand experience with simulator sary to develop a data base generation concept to
data base design and development. The following IdentIfy which functLons should he accomplIshed

sIx tasks describe the development strategy to he during the simulator data base creation process,
followed. A schedule is provided in Figure 3. which functtons should he accomplished bv a common

"ransformatLon program for each application I.e.,

Task 1 - Data Collection and Technology Baseline visual, radar, or sensor, and which funct ions
DefinItion. should he accomplished in a system-unique environ-

ment, i.e., the adaptatLon/format'Lng process.
A comprehensive list of existing and planned The data base generation concept will serve as the

DoD training simulators that require the use of basis for defining transformation program com-
digital topographic data for visual, sensor and monaltty requirements and alternatives. Task

radar image genert n will be developed. For will resulIt In a technical e-valuatlon of the
each simulator system, the data base requirements, requirements for the engtneering development that
transformation program requirements, data base and will follow In Task 4, and wil he accomplished
transformation software acquisition costs, and primarily by the trL-servlce worki ng group,
traIni ng requirements will be collected. A although a limited amount of contract work wIll he
detailed analysis will be conducted to determine considered. Industry inputs will also he soll-

which requirements are common among the slmula- cited at this time. Task 3 is scheduled to he a
tors, which are common for a particular training 6-month effort.
category, and which requirements are anticipated
for future applications. In addition the stmula- Task 4 - Program Methodology

tor Industry will be surveyed to determine what
advancements in the state-of-the-art can be Once the data base generation concept and a

expected that would impact the form of specific set of requirements for both the data base anId the
simulator data bases. This task wIll provide the transformation programs are established, the
basic data and will establish the baseline from program development strafegv will he defined.

which the project development effort will evolve. This strategy will pursue the primary objectives
Task I wilt result In a technical summary of developing a Dot) standard simulator data basp
describing DoD simulator systems utilizing dilgital and common transformation software. The task will

topographic data and, for each system, a descrip- involve defIning a set of engineering development
tLion of the data base and transformation program activities that wil be directed toward the

requirements. Task I will he an In-house program objectives and will determine the mean.s by

Government activity requiring the Involvement of which each act Ivitv will be approached e.g.,
each of the three services and Is scheduled to N contract versus in-hourse Government work, wh ich

a 9-month effort. service or laboratory, etc. Task ' will be
accompllshed by the tri-service workintg group and

Task 2. Evaluation of Data Base Sourcos. will I result in a dotall ed prgrim pla:- de-fining

% e*, l aoeri ngV deveI c'pment tAct lvI ti es to hi,

An evaluation and analysis of existIng data acrmpl I shed i.)d tech.lcal spec ficat lons for the
base sources wilL be accomplished ia paral I with dove lopm;:', act IvitIes. Task q I sclpdul-i "o he
the Task I activities. Existing sources will h-month effort.

include Level I, Level 2, and level V DMA data as
well as other digital, photogrimmetric, and char: Task D - ata t uase cd Trinaf,)r, tI:a Pr icrim

sources. In addlit ion to the nalvsl s of real Develo ,pment.

world data sources, an analysis of data base
alternatives e.g., ge-nerlc data basp, svthe'l- DurIng Task 9, the ac: ivi tIes defined Ie Task

catly generated data bases, Ptc. will he accom- '9 will actual be hc'mplIshed by both I:-house,,
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and contract efforts. Specific work actlvities
will Include:

I . The development of simulator data bas
generation software.

2. The development of advanced, muolI "-

application simolator transformat Ion programs.

3. The generaLion of simulator pritoLvpe
data base areas.

4. The evalIoat Ion of the prototvpe dati -.

base areas on varios non- rea I Lime and real I,
* simulator training devices.

5. The development of data hase main-
tenance methods.

6. Detailed technical reports descrlhn. ,..

both the development activity Itself and the
actual test results.

The development activity may he directed important considerat ions lr da'a hase s -nda r-
toward more than one specific approach and will dizatlon. Some of these efforts will le discos,,l
permit government evaluation of several different in detail.
alternatives. A wide variety of DoD agencies will
play an act ive part throughout the development and Hl gh ResolutIon nata Base
follow-on testing. Testing of both the data base
and transformation programs will Inclode eva- The HIgh Resolut ion Data Rase (HRDRI)S also

Sluat ions using both operational and In-house Image known as l.evel V, Is on enhanced cn itre data base
processing systems i.e., DRIMS and Cm( systems, that Is now available In pr,totvpe form from Dt.
reports describing both the development activity HRDB Improvements over the earlier First Editinn
itself and the actual test res lts. Task S is DiLMS Inc lode the add it ion of roads, raIl roads,
scheduled to he a 31-month act ivity, streams, aIrport lighting and Buoys. Anoth er

ma br Improvement Is the add it ion of mlcrodescrln-
Task 6 - Final Evaluation and Implementation. tors for some types of features. Microdescriptors

provide addit tonal Information about the com-

Once the data bese and transformation program position, or detailed makeup, of large homogenois
alternatives have hee. developed and testng

'  
IMS features.

completed, a final evaluation will he conducted hv
the tn-service working group from which an accep- ASD is evaluating the IRDB prototype data to

table approach to data bose generatlon a:id Lrans- determine Its abilitv to satisfy simulator data
formation will be selected. So that tie selected base requirements. The evaluation Is making use
approach can actually he utlized bv each of the of five small areas of prototype IIRDB data which
services, an Implementation plan will be developed have been produced hv DMA. The evaluation Inclu-
which will provide the means for an Integr:, ted Doll ds transformati n of -RIR areas and generaLon of

simulator data base ge leration capability. The static ClIt scenes. A dynamic demonstration of the
final products of Task 6 will Include a technical Cil; data bases on the C-I 3D v isual system at
summary defining the approach selected for slmula- Little Rock ANFH Is included along with a KC-135
tor data base generatlon, transformation, and radar evaluation at AS!). Results of the HRDB eva-
maintenance, technical specifications defining the luation will he available by late 1983. HRDR or a
requirements for sImulator transformation derivative will Ikkelv he one of the major data
programs, a simulator data base generation capahi- sources for Project 2951.
lity includ.ig technical specifications defining

the requirements for simulator data base content, Digltal Multi-Use Feature File
and a final report with recommendatIon:; for DoD
implementation. Task 6 Is sched, o he a The DIital Molt I-use Feature File (DMI!FF)

6 
Is

12-month effort, another new prototype culture digital data base
from DMA.. While this new data base currentlv

SIUPPORTING EFFORT< exists only In the form of a draft speciflcatinn,
it prohahlv represents the next step beyond the

Project 2'51 will take advantage of a number IRDR data base. The DMVFF Is intended to support

of ongoing efforts to develop the standard iata a number of different DMA digital products and
hase and transformat Ion software. These efforts thus vurlos levels of data detail may he con-
have Individual lv divers- oals, but aIl Involve
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tat ed Li the dat base. The s'rctor- .oh h':. i r Ic A.i:,*.GII

DMrIIFF eniables storage iid retrieval of mia:,v !,re e'... t-s rp :lie- or hle],

ductsq ove r Lthe same geog r ihilca I.r,* ,; I~u .g c i'. A- hti lo, vo;'I i,;,t wir ho n tI.

da ta e lements- to de sc rIhe t i res ip p IIca hl o ea rlIvay i ,-r r,-:.c- ot 'Li.-.'t thit --

these various lirutl1itS. MIh if the 1tp f ot th rr')r wi h ir, pa r'tclii Ii r.' h,,: liers- tI -
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DATA BASE GENERATION: IMPROVING THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

Patricia A. Widder and Clarence J. Stephens

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Operations Training Division

Williams AFB, AZ 85224

oABSTRACT
The development of data bases for computer image generation systems is a time consuming,

labor intensive process. While the last ten years have seen tremendous advances in the
" capabilities and capacities of computer image generation, comparable advances have not

CV, occurred in the area of data base management. As visual systems can output more scene detail,
they require data bases which contain more information and so, take longer to build. If some0 effort is not made to develop methods to build data bases more efficiently, the limiting

0 factor for the amount of detail contained in an environment will be the data base development
time. This paper will discuss two projects currently underway at the Air Force Human
Resource Laboratory (AFHRL), Williams Air Force Base, AZ, which enable data bases to be
developed much quicker by allowing the modelers to utilize work which has been done in the
past by AFHRL or other organizations. The first project is the development of software to

-- convert data bases formatted for one visual system to the format required for another visual
system. The intermediate steps of -is process will utilize a "generic data base," which is
simply a data base which contains the minimum information necessary to recreate the
environment in any format. The preliminary test of this effort will be to convert data bases
between the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT) and the F-111B Visual System
Attachment. If successful, the effort will be extended to transform existing data bases from
Defense flapping Agency (DMA) and other visual simulation systems used by the Air Force, Army,
and Navy. When completed, this will alleviate the necessity of completely regenerating the
same data base by hand when it is to be used on multiple visual systems. The second project
is the development of a library of models This library is an on going effort to create a
collection of pre-made models that are accurate, usable, and well documented. An effort is
being made to predict which models will be required in the future and to create them before
they are needed. The library will alleviate data base modelers having to make every model
from scratch every time that model is used in a different data base. These projects and
others also under development at AFHRL will allow data bases in the future to be generated
much more efficiently and quickly than is currently possible for most visual systems.

INTRODUCTION visual environments. The data base modeler must
learn all these systems and use them to build

When Computer Image Generations (CIG) was visual environments as required to support the
introduced, the limiting factor was the mission.
processing power and speed of the hardware.
Since then, much work has been done in the There are two ways to speed up the process
development of faster and more powerful of data base development. One is to utilize
hardware, and only limited work in the area of work that has been done in the past. Another is
data base development. Due to hardware to improve methods that will be used to build
limitations, early data bases were small, new data bases or modify existing data bases.
covering only a limited area with relatively few This paper will discuss work currently being
visual cues. The increased edge processing done at AFHRL/OT which enables us to save data
capabilities of current systems permit missions base development time by using work done in the
to be more complex, requiring significantly past.
larger data bases. It is not uncommon today for
data bases to cover areas of several hundred There are two projects underway which will
thousand square miles. Although improvements be detailed. The first project is a set of
have been made, these data bases still require a programs to convert data bases from one
proportionally longer time to build and debug. real-time visual system to another. The second
A simpler, faster, and more automatic method of project discussed is the library of standard
creating and modifying data bases must be found, models currently, being developed.

The goal of AFHRL/OT is the improvement of Defiritions
combat effectiveness through flying training
related science and technology development. To Cefore d,( ri,)iq in detail the work being
help support this goal, several different (done at AFhPi/MT, d'finitions of key terms will
computer image generators are used. When a be given.
different visual environment is required for a

-,earch study, it must be developed from A visual data basn is defined as a
ratch. In order to accomplisth this, it is collection of numerical data which represents a
'v important to develop and manage CIG data visual environment. This environment may be

If two image generators are to display either an imaginary world or a pcrtion of the
' visual environment, it must be real world.

sPparately for each system.
'a(h image generator has its own The data base is built ih using the

.<, he management system for creating following geometric concepts:
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Vertex: A point located in 3-D space a data base which can be used in computer image
.74 generation.

Edge: A straight line segment between
two vertices Until recently, the following procedure was

used to build data bases: The modeler would
Face: A closed convex planar polygon manually digitize source information (such as

- - ~(includes a color) maps, photographs, etc.) and then punch that
information on to computer cards. The cards

2D Object: A set of coplanar faces would be run through several offline programs,
and the data base would be output to a disk

3D Object: A set of faces which form a file. The modeler would then have to use the
closed convex polyhedron real-time visual system to look at the data base

and check for errors such as wrong colors,
20 Model: A set of 20 objects models placed in the wrong locations, or other

mathematical errors. If any errors were found,
3D Model : A set of 3D objects the source data would be changed and the entire

process repoated. Figure 1 illustrates this
Environment: A set of models that process. Although improvements have been made

represents a visual scene in most data base modeling systems, the same
basic procedure is followed.

Level of Detail (LOD): Each model in an
environment can be modeled in Multiple levels of
detail, each with a different amount of
complexity. In real time, the visual system SOURCE
displays the appropriate LOD for each model in INFOR14ATION
the environment. Proper use of feature results
in the elimination from processing those edges, 4 SOURCE
faces, and objects too small to be perceived. f CARDS CAG

ASPT Visual System MODELING__j
PROGRAMS

ASPT has a 2,500 edge monochrome visual CHAN~GES
system. It uses seven CRTs to display a 3000 ,'CHECK ON
horizontal by 1100 vertical field of view. R~EAL-TIME
The environment can be as large as 1256 x 1256 \IUAO
nautical miles. In a visual environment, there
may be at most 300,000 edges, 40,000 objects,
and 2,000 models. The real-time visual system D[ATA
can display at most 2,560 edges, 512 objects,6AT
and 200 models per frame. The ASPT visual
system allows three levels of detail per model.
The switching distance from one level to the
next is a function of the aircraft altitude Figure 1 Typical Data Base Modeling Procedure
above ground, the distance to the center of the
model, and the size of the model. ASPT uses
shades of gray for painting the displayed DATA BASE CONVERSION
faces. The scale goes from 0 (very black) to 63
(very white). Currently each real-time visual system uses

a data base with a unique format. This is
DIG Visual System necessary to allow it to retrieve the

information contained in the data base most
The F-111 DIG has an 8,000 edge color visual efficiently. However, although different

system. It uses three channels to display a 1250 formats are used, the various system data bases
horizontal by 360 vertical field of view. The contain the same basic information. This
environment can be as large as 600 x 600 information includes the definition of the
nautical miles. In a visual environment there shape, location, and color of each object in the

*may be at most 2,680 models. The DIG Visual environment. Thus, it should be possible to use
System Attachment (VSA) allows 32 levels of the information contained in the data base of
detail per model. The switching distance from one visual system to create a data base
one level to the next is specified by the data formatted for another visual system. This is
base modeler. The DIG has 4,096 different the idea behind the data base conversion
colors available for real-time use, project; to utilize work done in the past.

Data Base Modeling Two rdifferent approaches to this conversion
* process were considered. The first was to

- -Modeling is the art/science of defining the develop software which would directly convert
visual environment which will become a data the data base of one visual system to that of
base. The data base modeler, in conjunction another. This was rejected since the number of
with the researcher, is responsible for programs required tc do this would grow almost
identifying the important visual cues in the exponentially as mo)re visual systems were

v.environment. The modeler then defines them in added. The second approach involves the use of
terms of a three-dimensional coordinate system a data base with a generic format ds a kernel ,r
and submits them to a set of modeling programs, core. Two programs Mould have to be written for
These programs take this input data and generate each visual system t'iat a data base is to be
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converted to or from. The first program would Phase 1
* convert the data base from its native format to

the format of the generic data base. The second Phase 1 would be used to demonstrate the
program converts from the generic data base to feasibility of the concept. It would also be
one used by that visual system. The second used to explore different formats of the generic
approach was chosen since it has the flexibility data base as well as different techniques to
built in to allow the number of visual systems perform the conversion.
to expand. Figure 2 illustrates this concept.

Phase 2 would take the lessons learned in
Phase 1 and develop a more general format. This
would allow the conversion of features not found
in either the ASPT or DIG.

ASPT
-DATA The first step of Phase 1 was the

BASE development of a generic data base format. What
I was required for this data base was enough

AVTS IDIG geometric information to describe the visual
DATA I,-DATA environment exactly. This information was
BASE j -BASE obtained by means of a thorough analysis of the

A two visual systems to be converted. The data
GE N E RI C base formats of several other visual systems
DATA were also reviewed at this time so that the
BASE generic format could be easily modifiable.

WST AEDSS The generic data base contains enough
FLIR, VISUAL DATA information to allow the creation of a data base

DATA BASE for either the ASPT or DIG visual systems.
BASES Basically, this data base can be thought of as

having two parts. The first is a directory
which contains the model name and disk location
of its information. The second part is the

Figure 2 Data Base Conversion System geometric data of each model. This data is
composed of general model data, general object
data, face data, and vertex data. Examples of
the type of data in the generic data base are
given in Figure #4.

It was decided to use several phases in the
development of this project. Phase 1 would
allow the conversion of data bases between two
specific visual systems. The visual systems
selected were the General Electric Advanced Model Data Object Data
Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT) and the
Singer-Link Digital Image Generator (DIG) for Name Name
the F-111B Visual System Attachment. This is Level of Detail Geocenter

*shown in Figure 3. These systems were chosen Description Face Count
*for two basic reasons. First, they were both on Geocenter Vertex Count
*site at AFHRL which allowed for more convenient Switching Distance Light Information

testing. Second, there were significant Dbject Count BIT Flags:
differences in the format of these data bases, BIT Flags: 2D/3D
so that a good test case could be provided. Moving Model Time of Day
Details on these two visual systems can be found 2D/3D Type of Light
in the Introduction. Time of Day Sun Illumination

Curved Surface Shading
Type of ObjectLASPT IFace Data Vertex Data

DATA
BASE 9Geocenter Coordinate

Normal Normal
[CONVERT Color

Edge Count

GENERIUIVertex List

4 DATA
--BASE- Figure 4 Generic Data Base Information

7C6NVERT

The rest of Phase 1 is concerned with the
DG development of a set of programs to perform the

DATA conversion of a data base between the two visual
SBAS E systems chosen. This consists of four programs

which perform the following functions: convert
% Figure 3 Phase 1 of Data Base Conversion an ASPT data base to the generic format; convert
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a DIG data base to the generic format; convert a Phase 2
'4 generic data base to the ASPT for-mat; and

- -convert a generic data base to the DIG format. Once Phase 1 is completed, work can begin on
Phase 2. This will be an expansion of Phase 1

Currently, two of the four programs have to allow the conversion of data bases between
been written. The first allows the conversion any visual system at AFHRL. Phase 2 will use
of an ASPT data base to the generic format. The the same approach as Phase 1; the major differ-
second allows the conversion of a generic data ence will be in the format of the generic data
base to the DIG format, base. The format of the generic data base will-I need to be expanded to include information not

The programs have been designed so that they used by the ASPT or DIG but needed for the other
will not have to be completely rewritten if the systems. This information includes such things
format of the generic data base is changed. as DMA terrain and culture, texture, and
When the programs were coded, an effort was made circular features. One area which will require

V to insure that the programs were modularized, thorough investigation is the role that DMA
Also, each routine has been well documented to terrain and culture will play in the generic
make any future changes easy to implement. The data base. There are both pros and cons to
programs are written almost entirely in including this information in the data base.IFORTRAN. The only assembly language routines Another area to be investigated is the
perform tasks such as disk 1/O. These programs possibility of converting between visual, FLIP,
are also relatively short, each being less than and radar systems to a limited extent.
1000 lines of code.

MODEL LIBRARY
Once the data base has been converted, there

is still work for the modeler to do. The The second project to be discussed is the
differences between different computer image development of a model library. This library
generators must be accounted for if the includes digitized models of various military
environment is to make maximum use of the vehicles and aircraft (mostly Soviet and U.S.).
capabilities of the visual system. The most The digitized models are designed to be used on

* cormmon task to be performed is the addition or edge/face based aircraft simulation systems.
deletion of models. If the receiving system has The models are made as edge-efficient as
a higher edge capacity than the originating possible while still retaining sufficient detail
system, then models should be added to the data for vehicle and aircraft identification.
base. However, if the receiving system has a Without this library, models were made only when
lower edge capacity than the originating system, they were required in an environment. When the
models should be deleted so the image generator same model was later required in another
is not overloaded constantly. Colors of faces environment, the model was essentially remade
may also have to be adjusted. This is most from scratch. What is normally done is to
important when the originating system is accumulate models as they are generated for an
monochrome and the receiving system has full environment. In addition to this, we are
color. However, some adjustment will also be predicting what models will be needed in future
necessary in the conversion between two color visual environments and then developing these

*visual systems since their color tables will models into a readily accessible library. This
probably be different. In addition, some library will allow data base modelers to
" tweaking" will need to be done on the real-time generate visual environments more quickly and

*variables in the data base. These real-time efficiently.
variables include such things as the distances
at which models appear and disappear in the The models are being created on the ASPT
visual scene. The conversion program computes visual system. Therefore, the models are
default values for these and places them in the designed and tested to the format and
data base. However, the defaults will restrictions of the ASPI visual system. These

*occasionally need to be adjusted. were described in the Introduction.

A data base originally built for use on the When creating a visual environment, some
*ASPI has been successfully converted to run on models tend to be more of a modeling problem

the DIG. In spite of the work required to make than others, and so, take longer to build.
maximum use of the DIG's capacity, the automatic Unlike most models used in an environment,

*conversion saved over SOT of the time required vehicles and aircraft require more modeler
to rebuild the data base by hand. If one would finesse to be efficiently and accurately
be satisfied with seeing a 2500 edge, monochrome represented. Source data in the form of
scene on the DIG, very little work need be done photographs,. blueprints, and dimensions is an
after the conversion is complete and much more absolute necessity. The identifying features
time would be saved, for these models play an important role.

Relative dimensions and angles require much more
Currently, the last two programs of Phase 1 consideration than they would for models such as

-rare being designed. Once 1:hese two programs are buildings. Since these models tend to be more
complete, a data base created on the DIG will be complicated then others, significantly more
converted and flown on the ASPI. At this point, development time is required. Assigning gray
we will have the capability to transfer data shades to faces can be tricky. For example, the
bases between the ASPI and the DIG. top of an aircraft's wing should not be the same

shade as the side or top of the fuselage.
Separation planes required for object priority
within the model tend to be a problem for
vehicle and aircraft models. Since these
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'4 vehicles and aircraft are likely candidates for
"moving" models, real-time translation and
rotation needs to be considered. Having such
models premade and properly documented in a
model library can decrease the amount of time
required to build a visual environment.

The models in the library are designed with
three levels of detail. An explanation of
levels of detail can be found in the intro-
duction. A typical vehicle modeled in its most
detailed version is composed of five to ten
objects with about 100 edges. Figure 5 shows a
vehicle as it is typically modeled on ASPT, and
Figure 6 is a photograph of the actual vehicle.
A typical aircraft model in its highest level of
detail has 13 to 15 objects composed of
approximately 300 edges. Figure 7 shows an
aircraft as it is typically modeled on ASPT, and
Figure 8 shows the actual aircraft. The
intermediate and least detailed levels tend to
have respectively 60 and 30 percent of the
number of objects and edges compared with the
highest level. The lower two levels are
designed independently of the highest level and
so are not just a stripped down version of the
highest level. All models are constructed along
the X axis of a 3-D coordinate system with
positive Z defined as "up." The center of
rotation for modeled vehicles is at the middle
of the vehicle on the ground. A modeled
aircraft's center of rotation is at the
aircraft's approximate geocenter. Aircraft are
made in two versions, wheels up and wheels
down. Variable geometry aircraft are modeled Figure 5 Vehicle Modeled on ASPT
with the wings in two positions, the fully swept
and fully unswept wing positions. The approach
typically taken in modeling is to be more
concerned with how "pretty' a model is and less
concerned with how edge efficient it is. Since
our goal is to create visual cues necessary to

" perform a specific task (and not to sell a
visual system), the models are designed to be
edge efficient yet easily identifiable. Instead
of having one or two "pretty" models in a scene,
we can have many less detailed but still useful
models. It currently takes about two weeks to
design, code, debug, visually test, and document
a model.

!A

% W

Figure 6 Actual Vehicle
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Since it is intended that these models be
used for multiple purposes, appropriate
documentation is necessary. Documentation for
models is available in the form of computer
plots, formatted listings of the geometric
information describing the model, and copies of
the modeler's design sketches of the individual
objects and the completed model. Figure 9 is a
computer plot of a completed aircraft model.
Figure 10 is a typical example of a modeler's
design sketch of an object. The models are
stored in ASPT modeling source format on a file
saved on a computer disk and are easily listed
on a line printer. This source data can be
easily saved on magnetic tape for transport to
other simulation systems. This would allow the
vehicle or aircraft to be easily hand coded into
the modeling source format of another visual
system. In this way, the time consuming design

* phase of the modeling would be eliminated. When

W the conversion program is completed, the models
could be converted automatically from ASPT
format to the correct format of the receiving
visual system, Using the same software, models
could also be entered directly into the library
from a donating simulator system.

Figure 7 Aircraft Modeled on ASPT

Flcure 8 Actual Aircraft Figure 9 ,omputer Plol of a Modeled Aircraft
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Figure 10 Design Sketch of an Object

The model library currently includes
approxiamately 100 completed models. An earlier
collection of ASPT formatted digitized models
exists on computer cards. An effort is being
made to transition these models into the model
library. This means insuring that all of the

* . card oriented models meet the standards of the
model library (three levels of detail,
documentation, etc.). The models in the library
are a collection of work done by several
modelers. Therefore the style (artistic
license) the modeler used to represent the
vehicle or aircraft may vary slightly from model
to model. The models, when completed, are
readily available for future study, test, and
training applications.

The library of models is being expanded on a
continuing basis.. Although the format of the
library models is from the ASPT, the models can
be transformed into the format of other CIG
visual systems with relative ease. The thorough

-. documentation available makes the models easy to
be modified as needed. The library currently

- exists and is being used for on-going research
and development. The models can be used for a
variety of purposes. This model library will
decrease database development time by about two
weeks for each model used from the library.
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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Navy is currently developing a Battle Group Tactical Trainer (BGTT)
which provides experiential war gaming exercises to Naval Officers engaged in tactical

decision making and planning courses. A major design goal for the program is to

simplify the man-computer interface such that players and controllers with little or

no computer training can interact extensively with the BGTT data base. One step in

the design process was to conduct a human engineering analysis of the BGTT's objec-
tives, system functions, information flow, information processing requirements and

user requirements, and make hardware and software recommendations that would assist in
the achievement of this goal. This paper discusses the recommended hardware and

software features required to simplify operator interface with the training system.

INTRODUCTION SYSTEM MISSION

The U.S. Navy is currently developing a The BGTT system objectives will be accom-
Battle Group Tactical Trainer (BGTT) which pro- plished in a unique environment which will

vides experiential training through war gaming allow experiential decision making training.
J exercises to Naval Officers engaged in tactical This environment requires participation from

N. '.1 decision making and planning courses. The players and controllers.

%) trainer will afford the opportunity for offi-

cers (players) to make real-time tactical Mission for Players

decisions and experience the impact of these
decisions. This tactical operation performance The participants in BGTT will be senior

will be extensively monitored and evaluated by Naval officers and their principal assistants

a control group (controllers) for effectiveness participating in tactical training courses.

and fulfillment of curricula objectives. The mission for the players is to improve their

operational tactical decision making skills
A major design goal for the program is to through practicing these skills in various

simplify the man-computur interface such that tactical situations including simulated, high

players and controllers with little or no compu- threat environments. This gaming environment

ter training can interact extensively with the requires participants to plan, execute and
BGTT data base. One step in the design process evaluate tactical operations.

was to conduct a human engineering analysis of
the BGTT's objectives, system functions, infor- Mission for Control Group

mation flow, information processing require-
ments and user requirements and to make hard- To support the BGTT objectives, a control

ware and software recommendations that would group staff is required to instruct, monitor
assist in the achievement of this goal. and assist the players. At times, designated

control group personnel may also be required to
The human engineering analysis followed participate in the war game as opposing forces

the classical approach per MIL-H-46855. System to the players. The mission of the control

functions were determined based on the mission group is to provide the players with a meaning-

of the training system. These functions were ful war game experience, monitor player perfor-
allocated to players, controllers and the mance, and provide feedback, both during and

trainer based on general human engineering prin- after the game, allowing players to profit from

ciples. An extensive analysis was performed of the experience and improve their operational
the information input and output requirements performance.

for both players and controllers. Hardware and

software were then recommended which would CRITICAL TASK ANALYSIS

provide players and controllers the most

efficient and cost-effective access to the A task listing for tht player group which
required information. Detailed discussions of outlined the duties of the warfare commander/

the human engineering analysis leading to the coordinator during the planning and execution

architecture recommendations are contained in phases of their jobs was supplied by the spon-

Waldrop, McDonald, and Barry (1983). sor. A Critical Task Anaiysiq (CTA) was
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required fir to r ot-,ntrl ,gri hcp , se th,.ir c ouId ni t b. vaIn!Itd based oni pr,-s ri id

duties had not yet b,-n dt ind with e,*nce criteria. iimsqunt , ealuat iii ii ii iy.r

to the Be. rr. h asrks adlr-ssd in the C[TA perfiriiie wIa i located 'Ltireiv Ii .-

-, examined the fuct ions required it the c, trd c itril group. How,'v,-r, ti,- r)ut iet' r,-ordi n v
group to support the training ob jectI i v . t' , r o r g ald - L... ., vr t s, a wl a, I I As priv is ini ,

H err. This task analysis examIned the( i s dttaiI itIria t Ion on student ic t lii
to be pe,-cr rm -d by the staff, the informat it a Il loItO d t m a manlniid mahine based ,i general

necessary, and the add it iona I trainer support human tac tors princip
required tor task comp l,t ion.

Al Ilocat ion it Funct ions to Players
The task ani I ys is det ailed control group

" informatin rtqtirem,'nts fir complet ion of each After review of the human tactors princi-

• . task. This was a direct input to the Human pies, allnOat ion of tunLtins t plaers was

" . Engineering System Analysis which examined how straightf,)rward. AlI tunct ions norma Ily per-

o t provid, access t inft rmat ioi in an easi y firme.d by the EattL I Gr,up Commiid,-r/CompOsit,
retrieabl, manner. Warfare Commanders (BGC/CWC ) and tli i r imm d i-

ate staffs wire al located ti. the player,
Task Analysis Proce'dures

AlI loc at ton o f Func tions to I ra iliter aiid Coni-
Data )nit the job requirements for the con- trol Group

trol group were svstematically gathered from

*BGTTr objec t iv,ts , c irreit dut ies it training All fiuinc t j,its iivovting the gt'ierit ion it
personnel and other war gaming systems. In informat ion external to the BGC/CWC strit tur,

conjunct ion with obtaining current job specific (mission, historical threat, gepolitical

data, the tasks of current training personnel situation, rules o f engagement, environmnt

were derived through interviews with subject were allocated to the Belt training System
matter experts (SMEs). (computer and control group). Al t funct ions

- A involving the decisions and act ions n, irma I ly

SYSTEM ANALYSIS executed (in accordance with Command Staff
t " orders) by officers and enlisted personn-I

The informational requirements fi r both below the participating officers (platform

players and controllers were identified by movement, enemy engagement, logistics) we re
gaming phase (Briefing, Planning, Execution, allocated ti the BGTT Fraining System. All
and Debriefing). The player tasks wi re functions involving determination .if engagement
prepared based on operational dut ies and were outcomes and assessment ,if player performance
contained in a classified document. These were allocated to the BGTr Training System.
tasks were modified and detailed fir the gaming
environment in an unclassified form. The Once the BGTr training System functions

controller tasks were obtained from the Control were allocated based on mission, these func-
Group CTA. The System Analysis examined tions were then allocated to man (control
architecture conf igurat ions to fulfill task group) and machine based on human fac tirs
requirements. principles. Primary and support responsibi l-

ities ftr each task in the Control Group
Function Allocation Critical Task Analysis were allocated based n

the human factors principles.
The purpose of the funct ion allocation was

to initially allocate functions to man (players Information Flow Req.irements
and control group), machine (BGTr computer and

peripherals) or both, such that the overall mis- The initial allocation of functions led t,
sion of the training system can be fulfilled in the examination of information flow require-
the most cost-effect ive manner. The func t i)ns ment s. The primacy funct ions of a warfare cOLD-

to be allocated were obtained from the player mander are to gather itformation, as ss its
* and controller task analyses. The al locat ions importance, make decisions and relay this ntw

were based on general man-machine capabilities infformation to other members of t ite battle

and limitations and the mission of the BG' I group. Likeowise, the control group persoinnel
Training System. must access and disseminate a great deal of

informat ion in order to per form their jib.

Two unique characteristics of the BGTt Consequent ly, unde rstand ing BG'Ft player and cm-
miss ion were important to the funct ion troI ler informat ion input and output r.equire-
allocation,, process. Since the primary mission merits is critical C,, equipment ideintificati,ns.
is to allow warfare cmmmand,rs/ciurdinatirs and The infformat ion input and output require-ments
their staffs the opportunity to make decisions for players and contro l lers were detai led and
none of their dci s ions or act ions woul d be d, fined.
al ocated to the computr. However, Battle

Group me.mbers above and below this; level will laver Information Reoiremen

nt be included as players, and their decisions-

and actions must be perfirmed by the BGrr To per firm BriePfing, P annink , Ex,,cuLt ito
traii.ng system (compitr and control group). ind Debi iefing Phase tasks, the players mu,-t

receive and privid, spec i fic informar im. The
A 7",A second uiiiq it charact-rist ic concerned hnr training System must prio'ido this informa-

the fact that BGTI had been described as an ion in I radi ly usabl, form in order t, com-
, experientii l trainer; thus, player per fuirmanc,- plt, its miss ion. P layer infirmat im input
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and output requirements were listed for each Query Language
task.

There are a numb r o f query Ia nguages
Player information requirements for each available which could concivably be utilize d

phase were presented in tabular format. Each by BcrT. The first opt ion is natural language
phase had four tables associated with the intor- entry of requests. Unfortunately, "human comnu-
mation requirements for that phase, i.e., infor- nication is characterized by ungrammatical
mation input requirements by task, input defin- utterances and syntactic and semantic ambigu-
itions, information output requirements by ities" (Ramsey, 1979). System performance can
task, and output definitions. Table I provides be improved by constraining t he allIwable: an excerpt from one set of in fo rmat ion requi re- syntax of the natural language. However , t he
ments. The player execution tasks are listed naturalness of the language encourages the user
across the top (direct reference to classified to use syntax outside the constraints, causing

" task listing) and the informat ion inputs errors that are hard to explain to the user.
required to complete these tasks on the left Natural language input is slow, error-prone and
side. The X's it. the table indicate what requires use of the keyboard. Natural language

* information is required to complete each sp- input of commands is not a viable alternative.
arate task.

Ano t he r op t io n i s to u se some o f thle s i m-
Equipment Identification ple computer query languages based on a rla-

tiona I data base (Shneiderman , 1980; Thomas &
The next step in the analysis process was Gould, 1975; Zloof, 1975). These query lan-

to provide a means to access and output tie guages were developed for the infrequent user
required information. The most efficient means and were intended primarily for management

- of accessing and outputting information depend- information systems. Simple and medium complex-
ed primarily on the information update rate and ity requests in the Query by Example approach
the form of the information. The information use tables to simplify categories, and links of
requirements previously detailed were analyzed interest are straightforward. More complex
for type and update rate. requests require the user to remember and use

special characters and symbols. This approach
This analysis led to the recommendation does not apply to BGTT because information

that each player station include the following requests are not complex enlugh, and there are

hardware: too many categories of information to present
o An Alphanumeric Display even a small fraction of the tables on a screen
o A Standard ASCII Keyboard and Keypad at one time.
o A Graphics Display with Touch Screen
o An Alphanumeric Printer Dialogue

o A Game Book
o A Secure Telephone One of the most important considerations
o A Work Surface for Maps and Hardcopy is the type of dialogue between the user and
o Facilities for Storing and Retrieving the training system. The three types of dia-

Hardcopy logue are computer-initiated, user-initiated
and mixed-initiative. In computer-initiated

The control group equipment identification dialogue all interactions are initiated by
J. was based on the same information access and computer through prompts for the require.

output principles used in the player section. input. Conversely, in user-initiated dialogue,

The analysis led to the recommendation thar the user enters commands from memory and the
",. each station contain the same equipment as a computer responds. In mixed-initiative, either

student station plus the following hardware: the user or computer may initiate the dialogue.

. A Headset Computr-initiated dialogue is the most offec-
o 0 A Graphics Printer tive means of interaction for the untrained
o Access to a Word Processing System user (Parrish, Gates, & Munger 1981; Ramsey &
o Access to an Overhead Projector and Atwood, 1979; and Shneiderman, 1980). In

Screen and Viewgraph Production Means addition to reducing errors and number of
required key strokes, comput er-init iated

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS prompts implicitly convey to the user a mental

1,od,l of the system's dialogue structure and
Once the information requirements anti hard- remind the user of unused commands. Thus, as

ware recommendations were completed, an exten- the us ,rs interact with the computer, Zhey
sive literature search was conducted on marl- learn where the informat ion is and the required
computer interaction. The software recommenda- pathway to reach it.
lions in this paper represent software features
shown to be effective in recent research However, as the users become more prafi-
reports and design manuals and which will cient, their need for computer-initiated dia-
provide BGTT players and controllers the most logie din inishes. Experienced users prefer to

efficient and cost-effective means of accessing enter a single command from memory (user-
and manipulat ing the requi red informnat ion. init iated dialogue) a nd go directly to t he
Software requirements for BGTr are discussed required unit of information. Since the BGTr
under the heading of Query Language , Dialogue, will be used by inexper ienced players and
Menu Design, Sc reen Formats, arid Error- control group personnel , as wel I as exper ienced
Handling. operators , the system should 5

e designed for

Sj -
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both computer-iniitiated and user-initiated 1ttrs ca pita ized to i !lI 'it- thi. tb r-v I , d
dial ogue display it t1.

Ramsey and Atwood (1979) indicate that a Screen Formats
computer system that uses both computer-initi-

* ated and user-initiated dialogue works quite On.- funt ion ot t I- CR will ,
we I I except for one problem. As users become the ope rat )r in entr ing me -i g I ) t r iTi t i-
more experienced, they are annoyed by the sion to" another warfare ,tttwind. r'i' t , ! 1wi I,

- . computer-initiated dialogue but have not yet recomm,-tri-lt i, nt are, ba ,-d ,, i-xt i -i v,. t inJiet-
- . memorized the query language for user-initiat- by Mace, et .al 1979,. ti-. r at v -htI t I,-

ed dialogue. A means is required for a smooth provid-d with prer rmatt-I di-plavs nit tin.
transition between computr-initiated and user- ill mes.ig- i ,rmat -. ath I mat -!dUI - -
initiated dialogue. taII a 1 ,tandar( w Irds wt h bla:lk ' i - t )r

"% "- entry o)t r-qui r-d intormat itn. Fa, h hl i k spt,-
It is recommended that the BGTT allow com- should c,,ntain ,)des ( 1 L t, r, - imber )

puter-initiated or user-initiated dialogue at t,,r the leg4al -er i-s in each -pa , . It,.I i c -
user opt ion. For the inexperienced user , a I I al I I tt. r and number w i I I repla, t11. , d,-
interactions will be menu driven and the user 1,-tter, a- thev ar, enter-d. Th, its ,.t t,-a-
could select the desired opt ion by way ,f a sir- (e.g., nnu00 yds ) sho Id ;,p, ar attr
touch screen. Optional displays should be tIh. blink ti-Id. Th 0  cer r s hoed , ,q u.......n to,
presented in a hierarchy, alilowing osers t t th,. next bl,nk ,nitry field alt, r tin, previous

, work their way through th- 'iptions to the fild has be,n compl.t ed or the ENtER kt -v is
desired display. When the user tuches thte depressed. The operator shouIld he ai llowed to"
desired display, it will appear along with its revi,,w and edit the message bef,r, trinsmis-
title and four letter abbreviated t it l . As si on. Alt though mes sages us in bot Ih uppe r and
users interact with the system, th,,y will lower case letters are easier to re-ad, nt-ssag-t
become familiar with the available, displiav and received at sea are all upper ,as-,. Typing

their abbreviated titles. The mi,,r. ,xp-rittcd messages in all upper case is taster atid is the
user may choose to type in from memory the ltour reommended approach.
letter abbreviated title ot a di p lay t tat
would require three or four steps t , re.l h bv Error-Handling
selecting options on menus. A tl IIy xperi-

enced operator wi I I be able t, access a ds i red Since humans are error-pro.ie and c-mputers
display by typing in a single four lott e.r require error-free input data to work properly,
command. If the operator forgets th, title of the Bgut trainer must have extensive error-han-
a desired display, he can sequence through the dling features in order to) operate smoothly

% menus by using the touch screen. with the inexperienced user. An important

requirement in error-handl ing is informing the
Menu Design user about entry item error and how the error

can be, correc ted (Shn iderman , 1980).
Mace, Harr isIn , and Se-quin ( 1979) conduct-

ed a study of input errors in automated battle- During entry of a number of fields on in,-
field information systems and ftound that the format (e.g., arm and fuel an aircraft), each
labeling of menu opt ions had a major impact. field should be checked for legal entries as it
Labeling mena options with full English words is entered. The immediate error message allows
produced the lowest error rate but tended to the user to correct the error and continue. If
clutter the display and slow the responses. the trainer cannot check entries by field, then
Using abbreviat ions and mnemonics produced few the error message issued after all of the
additional errors and reduced display clutter, fitelds have been entered most clearly specify
The use of nonsense codes (e.g., A2) referenced which fi-I d is in error, preferably bv high-
in a user manual produced poor recognition and lighting the field. The user should b,- allowed
recall and led to high error rates, to correct that field without reentering all
Abbreviations and mnemonics are generally other fields.
suitable inputs in mist sit tuat i-ins, becaus e
abbreviated equivalents of English words are Errort terms such as ILIF;AL ENTRY are ,f
easily recognized. The recall of abbrevi- limited value to the eser. Erlr)r mtsages seth

at ions and mnmmiii i c s cain b, facilitated by as TYPE MI SMATCH antt dWT OF LIMIt ; are us--ful

standardizing their lIength and intridut ing to the -xptrienced it - hu t I,, noti help tlh,
coding convent ions which *ire ,insi stent ly i n-x pe r i,-ct sd r iorvct err,-rs. F -ild

. employed. Most's and Pol ash (1979) toiind that 1h.-ckin rtit ln,-s ar. basial Iv a s-ries it IF
simple truncat ion is the mist '.-ftc tivw, form ti stat-m,-t in lth,- compt-r. Th. ri t iT., oold
abbreviation and has tlit,- low,-s t ,'r r,,r rate. lay,- i seplr i er r,i m,-s ag-. t,-r ,'ach I1

@O Two studies -f automatd bait t let t ld ,i t, rma- stat .mi -.I lIt I i apprta,h wi I 1 :i 1 tw ii-
l ion systems foud thai a .-our lI-tt, abtra- tralt-r t, dlsj> i ,y specit , -,rrtr t--,sags tit
at ian hadI thle luw--s t i-r r-ir ra t-- Ild,,-vm, iinrd i-f i t Iw------- otrii cian bc ' r, ri-ct-IIt;.- - Ehrnr-ich, and Bind -wald, 146"; Nest -rm & NIMfi- 6 REOII Dl , .Eth Rs' DI-i, NIMIA1 R 10-
Gividn, 1978). 1ARt;E I

:%% For menu d-,sign in thl i r ,s s,m l  it i, lnthtir ii-q irt-m'.,t I irrri -haln11 1. i
recommended that menus .) ,ipt lons Ii t tlit, th p-.v i u n oi , ,i lps. It t i- 1s-1 

'
- n.t

names if the displays wit
t

h tiet tirsr t..tir titd,rstand [iit i-ri )t m,.si t, , Ii, ts hutil i ahl, -
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p. ay,,d t-. -,-r . , t .. - t -- I -. . . . . .

F t it-a Iv, - 1"- r-1, wr t I ,, i. I I I- - : -r In, I

tnfrmat in , . - I i b,. It i tvlt h i [ r 1v v I. I , , , ,-, 'i i i -

vty-i r io s p,, 1- I .I. -It t it i - It r I r- d ii .

s n-ssago shIil -iv I lIP NAM E No F FII)N. I! i-, it I,- z i.i 2- t r . !ti . t ,

pl ayi er req ,-:, t , 2 , ph , ioti-i -)t an lI-d't d A I I I I I ! l l I 1I iii

e ll, my s bLma r tnt., r-,, r -I iX-- -14. stit. IV , i22 .2- -, i i e ,n .
DATA INAVA I rIAB. to BlI*P' FiRtAES.

Instructional Sp _ijp rt teaitr,--- iil tl . II i- r-r-Fit,- ti , r.,i ',,

Slnstruc-tiinal sipp,-rt t, i.-ir,s ctit privi-l-r i-,i- -vlt-ti.. 1 t, h I v-1 , . mr irF 
,  

i-,

aut imat-d I Omputr aissist.ii t,, t.o ru-L t ire' i r tt 2 1 I1 Ib' ,- , r
tiont a tning activt l , alldt ,I r- t t ilinl ,- '2. r' '.Iiir , I - iirr--2 -'!-2x '2r

quva lit v sit p pO r It inst r 1i t ill.i 1 A t iVi t i W. W ,II I l It i 1,' , 1- 1 i i! i , 1 1 - ,

Inst rut- t-r tsk, wt ask ire qiiiiiit it etl I, w Lh It-'- ,ii .-2I it, - .. -. I -- -h-

I -iisum '- t i in,. iit d d iver t it t til l twiX i 1t !i l - il :s i t '22-. I22, 2--- i , .1t t ,-,

u s tentts s houlId lie ii t- t tt. Li- ii u l 1 I-ii. I I. "I.- xv 1 - * - 1 1ii ti'
i t such tasks will I tree- tti,. inst rus, t t r 2 I2,.! ;r !1 t 2 ( I [ I 1) t in! t

" perform nutcessary and relI-vait t ta It- I t tai ,r I1 ×. - - t , . - 2 si,. ii, b]., -

Iacilttat, training. A va r-ietv -it instru t1i0n- tiv+,'- , . ,- t , g-, , t i tI

al support fe at ures wt -, , -x:itnii t i r BI;F ir" i tn ' .
system applicability --ad i ni, t Kr . ,,Tanlt I"i

t " ioins. Th f.-atir,- -ximin--d w,-re d-,in ra- Frz,

t ion, mal fin tim simul tin, triert-, ht rcopy,

record/rerun/r.play, st re,/rI-et urr-ot lIi, lee 7- ti! it ' t t-i17 1 7 i.

cond. tions, rem-it. displas, -ut-imit it' 1iIil t , itL-m it i r .2 X i i itnt rh'. -i-l
performanc'e nra -ott- i-it, fiIt flags, vion .- t ,-viit ic I r,-ez,, p,,rti l :it r - i -)it ,2 Ill--

rates, roodl t ificat ionil t eveTnts n s'vs, t,m uat:i 1 tn . ll iw l i1 1,! I, j r V i i 
.  

a t 1,

aIoriLst au t omt it t r--ze i I, 't 1, 1'v , nt intg-I:t "I
t , I t t i, lilt I ,- vei n Ca ( ' r I 1, "'.q . Q~7 ) [!,.

Demonstrat ion a met t [ret e ill z it w i e osqru,! -t Il
r -111l<, q i mul ;it i, l "cI it -- ft ." ] i t p,

Demonstrat ion, ar,, us-, pri m.ei lv t, pro i- r-, z- f-i t itr,-, s hi t I Ii 2 tt r i-ir- 12-I
vid, standardizeid instructtion If cim;it[,x iew I nII required ft r B Ir H w+- , tii, mi ia.
n- Iterial. Demoistrat ions can provid, stud.nt- ilI artt m-ric rez, t- It-jr- 31r- r.,ci n tiwe--l
with familiarizatiion t, seqtiential v,-ti , -t tr t he B;ILr, partiula-rl ,I-,i i ,l 1 , rirt-,it

por formance mode' l , co mmen tod pratt ic-., ai- ai - its i tfite- gimiiig liVr is w-ri- tI 1,lvi it--

. permaiont rrcord/playbask , "ili can b, use1d t I drI it t i.ilsv trim intnd-d ,h iv t is-- ir I ,.,]
- 'valuate, d'velop, an J ritit .t, pr-ip,-sidi p iy l i tie av.

- tact ics (H ick I in , 1980; l ink Dvisti n , 1978

Se Irple, Co tt n , & Sii I ivin , (811. A par it taIt tr z,- f-a.itur, , tIII, ",;52 pli t
" is it, - Ad t, .r i:nip i I itng th, , 2 i nil II - t ,;N : I .

rh" ie d om, int ;t ra t i on i tI-, ,it , I , r lu ;l it t t h+ t,)Tr fr,-,z Ing l he ?m., , ;! t t 11 whIl t I I, r,l, ,II-
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file flags and annotations for players and may require further assistance or clarification
controllers is recommended for the BGTT. to the player. It is recommended that main-

tenance alerts be provided for BGTr, as well as
Game Rates a flexible performance parameter alert

capability.
An important instructional feature is the

capability to ma1npulate the rate at which the SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
game is played. Instructors can set the ratio
of exercise tim, t) real-time, to accelerate, The purpose of this initial human engineer-

decelerate, or suspend the game, or step-ahead ing analysis was to examine the BGTT's training
without the intervening steps. During initial requirements and objectives, then to provide
exercise stages, the game may be played at an comprehensive recommendat ions on system hard-
accelerated rate while planned actions are ware, software, and instructional support
being implemented. As the exercise progresses features. The analysis was based on an exten-

and rapid decisions are required, the game rate sive review of the BGTT documentation and human
may be decelerated to achieve training engineering literature, site visits to represen-

objectives. If a long period of time needs to tative Naval user commands, and interviews with
be covered quickly, controllers can step the Fleet personnel and SMEs. The recommendations
game ahead in time. During this time step, resulting from the analysis are summarized
they may or may not want to pause for salient below.
events or record the intervening steps. This (1) Provide means for player access and
feature allows tailoring the game speed to output of the information specified

player proficiency, game movements or actions, in the requirement tables.
and training objectives. It is recommended for (2) Provide means for control group

BGTT. access and output of the information
specified in the requirement tables.

Modification of Events (3) Provide the following hardware at
each player station:

Instructional intervention allows the con- o An Alphanumeric Display
trol group to modify automated events. Too o A Standard ASCII Keyboard and
much usage of this flexibility will negate the Keypad
standardization benefits of automation. o A Graphics Display with Touch
However, not allowing the control group any Screen
intervention capabilities is likely to inhibit o An Alphanumeric Printer
user acceptance of the system and make it more o A Game Book

difficult to tailor events to meet objectives o A Secure Telephone
(Semple, et.al., 1979). The BGTT system should o A Work Surface for Maps and
allow the controllers to override the system to Hardcopy

change, delete, delay, or suppress events. 0 Facilities for Storing and
Instructors have indicated that the override Retrieving Hardcopy
capability is necessary in automated systems o Chairs for Players
(McCauley and Semple, 1980). This override (4) Provide the following additional
capability should not be used arbitrarily, but hardware at each control group
should be based on training and instructional station.
objectives and monitored by senior personnel. 0 One Graphics Printer for the
For example, the control group may decide to Control Group
relinquish neutrality and modify player actions 0 Access to a Word Processing
to facilitate objectives. The ability to System
modify events is recommended for BGTT o Access to an Overhead Projector
controllers, and Screen, and Viewgraph

Production Means
System Alerts (5) Provide a 12-inch (or larger) diag-

onal standard resolution monochromat-
The primary 'purpose of system alerts is to ic CRT as the alphanumeric display

notify the controller of problems or errors for the player and controller
which require attention. They can notify the stations.
control group when a parameter has exceeded (6) Design a'phanumerics on the CRT per

% preestablished criteria by auditory and/or MIL-STD-1472C for a 36-inch viewing
visual means. This feature frees the instruc- distance.
tor from the tasks of continually monitoring (7) Design all work surfaces for sit-
these parameters. The BGTT control group could stand operations per MIL-STD-1472C.
benefit from maintenance alerts which notify (8) Provide a touch screen (using a light
the controller of a malfunction in the system. bezel) as the primary means of player
The malfunction may or may not be critical interaction with the CRT, as well as
enough to warrant immediate attention, but the a training aid for operations and
controller can make that assessment. Alerts controllers.
which notify the control group of excessive (9) Provide a high resolution (1024 lines
message format errors, "illegal" information or equivalent) 21-inch color display
requests, or trainer command errors by players as the graphical display, with color

4-. would assist the controllers' player-monitoring and shape coding of symbols (NTDS
tasks. Those performance parameters which are symbols for players). To locate and

specifiable for the APM and indicate errors identify targets and platforms on the

178'p.
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display, a light pen or trackball is at user command. Reasons l.,r
recommended. A keypad is appropriate unavaiable informat ion shuld
for selection of optional display bi clearly stated.

functions and simple interactions, (14) Provide the following instructional

while a standard ASCII keyboard is support features:
recommended for more complex inter- o Automatic Malfunction Insert ion
interactions by the operator. with Manual Override

(10) Provide a 180 CPS dot matrix printer 0 Automatic, Manual, and Snapshot
with sound baffle and dual tractor Freeze
feed and capabilities for upper and o Alphanumeric Hardcopy
lower case letters, bold face and o Graphic Hardcopy

underlining for the warfare command o Record/Rerun/Replay
stations and control group stations. o Reot/e Display

(i1) Provide for tabular output of force o Modified Automatic Performance
capabilities, resource status, cur- Measures
rent policies and orders, or other o File Flags and Annotations
quantifiable data for inclusion in o Game Rate Control

the Game Book. 0 Event Modification
(12) Provide the control group access to a o System Alerts

word processing system with storage
files of Game Book data n't available REFERENCES
in the exercise data base. This word
processor should be a standard Alderman, I.N., Ehrenreich, S.L. and Bindewald,
commercially available system, utiliz- R. (U.S. Army Research Institute for the
ing hard or floppy disks for file Behavioral and Social Sciences) Recent
storage. A medium speed (100 CPS) ARI Research on the Data Entry Process
daisywheel printer is recommended for in Battlefield Automated Systems
the printing quality needed in the (Research No. 1270). Ft. Leavenworth,
Game Book. KS.: U.S. Army Combined Arms Combat

(13) Design the software such that: Development Activity, September 1980.
(a) The man-machine interface will (DTIC No. AD A109-667)

be computer-initiated or user- Caro, P., Pohlmann, L. and Isley, R. (Seville
initiated dialogue at user Research Corp.) Development of Simulator
(player, operator, control Instructional Feature Design Guides.
group) option. In computer- Pensacola, FL.: Air Force Office
initiated dialogue, the system Scientific Research, Boiling Air Force
will prompt the user with op- Base, D.C., October 1979.
tions on a menu, and the user Cohen, E. (The Singer Company-Simulation
will select options by touching Products Division) The 2F112 (F-14 WST)
the CRT screen. In user-initia- Instructor-Operator Station. Bingham-
ted dialogue, the user will type ton, N.Y.: The Singer Co., 1977.
an abbreviated title of the Eclectech Associates, Inc. Profile of SMARTTS
desired display on the keyboard Training Potential (Contract No. N61339-

- or keypad. 79-C-00029). Orlando, FL.: Naval
(b) Menus of options list the names Training Equipment Center, December 1979.

of the displays, and the first Link Division, The Singer Co. Design Defini-
four letters of the names are tion Study Report. Full Crew Interac-
capitalized to indicate the tion Simulation-Laboratory Model (Device
abbreviated title of the XI7B7) - Volume Vt-Training Systems
display. (NAVTRAEQUIPCEN 77-C-0185-001). Orlando,

(c) Provide preformatted displays to FL.: Naval Training Equipment Center, June
operators for each message 1978.

* between warfare commands and to Mace, D.J., Harrison, P.C. Jr., and Seguin,
the control group for task E.L. (Institute for Research) Prevention
preparation. The formats should and Remediation of Human Input Errors in
contain blanks where the informa- ADP Operations (Technical Report No.
tion is to be inserted and 395). Alexandria, VA.: U.S. Army
provide indications of legal Research Institute for the Behavioral and

"A- entries and units of measure. Social Sciences, August 1979. (DTIC No.
The cursor should sequence to AD A081-730)
the next blank field after each McCauley, M.E. and Semple, C.A. (Canyon
complete entry. All messages Research Group, Inc.) Precision Approach
should be all upper case Radar Training System (PARTS) Traig
letters. Effectiveness Evaluation (NAVTRAEQUIPCEN

Wd Provide rapid input field error- 79-C-0042-1). Orlando, FL.: Naval
checking routines that clearly Training Equipment Center, August 1980.
indicate to the user the input (DTIC No. AD A091-912).
field in error and means for Moses, F.L. and Potash, L.M. (U.S. Army

correcting it without having to Research Institute for the Behavioral and
re-enter information in other Social Sciences) Assessment of Abbrevia-
input fields. Legal entries for tion Methods for Automated Tactical Sys-

each field should be available tems (Technical Report No. 398). Ft.
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Leavenworth, KS.: U.S. Army Combined Arms 76-C-0096-1). Orlando, FL.: Naval
Combat Development Activity, August 1979. Training Equipment Center, January 1479.
(DTIc No. AD A077-840). Shneiderman, Ben. Software Psychology:

Nystrom, C.O. and Gividen, G.M. Ease of Human Factors in Computer and Intorma-
Learning Alternative TOS Message Refer- tion Systems. Cambridge, MA: Winthr,1,
ence Codes (Technical Paper 326). Publishers, Inc., 1980.
Alexandria, VA.: U.S. Army Research Thomas, J.C. and Gould, J.D. "A Psychological
Institute for the Behavioral and Social Study of Query by Example."Proceedings
Sciences, September 1978. (DTIC No. AD ' of National Computer Conference, 1975,
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TRAINING ASSISTANCE TECHNOLOGY

Dr. Thcnas J. Hammell
Vice-President, Research ,nd Development

CShip Analytics, Incorporated. . North Stonington, CT

ABSTRACT

Training Assistance Technology is the collection of tools that are provided as part of the
training system to assist the instructor in conducting the training process. They would
typically consist of automated capabilities designed to support specific Darts of the training
process, such as to provide detailed postscenario feedback to the trainees. Many of these

-' .capabilities would be implemented as a part of the computer-driven training device, although
* usually not impacting the simulation fidelity, and thus comprising the training subsystem of

the training device. The Submarine Advanced Reactive Tactical Training System (SMARTTS), the
direct product of a long-term research and development program sponsored by the U.S. Naval
Training Equipment Center, is the initial preprototype implementation of Training Assistance
Technology in an applied environment. SMARTTS is provided, as integrated with a Submarine
Combat Systems Trainer. Other applications of this generic technology are presented, with
detailed examples.

INTRODUCTION training device. The extent to which these
capabilities should be implemented, of course,

The Submarine Advanced Reactive Tactical depends upon the particular training system and
Training System (SMARTTS) has been developed as training situation. The General Accounting
the "training subsystem" of the Submarine Combat Office in their report to Congress concerning
System Trainer (SCST), the primary training "How to Improve the Effectiveness of U.S. Forces
device employed to achieve submarine crew through Improved Weapon System Design" (1981)
tactical proficiency (SMARTTS Final Report, focused on the importance of the operator to the
Hammell, 1983)1). The purpose of the overall effective functioning of the weapon
preprototype SMARTTS was to implement a variety system. They estimated that human errors
of Training Assistance Technology (TAT) account for at least 50 percent of the failures
capabilities which have been identified on the of major weapon systems. Several of their
basis of laboratory research as having the findings point to the obvious need to design the
potential for greatly increasing the training system with particular regard for the
effectiveness of simulator-based training instructor and trainee interfaces. This is
systems (e.g., Hammell, Manning, and Ewalt, precisely the thrust of TAT, and the SMARTTS
1979)(2). TAT capabilities support the preprototype.
instructor, trainee, and system management; they
are generic in that they are relevant to every The problem of developing a more effective
training process. These capabilities are an training system is not really new, since the

- addition to the typically provided simulation training community has always been concerned
capabilities (e.g., target, ownship, environment with the effectiveness of instruction. The
simulation). The specific subset of TAT predominant emphasis in the design of training
capabilities implemented in the SMARTTS devices and systems in recent years, however,
preprototype at the Fleet ASW Training Center, has been placed on the engineering aspects, such
Norfolk, Virginia are tailored to address as concern over adequate simulation fidelity and
individual operator and combat team training the technology to achieve that fidelity.
requirements associated with the SSN MKI17 fire Research has shown that the instructor can have
control system. The capabilities of SMARTTS, a substantially greater impact on the
however, in the form of TAT, are generic and effectiveness of the training system than major
generally applicable to most training devices, differences in simulator fidelity (Iammell,

Gynther, Grasso, and Gaffney, 1981)(). The
TAT Background importance of this finding is that it strongly

suggests that many non-simulation aspects of the
An instructor station has traditionally been a training device/training system (e.g., exercise
part of every simulator/training device, design, monitoring of student performance,
However, it has often been a misnomer consisting student feedback) are extremely important to the
of little more than an operator station for the effectiveness of the training process. TAT
controlling of the sophisticated simulator. encompasses capabilities to directly support
Relatively few capabilities to enhance the these essential aspects of the training
instructional process have typically been process. The training device, therefore should
provided as part of the instructor station. The be more than just a simulator! If should
necessary technology has existed, both in the provide computer-based capabilities to directly
form of hardware/software capabilities and support the instructor and trainee interfaces,
training/instructional techniques, for the and hence directly support the training process.
development of highly cost-effective training
tools integrated into the training device to The advanced training concepts embodied in TAT,
enhance the instructional process. Thus, a and those included as a subset in SMARTTS,
bonafide training subsystem embodieing TAT directly stem from two studies sponsored by the
capabilities can, and should, be a part of every Naval Training Equipment Center (Hammell, Sroka,
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and Allen, 1971 (4 HaTimell, Gasteyer, and information and for effecting entry comirands Li y
Pesch, 1973)(5). These studies investiqated the instructor. Typically, the instructor I. Li
the then-current and future needs of submarine enter a command by sinply pointing tc thi.
tactics training devices. A variety of appropriate English Ianguagq-text choice or tbw

.'r, recommendations were forthcoming, addressing plasma display. An additiunal inttrtoce dvlLt

individual and team training needs at basic to in the attack center is the student tntry flag.
advanced levels; and new training devices, as The five student entry flags ca be raJ ly
well as modifications to existing training located in different positions around the attack
devices. The SMARTTS preprototype operating center, enabling the trainees to indicate puirts
today is largely a subset of the TAT in the scenario that they wish to make a note by
capabilities that were recommended as part of simply pressing an entry flag buttun. This tldq
these earlier investigations, and as refined and is automatically recorded in the scenario, anc
tailored to the specific application of the can be used as a cue during the postpruult,
preprototype. briefing session. The instructor has a similar

entry flag located at the instructor's corsole,
The need for TAT capabilities to support the also for similar purposes.
complex submarine tactics training process was
readily evident upon investigation. Several The classroom large screen display p esents
subsequent efforts investigated laboratory information similar to that presented on thu
prototypes of TAT (e.g., Hammell, Manning, and attack center overhead displays. The control of
Ewalt, 1979), finding that this type of information on the large screen display is
technology would indeed substantially enhance effected via the instructor's console in the

" the tactics training process. Callan, Kelly and classroom. The classroom display ano instructor
Nicotra (1978) implemented several of the console are typically used for preexercise ano
recommended TAT capabilities on the 21A40 SCST postexercise scenario briefings, and also for
in San Diego for evaluation in an applied classroom standalone purposes.
training setting. Their results verified the
potential of TAT capabilities to make a SMARTTS has four major functions:
substantial contribution to submarine tactics
training. The SMARTTS program emerged as a 1. Simulation Control -- this provides
result of a series of investigations indicating capabilities for scenario generation and
the potential for substantial training problem control (i.e., control of the
effectiveness gains to result from TAT, the 21A41 SCST scenario in the attack center,
ready availability of hardware/software to or control of problems run standalone
achieve the TAT capabilities, and the support under SMARTTS in either the attack center
shown by the submarine tactics training or classroom).
community. 2. Data Generation

SMARTTS Description indicators, environmental and platform
models (i.e., used primarily during

The SMARTTS preprototype is a strap-on subsystem alternative tactics sessions), and the
designed to support the tactics training process automatic interactive target (AIT).
associated with the MKll7 fire control system of
the SSN 688 class fast attack submarine. 3. Data Collection and Analysis -- recording
SMARTTS can operate in direct support closely of performance indicators and other
integrated with the already existing SCST relevant information, data management and
simulation system, or as a standalone subsystem performance information analysis and
in the attack center and/or the adjoining feedback.
classroom. The SMARTTS instructor and
student/trainee interfaces (Figure 1) consist of 4. Trainee Interactions -- scenario playback
(1) two overhead displays, an instructor and evaluation, alternative tactics
console, and a student entry flag unit in the analysis, and display generation and
attack center; and (2) a large screen display control.
and an instructor's console in the classroom.
The attack center overhead displays are used for The SMARTTS processing capabilities are
presentation of infdrmation to the fire control extensive and extremely flexible, allowing for a
party prior to, during, or immediately following wide range of operations. For example, the
the exercise scenario. The instructors console scenario generation and control subfunctions can
is the primary command device in SMARTTS, and be used off-line by the instructor to develop
also the major information presentation medium and generate a complex scenario. The
for the instructor. The instructor, using this subfunctions would then also be used to
coi.ole, can set-up, initialize and control the automatically control the scenario while it is
scenario in the attack center. He can monitor in progress. Alternatively, the instructor
the variety of tactically relevant parameters could interrupt this automatic control, and take
that occur throughout the scenario, as well as over manual control of the scenario while in
specific aspects of individual and team progress.
performance. Subjective observations made by
the instructor can be entered via this console. The essence of SMARTTS is its capability to
Finally, information to be presented to the collect and generate a variety of information
students on the overhead displays is controlled pertinent to the tactical training problem; to
from this console. The instructor's console display various combinations of that information
includes an upper color-graphic CRT used for on the instructor's console, classroom large
presentation of information and a lower screen display and the attack center overhead
touch-sensitive plasma panel for presentation of monitors, at appropriate times during the
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Figure 1. SMARTTS Instructor ano Trainee Interfaces

training process; and to dissect and analyze automated or semi-automated means ,itn the
details of the tactical problem (e.g., detailed assistance of computer processitii. AIthough
aspects of trainee performance, relationships these represent a substantial dart of SMARTTS,
between tactical parameters of interest, and so and that which is most visible to the observer,
on). other major aspects of the training system have

also been addressed.
It should be noted that SMARTTS addresses many
aspects of the total training system, in
addition to those that are implemented via the SMARTTS CHARACTERISTICS
computer-based simulator/training device. The
submarine officer tactics training process The three major aspects of SMARTTS are shown in
itself has been modified to some extent under Figure 2. The major hardware has been addressed
SMARTTS. For example, SMARTTS emphasizes the above. In addition, several off-line terminals
conduct of a prebriefing prior to beginning the are also available under SMARTTS for generating

-. attack center exercise scenario. The various exercises, modifying software, and so on. The
SMARTTS capabilities support the conduct of this major modes of SMARTTS operation are preview,
prebriefing in the classroom or in the attack run; and playback. They provide for support of
center, presenting various information to the an integrated training process -- preview
students on the SMARTTS information displays discussion prior to actually running an exercise
under control of the instructor. Another in the attack center; monitoring and control
example is the instructor's course provided as a during the actual conduct of the exercise
part of SMARTTS. This course is in addition to scenario in real-time in the attack center; and
the normally provided operator's course, which for the debrief/playback that occurs immediately
instructs how to operate SMARTTS. The following completion of the attack center
instructor's course focuses on the use of the exercise scenario. Other modes of SMARTTS
SMARTTS capabilities to improve the operation are also possible, including
effectiveness of the training process. Various standalone operation in the classroom and
instructor support materials (e.g., instructor off-line exercise generation by the instructor.
handbook) have also been provided with SMARTTS.
The SMARTTS capabilities presented in this paper A variety of training-related capabilities are a

s are those which are typically implemented via part of SMARTTS, with the major capabilities
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Figure 2. Major Aspects of SMARTTS

listed in Figure 2. Additional capabilities as the entry device. This console is used by
exist that support the training process itself, the instructor to (1) select and set-up exercise

J4 as well as off-line functions (e.g., exercise scenarios both in the classroom and in the
development). Each of the capabilities listed attack center; (2) modify the scenario prior to
in this figure are described briefly below, running, and store the modified set-up

parameters if so desired as an additional
A set of generic capabilities are resident in scenario; (3) monitor details of the ongoing
SMARTTS, in addition to those addressed below, exercise, student activities, and student
that permit its functioning as a sophisticated performance; (4) receive cues automatically from
training aid. These are implemented via the system; (5) control the scenario (e.g.,- software routines, and are critical to the target actions); (6) enter and store subjective
effective functioning of SMARTTS. They include observations; (7) configure and control display
the capabilities of data collection, storage, information to be visually presented to the
retrieval, manipulation and analysis. Most of students in the classroom and attack center; and
the SMARTTS capabilities that are described (8) manipulate information on the displays as
below rely on the system's ability to collect appropriate (e.g., alternative actions).
information from the simulation computer and the
MKI17 fire control system, to process that A unique capability of the instructor's console
information for data storage and/or information is the plasma entry device, which is a
presentation, and to retrieve that information touch-sensitive display. The typical instructor
to configure the necessary display formats for is an individual with an extensive operational
presentation to the students. background, who may have some background with

computers. Nevertheless, his previous
Instructor's Console experience did not typically include

programming. To operate a sophisticated
The instructor's console is the main interactive trainer, however, he is often required to learn
control device in SMARTTS. The stand-up console an extensive set of entry commands, formats, and
consists of an upper 13 inch color graphic CRT so on. The plasma entry device on SMARTTS
that presents information to the instructor, substantially reduces the need for this type of
The lower touch-sensitive plasma display is used learning by the instructor. It presents limited
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sets of possible instructor entry comnands on recorded subjective PIs can be displayud during
the plasma display at the appropriate point in or following an exercise upu,, cuiairid ul tne
time, typically up to 8 command choices, usinq instructor. Examples of subjective I'Is are:
readily understandable English-like text. The
presentation of command choices on the plasma is - initial target range estimate
highly structured in accordance with the - periscope observed target aspects
operations being performed by the instructor. - fire control coordinator eftectiveness
This type of an interface has been found to
reduce the instructor's load and greatly The PI's and TV's comprise the information that
facilitate his learning of the system is presented to the students via the attacK
operation. The plasma entry device is one of center and classroom information displays. This
the bestliked features of SMARTTS. The information pertains to overall and specific
particular sequence of plasma formats/entry operations of the fire control party and
command choices can and should be continually individual members. The information is used to
modified to further improve the instructor's present and assess sets of tactical actions
operating effectiveness. The plasma interface during preview, to assess the student's
allows this type of evolutionary modification to performance and in some instances provide
continuously improve the system's effectiveness, information during tne real-time exercise

scenario in the attack center, and to provide
Performance Indicators and Tactical Variables the student with feedback information after

completion of the exercise scenario. These
The performance indicators (PI) and the tactical parameters are also used via the infonation
variables (TV) comprise the main body of displays to evaluate the impact of alternative
information relevant to specific aspects of tactical actions (i.e., see alternative tactics
individual and team tactical performance. The below).
PI's are generated from TVs. The PIs and TVs
are collected, stored, manipulated, and Information Displays
presented via the information displays. They
constitute the trainee guidance and feedback Much of the work performed by SMARTTS is the
information critical during the training process. collection of data from various sources; the

transformation of that data into meaningful
The TVs are specific parameters collected from tactical variables and performance indicators;
either the simulation computer or the MKll7 fire and the presentation of relevant information on

7' control system. They provide information displays to the instructor and trainees. The
relevant to specific aspects of the tactical information presented to the instructor directly
situation. Examples include: supports his functions of exercise development,

. monitoring and control of training and control
- target range of information presentation to th)e trainees.
- sonar signal to noise ratio The information presented to the trainees on
- time of target zig either the overhead displays in the attack

center or the large screen display in the
The two types of PIs are (1) objective PI's classroom is primarily used to summarize,
which are automatically calculated by the dissect and investigate particular aspects of

computer, and (2) subjective PI's which are tactical problems; to provide status information
,C manually evaluated by the instructor and entered concerning the particular exercise run on the

into the SMARTTS system via the instructors training device; and to provide feedback
console. The objective PI algorithms use the information concerning the myriad of details

- TVs and other data which are normally generated regarding the tactical performance that occurred
throughout any trainer exercise. Many of the during the exercise. Four classes of display
objective PIs are calculated continuously and formats are used in SMARTTS:

available for display at any time during the
exercise or following completion of the 1. Alphanumeric status information
exercise, in graphical format on the instructors tabular listing of TV's and PI's.
console or on an information display in the
attack center and/or classroom. Examples of 2. Geographical plot -- a geographical plot
objective PIs are: of ownship and other vessels, including

their history tracks. This display
- probability of counterdetection format is usually combined with other
- system solution range accuracy alphanumeric and/or graphical
- periscope exposure time information, both sharing a common

display surface. For example, a
The subjective PIs address aspects of line-of-sight diagram may be presented
performance that cannot be readily calculated by simultaneously with the geographical plot
automated means, but are of vital importance to display via a split-screen presentation.
the training objectives. Occasionally, a cue or
an alert is provided to the instructor via the 3. General purpose X-Y plots -- this format
instructor's console to indicate a particular (see Figure 3) presents a selected PI or
occurrence in the problem, after which the TV on the vertical axis versus any other
instructor may wish to enter a subjective PI PI or TV on the horizontal axis.
evaluation. When the instructor makes a Usually, time is used as the horizontal

'C subjective PI observation he can enter his axis parameter, thus presenting a
evaluation into SMARTTS by indicating the particular parameter over the time of the

appropriate choice on the plasma entry device, scenario. Up to 9 parameters plotted
Similar to that of the objective PIs, the over time can be presented simultaneously
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on a SMARTTS information display. This
format is extremely useful for (1)
identifying events as they occurred
throughout the scenario; (2) presenting
information concerning individual and
team performance throughout the exercise; RANGE
(3) presenting cause and effect
information relating Pls and TVs; and (4)
determining and evaluating the
relationships between various PIs and
TVs. The simplified example of Figure 3
shows in the upper graph the time-range
plot to the target during the exercise; a
closing range was achieved through most
of the problem, with a nearly constant
range near the end. The Probability of
Counterdetection (PCD) PI throughout this
problem is shown in the middle graph; the
peak PCD occurred around time X.
Furthermore, the relationship between
Range and PCD can be seen by correlating
these two curves, with PCD increasing as
range decreases. However, a step
decrease in PCD can be seen at time X,
not in correspondence with range. This
step change was due to a decrease in
ownship speed at time X, shown on the

.- lower graph, which achieved that
- desirable decrease in PCD. This example

-i 4shows the type of discussion that would
occur in the classroom immediately OS SPEED
following the exercise scenario, using
the SMARTTS capabilities.

4. Special purpose display formats -- these
are display formats designed to address a.i TIME

particular aspect of tactical operations
or training. They are designed for
particular objectives and are generally
not applicable across the range of Figure 3. PI's and TV's Presented
training applications. An example is a as Feedback During Debriefing
time-bearing plot, which is used for
evaluating and discussing manual plotting completed the scenario, the instructor may wish
techniques. to illustrate the effectiveness of other types

of approach tactics for ownship in that
% Alternative Tactics particular problem. These alternative sets of

actions may be equally effective, les
Learning by example has been traditionally effective, or more effective than those which
accepted as an effective training methodology, the crew actually did. From a training
The alternative tactics feature of SMARTTS standpoint, it is important that the trainees
provides a computer-based capability to rapidly understand the various trade-offs involved with
generate and investigate alternative example the particular actions that they took in

"-" problems. Prior to conducting a real-time comparison with the other available actions.
exercise on the training device the instructor The knowledge gained from this type of activity
may wish to explore, particular concepts in the constitutes learning.
classroom (e.g., various barrier patrol patterns
to intercept a transiting submarine) by The alternative tactics feature is also of
illustrating the impact of various ownship or considerable use during the exercise design
target alternative actions on the performance process. The instructor can generate and
indicators of interest. This would provide the investigate alternative sets of ownship and/or
trainees with an understanding of the trade-offs target actions while constructing a particular
associated with the range of actions available scenario. This type of evaluation will enable
to them. Similarly, after investigating a him to more rapidly construct a valid scenario.
previous exercise scenario during the feedback The alternative tactics capability includes the
session the instructor may wish to present following:
ownship and target action alternatives to those
that actually occurred during the scenario, so 6 Up to five future ownship maneuver legs
as to explore the possible results of can be projected
alternative sets of tactical actions in contrast 0 Up to five target maneuver legs can be
with those that ownship actually did. For projected
example, after a two-hour exercise during which 9 Objective PIs and TVs are rapidly
ownshlp was on a barrier patrol and encountered calculated during the projected maneuvers
a transiting enemy submarine, took appropriate 0 Projection times can range from 1 to 120
action to approach and attack, and eventually minutes

,-



Instructor Cues Monitoring and control capabilities ire pruvided
to the instructor for overseeing the AIT

Cue information is provided to the instructor in actions. Alerts are provided on the
real-time via the instructor remote console in instructor's console in the attack center
the attack center during an exercise scenario. informing him of decisions being made by th AIT
Two types of cues are provided for training and impending AIT actions prior to their actual
purposes: occurrence. The instructor can override planned

actions, and can also initiate a preset pattern
1. Notes -- cues embedded in the script of of actions (e.g., a particular batfle clearing

each exercise scenario, such that they sequence). These AIT capabilities greatly
are displayed at predetermined times reduce the amount of instructor work in
(e.g., list of training objectives controlling the target, and will often increase
displayed at the start of an exercise). the fidelity of target actions.

2. Alerts -- a cue provided to the
instructor on the basis of one or more GENERIC TRAINING ASSISTANCE TECHNOLOGY
events having occurred during the
exercise. The time at which the alert is The SMARTTS preprototype embodies the initial
issued depends upon the real-time major application of training assistance
occurrence of particular events in the technology (TAT) in an operational training
scenario. For example, an alert may be setting. These capabilities are generic in that
given when the probability of they are applicable to many computer-based
counterdetection exceeds a predetermined training systems. The particular TAT
value, such as 50 percent. capabilities and the manner in which they should

be implemented depends on the particular
Exercise Library training system and training situation.

Nevertheless, many of the TAT capabilities, as

The library contains a set of exercises exemplified by those in the SMARTTS
developed to support a variety of tactical preprototype, should be a part of most training
training objectives. Each exercise can be systems. Several of the major generic TAT

selected and automatically initiated on the capabilities are:
system. This automatic initiation greatly
reduces the instructor's workload in setting up * Performance indicators (PI) -- both
an exercise. Additionally, various aspects of objective (automatically calculated by

- the exercise can be previewed and modified by the computer), and subjective (observed
the instructor immediately prior to automatic by the instructor and manually entered
loading on the trainer. If he chooses to modify into the system).
exercise parameters the modified exercise can be
automatically saved if so desired, and added to g Relevant situation variables (SV)
the exercise library. (similar to SMARTTS TV's) --

automatically collected and recorded.

Automatic Interactive Target
* Student information displays -- such as a

The automatic interactive target (AIT) has been large screen display in the classroom;
included in SMARTTS for the dual purpose of used for presenting a variety of
reducing the instructor's workload, and information to the students (e.g.,
improving the target simulation. The AIT is a preexercise briefing, postexercise
computer controlled target model, driven by the feedback; performance indicators,
decision structure of an enemy submarine scenario data).
platform. The AIT acts as an intelligent
adversary, whose ship has capabilities * Instructor's console -- located both in
equivalent to those of the actual at-sea enemy the classroom and in the relevant
submarine platform. The AIT reacts to ownship simulator operations area; it should
actions as he would be expected to receive provide information for monitoring the
informaticn through the environment and problem status and student performance;
intelligence sources, interpret that information it should have capabilities to control
and select his tactical actions. The AIT the scenario, and to control information
structu-! is based on a dynamic probaoilistic presentation to trainees via the displays
decision model, with three levels of competency and other TAT characteristics.
ranging from basically capable to highly
capable. The actions available to the AIT and a Alternative actions (similar to SMARTTS

- their probabilities of occurrence are keyed to alternative tactics) -- for presenting
the AIT's level of expertise and other factors fast-time examples in the classroom
(e.g., operational mission). Examples of the context; this learning-by-example
major maneuvering sequences available to the technique is useful for investigating a
AIT, of which alternative sets of actions will range of relevant problems and
occur on a probabilistic basis, are: own-platform actions during the prebrief,

and for diagnostically investigating
- transit tracks alternative actions during the
- patrol search patterns postbriefing.
- baffle clearing maneuvers
- approach and torpedo attack
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TAT capabilities are currently operating as part alternative action capabilities. For t- I,
of at least one training device i n an the situation varij, l us a ,ld etr:e,

application area very different from that of indicators can be played back in a a'intr
*. SMARTTS -- commercial merchant marine similar to those of trie " NkIS PrUPtr'tutyFC

shiphandling training via a ship bridge (4 .e., detailed diagnostic feedback). vari ty
simulator. Furthermore, the applicability of of commercial organizations and U.S. Lmnst Ludrr
TAT characteristics has been investigated with Cadets and officers have received training LAI
regard to application in several other contexts, this device, utilizing the ThT capabilities.
including CIC training and sonar training. The These capabilities are generally regarded as one
specifics of TAT application differ for each of of the unique and most effective aspects ot this
these areas, and for the SMARTTS preprototype. training device. Examples of TAT use aru
However, the generic TAT capabilities remain the presented in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 slows

" same in each application, with the specifics classroom reconstruction of the imrediattely
tailored to the particular training situation. preceding exercise (i.e., feedback uurig
The application of TAT capabilities in each of debriefing). This reconstruction, which is
these three areas is discussed briefly below, automatically presented on the classroo: larg,-

screen display, shows ownship track through the
Shiphandling Training exercise (indicated by the successive line of

ownship images), and those of other contacts
Shiphandling training has traditionally been during the problem (A arid B). The prioary
accomplished at-sea, for both military and contact during this collision avoidance training
commercial applications. The shiphandling/ship exercise (i.e., contact A indicated by the black
bridge simulator, or training device, is a ship images) was the Give-Way vessel, required
relatively recent development. Less than two by international law to maneuver to avoid the
dozen such training devices have been placed in impending collision. Ownship was the stand-on
operation over the past 15 years. The vessel required by law to maintain course arid
commercial merchant marine (i.e., including speed until safely passing contact A, or until
Maritime Academy Cadets, deck officers, and it becomes apparent that contact A is taking
harbor pilots) have steadily increased their insufficient action to safely avoid ownship,

acceptance of training via the training whereupon ownship must take action to avoid a
device/simulator over the past 5 years to the collision. In this particular exercise, contact
point that these devices have recently become A did not take early and substantial action, arid
widely acclaimed as a cost-effective means for took action only shortly prior to a collision
achieving a considerable amount of shiphandling with ownship. Ownship, on the other hand,
training. Prudently executed action as a stand-on vessel

to avoid a collision after it was apparent that
The ship bridge training device consists of a contact A was not acting prudently. however,
general bridge area containing the various although not prohibited by the international
instruments and controls typically found on the rules-of-the-road from doing so, ownship
bridge of a commercial vessel (e.g., internal maneuvered to port rather than starboard.
and external communications systems, steering Contact A did take late action, and also
stand, rudder and rpm controls, various maneuvered in the same direction as ownship,
navigation electronics, radar, and so on). The thus ultimately creating a near collision.
sophistication and complexity of the bridge
simulator lies in the large-scale visual scene The postproblem briefing would typically play
that is a necessary part of this training back the scenario in fast-time, keying on the
device. Various methods have been used to events as they occurred and the relevant
generate an appropriate visual scene. As a information (i.e., range to all contacts,
result, the simulators worldwide differ greatly projected time of collision with contact A,
with regard to their visual scene capabilities ownship maneuvering options available, and so
(e.g., some are nighttime only, while others on). These data are automatically collected on
present both daytime and nighttime scenes; some the training device and made available for
can present traffic vessels in the harbor area, presentation throughout the postproblem
while others cannot). Computer generated briefing. Range to the various contacts, for
imagery is becoming a stable technology for the example, is presented on the feedback display of
generation of the visual scene for this type of Figure 4, corresponding to the current time, and

. training device, updated accordingly as playback occurs. Hence,
this feedback display would be used to discuss

The training objectives that have been addressed the scenario that was just completed on the
on ship bridge training devices encompass a simulator/training device.
number of areas, including the application of
navigation principles, emergency maneuvering of The focal point of feedback in this example
the vessel, maneuvering under conditions of would obviously be the selection of the ownship
shallow water and bank effects, communications maneuver to port, rather than starboard. As
within and between ships, bridge team work, and noted above, the port maneuver is not
collision avoidance maneuvering, prohibited. However, the rules-of-the-road

,* suggest a maneuver to starboard, because of the
The Ship Analytics' ship bridge training device, potential of a late give-way vessel maneuver as
and a similar unit currently being installed for occurred in this particular scenario. The
the Marine Engineers Benevolent Association instructor would discuss maneuvering options
(i.e., a maritime trade association) have available to ownship as the stand-on vessel,
incorporated a variety of TAT capabilities, particularly starboard maneuvers. Perhaps the
These include performance indicators, situation students were concerned with contact b which
variables, student information displays, and appears to present a maneuvering constraint to
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the starboard side. The alternative actions TAT information displays are important tools that
capability would be used at this time to can be used by the sonar instructor to enharice

investigate alternative maneuvering options the sonar training process. Once again, the
available. Figure 5 shows one such automatic collection and recording of thest,
alternative. The alternatives (i.e., ownship data, and having them available for presentation
course change and time or range of maneuver) are to the students during the postbriefing (i.e.,
entered by the instructor, rapidly calculated by as feedback) should substantially improve the

the computer and added to the feedback display sonar operator/student's understanding of the
as shown in this figure. Appropriate sonar problem and his performance.
performance indicators and scenario variables
are also generated and presented. In this An example of the use of several TAI
example, an ownship maneuver of about 35 degrees capabilities is presented in Figure U. Tte
at a range of about 2 miles from contact A would ability of each individual sonar system to
have resulted in an acceptable passing distance detect a contact depends on the particular
with contact A, whether or not A maneuvered; and characteristics of the contact, the manner in
would not have developed into a close situation which the equipment is set-up, and other
with contact B. Additional maneuvering options factors. Assume that the training objective in
could be investigated in a similar manner, this example eddressed equipment line-up. The

feedback display presented in Figure 6 would be
The use of the TAT capabilities enabled the used by the instructor to address the range of
instructor to reconstruct the scenario and coverage actually achieved by the equipment
present a detailed playback picture of the line-up used during the immediately preceding
events that occurred, and to conduct an in-depth scenario. This display would be presented in
discussion of the student's actions. the classroom during the debrief. The area of
Furthermore, these capabilities enabled the coverage achieved by the sonar team shown on
instructor to investigate alternative actions this display as line-up A. A 360 degree area of
(i.e., learn-by-example) across the appropriate coverage around ownship was achieved out to a
range of potential maneuvers available, and thus range of XX yards. At the outer boundary of
provide the students with an understanding of this area a 50 percent probability of detecting
the range of options available, and their likely targets of interest exist. Targets further
outcomes. inside this area would have a higher probability

of detection. The areas of coverage that would
Research conducted for the U.S. Coast Guard be achieved with alternative equipment line-ups
(Gynther, 1981)(7) has shown that application are also included on this feedback display. For
of these TAT capabilities to a ship bridge line-up B (e.g., particular filter settings) a
trainer resulted in a more effective 360 degree area around ownship would be covered
shiphandling training process. Prior to this out to a range of YY. This YY sonar range is
application of TAT, ship bridge training devices substantially less than that actually achieved
provided relatively little capability for by the sonar operator/students, which was a
instructional support. Other of the TAT range of XX yards. However, equipment line-up C
capabilities are also resident on this ship would achieve a range of coverage slightly
bridge training device, greater than that achieved by the sonar

operator- (i.e., a range of ZZ yards).
Sonar Training

-. This type of feedback information and
4 The skills and knowledge required to function as investigative capabilities are unavailable in

a proficient sonar operator and sonar team are the current sonar training devices. Although
different from those of both submarine tactics the existing trainers are excellent, they do not
and shiphandling. The sonar team conducts a have the added training assistance technology

4" constant search of the ocean environment relying capabilities which can substantially assist the
on both active and passive sonar devices, instructor in conducting an effective training
studying both aural and visual information, process. The very simplistic type of

* . Upon detecting a noise source that might be a information presented in this example would have
contact of interest, classification procedures to be presented verbally by the instructor, and
begin using various processing devices, again even then the instructor would not have the
using both aural and visual information. After capability to rapidly determine the appropriate

the noise source has been classified as a ranges of coverage. This initial feedback
contact of interest, tracking begins. Tracking display showed the performance achieved by the
can be manual with one or more sonar operators operator/trainees during the problem in the form
manually training sonar beams on the contact of of visual feedback. The alternative actions
interest as it moves through the environment, or capability enabled the instructor to expand that
can be automatic via sophisticated tracking problem and address the line-up options
devices. Training for sonar operators and the available to the students, and their likely

* sonar team occurs at-sea using the actual sonar outcomes. This would help to both reinforce
equipment, and on shore-based -training appropriate performance by the operators, and to
facilities using sophisticated sonar training identify and help overcome areas that require
devices. improvement.

Although the particular skills and knowledge are Surface CIC
substantially different from those of tactics
training, the SMARTTS-type generic TAT The SMARTTS-type TAT capabilities have been
capabilities are applicable. For example, investigated for their applicability to the
capabilities such as the automatic generation of training of surface CIC teams. A variety of
PI's and SV's and their presentation on recommendations for the incorporation of TAT
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*GEOPLOT AREA OF SONAR COVERAGE SONAR AREA OF COVERAGE

AT 50% PROBABILITY DETECTION (A, B, & C) EQUIPMENT LINE-UP

A OPTION

B A FILTERS XX

INT TIME XX

PD RANGE XX

B FILTERS VY

INT TIME VY

PD RANGE ;Y

C FILTERS ZZ

INT TIME ZZ

PD RANGE iZ

Figure 6. Simplified Hypothetical Feedback Display For Sonar Training,
Addressing Equipmnent Line-up

T

_--AREA OF WEAPON SYSTEM MASKING

RANGE OF TARGET DETECTION

------- OWNSHIPDETECTION CURRENT

TIEW A
RANGE x

PROS. KILL z D

Figure 7. Feedback Display Showing Target's Relative Track
and Weapon System MasKing
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capabilities was forthcoming from this SUMMARY
invesyigation (Natter, Hammell, and Shortall,
1981)(8). The types of generic capabilities The common thread across the above three
discussed above were recommended, again with the examples of the application of SMARTIS-type
specific content required to be developed training assistance technology has focused on
specifically for the surface CIC problem. the postproblem briefing using objective

performance indicators that have been
An example of the use of TAT in CIC training automatically collected and presented as
addresses the unmasking of a weapon system to feedback to the trainees via a classroom
engage an incoming target. Most surface vessels information display. Additionally, in several

. are designed such that certain weapon systems examples an alternative actions capability was
." * are prevented from firing in certain relative used to expand the investigation to the various

directions since the ownship super structure options available and their likely outcomes.
(other gun mounts, etc.) would interfere with The generic capabilities have been the same in
the outgoing ordnance. Hence, it may be each of the examples, although the specific
important to unmask a particular weapon system content differed and was tailored to each. The
prior to firing at the target; this would training process, of course, was basically the
involve an ownship maneuver to position the ship same across each of the three areas investigated
to enable the weapon system to have a clear ;hot -- the types of skills and knowledge to be
at the target. The time and manner in which trained were generally of a cognitive
unmasking should occur is dependent on a number decisionmaking nature, requiring an in-depth
of factors related to the particular problem understanding of the relationships between a
situation. Generally speaking, it is desirable variety of parameters, and their trade-offs in
to unmask the weapon system as soon as possible, achieving operational goals.
thus allowing a weapon to be fired at the
earliest appropriate time. The training strategy under which the TAT

capabilities would be used, may differ
An example of a feedback display pertaining to substantially for each training application.
weapon unmasking is presented in Figure 7. This For example, at a basic level of training
would be used in a manner similar to the considerable immediate feedback presenting the
examples presented above, during the automated performance indicators on feedback
postbriefing session in the classroom. The displays in the operational environment itself
display format shows the range of radar coverage may be desirable; conversely, at intermediate
of ownship along with the areas of weapon system and advanced levels of training the feedback
masking (i.e., shaded areas in the figure). The should be delayed and presented during a
incoming target position and track is shown by postproblem briefing.
the series of T symbols, developed in fast-time
during playback. The target was detected by These examples demonstrate how instructor and
ownship radar at a relative bearing on which the trainee interface capabilities can enhance the
particular weapon system was masked (see training process when added to the simulation
Detection Column in figure). As the problem capabilities of training devices.
develops during playback the operator trainees
can see the track of the target as well as the REFERENCES
point at which the ownship maneuver unmasked the
weapon system. In this feedback display example 1. Hammell, T.J. "Submarine Advanced Reactive
the instructor could investigate target range Tactical Training System (SMARTTS)".
and bearing at various points in the problem Eclectech Associates, North Stonington,
(i.e., current time is indicated by T on the Connecticut, 1983.
display, with appropriately corresponding data
in the alphanumeric table) by manually stepping 2. Hammell, T.J., H.T. Manning and F.M. Ewalt.
through the scenario time increments. Ownship "Training Assistance Technology
maneuvered to unmask the particular weapon Investigation". Naval Training Equipment
system, in this example, and achieved unmasking Center, Orlando, Florida, 1979.
at time "A", with a corresponding probability of
kill of "0". Alternative actions could be used 3. Hammell, T.J., J.W. Gynther, J.A. Grasso, and
to investigate the impact of earlier or later M.E. Gaffney. "Simulators for Mariner
maneuvers, or different types of maneuvers, on Training and Licensing Phase 2:
relevant PI's (i.e., such as the probability of Investigation of Simulator Characteristics
kill). for Training Senior Mariners". National

Maritime Research Center, Kings Point, New
% This example presents the application of TAT York, 1981.

capabilities specific to CIC team training,
although again the capabilities themselves are 4. Hammell, T.J., F.P. Sroka, and F.L. Allen.
of a generic type (i.e., automated performance "Volume I of II, Study of Training Device
indicators and information feedback displays). Needs for Meeting Basic Officer Tactics
Their applied use in this example is different Training Requirements". General Dynamics,
from those presented above, although the Electric Boat Division, Groton, Connecticut,
fundamental elements of the training process are 1971.
similar (e.g., visual feedback). The particular
application of the TAT capabilities depends on 5. Hammell, T.J., C.E. Gasteyer, and A.J.
the many considerations surrounding the Pesch. "Advanced Officer Tactics Training
particular training application. Device Needs and Performance Measurement

Technique". General Dynamics, Electric Boat
Division, Groton, Connecticut, 1973.
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THE PLATOON GUNNERY SIMULATOR (PGS) A REAL TACTICAL TRAINING TOOL
-

C.J. Quiniou - Ingenieur Principal de l'Armement
SEFT - Issy les Moulineaux - France

% M. Perrin - Project Manager
THOMSON-CSF Division Simulateurs - Trappes - France

, 4 ABSTRACT

.* The training requirements and the project schedule for the PGS (Platoon Gunnery Simulator) will
-. be presented by the French counterpart of the PM Trade. Then the firm under contract for the design

and manufacture of the PGS will give a more detailed presentation of the equipment, emphasizing the
0 system features : - an equipment unique in its kind, providing combat training in a classroom for the

crews of a platoon of tanks - total compliance with ergonomic aspects - extraordinary detail and
realism of the landscapes into which are inset up to 8 fixed and/or mobile targets - consistent

D. representation of all the effects of firing (noise, flash, recoil, observation of the shell
trajectory) - perfect adaptation to each type of turret - versatile and easy to use for theD instructors.

Two simulators are to be delivered to the French Army in 1984 - 1985.

.v
PGS PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 2. Simulator destination. Two simulators

have been ordered :
In 1979, the French Army Staff

Headquarters issued a requirement for a No. 1 Pi -range training with platoon
* . training device providing initial training and gunnery at CPCIT, CANJUERS.

continuation training for crews of A14X30-B, No. 2 Ecole d'Application de l'Arme
AMX30-B2 and AMXIO-RC tanks. Blindie et de la Cavalerie at

SAUMUR (school roughly equivalent
Objectives to Fort Knox).

Classroom training and instruction for 3. Staff Headquarters recommendations
tank crews in all the listed combat actions and requirements.

.,(observation roles, observation, detection,
reconnaissance, identification, allocation of (a) Visual system of high quality. The
targets, engagement of targets by main gun landscape must have excellent definition,
with appropriate firing sequence, adjustment enabling targets such as tanks, helicopters
of aim for second shot). These objectives need and all-terrain vehicles to be detected in a
a representative (high fidelity), realistic real vegetation at ranges up to 3500 meters in
and high performance training tool. daylight.

1. Who is to be trained (b) The device must be fully utilized.
To achieve this, the device must have the

(a) The two most important members of following qualities
the turret crew - the tank commander - simplicity of use,
and the gunner. - realism of scenarios, turret space, aiming

(b) All the "pairs" (gunner and and firing sequences and effects of fire,
*.- conmander) from the tanks in a - reliability.

platoon under the command of a
platoon commander. (c) The device must have reasonable

acquisition and maintenance costs, and
.1ustification : It is generally true that provide :
p'toon comnmanders are either excellent - reduction of instruction and training time,
platoon comnanders, in which case they tend to accompanied by an improvement in quality of
lose touch with their own tank ; or they are gunnery,
excellent tank commanders who tend to lose - savings in resources such as carriers, fuel,
touch with the platoon. ammunition, ranges.
Platoon commanders must therefore be specially

V trained in company with the tank crew teams (d) The device must be set up as quickly
they are commanding. Only a high performance as possible, ideally in the same time as the
training tool incorporating effective operational equipment.
monitoring devices and operated by one or more
instructors is capable of solving this (e) The device must be capable of being
training problem. easily modified to keep pace with changes to

the operational equipment and its uses.
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4. Organization of the analysis, design from distances between each of the three
and manufacture turrets on the field. Main features of PGS are

given in tables below. They confer to the PGS
The French Army Staff Headquarters gave the the following characteristics
DTAT responsibility for developing the
program. This responsibility was delegated to - high training realism,
the electronic center, the SEFT. THOMSON-CSF - multipurpose simulation,
Division Simulateurs was chosen to design and - variety of operational conditions,
manufacture the simulators and provide - powerful and easy-to-use instructor's
logistic support. Previously, at SEFT's facilities,
request, THOMSON-CSF participated in - maintainability,
discussions with various Staff Headquarters - flexibility for future evolution.
subordinate organizations to delineate the
capabilities of currently available (a) Hi h trainin realism. A highly

" techniques. The outcome of this analysis phase realistic environment was one o7 the major
was a good definition of the two identical basic requirements. This realism is necessary
simulators in the form of a precise, detailed when simulating the mechanical, visual and
and complete design specification. aural environments.
Subsequently, THOMSON-CSF was awarded the
contract, but the discussions continue in the - Mechanical environment. Simulator turrets
form of four permanent working groups faifhfully reproduce the internal arrangement
(Man/machine interfaces, Scenarios/exercises, of real turrets. This is achieved by means of
Facilities, Role of the instructor and well known techniques using both real and
definition of the instructor's station). simulated equipment. An important initial

requirement was to provide the simulator with
5. Schedule a good recoil simulation. It is very important

to train pupils not to be taken by surprise
Preliminary statement of requirement : 111/79 when they fire, remaining ready to observe
Analysis ................... 111/79 to 111/80 their own results. It is therefore a must to
Final statement of requirement ..... .. 111/80 have a good mechanical reproduction of the
Design specification ............... .. 1/81 recoil effects when rounds are fired. For this
Contract award ..................... 111/81 purpose, the PGS includes a very realistic
Acceptance of 1st PGS .............. .11/84 recoil system acting not only on the sights
Delivery of 1st PGS ................ 111/84 but on the whole turret. The design of this
Acceptance of 2nd PGS .............. :.1/85 system is described in detail belows.
Delivery of 2nd PGS ................ 11/85

- Visual environment. The quality of a gunnery
PGS TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION simulator is closely linked to the quality of

its visual system. Training in tactical
PGS is, at the present time, the only operations such as observation and detection

genuine platoon gunnery simulator in of targets in the landscape requires a
existence. Its innovative aspects lie both in particularly high degree of realism in visual
general performance and in the technical simulation. Basic requirements of this visual
designs of visual and recoil generation system are given in the tables above. System
systems. We shall give subsequently : design is described in detail below.

1. the PGS general description - Aural environment. PGS reproduces main sound
effects such as - report when shot is fired -

2. description of the visual and recoil idling noise of the main engine - turret drive
generation systems. system.

PGS GENERAL DESCRIPTION (b) Multipurpose simulaticn,
versatilit y. PGS is designed to

The PGS achieves simultaneous basic and meet all the training needs of the training
tactical training of crews of 3 turrets either centers.
in individual or in platoon mode.

- Functioning according to different modes
Personnel to be trained are Platoon or separate crew mode. The instructor

- 1st turret 1 platoon commander and has the capability of programming simultaneous
I gunner training of the three turrets facing a comon

- 2 nd turret 1 tank commander and tactical situation (platoon mode). In this
. 1 gunner case, each turret can observe the firing

- 3 rd turret 1 tank commander and effects of the other turrets in the platoon.
1 gunner Platoon training can be conducted by a single

instructor. Separate training can also be
The platoon has to react to tactical achieved (separate crew mode). In this case
situations occuring in a 900 forward angle. training of each turret is quite independent.
Hull-up and hull-down movements are simulated Separate mode requires 3 instructors.

* and so are relative occultations resulting
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PGS MAIN FEATURES

.. CREWS TRAINED SIMULTANEOUSLY = 3 TURRET CRE' ,

I -TANK I PLATOON TANK
COMMADER COM NDER C DER

b° U N R GUNNER GUNNER

- TRAINING AIMS~INITIAL TEST OF TURRET (FIRE CONTROL, RADIO, SIGHTS ...)

DETECTION, RECOGNITION, IDENTIFICATION OF TARGETSTURRETS AIMING

TRAINING USE OF FIRING SYSTEM (QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY)
FIRE OBSERVATION AND ADJUSTMENT

SU N N A O MALFUNCTIONS

"PLATOON TRAINING COMMUNICATION BETWEEN TURRETS, AND WITH THE INSTkULTOR(S)

- PLATOON AND TURRET TRAINING = FIRE QUALITY:

*SUCCESSION OF BASIC PHASES OF FIRING SEQUENCE
ACQUISITION OF FIRING PARAMETERS (WIND 
AIMING, RANGEFINDING (DOUBLE-ECHO), TACHIMETRY ...

, FIRING
*ADJUSTMENT OF FIRE FOR NEXT ROUND

- STATIONARY POSITION .NHULL-UP, HULL-DOWN MOVEMENTS
S-P- TURRET TYPES

3 x AX 10ORC
A or 3 x AMX 30 B2

or 3 x AMX 30 B

- TRAINING M.OES

- PLATOON MODE (PLATOON + TURRET TRAINING)
- SEPARATE CREW MODE (TURRET TRAINING)

S.- SIMULATION OF ALL PLATOON VIEWING DEVICES WITH PROPER MAGNIFICATION

- GUNNER SIGHTS
- TANK COMMANDER SIGHTS
- PERISCOPE

- SIMULATION OF RECOIL EFFECT ON THE WHOLE TURRET

- RELATIVE OCCULTATIONS RESULTING FROM DISTANCE BETWEEN TURRETS

- N.B.C. TRAINING
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PGS VISUAL MAIN FEATURES

LANDSCAPE

- REALISTIC :COLOR
NATURAL TERRAIN FEATURES
HIGH RESOLUTION

- CHOSEN BY USER

- FIELD OF VISION (F.O.V.) = 900
S- EASY TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL LANDSCAPES

- EASY TO CHANGE

- VARIOUS LIGHTING CONDITIONS

TARGETS

- REALISTIC

, - STATIONARY - MOVING

- MANY SIMULTANEOUSLY (UP TO 8)

- DIFFERENT TYPES : MAIN BATTLE TANK
LIGHT ARMORED VEHICLES
HELICOPTERS

- REALISTIC ATTITUDES ACCORDING TO THE
TERRAIN. INTELLIGENT BEHAVIOR.

S--MASKING EFFECTS : TARGETS - TARGETS
TARGETS - TERRAIN

- HIGH DETECTION/RECOGNITION RANGES

FIRING EFFECTS

- GUN FLASH AND SMOKE

- IMAGE MOVEMENT IN SIGHTS WHEN SHOT IS FIRED

- TRACER WITH PROPER BALLISTICS (AMMUNITION TYPE, WIND...)

- IMPACT ACCORDING TO : AMMUNITION TYPE
GROUND
WIND

- MASKING EFFECTS : IMPACT - TARGETS
IMPACT - TERRAIN
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- Training on any type of tanks. French PGS Versatile instructor stations capable of
allows training on three different types of
tanks : AMX1ORC, AMX3OB, AMX30B2. The PGS - programming of various exercices,
includes : - modification of main exercice

paramaters,
- 3 AMXIORC simulated turrets - supervision of trainees actions -
- 3 AMX30 (B,B2) simulated turrets, display of firing results - use of

training aids such as play-back,
Switching between AMX1ORC and AMX30 (B,B2) freeze, trainees evaluation ... etc.
training is achieved by :

V.". Easy-to-use equipment : all these functions
- changing of simulated turrets (crews are achievable by means of very simple
move from one turret type to the operations.
other).

- selection of appropriate software (e) Maintainability. Maintainability
program by the instructor, factors were taken into account at the very

beginning of the design of the PGS. Proven
Switching between AMX3OB and AMX30B2 training technologies and a modular design have been
is achieved by used whenever possible. A full set of built-in

tests are provided to achieve
- subsitution of specific equipment in
the simulated turrets. - Quick tests to check the overall

- selection of appropriate software correct operation of the simulator.
program by the instructor.

- Diagnostic tests for the visual
These operations require only a few minutes. system isolating the faulty board

(and often the faulty components on
(c) Variety of operational conditions, the board).

One of the major requirements was to provide a
large number of exercices. The reasons were - Adjustment tests and associated tools

- T afor easy bore-sighting of the system.
- To have a set of progressively

difficult lessons. (f) Flexibility for future
4 -et modifications. It was of great importance to

STo achieve effective training by provide the PGS with the capability of being
preventing the trainees from modified as a result of changes in
becoming accustomed to repetitive operational or technical requirements. Here we

* tactical situations. can give some examples of the possibilities of
evolution which have been taken into account

The PGS gives the following capabilities : in the initial design :

- Several landscapes : Initially, units - Addition of a 4th turret in the
are delivered with 2 different platoon.
landscapes. Simulator design makes it
possible to change the landscape on - Additional landscapes.
the simulator and to create new
landscapes very easily. - Additional types of targets.

- Large number of pre-programed - Night firing.
exercices (200).

- Head up and binocular vision.
- Possibility of modifying a set of

parameters such as target speed - - Programming of exercices by the
wind - temperature - optional recoil instructors.
effects - at any time.

- Additional simulated sound effects
- Several kinds of targets - main (closing of breech, cartridge

battle tank - light armored vehicle - ejection).
helicopters.

- Adaptation to any king of firing
- Insertion of malfunctions of firing system.

system.
VISUAL SIMULATION

(d) Powerful and easy to use
instructor's faciities. An ergonomic study by General organization
the users and manufacturer established two
requirements The visual simulation system is designed to

.* "*provide independent images for the various
viewing devices of the turrets. These viewing
devices are the following:
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- Sights PGS provides each sight with Another solution is to store a digitdlized
images at the correct magnification. photograph of the landscape dnd to observe dt
Each sight allows independent any moment the relevant part of it for each
observation anywhere in the landscape. viewing device. Such a solution requires high
The sights simulated are the gunner capacity memories when color and many viewing
and tank commander primary and devices are requested. It also requires high
auxiliary sights. Identical data exchange speed between mass memory and
performance is simulated for primary working memories.
and auxiliary sights of the same
trainee. This allows the use of only (b) PGS solution 1fling spot
one generation system for both sights. scanners. The chosen solution consists of a
Therefore, the total image generation color slide and a flying spot scanner for each
system consists of 6 independent viewing device. The color slide represents the
sights simulations (3 gunners and 3 whole landscape at magnification dependent on
tank commanders). the field of view of the simulated sight.

- Periscopes : the three frontal
periscopes of each turret are The flying spot scans the portion of the
simulated. Together they cover the landscape to which is directed the object lens
field of view of 90' (3 x 300), equal of the simulated sight. It delivers a high
to the total field of view (FOV) of resolution color TV signal (875 lines). Aiming
the simulation. of the gun in azimuth and elevation is

simulated by moving the landscape slide. Slide
3 main sources are used to build the images movements are produced by a carriage system

servo controled by the general purpose
- landscape generator, computer in accordance with operation of the
- targets generator, aiming controls.
- firing effects generator.

The flying spot scanner system has the
Landscape generator. following advantages over a TV camera:

875 lines standard resolution, no registration
This source generates the images of a problem, easy to adjust, better signal to
realistic color landscape over a 90' FOV for noise ratio.
each viewing device, with appropriate
magnification. The advantages of this solution are the

following
(a) Limitations of available

.techniques. A first step in our study was to - high realism, due to the color
investigate the use of available techniques. slides,
Unfortunately, all of them revealed some - high resolution due to 875 lines TV
important limitations with regard to the standard,
requirements. - ease of adding new landscapes,

- ease of changing landscapes,
CGI systems have been developed and used in - possibility of inlaying moving
many aircraft applications. In the case of objects (targets, firing effects) by
gunnery simulation, they have proven suitable the use of TV techniques.
when their application is limited to aiming
and firing operations. But we have to rule Target generator
them out as soon as tactical training is
considered. This is currently due to their The target generation system inlays up
lack of realism for a reasonable price. If and to eight targets in every viewing device of

4 when future improvements in this technique the PGS. Attitudes of targets are very
make them suitable for these applications, PGS faithfully reproduced according to the
configuraticns may then be able to utilize terrain.

4, them.
We have chosen a specific technique which

Model board techniques give a relatively high constist of
degree of realism. This advantage, together
with a reasonable cost makes them particularly - storing every possible target
suitable for some applications such as Tank attitude in a digital library,
Driving Simulators. Unfortunately, model board - inlaying the correct attitude in the
techniques have a serious limitation in that terrain image after processing (size
it is pratically impdssible to insert a adjustement, masking effects,
large number of moving objects (targets, etc...).
firing effects) while ensuring a high
flexibility in their trajectories and The following paragraphs give a brief
attitudes. explanation of the target processing which is

achieved by mean of a fast computer CRP 24

especially developped by THOMSON-CSF for
visual applications.

4
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(a) Target storage. Every possible (e) Tar-yet inlaying in the landscape.
attitude of the target in rotation, roll and Each target is inlayed in the lanscape imiage~
pitch is stored on a disk, of each viewing device by means of video

The number of different attitudes is 2500. Thetehius
angular increment varies from I0 to 30 Anti-aliasing is used to provide very
according to the position of the target (front continuous target motion in the image
of lateral position). These increment values (increment of 1024 pixels on a TV line).

* give excellent continuity in target movement.
* Size of the stored targets correspond to the Mf Target Trajectories. Target

largest apparent target size according to trajectories are defined in a very simple way
target type, target range and sight in a specific file containing segment

Nmagnification. descriptions. Insertion of targets
Eah trajectories in the landscape is then achieved
Eahat titude is stored in a matrix of 64 x 32 automatically by means of the processing

points. PGS is provided with files described above.

* coresondng o thee argt tpesCreation of new trajectories can be easily
- main battle tank, accomplished by the user. This operation
- light armored vehicle, requires no equipment other than the existing
- helicopter, equipment of the simulator.

(b) Choice of correct attitude. The Targets can be assigned an intelligent
general purpose computer also includes a file behavior. A program sends them realistically
describing the relief of the landscape. This to the nearest cover when they come under fire
file is organized as a grid of altitudes, from the platoon.
Minimum distance between 2 altitudes is
30 meters. This is sufficient to faithfully Firing Effects Generator
describe the relief.

Simulation of the visual effects
At any time the computer can choose the related to firing consists of reproducing
correct attitude by comparing the position of
the target with the relief file. - the effects when the shot is fired-

burst of flame, then smoke
Use of a high resolution TV standard gives interfering with observation,

%long detection or recognition range. The table - the tracer of each shell,
- ~ below gives the resolution in TV lines of a - the effects of impact - explosion,

target 2.5 m high, seen through a simulated smoke, target hit.
optical system of 107 milliradians (sight) and
533 milliradians (periscope). (a) Firing of the Shot. The simulator

reproduces the difficulties of observation
Target range Resolution when the shot is fired, created by the burst

FOY 107 mrd F0V 533 mrd of flame from the gun muzzle and the smoke.

p800 m 24 lines 5 lines These effects are simulated as follows
2000 m 10 lines 2 lines
3500 m 6 lines 2 lines - burst of flame :yellow coloring of

the images observed through the
(c) Masking generation. The general simulated sights,

purpose computer possesses a masking file - smoke :transition from yellow to
describing the outlines and ranges of white of the images observed through
landscape elements. the simulated sights. The smoke then

gradually dissipates.
Descriptions of masks around targets are input
to the fast comput CRP 24 which processes the (b) Tracer
masking priority between target, firing
effects and landscape. - The tracers of all the shells fired are

simulated.
We must stress how easily the relief and
masking files are created. They can be - The shell's trajectory faithfully simulates

-. generated by semi-automatic procedures using the real trajectory. It takes into account the
PGS equipment. ballistics specific to each type of ammunition

and the influence of cross-wind, air
(d) Scale erocessing. The fast temperature and altitude.

specialized GR 4computer performs real time
scale processing on tagets according to - Dipersion of the weapon/ammunition pair is

simulated by random functions, highly
- their range, representative of real dispersion.
- sight magnification.
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- The tracer is masked when the shell Simultaneously, the imdaes through the signts
penetrates a "soft" mask (bushes, leaves) and move verticdlly, giving the trdHlrtus
when it passes behind a "hard" mask (building, complementary cues ot turret motion due to the
tree trunk or the target itself) but does not firing effect.
hit it.

TRAINING PGS POTENTIAL
- . (c) Impact. The flash and smoke of

impact are displayed in the periscopes and Preliminary tests conducted in 1979 on
the sights. In platoon mode, the same impact a research prototype gave the conclusions of
can be observed by all the turrets of the the next table.
platoon.

TRAINING PGS POTENTIAL (Example)
" In individual mode, the crews see only the (8 hours/day - 21 days/month)

impact of their own shells. ____- _____________

CREW TRAINING PLATOON TRAINING
- Target hit : this hit is viewed as an DAILY
explosion with release of yellow light. The
target which has been hit continues to move a 96 exercices 15'each 16 exercices 30'each
few meters under its own impetus then stops 1400 shells 1000 shells
after turning blackish.

MONTHLY
- Target miss : in the event of a target miss,
impact of the shell on the ground is viewed as 2000 exercices 330 exercices
a release of smoke, the amount of which varies 30000 shells 20000 shells
according to the type of ammunition and the
shape of which depends on the cross wind. The
smoke may be fully or partially masked when The equipment is capable of being used if
impact with the ground occurs behind the necessary, 16 hours a day, 7 days a week.
target, a building, a clump of trees or in a
fold of the terrain. It may also mask a target
or a terrain feature when it takes place in CONCLUSION
front of the target or terrain feature. All
these effects are generated by video methods. PGS appears to be an efficient tool to

achieve basic and tactical training of platoon
crews.

RECOIL SIMULATION
Operational advantages of PGS are twoflod

Purpose
(a) Training is more realistic than on

A very realistic simulation of recoil an exercice terrain because the simulation
was a key initial requirement. In this gives a better approach to combat situations.
simulation, we have developed a recoil system This has been proven by the research
moving the whole simulated turret. prototype. Reasons are the following

Description - the battlefields are absolutely
natural and more realistic than the

Turrets are mounted on guide rails.The bare, shell raked firing ranges on
recoil simulation system moves the cabin which the location and displacement
horizontally in the axis of the gun when shots of the targets is overly familiar to
are fired. The amplitude and variations of the the crews.
movement as function of time are such that the - the battlefields are interchangeable,
crew perceives it as the recoil due to real which is not the case with firing
fighting. The recoil simulation system ranges of which only a limited number
includes exist.

- the targets are identificable and
- a fixed structure with anchor points viewed at all attitudes.

for the guide system, - as in combat, the targets bound,
". - a moving structure to which the cabin zigzag in open country, remain

is attached, exposed for a minimum time and are
- a pneumatically controlled motion difficult to detect and hit.

system recreating - a violent - as in combat, the large number of
reaction at gun recoil and enemy attack scenarios make it
longitudinal oscillations - the impossible to remember previous
damped return of the turret to its target trajectories.
initial position. - as in combat, when a target receives

a direct hit, it blackens and stops
- The recoil system includes protective systems moving.

designed to ensure personnel safety. - as in combat, a target under attack
, heads for the nearest cover.
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- finally, and this is an essential ABOUT THE AUTHORS
point, simulation of the shot leaving
the muzzle, its trajectory and its Claude J. QUINIOU, Ingenieur Principal
impact on the ground or the target, l'Armement, obtained his engineering degree
reproduces all the difficulties of in 1964 from l'Ecole Technique SuperieurL de
tank gunnery and observation of the 1 'Armement.
shots, and obliges the tank
commanders to adjust the fire of the After graduating, he embarked on a career as a
other vehicles in the platoon. military engineer with the Delegation Generale

pour l'Armement which is directly attached to
The multiple features of the PGS provide the Ministry of Defense. He is presently head

• , progressive training ranging from the of the 'Anti-tank and Simulators" department
initiation to gunnery procedures, to the at the SEFT, one of the technical centers of

- tactical conduct of fire of a full platoon. Direction Techniques des Armements Terrestres
(DTAT), roughly equivalent to DARCOM. He is

(b) Training is more effective and the counterpart in France, of the PM Trade.
more rapid than with conventional means
because

He assistant, Ingenieur de l'Armement Jean
- all the actions of a member of the B. CORNELIUS, holds degrees from the Ecole

platoon or a tank crew are Polytechnique (X 1971) and from the Ecole
* immediately detected and any error Nationale Sup~rieure des Techniques Avanc~es.

can be corrected using the playback. Mr CORNELIUS has been with the SEFT since 1978
- continuous and detailed recording of where he is a specialist in anti-tank and

firing results provides an objective gunnery simulator problems.
evaluation of each crew member's
performance, making a considerable Michel F. PERRIN is Project Manager for

contribution to crew motivation, firing and driving simulators at the Simulator
Division of THOMSON-CSF Company. He received

Innovative technical designs in the visual and an engineer IRG degree from Grenoble
recoil simulation bring a useful contribution University in 1968.
to the family of existing systems. These
solutions are ideal for many training
applications (tanks, missiles, etc...). It is
also interesting to note that the same
techniques can be used to build turret
simulators (gunner and tank commander) capable
of being fitted in a tractor towed trailer,
making it independent of all local
infrastructures and readily available for use

* at different sites.
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SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR SIMULATION

Nicholas Szabo
Research and Development Department

q u The Singer Company, Link Flight Simulation Division
Sunnyvale, California 94086

(V) ABSTRACT

0 During the 1980's, a new generation of airborne radar systems will become operational.

0 These radars will have a number of new capabilities, but their synthetic apertures will have
the greatest impact on simulation of the system since they provide a tenfold increase in
resolution. Increased radar landmass simulator resolution is not the only problem implied
by this increase. In particular, the sparsity of the DMA data bases presents a challenge in
the generation of realistic images. Other new requirements include the simulation of anoma-
lies caused by Doppler mapping. For the last two years, Link has conducted an R&D program< to explore the requirements of these new generation radars. This paper reports on the
results.

INTRODUCTION For both strategic and tactical aircraft,
the crew must be trained to use the much higher-

Over the next decade, a number of new air- resolution image and to cope with some of the
borne radar systems will be introduced for such anomalies of synthetic aperture radars. The
aircraft as the F-16, the F-15, the B-1, the crew must also be trained to correlate radar and
F-5, and the F-18. These new multimode radars other sensor (IR and LLTV) images.
have significantly greater capabilities than
present real-beam systems. These goals can be reached only if the

simulator can produce realistic images with
The new radars will enable users to perform resolutions typical of SAR and if the system can

a large number of new tasks and perform them simulate the anomalies of SAR/DBS. Moreover,
much better than before. These radars have the for effective training, the simulator should be
following modes or capabilities: Real-Beam able to reproduce the failure modes encoun-
Ground Mapping, Synthetic Aperture/Doppler Beam tered in synthetic aperture systems.
Sharpening Ground Mapping, Ground Tracking,
Terrain Avoidance, Terrain Following, Air-to- In the following sections the limitations
Air, Weather, Moving Target Indication, and of the present hardware and data base for SAR
Electronic Agility. simulation will be discussed, together with a

proposed approach for a SAR DRLMS.
This multitude of capabilities 

allows the

crew to perform missions not previously possi-
ble, but at the same time requires that the crew DMA DATA BASE
be given additional training. The present gen-
eration DRLMS systems are not adequate for this The DMA data base has four levels of detail.
purpose. Doppler Beam Sharpening and Synthetic For any level, the data are organized into two
Aperture, two virtually indistinguishable modes, files: terrain elevation file and planimetry
require the greatest changes in simulation file. The first of these contains only eleva-
technology, tion data at grid points. All other information

resides in the planimetry file, which consists
of "features." A feature may be a lake, an
urban development, a single house, or even a

TYPES OF MISSIONS power pole. Each feature is described by a type
code and a surface material designation. The

For strategic aircraft, the addition of geometry of each feature is defined by a series
synthetic aperture capability will primarily of vectors circumscribing the ground projection
affect three tasks: navigation, weapon of the feature, together with its height.
delivery, and damage assessment. In all three
of these tasks the crew will be able to sig-
nificantly improve its performance because,
instead of the 100-foot resolution of real-beam The end points of the vectors are defined
radars, the new systems will have resolutions of in terms of geodetic coordinates for all levels
10 feet or less. Not only will it be possible at a precision of +/- 0.1 arc second. This cor-
to increase the accuracy of navigational up- responds to about 10 feet at the equator, and
dates, but also smaller landmarks not previously less elsewhere. Consequently, the precision of
discernible, can be used as checkpoints, the data is adequate for generating simulated

SAR images. The deficiency of the DMA data base
For tactical aircraft the increased resolu- for very-high-resolution radar is in the amount

tion means that the pilot will be able to use of data included. Even the highest level of
the radar to detect and identify targets, such detail, Level X, by no means contain all objects
as individual tanks, and to use the radar in 10 feet in size or larger; only features of
weapon delivery on these targets. (See Figure tactical significance are encoded.
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area. Absolute accuracy is not the determining For strategic missions, this is clearly satis-
factor, only relative accuracy is. The relative factory, since SAR is to be used only at a few
accuracy for a high-resolution image is the same checkpoints and target areas.
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In tactical training, the area to be obvious one: replace the single feature of a
covered is much larger because the mission may residential area by a multitude of individual
include the detection of targets in a large com- buildings, trees, etc., arranged in a typical
bat zone. While this requirement places a way. This approach, while straightforward, has
greater burden on the data base, the fidelity of two significant disadvantages: the data base
the image to the real world need not be as great used by the simulator would increase signifi-
as for strategic missions. Certainly in a resi- cantly in size, and the computational load on
dential area the location of every house is not the hardware would also increase.
required for training. What is important is the
ability to generate the signature of, for exam- The other approach is very much akin to the
ple, typical residential neighborhoods and the inclusion of "texture" in visual systems.
capability to insert targets, such as tanks, Rather than augmenting the data base with syn-
into such an area. Such data bases can train thetic material and processing this extra data
the pilot to detect the target in the presence in the hardware, it is possible to incorporate
of extraneous objects and to use the radar in into the hardware a "synthetic signature genera-
weapon delivery. tor." This generator uses table look-up methods

.. to provide the necessary detail to generate the
Consequently, the real requirement is to signature of typical areas. As an example, a

produce data bases that faithfully represent the collection of buildings, streets and vegetation
general character of the actual area, but pro- would be generated in response to a code speci-
vide accurate detail only in small areas of fying a suburban single family residential
specific interest. This result can be achieved area. Because this code is converted to "build-
at a moderate cost. ings, etc." relatively late in the computation

process, the hardware loading from this approach
A potential side effect of realistic SAR is considerably less than synthetically generat-

simulation will be loss of correlation, in some ing a data base with comparable detail off-line
instances, between the SAR images and visual/IR/ and processing this data base in the hardware.
Low Light Level images. This problem is attrib- A typical radar image generated by the Synthetic
utable to the fact that present visual systems Signature Generator is shown in Figure 2.
which utilize Computer Image Generation (CIG)
techniques do not provide the amount of detail
that SAR simulators can deliver. New techniques
in the visual area have the promise of eliminat-
ing these potential disparities.

ENHANCEMENT OF THE DATA BASE

There are two distinct requirements in the
enhancement approach: how to insert features of
tactical significance into the data base and how
to produce generic detail. The methods are
distinct and will be discussed separately.

The insertion of specific detail of tact-
ical significance is not new to radar simula-
tion. Many present systems have this capability
in the form of an interactive graphics program
that allows the modification of the real-time
data base. This program, called the Small Area
Update Routine, is capable of adding, modifying,
or deleting a feature. The basic technique will
not be affected by a tenfold increase in resolu-
tion.

However, because of the higher volume of Figure 2 OUTPUT OF THE SYNTHETIC SIGNATURE
.". enhancement activity, it will be desirable to GENERATOR FOR AN URBAN AREA. IMAGE MADE BY THE

achieve a higher level of automation and of LINK EMULATION LABORATORY.
computer-aided support. One approach to this

.--.- requirement is to utilize the same type of
interactive data base graphics methods employed SAR ANOMALIES
for the CIG system. Commonality of graphics

% hardware and software will streamline the data Apart from the problem of producing higher-
base generation process and at the same time resolution images, SAR differs from real-beam
make the correlation of visual and radar data radar in the way the azimuth angle is varied in
bases easier. the scanning process. In real-beam radars, the

azimuth angle is incremented either by physi-
The second data base enhancement task is to cally rotating the dish or by antenna phasing.

produce realistic generic radar signatures. As In either case, the azimuth resolution is lim-
an example, one may want to produce radar re- ited by the dish size: the larger the antenna,
turns from a residential area described in the the higher the resolution. Physical limitations
data base as 30% roof cover and 40% foliage, in the aircraft, therefore, determine the reso-

lution of the radar. A discussion of theoret-
* There are two basic approaches that one may ical aspects of these anomalies can be found in

use to achieve this. This first is a fairly Reference 1.
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For SAR, the size of the dish is not the Other unusual effects may occur whenever
-Jdetermining factor in resolution because azimuth the return comes from a moving surface. For

discrimination is achieved by calculating the example, waves on the shore may produce a dif-
doppler shift in the radar return caused by the ferent frequency shift than might be expected
motion of the aircraft with respect to the from the shore's physical location. On a radar
ground. Objects along the velocity vector of map this would manifest itself as a displacement
the aircraft will have frequency shifts of from the shore's actual location. As a result
2fv/c, where f is the frequency of the radar and the return may be superimposed on the adjacent
v and c are the velocities of the aircraft and terrain.
of light, respectively, while returns from
objects perpendicular to the velocity vector of Moving vehicles cause similar problems. A
the aircraft undergo no frequency shift. The train is displaced so that its return is mdpped
azimuth angle of any return may then be calcu- a significant distance from the track. Although
lated from its doppler shift. the train itself is displaced, its shadow is

not. (See Figure 4.) Unless they are properly
The actual radar image generated in an SAR trained in the anomalies of SAR, operators are

mode is a mapping of range versus doppler shift likely to misinterpret the image.
rather than of range versus azimuth angle as in

*real-beam radar. This can cause anomalies. Finally, the azimuth resolution of SAR
First of all, there is an ambiguity: more than decreases as the squint angle approaches the
one point on the ground may have the same dop- velocity vector. Operators should be trained so
pler shift and range if the terrain is not that targets do not go undetected as a result of
flat. In general, there is a mapping distortion this limitation of SAR systems.
of any object not in the ground plane. In most
cases, this distortion is not objectionable HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED BY SAR
because a small displacement of a feature will
not seriously affect the mission. Furthermore,Thmapnditronueoelvin

'.,if the elevation of the object is know'n, as ir differences requires some additions to the basic
the case of a navigational checkpoint, it is hardware of the DRLMS. This subsystem is simi-
possible to adjust for the error. More serious lar to the hardware needed to implement beam
is the case where the distortion affects thesped(ointlaenaob)fec. Bh
interpretation. This may occur, for example, effects constitute a distortion of the image in
when a tall building is located adjacent to a the azimuth direction. This distortion is a

*,river. The height of the building will cause a function of the squint angle and is most pro-
mapping error that can locate the radar return nounced for small angles.

~.~':in the middle of the river! The operator may
conclude that this is a ship, not 4 building. The decrease of resolution as a function of
This mapping distortion, also called layover, is squint angle is easily simulated, but its
a function of the squint angle and under some mechanization can cause problems because the

*circumstances will result only in an insigni- various radars tend to treat this problem dif-
ficant amount of displacement. The operator ferently. In some cases, the radar will allow
clearly must be trained to recognize when there the resolution to decrease naturally up to a
is mapping distortion. (See Figure 3.) certain point when the system automatically

switches to real-beam mode. In other instances,
the synthetic aperture computation time is

OLT extended to preserve the resolution. Yet
A~ ~ * ~ another approach is to prohibit synthetic

~t : aperture mode for small squint angles. Any of
these mechanizations can be simulated at the
cost of additional hardware.

Over the past two years Link has completed
the system design of a SAR DRLMS system capable
of simulating these effects. The least signifi-
cant bit in the computation of the vertices cor-

- responds to .05 arc seconds, or about 5 feet at
the equator, less elsewhere. This insures that
the full precision of the DMA data base is pre-
served. Care was also taken to ensure that noneA of the accuracy in the DMA data base will be
degraded in other ways. The new real time data
base uses the geodetic coordinate system, the
same one used by DMA. This will eliminate the
loss of accuracy caused by the transformnation to
the real time data base and greatly simplify and
reduce the cost of real time data base genera-
tion. Moreover, world-wide flight and modifica-

tion of the data base become much simpler.

4,Figure 3 LAYOVER OF TALL BUILDING AT SMALL The system is capable of handling five mil-
SQUINT ANGLE. SIMULATED IMAGE MADE FROM DMA lion feature vertices per second. In addition,
DATA BASE BY THE LINK EMULATION LABORATORY. a great deal of detail can be added by using the
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Figure 4a RADAR IMAGE OF MOVING TRAIN. FOR INTERPRETATION, REFER TO FIGURE 4b.
PHOTOGRAPH MADE BY APG-63 RADAR ON F-l5 AIRCRAFT.

(COURTESY OF HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY.)

PARKED TRAIN Although the Link SAR DRLMS will have sig-

RADAR SHADOW nificantly greater capabilities than the present
OF MOVING TRAIN one, the amount of hardware and the cost will be

comparable to present systems. This advance was
achieved by introducing various innovations and
simplifications in the basic algorithms through
a thorough study of the computational require-

~i. ments. These led to architectural changes
resulting in more efficient hardware utiliza-
tion. Finally, a great deal of the credit for
improved cost performance should be given to the

APPAENTPOSIIONuse of VLSI and VHLSI advances in semiconductor
OF~ MOVING TRAIN technology'.

flh1TT11To ensure that all these goals are reached,
* Link made extensive use of computer emulation of

GRAY SCALE the system. The images generated by emulating
the hardware were then compared to actual SAR

Figure 4b ILLUSTRATION OF DISTORTION CAUSED BY photographs.
MOVING TRAIN SIMULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS

Synthetic Signature Generator. Vertices pro- SAR systems have all the failure modes
duced by this generator are not counted in the encountered in real-beam radars. In addition,
five million vertices per second capacity of the one may also encounter problems caused by equip-
system. By using the Synthetic Signature Gener- ment extraneous to the radar. For example, a
ator it is possible to produce images with problem in the inertial navigation system of the
several thousand objects per square mile. aircraft may produce a mapping distortion. This

can occur when a velocity error exists in the
One would expect that the higher resolution navigation system. An offset in the aircraft's

of SAR would increase the required size of the velocity will produce an azimuth distortion of
on-line data base. In fact, the size of the data the image. (An object located at one o'clock
base is smaller for the SAR DRLMS than for the relative to the aircraft may appear at two
previous generation DRU4S. This improvement is o'clock.) The pilot can recalibrate and
attributable to a more efficient method of stor- correct this error, but only if he is able to
ing the data and also to an algorithm that com- recognize the problem. Therefore, training is

%presses the elevation data. essential.
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STM1'LATION VI; STIMILATIoN

-T "N EI.FCTRONIC W'RFARE. TRAINERS

-n Rollin I.. 01I'on

AAI Corporation
• . -i: I Coekevsvill o, M¢ar vland

ANSTRACT

The design of an FW trainer involves a decisinn to simulate EW function; via computor

software or to Incorporate actual FW hardware within the trainor and stimulate it with

-. required signals. This paper comparps the revquirermonts and r,-lative advantagoe( of ;oftwart

simulation vs. hardware stimulation in EW trainers. Aspects discussed include cost of hard-

ware and software, computer load, trainer fidelity to r al-world conditions, documentation

and data requirements, interaction among FW units, testing renuirements, and trainer modifi-

cation. Both approaches have particular advantages and prohlems in each of these areas. In

conclusion, the choice of simulation or stimulation, or mixture of both, in a given trainer

should be based on careful studv of particuIar circomstances and requirements.

INTRODICTION made to affect the threats' signal generation

modes.
Electronic warfare trainers are designed to

provide a student with training on electronic

- warfare equipment acting in an EW environment. THREAT

In a typical trainer the environment consists of TACTICS

a number of radar emitters scattered throughout a
. war gaming area, emitting signals that are

*-, received by tie student's ownship. The EW equip- POSITION

- ment in the trainer may include radar receivers DYNAMICS

and analyzers, chaff and flare dispensers, jam-

mers, and so forth. STUDENT MISSION
%'"OWNSHIP ENIO- GENERA-

Many trainers involve training on specific EW EVRN

equipment, such as a particular model of radar MN

warning receiver or jammer. When such specific
equipment is Included in a trainer the design

question arises: should the trainer simulate the

equipment via computer software or should the SIGNAL

trainer include actual equipment that is stimu- DEFINI-
lated to produce the desired effects? TION

This paper examines the question of simula-
"* tion vs stimulation, particularly with regard to

radar-based trainers, and draws on experience

with FW trainers developed bv AAI Corporation for PRO-

A-IO and F-16 aircraft flight simulators. Both CESSING

trainers include the AN/AIR-69 Radar Warning

Receiver and other FW equipment. The A-1O EW

trainer includes an actual ALR-69 unit stimulated

with video pulse trains, while in the F-16

trainer the ALR-69 is simulated entirely bv

% computer software.

TRAINER CONFTCIIRATTlONS
Figure I. PW Trainer Configuration

A modern training sImulator for electronic

warfare consists of several major functional

components, as Illustrated in Figure I. A throat The signal processing functions are then

environment is generated and continuously updated performed. Throat signals are analvzed according

by several related fuctions. A mission genera- to the algorithms employed by the equipment

tion module defines the environment and places nssociated with the trainer. Processing may be

the tralner's ownship within the environment. A performed by actual EW equipment or may be simu-

threat tactics modulo defines the signal genera- lated by computer software. This signal

tion modes of the threats, thus defining the processing may be simple or elaborate according
types of signalq to he gonerated. Further to equipment characteristics and trainer require-

processing defines exact characteristics of the ments. Outputs from the signal analysis are used

threat signalq. Owmshitp countermeasures such as to drive display hardware consisting of display

lamming, chaff, flares and maneuvering mav he screens, Indicator lights, and speakers.
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Figures 2 and I compare implementations of renditions, ,;,,mm.ot ition n datri roin ir,.m,-nt,
the basic functional design In Figure I. The test ing requi roments and train,r modi ficat ions.
definition of the threat environment, and all of

its associated activities, must almost neces-
sarily be Implemented in computer software. Even
if some functions may be performed by digital I1tREAT
hardware circuits, this hardware is merely per- ENVIRONMENT
forming logical functions that assist in the

threat simulation. The real choice comes in the
area of signal processing equipment. If it is toI
be simulated as in Figure 2, computer software
defines the signal characteristics, simulates the SIGNAL
signal processing functions and triggers hardware DEFINITION
to drive the displays. If a stimulation is used
as in Figure 3, the threat environment definition

software directs pulse generators to generate I
pulse trains which are sent to the signal
processing hardware. This hardware then performs SIGNAL

whatever signal processing is appropriate and GENERATION
generates output to drive the display hardware.

THREAT SIGNAL

ENVIRONMENT PROCESS ING

SIGNAL DISPLAY
CHARACTERISTICS

SIGNAL Figure 3. Hardware Stimulation
PROCESS ING

S IMULATION

"izi "ziCOST

If a hardware stimulation is being con-

DISPLAY sidered, the cost and availability of the EW

INTERFACE hardware must be taken into account. kdvanced EW
equipment may be very expensive and its inclusion
into the trainer may increase its cost signifi-

* cantly. Even if the F.W hardware is provided as
Government Furnished Equipment the overall cost
to the customer must include the cost of the

DSPLAY equipment. The availability of the equipment
must be considered as well. If few of the units
are manufactured, if all of the units are com-
mitted to other purposes, or if the units are out
of production, it may be difficult to obtain

Figure 2. Software Simulation units for inclusion In the trainers. The cost of

maintenance and updating facilities for the EW
equipment must also be taken into account.

In reality, nearly every trainer includes

both simulation and stimulation techniques to The cost of support hardware and software in
some degree. A stimulation-oriented trainer will the trainer can be considerable as well. A

% include a simulation of the threat environment complex EW environment requires a bank of signal
41 and computer-controlled generation of threat generators for stimulating the EW equipment.

signals. Furthermore, a simulation trainer must Special effects such as scan patterns and range
include some signal generation if only to drive attenuation are produced by further hardware.
display hardware or produce audio tones. The All of these signals must be coordinated and
real question centers around the number and type interfaced with the EW equipment. The design,
of functions to be implemented by simulation or testing and manufacture of this hardware can run
stimulation. to sizeable expense, especially if the hardware

configuration is large and elaborate.

A discussion of the relative merits of
simulation versus stimulation involves a number A hardware stimulatinn also requires sppcial
of considerations such as the cost of hardware software to control the signal generation hari-

and software, trainer fidelity to real world ware. When a threat rnters the environment, i
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4 signal generator must be selected, loaded w, th eo i pmofnt, hut shoold also reprodu
,

pulse generation data if necessary and turned off -nomlu.I effects found in the act oIl W onit,.
when the threat leaves the environment. Speci a! Comp lox EW hardwa re r.v produce on .p-xc tl.(
hardware effects are a I so control led by software offocts in ox t rome or Unusual comh i . tion,' .i t
The cost of design, development and tosting of circomst eces . In normal ,)pration the '9 ipim.,nt
this software most be included into the special maw exhibit unwanted side effects on its
costs of a hardware stimulation, displlais, and hidden hogs in the MW etquipment

software may alter the basic standard

The cost of a software simulation must be specifications. An ideal simul at ion w.1l1d

weighed against the cost of a ha rdwa re reproduce all of these effects. However, some of
stimulation. As described earlier, a modern these effects maw have little or no training

training simulator relies heavily on a computer value and thus m-i not be reguired in specifi-

to perform a number of supervisory and simulation cations for the trainer. For other effects, no

functions. The computer generates and controls definite information may be available, rendering
the threat environment and may interact with these effects imptssible to simulate with any

ownship and visual systems. The addition of a realism.

software simulation of EW equipment may not
involve an extremely large further effort. Considering the extent of the data that could

However, as will he discussed later, development be required for a realistic software simulation,
and testing of simulation software can pose major it is essential that the specifications for the

difficulties. And if specific ElW equipment is simulation describe the behavior to he simulated

being simulated, it is likely that the actual and the data available on this behavior. In the

equipment will tndergo revisions. The cost of absence of adequate data, the software designers

changing the software to simulate these revisions must either ignore the behavior or make their own
can be quite large. guesses about specificatiols.

Software simulations hold a definite produc- Hardware stimulation may likewise require a
tion cost advantage in trainers where many units large amount of data and functional description.

are to be produced. Once the original simulation On the hardware level, timing diagrams, pulse

has been developed, additional units are produced widths, bus protocols, etc., must be specified
merely by copying the software onto the mass exactly since input signals are fed into EW

storage devices of the new units. This is a equipment itself. These specifications may seem
trivial part of copying general simulation soft- straightforward, but problems may develop in

ware to the new system, actual interfacing with the EW hardware. The EW
hardware may not perform exactly as described in

Producing new hardware stimulation units the specifications, or it might have requirements

requires more effort and expense. Not only must not clearly stated in the interfacing protocols.

the EW equipment be procured and installed, but Solving these kinds of problems will require

the signal generation hardware for each new unit further research to discover modified or hidden

must be manufactured and tested. Each new unit requirements.

thus incurs significant new production costs.

The functional requirements of the inputs

Simulation and stimulation therefore both must likewise be specified carefully. EW equip-

involve their own special costs. The relative ment that performs elaborate and discriminating

costs of each vary from trainer to trainer, signal analysis will probably require highly
depending on the equipment configurations and realistic inputs. The designers of the

numbers of units involved, stimulation equipment will thus require complete

data on all of the signals to be input into the
EW equipment. In the absence of explicit input

DOCUMENTATION AND DATA REOIITREMENTS parameter data for particular cases, It may be
necessary to "reverse-engineer'" the input data

Software simulation and hardware stimulation from the signal analysis processes used by the EW
both have their special data requirements. A equipment. This may require detailed and precise

software simulation requires extensive docu- information on the exact algorithms used within

mentation on the EW equipment being simulated. A the EW equipment. At times this data requirement
realistic trainer must be based on detailed may be more exacting than for a software

specifications of all displays produced by the simulation design.

equipment, Including threat indications on
display screens, patterns of flashing lamps, However, given the correct inputs, a hardware
audio tones, and so forth. Processing of various stimulation should by Its nature produce all of

emitters must be described in sufficient detail the intended and anomalous effects generated

to imitate the same results as produced by the Internally or by the inputs. Not only will the

actual EW equipment. In the case of a signal major and minor display effects appear realisti-
processor analyzing a dense threat environment, cally, but special peculiarities and overload

the designers of a simulation will require a behavior will perform the same As in field
large amount of threat data and sufficient units. Fidelity to real world phenomena is thus
functional documentation to develop software more attainable, as the EW equipment Is

processes that handle the threats in the same presenting realistic displays to the trainee.

manner as does the EW hardware. Once again though, the realism of the output

depends on the realism of the stimulating Inputs.

A realistic software simulation should not

only generate the maJor functions of the EW
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INTERACTIVE EFFECTS that have heen omit ted ire aict till v n-,. iiv
Unfortunatelv, many such offects ar,. not r-0 l.

An FW trainer becomes particularly complex specified beforehand and can he dfief .. d.

when it contains several pieces of FW equipment judged onlv upon insp,-ct ion of the sims} it i..o
interacting with each other under power manage- itself. Unforesepn anomalio may arise doirinv
ment or some other configuration. The testing of a software simul tion as well. In t
interactions between the units can be particu- well-structured software program the sotirc,, rf
larly difficult to simulate, especially in the such anomalies can he identified fairly readilv,
areas of subtle and anomalous effects which may hut it is more difficult to determine whether
be poorly understood. When the actual FW units they properly belong in the simulation. The
are installed in the trainer and connected simulation designers can claim that the anomalv
together, they automatically produce all of the is a necessary consequence of i realistic
subtle interactive effects that may he extemely simulation, while the testing personnel deny that
difficult to reproduce in a software simulation. the EW field units exhibits such behavior. Onlv

an examination of actual equipment operation can
On the other hand, if the additional EW unit, determine whether the behavior really occitrs.

are quite simple or require extensive additional
signal Inputs, a software simulation may he

- simpler and more cost-effective. However, a MAINTENANCE AND UPDATES
-• .- software simulation Interacting with hardware is

subject to difficulties both in software develop- Hardware stimulation ,and software simulation
ment and in hardware interfacing, both require continual maintenance and updating

once the trainer has been installed. FW
equipment included in the trainer will require

TESTING periodic or emergency maintenance, probably by
trained personnel. Such maintenance must be

" Simulation and stimulation trainers each have provided for either at the trainer site or at the
particular testing requirements. Testing of a depot level. In addition, the FW equipment will
hardware stimulation is presumably more straight- probably undergo revisions in the field. In this
forward, as the EW equipment is expected to case the equipment in the trainer must be modi-
produce a set of well-known results. As was fied if it is to he kept current with the field
noted earlier, the major and minor displays, units. Such modifications are typically easy to

anomalies and pecularities should be documented make on modern military electronics equipment, as
beforehand and observable during testing. they usually involve little more than the

. However, if unpredicted results appear during replacement of printed circuit boards. This
testing, the origin of the problem may be modification can be performed as part of a

" . difficult to pinpoint. The chain from input data program of revisions to field units. Even if the
-. specification through signal generation to signal revision of the EW equipment is simple to

analysis and display contains a number of perform, a revision to the EW equipment may have
separate links, each quite distinct from the consequences for the rest of the trainer. Any

others. The nature of the problem may make it significant alteration of input requirements may
difficult to determine whether the inputs have require changes to the signal generation
been generated incorrectly or whether the EW processes of the trainer. The EW revisions may
equipment is exhibiting a heretofore unknown require improved or altered signal modeling,
anomaly. If the output results are not according entirely new inputs or altered timing of existing
to specification, it may be that the inputs are inputs. Changes may be required in signal
not sufficiently realistic for processing by the hardware or even in the simulation software and
EW equipment. More elaborately realistic inputs involve far more effort than the FW equipment
may be required to produce the correct results, modification itself.
On the other hand, an unexpected output from the
EW equipment may he a correct result that has not Modifications to a software simulation are
previously been documented. Unusual signals or typically more difficult to perform as the

combinations of signals may produce results that hardware revisions must he studied, modeled,
have not been observed prior to the testing of implemented in software and tested. The software
the trainer. In this case, the testing personnel changes must go through the entire design and
will have to re-evaluate the test criteria and development process and are subjected to the same
revise them accordingly. difficulties in testing as were discussed

earlier. This is particularly trte if the EW

[. A software sitmalation can be more difficult equipment revision results in significantly
to debug and test. All of the output effects altered outputs or new anomalous behavior. Data
originally specified for the trainer must be on the new requirements must he procured and
tested and evaluated. Since the effects are studied, even though documentation on the
being artificially generated, they do not revision may be incomplete or difficult to

• automatically display the realism associated with obtain. The effects of the revision must be
a stimulation. Thus disagreements may arise evaluated and modeled and included into the
during testing as to whether the simulated effect simulation software. The original software

.r. Z is acceptably realistic. Furthermore, the full typically does not provide for such
range of secondary and subtle effects of the modifications, so integrating them Into the
actual EW equipment are rarely, if ever, pro- original software may not be a simple matter.
grammed into the simulation. Unless the list of Finally, testing of the modification Is subject
required effects has been carefully specified to the difficulties discussed earlier, narticu-
beforehand, testing the simulation may give rise larlv if the operational effects of the revision
to disagreements over whether particular effects have not been extensively documented.
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However, ordinary maintenance of a softwi' \ softwire siml 3tion has diflitilti.,! it',

simulation is much ensfor. Once the trainer wTI. Trainer realism cn he most diffi'tilt ti
in place, the FW software will not require anv achieve, nd mav he impossihli' to d'4 in,' end
maintenance unless hidden software bugs are assess ,irthormoro, modifiition ti the sin-
noticed. Anv maintenance on the computer CPU or lation rei Ire I full dIlsign and dev lopri,nt

peripherals takes place as part of normal process.
* ."computer operation and is not specifically

chargeable to the EW simulation software. Neither approach has an ov erwhelminig
advantage over the other, and both have their
merits when usod in the appropriate situation. N

CONCLUSION generic trainer involving no specific EW
equipment and providing only generalized training

Hardware stimulation and software simulation should obviously use a software simulation. Any
both have their advantages and shortcomings in EW trainer in which FW is secondary or in which
trainers. A hardware stimulation includes actual moderate realism is necessary is also a candidate
EW equipment that already comes with a full range for the software approach. On the other hand, a
of realistic output behaviors, both intended and trainer that relies heavily on detailed training
anomalous, that can be used directly for highly on specific Ff4 equipment should probably oso
realistic training on the FW equipment Involved, hardware stimulation to achieve greatest realism.
If it is part of a larger system, the EW equip- Furthermore, the greater the complexity of the FW
ment will interface with other components of the system involved, the greater the advantage of

system without further development effort, and stimulation. Even here, however, recent advances
revisions to the FW equipment can be made rela- in computer hardware and software techniques have
tively easily as part of a general field update made highly realistic software simulations
program. possible. Thus each trainer design should be

considered separately and the approach of sim-
Actual FW hardware may present some problems, lation versus stimulation chosen according to the

however. The EW equipment itself may be particular requirements of the trainer.
extremely costly or unavailable for a number of

reasons. The software and hardware required in
the trainer to produce all of the required inputs ABOUT THE AUTHOR
may be difficult to design and expensive to pro-

duce, and modifications to the EW equipment may MR. ROLLIN L. OLSON is a Senior Engineering
have ramifications in the trainer that extend Analyst in the Electronic Warfare Department,
beyond the EW hardware itself. Electronics Division of AAI Corporation. He is

currently involved in design and development of
A software simulation can prove to be less simulations of radar warning receivers and radar

costly to design and produce if exact realism is jammers for Electronic Warfare trainers. He has

not required or if many units are to be built. also developed radar emitter simulations and data
Since a modern trainer performs many functions entry editors for EW trainers. He was previously
via a computer, the addition of an EW enuipment involved in quantitative social science research.

simulation module may involve only a moderate His educational background includes graduate
additional effort. A software simulation also studies in computer science at Loyola College and
bypasses the elaborate signal generation hardware in urban planning and history of technology at
required by EW equipment stimulation. Johns Hopkins University.
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i 14 APPLICATIONS OF A GENERIC SHIP PROPULSION.4 MODEL FOR ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE SIMULATION
IN SONAR TRAINERS

R. A. Roane
Senior Systems Analyst Engineer

Honeywell Training & Control Systems Operations
* CO West Covina, California

N R. W. Woolsey
.1* Acquisition Director

Naval Training Equipment Center
Orlando, Florida

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a generic model for use on a sonar trainer that simulates
the propulsion systems (including engines, turbines, shafts, and propellers)
for most vessels in use today without predefining the specific vessel types.
These vessel types include surface ships, submarines, torpedoes, and decoysLI which the instructors can create or alter by modifying a set of table driven

- ~ model constants without the necessity of changing the basic structure of the
model. The model provides for realistic simulations of propulsion mode
transition dynamics and allows for interruptions of transitions already in

* progress. The model is suitable for sonar classification training, and
further, is aoaiptable to a variety of training systems which would require a
high fidelity target radiated acoustic signature simulation.

INTRODUCTION vessel types are surface ships,
%submarines, torpedoes, and decoys. An

Modeling ship propulsion systems such as accurate simulation o f the passive
engines, turbines, shafts, and propellers acoustic signature of each vessel is an

*for simulating target radiated acoustics important component to the task o f soniar
i n sonar trainers has traditionally been classification training. Since the

*done by using unique models for each type propulsion systems are a prime contributor
of ship. These traditional approaches to the acoustic signature of a vessel, it
result in significant modifications and is important to have a high fidelity
added cost to the computer software when acoustic simulation o f these system
changes to the vessel are required. elements.

A Navy surface ship sonar trainer (NTEC Vessel propulsion systems include many
device 14E27A) currently in development, different types of components including
will avoid these modification problems the following (see Figure 1.):
with an approach that allows the
instructors to define the specific vessel 1. Engines (both diesel and gas/steam
characteristics. The fidelity of the turbine)
simulation can be adjusted by the 2. Shafts/propellers
instructor because o f the generic 3. Electric generators
structure of the model. Thus, the 4. Electric motors
instructor can provide the proper level of 5. Miscellaneous equipment such as
realism that is desired for each vessel pumps, reduction gears, clutches
type. By involving the users of the system
directly in the development of the

-, trainer's capabilities, the sonar trainer
will be more responsive to the system
user's needs.

Typical propulsion systems are described,
and the overall model structure which
simulates these systems is developed. TheSHF
instructor interaction in controlling the ENGINE -LECTRIC -ELECTRICSHT
simulated propulsion systems, as well as GENERATOR MOTOR
in fine tuning zior fidelity, is explained.

PROP
TYPICAL VESSEL PROPULSION SYSTEMS

% A sonar trainer will usually employ many
'I different types of vessels in the acoustic Figure 1. Engine/Shaft Drive Train Components
Osimulation of targets in the ocean

enviroment. The most important of these
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7V.
Acoustically, the first four elements in BASIC MODEL STRUCTURE
the list above are usually the maj or
contributors to the acoustic noise Since there are a large number of vessel
generated by a vessel when it is moving, types that are of interest today for a
The miscellaneous equipment is either sonar trainer, modeling the propulsion
transient in nature or is acoustically systems for each one of them would be very
related to one of the four main complex and cumbersore. A better approach,

*components. used in the 14E27A zcnar trainer, is to
develop a gen-eriic propulsion model that

A vessel will generate two basic types of can be conf igii: ed to simulate the
*acoustic energy, tonal and broadband. important features of any particular

Tonal sound is concentrated into narrow vessel type.
frequency segments (or harmonic groups of
segments) , such as the whine of a A vessel will typically have multiple
generator (see Figure 2.) . Broadband sound engines, shafts, propellers, motors, and
is basically continuous over a wide range generators. The propulsion model allows
of frequencies, such as the hiss of steam for up to four shafts and propellers which
(see Figure 3.). For sonar classification will accomodate even the largest
purposes, the tonal sound is much more battleships and carriers in use today. The
important than the broadband. Therefore, model makes the following simplifications:
the propulsion simulation concentrates on
the elements that produce primarily tonal 1. Each propeller for a multiple shaft
acoustic energy in the vessel, vessel will have the same
Consequently, the steam generator (if characteristics (turns-per-knot,
used) is not an important component in 'ihe number of blades, diameter).
acoustic model of the vessel's propulsion
systems, even though it is very important 2. Each shaft for a multiple shaft
for actual propulsion. This type pf vessel will be considered as an
broadband noise, however, is included 17n independent engine/shaft drive train.
general broadband radiated noise levels No implicit interaction is allowed
which provide for training in sonar between different drive trains.
detection of vessels, and to realistically
obscure the classification tonal 3. Each drive train will consist of an
components. independent set of the following

components:

a. Engine
b . Electric Generator
c. Electric Motor
d. Shaft and Propeller

zNote that some vessel types may not
use all of these components.

4. Each drive train will have a limited
set of internal interconnections,
referred to as a configuration, as

FREQUENCY follows:

Figure 2. Tonal Sound Spectrum a. Eng ine is off-line
(disconnected) , shaft is

S. - off-line
*b. Engine is directly

J.. (mechanically) driving the shaft
c. Engine is off-line, an electric

motor is directly driving the
shaft

d. Engine is driving an electric
generator, shaft is off-line

e. Engine is driving an electric
generator, an electric motor is
directly driving the shaft

2: Note that some vessel types may not
use all of these configurations.

5. Only fixed blade propellers are
Lmodeled. There is no provision for

FREUECYvariable pitch props. In addition,
*only forward propeller thrust is

available since the model does not
Figure 3. Broadband Sound Spectrum allow for the propellers to be

reversed.
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4Even with these simplifications, the model MODE HIERARCHY
provides a great deal of fidelity and
flexibility for virtually every type of A structured hi,?rarchy of modes and
vessel of interest for sonar algorithms is used to control the
classification training purposes. A propulsion model. These are organized as
particular set of configurations for each follows from the highest level to the
engine/shaft drive train in the vessel is lowest:
called a propulsion mode. For many
vessels, there may be very few modes used 1. Final Mode

*in practice, especially for merchant type 2. Commanded Mode
surface ships. In contrast, a diesel 3. Ordered Mode List
submarine will usually have many 4. Engine/Shaft Configuration
propulsion modes available. The model uses 5. Transition Algorithms
these modes along with other data to
control the RPM of all the propulsion Figure 4. illustrates the hierarchy of
system components. Since the RPM of these modes and algorithms as well as the
acoustically significant machinery is very instructor interface modes and the RPM
important in the sonar classification adjustment calculations.
analysis of a vessel, the model must
realistically control each component's RPM
in the engine/shaft drive train.ODEDSPD&DPT

INSTRUCTOR INTERFACE

The sonar trainer instructor needs to !FVRTMD__ITFAALAL OE

control the motion of the various vessels
in the training s,;enario. This is done by FNLMD
changing the ordered speed, course, and
depth (if applicable) for the desired
vessel. When new ordered values are FOMNE OE
entered by the instructor, the propulsion CMADDMD
model should respond realistically to
them. However, for many vessels with1RDEDME IT
multiple propulsion modes available, thereOREDMDELS
is not always a unique propulsion mode
defined for a given set of ordered values.
In this case, the instructor might (but rORDERED MODE
not always) want to select the particular

* ~mode that is desired for the vessel. ODRDCNIUAIN

"Favorite" Mode

The model is designed to calculate a TASIOALRTH1
favorite propulsion mode for the ordered
speed and depth of the vessel. This is the
most probable propulsion mode that would JENGINE/SHAFT.RPMADJUSTMENTS
be used for the ordered speed and depth,
and therefore acts as a default mode for
the instructor. Figure 14. Mode Hierarchy Diagram

Available Mode List
This modular sequence of control modes, as

The model also generates a list of will be shown below, allows the model to
available modes for the ordered speed and be both generic and adaptable to different
depth of the vessel. These modes are all fidelity requirements.
valid at the ordered speed and depth, with
some more likely to be used than others in Fina Mode~
reality. For example, a two shafted vessel
can run with one or two propellers The instructor can select the desired
turning. Typically there is a speed range propulsion mode from among the available
for the vessel where either mode is valid mode list or accept the favorite mode
(mode overlap) . If the ordered speed was default. The mode that is eventually
in this speed range, then both modes would selected either by the instructor, or by

*be in the available mode list to allow the default, is referred to as the final node.
instructor to select from among the It is this mode along with the ordered
options. speed and depth that will trigger the

dynamic behavior of the propulsion model.
After all mode transitions are concluded,
then the vessel will remain in the final
node, Of course, it is quite possible that
the final mode will be the same as the

* current node in which case there will be a
relatively simple transition in the RPM of
the engines and shafts.
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Commanded Mode final mode, then the model will cycle
through two ordered mode lists. The first

In some types of vessels, most notably will be for the intermeoiate commanded
diesel submarines, it is possible to mode transition and the second will be for
select a propulsion mode for a particular the final mode transition.
ordered speed and depth that cannot be
used immediately. For example, if a diesel An additional important feature of the
sub is submerged below the snorkle depth ordered mode list is that it permits
and the final mode uses a diesel engine in instructor initiated interruptions of
one of its configurations, then the model transitions already in progress. For
cannot start a transition immediately example, if the instructor inputs a new
since the engine cannot yet be used. In set of ordereo values for a vessel, then a
this case, an intermediate mode that is mode transition will be initiated. For
valid at the current depth is some types of vessels, this transition
automatically specified as the commanded process from the current mode to the final
mode before the final mode is eventually mode will take tens of minutes to
used. However, for most cases the complete. During this period, the
commanded mode is the same as the final instructor may decide to change the
mode. ordered values for this vessel again

before the final mode has been reached. If
Ordered Mode List this occurs, then a new transition will

start using the last mode fetched from the
Using the commanded mode and the current ordered mode list (as the current mode)
propul,,ion mode, the model initializes an and the new final mode. This provides a
ordered mode list (see Figure 5.). This realistic response to the new ordered

* list defines a sequence of modes that will values since the transient modes in the
be used by the transition algorithms and a ordered mode list are all equally valid as
minimum mode duration time for each current or final modes. If the transient
ordered mode. The last mode in the list is response for a mode change was simply
always the commanded mode. This mode list described in detail, then it would be very
is designed to add realism for complex difficult to decide in the model what the
mode changes where a vessel would not proper response should be if new ordered
directly transition from the current values arrive during a mode change.
propulsion mode to the commanded mode, but
would, instead, switch through several Engine/Shaft Configurations
transient modes before finally reaching
the commanded mode. This is an important Using the ordered mode, the configuration
feature to prevent unrealistic transitions for each engine/shaft drive train is
that would create negative training in determined (see Figure 6.). These new
sonar classification. Note that if the configurations are called the ordered
commanded mode is not the same as the configurations and are used with the

current configurations (based of the
current propulsion mode) to define the

engine/shaft transition algorithms (see
Figure 7.). Each engine/shaft drive train

. COMMANDED MD is handled independently using a fixed set
. oo . of 25 transition algorithms.

ORDEREORDEREDRR
I MOO MO R " MOOt

2 MD gOO .O.. MODE
- LST LIST LIST

"OROEREO ,OSEM° OROEALD
M OO .S .MoEN
.SlO LiST LIST

COMFIC.ORATION FOR EXSIMII4AFT.

C OFIGURATION CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION
%% m VUil6R A UMBER IUlIEN NIt A

. CO FIGURATION CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATIOM CONFIGURATION

RIJEE "1101E( A UMBER NUMMER0

OROEREO mOOR MIRIMIM TIME U - _ ___lt_ _U__t _ _UI _ a

LMODE ---- Mo ODR I TIME I
POIM "NTER

RIFSRATION CONFIGURATIO CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATIO,

M1OU&ER MUMBER M1UMIER MIUMIER

MODE Figure 6. Engine/Shaft Configuration Table

@51 Figure 5. Ordered Mode L.ist Table
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The generic propulsion model modifies the

O-Ot IDCORFI&UNA,,0% calculated values for the engine and stiatt
RPM to simulate such effects as long teIM
RPM wander, turn count masking, sea state

RPM instability, and shaft bowing
(inboard/outboard RPM differential) in

I ,, , *, *, turns. Each of these effects is modeled to
add realism to new maneuvers of a vessel.

ALGCOITA ALG.T G I.. Some of these clues, such as shaft bowing,
", " "' are very important to sonar operator

training since they help predict the
position or motion of a vessel from its
acoustic signature. The model also

AGOI,,.W *LGO*,,.. £LOO,, includes the singing propeller effect, a
UNE "UNSI .... *Uwe(. distinct tonal characteristic, which can

be very intense acoustically when it
occurs.

Figure 7. Engine/Shaft Algorithm Table
SONAR SIGNAL STIMULATION

The 14E27A sonar trainer consists of two
primary sections, the actual ship sonar
equipment and a hardware sonar signal
stimulator. The stimulator produces the

Transition Algorithms actual electrical waveforms like those
normally produced by the hydrophone or

Each of the 25 algorithms consists of a sonobuoy sensors. These simulated
series of engine and shaft RPM adjustment waveforms then drive the actual sonar

equations and if-then-else logic equipment based on the results of various
statements. There are a total of seven models in the trainer. The signal used to
equations and logic statements used to stimulate the sonar equipment consists of
form the elements of the algorithms. The two main components, tonal and broadband.
largest algorithm uses six of these
equations and logic statements. Using this Tonal Stimulation
simple mechanization, the mode transition
dynamics can be modeled with very few The tonal signal for a particular vessel
basic equations. These basic equations as received by the actual sonar equipment
directly control the engine and shaft RPMs consists of many different spectral
and are generic to all vessel types. Only components. As described earlier, these
the coefficient constants of the equations "line" components (as seen on a spectrum
are unique to a particular vessel type. analyzer) are produced by engines,
These characterizing coefficients are a propellers, motors, and other
part of the complete set of coefficients miscellaneous ship equipment. A particular
which specify a vessel type, and are piece of equipment may produce a single
defined and fine tuned by the training line, or it may generate a harmonically
instructors. Coefficients are changed related set of lines. This effect is
during non-instructional sessions whenever created in the 14E27A sonar trainer by the
new information, such as from at-sea use of hardware line family generators.
experience, is available, or as other The line family generator allows the
realism considerations suggest the need. software to specify the frequency, line

width, and amplitude of a single line or a
Engine/Shaft RPM Calculations group of harmonic lines. The RPM of the

engine and shaft along with the propulsion
The engine and shaft RPMs are adjusted mode are used to calculate the parameters
using simple digital exponential time for the line families.
response filters of the form:

Broadband Stimulation
rpm(n+l)= (l-K)*(ordered RPM) + K*rpm(n)
where K= time constant coefficient, The broadband signal for a particular

n= last computational iteration, vessel consists primarily of flow noise
n+l= this iteration and propeller cavitation. The flow noise

calculation is usually based on the
The ordered RPM is calculated from the vessel's speed. The propeller cavitation
ordered speed and the vessel's calculation uses the propeller RPM to
turns-per-knot value which is based on the determine if cavitation is occurring.

ordered configurations. The filter Using these propulsion model outputs, the

prevents discontinuities in the RPM of the broadband signal generator parameters are
shaft or engine when new ordered values selected to simulate the desired vessel.
are received. It also realistically models
the mechanical inertia of the rotating

machinery since they can respond only so

fast to a new RPM setting.
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SHIP MOTION CONCLUSIONS

The generic propulsion model is also used The generic propulsion model has been
to compute parameters for the ship motion shown to possess several technical and
model in the 14E27A trainer. This model is cost advantages over the traditional
used to compute the position of all approach of simulating each vessel type

*vessels in the training scenario. Since with a unique model. It also allows the
*the new position of a vessel is dependent instructor to f ine tune the acoustic

on the thrust from the propulsion system, signature fidelity of the vessel types to
the ship motion model needs to receive the desired level. The generic propulsion
this dynamic data from the propulsion model's structure has been demonstrated as

*model. while some inputs such as the turn being adaptable to new vessel types and
*rate control of the vessel are handled allows enhancements to existing types.
* directly by the motion model, other inputs

such as the depth control of the vessel ABOUT THE AUTHORS
are used by both the motion and propulsion
models. Mr. Ronald A. Roane is a Senior Systems

Analyst Engineer with Honeywell Training
* The motion model will compute a root mean and Control Systems Operations (T&CSO) . He

square RPM for all of the actively turning has been involved with math modeling on
propellers and then compute a new vessel the F-1 and F-1 Simulated Aircraft
speed by using the turns-per-knot value Maintenance Trainers and on the surface
and the mean RPM value. This allows the ship 14E27A sonar operator trainer. Prior

*ship to respond in a realistic fashion to to joining Honeywell, he was involved with
changes in the propulsion of the ship. For the research and development of real time
example, if the propeller RPM increases signal processing algorithms for passive
then the vessel will gradually speed up sonar detection applications at Rockwell
until it reaches the desired speed. In International's Marine System Division. He
general, the vessel's motion will lag the received a Bachelor's Degree in
propulsion changes due to the vessel's Engineering f rom the University of
inertia. California, Irvine.

MODEL MODIFICATIONS Mr. Richard W. Woolsey has been with the
Naval Training Equipment Center since May

One of the most important features of the 1965. He has been responsible for system
*generic propulsion model is the ease with and circuit design of major modifications
*which modifications can be made to the to ASW and Electronic Warfare Weapon
*vessel types. Since all vessel unique Systems Simulators. Since 1975 he has been

parameters are organized as tables of Acquisition Director and Project Engineer
constants, it is very easy to fine tune for the procurement of surface ASW
the fidelity of a particular vessel type training devices. He attended California

*by altering these tables. For example, it State Polytechnic College and the U.S.
may become known that a particular vessel Naval Post Graduate School, Monterey,
type will not transition directly between California.
propulsion mode 3 and mode 5, but will
instead transition through an intermediate
mode 7. This enhancement can be included
by simply adding mode 7 to the ordered
mode list for the mode 3 to 5 transition

* element. All of the proper responses will
then occur in the subsequent control logic
for this new enhancement.

A new vessel type can be added to the
system by creating a whole new set of
parameter tables and then adjusting the
constants until the desired fidelity level
is achieved. If the new vessel type is
similar to anexisting type, then it is
possible to copy the existing vessel
type's data tables to the new vessel type
and then make the desired modifications.

* This is useful where the new vessel type
may only have a slight but important
acoustic difference from a previous vessel

* type. This occurs frequently in submarines
where a new production run of a given
submarine class will sound slightly

% different that others in the same class.
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-~ A LOW-COST DRIVER TRAINER (LCDT)
FOR A TRACKED VEHICLE

by
John Abraham

General Dynamics Electronics Division
San Diego, California

0 ABSTRACT

0 A videodisc-based driving procedures training system is under development by General Dynamics Electronics
OK Division for the United States Marine Corps that will provide training for drivers of the new LVT-7A1 tracked

landing vehicle. This new system, to be delivered in March of 1984, will provide training and practice to new
S drivers in correct vehicle operation before they drive an actual vehicle. The system is designed to train 750
S students each year in classes of 30 students each. The LCDT consists of a minicomputer with a master control

console, five instructor consoles, and five student stations that replicate the driver's compartment of the
LVT-7 AI.

INTRODUCTION dynamics including engine, transmission, braing,
steering, and traction as a result of student inputs and

The LVT-7A1 is an upgraded version of a previous vehicle operating environment. The instructor has the
Marine Corps Tracked Landing Vehicle put in service in option of changing the operating environment by
1971. The significant portions of the upgrade include a specifying the simulated outside temperature or by
new engine and transmission, as well as a new instrument introducing vehicle malfunctions at particular locations
panel and other mechanical changes. The principal use of during the training session. The procedures to he followed
the vehicle is transporting troops or cargo from a landing by the student for the various driving conditions as well as
ship stationed off-shore to the beach with minimum risk, those to be followed under malfunction conditions are
In this application, the vehicle carries 25 troops and a monitored by the computer software for later review and
crew of three. In an effort to reduce the high mainte- print out by the instructor, if desired. Student
nance costs caused by the failure of vehicle drivers to performances that are monitored include the number of
follow correct operating procedures, a driving procedures times the student exceeds the maximum speed in a gear,
simulator is being developed by General Dynamics the numb~er of stalls, the number of times the vehicle is in
Electronics Division for delivery in March of 1984. the wrong operating mode, and others for a total of

16 parameters.
The major purpose of the trainer is to train new

drivers in proper vehicle operating procedures. The The five student stations replicate those controls and
trainer will be used in conhiction with classroom instruc- gauges in the driver's station that are critical to the
tion and actual vehicle driving periods and will train correct operation of an actual vehicle. These controls
750 students each year in classes of 30 students each. It include the steering wheel, gear selector, hand and foot

1,is not intended to replace actual vehicle driving time, but throttle, water/land mode selector switch, cold-start
to train for normal as well as emergency and failure switch, and ramp control handle. Figure 2 is a diagram of
shutdown procedures that must be f ollowed to prevent the student enclosure. The various gauges include the
compound vehicle damage. These procedures can not be transmission oil temperature and pressure, engine oil
taught effectively in the classroom due to lack of real- temperature and pressure, engine water temperature, air
world conditions, or on the vehicle because of the filter restriction, battery voltage, engine RPM, vehicle
potential danger to vehicles or personnel. speed, and compass heading. Figure 3 shows the vehicle

control panel. The fire warning and fire suppression
*The major components of the training system are the system is also simulated so that the student can receive

simulation computer and the five trainee stations with instruction in vehicl;2 fire procedures.
associated instructor stations. Figure 1 is a block
diagram of the overall training system. Each student station also has a voice and vehicle

sound synthesis system. The voice synthesis system will
The simulation computer is a low-cost minicomputer command the student in much the same way as an actual

of the SEL 32/27 type which contains and executes the training instructor using voice commands for such things
software that runs and controls the training system. The as 'Take the right fork", "Stop the vehicle", "Enter the
computer system consists of the central processor, and water", and "Return to the beach". The voice synthesis

*80 MB removable media disc drive, a tape unit for system system is completely solid-state and can play hnck up to
rebuild and program archival use, a 200 CPS printer, and a 64 seconds of prerecorded voice commands. The sound
master control terminal, synthesis system reproduces the various vehicle sounds

necessary for training including the engine, transmission,
The computer software, written in FORTRAN 77, is bilge pumps, personnel ramp, water jets, aknd tracks for a

the result of over four mant-years of development. It total of 1 5 sounds, all under eomputer control and
Ssimulates the vehicle responses by modeling vehicle coordinated with the student Actions.
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Figure 3. LVT-7Al Control Panel

Another part of the student station is the visual Associated with each student station is the
system which shows the student pictures of the driving instructor's console which is a standard computer terminal
course on a 6.5-foot-diagonal projection TV screen. The connected to the trainer computer via serial link.
source of the pictures is a videodisc that was produced
expressly for the training system as part of the project. The audio, visual, and procedure monitoring portions
The videodisc is played back on an industrial-quality of the trainer will be discussed in greater detail in the
player under computer control. The video from the disc is following paragraphs.
processed by the visual electronics hardware under
computer control to generate a modified video image that AUDIO SUBSYSTEM
shows the results of the student's steering the vehicle to

the left or right of the correct course. The speed of the As described previously, the audio subsystem is
video presentation is controlled by the computer in responsible for generating the voice commands and the
response to student manipulation of the throttle, gear vehicle sounds sent to the student as feedback for his
selector, and brake. The visual screen also shows actions. Figure 4 is an overall block diagram of the sub-
computer-generated advisory messages and instructions to system. The voice commands are the same as those which
the student. would be given by an instructor training the student.

SOUND
GE NERATORAS

1%'
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AUK3S2A Figure 4. Audio Subsystem
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These commands must be easy to understand and natural running at various RPMs, hut with the vehicle stationary.
'4sounding for effective training. To generate these voice The procedures were again followed for the engine cooling

commands, an instructor speaks the desired commands fan and the plenum door opening and closing. Finally, the
into the speech digitization hardware. This hardware vehicle was driven over actual terrain to record and
converts the speech into digital data using the measure the sounds of the transmission in the various
Continuously Variable Slope Delta Modulation (CVSDM) gears, as well as the track and the water jet sounds.
technique at a clock rate of 16 kHz with an input low-pass
filter cutoff f requency of 5 kHz. The digitized speech is The recordings of these sounds were then digitized,
then saved on disc for later use. At the start of the stored on a magnetic disc, and analyzed using an FIT
training lesson, this speech data is sent from the trainer analysis program which extracted the principal frequency

*computer to each individual student station for use during components. These frequency values were then used as
the training lesson, and is stored in solid-state dynamic inputs to a sound development program which reproduced

*memory. When a voice command is required, the trainer the sounds using the sound synthesis ICs. These svnthe-
-'computer sends a command to the student station that sized sounds were then compared to the actual sounds

defines which voice command to speak. The voice hard- using audio analysis techniques. The more complicated
ware then converts the digitized voice data back into engine sound, which had several components that changed

*natural-sounding speech and sends it to the trainee as a function of engine RPMs, was analyzed at several
through his headset. recorded RPMs to determine the relationship between the

amplitude and the frequency of the components. Once
The sound synthesis subsystem must reproduce the this relationship was determined, the sounds at the

simulated vehicle sounds in a correct and realistic manner intermediate RPMs could be determined so that a
because they are cues to the trainee indicating correct or continuous spectrum of sounds can he generated during
incorrect vehicle operation. These sounds include the the training session. Sound generation in the trainer
engine as it is started under normal and f reezing condi- required that the software generate the various data

*tions, as it runs under various loads and speeds, and as it words required by the sound synthesis system so that the
*stops. The transmission sounds that must be generated sounds would be correct and natural.

* include the sounds in each of the four forward and two
reverse speeds. Other vehicle sounds that must be VISUA L S UBSYSTE M
generated are the engine cooling fan, plenum doors
opening and closing, ramp raising and lowering, ramp The visual subsystem is responsible for providing the
hitting deck, hydraulic and electric bilge pumps, audio scenes of the driving course that match the operation of
warning tone, water jet noise, and track noise. The mal- the simulated vehicle by the trainee. To add realism and
function sounds that are sim ulated include engine over- acceptance by the students, the visual system provides a

*heating with radiator hissing sound and the transmission simple interactive steering approach that keeps the
gears grinding, student busy during the simulated driving so that mal-

functions are not the only thing that the student must
The sounds are generated using 16 commercially respond to. The major components of the visual system

available sound generator ICs. Each IC can generate are the videodisc player and videodisc, the visual elec-
three individually-controlled frequencies with noise and a tronics, and the projection TV system. Figure 5 is a block
modulation function. The outputs of several ICs are diagram of the visual subsystem.
mixed together and filtered to form more complicated
sounds. The most complicated sound, the engine, requires The visual subystem uses a videodisc to store the

*six frequencies, two modulation functions, and two noise visual scenes. There are four different types of driving
components to duplicate the actual vehicle sound. The situations portrayed on the videodisc- stall test, land
least complicated sound, the hissing sound from the driving, water driving, and surf operations. The stall test
radiator, requires only a single noise component. The is a simple, straight-ahead driving sequence that is part of

*software in the trainer computer monitors the simulated the preoperational tests on the vehicle each day. As part
*vehicle operating enditions and outputs the control words of the training, the instructor can select the normal stall

to the sound synthesis system which defines the actual test or the stall test that simulates and shows a vehicle
*frequencies and amplitudes to be generated by each JC. fire in the engine compartment. The land driving portion

is a 3.6-mile sequence that requires the student to
Since the vehicle sounds are such an important f eed- demonstrate correct operation of the engine, transmis--

back cue to the student, it is necessary that they be as sion, steering, and brake as the vehicle is driven over
correct as possible. The first step in the sound synthesis various tv.pes of terrain. As part of this sequence, the
process is recording the actual vehicle sounds. This was student must also follow the hand signals given by a
accomplished by recording a vehicle under known ground guide. The water driving portion requires that the
operating conditions. These conditions were chosen to student demonstrate correct water operating procedures
isolate and reduce interaction between sounds to the including water entry and exit as well as turns, stopping,
greatest extent possible. First, the sounds that are and backing up in the water while operating the vehicle in
independent of the engine operating such as the horn, a protected jetty area. This sequence also requires that
ramp opening and closing, ramp hitting deck, bilge pump, the student follow a more complicated set of ground-
and starter motor were recorded on a high-quality tape guide hand signals and maneuvers. The surf operations
recorder located near the sound source. The absolute portion is a six-minute sequence that exposes the student
amplitudes of these sounds were then recorded using a to the conditions and procedures required when entering
sound-level meter at the driver's station. The same pro- and leaving the surf from the beach. The sequence stqsrts
cedures were followed for the sounds of the engine on the beach, goes through the surf zone, turns parallel to
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Figure 5. Visual Subsystem

the beach for about 100 meters, and returns to the beach or back to the next frame, or to play the disc at normal
*through the surf zone. speed. The interface electronics formats the data re-

ceived from the trainer computer and sends the data to
The quality production of these sequences was impor- the videodisc player. The electronics also reports video-

tant to the acceptance of the trainer by the instructors disc player status information to the trainer computer.
and the students. Both film and video were used to take

Vthe pictures of the various scenarios. The land portions Implementation of the interactive portion of the
were filmed using a 35-mm step-frame camera that was visual electronics system requires that data be recorded

*connected to a speedometer output shaft on the right- that defines the direction that the camera system was
*hand track. A new frame of film was taken whenever the pointing at the instant the picture was taken. It is also
4vehicle went 1.5 feet forward, thus providing a maimum desirable to record the inclination of the vehicle so that

simulated vehicle speed of 30 mph when the film is con- the simulation program would know when the vehicle was
verted to video on a videodisc. The use of the freeze- going up or down a hill to accurately simulate the vehicle
frame capability of the videodisc allows the trainee to go speed and sounds during a training session. This data
as fast or as slow as desired and still provide a correct logging took place during filming by using vertical and

*visual presentation. The water sequences were shot using heading gyros from an aircraft navigation system. The
*video since there is no distance-traveled indication to readings of these gyros were converted to digital data as
*control the film camera. However, the sequences were the pictures were taken and were recorded on each film

shot using a constant, known engine RPM so that the frame and each video frame in the active image area.
simulation program would have a reference from which to When the film and video are put on a videodisc and later
speed up or slow down the videodisc to portray the played back, special circuits in the visual electronics will

*student's actual speed. recover the data and send it to the simulation program for
incorporation into the vehicle model solution. This

The two cameras were mounted on a specially- method eliminated the need for the training program to
-. constructed camera mount which was welded to an actual store and retrieve data that describes the course heading

vehicle just ahead of the driver's station so the same and grade for each video frame. Any scenerio changes in
relative view would be retained in the simulator. The the driving course that might have rquired a change in the
focal lengths and, thus, the angles that each camera course data were handled automatically by the editing
covered were set to be the same and to match the field of process since this data was actually part of the film or

%view that would be portrayed from the trainee's position video. The data recorded was 12 bits of heading data for
%onto the projection TV system. a resolution of 0.079 degrees and 8 bits of inclination

angle information for a resolution of 0.351 degrees.
*The visual electronics system has three purposes. Figure 6 shows the location of the data bits within the

The first is to provide the interface between the trainer active video area. This portion of the picture is blanked
computer and the videodisc player. The second is to pro- so that it is not visible to the student.
vide the interactive steering capability. The third is to

*generate warning and advisory messages. The interactive steering portion of the visual elec--
tronics receives trainee steering error data from the

The data from the trainer computer provides the trainer computer and uses this data to rotate the visual
controlling information f or the videodisc player and tells scene from the videodisc right or left, depending on the
it to search to a particular video frame, to step forward error made. When the student's error is large and the

d?
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-EumN6 INCLINArION student will see nothing but synthetically-generated color.
4F ^This shifting is accomplished by synchronizing to the

0000000000000000
1 
0cl video from the videodisc, generating new svnc signals that

are shifted from the incoming signals an amount

determined by the student's steering error, combining

these with the incoming video to generate the new shifted
video, and sending these to the projection TV svstem.
Figure 8 is a block diagram of the visual electronics

portion of the system. The visual electronics system also
generates computer-controlled warning and advisory
messages and sends them to the projection TV for display.

The various driving scenes and messages are shown on
a com merci ally-available, high-brightness, 6. 5-foot-
diagonal-screen projection TV system that is eight feet

away from the trainee's position. To provide the student
with a straight-on view of the screen while maintaining

the correct student-to-screen distance required that the

optical path be folded using a flat mirror and that the
. Figure 6. Data Bits in the Film or Video Frame image from the projection TV system he reversed elec-

tronically.
amount of rotation is such that there is no data from the
videodisc for the scene, the visual electronics generates DRIVING PROCEDURE MONITORING

synthetic video for that portion not on the videodisc.
Figure 7 shows the shifting scene and the computer- Monitoring the student's driving procedures is an

generated color when the shift amount is large. Thus, as important part of the training program. The goal of the
the student drives around the course, the correct path training school is to graduate drivers from the program

must be driven and maintained or the scene will shift off who have knowledge of and are able to demonstrate the
the screen in the direction of the error made and the correct vehicle driving procedures. To grade the students

,:,,;NORMAL

L LEFT 2 RIGHT 2

', %LEFT 110I.I1

HA(- COMPUIER GfNEkATED COLOR COYPJTE GENE AT K

Figure 7. Examples of Scene Rotations
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Figure 8. Visual Electronics Detailed Block Diag'ram

on their performance, the computer program must know performance. Since the procedure file read and changed
the correct procedures to use as a standard. It would also by the course instructor is the same as that used by the
be desirable for the training course instructors to be able program to monitor student performance, there can be no
to make changes to the driving procedures monitored by translation errors between the desires of the instructor
the program so that any changes in the actual vehicle and the student's actions checked by the program.
operating procedures would be reflected in the simulated Figure 9 is an example of the engine start procedure file
driving course. To accomplish these two goals, an English for normal temperature.
Language procedure file system was developed that ex-
pressed the actions to be performed by the student in real CONCL USIONS
vehicle terms and conditions. Thus, anyone familiar with
the operation of the actual vehicle could read the pro- When installed in March of 1984, the LCDT will
cedure file to determine if the actions and responses were provide the desired procedures training on the LVT-7A
correct without having knowledge of computer program- vehicle for the Marine Corps.
ming. Any changes to the procedures are simply entered
by modifying the procedure file using a text editor. This The technology used in this driver trainer is directly
procedure file is then read, parsed, and analyzed by the a be tooe vei tha q driv in prdre

monitoring program during the course of the training applicable to other vehicles that require driving procedure

session to test the correctness of the student's actions and training.
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Figure 9. Partial Engine Start Procedure File
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'0:, MERCHANT SHIP SIMULATORS

Max H1. Carpenter
Special Projects Director

Maritime Institute of Technology & Graduate Studies
_"_C 5700 Hammonds Ferry Road

0 Linthicum Heights, Maryland 21090

As recently as 14 years ago, the various tasks involved with sailing merchant
ships was reviewed and emphasis was placed on those considered appropriate for
simulator training. Following this move, development was started by several organi-

(V) zations throughout the world on ship simulators. This paper presents the story of the
work that led up to the completion of two large ship simulators. The size of these0 simulators plus motion to simulate heavy weather and a 3600 horizontal field of view

0" led to many interesting design experiences. The problems, errors and successes that
were encountered during the design, development and final construction of these devices

m should be of importance to future planners of marine simulators. The mathematical
modeling of ship and systems is of importance. Decisions concerning the bridge
instrumentation, performance measurement, and instructor control are based on training
requirements. Of maximum importance is the visual input to the trainee. The fidelity
of the simulator is judged by this presentation.

1. Introduction 2. Background

The Merchant Marine Industry, obvi- The first really "exciting" period in
ously a senior service, has for centuries, maritime simulation began not with com-
been a major mode of heavy goods trans- plicated electronic simulation, but
portation. Yet this important industry what could be described as small boats.
was the last to make use of computer- it was ascertained during experiments at
driven simulation for training. Grenoble, France that an accurately scale

down version of any specific vessel would
Epic changes in the seafaring indus- in fact, render very satisfactory results

try during the past twenty-five years for training in handling that particular
demanded the implementation of innovative vessel. These experiments, which eventu-
training techniques. Today's deck officer ally led to regular courses being offered
commands ships ten times and more the size in these small boats, were the precursor
of yesteryear's vessels. One natural gas of the more complicated, more exotic
carrier is capable of providing the aver- ship simulators that we know today.
age city with energy for months. The Obviously, there were deficiencies to the
increased risk in terms of lives, effects Grenoble type of training. For example,
on environment and capital loss is much it's impossible to scale time. (I am
greater than ever before. These high sure that as we age, we would all like to
technology vessels call for a wide array slow it down). Therefore, the length of
of new and specialized shiphandling and time it takes to complete a maneuver using
safety techniques, which impose new these model vessels is drastically reduced
demands and responsibilities on the ship's compa,-d to the quarter million ton tanker
officer. Traditional onboard methods of or bu 7 that you are attempting to
training, accumulated with years of mimic. Another disadvantage was you could
experience, must to some extent, be laid never accurately repeat any particular
to rest. The high quality training now exercise or event so that you could
required must be accomplished by real- clinically study it for possible improve-
time computer simulation. This need was ments. Further, it was difficult to grade
dramatically demonstrated during the the students, and instructor opinion form-
early 1950's when radar proved to be less ed the basis for evaluation. While tie
than useful and sometimes dangerous Grenoble facility and others like it are
because of operator error. It was at still providing valuable training, the
this moment that simulators began their limitations outlined did, in part, influ-
slow move toward acceptance by the mari- ence the move toward computer-driven
time industry. These early simulators simulation.
provided training ashore and afloat
covering what turned out to be the most The first computer simulation
important use of radar, its ability to attempts as far as the maritime is con-
provide information for collision avoid- cerned, could be credited to the Dutch.
ance. The first rudimentary attempts of Their facility at Waceningen and Delft
radar simulation rapidly grew to an were the first commercially successfully
industry which is now well entrenched and computer-driven simulated shiphandling
providing excellent training equipments. installations. The devices provi led a

J. It is inconceivable that any one should useful visual scene plus proper instru-
be sailing today without adequate radar mentation and responses keyed to a mathe-
training. In fact, the U.S. law so- matical model of the particular vessel fni
states that you must have an endorsement which training was being proviled. This
on your license as a radar observer on a model controlled all of the elements of
periodic basis. the simulation, so the responses were in
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were in time and quality an accurate rep- tor, driven by an old Hitachi analogue
resentation of the ship. computer, performed well even though it

was a very simple bridge configuration
These early simulators, while a break with equipment consisting of the helm,

through in the state of the art, had engine order telegraph, RPM, Rudder Angle
limiatations. One of their obvious de- Indicator and radio communications.
ficiencies was a poorly defined visual
scene. The visual technique the Dutch Meanwhile, ship simulator activity
chose to use was a point light source. In was underway in the U.K. These develop-

this system, the point light source rents concentrated on a pure nocturnal
illuminated a three-dimensional model scene using spot projectors to display
board which produced a shadow-like image ship, shore and navigation lights. The
on the screen that resembled an approach Decca Company with Pat Hansford's "sealing
to a port. The model board rotated back wax and string" model of a nocturnal
and forth as the heading of the vessel simulator showed much promise. While the
changed. To simulate range change, the limited field of view of 1100 left much
model board moved in and out with respect to be desired, the reasonable cost of

to the point light source. This technique the device made it attractive. The
provided a wide field of view, however, National Maritime Institute, the source
it was limited in approach range because of funds and direction for the project,
of the mechanics of the system. With the eventually developed five of these devices.
early models, you could not go much closer
than one mile to the shore or object of
interest whether it be at the pier, sin-
gle point mooring, or whatever.

Even with all of their limitations,
these simulators in Holland were an excit-
ing and successful breakthrough. Immedi-
ately demand for training time on them was
high. A number of important decisions
regarding training of officers to handle
the new and imposing VLCC's were made us-
ing these devices. As a result, VLCC
masters were now required to spend time on
a simulator before they were given the new
command. In this way, it was possible for
them to experience the vessel's handling
characteristics and gain a feel for its
dynamics in advance of the ship's trial
runs.

But this was only the beginning with Each had a very tidy bridge, small
respect to simulation. Plans were already but configured to have all the essential3
being made for simulators in other count- of any well ordered ships bridge. The

ries. For instance, the Computer Aided early models had a flying spot scanner

Operations Research Facility (CAORF) was radar simulator that later was replaced
conceptualized about this time. Another by a digital landmass system. It can be

entry in the field; Marine Safety Inter- said that this simulator was a useful
national, envisioned a simulator design tool.
approach that would give them a marketable
tool for training of deck officers. In 3. Current Technology

Japan, work on electronic ship simulation With each new requirement for ship
of one form or another had been underway

for ometimeby 71.. an Misubihi nd imulation, higher demands were made onfor some time by I.H.I. and Mitsubishi and the fidelity of the simulation itself. A
within some of the maritime schools. wider field of view, two points abaft

Dr.. . k nabeam, more realism in the scene, more
.-. .esk Noooo h OaaUr lexiblilty, better math models of own

versity, Department of Naval Architecture feiblity,better .math .mels of lawn
-esigneO a simulator built by the students s a te requirement wer laid
that was a hybrid configuration. By using on as a result of a perceived need. Al-

uig most all of these new devices were intend-
computer-controlled special effects such d for training Therefore thebridge
as; sea scape, clouds, sky, generated by layo theinisTruc orc the
,'." ;layouts, the instructor controls and the

an analogue such as a transparency rotat- visual systems were .esigned to support a
ing on a motor controlled base, he was training misson only
able to produce a color enriched back- t
ground. The other contacts (sometimes Her it .nied .t.ts, theI . ., , . .. ,. :H o w e v e r , i n t h e U ~n i t e d S t a t~e , t h e

called target ships) were a series of Computer erations Research Facility
models that were placed on a turntable (Cope prs .ese.rc. ta c "litethtoldbecntole inrtto. A CAPPUI wals heginnino to come on line.
that could he controlled in rotation. A Its mission, different than one of strict-
zoom lens equipped video vamera projected Iytaiiq was to dlotermine some of the

*the model's image through a color TV three lnirlio nwr otepolmo
- gun system on to the screen. The simula- ,.rirn~ey rsnn,'l an'. the handiling of
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Projection of the nocturnal -cn i i_ t :l,;7 I t ....
accomplished uti liz in? a series of comn i- !( ,, .! 'rt 5 . .' ,
ter-control-led pro )ct ors . 'I clY project- itc , an! 1 " 0 'c ,. ' 4.4

or is capable of iroiectinj a s pot of moto0 (', i:' . , I]'.' t ca't I,
light which can be varied in sos it ion, t I . ; ai ''I '!. .'a" I Ii' •
intensity and color (whit,, rod, jreon or the C,.x1.r' .
yellow). in the present confi'iuratior,
either simulator is capable of qeneratin:! (On. iderabl, 1 i ,t hn- t,<.. .1 r,'
a t-Loal of fifteen shins in a full 36C0  in the inlustry bv Our ili.5 to ro-
night scene. This capability can be ceed with a motion base on th , i !,,o]h or.
expanded. t is felt that muc ctn be 1 irn,

concerning heav-:, weater is i banII n
.Fach year many ships are damaqedl or th, effects of Trolon,2 exd,,j o:url, to

lost due to heavy weather. The simoIle motion usini thi.; controlleIenv'iron(,n t•
expedient of reducing speed and reorient-
ing the ship's course with regard to wave At t reront , th( con;trAi t to ir r o"-
motion is well known. A master's range inq simulator i,,I to i; the inabilit,' to
of experience necessary to make maneuver- prolect a high.r Vualit- scene. T. i

" ing decisions in heavy weather may be meins the apparatus between the ;;cone d(ata
limited. Yet, if he is forced to maneuver store, be it film or computer, is inca! a-
such as in collision avoidance or at an ble of reproducing even a small I ,ree of
imperative junction point, he must rely' the quality available from ti; store.
on this experience and whatever visual Considering computer-generated image ((cI),.
input is available. A great deal of it can be argued that high resolution is
thought and discussion went into the need within the state-of-the-art as far as the
for motion to provide realistic simulation computer is concerned. Therefore, the
of all relevant aspects of handling a quality breakdown must be beyond that
ship in heavy weather. These include the point or between the projector device and
external influences acting on the ship the resolving surface or the screen.
motion in both longitudinal and lateral
direction, in yaw, roll and pitch; the Many innovative approaches have been
effects of wind and current varying in evaluated, but in the end, all of the
speed and direction with time; the effect computer-generated systems end up using a
of waves varying in direction, time and series of video rasters end on end to
size. It was necessary to consider water achieve a wide-angle field of view. As
depth and effects of landmass. However, each "swatch" subtends approximately 440
no studies or operations research on horizontally, it is necessary to have
motion in marine simulation had been done eight or nine video projecting eleme lts to
which could act as a guide. Thus, the achieve a 3600 field of view. Much of the
inclusion of a 60 motion base was strict- problem of poor fidelity stems from the
ly a practical decision recognizing that matching of these rasters and from the
costs to retrofit at a later date would use of the NTSC 525-line standard. The
be extremely expensive. use of commercially available three-gun

projectors does not enhance the situation.
In motion simulation, the human U'sually low cost, they are also low output.

threshold of response to acceleration Although there has been an attempt to use
measures from .003 to .045 m/sec 2 . a film base system for daylight projection
About ten times this value and more can it has been less than a tremendous success;
be obtained in the wheelhouse for the and therefore can be classed alona with
simulation of roll and pitch motions of a the other approaches in use at the present
small ship (30,000 DWT) in a heavy sea. time, which can be described as useful but
Even the small values of acceleration due not the ultimate answer.

* .' to heave can be sensed. The system
What then is the answer to the mari-

time wide-angle field of view requirement?
Where are we going, and when? In 1983,
the first glimmer of a breakthrough came
when the laser was finally used in a video
projection system by Dwight Cavcndish of

His system is the first that promises
a commercially successful laser device for
,i-lor -ro-ection. "u' 1

e.'c, cou] 1 -(

the basis of the next major ;te' in i
"eariless , wide-an,]e vileo i'icture.
The 0stem consist; of a blie-whi, ioln
i-Ieo beanl t hat is si' lit i nt o it'; flie-
green-red com on(,nts throu,11, opt ical

* ri Sm.. Each of th, ose rarated h. am:. is
directedI through cr' I ta l t t i c(, modl a-
torn that ai,, o r izod from th,, t7Bl t ii,',
of the ' ,,o nI re'!
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ships at sea. Now with the advent of In i! litij:. tt. ,asic. in. :: t
CAORF, the long costly process of design- noil, fjn aLa n I .I t I nt r
ing vessels could easily inclule the ment-ition inclu - the. fol.wi,: sI I
important man-machine interface. This chart room ]aot wit' ;cc't, Ira-',
meant it was possible to evaluate control Ome a, r' r, ,ti lit a,.'i u1t in,>.
functions and predict their effect. In all the r 1. e sa! ' ra CO comr',ucn1at on,
other words, simulation now gave the de- how anl stern thr uf I' ,, anch01r control
signer and the researcher a means b% which anti indicators, ilar:-, n : or 1 Ath
data that had previously had to wait tle enginerooms and navi iition :t._

trial test, could now be assembled an
verified safely and accurately. 'At r Oiurtec h- . catI. 7o 01

are available. : orm- of t are l(0,r,(i(
With the number of simulator facili- deadweight ton (UWT) tJnr, I, T

ties now coming on line, there was a tanker, a Lash, Seabee an / o!Po ':.,
quickening of interest in their use for two container shins, twin crew an Ii,_(5(1,
ship handling training. At the present a 21,000 DWT break bulk -reiqhter, and 1n
moment, there are over fifteen such sim- LNG vessel of the Quincy le, ion. hose
ulators operating in the world today. One math models rerroduce the Lehavirau and
facility that has two such simulators is characteristics of the indivi lual vessel
the Maritime Institute of Technology and and are able to demonstrate all tle lyna-
Graduate Studies (M.I.T.A.G.S.). mic forces acting on the vess-el durinq the

navigation of shallow waters, narrow an(
restricted waterways, or while passina
other vessels close at hand, and while
operating in heavy weather in open seas.

The heart of anY ship simulator for
lfto ft training purposes lies in the ability to

convey to the trainee the visual realism
. -either in a night or day environment.

This aspect of simulator capability must
be carefully considered based on the tech-
niques available. At MITAGS, our reso-

' ' " lution requirement of one minute of arc
precluded the use of current state-of-the-
art visual techniques. This requirement
was based upon the premise that the
primary input device for the watch officer
was his eye, and a watch officer's natural
response to an initial sighting or radar
contact is to attempt further identifica-

M.I.T.A.G.S. is the largest simulator tion of the contact with binoculars. Of
based maritime training facility in the course, this is not possible with current
world today. The range of these training computer-generated imagery (CGI) or video/
devices includes a tanker loading simula- model board systems (VMB) and therefore,
tor, cryogenic cargo simulator, steam computer-controlled synthesized (CCSI)
turbine simulator, a radar simulator that imagery was selected. In CCSI scene
includes eight own ships, an electronic generation, the image is projected onto a
navigation trainer/simulator, and two hyperspherical screen located fifty feet
total environment ship simulators. These from the optical center of projection.
ship simulators provide a 3600 field of This distance is beyond the ability of the
view. The bridge is designed to allow eye to range by separation and restricts
complete flexibility in equipment layout. ranging to object association.
The size is thirty-six feel by twenty-
four feet (36'x24') and will allow the Because statistics presently show
training of a complete bridge team. that over seventy percent of the casualties

-U" N mu that result from a breakdown of judgmental
AV skills occur at night, we have restricted

ourselves to a pure nocturnal scene. A-
nohe factor which weiglhed hcsavily in
favor of delayinq acquiL ing a (davliqht

visual capabilty was the poor tualit,. of
' " the projected scene us inq the cur-rent* rt techniques. Limited liqht level anI the

need to match together several ri-,terr for
a wile anni1e field of view lid] not satisfy
our nee. We ha,',: a ro ect: indrw'. ' at

on recent lv e', lo;,e,, Ia r tocniiuc,.-,
bwhich wiI 1 1" -.1''u 1 n ohr tellawin,l

* par lra I h!.
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The output of these modulators is again into a truly international organization.
reunited into a coherent beam which He holds membership in the Institute of
produces the horizontal scan through the Navigation, the International Marine
action of a rotating polygon mirror. The Simulator Forum and the Nautical Institute.
points or facets of the polygon are as it He has co-authored several books on radar

.rrotates, the start and the end of each navigation.
sweep. Another mirror device driven at

? ' the frame rate frequency produces the
vertical deflection of the beam. These
two devices are locked together through a
comparator to the sync signal of the
video stream.

At M.I.T.A.G.S. work is being done
on a modification of this type of system
to allow for a 3600 projection system.
This envisions vertical scanning as oppos-
ed to horizontal scanning at a frame rate
of 60 cycles. However, the aspect would
change from the 3 x 4 of the ordinary
raster to a 300) included angle vertically
by 3600 horizontally. The Cavendish ro-
tating polygon mirror system would be

* maintained, but it would now displace the
laser beam in the vertical. The oscillat-
ing mirror for providing the vertical
framing would be eliminated, and a rotat-
ing projection head would take its place.
For a two minute of arc separation

% between the vertical scan lines, it would
be necessary to rotate the head at 3600
rpm and have a scan rate of 10,500 cycles
per second. While these numbers are
imposing for mechanical devices, it's not
an impossibility, and the work done to
date, has shown promise.

In the past, much effort has been
expended trying to establish the minimum
visual input that would be considered
useful for a day or night ship simulator.

* While this effort may have been useful,
it is certain that when a modestly priced

* yet effective computer-controlled wide-
angle visual scene is available, it will

S be warmly welcomed by all.
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THE NAVY'S SHIPHANDLING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT MODEL

Michael J. Hanley
Research Psychologist

01) Ship Analytics, Incorporated
North Stonington, Connecticut

""'i. Dr. O.H. Andrews
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Naval Training Equipment Center
(V) Orlando, Florida

0 'ABSTRACT

The U.S. Navy has undertaken a shiphandling trainer design and development project for
the purpose of upgrading existing training. Naval officers at all career levels have had
fewer opportunities to acquire and practice shiphandling skills because of a considerable
reduction in underway steaming time. A functional design has been generated that describes
several design alternatives ranging from expensive, full mission, high fidelity, bridge
simulators to smaller part-task devices that train principles and concepts. The Navy has

-'j- determined that a relatively small, less expensive part-task trainer may meet most of the
requirements for training basic and intermediate level shiphandling skills in the areas of
shiphandling: alongside, in restricted waters, in open ocean, during mooring and anchoring,
and for tactical operations. A model device has been developed that allows the Navy an
opportunity to evaluate each of the proposed trainer subsystems under consideration for
final engineering design. Major subsystems include a computer generated imagery (CGI)
visual display, computer aided instruction (CAI), and a situation display that affords
immediate and delayed performance feedback during and after training exercises, Future
research using this model will provide important information concerning subsystem training
effectiveness and the fidelity requirements for major areas of shiphandling training.

INTRODUCTION knowledge elements were derived which were com-
pared to those addressed in existing Navy ship-

Conning officers, who are responsible for handling training programs. Current programs
the safe maneuvering of ships require a special- were compared to the training demand for
ized set of cognitive skills. Traditionally officers serving in seagoing commands who were
junior officers have been provided both the time expected to handle the ship as part of their
and opportunity to develop these skills on-the- job. An estimate of the total training demand
job while underway. Unfortunately, as the was made to understand the magnitude of training
Navy's high technology operational systems have need and the qualitatively different types of
increased in complexity, the training responsi- training necessary to address most shiphandling
bilities of commanding officers has taxed sche- training requirements.
dules and facilities to their limit. More of
what a naval officer does at sea has been Training demand was estimated by surveys of
devoted to tactical and engineering requirements the major school and operational SWO commands.

.' leaving a limited amount of time for training In addition to the total number of Surface War-

. and practice of the skills of shiphandling. In fare Officer billets (approximately 12,000),
addition, continuing high fuel costs and short- several other factors were examined to help
ages have reduced total underway time, which had identify existing training requirements includ-

. been used for practice and training of ship- ing:
handling skills.

4'% Types of Training Required. The numbers of
To maximize training effectiveness for the officers within basic, intermediate, and

time and resources that are available, the Navy advanced skill levels were estimated. These
has initiated a program to provide quality ship- skill groupings are consistent with career
handling training for all officers who require development paths described in NAVPERS 15197A
it. This paper briefly describes the program ("Unrestricted Line Officer Career Guidebook").
and then explores in some detail a research pro- Numbers were derived from counting the number of
ject aimed at developing one component of the active Navy ships in service and estimating the
shiphandling training system - a part-task number of officers who regularly conn a ship.
device. This method provided conservative estimates of

training requirements.
Training Problem

During 1981 it was estimated that approxi-
Several years ago the Naval Training Equip- mately 750 basic, 1250 intermediate, and 767

ment Center (NAVTRAEQUIPCEN) began to closely advanced officers would be available for train-
examine the training requirements of Navy ship- ing based on a 50 percent availability of
handlers to determine ways for enhancing the officers assigned to seagoing commands. These
quality and increasing the opportunities for large numbers of trainees would require initial
shiphandling tritning (Hanley, Bertsche, and training and periodic refresher training.

Hammell, 1982). tI As a first step, a problem
analysis was undertaken that resulted in a ship- Trai ortunities. A survey was made
handling job and task analysis of the Surface of Navy oicers for time spent at sea under
Warfare Officer (SWO). Supporting skills and instruction and actually conning a ship. Addi-

%
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tionally, training opportunities at shore faci- and reconfiguration is possible tc examine the
lities were surveyed. It was clear from the unique contributions of its major subsystems to
analysis that additional training sites and the total training effect. Each subsystem is
media must be developed to supplement existing explained in the following paragraphs.
Navy training efforts. In either area, oppor-
tunities for training were found to be extremely Computer Generated Imagery (CGI)

limited. Existing training facilities ashore
were few, and equipment limited in its avail- A computer generated imaging subsystem is
ability to school and operational commands. provided that displays a 150-degree (75 degrees
At-sea opportunities for training have been either side relative to ownship's forward longi-
reduced because of a fleet wide reduction in tudinal axis) horizontal field of view (Figure
steaming time. 2). The vertical field of view is 22.5 degrees,

5.6 degrees up and 16.9 degrees down. The scene
Location. The dispersion of fleet units is full color including ownship's bow and vari-

across major U.S. ports on either coast requires ous day and nighttime images.
the distribution of training capabilities in
many locations rather than several central Plan Position Indicator (PPI)
ones. The Surface Warfare Officer Schools in
Newport, Rhode Island, and San Diego, Cali- A "birds eye" view CRT display of an exer-
fornia; the Fleet Training Centers in Norfolk, cise area is provided during exercises (Figure
Virginia, and San Diego, California; the Naval 3). Ownship is at the center of the screen.
Academy, Reserve Centers and a number of major Land edges, piers, channel edge, etc., are shown
naval bases are all potential offerers of ini- in solid and dashed line format. The display is
tial and refresher shiphandling training, capable of supporting instruction in docking,

anchoring, tug handling, and restricted waters
Shiphandling Training System navigation through a series of specialized dis-

play enhancements. A series of vector functions
As a result of the training analysis, and representing ownship's predicted, actual, and

subsequent media selection process, a ship- historic movements aid instruction in the con-
handling training system has been derived. The cepts and principles of shiphandling.
media chosen for delivering training ranged from
simple audio-visual aids to a very complex, full Computer Aided Instruction (CAI)
bridge simulator which incorporates a 220-degree
horizontal field of view visual scene. A number Giving the student a means for individually
of similar shiphandling simulators are in exis- operating the model device will allow the
tence today. The level of visual fidelity which instructor to focus on the quality of instruc-
they pr'vide is necessary for the training and tion and the needs of the student. Automation
practice 'f intermediate and advanced ship- of this sequence reduces instructor burdens for
handlers. The cost to the Navy for these simu- mechanically controlling training. A dedicated
lators, however, may prohibit their acquisi- CAI plasma display introduces the student to
tion. In addition, there is some question as to exercise objectives; gives tutorial by way of
whether basic shiphandling trainees can benefit "help" functions prior to exercise run, scores
fully from a high fidelity simulator with a performance and displays feedback to the stu-
limited number of instructional features. dent. Subject areas are under the direction of

the instructor and he controls every portion of
To fill the gap which exists between audio/ the training sequence from an instructor con-

visual media and full bridge simulators, the sole, should he desire.
NAVTRAEQUIPCEN has recommended that a relatively
low-cost, part-task device be developed which Training scenarios have been designed to
will be used to teach basic shiphandlers the simulate the real world demands of maneuvering a
concepts and principles necessary to gain ship- single screwed Navy combatant (FFG-7) in a
handling cognitive skills. The part-task ship- channel although any ship can be modelled.
handling device which is described in detail Variable wind and current effects are simulated
below, is the first of its kind to incorporate in an ecologically valid manner to increase the
visual imagery, computer-assisted instruction difficulty of training scenarios according to
and a plan position indicator in the same the stage of training and skill level of a
device. In order to determine the efficacy of student.
this type of approach and also to examine some
of the research issu-s which must be answered, a PARTT-SHIP Functional Description
preprototype model of the part-task device is
being developed by the Human Factors Research The PARTT-SHIP model is enclosed in a
Laboratory of NAVTRAEQUIPCEN. training carrel with approximate dimensions of

10 feet wide, 6 feet high, and 6 feet deep. It
PART-TASK SHIPHANDLING TRAINING DEVICE MODEL accommodates three students comfortably at the

control panels. Students alternate as conning
The model (Figure 1) called PARTT-SHIP will officer, auxiliary control panel operator, and

be used as a research tool to establish the helm operator. Auxiliary panel and helm opera-
degree of training effectiveness resulting from tors are seated while the student acting as
its current design. The goal of the PARTT-SHIP conning officer is free to move about the
program is to demonstrate the training effec- carrel. In addition to the trainer, the carrel
tiveness of a low cost shiphandling training contains a small chart table and a chart storage
capability which can be distributed to training facility. Trainees not conning the ship operate
locations where need is demonstrated. As a the trainer under the direction of the student
research tool, the PARTT-SHIP design is flexible acting as conning officer. In its current con-
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figuration the instructor manually controls a tions. Night conditions consist of lights on
fixed sequence of assigned instructional steps traffic ships, and cultural objects/land for
that are dependent upon the students achieving a night conditions. The training device may be
preset criterion level of performance. Practice operated with either or both the situation dis-
exercises are selected by the instructor and play and visual display systems.
each simulator exercise scenario is initialized

Sautomatically. The trainee may run, freeze, or The FFG-7 model includes auxiliary propul-
terminate the exercise scenario. Performance sion unit characteristics, autopilot, passing
measures are automatically recorded by the ship interactions, anchor effects, tug effects,
PARTT-SHIP device and can be displayed as wind, and current effects. Figure 2 is a sim-
instructional feedback following exercise plified system diagram of the PARTT-SHIP hard-
scenarios. In a production mode, it is antici- ware configuration that has been developed for
pated that many of the functions currently per- the demonstration model. Major subsystems are:
formed by the instructor could be automated.

*CAI controls and display systems
The device provides a real time, dynamic Ship control and indicator subsystem

simulation of a selected ownship and exercise S Situation display subsystem
area. Generic stylized ship controls are pro- e Visual display subsystem
vided which allow the trainee to control the
ship's rudder, engine, propeller pitch, auxilia- The model is driven by a host computer
ry propulsion units, anchors, and servicing tug- multiprocessor that controls the functions of
boats. The status of these controls and ship image processing units, radar graphics proces-
performance parameters are displayed on generic sors, and a multichannel interface unit.
indicators. The principal display for the
trainee is computer generated imagery in the
five-CRT configuration that comprises a 150- Situation Disla . The situation display
degree horizontal field of view. This is coor- is provided to allow the student an enhanced
dinated with an enhanced plan position indicator navigation and maneuvering display in place of a
(PPI) representation of the geographic area that traditional radar. The PARTT-SHIP model is not
provides a "birds-eye" view of the exercise and a radar trainer. The PPI display is a situation
e. ownship's position. The situation display also presentation format that was chosen over a tra-

presents the future course of the ship based on ditional radar display because of its increased
external sources acting on the ownship and an training capability through special instruc-
estimated prediction of the ship maneuvering tional features.
response to various trial rudder and engine com-
mands. The visual system uses computer gene- The display includes distinct symbols for
rated imagery (CGI) technology that generates anchors, tugboats, piers, and other navigational
fimages of simple aids to navigation, docking aids. Channel boundaries show areas and motion
structures, and ownshps bow for day condi- vectors that can be displayed on the PPI to aid
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the student in negotiating various restricted feature cues the trainee so that he may airect
waters situations. A special set of vector his attention to important features within the
functions are included as part of the PPI capa- exercise. It is also a means by which the
bility that will display past ownship track in- instructor can judge how well the trainee is
formation, a predictor steering feature, and a absorbing the instructional materials.
scenario freeze capability. The trainee may
choose to examine his historical performance or Before exercise run, a PARTT-SHIP "help
up to 3 minutes of the ships predicted future feature can be called upon for a brief tutorial
course. These functions are carried in fast of principles and concepts related to the
time while the scenario is in run or is frozen. scenario. The trainee need only touch the

- Traditional radar features (i.e., range and appropriate area on the plasma "help" display
bearing) can also be displayed. Using a PPI for a number of various menus to appear within

* representation, the student is less apt to which the student can select (Figure 5).
attempt mastery of radar operations since opera- Several levels of branching have been designed
tion of the PPI situation display is simplis- so that the student can access the level of
tic. Operating device controls demand little instruction required for his particular entry
attention from the trainees to increase the level skills and knowledge. The tutorial struc-
probability that the student attends to the ture is flexible yet easy to follow.
principles and concepts of shiphandling rather
than the mechanical operation of the trainer. TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

Bridge Controls. The generic bridge design Design of the PARTT-SHIP model was a
includes a number of stylized controls and indi- product of front-end analysis that included user
cators that were included to reduce the amount inputs and expert analyses in the areas of
of familiarization time necessary within the training, operation, and engineering. Many
trainer before training can begin (Figure 4). design steps were taken to maximize potential
The controls are simple pushbuttons which simu- training benefits to Navy shiphandlers. How-
late the function of real world bridge equip- ever, as in any development the validity of
ment. The stylized generic nature of the con- design must be examined through actual use. To

% trols and indicators make the training device avoid the incorporation of unneeded model
applicable across a wide variety of ship classes features into the final engineering design, a
and ship types without sacrificing face valid- series of model evaluations have been con-
ity. The goal of the design was to make the ducted.* Goals of the evaluations are to
operation of the trainer straightforward and experimentally test the training effectiveness
simplistic. This minimizes the necessary task of the PARTT-SHIP design and to collect expert
demands for operating the device so that shiphandler evaluations of training potential
students can pay attention to the important for the existing model. Information gained from
information being displayed in the visual scene, evaluations will be used to improve the final
situation display, and computer aided instruc- engineering design specification.tional display.

Two questions have been posed concerning
Gaming Area. The nature of computer the PARTT-SHIP model:

generated imagery (CGI) systems is such that
reprogramming of new gaming areas or switching 1. Can basic and intermediate level ship-
from one gaming area to another can be done handlers receive comparable training with the
rapidly and inexpensively. Any number of major part-task trainer as with a full-scale ship-
U.S. Navy ports or other ports of interest may handling simulator?
be called upon for instructional purposes
limited only by computer storage capacity and 2. What features of PARTT-SHIP are neces-
data base availability. Special features of sary for good training, i.e., CGI, PPI, and CAI?
each gaming area are accurately programmable
since the environmental equations that model A training effectiveness evaluation (TEE) has
each data base are sophisticated. The effects been conducted to answer these questions and is
of bank, cushion, shallow water, passing ship, described below.
current, wind, bottom composition, and a number
of other environmental parameters are designed Comparative Evaluations
into the hydrodynamic equations that control the
portrayed motion of ownship through the gaming Two experiments were planned to investigate
area. the measurable training gains of the model.

Each was designed as a before and after study to
CAI Functions. A computer aided instruc- compare entry level shiphandling skills of

tional capability has been designed for use junior Navy officers to skill levels demon-
before, during, and after exercise run. No strated after training. Figure 6 is a diagram-

* shiphandling trainer presently uses a CAI matic representation of planned treatments and
feature, so its effectiveness will be closely control groupings. The simplified block dia-
monitored in this project. These functions are grams and drawings below each capability repre-

*' us,!d to: explain the operation of the trainer, sent the configurations that will be compared.
exercise objectives, and performance feedback An example of one treatment is the "PARTT-SHIP
information to the student. Additionally, CAI
functions have the capability of interrupting a *Note: At the time of this writing, the evalua-

. training scenario to question the trainee con- tions were just beginning. Preliminary results
* cerning various exercise scenario features with of the study will be distributed. In addition,

which the student should be familiar or should final results may be obtained by writing to the
be anticipating during the exercise run. This authors.
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without (wo) CGI" (PARTT-SHIP without computer Qualitative Evaluation
generated imagery) shown for Experiment 1. It
can be seen that the CGI display screens are not Each experimental subject anJ all Navy
included in that drawing. personnel taking part in demonstrations of the

model have filled out a device rating question-
Experiment 1 investigated the training naire. It was designed to record and quantify

* effectiveness of the PARTT-SHIP model for opinions of the model's training potential.
restricted waters shiphandling. Subjects in
this experiment were junior Surface Warfare Research Hypotheses**
Officer students from Surface Warfare Officer
School (Basic). Expected findings from experimental efforts

can be summarized in several specific hypotheses.
* The principal comparison was between train-

ing conducted on a full-mission bridge simulator hesis 1. Principal comparisons be-
and that conducted on the PARTT-SHIP model. tween rea nt and control groups will show no
Entry skill levels of students trained on either difference. This would mean that the PAKTT-SHIP
device were balanced along with scenario dif- model approaches or equals full scope bridge

* ficulty, scenario length, training objectives, simulation training capabilities within the
instructors, and total time of training. This areas tested. This outcome was expected because
allows a direct comparison of final posttraining of the similarity of functional capabilities in
skills and troining gains between training each device. Primary physical differences exist
devices. Comparisons were also made between for the size of the bridge area and the fidelity
pretest and posttest performances within control of the bridge controls and control panels.
and treatment groups to examine the total train- Visual scenes are essentially the same. Train-
ing gain. ing displays were the primary functonal differ-

ence.
Three other comparisons were planned to

test the effectiveness of reduced PARTT-SHIP H2 othesis 2. When comparing "reduced"
configurations. Reduced designs were accom- versions o the PARTT-SHIP model to one another
plished by removing the CGI, CAI, and PPI sub- and to training on a full-mission simulator,
systems one at a time and to test their indivi- removal of any one subsystem (i.e., CGI, CAI, or
dual effects. A separate group of trainees was PPI displays) was expected to affect the speed
instructed with each reduced version of the of learning and therefore the total training
trainer. Each treatment (PARTT-SHIP) group was effect. No a priori rankings of the training
compared to one another and to a control group effectiveness of any one subsystem was predicted.
trained on a full-mission simulator.

Experiment 2 was a separate but similar
experiment run with other groups of trainees **Whether these hypotheses have been supported
within the area of collision avoidance but or refuted will be discussed in the additional
without the reduced trainer comparisons. pages distributed at the conference.
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Hypothesis 3. Although performance gain handling training program under development at
was expected to be equal between control and NAVTRAEQUIPCEN will go a long way towards meet-
treatment groups within either training area, ing that objective. Special emphasis is being
subjects trained on the PARTT-SHIP mcdel may given to the numerous research questions which
have experienced a performance decrement during must be answered concerning the part-task device
simulator posttest. This could have occurred preprototype, especially since it is the first
since a degrading in performance between part- of its kind. Will it be training effective?
and full-task trainers was f nd by Williams, Which elements of the device are most impor-
Goldberg, and D'Amico, 1980, LJ in a simulator tant? What will be the opinion of experienced
study of Chief Mates shiphandling behaviors. shiphandlers about the efficacy of the device?
Although training gains were equivalent for The results from the current study will hope-
students training on a full-scope (full-task) fully provide the answers necessary to make the
simulator and a reduced bridge (similar to the part-task approach an effective and efficient
PARTT-SHIP model), Chief Mates having trained on element of the total shiphandling training
the reduced bridge experienced significant system.
deficiencies in performance when transitioning
to the higher fidelity full scope simulator for REFERENCES
more training and testing. Although those sub-
jects differed somewhat from the Navy population 1. Hanley, M. and Bertsche, W. "Naval Ship-
(i.e., junior Navy officers), it is reasonable handling Study." Report No. EA-82-U-O05,
to assume that such a deficit may occur in the Naval Training Equipment Center, Orlando,
PARTT-SHIP experiments during posttest. Florida, 1982.

Hypothesis 1 is not contradictory to 2. Williams, K., Goldberg, J., and D'Anico, A.
Hypothesis 3 although the former predicted no Transfer of training from low to high
difference between treatment and control groups fidelity simulators. National Maritime
while the latter predicted a possible differ- Research Center, Kings Point New York, 1980.
ence. Hypothesis 1 was concerned with training
effectiveness with respect to device types as ABOUT THE AUTHORS
measured by pretest/posttest comparisons.
Hypothesis 3 predicted that subjects from treat- Mr. Michael J. Hanley is a psychologist
ment conditions, who were trained on the PARTT- with Ship Analytics, Incorporated. After leav-
SHIP device, may have experienced performance ing active duty in the U.S. Navy, he earned a

decrements on a full bridge simulator posttest Master's degree in psychology from the Univer-
following training. Hypothesis 1 was, there- sity of Connecticut and is currently pursuing a
fore, a comparison of training gain within doctorate degree in the same field. He current-
devices as measured on each device while Hypoth- ly manages training and research programs in the
esis 3 was concerned with measues of training areas of shiphandling, sonar, and nuclear power
effectiveness as measured by the simulator plant operator training system development.
alone. These predictions wer* not mutually
exclusive. Dr. D.H. Andrews is a psychologist with the

Naval Training Equipment Center. He has worked

CONCLUSIONS in the areas of shiphandling, instructor/
operator station research, training device

High accident rates over the last few years evaluation, transfer of training analysis, and
prompted the Chief of Naval Operations in 1979 instructional systems development. He received
to make the area of shiphandling training a high his doctoral degree in instructional psychology
priority objective for improvement. The ship- from Florida State University in 1980.
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ABSTRACT

Non-real-time feasibility was demonstrated in 1982 for a hybrid
visual/sensor simulation approach which merges two technologies, Computer
Generated Imagery (CGI) and Computer Synthesized Imagery (CSI) to form
Computer Generated Synthesized Imagery (CGSI). This approach holds promise as
a cost-effective, attainable method of providing real-time, high detail
imagery for visual and/or other sensors, such as FLIR. Because of the high
potential payoff from the development of this hybrid approach, a current
program is aimed at demonstrating feasibility of this CGSI technology in real-
time. CGSI uses a modular set of building blocks which may be configured to
meet specific training and simulation requirements. The pipeline processor is
the major element in a CGSI system. The pipelines accept control commands
from the Field of View (FOV)/Controller module and input video data containing
objects from the data base. The Pipeline Processor then outputs transformed
objects to the scene-construction module and special-effects module. To
control risks, a single pipeline is being fabricated and tested before the
remaining modules and additional pipelines are fabricated, The feasibility
demonstration of a single pipeline is scheduled for September 1983. The
results of these tests will be included in the oral presentation at the
conference, but unfortunately will not be available in time to meet the publi-
cation deadline for the written paper. A description of the test procedure is
included here.

INTRODUCTION ated Imagery Systems lack scene content to
support this type of training.

Requirements
This paper addresses a new technique

Sophistication of weapons systems is being developed to increase visual and
growing at a rapid pace. This sophistica- sensor simulation system fidelity and
tion takes many forms including increased capability. Honeywell's Systems and
operational capability through use of Research Center is presently under con-
multiple sensor systems including FLIR tract to the Naval Training Equipment
(Forward Looking Infrared), Imaging RADAR, Center and the Army Project Manager for
LLLTV (Low Light Level TV) in combination Training Devices to develop this increase
with out-the-window visual. Proper task in visual system capability and fidelity.
loading is often necessary to train opera- The system under development will merge
tors and maintain skills in the use of the attributes of an optical disc technol-
sophisticated weapon systems. The argu- ogy approach, Computer Synthesized Imagery
ments against using operational assets (CSI), and Computer Generated Imagery
include cost and safety. There is, (CGI). CSI provides high quality imagery,
therefore, a need for increased fidelity but does not provide free movement within
through simulation. Current approaches in a gaming area. CGI provides the necessary
visual and sensor simulation are inade- freedom of movement, but with highly
quate for tactical training. Modelboard stylized or cartoonish imagery. This
systems lack the ability to provide multi- hybrid concept of Computer Generated Syn-
spectral imagery, weapons effects, moving thesized Imagery (CGSI) utilizes optical
targets, large gaming areas, and wide disc photographic imagery (CSI) oveilayed
fields of view. Present Computer Gener- onto a CGI background. In addition to
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2.." displaying individual objects in a scene, The U.S. Army requirements are for the

the system is capable of displaying groups AH-64 Apache helicopter combat mission
of objects, imagery as seen from various simulator. Visual requirements encompass
sensors (e.g., FLIR and LLLTV) and adding weapons effects and delivery, wide field
smoke and other special effects. Initial of view displays to support nap-of-the-
non-real-time feasibility of this hybrid earth flight, multiple viewpoints, multi-
system has been demonstrated (1). Addi- ple sensors and multiple magnifications
tional work is necessary and is being through a telescoping systems. The Apache
pursued to provide a real-time capability requirements are felt to be one of the
(i.e., a minimum update field rate of 60 most demanding in the simulation industry
Hz). Detailed design of a limited system today. The system described here could
was completed in April 1983 (2). CGSI provide a capability to meet these re-
uses a modular set of building blocks quirements. The CGSI system has potential
which may be configured to meet specific application for providing air-to-ground
training and simulation requirements. The capability in the U.S. Navy's F/A-18
pipeline processor is the major element in Hornet fighter/attack aircraft simulators
a CGSI system. The pipeline processors and for filling low level contour training
change a stored image to scene conditions requirements on the CH-53 D/E and CH-46
(screen coordinates) by changing image helicopter simulators. One of the extreme-
position, size, rotation, warp, and inten- ly attractive features of this approach is

sity. The Pipeline Processors then output the potential for utilizing CGSI to retro-
transformed objects to the scene-construc- fit existing CGI systems to increase per-
tion module, pixel by pixel, based upon formance. The Air Force's interest in
range. The pipelines will operate as this development results from the need for
single, large object processors; as multi- high fidelity simulation for air-to-ground
ple, small object processors; or as attack missions. The Air Force Human
special effects processors. Resource Laboratory (AFHRL) has provided

funding support for the CGSI feasibility
A top-level system specification for demonstration.

each subsystem has been prepared. These
specifications contained two key elements CGSI Syse vey
- performance and I/O requirements. After
the specifications were reviewed and The single pipeline is an integral
approved by both the Government and part of the entire CGSI system. Therefore,
Honeywell, the detailed design effort a brief functional overview of a real-time
began. Each subsystem was designed as a CGSI system will be given here in order to
unit, with individualized hardware and provide understanding of the single pipe-
software. This detailed design of the line in its proper context. Figure 1 is a
pipeline has been completed. The pipeline functional overview of a real-time CGSI
processor subsystem is the most complex system. The functional block- are separ-
subsystem. Therefore, to control risks, a ated into an off-line non-real-time data
single channel is being fabricated and base construction module and a real-time
tested before the remaining modules and processing system. A brief description of
additional pipelines are fabricated. The each module follows.
feasibility demonstration of a single
pipeline was performed in early September The data base consists of two very
1983. different types of data - the object

library and the gaming area. The object
The CGSI system has been selected for library contains images of objects and

a competitive fly-off to provide next surfaces in different spectral bands, and
- - generation visual and sensor simulation transmissivity masks of special effects.

technology development for the U.S. Army. The gaming area data base provides the
Technology being developed under this Army information necessary for placing the
contract builds on a feasibility demon- contents of the object library in the
stration contract received from gaming area. The objects in the library

- " NAVTRAEQUIPCEN. This joint Navy/Army/Air may be either stationary or capable of
Force effort will first demonstrate the movement. The vehicle simulation computa-
real-time feasibility of the CGSI concept. tions determine the locations and viewing

H%.

Figure 1. CGSI Functional Overview
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direction of the visual or sensor SytC-

for the primary vehicle. The FOV proct-
sor determines the presence of objects,
surfaces, and special effects in the scene
under construction. The output of a
transformation matrix converts the real-
world coordinates to screen coordinates.
The controllers fan out and process the -- L F
control functions generated during the FOV J . .. . . . . Li "
computation. The processed control func-
tions are passed to the object/surface/
special effects processing channels. The
object, surface, special effects (OSSE)
library stores the images used to con-.. ,- - - -

struct a scene. The controllers command
the selected images which are passed to
the processing channels. The individual .....
processing channel pipelines process one
object, surface or special effect per
channel. All the processing channels
operate in an identical manner. The
object, surface, special effect channels Figure 2. CGSI Configuration Elements
change a stored image (normal perspective)
to scene conditions (screen coordinates) during its flow through the pipeline is
by changing image, position, size, rota- under the control of a Field of View
tion and warp. Image intensity is modi- (FOV) controller. All OSSEs are processed
fied based upon range and object type. in the same manner at the beginning. De-
The scene construction module takes the pending on the function, major changes
individual image from each processing occur in the scene construction modules
channel, separates the image from the and special effects modules. Nontrans-
background, and assembles the scene based lucent objects and surfaces (trees, rocks,
upon range. The high frequency edges bushes, tanks, etc.) are combined in the
generated by assembling a scene from indi- scene construction module. Realistic color
vidual images are smoothed, matching edge or true color can be applied. Realistic
and internal frequencies. The translucent color is generated via lookup tables and
special effects are added after the gener- uses one pipeline, while true color uses
ation of the scene. The special effects three pipelines, one each for red, green
module adds the special effects based upon and blue.
range. Special effects, such as smoke or
dust, may occur ahead of or behind images A/D Conv~rsign. A high speed A/D
in the scene. The intensity masks are module converts the analog video imagery
stored in the object library and processed to digital data. The module operates near
in the special effects processing channel. 8 MHz and provides 8-bit, or 256 gray

shade, output.
OSSE Processing Channels (Pipglinres

Frame Buffei. The frame buffer is
In this section, the functional over- controlled by the OSSE controller; it is

view, shown in Figure 1, is expanded to used to store images that are not chang-
provide a generic hardware overview for a ing. This includes distant 2D objects and
single pipeline and scene construction and all surfaces and special effects. The
special effect components (Figure 2). The warping process may compress data result-
system is modular; a small system may ing in loss of resolution in the trans-
contain only several OSSE processors and a mitted imagery if the image is rotated
large system may contain several hundred beyond 50 or 60 degrees. To limit rota-
OSSE processors. It is the intent of this tions to + 45 degrees, a high speed memory
design to allow the system to produce any design is used which can be accessed in
type of imagery, visual, IR, MMW (Milli- both the X and Y axis. As a result, one
meter Waves), SAR (Synthetic Aperture image may be rotated a full 360 degrees
Radar), radar, etc. Current funding in- without degradation through line and
cludes simulation of visual and IR column memory access.
imagery.

FranifBfwich. The frame buffer
Each object, stored group of objects, switch allows the imagery to be held in

surface or special effect is individually the frame buffer for repeated use of 2D
processed by an OSSE processor and used to objects, surfaces and special effects.
construct a scene in the scene construc- After an OSSE is stored in the frame buff-
tion module and special effects module. er, the optical disc may be used to apply
Depending on the size of an OSSE image, imagery to other channels. For dynamic 3D
the OSSE processors handle from 1 to 16 objects, the frame buffer allows the
OSSEs per channel. In this section the imagery to be taken directly from the
path of an image (one full image or up to optical disc without any delays. The
16 small images) will be traced from the frame buffer switch is controlled by the
image storage media to the image display OSSE controller.
subsystem. The processing of the image
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Intensity Modi/iei. The intensity is a first-in/first-out buffer (FIFO) that
modifier modifies the intensity of a scene synchronized and positions the 525 line,
in both global and local manners. Global 10 MHz imagery to and within the 1024
changes use a LUT. As an example, these line, 40 MHz imagery.
changes may be associated with range; that
is, an object at a distance is more satur- Reali___1o. The CGSI approach
ated and bluer than the same object at a has been developed to provide monochrome;
very short range. Local modifiers multi- realistic color; or full, true-color capa-
ply, on a real-time basis, each image bility (See Figure 3). True color is
pixel by an LUT value. The LUTs contents provided through the creation of three
are a function of position within the spectrally distinct data bases - each
frame. The intensity modifier introduces full-color photograph is digitized and
only pixel delays. stored separately using optical quality

red, green and blue filters. When a full
X Axis Prog _2. The algorithm for color image is displayed, the red, green

distorting an object operates in two and blue object images are independently
passes. Before explaining the Y axis processed and delivered to the red, green
functions, an overview of the warping and blue channels of the color display
function is presented. The warping algo- system used. One can see that full color
rithm contained in the pipeline operates is bought for a price: three times as
in two passes; first the Y axis and then many processing channels are required
the X axis. The field microprocessor relative to the number needed to generate
determines the offset (starting location), a monochromatic version (e.g., IR) of the
the magnification (change in line length) same object image. Near-perfect color is
of the first line in each axis and selects achievable in a much more economical man-
the field memory buffers. The line micro- ner. Most OSSEs contain only shades of
processor determines the delta offset and one or two colors; i.e., consider green
delta magnification of each line. The leaves, brown branches, blue water, camou-
field microprocessor operates in a 16 flaged targets. Look-up table manipula-
millisecond cycle and the line tion techniques permit the generation of
microprocesor in a 63 microsecond cycle, realistic (as opposed to true) object and
The pixel processors operate on the pixel surface color on the basis of mapped gray-
streams in a 100 nanosecond cycle or 10 shade imagery. The realistic color
MHz. During the first pass of the Y axis, approach allows the CGSI system to gener-
each line in the row may be distorted in ate terrain, vegetation and object colors
one or more of the following manners: with one-third the processing required.
Linear, perspective, curved, lens correc- To obtain realistic color, each object is
tion or multi-object (2). stored as a spectrally mapped image.

Associated with each image is a red, green

Three Field Buffe. The three field and blue LUT conversion that assigns up to
buffer allows the Y axis processed image 256 colors to gray shade levels of the
to be read into two field buffers, one for image. The 256 colors that are achievable
odd pixels and one for even pixels. The may be 256 shades of one hue - for
third field buffer allows either odd or example, shades of green to create a high
even fields to be processed in the X axis fidelity color image of a bush - or 256
processor, distinct hues. The process is thus pre-

cisely controllable, and provides adequate
X Axis Progjesing. The techniques color capability for combat mission train-

used in the X axis could be identical to ing simulations.
those used in the Y axis which includes
the following functions: Linear, Perspec- SINGLE PIPELINE TEST PROCEDURE
tive, Curved, Lens Correction, and Multi-
Objects. In addition, for potential A single CGSI pipeline design has
applications where perspective distortions been completed as described above. The
in the real-world are not identical in the feasibility demonstration is scheduled for
X and Y axis, the X axis processing could September 1983. A test plan has been
use algorithms which differ from the algo- developed to verify the operation of this
rithms used in the Y axis. This case single pipeline and will be described
could occur with dome projection display here. The objectives of this demonstra-
systems or Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) tion are to verify the speed and accuracy
imaging systems, of a single pipeline, to provide contrac-

tor in-plant testing of a single-pipeline,
Line Rate CQnvertQr an_.yDg]izer. and to provide real-time warping of 2D

If the system requires other than 525 line objects and 3D objects for both the visual
video, a line rate converter changes the and IR spectral regions. Figure 4 gives a
line rate of 525 lines to, for example, system block diagram for the single pipe-
875 or 1024 lines by changing the pixel line feasibility demonstration.
clock rate. The line rate converter does
not add lines or pixels; it only changes Measurements of speed will include
the rate at which the pixels are clocked both throughput lag and update rate.
in and out. In converting a 525 line Figure 5 gives the nominal design timing
syster to 1024 line, for example, only 1/4 for the CGSI systems. Throughput lag
of the 1024 system is covered by a single (transport time) is defined as the time
525 line input. The line rate converter between the receipt of positional informa-
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Figure 5. CGSI System Timing

,* ' tion from the vehicle simulation computer
S.. . " .... to the comple tion of the picture scan.

, ,,,.. • Based on use of a specific test pattern,
the delay from receipt of positional
change information at the FOV computer to
a change in output pixel value will be
measured with a logic analyzer. Update
rate is defined as the rate at which

I vehicular position may be changed. The
design target update rate is 60 Hz. The
operator will start the simu lation,
causing the object to be displayed and
move. Motion will occur because the FOV

-LL, simulator outputs coordinates to the
"pipeline" via the IEEE 488 interface at a

., 60 Hz rate. Delta values will be applied
at each update by the simulation program
to make the object move on the screen.
Proper rate of motion will be verified by
having the image processor sample frames

---- --- --- --- --- out of the pipeline. These frames will
then be analyzed off-line to verify that
the pixel(s) are in the expected loca-
tion(s) for the particular frame sample
times.

Figure 3. Color Hardware Configuration Measurements of accuracy will include
both measurements of screen location and
timing. Screen location is defined as the
absolute location of the object within the
FOV as expected from commands transmitted

"-" * to pipeline by the FOV computer. The test
"bject will be translated in x,y, magni-

. .... fied, compressed, and rotated independent-
ly and in combination. The output of the

--- pipeline is fed back into the image pro-
- Icessor (See Figure 4). The image proces-

I...sor will enable non-realtime simulated
imagery to be compared to real time

~ni jpipeline imagery such that the monitor
i . .... I will display the object in three colors as

IIfollows: Rpipeline modified object,
" - i IG=image processor modified object, B=back-

I.*,....I ground. The image processor and trackballKT . . L- 1 will be used in combination to find
differences between these images. Differ-
ences will also show up obviously as
yellow on the color monitor. All differ-

.1 ences shall involve 1 pixel or less. The
Figure 4. Single Pipeline Feasibility timing of an object relative to the hori-

Demonstration zontal sync signal shall be controlled to
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ensure object to object alignment at the objects for both visual and IR will be
j scene construction module. The operator observed. The capability to interface the

shall select an object which consists of a pipeline to a video disc player will be
single pixel located in a known time slot demonstrated. Realistic motion of objects
on a known line. An oscilloscope shall be will be assessed.
used on the pipeline output video to
measure the location of the single output SOURCE OF DIGITIZED IMAGERY
pixel relative to the line sync and the FOR A SINGLE PIPELINE
master sync.

A point which may seem obvious to
The image stability will be tested. some, but is worthy of emphasis, is that a

Image stability is defined as the constant single pipeline can process any type of
. location of an object from frame to frame digitized data. It is immaterial what

in time. The operator will select an region of the spectrum (visual, IR, RADAR,
object to be sent through the pipeline. MMW) is represented by the imagery or what
The image processor will be used to the original source of the imagery was
periodically sample a group of three (real-world object, physical model of
frames. The image processor will be used object, non-real-time CGI).
off-line from the test with the pipeline
to measure the location of the pixel Current funding provides for simula-
matrix in each sample frame. The matrix tion of visual and FLIR using the CGSI
location shall vary by no more than +/-l pipelines. Qualitative analysis indicates
pixel from the average (nominal) location that other imaging sensors such as SAR and
across all of the sample frames. In add- MMW could also be handled by CGSI
ition to the above quantative tests, the pipelines.
following qualitative demonstrations will
be observed. The image quality shall be Figure 6 emphasizes the fact that the
photographic quality with minimum degrada- source of the digitized imagery is var-
tion resulting from processing. The cap- iable. The CGSI pipeline can warp and
ability of warping/displaying 2D and 3D properly inset any digitized image into a

.-. l

"%

eg

Figure 6. CGSI Composite With Different Image Sources
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scene. Figure 6 is a CGSI synthesized is clearly warranted whenevet high object
composite scene which illustrates three fidelity or high data base flexibility is
alternatives. It shows a real helicopter required, although other instances of
image which has been properly inserted favorable application exist.
into the mid-ground of a forest scene.
It is obvious that in the real-world, it This CGSI development is unique for a
will not always be possible to photograph research effort. Critical considerations
target objects at close range from various are being designed into the system from
aspect angles. One alternative is illus- the ground up. These include reliability,
trated in the foreground. A model tank has maintainability, integrated logistics
been constructed, photographed, digitized support as well as development, produc-
and properly inserted into this same tion, and support cost issues. CGSI is
scene. In addition, computers are capable being designed as a system that works and
of generating highly detailed, realistic will continue to work in a cost effective
objects in non-real-time. This non-real- manner in an actual training environment.
time CGI (computer generated imagery) This is an extremely ambitious under-
could provide input to the CGSI pipelines taking. However, if these critical con-
as illustrated in the sky. The fixed wing siderations are not designed into the
aircraft is a non-real-time CGI image. In system initially, extensive redesign would
some cases, non-real-time CGI may provide be necessary in order to provide a capa-
a viable alternative for feeding a CGSI bility for answering real training prob-
pipeline. lems in the field.

The critical point to emphasize here System Analysis. Based upon the
is that the single CGSI pipeline has been identified training mission requirements,
designed to be a highly flexible, modular CGSI systems configuration development
building block for providing high fidelity becomes an iterative sequence of refine-
visual and sensor simulation to meet a ments/trade-offs involving the various
wide range of training simulation CGSI building blocks previously described.
requirements. The elements to be considered in addition

to the training mission requirements are
MULTIPLE PIPELINE CONFIGURATIONS considerations of reliability, maintain-

ability, integrated logistics support as
As the CGSI concept moves into physi- well as development, production and

cal realization in a real-time demonstra- support cost issues. Table 1 gives a
tion, its application to real-time train- listing of CGSI system building blocks and
ing visual and sensor systems become prac- the configuration rules for developing a
tical and advantageous. Such application large CGSI system.

Table 1. Configuring a CGSI System from Building Blocks

o SELECT DATA SOURCE 1) VIDEO DISK
2) WRITE-ONCE VIDEO DISK
3) MAGNETIC STORAGE
4) GRAPHICS

0 SELECT PROCESSOR 1) OSSE
2) OSEE/W/TRUE PERSPECTIVE
3) GRAPHICS
4) CGI

0 MAKE 525 OR HIGHER RESOLUTION 1) 10 MHZ, OR
DECISION. 2) 40 MHZ FOLLOW-ON CARDS (ADD

LINE RATE CONVERTER)

0 MAKE B/W, TRUE VS REALISTIC (ADD COLOR LOCK-UP TABLE (LUT))
COLOR DECISION

0 IS ITERATIVE SCENE DEVELOPMENT (ADD ITERATIVE RANGE AND IMAGE
REQUIRED? MEMORIES)

0 IS CHANNEL IR, VISUAL B/W, OR 1) IR SMOOTHING, VISUAL SMOOTHING
VISUAL COLOR?

o SELECT NUMBER OF SPECIAL

EFFECTS CHANNELS.

0 CONFIGURE TIMING CONTROL,

FIRMWARE, AND SOFTWARE TO
MATCH.
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These trade-offs take two forms: 1) every new application will require unique
balancing training effectiveness versus responses.
cost, and 2) trading off technically
limiting parameters to achieve optimum Lit~e Cyg .oiI A key element~ of
system performance. The training effec- any trainer application is the life cycle
tiveness trades are primarily related to support requirements of the system. This
number of OSSE channels required. When normally includes maintenance and spare
the training mission analysis has defined issues. Increasingly, especially for
the characteristics and count of the ob- software intensive applications, this has
jects to be presented, an obvious but meant the enhancement or redirection of a

*simplistic approach to configuration would trainer for new training requirements
be to provide a channel per object. This, related to new tactics, new equipment
however, would produce an excessively (Avionics, Visionic Weapons Systems), and
large and costly system when alternatives new personnel qualifications. Historical-
exist with either no or minimal training ly, visual systems have had extensive data

*impact. The number of OSSE channels re- base maintenance costs and infrequent but
quired can be traded off against: 1) Off- extensive hardware/software upgrades.
line development of composite scene views CGSI promises significant improvements in

*(clusters), 2) On-line iterative composite all of these areas: 1) Maintenance - On-
scene construction, 3) Area of Interest line BITE, and extensive isolation are
(AOl) displays, multiple resolution dis- included. 2) Spares - Few card types
plays, 4) Realistic versus true color, minimize replacement cost as well as

-. (True color channels can be mixed with lowering stores inventory. 3) New Train-
realistic channels if required for selec- ing Requirements - Common building blocks
ted critical objects) , 5) Training Cue permit multiple use of CGSI systems and
Fidelity (This trade area is the most
subjective but provides the most opportun-
ity for ingenuity of approach), 6) Avail-
ability (For very large visual systems,
system reliability becomes a training
issue because of significant failure rates
and/or extended repair times). Numerous
alternative implementations and trades
exist beyond these six in configuring a
CGSI system. Trade alternatives exist in
the purely technical realm also. An ex-
ample is transport delay/update time.
While the nominal transport delay of an
OSSE process is related to a 512 X 512
image area, smaller image definition (say
256 X 256) will yield shorter trans-
port delays by reducing the field process-
ing time.

As an example, a CGSI configuration
for a small visual system could provide
potential applications for periscope
training or hand-held missile or gunnery
applications. Figure 7 shows a non-real-
time CGSI scene of a view thru a periscope
which could be provided in real-time by a
small CGSI configuration. Figure 8 de-
picts a CGSI configuration capable of
providing this image. Figure 9 shows a
non-real-time CGSI scene of a AH-64 flying
among the trees which could be provided in
real-time by a large, robust CGSI config- Figure 7. CGSI Simulated Periscope
uration. Figure 10 depicts a CGSI con- Image
figuration capable of providing this
imagery level with all sensors supported
for team training.-

Des~ign. The system analysis trades -

result in specific design requirements L
related to configuration. In assembling 1
the required configuration from the CGSI
building blocks, the modularity and con- .

figurability of the CGSI components to -
gether with standardized inter-card and
inter-channel interface minimize new de-
sign. Correlated hardware, software and 1
firmware components also ease the config-
uration process. Despite this modularity,

Figure 8. Small CGSI Configuration
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%Figure 9. CGSI AH-64 Simulated Image

-- incremental expansion to higher fidelity

*. 
simulation. 4) Data Base Maintenance -

- Rapid specific area simulations through

l'~I ~ '. 10 Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) data and

* ,..~ ... straight forward data definition. Rapid
F-1 71target compliment updates are accomplished

T_ through actual imagery equipment for re-
placement applications or the addition
of s imi lar like components for new
applications.

SAdap atiUjU. Beyond the new visual

. .. trainer application, CGSI is adaptable to
_L~ja wide range of trainer and simulator

applications. 1 ) Stimulators - Stimula-

_r-71tion of operational equipment orequipment

Fiueunder evaluation is made possible by

insertion of high fidelity video stream
data to trackers. 2) Part Task Trainers moua prahpoie ntd sm-

Fiue10. Large CGSI Configuration lation applications for limited training
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* " goals. 3) Team tactics trainers - Systems in 1968 and her B.A. in Physics from
'0 providing coordination training involving Hartwick College in 1965. Her 15 years of
-.. multiple vehicles and/or ground personnel professional experience have been in gov-

are easily configured. 4) Existing CGI ernment and academia. Her 6 years at
" visual retrofit - Typical CGI systems of Naval Training Equipment Center includes

today exhibit inadequate target fidelity work on the 360 degree laser scan display
and very limited background fidelity or a system, the helmet mounted display system,
serious compromise of both. CGSI can be and the annular projection system. Her
used to supplement such systems requiring current assignments include: Principal
higher fidelity. Investigator on the Multi-Spectral Image

Simulation Project and Simulation of
Advanced Sensors Project.

CONCLUSION
Mr. Brian Goldiez obtained a B.S. in

CGSI is a viable approach to visual Aerospace Engineering from the University
, and/or sensor simulation in multiple of Kansas and an M.S. in Engineering Math

appli.itions ranging from the very small and Computer Systems from the University
to the extremely large. It is clearly of Central Florida. His ten years profes-
warranted when high object fidelity and/or sional experience has been with the gov-

- high data base flexibility is required. ernment and industry. His current respon-
It can readily support multiple sensors in sibilities at the U.S. Army Project Man-
integrated operation including special ager for Training Devices include respon-
effects from multiple viewpoints. It is sibility for software development policy
capable of providing specific area simula- and visual system technology development.
tions with full freedom of motion for both Mr. Goldiez is Project Director for the
own ship friendly vehicle and hostile Visual System Component Development

- targets, and supports Trackers and program.
Weapons, with high Gaming area flexibility
and large environment variations. The Mr. Carl P. Graf has degrees in Psy-
next critical milestone in this CGSI de- chology, Math, and Engineering. His 20
velopment is the demonstration of a lim- years of experience at Honeywell in the
ited multiple pipeline configuration (4 man-machine interface area include:
pipelines) integrated with all of the Apollo and LBM manual controllers, eye
modules outlined in the block diagram in tracking, eye switching, passive and
Figure 1. This demonstration is scheduled active camouflage, maintenance trainers,
for April 1984. image processing, multisensor imagery and

displays, dual resolution displays, and
the generation of high fidelity imagery.
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* A LASER IMAGE GENERATION SYSTEM FOR HELICOPTER NAP-OF-THE-EARTH FLIGHT TRAINING

Hin Man Tong
00 Director of Visual Systems

Link Flight Simulation Division
The Singer Company, Binghamton, New York

oABSTRACT
0The training effectiveness of the camera-modelboard visual system for low-altitude, nap-

of-the-earth (NOE) flights, particularly for helicopters, is well established. Traditional
0. camera-modelboard technology, however, has a number of inherent limitations which have been

overcome by using a laser image generator instead of a TV camera as in the current genera-
tion of camera-modelboard systems. The first full-scale Laser Image Generation (LIG) visual
system, developed by Singer-Link under the AH-lS Cobra Helicopter Flight Weapons Simulator
contract, will be delivered to the U.S. Army in the near future. This new visual system
offers improvements in many areas, some of which are discussed in this paper, together with
the visual system technology involved and performance parameters achieved on the AH-lS
simulator.

INTRODUCTION "soft" picture, and consumes a great deal of
energy.

The effectiveness of helicopter weapons
system and flight trainers employing modern To overcome these limitations while retain-
flight simulation technology depends greatly on ing the desirable features of the camera-model-
the ability to provide the pilot-trainee with a board system, an IR&D program was conducted
suitable visual environment in the simulator, jointly by the Link and Librascope Divisions of
This is particularly true for low-altitude, The Singer Company to develop a new image gener-
nap-of-the- earth (NOE) flight training, where ator that uses a laser beam to scan a terrain
sufficient scene content and high scene detail modelboard. The IR&D program culminated in a
are needed to provide the necessary out-the- feasibility model that was demonstrated to the
window (OTW) visual cues. It is well estab- U.S. Army. Subsequently, a decision was made by
lished that these types of training cues can be the U.S. Army/PM TRADE to implement the Laser
adequately provided by visual systems employing Image Generator (LIG) on the AH-lS Cobra Weapon

% television cameras that view terrain models. System Trainer production contract, with the
However, the traditional TV-based camera- first simulator scheduled for training by early

modelboard visual systems have several drawbacks 1984.
which have made them less attractive when com-
pared to other maturing products for visual
simulation. AH-IS COBRA PRODUCTION SIMULATOR

One inherent limitation of the first-gener- The AH-lS Cobra prodction simulator has two

ation camera-modelboard image generator was in
the camera pickup tube, which typically had separate cockpit trainee stations, one for the

'"third-field" image lags of 20-25 percent. This pilot and one for the copilot-gunner (CPG). The

resulted in image smearing when dynanic scene pilot's station is equipped with two adjacent

conditions were encountered. This effect typ- display windows, one front window and one side

ically occurs when the simulated aircraft atti- window, each with a 480 horizontal by 36" verti-

tudes are changing rapidly. cal field of view (FOV). The CPG's station is
supplied with only a single front window display.

Another limitation was due to the limited

detail response of image pickup tubes which Two separate LIG systems, each with a model-

reduces the percentage modulation of the scene board, provide two image channels that are
details displayed to the student-trainee. switchable to either of the two forward display

windows. The exact channel-to-display alloca-
A third limitation was the degree of image tion depends on the training mode selected by

tube sensitivity achievable in conjunction with the instructor. When the integrated training
the other requirements of resolution, signal-to- mode is selected, the pilot and CPG stations
noise ratio, lag, etc., needed for simulator operate in unison and the two LIG channels are
applications. Since great depth of focus is available to both of the pilot's displays. In
required in camera-modelboard systems, the opti this mode, the front channel is repeated for the

0 cal probe coupled to the camera usually has a CPG station also. In the independent mode of
very small relative aperture and transmits very training, the pilot and the CPG each operate, in
little light. The net effect is that a very effect, a separate simulator, and a LIS visual
high light level is needed to adequately system is available to each trainee.
illuminate the modelboard.

F. The visual system provides a gaming area of
In short, although the traditional camera- approximately 10.5 by 4.5 nautical miles with

modelboard visual system provides excellent OTW terrain features designed for the required Cobra
visual cues for NOE flight training, it has helicopter training missions, including NOE
limited dynamic resolution, provides a somewhat flight and confined area landings.
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LIG SYSTEM CONFIGURATION with a bank of photomultiplier tubes (PMT's) for
image pickup. The AH-IS LIG system consists of:

-% An artist's conception of the Laser Image
Generator is shown in Figure 1, and a simplified 1) A laser table light source

% block diagram of the LIG system is provided in 2) Laser beam transmission subsystem
Figure 2. A single LIG channel will be discussed 3) Laser scanning unit
here to describe the system configuration and 4) Otical projection probe with
principles of operation. Scheimpflug tilt/focus correction

5) Gantry transport
The major difference between the LIG visual 6) 24-foot by 64-foot terrain modelboard

system and the conventional camera-modelboard scaled at 1000:1
system is the replacement of the television 7) Photomultiplier tube bank
camera with a laser image generator consisting 8) Video signal processing
of a laser table, a laser transmission subsystem, 9) Special effects, including cultural
and a laser scanning unit mounted on the gantry. lights
Also, the bank of lights that is required to 10) Color CRT infinity displays
illuminate the terrain modelboard is replaced

'o.AT

..

bSITE

Figure I ARTIST'S CONCEPTION OF LASER IMAGE GENERATOR (LIG)
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Figure 2 LIG SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM (SINGLE CHANNEL)
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PRINCIPLES OF LIG OPERATION

As in a TV camera-modelboard visual system,
the LIG system generates a picture by viewing a A
scaled terrain modelboard. The source of illu-
mination for the modelboard is the laser beam. -

As shown in Figure 3, the laser beam originates-.
at the laser table and is directed along the
rail on which the gantry is transported, tra-
versing the modelboard in the long (X) axis. At .
the gantry location, the laser beam is trans- AN, , -

mitted up the gantry, along the short modelboard Wpa.t
? '- axis (Y). Here, the laser beam is relayed onto

the gantry-mounted laser scanning unit which
forms a scanning raster by deflecting the beam
horizontally and vertically. The laser scanning
raster is projected through the probe onto the
modelboard, illuminating the area defined by the
FOV, as seen from the trainee's eyepoint. The
gantry positions the simulated eyepoint to the
correct X, Y, and Z coordinates, while the probe
optics provide the roll, yaw, and pitch of the
simulated aircraft.

The scattered, reflected light from the
modelboard is picked up by the bank of PMT's, -

each sensing the reflected light simultaneously
with the others and generating an output elec- 10"
trical signal. The outputs from all the PMT's
are then summed, producing a single time-varying
video signal as the gantry duplicates the flight
path of the simulated aircraft. This video sig-
nal is equivalent to the signal generated by the
television image pickup tubes and preamplifiers
of the conventional camera-modelboard system.
The video signal is used as an input to the main
video processor where the special effects, in-
cluding sky, horizon, visibility, and weapons ef- Figure 3 LASER BEAM TRANSMISSION SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
fects, are inserted. The signal levels are then
properly scaled to drive the displays in the
simulator cockpit. The display raster and the Laser Table
laser scanning raster are synchronized so that
as the laser beam scans a picture element on the The laser table is an optical bench where
modelboard, the display CRT addresses the corre- three laser beams are combined to provide a
sponding picture element in the display raster, single, concentric "white light" beam consisting

of four major laser spectral lines with the
Cultural lighting is simulated by implanting following frequencies:

properly scaled fiber optics in the modelboard
as in conventional camera-modelboard systems. Blue 457.9 nm and 476.5 nm
The signals from the fibers, however, are picked
up by PMT's that are located behind the model- Green 514.5 nm
board and away from the main PMT bank. The

, cultural lighting signal is separate from the Red 647.1 nm
model terrain information and can be processed
independently. This processing flexibility per- Because it is not practical to mount the laser
mits cultural lights to be brilliantly displayed table directly on the gantry, it is located on
against a darkened terrain background under tac- the floor.
tical night flight training conditions.

Two ion lasers are used to provide the needed
V '. DESCRIPTION OF LASER IMAGE GENERATOR COMPONENTS colors. An argon laser generates the blue and
'' green lines and a krypton laser supplies the red

The Singer-Link LIG system development took line. Each ion laser is equipped with a self-
F. full advantage of proven camera-modelboard hard- regulating light control system that monitors

ware such as the servoed gantry system, the the laser output and maintains it at a preset
terrain modelboard, and the Farrand 60" Scheim- level.
pflug optical probe modified for laser projec-
tion. The major components that required design The optical arrangement for the laser tablc
and development effort are those related to the is shown in Figure 4. Notice that each laser

46. laser image generation process. The new subsys- beam is individually shuttered to permit easy
tems are the laser table, the laser beam trans- alignment and maintenance. Three beam con-
mission system, the laser scanning unit, and the troller units are provided, one for each laser
PMT bank. color. Each beam controller performs the
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Figure 4 LASER TABLE OPTICAL LAYOUT

4functions of expanding the beam to a suitable beams. It is effected at the exit pupil so that
size for transmission to the gantry and provides the pupil position is not affected. With the
adjustments for zoom, focus, and angular steer- colors converged at both the pupil and infinity,

* .ing. The beam expansion is set up so that a the color is converged for any gantry position.
Obeam "waist" is achieved for each color at a

fixed distance from the table. The zoom The three beams of color are combined into a
*adjustment controls the optical invariant of single coaxial beam before being transmitted

each color so that the three color beams will through the periscope, where the composite beam
match in size and divergence. The focus adjust- is aligned in angle and translational displace-

-.. Figure 4RDUT LASER TABLE ARDAREU
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Laser Beam Transmission System transmission process. Even at the chosen beam
'I diameter and beam reduction ratio, the residual

One of the technical challenges met by the beam pointing error at the entrance pupil of the
LIG systemn design was the design of a system to laser scanning device would be unacceptable

* transmit the laser beam from the laser table to without correction. A beam correction servo is
the moving gantry-mounted laser scanning unit. incorporated into the design of the gantry-
The resulting transmission system design accom- mounted scanning unit, as described below.
modates all gantry motions expected under normal
simulator operations and maintains correct laser Laser Scanning Unit
beam pointing to within acceptable tolerances.
The design accommodates a transmission path that The expanded laser beam is transmitted from
varies greatly in length, depending on gantry the laser table and received by the gantry-
position. The desired results have been achieved mounted laser scanning unit. This unit gener-
by expanding the laser beam from the nominal beam ates the actual scanning raster prior to its
size of 1.3 mm to the chosen beam waist diameter projection onto the modelboard via the Scheim-
and then routing the beam along the X-axis, up pflug optical probe. In preparation for scan-
the Y-axis gantry tower, along the Z-axis, and ning, the transmitted laser beam is reduced in
into the entrance pupil of the scanning unit. diameter and the residual angular (pointing)

errors are removed. As shown in Figure 6, this
Expansion of the beam for transmission is is accomplished by first routing the beam

done for several reasons. First, over a long through a reducer which converts the beam diam-
transmission path, the laser beam diameter would eter back to 1.3 mm and then using beam position
increase as a result of diffraction dispersion, sensors to detect beam pointing errors in two
with the percentage increase a function of the orthogonal directions. Each position sensor
beam diameter as well as the transmitted dis- consists of a beamsplitter that diverts a small
tance. Small beams expand very rapidly, large amount of laser light (less than 1 percent) onto
beams more slowly. For the chosen transmission the optical sensor (a silicon lateral-effect
beam size, variation in beam diameter over the photodiode) via imaging optics. The error sig-
total travel distance is less than 6 percent. nals generated are used to drive two beam-steer-
This is well within the limits established by ing-correction galvanometers, one for each of

* optical aperture design considerations and the the two perpendicular axes, as a feedback system
system resolution requirement which is dependent to achieve the calibrated null position.
on the spot size of the scanning laser beam. A
second advantage of the expanded beam is that The corrected laser beam is directed to the
any lateral displacements of the beam caused by rotating head of the high-speed scanner where it
gantry motion are of a smaller percentage as is deflected by a polygon mirror, made up of 24
compared to the increased beam diameter, so that facets, rotating at approximately 76,000 revolu-
motion-induced displacements of the beam have a tions per minute. Since air bearings are used
smaller effect on beam movement at the probe for the rotating polygon, a support system con-
exit pupil. sisting of an air compressor, holding tank, and

vacuum pump is required, along with a small
water cooling unit to remove heat generated. A

On the other hand, if the size of the trans- fail-safe interlock system is provided to pro-
mission beam is too large, problems will be tect the high-speed scanner. The exit beam from
caused by wave front distortions which are exag- the scanner facet provides the horizontal (or
gerated when the large beam is reduced back to fast) sweep of the scanning raster. The ver-
the small size required to generate the scanning tical or slow sweep is provided by a galva-
raster. In addition, a large beam reduction nometer driven at the 60-hertz field rate, de-
ratio would result in a large magnification of flecting the relayed output beam from the high-
beam pointing angular errors introduced in the speed scanner to provide the vertical sweep.

BEAMSr EtBING

BEAM HfDUCEN

GALt VS

HIGH SP1CQ SCANNER

Figure 6 LASER SCANNING UNIT
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A laser scanning raster is therefore formed
at the entrance pupil of the optical probe, cor-
responding to the displayed field of view of a
single window (scaled for 48 degrees horizontal
by 36 degrees vertical). The scanning laser
beam is projected onto the modelboard, illumi-
nating only what is within the FOV, as seen from
the simulated eyepoint. The production AH-IS
laser scanning unit is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8 PMT ARRAY AND MODULE

The AH-lS PMT bank design of 44 sites repre-
sents a reasonable compromise among performance
parameters such as S/N ratio and signal uniform-
ity versus the number of PMT sites required,
which would directly impact hardware complexity
and cost. Performance specifications were

Vestablished for a S/N ratio of 40 decibels or
better, and a design objective was set to have
typically no more than a 15 percent signal am-
plitude variation caused by shadows. The PMT
bank was designed to meet these requirements.

Figure 7 PRODUCTION LASER SCANNING UNIT HARDWARE - u
PMT BankFigure 9 AH-lS LIG MODELBOARD/GANTRY SYSTEM• ", PMT Bank

The light reflected by the terrain model is
picked up by the PMT bank, which generates the LIG PERFORMANCE RESULTS
video signal for electronic processing and dis-
play. The PMT bank consists of arrays of PMT The first production AH-lS LIG visual system
sites, arranged as four rows by eleven columns has been undergoing system integration and test
and staggered as shown in Figure 8 to provide for some time and is being prepared for U.S.
uniform signal distribution. Each PMT site Army acceptance. Preliminary results show that
contains a triad of 2-inch PMT's clustered in a all the performance specifications for the LIG
triangular pattern. A red, green, and blue are met, and often exceeded. The quality of the
color filter is provided, one for each tube in picture on the production unit is superior even

of the triad, to give a three-primary (red-green- to that achieved on the laboratory prototype.
blue) color system. Selection of the color Although a formal reliability and maintainability

S-. filters, transmission optics, and modelboard (RAM) assessment and demonstration is yet to be
paints, together with the chosen laser wave- conducted, experience accumulated on the new

" lengths, was originally made after comprehensive visual system so far indicates that significant
% colorimetry analysis, supported by empirical RAM improvements over previous-generation camera-

-. ', results. The choice of colors has since proved modelboard systems have been achieved. In addi-
to be very satisfactory on the full-scale pro- tion, the test results show superior performance
duction system. in many important areas, as discussed below.
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Dynamic Resolution under normal conditions because the optical
system for the composite laser beam is a simple

Static limiting resolution measurements and stable design, and the optical elements are
taken on the production LIG system show better used primarily on-axis. The Farrand Optical
than 6 arc minutes per optical line pair (OLP), probe, fully color-corrected, performs well for
only a slight improvement over the 7 arc the selected laser frequencies, which are within
minutes/OLP on previous camera-modelboard sys- its original design capabilities (broadband
tems. However, image lag effects are absent in television camera applications).
the LIG system, except for the negligible ef-
fects of very short decay time for the display Energy Consumption
phosphor. For the LIG, therefore, the dynamic
resolution is the same as the static resolution, The final significant improvement is in the
resulting in a dramatic improvement for dynamic reduced energy requirement for the LIG. Since
scenes with fast-moving objects. the laser illuminates only what is within the

FOV, no energy is wasted on lighting what the
S/N Ratio pilot-trainee cannot see, and power consumption

is reduced by more than 80 percent. Compared to
A S/N ratio of better than 40 decibels has the previous camera-modelboard systems utilizing

been measured for each color channel, with the high-intensity lamp banks, the 80-percent energy
argon and krypton lasers operating at less then reduction is quite attractive. Removing the
half the rated output power. This allows a two- lamp bank eliminates almost 200 kilowatts of
fold increase in laser power to further improve power per modelboard, plus the corresponding
the S/N ratio or operation at one-half power to reduction in facilities air-conditioning needed

" - prolong their useful life and increase reli- to remove the heat generated.
ability.

As examples of the picture quality provided
Picture Contrast by the LIG visual system, photographs of typical

AH-IS display scenes are shown in Figures 10 and
In addition to the improved dynamic resolu- 11. A summary of LIG system performance speci-

tion, the detail response of the image (or the fications and preliminary test results is given
modulation transfer function, MTF, of the sys- in Table 1.
tem) is significantly enhanced, particularly in
the low and middle frequency regions. This CONCLUSION
translates directly into a more vivid picture,
remarkable for a TV system, which will greatly The first AH-IS Cobra simulator to be
enhance the training value of the LIG-equipped equipped with a LIG visual system will be
simulator. The enhancement is achieved primar- delivered to the U.S. Army in the spring of

% ily because limitations previously posed by the 1984. The laser image generation visual system
camera pickup tube have been removed. With offers improvements over the traditional camera-
properly designed laser optics, the system reso- modelboard system in many areas, including a
lution and MTF are now constrained by other sys- more vivid picture (higher detail modulation),
tem components, such as the optical probe and freedom from picture smearing caused by image
the display CRT. lag, improved picture registration, and signifi-

cantly reduced energy consumption. The LIG sys-
Color Rendition tem provides very high scene detail and modeling

fidelity. It offers an attractive solution to
The subject of color rendition using only those training needs where visual cues of this

three discrete laser lines has been given much nature are required for effective training.
attention throughout the LIG development effort.
Starting with the original colorimetry analysis, ABOUT THE AUTHOR
continuing through the feasibility model empiri-
cal verifications, and finally culminating with Mr. Hin Man Tong is the Director of Visual
the production design, choices were carefully Systems at Link Flight Simulation Division of
made in selecting every component that would The Singer Company. He is responsible for the
affect the final color presentation. The end visual product line within Link's Government
product offers an exceptional, high-quality Simulation Systems operation in Binghamton, New
color image. York. He has over 17 years of experience in

television systems and visual simulation tech-
Color Registration nology, leading the development of visual prod-

ucts that included one of the first commercial
Free of the difficulties associated with low-light-level surveillance TV cameras, a high-

registering a color camera, particularly at the resolution camera-model visual system for simu-
corners of the picture, the LIG offers a sharply lation, and the Laser Image Generator. Mr. Tong
registered picture. Color misregistration could holds a BSEE degree from the City College of New
result if the red, green, and blue laser beams York and an MBA degree from the State University
become misaligned, but this does not happen of New York.
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Figure 10 AH-l-S LIG DISPLAY SCENE OF A WEAPONS DELIVERY AREA

f i (ure 11 TYPICAL AH-1 S LIG [DISPt AY N
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Table I LIG TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE SJMMARY

PARAMETER PERFORMANCE

System Resolution Better Than 6 Arc Min/OLP

S/N Ratio Greater than 40 dB (d 50% Rated Laser Power

Contrast Ratio Greater than 15:1

Gray Scale 10 Shades

System Geometry Within 2.5% Over Entire FOV

Minimum Simulated Eye Height 6.5 Ft

Display FOv 48'H x 36'V (Per Channel)

Display Brightness 7 Ft-L

Display Color Convergence Within 0.1% for Central Circle of Picture
Height, Within 0.2% Elsewhere.

'-.9,
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FIBER OPTIC HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY:

O A COST EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO FULL VISUAL FLIGHT SIMULATION

Capt Caroline L. Hanson

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Operations Training DivisionC\J Williams AFB, Arizona 85224

00 ABSTRACT

Wide field of view, high resolution, detailed visual displays are crucial for the
effective simulation of complex air-to-air and air-to-ground combat environments. Current

* dome and dodecahedron systems are far too costly and lack the combination of required
0 capabilities. The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) is currently developing a

fiber optic helmet mounted display (FOHMD) system which has the potential for filling theseO demanding requirements. The breadboard FOHMD, built through a Canadian cost-sharing
contract with CAE Electronics, displays a head-slaved high resolution area of interest
surrounded by a low resolution background in color. The instantaneous field of view is
comparable to the view available to a pilot when wearing an Air Force helmet. Four image
generation channels and projectors are used to generate individual displays for each eye.
The imagery is piped to the helmet via coherent fiber optic bundles. This system is a
valuable research tool for studying many of the issues associated with helmet mounted

V displays such as image stability, resolution/brightness/field of view trade-offs, and visual
perception/fatigue, A follow-on phase will refine the basic breadboard design by reducing
the number and size of fiber optic bundles, developing improved helmet tracking and refined
optics, and researching a multi-mission instructor/operator station. The fiber optic helmet
mounted display shows outstanding potential and may ultimately be the key to high fidelity
combat simulation training at the squadron level.

INTRODUCTION Although wide field of view simulators have
been produced for research purposes, they

Aircraft simulators have become an integral remain prohibitively expensive for widespread
part of both military and civilian flight distribution and lack the combination of
training. Initially simulation training was critical capabilities needed for full combat
limited to instrument or emergency procedures simulation. Demonstrated approaches to wide
training because of the difficulty in field of view simulation use either dome
simulating out-tewno cns ehia projection systems or dodecahedron mosaic
developments in computer image generation (CIG) cathode ray tube (CRT) displays to surround the
displays have provided a means to achieve pilot with imagery. These types of systems
visual simulation. CIG is now widely used in lack the required combination of field of view,
flight simulation to train takeoffs and resolution, brightness, and short throughput
landings in fixed wing aircraft. A few delay needed to simulate air-to-ground,
military research simulators have successfully air-to-air, multi-participant scenarios. In
demonstrated that, in wide field of view (FOV) light of this fact, both the Air Force and the
flight simulators, significant improvements can Navy are pursuing alternate technology
also be observed in offensive and defensive development programs to overcome these
combat skills practiced in simulated threat obstacles. Research efforts are beginning to
envi ronments. take advantage of the increases in performance

which can be achieved through the use of area
A recent research study on the transfer of of interest (Aol) displays which are head, eye,

training from the Advanced Simulator for Pilot and/or target slaved. AOI displays need only
Training (ASPT) A-10 cockpit to actual flight project the "instantaneous" image currently
performance in Red Flag exercises provided within the pilot's FOV. This significantly
"empirical evidence that training under high reduces the area of imagery which must be
density ground threat conditions in a flight generated at any one instant. AOI displays can
simulator can improve the survivability ofinherently attain higher resolution, higher

airres n coba-lkeenvromet"(1 brightness, and more scene detail than
Historical experience from major conflicts has conventional systems because of the narrower
shown that the first few missions a pilot flies FOV which is required.
are the most critical for his survival. After
those first few missions, a pilot's The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
survivability significantly increases.(2) (AFHRL) has had many years of experience withsThe demonstrated transfer of training coupled AOI displays. This experience includes: 1)
with historical combat data are a strong the Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat which uses
argument that combat simulation training can a target-slaved high resolution raster inset,
become a force multiplier by providing pilots 2) the High Resolution Area WHA) Dual
with up to the fourth or fifth mission level of Projector Display system which has demonstrated
experience before going into battle. The a target-slaved high resolution inset using
strong potential impact combat simulation can light valve projectors,' 3) hTVi-slaved AOl
have on survivability mandates the development research studies in the ASPTU), and 4) a
of full visual flight simulation. head-slaved dual CRT helmet mounted display
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system. AFHRL research has supported the view FOHHD SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
that AOI displays are applicable to tactical
simulation and has continued development in The FOHMD (Figure 1 and Figure 2) presents
this area with a new visual display system, the the pilot with a head-slaved instantaneous
Fiber Optic He)met Mounted Display (FOHMD). field of view comparable to that of a standard
This system is currently being developed by CAE USAF helmet. In the center of this field of
Electronics Ltd. through a joint US-Canada cost view is a fixed high resolution inset. Only
sharing program. The breadboard FOHMD has been four channels of color computer generated
delivered to AFHRL and has already been imagery are needed to produce this
demonstrated in limited form. The performance instantaneous field of view which is slewable
of this breadboard system indicates outstanding over the entire 360 degrees. Light valve
potential for providing high fidelity combat projectors project the display through coherent

simulation at an affordable cost. fiber optic bundles to the helmet. System
- ..-  goals (Table 1) include high resolution and

high brightness while maintaining wide field of
view and reduced CIG channel requirements.

TABLE 1

FOHMD SYSTEM PERFORMANCE GOALS

Parameter Goal

Total Field of View Limited Only by Cockpit Structure
Resolution 2-3 Arc Minute/Pixel
Displayed Instantaneous FOV 1350 x 600
Displayed High Resolution FOV 250 or 400
Inset Resolution 1.5 Arc Minute/Pixel
Background Resolution 5.0 Arc Minute/Pixel
Apparent Luminance 80 Foot-Lamberts
Color Full

FIGURE 1. BREADBOARD FIBER OPTIC HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY
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FIGURE 2. FOHM' SYSTEM DISPLAY

The complex combat tasks of low altitude
flight, target acquisition, weapon delivery, Sil
threat avoidance and confined area maneuvering .. ..........

require a high resolution visual display. At
2-3 miles, even an artificially enlarged target .

disappears between the raster lines of a six
arc-minute 1024 line display such as ASPT's. NS , ,E" ,1,,
To achieve realistic combat conditions, a
visual scene must be comparable to the
resolution of the human eye: 1-2 arc-minutes. o, ..
Dr A. M. Spooner has noted( 4) that o..

conventional wide field of view CRT displays ..
would require 24 channels of CIG and displays .. . . .0" .

to cover a hemisphere with two arc-minutes of 'oo .
resolution. Alternatively, the FOHMO design O2q

capitalizes on the characteristic rapid .. . . I *, . 0..

fall-off of visual acuity outside of the foveal FIGURE3DISTRIOUTIONOFVISUALACUITY
region (Figure 3) by providing high resolution ACROSS THE RETINA EXPRESSEO
only in the central FOV surrounded by a lower
resolution background area. This transition INDEGREESFROMTHEFOVEA
from high resolution to low resolution roughly
approximates the acuity of the eye. The high One channel of high resolution and one
resolution area is optically blended into the channel of low resolution imagery are computed
background to produce a "soft" edge between the for each eye, resulting in a total of four
two regions. The breadboard FOHM'D has a channels of imagery. The offset between the
variable 25 or 40 degree high resolution area two eyes results in a slightly different
for research purposes. The background area for picture being seen by each eye. Since the
each eye is 30 uegrees wide, providing a total appropriate views for each eye are computed,
instantaneous FOV of 135 degrees horizontal by stereoscopic depth cues are available with the
60 degrees vertical, with 250 of overlap FOHMD (they are not available with most
(Figure 4). As depicted in Figure 5, the collimated image displays). In the 25 degree
instantaneous FOV of the FOHM approximates the mode, the entire high resolution area for each
view normally available to a pilot when wearing eye is completely overlapped with the imagery
a standard USAF helmet. for the other eye. Since normal binocular
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'0 overlap is about 70 degrees(5 ), one of the A study of currently available helmet
research issues to be addressed with this position sensing devices was included as part
system is the effect on visual performance of of the design effort for the FOHMD. Results
restricted binocular imagery. A closely showed that commercial helmet sensor systems
related research issue concerns the minimum were inadequate to meet the demanding
acceptable size of the overlap area. specifications of the FOHMD program, which

included a requirement for current position
The breadboard FOHMD uses four coherent data at a minimum rate of 120 Hertz in all six

fiber optic cables made by A. 0. Reichert degrees of freedom. To permit evaluation of
Scientific Instruments to transmit imagery to the breadboard FOHMD, a highly effective
the helmet. Each six-foot long cable has an mechanical helmet position sensing system was
8xlO millimeter cross section and is covered fabricated which consists of a two bar, three
with a highly flexible metal hose. Individual joint linkage and measures both translational
fibers are 10 microns in diameter and are and rotational movement (Figure 6). A more
formed in 5x5 multifiber arrays. A chromatic advanced infrared optical sensing system is
multiplexing image enhancement technique has being developed for the follow-on prototype
been implemented to lessen the visual effects FOHMD. The optical sensor will use two
of broken fibers and of the fiber structure Hamamatsu C1454 Position Sensor Heads each of
itself. 6) This technique employs one prism which is capable of detecting the position of
to spread the image chromatically on the input an infrared light emitting diode (LED) in two
end of the bundle and another prism to recreate dimensions. Two sensors will view a pattern of
the original image on the output end. six LEDs to uniquely determine helmet
Improvements in the fiber optic bundles and in position. The Hamamatsu device appears
the image enhancement have been demonstrated superior to other conventional noncontact
and will be included in the follow-on phase of position detectors because of its accuracy and
this program. speed. This optical position sensing system

will be able to run at iteration rates of 120
Farrand Optical Company Inc. developed the hertz and still maintain its accuracy.

FOHMD optical design. A beamsplitter and
miniature Farrand pancake windowTM are used
on each eyepiece to provide wide angle infinity
optics. Although there is the usual 99% light
loss through the pancake windowsTM, the FOHMD
system still provides an image luminance of 80
foot lamberts. This is due to the facl that
the image viewed by the pancake windowM is
concentrated in an area of less than one square
inch. All of the helmet optics in the
breadboard system are currently made of glass
resulting in a total helmet/optics weight of
approximately nine pounds. Although at first
this may seem objectionable, the weight in the
breadboard system has been successfully
counterbalanced and is not a major problem.
Future production systems will employ lighter
weight optics and construction techniques to
minimize the weight and inertia of the system.
The FOHMD system has a large fifteen millimeter
exit pupil and provides sufficient eye relief J
to permit wearing glasses.

The imagery for the breadboard FOHMD is FIGURE 6. MECHANICAL HELMET POSITION SENSOR
computed by two Singer-Link F-1ll Digital Image
Generators (DIG I). Although each DIG I is a
three channel system, the FOHMD requires only a Although the FOHMD seems to provide the
total of four channels of imagery. Each DIG solution to the brightness, resolution, and FOV
channel generates 875 lines by 1024 pixels of problems inherent in conventional flight
color imagery and drives a General Electric simulators, there are special factors which
light valve projector having a standard 3 x 4 must be considered when using a head-coupled
aspect ratio. There are 8000 edges, 64 colors, visual simulator. For instance visual scene
and 64 intensities available for detailed lag becomes a critical problem. Conventional
Imagery. Weather effects and moving models are simulators must currently only generate imagery
also available. The FOHMD is not restricted to fast enough to keep up with aircraft movement.
any particular image generator and could be The most rapid movement of a modern fighter
used In conjunction with almost any image aircraft is a roll with typical accelerations
generation source. The DIGs are currently of approximately 600 degrees/ ec2 and maximum
being used to demonstrate the compatibility of values u) to 1200 degrees/sec . In contrast,
the FOHMD with a commercially available color maximum iea eleration can be 6,000
image generator. degrees/-;ec . Therefore, head-coupled

visual simulators must be much more
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responsive. The fastest cormmercially available FOLLOW-ON PHASE
e- image generators can generate and display a

visual scene in three fields (one field equals The recently delivered breadboard FOHMD is
16 2/3 msec). If throughput for the position intended to serve as a concept demonstration to
sensor is added to that of the CIG, then the show that the system is a viable approach for
total lag time approaches four to five fields, achieving high fidelity flight simulation. In

4 ~ This effect will create pronounced errors in the follow-on phase the system will be expanded
the displayed imagery. Movement of 300 and refined to produce a prototype FOHMD. The
degrees/second (typical of intense visual optical tracker will be incorporated to improve
search patterns) and a four field lag will overall position sensing performance as well as

*produce a twenty degree error in the visual improve the appearance of the entire system.
imagery. To counter this lag problem, AFHRL Already demonstrated improvements in fiber
investigated various prediction schemes and optic bundle production will be coupled withdetermined that a nonlinear prediction additional research to produce smaller, higher
algorithm using acceleration values can resolution bundles. A total of only two fiber
accurately predict future head position. optic bundles will be used on the prototype
Accelerometers have been added to the FOIHiD FOHMD system. This will eliminate weight and

*which have effectively minimized perceptible inertia on the helmet and also improve outward
visual lags caused by system throughput delay. appearance. It is hoped that the chromatic

multiplexing image enhancement techn'ique used
The FOHMD system also employs an optical in the breadboard phase can be replaced by a

steering technique to compensate for head more effective dynamic multiplexing technique
motion. During head movement, a mechanical to completely eliminate the visible fiber
steering device using linear motors physically structure. In addition to the display itself,
moves the fiber optic bundles in relation to part of the follow-on effort will investigate
the light valve projectors. This device can the special requirements which a head coupled
correct for pitch and yaw movements of plus or display designed for both air-to-air and
minus four degrees. Nonlinear prediction and air-to-ground simulation may impose on
optical steering appear to be promising instructor/operator consoles.
techniques to compensate for the image lags
which occur in a head slaved, instantaneous Throughout the follow-on phase critical
field of view system. technologies pertinent t (the FOHMD will be

constantly monitored. O~ (11) CRT, projector,
The advantages of higher resolution, higher and computer image generation development could

brightness, and lower CIG channel requirements significantly affect the FOHMD design. One
.. which are available with head-coupled displays technology which may be applicable is that of

can be even further exploited through the use variable resolution. A variable resolution
of eye-slaved displays. A head/eye slaved lens, demonstrated by McDonnell Aircraft
system would permit use of a smaller AOI, Company(12 ) can selectively distort the pixel
thereby increasing resolution. Eye-slaving spacing of an image to create a higher density
would also permit adoption of a variable acuity of pixels in the center of the field. If a

* 4approach to more closely approximate the acuity small size variable resolution lens
*distribution across the human retina. However, corresponding to the acuity of the eye and

additional eye movement data must be obtained adaptable to the off axis requirements of the
before an effective eye- l ved AOI display FOHMD (higher resolution at the inner edge as
system can be developed. 8J Part of the opposed to the center) could be produced, the
FOHMD program provides for a parallel research required number of image generation channels
effort to investigate issues pertinent to would be reduced to two, and one arc-minute
eye-slaved systems.(9) An off-line eye-slaved resolution could be obtained. Use of a

*projection system has been fabricated to variable acuity lens would require some
evaluate an eye-slaved A0' of varying sizes, modifications to the image generation source
within a lower resolution background. due to the lack of appropriate mapping
Minimally tolerable transport delays for an functions available on current CIG systems.
eye-slaved approach will also be investigated.
The FOHMD has been designed to permit THE FUTURE?
incorporation of an eye-slaved approach, if and
when the results of this parallel research Technical advances to date have made visual

- .,effort indicate it is possible to do so. flight simulators an integral part of most
flight training programs. The extension of

Additional human factors research with the visual flight simulation into the combat arena
FOH?4D system will investigate broad issues requires further advances, but promises higher
applicable to head-coupled systems in general. rewards. The demanding tasks of combat
For instance, calibration-oriented research engagements place correspondingly demanding
will be conducted to determine to what extent requirements on the systems that simulate
perceptual anomalies such as brightness/color them. Area of interest simulation systems are
differences, binocular rivalry, and image being seriously pursued by both the military
misalignment are detectable and/or and industry. Successful demonstracions of
objectionable. Other areas to be investigated systems such as the FOHMD show that AOI
include image stability, binocular overlap, displays have the potential to provide that
border transition, visual fatigue and the elusively affordable combination of field of

JV tradeoffs between FOY and resolution.
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DIGITAL CONTROL LOADING -- A MICROPROCESSOR-BASED APPROACH

(-" D. Parkinson
Link-Miles Division, The Singer Company

,o0. Lancing, Sussex, England

ABSTRACT

This paper reports on a multi-year development effort to provide exact simulation of air-0 craft primary control systems under all conditions of aircraft control and operation for all

0 regimes of flight and environment conditions. The development demonstrated the ability to
____ develop realistic models and provide for their exact solution via digital computation while
-,

, integrated with a highly responsive control force simulation system. Digital quantization
effects are eliminated by very high rates of computation achieved by using dedicated micro-
processors within the control loop, resulting in no degradation of control "feel," smooth-

. ness, or response. Further improvements in long-term stability, calibration, and measurement
are also achieved. The paper discloses the results of various comparative analyses between
digital and analog, for various force and position servo loops, leading to the development
of' a microprocessor-based digital control loading system. Trace comparisons are made between
the final breadboarded system versus actual aircraft control measurements for force/displace-
ment and dynamic stick response tests to demonstrate the fidelity achieved by the system.

INTRODUCTION present a challenge to the design engineer who
has usually had to make substantial compromises

The control loading system of a flight simu- to achieve an acceptable solution.
lator provides one of the prime feedback elements
to the trainee. The fidelity of forces at the
controls is very important in the training role, The "feel" of the controls experienced by the
and while quantitative data is available and used pilot results from a number of different forces.
for design of such systems, it is an area where These are characterized as spring, breakout,

4".* subjective "feel" also provides important cri- damping, Coulomb friction, etc., some of which
teria. Today's advanced level of simulation are a function of velocity. The complex non-

-" reached in flight simulators in areas such as linear functions of the above, together with

flight dynamics, visual display systems, and usual design parameters of low cost, low mainte-
general system simulation requires that the con- nance, and high reliability, form the basis of

S- trol loading system be designed to the same level the problem. The principal components of a
of fidelity. The unique problems of this system control loading systei are shown in Figure 1.
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The traditional solution is to employ a spe- with possible future simulator configurations
cial-purpose analogue computer to solve these which may not be dependent on a central corn-
complex functions and second-order differential puting complex.
equations with sufficient frequency response to
achieve the necessary smooth response. This The hardware had to be configured in such a
type of system provides adequate performance but way that it would be cost-effective when applied
has inherent limitations. First, there is the to a large range of simulator types. The antici-
long-tern drift associated with any analogue corn- pated applications range from helicopters to
putation which, if not corrected, affects the wide-bodied commnercial aircraft. The use of
calibration of the system. The inability to pro- powered actuators to simulate aircraft control
vide adequate self-check or performance monitor- systems is not limited to the primary flying
ing increases the problem associated with lack controls (elevator, aileron, and rudder). This
Lf general stability. The calibration of non- technique is also useful in the simulation of
linear functions against associated aircraft some secondary flight controls such as speed-
data is also a time-consuming task with little brake handles and toe brake pedals. In these
possibility of applying automatic techniques and cases, the servo actuator may well be a simple
other aids within an analogue design. positional device with a much lower output than

is required for a primary control system. It
Also, the system design for each type of was therefore a requirement that the computing

aircratt is unique and consequently leads to a elements should be capable of controlling a
schedule problem and high recurring design costs, number of different servomechanisms.
Each circuit card contains a part of the analogue
computation and, while the basic design is common In order to accormodate the large range of
for most aircraft types, the non-linear func- simulators, it was also a requirement that the
tions, time constants, and other parameters asso- number of computing channels could be expanded
ciated with aircraft performance have to be in a modular fashion from a minimum of two up to
designed into the resulting unique circuit card, a maximum of fourteen.
The use of variable potentiometers offsets some
of these problems, but this in turn leads to DESIGN CONCEPTS
complicated calibration methods. The impact of
this problem is exaggerated further if data The simulation of the correct feel of a con-
associated with the aircraft b-iny simulated is trol system can be conveniently broken down into
not available until late into the contract. two parts. First, there is the inner loop which

The recent revisions to the U.S. Federal comprises the actuator mechanically connected to
AviaionAdmiistatin reulaionsforthethe pilot's control, together with the servo sys-

evalation Amniapraiof figh sulatfors tern necessary to drive it. The outer loop con-evalatin an aprova offligt smulaorstains the computing elements necessary to make
have also complicated the design task. Under teatao erdc h atclrfe
the new rules it is no longer sufficient tochrteiisofheacatsyem
compare the simulator characteristics with thechrteiisofheacatsyem
aircraft manufacturer's engineering data for the In the case of a primary flight control
control system. The simulator now has to be corn- system the inner loop will contain a hydraulic
pared directly with measurements made on one of actuator and a force loop servo system, but in
the customer's aircraft. As the differences be- ohrapiain tcol elb yrui
tween individual aircraft of a particular type, position servo or even an electric torque motor.
together with the tolerances on the measurement Whtvrinrloiscse, heuer op
procedure, can easily exceed the tolerances al- catuee sme mioprcoees bor andoigi
lowed on the simulator, this can result in the canl-tanae mcoroncqpe nt.r Ther usedg
necessity to modify the mathematical model for of tan nepen coroessoripmnt eah chanel
each application. In addition to this, the air- aows thinependent mcyoc orin et eac anuse
craft measurements are not always available tlow suth ecappli ctin iet eajse

before the simulator design is due to be com-
N." p~leted. These two factors now make it essentialItialo mprnthtteitrfc

that the mathematical model be easily modifiable bewnthmirpososadteHstcm-
up to the time of simulator acceptance. ter be handled in a flexible manner so that it

The performance of minicomputers generally can easily be adapted for use with any simulator
used for flight simulators is obviously powerful computing system.
enough to achieve the required iteration rates, HRWR
but they are too expensive to be dedicated to
the control loading system. It is the advent of InrLo
powerful microprocessors which can offer the
price/performance to apply to such systems. The most critical control loading applica-
Therefore, it was decided from the outset that tions on a flight simulator are the three pri-
microprocessors would be used in the final mr lgtcnrl lstenswelsern
design. mr lgtcnrl lstenswelsern

system. For these systems the inner loop will
normally consist of a hydrostatic hydraulic actu-

* .OBJECTIVES ator coupled to the pilot's control through a
* force sensing load cell. The position of the

The objective of this development program actuator is measure' -with a linear position
was to produce a microprocessor-based digital transducer (LVDT) a.d an analogue, force-feed-
control loading system which would interface back servo system provides the control signal to
with existing simulator configurations. The the servo valve. This arrangement has been used
final designi, however, also had to be compatible on control-loading systems for some years and

a %'
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has been shown to produce a sensitive, high-band- wrap-around tests of the inalogue outpos and
width, but stable system. power supply level checks.

In addition to controlling the hydraulic
actuator, the inner loop circuit must also fail For each simLdtor's control loading suosys-
safe to prevent any malfunction in the compo- ter, an interface js required between th' 20 Hz

nents causing damage to the simulator or harm to or 30 Hz Host tasks and DCLs specialized 512 Hz
pilot. This is achieved by monitoring power sup- rjutines. For a typical SEL 32/77 Host Computer

plies, actuator force, actuator velocity, etc., the High Speed Data (HSD) and compatinle inter-

and deactivating a fast-operating hydraulic face card is used. This contains a I K-word

safety valve when any of the parameters exceed buffer RAM which interfaces to the final card in

* predefined limits, the system, the crosstalk CPU (CPUX).

Outer Loop The main function of CPUX, on interrupt from

The digital outer loop for each channel one the Host, is to transfer data between the buffer
CPU card, and one 1/0 card as shown in Figure 2. RAM on the HSD interface card and the double-
Cdribuffered RAM's on each channel's I/0 card. On

completion of this task, CFJX flags the double

The CPU card employs the Intel 8 MHz 8086 buffered RAM's which, then, in synchronism with
processor with 4 K bytes of RA and 32 K bytes each channel's real-time clock, swap the RAM
ofEproMo woth DL c an may be s areas over. Other functions of the card include%.. of EPROM . Two DCL channels may be closely t e u d t n f d d t n r a e n o t o

%,', coupled and run in synchronism through the the updating of a data entry panel and control
card's FIFO interface, giving communication of a multi-channel RS232 link which may be real-
between the two at 512 Hz. This facility would located to any of the CPU's in the system en-
be used in a simulator for an aircraft which has tirely under software control. When a VDU is

dual control runs from sticks to control sur- not available, the data entry panel provides a
.faces. Normally, the two controls would be used single location look-and-enter facility to anyfae. omllte-w'onrl.wudbeue of the channels. The card again uses the 8086

to move as one, but, in the event of a jam, the
controls may be split and would then have to with 4 K RAM and 16 K EPROM plus standard LSI to

operate independently of each other. interface with the data entry panel -omponents.

The CPU has its real-world interface on the The iteration rate of 512 Hz was chosen to

associated I/O card. This comprises a 16-chan- produce the smooth response required. It can
nel multiplexed analogue-to-digital converter easily be shown that such computational rates

plus four channels of digital-to-analogue con- are required to achieve bandwidths of around 100
version. Although the A-to-D has 16 input Hz. This was supported by qualitative assess-
channels, only eight are for conversions from ments; iterations of 256 Hz produced a detect-
the outside world. The remainder are used for able noise level, while performance at 1,024 Hz,
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made possible by coding certain routines in returns to its background program. This back-
assembler rather than PLM, did not give an in- ground routine consists, firstly, of updating
provement over 512 Hz. All these tests used a information on the debug page, and secondly, of
complete math model for a primary 747 control running diagnostic tests and reporting back the
channel. Each channel can be assigned an unique status of the channel to the Host in real time.
iteration rate, and the real-time executive and In addition to these tests, the channel CPU's,
debug in each CPU and I/O can support multiple at power up, pass through "Morning Readiness"
programs, say for small secondary control checks which exercise the I/O components, per-
functions. form RAM and EPROM tests and ensure that the

system is in a fit state to operate control
loading.

SOFTWARE
Any fault condition flags are passed back to

One of the advantages of the digital ap- CPUX and thence to the Host. Thus faults can
proach is that it provides a cost-effective easily be traced from system level to channel
method of implementing a detailed mathematical level to board level and, within certain con-
model of the aircraft system. A typical air- straints, to component level from the simulator's
craft primary flight control system contains a main computer.
number of distinct elements. On the flight deck
there is the pilot's control column, torque Channels passing Morning Readiness checks
tube, and drive mechanism to the forward cable automatically proceed with their simulation
drum. These components contribute mass, out-of- tasks, requiring only the manual 'hydraulics on'
balance forces, and friction to the overall feel switch to be pressed before full simulation
of the system. The next item is the cable run commences.
connecting the forward cable drum to the com-
ponents in the rear of the aircraft. The pri- BENEFITS OF DIGITAL CONTROL LOADING
mary contribution of this is a spring effect
plus friction and viscous damping. Situated at The digital approach to control loading
the rear of the aircraft is the artificial feel systems has eliminated the need for unique
system which usually comprises one or more analogue circuit cards in the simulator system.
springs, possibly with a means of adjusting the This, coupled with the inherent long-term sta-
mechanical advantage so that the spring rate, as bility of a digital system, should yield a signi-
seen by the pilot, can be varied with the air- ficant reduction in the simulator maintenance
craft speed. These items largely determine the effort. The absence of unique hardware is also
static force/displacement characteristics expe- important to the simulator manufacturer, as it
rienced by the pilot but they also contribute to means that the various mathematical models re-
the mass, friction, and viscous damping in the quired can oe verified and evaluated on a stand-
system. The aircraft-powered surface actuators ard test rig before the simulalor construction
are situated in this area and these also contri- is complete.
bute to the feel of the system as they generally
impose a velocity limit on components at the 4ith the digital approach, the mathematical
rear of the aircraft as a function of the flow model ms much lore easily modified to account
available from the aircraft hydraulic supplies, for aircraft characteristics which were not iden-
The final component which needs to be considered tifitej during the initial analysis. This is
is the autopilot actuator, as this usually has important as sometimes these characteristics
the ability to apply forces to the aircraft o e apparent hen a pilot who is expe-

actuator input mechanism. rienced on the particilar aircraft type has the

opportunity to issess toe simulator. This added
In addition to simulating the components of flexibility resjlts in improvements in the stand-

the aircraft system, the mathematical model pro- ard of siltirn. This has been demonstrated
grammned into the microproessor -iust also take by prujra;mmmnpj mjr test facility to represent
account of any non-linearities which exist in the o,, v)t, r Lnvr1,-, if a Boeing 747 aircraft.
the simulator installation. These non-linear- Ine Je gr-e ot 1ire11(nFt, a, ieved between this
ities, which usually occur as a result of using faci lty and o AT measurements iadt, on a
aircraft parts in the flight decK area, affect particular ajir rft was excellent, with typical
the relationship between pilot force and the results shown in F1 ure 3. The adjust:Tients nor-
force measured at the load cell and the control Tially required tu tin a .ontrol system perform-
position and the position measured by the L VIT. ane tu iutci a sot of easurements made on a

410k 1 V air~raft art. provided from the Tain

Once the mathematical model for a particular simulator cLiputer. It is anticipated that some
system has been developed, it is programmt-d in a od parameters per channel will be defined within
high-level language. During development, the the Tiain co,,piter 6ata base. These parameters
software is downloaded from a Microprocessor Will allow tht rapid and accurate adjustmTient of
Development System to RAM within the DCL system terns l ike fri ction lveIs, rate rampings, bread-
and then programmed in EPROM when verified. The out forces, et.
design of the software,due to individual proces-
sors for each channelhelps in the task and also ,)igital contr il proviJes 1 very powerful
decreases the life cycle cost of the total Tleans of impleiief tii, self-test i J diagnostic
software. featuire. In ouor sti amdard sula or pacKage, we

Inc lIrd a hrst Gidi 1 t river f ac Iity to set up
The simulation module is run effectively as toe initial omditi, n, ind autommatical ly run the

an interrupt task every 1.95 ms. Depending on requi red tor ,"l i splIacemlnt Ind dymllITC response
the complexity of the task, this generally takes tests. It)n results ot the-se tests maiy be
about 1 to 1.3 ms and, on completion, the CPU re(, rdfi dire(tly by connectiig the oitp,it of
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-. I n the event of the safety circuit for a par-

ticular control loading channel tripping, then
-2 information on the status of that channel will

be recorded at the instant of the failure and

0 will be available for subsequent display. The
1 2 3 5 6 T IME recorded information will include power supply

J 2?C) voltages, analogue-to-digital and digital-to-
analogue converter status, control loading

41 actuator force, velocity, velocity error, and
position error.
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After being responsible for a number of new

designs associated with simulators, he became a

the control loading unit force and position Group Leader in 1977 supervising the staff of

transducers to a suitable chart recorder. Alter- the Development Department. During the last few

natively, the same results may be displayed as a years he has been involved in the introduction

% graphical plot on the instructor's station visual of advanced technology and associated develop-

display unit, from which a permanent cupy can be ment. Major programs which have recently been

made by means of a line printer, undertaken include an Electronic Warfare Simu-
lation System, a Computer Generated Visual

System, a Distributed Microprocessor Computing
The same instructor's VDU can be used to dis- System for a Flight Simulator and a Digital

play warning messages should a malfunction be Control Loading System.
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ABSTRACT

Very High Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC) is a new technology which
promises to have a major impact on the training and training device community.
As DoD and industry, in a joint effort, began to pursue this technology in
1980, it quickly became obvious that VHSIC, if successful, would result in
more than just an evolutionary change in microelectronics -- it had the
potential to revolutionize the way in which we design, build, and use
electronic devices.- At this point in 1983 the performance predictions for the
VHSIC technology are very close to being achieved. Not only will we have

./ available to us significant increases in processing throughput, but the VHSIC
chips will be smaller, lighter, require less power, and be more reliable than
their predecessors. Cost savings are also predicted. As these advantages
came close to reality in 1982, the Naval Training Equipment Center recognized
a tremendous potential in the new chips to improve the future training devices
and solve some problems being presented by the limitations of current
technology. Therefore, a study contract was let to Honeywell (one of the six
DoD VHSIC contractors) to investigate the impact of VHSIC on training and
training devices. This paper will discuss the results of that study and
indicate the future direction in which the VHSIC technology will drive the
training community

INTRODUCTION develop, procure, and support Navy
training systems, the DoD plan to push the

The DoD VASIC program was established VHSIC technology is viewed with both
to provide focus and resources to overcome excitement and apprehension. After all,
the limitations of silicon IC technology, it is easy to envision the VHSIC as not
and has far reaching implications relative only a better way of building the
to the security of this nation. Not only traditional training device, but also a
is VHSIC the next logical step to maintain technology that will facilitate and even
technological leadership in micro- demand new approaches to training. With
electronics, but its application to these thoughts in mind, it became
military hardware will provide a distinct necessary to do some research and analysis

S.'advantage in fielding more sophisticated into the VHSIC impact on training in order
military systems. However, as one begins that a future course of action may be
to understand the tremendous improvements charted to allow preparation for a full
allowed by the VHSIC, it becomes obvious exploitation of the new VHSIC technology.
that our new weapons systems are not the That was the purpose of the Honeywell
only potential benefactors of the new study, the results of which are reported
technology. Indeed, the VHSIC advantages herein.
can be applied to almost any electronic
device and have the potential to make In order to make this paper

% significant impacts throughout both understandable to those who may not have
military and civilian arenas. Its not carefully followed the VHSIC development,
just a matter of accomplishing the same we have included a synopsis of the DoD
electronic function in a more efficient VHSIC program. The goals and approach of
manner. The VHSIC will allow us to push the study will then be described, followed
back the existing electronic design by the results. There has been an attempt

-'boundaries and accomplish new roles which to chart a direction for VHSIC insertion
'5were heretofore beyond the limits of our into training devices which involves the

technology. We can, therefore, expect to development of a Training Chip Set (TCS).
see impacts on how we operate, maintain, Plans for the TCS include the objective to
and use the new electronic devices made make the chips available to all training
possible by the VHSIC development. systems designers without providing any

competitor a major advantage in the
Since the Naval Training Equipment marketplace.

Center is charged with responsibility to
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VHSIC - WHAT IS IT? The objective of the VHSIC Phase 1
program is three-fold. The first is to

. aOverview 21 VHSIC Program design, fabricate, and test
1.25 micron geometry integrated circuits

The DoD's VHSIC program was divided (IC's), with a minimum functional through-
into several phases over a six-year put rate (FTR) of 5 x 10" gate - Hertz
period, beginning in March 1980. per square centimeter. The FTR is a

product of gate density and speed. The
During Phase 0 of the program, March second objective is to demonstrate a pilot

to November 1980, nine contractors were line capability to produce VHSIC chips.
selected to develop concepts and The third objective is to deliver brass-
brassboard chip projects that would best board chips to demonstrate VHSIC perfor-
meet the long-term objectives of mance. insert VHSIC into other military
developing new microelectronic technology applications.
and devices that are geared to the
specific constraints of defense systems. The VHSIC Phase 2 program procurement
As a result of the Phase 0 study, six is currently underway. The original plan
contractors have been awarded Phase 1 was to extend the limits of the 1.25
contracts to take their concepts to micron technology to sub-micron feature
reality by mid-1984. A Phase 2 program sizes. However, the experience gained
was awarded in August 1981 with the from the VHSIC Phase 1 program thus far
objectives of (1) yield enhancement, (2) has shown that the 1.25 micron technology
technology insertion, (3) sub-micron will yield sufficient benefits to numerous
technology development, and (4) developing military system applications to support
integrated design automation systems. In continued development.
concert with the Phase 1 and Phase 2
efforts, Phase 3 of the program (1980- The current emphasis for Phase 2
1986) provides the supporting research seems to have three major objectives. The
effort in the form of a large number of first one is to facilitate VHSIC
small contracts (60 contractors) to enlist technology transfer. This involves
the innovative research and development efforts to encourage VHSIC Insertion into
efforts of the much broader community of various weapon systems. Second, achieve
researchers in industry, universities and IC pilot line certification and to reduce
research institutions. A summary of the chip costs. The third objective is to
VHSIC program schedule is shown in Figure develop the sub-micron process technology.
1.

1980 1961 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

PHASE 0 - DEFINE PHASE I

o PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - F-- STATUS
0 o BRASSBORAD AND CAD SIC I

DEVELOPMENT I ,MJRASSBOARD

o SYSTEMS
- DEMONSTRATIONSX PILOT

o PROCESS DEVELOPMENT W STATUS SUBMISSION
Z BRASSBOARD
0

o BRASSBOARD
0 DEVELOPMENT

PHASE ...
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT ICONTRACTS i i i

Figure 1. VHSIC Program Schedule
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Currently, the overall status of the technology widely applicable to the DoD
VHSIC Phase I program can be summarized as community. These issues can be grouped
follows: into three main areas:

o Design verification is in progress o Interoperability

o Chip design is in final revision o Support Environments

o Device and process characteriza- o Procurement Options
tion is in progress

Each of these issues has a
o Brassboard design is underway significant impact on the user of VHSIC

technology. Without chip interoperability
A summary of the characteristics of among the six contractors, the design of

the chip sets and brassboards that are any system may be constrained to the use
currently being developed for VHSIC Phase of chips from one manufacturer. In
1 is shown in Table 1. addition, VHSIC chips will be more easily

accepted if a user-friendly software
"'S Technolog1y 1ue support environment is available.

Finally, unless the technology can be made
*0.* As the VHSIC Phase 1 program proceeds readily available in a variety of manners

along with the chip development efforts, (i.e., transferable), potential users,
both the VHSIC contractors as well as the other than the original may be faced with
potential users are beginning to problems that could make the use of VHSIC
investigate and address the various issues unattractive.
that must be resolved to make VHSIC

Table 1. Summary of VHSIC Phase 1 Contractor Approaches (Excerpt from
IEEE Spectrum, December 1982)

~Contractor
Service Technology Brassboard Design Approach Chip Set Special Features

Honeywell Bipolar ILS, Blectro-optical Custom chip based Parallel program- Radiation hardness
(Air Force) CNLI signal processor macrocell library sable pipeline Responsive generic

Controller architecture

Hughes CMOS on SOS Anti Jam Standard and custom Digital correlator Radiation hardness

(Army) communications reconfigurable chips Algebraic encoder/ Electron beam direct-.decoder. write lithography

Spread-spectrum Highly apecalised
subsystem chips

RUM HNOS Acoustic signal master image with Complex multiplier/ Software strength
m (Navy) processor macrocel library accumulator Design approach

Texas Bipolar SCI Multi-mode fire- Programable chip Data processor Operational fabrication
Instruments MOOS and-forget missile set Array controller facility

and sequencer Design utility system
Vector address
generator

'a, Static RAM
Multi-path switch
Device interface
unit
General buffer unit

TRW Bipolar-3D* Electronic-warfare Standard chip set Content addressable Innovative memory chips
(Navy) ?FL, CMOS signal processor memory Versatile chip met

Window addressable

memory
Registered arith-
mtic logic unit
Address generator
Matrix switch
15-bit euliplier/
accumulator
Micro-controller
Four-port memory

weetinghouse Bulk CMOS Advanced tactical Standard chip set Pipeline arithmetic Highest speeds
• (Air Force) radar processor unit unit

4..*a Extended arithmetic
unit
Controller
Gate aray
Static RAM
Mutiplier

Integrated Schottky logic, #urrent mode logic, $$Schottky transistor logic, **Triple Diffusion
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VHSIC nteoperabilit Issues. The can be very useful for learning Ada and
six VHSIC Phase 1 contractors are all for training Ada programmers.
working very hard to develop and fabricate
their respective chip sets and brass- Table 2. Ada Support Tools
boards. Each is developing one of the
competitive IC technologies -- NMOS, bulk KAPSE (Kernel Ada Programming Support
CMOS, CMOS on SOS, and bipolar -- to the Environment)
design and fabrication of chips. Due to Virtual Support Environment
the nature of the VHSIC program, each I/O Support
contractor is working independently. Data Base Support
Outside of initial program objectives, Operating System Support
little consideration has been given to the
issue of interoperability; i.e., how VHSIC MAPSE (Minimal Ada Programring
chips of different manufactures can be Support Environment)
used in the same system. The need for Text Editor
some form of standardization among the Prettyprinter

VHSIC chips is beginning to be recognized Translator
and different committees and action groups Linkers
have been set up to look into these issues Loaders
and to recommend possible solutions. In Analysis Tool
particular, three topics are currently Terminal Interface
being pursued: bussing, power supply volt- File Administrator
ages, and packaging. Committees have been Command Interpreter
set up to provide guidance and standardi- Configuration Manager
zation to the individual developers.

For VHSIC chips to be
To resolve these questions, a VHSIC microprogrammable, microcodes have to be

interconnect standards committee (V-BUS) prepared. In order to generate microcodes
has been formed, with participants from efficiently, a microcode compiler is
all six VHSIC contractors and the user needed. Currently each VHSIC contractor
community. has his own approach to preparing the

microcodes for his particular VHSIC chip
VHSIC 5p_.R Eguipment. The VHSIC architecture design.

Support Environment needs can be divided
into two major areas: support of software At Honeywell, a microcode compiler
tools and support of Computer Aided Design for the EOSP chip set has been completed.
tools. It uses a high level Ada-like language

called HML. The compiler is hosted on a

Software Support. The software VAX/780. In the near future, there are
support tools development effort is plans to extend the capability of the

directed at two levels: microcode compiler to enable it to be
retargetable to other architectures more

o High Level - Ada programming conveniently, to extend the versatility of
support the language (HML) and to generate more

optional code.
o Low Level - Microcode compiler

A versatile and efficient microcode

DoD has identified Ada as the stan- compiler is essential as VHSIC chips find
dard high order language for use in the wider applications.
future. All the VHSIC chips have been
designed to be compatible with this re- Cmpu vi Aided De.ign Sasaplp. Tags.
quirement. Two programs are currently in One of the side benefits of DoD's VHSIC
progress to define and develop the Minimal programs is the development of various CAD
Ada Programming Support Environment support tools. In order to successfully
(MAPSE). The first one, called Ada fabricate VHSIC chips, the VHSIC
Language System (ALS), is let out of the contractors had to upgrade their CAD
Army (CECOM) to Softech. The effort is systems to meet VHSIC Phase 1 goals.
hosted on a VAX-700/VMS and is scheduled These CAD tools will then be delivered to
to be completed by January 1984. The DoD to support the future development of
second effort, called Ada Integrated ICA's.
Environment (AIE), is let out of Air Force
(RADC) to Intermetric. The system is At Honeywell, the CAD system
hosted on IBM 370/VM and is due at the end utilities for VHSIC is called the Advanced
of 1984. Integrated Design Automation (AIDA)

system. The development of the AIDA
Table 2 shows the tools for use in system can be divided into two stages.

Ada Programming as a result of the two The first stage (AIDA I) has been
programs, completed and is being used for the VHSIC

Phase 1 design. In the AIDA I system, the
While these two efforts are going on, data base is in the form of a collection

there are already available in the of files. The second stage (AIDA II) is
commercial market less sophisticated expected to be completed by the end of
compilers for subsets of Ada. These tools VHSIC Phase 1 and is to be a VHSIC Phase 1

deliverable to the Government. For AIDA
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II, there will be an integrated data base Option 2. The customer will perform
which will facilitate the design process both the conceptual design and the system
via remote design centers. design. In addition to the VHSIC

technology description, the VHSIC supplier
The Honeywell AIDA system is based on may also provide the customer with access

a hierarchical approach with the design to their VHSIC chip library, the macrocell
process dividing into various levels, library if available, and the necessary
namely; gate, macrocell, functional CAD tools for system design. The customer
blocks, chip and 3ystem levels. With the will then generate and provide to the
incorporation of an integrated data base supplier the chip specification for chip
system and one single hardware description design, layout mask fabrication,
language (HDL), the AIDA system will be a processing, packaging, and testing.
very powerful and versatile CAD support
tool system for VHSIC. Option 3. For this option, all the

design work could be performed by the
Procurement Q plins. One of the customer, with the VHSIC supplier

questions that is frequently brought up is providing the necessary design rules,
that of procurement options; that is, how access to the macrocell library, and CAD
is the VHSIC technology to be made tools for chip design. The customer will
available to the various users? To answer then generate and present the supplier
this question, each VHSIC contractor has with the appropriate digitized layout tape
to formulate an approach to answer this and test and design check tools. The
question. supplier will do the IC processing,

packaging, and testing.
A typical approach to accomplish this

objective is to provide a full range of Option 4. For this option, the VHSIC
services ranging from sale of chips to supplier would provide a silicon foundry
various design and processing options. service whereby they will receive from the
This may be further facilitated by some customer the necessary artwork tape to
developers design approach which includes fabricate and process the VHSIC IC's. The

the use of a macrocell type design customer will perform all the design work,
methodology, a complete CAD system, and and will get back from the supplier the
distributed design centers, processed wafers. The customer will

provide for their own packaging and
The VHSIC design and processing testing functions.

functions can be illustrated by the flow
diagram shown in Figure 2. The VHSIC chip VHSIC Statua Summa
development process can be divided into

_ five stages: conceptual design, system Those elements of the status above
design, chip design, processing, and which are relevant to the insertion of
finally packaging/testing. VHSIC technology into operational

equipment and training devices are:

o The Phase 1 developed 1.25 micron
geometry IC's are directly

applicable to military systems --
MEN CHO including training devices.

o One of the Phase 2 submicron
objectives is to provide VHSIC

/ \TIInsertion into Weapon Systems.

o An interoperability concern exists
with the IC's being developed by
the six different contractors
which is presently being jointly

Figure 2. VHSIC Design and Processing addressed by the Phase 1
Functions contractors with the VHSIC Phase 1

office.
It is conceivable that with this

approach the developers could provide four o Software support is also unique
different service options to the VHSIC for each of the six contractors.
users. They are described as follows:

o IC's can be procured in a variety
Option 1. The conceptual design of manners -- from preparation of

could be performed by the customer. The system design concept
VHSIC supplier will provide the customer specifications through the
with the necessary VHSIC technology: ordering of 'standard' chips.
performance descriptions, power
requirements, and VHSIC library listings. The status of the VHSIC program can
The customer will then generate the be summarized as follows: VHSIC as a
appropriate systems specifications and the technology is here, the problems have been
VISIC supplier will perform the rest of clearly defined, and solutions are being
the design and processing functions, developed. VHSIC as a culture has not yet
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been examined by the majority of the Specifically, the goals of the study
users. The question before us is what are were:
the impacts, and how do we respond?

o Identify classes of operational
The implication of VHSIC to trainers equipment for which VHSIC technol-

is shown in Figure 3. VHSIC as inserted ogy is considered appropriate,
into weapon systems will impact both the that is, VHSIC Insertion candi-
system capabilities and employment, thus dates.
requiring new training requirements and
approaches. VHSIC as inserted into o Select specific candidates to
Maintenance, will allow new trainer explore in general terms the
concepts and capabilities. Both avenues impact of VHSIC Insertion on
of VHSIC Insertion impact will result in operation and maintenance.
improved training.

o Evaluate the skill changes for
THE VHSIC FOR TRAINING SYSTEMS STUDY these candidates for use in

determining the impact.
The objectives of the study performed

by Honeywell's Training and Control o Identify the changes in training
Systems Operations were to identify the requirements which will be
impact VHSIC would have on Training necessitated by VHSIC insertion
Systems, and to develop an approach for into operational equipment.
coping with this new technology. The
impetus to the study was to answer the o Identify those training
questions OVHSIC is here, how do we requirements which result from

* respond?' It was felt that we need to persistent training needs.
prepare for the training impact caused by
VHSIC insertion into Weapon Systems, plat- o Identify the training device
forms, we need VHSIC to solve some persis- requirements which will be needed
tent high priority training problems and to support the evolving training
training must take full advantage of the requirements.
new technology.

~WEAPON SYSTEM
~CAPABILITY

NEW TRAINING CONCEPTS

AND CAPABILITIES

~TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

AND TRAINING SYSTEMS

" Figure 3. VHSIC Relationship to Training
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o Develop an application approach to o Decreased equipment manual
meeting the new training needs, operation

o Characterize a concept which o Addition of simple maintenance
results from the approach. skills

N o Identify recommendations related Maintenance Technician Skills:
to further development of the

concept. o Two skill levels will be required:

VHSIC T echnoloay Impact n Qperational o Operator/Maintainer to

Equipment interpret BIT displays and
perform remove and replace

S.. The determination of the impact of tasks
VHSIC technology insertion into

- operational equipment was made to identify o Expert technician to perform
the skills necessary to operate and tasks beyond the level of BIT
maintain VHSIC based equipment. Figure 4 repairs
illustrates the major milestones in the
VHSIC program. The approach to skill Operator Team Skills:
identification was conducted in two
phases. o Increase in shared tactical

responsibilities
The first phase identified the

classes of operational equipment for which o Increased emphasis on communica-
VHSIC technology is considered appro- tion and coordination
priate, that is, VHSIC Insertion candi-
dates. The second phase identified the o Emphasis on skill retention
types of skills or changes in skills
necessary to operate and maintain the _VIjC T 5 bn .1gog ImopacLn Training

- insertion candidates.
The development of VHSIC technology

The results of the second phase has prompted the Naval Training Equipment
indicated that skill changes will occur Center to identify two important issues
for three types of personnel: equipment driving changes in training requirements:
operators, maintenance technicians, and
operator teams. 1. The need to prepare for the

training impact caused by the use
Equipment Operator Skills: of VHSIC technology in weapon

systems platforms, and
a Proficiency on several pieces of

equipment 2. The solution of some of the
persistent problems which have

o Increased tactical decision inhibited effective training.
capability

Y1t 538m 2201 tSS4 1" 4 INS in

~~wmI~IS S.ey~bass

600. TtI.1 I

CC

.500-

Figure 4. Milestones for DoD VHSIC Program (Take from Military
~Electronics/Countermeasures, December 1981)
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The approach to identifying changes understanding and theory of
in training requirements was as follows: operation.

o Identify the changes in training Operator Team Training:
requirements necessitated by VHSIC
insertion into operational o More emphasis on communication and
equipment. coordination skills to support

team training.
o Identify training requirements

resulting from persistent training o More wargaming exercises.
problems.

VHSIC will, therefore, significantly
o Specify the training device change the roles of equipment operators

requirements needed to support and maintainers. With the significant
evolving training requirements, increases in weapon system computing power

and speed, coupled with the significant
The training changes identified reductions in electronic assembly size,

(Figure 5) to accommodate skill changes operators will now become more tactical
for equipment operators, maintenance decision makers, and maintainers will
technicians, and operator teams were as follow more structured and automated
follows: checkout procedures. The following is a

summary of such predicted changes.
Equipment Operator Training:

QoffenZi We~A4pn Sstem Rolehae.
o From less emphasis on routine As a result, future offensive weapons will

tasks to more emphasis on quick be autonomous after launch (i.e., fire and
decision making, target), and, in the distant future, even

before launch. Weapon autonomy will
o More emphasis on cross-training to improve the survivability of the launching

acquire multiple equipment skills, platform due to the shortened exposure
time.

Maintenance Technician Training:
In addition, VHSIC based weapon

o More emphasis on simple mechanical systems will be more reliable, easier to
skills to support equipment maintain, and have a higher inherent

% maintenance at a BIT availability (Ai). These improvements
% interpretation and remove-and- will be due to the high reliability of

replace repair level. VHSIC chips, the decreased size and number
of components which result from VHSIC

o Basic technician will be replaced insertion, and a more extensive use of
by an Operator/Maintainer. Built-In-Test Equipment (BITE).

o The expert technician will receive The use of more BITE will improve the
more emphasis on complex trouble- maintainer's ability to isolate and
shooting, detailed fault replace faulty components or units. Size
isolation, and in-depth system and quantity reductions will reduce the

4./
) °l 

M

"S, SSIL SLED

.. k

.Figure 5. Roadmap for Skill ChangesKI
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time to repair, higher reliability will Ima Ic Qn Training Xnd 11iA2Jig 2PiVe.P,
decrease the failure rate, and thus Ai
will increase. As VHSIC is introduced into the

weapon system design, the above changes in
Rolln Change f_" t~e Offensive Weaponz roles are forecast to result. These will,

Qexator. The change foreseen in the in turn, necessitate changes in the
offensive weapon operator role will be training techniques and devices used to
from that associated with weapon control support the weapon systems. It is not a
to that associated with a tactical direct conclusion that training and
decision capability. The time gained training devices will become more complex.

*through the use of a fire-and-forget type Rather, they will employ different
munition will be used for combat scenario features and functions which are not

*assessment, multiple target selection, necessarily more difficult to simulate.
- .survivability tactics, etc. Since simulators generally simulate only

what is seen by the operator, not how the
Rle Change f12t .he Offensive We.apon equipment functions, training devices may,

Mlaint.aner. The change foreseen in the in fact, become simpler. Because the
role of the offensive weapon maintainer weapon system will process many more
will be from that associated with sensor inputs, reduce the data to a summay
troubleshooting and repair to that form and require decision making on the
associated with interpreting BIT part of the operator, the simulated
indications and performing routine remove information presented to the trainee may
and replace actions. Cases beyond BIT be less complex than today's training
fault isolation, although relatively fewer devices.
in incidence, will require more knowledge
and skill on the part of the maintainers. In the case of stimulated training

devices such as sonar systems having
BQ1& Change 12.r the Offensive Weapon synthetically generated signal sources

-% Team. This change will require a higher driving an operational equipment mockup,
%degree of shared tactical responsibility the training device design may also be

-a trend now evident in modern weapon simpler. Through the use of VHSIC compo-
systems. nents in the design of the training de-

vice, ocean and target modeling may, in
Defensiye Weapo~ System ED~je Change. fact, be simpler than today. Computation-

Major conflicts in the future will be al bounds on speed and size may be re-
manifested by multiple threats from solved through the use of VHSIC components
different enemy platforms. The positive, in new distributed architectures.
early detection of such a scenario can be
enhanced through the use of defensive It is, therefore, anticipated that
systems which are capable of detecting, the introduction of VHSIC into weapon
acquiring, classifying and tracking a systems will not make the training system
large number of threats. The use of VHSIC design more difficult. It will, however,
technology can provide the data processing be different and we must anticipate these
power necessary to automate all of these impacts in our training system
functions. requirements and designs. We must stay

abreast of the technology advances to
Ep,1ft Change 12 . L Dhe fensivey Sytm ensure that training systems ensure

Operator.. The role change foreseen for student and weapon system readiness.
the operator of a defensive system, such
as a search and surveillance radar, will The concluding part of the study was
be from a control manipulator to a tactics conducted to identify how VHSIC technology
decision maker. can be applied to the design of training

devices. The approach to application was:
%: In addition, it should be possible

for one operator to oversee several pieces o Identification of appropriate
of automated equipment. This capability VHSIC attributes.
will reduce manning requirements and/or
serve as a casualty response during o Selection of VHSIC Insertion
battle. training device candidates from

the identified training device
Role Chlang~ 12r thg Defenive Wepap~n needs.

Tearn. The defensive weapon team role will
change from a detection/reaction role to a o Development of an application
more effective reaction role which is approach.
responsive to multiple threat scenarios.
This change will require better o Characterization of a concept

*communication and coordination between which resulted from the approach.
members of a weapon system and between
teams aboard a multi-weapon system o Identification of recommendations
p latform. related to further development of

the concept.
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This approach led to specific VHSIC 5. Environmental Modeling
application areas, to a generic method of
providing VHSIC Insertion cost 6. Acoustic Modeling
effectiveness to the selection of a prime
candidate training system, and to a set of 7. Image Scene Generators
recommendations for the Pursuit of

.4achieving VHSIC insertion into training 8. Organic (Built-in) Training Capa-
devices. bilities in Tactical Equipment

The conclusions of the study Through VHSIC, it will be possible to
*identified specific areas where VHSIC significantly increase the realism of
*could benefit the design and performance weapon system trainers through more
*of training devices. These benefits were detailed real time computation and

primarily in the areas of size, speed, simulation of the operational environment.
*cost, and reliability. The limitations of size and speed have

precluded effective organic training.
The reduced size of VHSIC IC's These same problems have limited the

currently in development (1.25 micron development of highly effective, field-
feature size) permits a veriety of new portable training devices. Tactical
applications and capabilities. Today's environments and power constraints have
complex system trainers such as flight limited the use of large portable vans in
simulators, tactics trainers, and ASW the field. Through VHSIC, small hand-held

*trainers involve many racks of electronic portable devices can be displayed which
*equipment. This large hardware complement will provide highly effective training.

requires significant dedicated facilities, Both organic and strap-on training
cooling, and power. Through the approaches will become a practical
introduction of VHSIC components into the reality. As the use of Artificial
system design, significant reductions in Intelligence (AI) technology emerges into
equipment size, even approaching or an application phase, VHSIC technology
exceeding fifty percent, are possible by will become an integral part of the Al
the late 1980's. These hardware application into training devices. VHSIC

*reductions will also impact system and will significantly aid the training system
facility support costs through reduced designer in meeting the evolving needs of
maintenance, cooling, and power require- future weapon systems.
ments.

Through the study, it emerged that a
The use of VHSIC components will high payoff area for the introduction of

*impact system cost by combining many VHSIC into training systems was in the
different circuit functions on a single area of visual simulation systems. In

*chip. This, in turn, will reduce the computer image generation (CIG), a present
number of circuit boards, card frames, and limiting factor to the number of polygons

*equipment racks. Distributed processing (image detail) generated is the ability to
designs will be both practical and cost process in real time the various
effective. However, it remains question- algorithms making up the simulated image.
able whether true system cost savings will Through the use of VHSIC hardware and
be achieved due to the increased function- architectures, it will be possible to

*ality possible. It is likely that the significantly improve image resolution and
added computing capability possible with quality. It was recommended that this
VIISIC will be used to enhance the training area be explored further as the first
device effectiveness, thus making up for candidate application of VHSIC.
the inherent cost reduction through more
compact, efficient system design. It was determined in this study that

a generic core set of VHSIC chips could
There exists today a variety of meet the requirements of a large majority

persistent high priority training problems of training devices. Through an examina-
which cannot be solved with today's VLSI tion of common computation/processing
technology. The sheer amount of requirements found in a variety of
computations for many of today's training different training device applications, a
devices limit their ability to common core of VHSIC chip requirements was
realistically perform in real time. NTEC identified. This common core, called the
has identified eight training device areas Training Chip Set or TCS, was further

4'which are presently capacity or speed defined to determine its optimal
limited by current technology: configuration to meet this diverse range

of training device applications. A key
1. Dynamic Target Modeling conclusion of the study was, therefore,

the need for the development and
2. Real Time Scenario Event Control application of this generic chip set to

training devices.
3. Intelligent Adversary Modeling

(Responsive Targets) THE TCS - WHAT IS IT?

4. Computer Aided Instruction (CAI) The approach to the TCS concept was
and Computer Managed Instruction based upon measurable design and
(CMI) Modeling development goals.
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D sn Gogs reasonable initial cost and minimal
4d marginal cost.

Three design goals were established.
The goals of developing a TCS were:

PerfrManc_. The measure of
performance was taken as data throughput 1. Modularity to allow application
expressed as Millions of computer to various current systems and to allow
Instructions Per Second (MIPS). The goal expansion to future training systems.
was to achieve an order of magnitude
greater than that for devices using 2. Separation of functions to
conventional technology, with an absolute simultaneously allow flexibility (i.e.,
goal of not less than 10 MIPS. programmability) and high throughput.

S The goal was to reduce by an The training chip set concept is
order of magnitude the volumes of depicted in Figure 6. For any given
conventional devices. This change in size training system, the TCS will consist of
would permit desk-top simulators which now two major portions: the core controller
occupy cabinets, or from a desk-top size and the adjuncts specific to that

" to a hand-held device, particular training system.

Cost. The goal was to achieve a 50 The insertion of VHSIC technology
percent reduction in the Life Cycle Cost into a particular training system will
(LCC) of conventional technology based consist of several core controllers (each
devices. of which consists of several VHSIC chips

as described later) and a much larger
SGoals number of adjuncts (each one of which will

be typically implemented using a single
The following four development goals VHSIC chip). In this configuration, each

were considered, core controller will control several
adjunct chips. The number of adjuncts

1. A single development effort which can be controlled by a core
should be pursued to achieve a universal controller depends upon data rates in a
set of VHSIC chips applicable to training specific training system and will
devices. The benefits are obvious: lower typically vary for different training
cost and higher priority position in a systems.
critical technology.

The core controller is highly
2. The chip design should have the programmable and thus allows flexibility

capability to provide functionality for to accommodate changes and updates in the
all foreseen applications. In addition to functioning of the training system. The
meeting the needs of the entire adjunct(s) are directly in the path of the
instructional environment, the designs data flow and provide very high throughput
should not be platform unique (i.e., only operations on the data. Thus, the goal of
classroom trainers), high throughput together with

programmability is achieved.
3. The chips and the design process

should be available to the entire training Under this study, wfe have evaluated
community. This includes Joint Service the applicability of the TCS concept to
access and use by all device designers, two training systems. These are:

4. The design of the chips should 1. Computer Generated Synthesized
fully incorporate existing VHSIC Imagery (CGSI).
technology. This includes not only
specific chip designs, but also design 2. Anti-Submarine Warfare Trainer
techniques and tools, fabrication (ASW Trainer).

*techniques, and testing techniques.
The CGSI system is being developed

The identification of this set of for more realistic visual training and the
goals set the stage for the major effort use of VHSIC technology will allow real-

- of the study -- the VHSIC implementation time operation of a complex, multi-channel
technique. CGSI system. The ASW trainer is the

traditional sonar trainer and the
VHSI Impien DI.QLn insertion of VHSIC technology will

dramatically reduce the size of sonar
* The benefits of VHSIC technology to trainers.

training devices are profound and
numerous. However, successful insertion Preliminary design of a one chip CGSI
of VHSIC technology into training systems adjunct VHSIC chip and a one-chip ASW
will have to be made in a timely and cost adjunct have been completed. Preliminary
effective manner. The Training Chip Set estimates show that a controller,
(TCS) concept developed under this study implemented using four VHSIC chips, will
allows the insertion of VHSIC technology be able to control up to 100 CGSI or ASW

* into a variety of Training Systems at a adjunct chips.

.,
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Figure 6. Training Chip Set Adjunct Concept

' The modular approach to the TCS will change. In particular, performance,
allow the application of VHSIC technology physical characteristics and projected
to other training systems by using the cost of VHSIC technology under development
controller and new adjunct(s) specifically will significantly improve present and
designed for these training systems, future training devices. This basic tech-

4 Thus, the meaningful cost of inserting the nology could become available as early as
VHSIC technology into future training 1985 for the 1.25 micron feature size
systems will be drastically reduced. IC's. The increased performance of a

*' VHSIC TCS will result in fewer unique
SUMMARY designs in support of trainers and there-

fore shorter design times. VHSIC technol-
The primary goal of the NTEC VFTS ogy embededed in the design of a core

study was to determine the impact of the generic training chip (TCS) should be
DoD VHSIC program on weapons systems, capable of supporting approximately 80% of
training and training devices and to the processing computation and control
derive a comprehensive impact assessment, requirements of any trainer.
This goal has been achieved and, in
addition, the concept of a VHSIC Training Potential applications of the TCS
Chip Set (TCS) evolved as the study encompass training requirements for all
progressed, military services and should be addressed

as a future joint service program for
The availability of proven VHSIC insertion. The core TCS has been

components for insertion in weapon systems conceived to support all foreseen
. can occur as early as 1986. New and applications since it is not platform

different training devices and training unique, service unique or limited by
capabilities will be required tc meet the performance constraints that could
training needs of the future; the Train- conceivably result in early or premature
ing Chip Set -- can meet the requirements obsolenscence. The requirements of chip
of a large majority of these requirements. sets for adjunct functions (e.g., visual,

ASW simulation, etc.) may be unique.
Increased system performance of VHSIC However, in many applications the TCS can

technology provides the forecast of support the total real-time processing
increased system performance and requirements of some trainers, and thus
reliability in diverse application. Both not require adjunct chip developments.
training requirements and trainers will
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In summary the VHSIC technology is HAROLD T. FREEDMAN is currently Chief
upon us, its impact is expe-ted to be Engineer for Advanced Training Programs at
significant, and its benefits plentiful. Honeywell's Training and Control Systems
VHSIC will impact skills, training Operations in West Covina, California. In
concepts as well as trainer devices. It that capacity Mr. Freedman is responsible
is imperative that we recognize VHSIC's for the acquisition and development of new
potential, and begin developing plans and training technology and the infusion of
techniques for implementing these new this technology into new training
concepts. products. In the past, Mr. Freedman has

served as Chief Engineer of Training and
Control Systems Trainer Systems,
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00 MICROPROCESSORS IN AIRCREW ThAIN:N" DtV>J:

Richard J. Sylvester, President
Systems Productivity & Management Corporation

S0 Dayton, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Microprocessors are already embedded in Aircrew Training

Devices (ATDs) for display generation, input/output control, and

other special purpose applications. This paper deals with the key
factors relating to the use of microprocessor systems (rather than

'.4 minicomputers) in performing the central computational function for

" ,ATDs. Such factors include key performance parameters to be
considered when replacing a 32-bit minicomputer by a system of

microprocessors; requirements for a recent Air Force ATD system;

benchmarks for computational performance; and specific changes to ATD

% prime item development specificdtivrs

INTRODUCTION floating point is approximately 100 times
faster than a software implementation of

To limit the scope of technical the same functions.
activity to reasonable bounds, the
C5A/C141 Aerial Refueling Part Task 2. Data Bus Considerations. In single bus

Trainer (ARPTT) was chosen as an example systems all commmunication activities must

for which micros might be used. A recent use the system bus resource. As the micro-

draft Request for Proposal for this processor system size ard performarce

*' system was used as guidance in this study. levels ircrease (i.e. as mere micrc-
Data from comparable systems were used to computers are added to the bus) to meet
estimate the C5A/C141 ARPTT computaton larger applicatior requiremerts, the

requirements. A "sizing" exercise based reserve bus bardwidth becomes depleted.

. on the B-52 ARPTT using micros to satisfy Eventually, as the system computatioral

computational requirements was performed. capabilities ard resources are ircreased,
This exercise plus considerable the total system performarce will decrease

information from microprocessor vendors due to inadequate bus capacity.
provides the bulk of the data presented
here. Such technical and performance data Ir systems where bus cortrol
are summarized. excharges are syrchrorized to a commor bus

clock, no data will be lest or destroyed

KEY PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS whet system bus reserve bardwidth is
exceeded. What will happer is the system

The key parameters for distributed furctiors demardirg system bus resources

' microprocessor systems are similar to will have to wait lorger periods of time

those for minicomputer systems. These are to be serviced. To alleviate this situa-

discussed below, tier specially dedicated buses may be
added to relieve the sirgle bus cerges-
tion.

1. Floating Point. Real-time simulator
performance requires mathematical comput- Memory buses irdeperdert of, butpromnerqiemahmtclcmu- coupled to, the mair system bus by dual
ing in floating point to solve the large,
highly accurate flight and aerodynamic ported memories play a large role ir

equations. Because of the precision, ircreasing the main system bus effective

accuracy, and numerical range of these capacity. This is extremely importart

equations, the numbers involved require 32 where single task partitiorirg amorg

bits or more of representation. Thus, the multiple microprocessors is required to

arithmetic computing elements must have obtain specified functional performance
adequate execution times. Software float- levels.

*.** ing point implementations require a
fairly large number of instructions which Multicharrel, I/O buses irdeperdert

result in long execution times. Hardware of, but coupled to, CPU local buses, local

floating point implementation requires memories, I/O peripherials, ard the mair

only a few instructions with the actual system bus by dual ported memories ard

floating point calculation being done in special I/0 cortrollers are agair useful

hardware. The hardware performance ir reducirg the mair system bus traffic.

*.28
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determire the reserve bus ba:Jwi itri is I r Loa II memory a p I bi I it e:s sno I L, Je I
essential rejiiremert ir the 'v aU jtlr as iU s as pr ist i t ) erdeihll,'e ,n

Sand Jesigr phases for speifi,: AistrbutteI pert ormin te' JnA 'xp Irisi e by r'e J 'In;
Smicroprocessor system appiisatiors. me m ry Jepen Jer .'e I J tr, ff'i , n t, m I i
,* system bis. Lu '., mer .' us ,y v'.ir ,Iiy

are - enhin,'en memonry - 'Seas t-me Dy
3. Execution Times. How useful are micro- oetr tout if ib ss m e ry r t e r i r17; ASe
processor execution times in evaluating f te miin system bus. Vs:ropr e::m rs
total system performance? System are now aval ibe th-t hLve i ,l Sr
performance estimates depend very strongly private memory _ipibiit1es if up t I t
upon what tools and methods are used to me'abytes. These systems ire Ju-t! p,,rteA
measure and analyze the execution times.

which -lso permits partitioring if -,.iven[ ~memo)ry for l1 _ al ind g;ilo ! pp c tol.
One common measure of microprocessor

execution performance is MIPS (Millions of 5. operating, Systems. Microprouessor
* Instructions Per Second). The MIPS value -p - ... ....... -v- - -f om-l ttlstats oly he nmbe ofinstuctons operating systems have evolved from little

states only the number of instructions more than hardware monitors to the
that can be executed in a unit time. current multitasking and multiproiessing
"MIPS" ignores the type of instruction types. The latest operating systems are
set, internal and external architectures, as sopnisticated and powerful as those for
and the language implementation effici- soe isa ce an power Fu th ermor-'. encies to be employed for a specific some large main frames. Furthermore,
encist toppicatioyed for ea pecifi ow microprocessor operating systems are fullysystem application. For example, a low configurable to meet the system and
MIPS microprocessor with a powerful application requirements. The newer
instruction set and architecture may out- microprocessors have many of the operating
perform a high MIPS one with many system elements in hardware to improve the
instructions and limited architecture. In performance. These hardware elements
this sense MIPS is not always a very include task switching, memory management,
precise indicator of a microprocessor's and interrupt handlers.
total system performance capabilities.

Operating systems for micros must beBenchmarks are special programs configured at a much lower level of detail
written to determine the performance of than those for minis. This activity
microprocessors within a given product requires a more detailed knowledge of
line or between diffeent manufacturers, operating systems on the part of the ATD
Benchmarks can be a better technique than contractor.
1"MIPS" for evaluating microprocessor

performances. The utility of a benchmark,

however, depends upon the source of the
*benchmark and the purpose it is intended

to cot.vey. The Whetstone Benchmark was MEETING C5A/C141 ARPTT REQUIREMENTS
developed at the National Physical
Laboratory, Teddington, England, to The commercial microprocessor

" provide a meaningful way to evaluate products which have the potential to
, scientific computational performance of satisfy the specified C5A/141 ARPTT

machines with different architectures and requirements are evaluated below. The
language implementations. The Whetstone requirements which must be fulfilled
Benchmark has a good mix of both logical include the following: (1) all system
and mathematical instructions to provide components and packages are currently
an indication of different microprocessor available in off-the-shelf form and on a
performances in scientific applications, plug-together basis, (2) multitasking and

multiprogramming operating systems are
Adequate benchmarks for all classes complete and validated, (3) the multipro-

of ATDs do not presently exist due to the cessing operating system is complete
great design variability possible for the and validated, (4) FORTRAN 77 and Assembly
software for a given ATD implementation, languages are available, (5) data paths

are a minimum of 16 bits, and (6) there
'4. Mecory Consiierations. The direct exist system bus hardware arbitration,
memory addressing capability of a upward compatibility and floating point
microprocessor has a considerable impact capability. (See Table I below).
upon the total system capability and
performance. The more extensive thn
addressing (coupled with proven virtual
memory techniques and memory management
functions), the more flexible and
adaptable the microprocessor becomes,
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HARDWARE COPROCESSOR SYSTEM MEETS MICRO MULTI- LANGUAGES
BOARD FLOATING BUS SPECS PROCESSOR PROCESSING
LEVEL POINT ARBITRA- CITED MULTI-
"-- TION TASKING
VENDORS AVAILABLE

INTEL 8087 YES YES RMX-86 MMX-800 FORTRAN 77
287 PRIORITY RMX-58 -MMX-80 COBOL

----- RMX-80 -MMX-86 PASCAL
-MMX-83 BASIC

NOW MASTER/ PL/M
MASTER ASSEMBLY

'.. MOTOROLA MC68881 YES NO RMS-36K MSP/ FORTRAN 77
PRIORITY 68000 COBOL

4 Q 83 LEVEL ASSEMBLY
4Q83

ZILOG
- 4Q83 NO NO ZEUS NONE FORTRAN

AS OF ASSEMBLY
I DEC 82

TEXAS 1421 NOT NO RX NONE FORTRAN
INSTRUMENTS COMPLETE AS OF PASCAL

FIRMWARE I DEC 82 BASIC
(BIT SLICE) ASSEMBLY

NOW

DIGITAL FPF-11 YES YES RSX-11S NONE FORTRAN
MASTER/ ASSEMBLY

EQUIPMENT NOW SLAVE RSX-11M AS OF BASIC
1 DEC 83 COBOL

Evaluation of Vendor Capabilities
Programming Language and Operating System

Table 1-1

.~ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

" OPERATING MULTI LOCAL AREA MEETS ALL
SYSTEMS PROCESSORS NETWORK SPECIFICA-

------ (16 Bit) (Optional) TIONS CITED
VENDORS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INTEL 8080A (8 Bit) ETHERNET YES

8085A (8 Bit) (10 Megabit)
8088A (100 Stations)
8086A (500 Meters)
186
286
386 (32 Bit)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MOTOROLA 68000 Series NO INFO YES

(16/32)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ZILOG Z 8000 Series Z Net NO
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEXAS TMS-9900 IBM SYSTEM NO
INSTRUMENTS 1481 BIT

SLICE SERIES
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DIGITAL LSI-11 ETHERNET NO

-., EQUIPMENT PDP-11 SERIES DEC NET

Evaluation of Vendor Capabilities
Programming Language and Operating system

Table 1-2
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HARDWARE MASS STORAGE
BO A R D ------------ --- ----------------- ----------- ------------------------
LEVEL HARD DISK WINCHESTER MAGNETIC FLOPPY MAGNETIC BUBBLE

TO 330 M TO 84 M TAPE DISK TAPE MEMORY
BYTES BYTES 9-TRACK SYSTEMS CARTRIDGE TO 512 K

TO 60 M BYTES
VENDORS BYTES

INTEL SBC-220 SBC-215 Independ- SBC-204 SBC-217 SBC-251
ent SBC-208 SBC-254-4

YES YES Vendors YES YES YES
YES

MOTOROLA No Info No Info None YES NO NO
As of As of Indicated
I Dec 82 1 Dec 82

ZILOG None None Independ- YES NO NO
Indicated Indicated Vendors

TEXAS NO Independent NO YES NO NO
' INST. Vendors

DIGITAL YES NO RTO YES YES YES
EQUIP. Series

Evaluation of Vendors Capabilities
Hardware & Peripherals

Table 1-3

. Evaluation of Individual Manufacturers 1983, Intel was the only company....... -investigated that had everything to
1.1 Texas Instruments. As of implement a complete distributed

February, 19-r, T_did not have a microprocessor system meeting the ATD
multiprocessor operating system nor requirements. Also to aid in the
microprocessor floating point coprocessor development of a distributed microproces-
available. There were no immediate sor system, Intel has a wide variety of
development plans. ICE (In Circuit Emulation) systems.

Intel advertises total upward compatibil-
1.2 Zilog. As of February, 1983, ity. All software developed for the 8086

Zilog had no multiprocessing operating microprocessor is upward compatible with
system nor hardware floating point the 8088, 80186, 80286 and 80386.
processor available. There were no
immediate development plans. BENCHMARKS

1.3 Digital Eiet Corporation. As This section highlights key technical

of FebruaF-3,T , D-EC-ha a variety of evaluations; namely, hardware floating
hardware available but did not have a point and operating systems performance
multiprocessing operating system for the benchmarks.
LSI-11.L1. Intel Benchmark. The data supplied

1.4 Motorola. Motorola has in for this benchmark was obtai:ned from Intel* development a m---ultiprocessing operating Corporation to show the WhetstLrne floating
system and hardware mathematics coproces- point performance of the 8086/8087 and
sor with a release date of late in 1983. 80286/80287 microprocessor systems. The

1.5 Intl Corporatio . As of early following table gives this data.

COPROCESSOR
MICRO MICRO CLOCK COPROCESSOR CLOCK WHETSTONE

APX-286/10 8 mhz 80287 5mhz 150 KOPS
86/30 SBC 5 mhz 8087 5mhz 100 KOPS

Table ?
- The Whetstone benchmark unit (KOPS) microsystems is such that the 8086/80286

implies thousands of floating point micros perform logic and data access
operations per second. The APX-286/1O and functions, while the 8087/80287 perform
the 86/30 are single board computers that floating point calculations. The micros
may be purchased off the shelf. and their coprocessors operate in mixed

The architecture of the above concurrent and parallel modes.
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2. Author's Flatir Poirt Software The overall performrrce f ,tor is .i

cBenchmark _-T.E.- 7 32 Miri vs. Irtel to 1 for this exmple. Note thlt tie
767r--'Ricro- -A Fomparisor i maj floatirg poirt time ratio Is , t-, 1wjle

""between t Toating poirt performarce of the table search is t 1 . For tIv P Fb et ee"te" 8 / 32 D th e W h e t s t o r e r t rg Is )
a Perkin Elmer 8/32 miricomputer used i 8)

7, the B52 Aerial Refuelirg Simulator (1977 KOPS, whereas the Irtel board is 1,,) K P:
vintage minicomputer) to that of ar Irtel givirg a Whetstore performorce ratio c-f
SBC 286-10 sirgle board computer with a to 1. Corsequertly, the real perfcrmjr:
287 mathematics coprocessor. ratio between the PE 8/32D used or tii .-
2 52 ARPTT ard the Irtel s5rgIe b ,,r]

Two assembly language programs were computer rarges betweer 5 to 1 L,

coded implementing the same algorithm for dependirg on how much floatirg p-ir t

both processors. The algorithm implement- computatior is desigred into the srftwore.

ed is a randomly chosen flight equatior The key poit here is that the detiils rf

used in the B-52 ARPTT. The form of the the software desigr-itself car irfluerce

equatior is: substantially the benchmark comIarisors.
There is no way to accurately berchmdrk

Z = MgCos Theta Cos Phi + Zs-Cos X + Xs ATD computer perFcmarce-wit-hout -Jeta iT-
sinX + Zt knowledgeof the sfFFare-fsigr approach.

Neither of the two assembly language 3. RMX-86 Operating System Berchmark.

programs was run on its respective target This s-ect'ioncont-ainrs a b5enchmark -whtch
machine; however, it is felt that these relates the performance of a RMX-86 base

programs are coded sufficiently well for operating system or two different Irtel

the purpose of calculating the required singe board computers. Ore implemertatior

execution times. is using Intel's SBC-86/30 sirgle board
computer having a 8086 microprocessor.
The other implementation is using an Irtel

The implementation of the equation SBC-286/10 board containing a 80286 micro-

used "table look up" techniques to assess processor. The fundamental difference is

the trigormetric functions where the that the 80286 microprocessor implements

address computations are not done in in hardware the following functions:

floating point. Consequently, the timing memory management, task switching, and an

is represented in terms of floating point interrupt handler. The 8086 microproces-

and table search as shown below, sor implements the above functions by
means of RMS-86 operating system software.

The specifications for the benchmark
are as follows: (1) 8086 microprocessor

PE 8/32D Intel 286/287 operating at 5 mhz, (2) program and data
in local memory, and (3) software

Floating Point 20 uSec 161 uSec functions execution times are linear with

Table Search 107 uSec 311 uSec respect to clock speed. As indicated in
-. ------ ....... the performance ratio column of Table 4,

Total Time 127 uSec 472 uSec it is important to implement as much as
possible all operating system functions in

"-", Table 3 hardware if speed is important.

OPERATING FUNCTION *' FUNCTION MICRO- CLOCK EXECUTION PERFORMANCE

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTA- PROCESSING SPEED SPEED RATIO *
TION

RMX-86 SOFTWARE TASK 8086 5mhz 1.2mSec 1.0
- ., SWITCHING

RMX-86 SOFTWARE TASK 8086 8mhz 75OuSec 1.6
SWITCHING

RMX-86 SOFTWARE INTERRUPT 8086 5mhz 240uSec 1.0

-.. LATENCY

N RMX-86 SOFTWARE INTERRUPT 8086 8mhz 150uSec 1.6
.. LATENCY

RMX-86 HARDWARE TASK 80286 10mhz 17uSec 70
SWITCHING

RMX-86 HARDWARE INTERRUPT 80286 10 mhz 3uSec 80

* Based on 8086 Operating at 5mh Clock
x** Primary Implementation

Operating System Benchmark
,

Table 4
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BUS BANDWIDTH ing local resources: Iocl i atnm ' r y

local ROM memory for prrAm stL rie,
. Distributed microprocessor bus local I/O system, and l)2j spe'i !izel

performarce is a complex subject. The funcions such as floating point.
author preserts below a corciae outlire -f
the major corsideraticrs irvolved ir bus Main system bus bindwiti resources
performarce. should be limited when p):;sIbl e to

interprocessor and system Jjt,j trjnifers
1. Overhead lrtroduced by .ystem and message communications.
Furctiors. The-- multitaskirg ard
multiprocessirg operatirg systems dre Ltie When a single task is pirtItI)nei
major cortributors to overhead times. The among multiple S3B2 mi rouynputers,
multitaskirg operatirv system affects the application system Jesign sh ol I be
total system overhead at task executicr directed towards total system performance
level; that is for task switching causing system bus banJwiJtn res urces
interrupt handling, exception handling, minimization and microprocessor efficiency
error detection and correction, and data maximization.
validation functions. The component
overhead is due to the main system bus System bus parallel priority sc-heme
priority and bus arbitration control hard- and system application design ,an optimize
ware. system performance.

The multiprocessing operating system Data transfers when possible should
and its priority level and bus arbitration be medium to large blocks.
hardware logic affect the main system bus
overhead. The effects of the hardware ATD COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE EXAMPLE
overhead only become a serious problem
when the software and system configuration This section of the paper uses the
cause an excessive number of main system computational characteristics of the B52
bus accesses. This occurs when the design Aerial Refueling Part Task Trainer (ARPTT)
forces a large number of small data as an estimate of the C5A/C141 ARPTT
transfers between many single board computational requirements.

computers resident on the main system bus,
causing the overhead factor to become I. B52 ARPTT Data. The B52 ARPTT was
critical. impleented using a single Perkin-Elmer

8/32D minicomputer in each trainer. From
The multiprocessor system overhead is informal data used to track the

caused by main system bus interprocessor development of the project software, Table
message transfers and system calls. If 5 was derived. This table presents an
the software and system configuration estimate of computational performance at
design create the requirement for a large the time of completion of system
number of these functions, then the multi- development. The table lists the real
processing operation system overhead also time functions implemented in the
can become a critical factor. B52 ARPTT, the memory requirements for

data used by each function, the memory
2. Multibus Interprocessor Protocol requirements for the executable instruc-
(MIP).JThe MIP specifies the implementa- tions (code) and the execution times on
tion, environment and form of the multi- the PE 8/32D.
processor operating system software and
main system bus hardware. The MIP It is clear by examining the data
specifications permit intertask rit. tne ltignt/motior ard the visual
synchronization, message, and data display furctiors domirate memory ard
transfers residing on different single timirg utilizatior for this ATD. These
board computers as easily as task furctiors represert over 50% of the
switching on single board microcomputers. util'izatior of memory ard executior time.
Communication between tasks can be either
tightly or loosely coupled, depending upon 2. Sample Micro Layout for B52 ARPTT.
the application requirements. Table6- shows the B52 ARPTT real-time

furctiors distributed over a total of
% ,Loosely coupled tasks require only eight sirgle board computers (SBC) each

single messages to be sent to the residirg or the same sirgle mair system
receiving computer. Tightly coupled tasks bus. Ir this example, the followirg
provide synchronization by means of assumptiors are made.
handshaking.

A. The ratio of the PE 8/32D miri-
3. Optimal Considerations for Sinle computer to the Irtel 286/287 micropro-
System Bus. The following rules are cessor system performarce is 6 to 1 as
,ioin--- uraUon guidelines to aid in irdicated by the Whetstore performarce
determining the performance level of comparisor.
.Istributed microprocessor single bus
systems. B. Sirgle board computer utilizatior

at 50% or less was a desigr goal based or
Each SBC microcomputer operates as the urcertairty ir the time executior ard

independently as possible with the follow- bus loads ard based or the irexpersiveress

9,..
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-" - . . . . . . . .- ----- ----- ------ ----- T h i s e s t im a t e i s b a s e d o n o n e c al l p e r

REAL TIME MINICOMPUTER function per cycle shown in Table t. njerFUNCTIONS INTERDATA 8/32D these assumptions only 4J% of the single
DATA * CODE * TIME bus capacity was used.

Again, it must be emphasized tnat theSupervisor 780 20 6.2 software implementation approach affects
Instruction Aids 132 1,872 7.5 these margins considerably.
Host VDU. 13,760 9,960 142

Boom Control 1,408 3,656 17.6 SPECIFICATIJN CHANV'ES
Visual 984 4,680 80.4
Hydraulics 360 1,920 5.0 The prime item development specifica-
Fuel 3,320 5,380 49.3 tion (PIDS) for the C5A/C_-1,,B ARHPTT was
AFCS 780 3,000 22.5 reviewed for changes based on the conceptsEngines 1,184 1,460 7.2 of distributed microprocessor systems.

- Flight/Motion 11,300 9,600 247.5 Four categories of additions/changes areControl Loading 1,140 3,564 23.7 suggested. These deal with board level
Sound 688 1,268 6.7 products, margin reassessment, operatingTest/Preflight 424 536 1.0 system configuration, and the support
Cycle Time Check 168 478 1.6 concept; each category is discussed below.' Digital Read Out 948 4,288 5.6
Subroutine/ 1. Board Level Commercial Products.
Libraries To avoid the contractor temptation toIOS/IOC 2,024 4,168 23.0 construct unnecessary special purpose"'" Global Data
Library microprocessor configurations, theVDU Page distributed micro based central

Generator 12,960 21,136 7.7 computational system should be constructed
of commercially available (and second
sourced) board level products. Where the

T57 6cost is not prohibitive, as few different•TOTALS 52.4K 77.1K 655.0 single board computer (SBC) types should

Bytes be used (as practical), leading to much
M le c s oboard level commonality even at theSMilliseconds/Second expense of some performance inefficiency.----...... --------------------.... ------.. Commercially availalble and compatibleB-52 ARPTT system buses should also be used. ThisComputational Performance will lead to a lower parts cost and tend

Table 5 to curb contractor development at the
*piece part level.

2. Margin Reassessment. Timing,of the processor hardware, memory, and I/0 margins were cited at

25% in the PLDS. As the cost of computerC. The flight/motior task is hardware drops, it makes sense to require
partitiored equally among sirgle board additional margin (perhaps as much as 50%). microcomputers (SBC) A, B ard C, assum- to ease the development and supporting r trarsport delays, burden. The uniform application of margin

over each SBC may no longer be reasonableD. The two tasks "Host VDV" ard "VDU since certain processors may exercise
page gereratior" between SBC D and E. functions known not to expand while other

processor functions may see all theE. Task partitionirg of the B52 growth. For a distributed system of thisARPTT tasks is based upor executior nature it may be wiser to indicate the4 times. margin in terms of functional growth if
4that is possible.

Fewer SBC could be used in the desigr if, above and beyond margin, hardware
(perhaps five) if ore wished to ircrease add-on capability is specified, then thethe risk by decreasirg the execution acceptance tests should include tests inmargir; however, urless the rumber of ATDs the expanded hardware mode.
being purchased is large, the additioral
hardware experse is easily offset by the As bus layout and bandwidth are
risk reductior ir the software desigr. important system throughput parameters, a

"bus bandwidth burner" analogous to theTo estimate the bus bardwidth used ir "time burner" is recommended for thethis example, it is further assumed that system. This would permit the moreall data for each function (showr or Table precise estimation through measurement of
5) is trarsferred ir block form over the the actual bandwidth margins.
bus durirg each cycle of executior of that
function. This provides the bus 3. Operating System. The selection
utilization for applicatior data. Ir of commercially available operating
additior fifteer system calls ard messages systems should be specified, but the
per applicatior cycle were ircluded to operating system will require configura-

represent operating system bus overhead. tion for not only the nominal hardware
topology but also for various growth
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B52 ARPTT (8/32D) / SINGLE BOARD MICROCOMPUTER ASSIGNMENT

REAL TIME EXECUTION SBC REAL TIME EXECUTIDN TJTAL
.. FUNCTIONS TIMES DESTINATION FUNCTIONS TIMES PER EXECUTION
. M SEC/SEC ASSIGNMENT FUNCTION TIME

... (INTEL 286-10) M SEC/SEC M SEC/SEC

[ Flight/Motion 247.5 A Flight/Motion 495.0 500.2
RMX-86 O.S. 5.0

B Flight/Motion 495.0 500.0
RMX-86 O.S. 5.0

C Flight/Motion 495.0 500.0
~I RMX-86 O.S. 5.0

, Host VDU 142.0 D Host VDU 426.0 431.0
RMX-86 O.S. 5.0

VDU Page 7.7 E VDU Page 426.0 431.0
Generation Generation

RMX-86 O.S. 5.0

Visual 80.4 F Visual 482.0 530.6
Engines 7.2 Engines 43.2

RMX-86 O.S. 5.0

Fuel 49.3 G Fuel 295.8 536.0
AFCS 22.5 AFCS 135.0
Boom Control 17.6 Boom Control 105.0

RMX-86 O.S. 5.0

Supervisor 6.2 RMX-86 O.S. 5.0
Instruction Aids 7.5 H Instruction Aids 37.2 310.2
Sound 6.7 Sound 45.6

,,. Test Preflight 1.0 Test Preflight 40.2
Digital Readout 5.6 Digital Readout 33.6
IOS/IOC 2.3 IOS/IOC 138.0
Cycle Time Check 1.6 Cycle Time Check 9.6

Microprocessor Assignment Example
Table 6

' ABOUT THE AUTHOR

modes. Documentation on how to
reconfigure the operating system for thesegrwt moe hol eprcrd Richard J. Sylvester has over twenty-.growth modes should be procured.,ih er of eniern, technical and

eight years ofengineering,tehiaan

4. Support Concept. The support management experience encompassing system

concept imp otE inctiPIDS is one of and software requirements definition and
procurung the latest computer and validation, computer resource support

and continually planning, software development methodology

accommodating all vendor changes. This and management, configuration control,accmmoatng llvenorchage. Tis computer program design and testing,

may prove to be inappropriate for software verification validation and
- distributed micro systems. Spare parts

may be delivered with the system. certification, software related research
and development, mathematical modeling and

Freezing the hardware configuration and simulation. ie obtained a B. E. in civil
the operating system for a period of time engineering and a M.E. in structural
(i.e. seven to ten years) followed by a engineering from Yale University. His

. complete replacement of the computational Ph.D. in civil engineering and applied
system may be more cost effective. This mathematics was earned at the University
will require further study. of Colorado. He has worked in various

capacities for Martin-Marietta, Aerospace
Corporation, General Research Corporaticr
and the Aeronautical Systems Division,
USAF, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio, among others. He is currently
president of The Systems Productivity &
Management Corporation )f Dayton, Ohio.
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- DATA BASE MANAGEMENT OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Robert L. Schwing
Director, Research and Development

Link Flight Simulation Division, The Singer Company
Binghamton, New York

00
ABSTRACT

The incessant increase in computational power provided by microelectronics has not begun
(V~ to be matched by corresponding improvements in software productivity. This now trite obser-

vation has especially pernicious implications in the Weapon/Mission simulator field, where0 massive developments of demanding, new, real-time software in relatively short time spans
0 are away of life.

0.. This paper describes a new, comprehensive approach to satisfy this need: a software
* development environment which relates the total set of information relevant to the software

** ~* I product through data base management techniques. The main elements of the concept include:

__1) Organization of the simulator (software and hardware) into a hierarchical frame-
* . work, clearly separating functions so that top-down design and modularization will

be substantially easier.

2) Arrangement of all types of product information -- from specifications, through
requirements and designs, to code itself -- in an engineering data base patterned
exactly upon the hierarchical framework in "I" above.

3) Merging of management status information and configuration control data into the
same framework.

4) Provision of a coherent set of tools to "connect" all elements of the data base for
development, control, and management purposes.

Progress to date has shown that explicit correlation among all elements of the data base
can exist and that traceability (location and identification) of each functional entity is
readily provided. Precise configuration is known at each level of development, which inher-
ently leads to configuration management, an automatic "coldstart" capability, and correlation
of changes to related information sets.

It is our conviction, based on experience, that the creation of an all-inclusive, data-
based product development and management system such as the one described herein is essential
to cope with the software quality and schedule needs of modern Weapon/Mission simulator de-
velopment programs.

BACKGROUND In general, the errors associated with these
software intensive devices can be classified

For a number of years, the frustration asso- into three basic areas: requirement errors,
ciated with specifying, managing, developing, design errors, and coding errors. Figure 2, pre-

'p ,testing, and maintaining complex simulators has sented at the AIIE 1977 Software Conference, 11-
tormented both customer and supplier. The in- lustrates the dominant type of error as program
dustry has witnessed a significant growth in the size grows.
development of training devices with heavy empha-
sis on software. Methodologies and tools have
been generated in order to identify and correct
problems but software induced overruns still The software development problem has reached
occur while products fall short of their goals. its present level of severity largely because of

.In May 1980, Dr. Boehm presented the accompany- the use of manual, or, at best, semiautomatic
Igfigure (seFigure 1) depicting the cost means originally formulated for "average" pro-

trends related to hardware and software, grams . On today's medium- or large-size projects
As lagerthe software structure and all of the data asso-

Aslremore complex programs are under- ciated with each of its modules cannot be re-
taken, previous tools and methodologies no corded and manipulated manually with any hope of
longer are adequate. Added to the complexity accommodating, in real time, the high level of
factor is the schedule factor which has remained change activity associated with the software
unchanged or shortened. The sum total is soft- engineering process. Th~s paper describes an
ware development which Is burdened with problems approach to creating an orderly, coherent soft-
and issues that work against a high quality end ware development environment for simulator
product. software.
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A hierarchical structure for partitioning a
simulator into functionally meaningful elements
has been developed. The elements were selected

HARDWAREso as to maximize internal coherence and track-
ability while minimizing harmful interaction
between various simulator parts. Each major
function can be partitioned hierarchically until

0U11DEEOMN levels are reached where the complexity of the
OF elements are readily manageable by an individual
can with a single work assignment. Partitioning

rules are being developed to ensure that the
following benefits are realized:

SO~r*Ai(1) Well-defined interfaces will exist be-
tween elements at all levels of the
hierarchical structure.

2) Progress in each element will be inde-
lip 19 pendent of all others as long as inter-

faces have been defined and are properly
Figure 1. HARDWARE-SOFTWARE COST TRENDS maintained.

3) Clearly defined element responsibility
will be established w'thin the
hierarchy.

4) There will be a minimum propagation of
LARGERt disruption to other parts of the simu-

91 PRCNTG lator caused by requirement changes,
DO* data corrections, limitations on

availability of manpower assigned,
34 WLLI Ot'~lsquality of output, etc. The extent of

PECNAEoG this propagation will be evidenced by
au reflecting changes in the established

o interface conditions.
COIN DEFCT

M'SULANOUS5) Documentation will have a one-to-one
BK oil 3K Im8 SlIK 2009 relationship with the structured par-

SIZ ofPROGRAM IN KLINES 00 £SIMSLIACDE titions and, therefore, will receive
the benefits of visibility and insen-

Figure 2. POTENTIAL DEFECTS IN PROGRAMMING sitivity to schedule disruption or
change activity occurring in unrelated
parts of the simulator.

-p..APPROACH Because of the complex nature of current
-. - simulators and the real-time requirement changes
One of the most obvious conclusions that can that go on during the life span (anywhere from 3

be drawn from past programs is that there must to 7 years) of a contract, an automated manage-
be an effective procedure by which software ment system relating all of the data is para-
development for a simulator can be broken down mount. The development of a Software Engineering
into segments which can be effectively managed, Management System (SEMS), which integrates, with-
produced, tested, and documented. The software in a single coimmon data base, information relat-
engineering process itself consists of many inte- ing to the content and progress of the elements
grated, creative, and procedural tasks. There- in the hierarchy, is underway. The SEMS is the

fore th firt rquiemen fo maagemnt f ameans by which complete information regarding
large software enterprise is that it be brokenstucoen, osrataditrfig
down into units small enough to be effectively will be assembled and maintained within a common
worked on individually. This can generally be computer-based environment for engineering,
done by constructing a ".software family tree" logistics, and management purposes.

*4 .~ ~ which, at a minimum, assigns module designations Amjrrqieeto h aabs hls
to identified software functions that must be Amjrrqieeto h aabs hls
performed for the proper operation of a simulator ophy employed in this development was that each
system or subsystem. The software functions must bit of inforimation will be contained within the%be responsive to provisions of a specification, data base but must only exist once within the
a functional description of an operational unit, data base. This key factor established the re-
or a formal statement of requirements. Ironical- quirements for a distributable, relational data
ly, these requirement-type documents themselves base. Since there are a relatively large number
tend not to follow the functional breakdown of of Data Base Management Systems (DBt4S's) avail-

- ,.the software family tree, since they were pre- able, the following major criteria were used to
pared completely independently of the functional narrow the selection process:
structure. Consequently, multiple cross-refer-
encing becomes necessary if the functional soft- - Strong support for unstructured management
ware modules are to be traceable and accountable inquiry of the data base.
to a customer-approved or customer-furnished - Minimum load on the resources of the host
standard. computer.
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-Avoidance of heavy cormmitment to a partic- compliant network work center providing file
ular computer vendor's product line, transfers, data base transactions, and project

interaction.
These factors lead to the conclusion that a Figure 5 represents the distribution of

backendprocsso (daa bse mchie) wichfunctions of a typical network work center.
operated within the definition of relational User system connections are through a front-end

databass an whch ouldbe nteface toany teleprocessor referred to as the network inter-
of the more commonly used simulator computersfae Thsitrce losrvesllwk
(i.e., Perkin-Elmer, SEL, Harris, Digital , etc. ) center-to-work center commnunications. The rich
was essential. The proof of this hypothesis is tool set available in the UNIX environment pro-
now being developed on a Britton-Lee 1DM 500. vides a sound basis to meet the present and

future needs. The data base machine, augmented
by th~e UNIX file structure, serves as the vehi-

With the proposed use of a back-end proces- cle for data base management. A project data
sor, it was clear that the main operating en- base housed within the data base machine will
vironment of the primary processor must be contain all necessary intelligence for simulator
flexible and rich with support tools. The UNIX load build and software test. These data and
(licensed by Bell Laboratories) operating envi- directives must be formulated into command/data
ronment was selected for three primary reasons: sequences acceptable to the target environment

for the particular project. The functional
1) UNIX is currently hosted on all mini/ distribution represented by Figure 5 provides

super mini-computers presently used in for the inevitable condition when the target or
flight simulators, plus several (IBM simulator computational system is of a different
and UNIVAC) main-frame computers, as manufacturer than the simulator development
well as several microcomputers. As a system.
result, a broad range of UNIX-based The software test capability for a simulator
systems exist which are capable of will be hosted on a computational system similar
handling a variety of efforts, from to the actual systems used on the particular

majo deelomen in-ous toon-itesimulator. The testing (modules, module groups)
softaremainenaceof simulator software will be performed by this

2) UNIX provides a stable work environment system. The activities typical of the test sys-
for engineering, logistics support, and tem will be compilation, link/load, program vani-

projct mnagment prducig adeveop- able location resolution, test program operation,
mret processmwhich pisdneing a similar preparation of test results and residency for
manner from project to project. This test programs and data. SEMS will provide the

is agret avantge n tat i avids vehicle for test processing. Test results will
retraining costs, redevelopment of the be received back in the SEMS environment. Trans-

samesubystes, chedle elay, ec., mission and receipt of the test-associated data
whie providings inhdepedee s foen-. and software will require no special handling by
dhir coutaional sytemsnde(eg.,msoft- the development engineer. The fact that another
ware development for a Vendor A basedcoptriinledwlberasrntoth
simulator could be conducted on a user. Definition of the SEMS-to-simulator soft-

B copute or ny esird cobi- ware test system interface will require theVendor B optro n eie ob- determination of appropriate protocol, a de-
nation).tailed list of the data items and conmmands to

3) UNIX use is expanding rapidly, thus properly direct the operation of the software
allowing great access to additional test facility computer, and a description of
software tools developed by other users test results returned.
which may have applicability to our own For each simulator target computational
development process. system, an interface with SEMS must be devel-

oped. All software, data, constructs, and
Initially, the SEMS is targeted to be able load-building information will reside in the

to provide the following capabilities: SEMS environment and must be manipulated
uniquely for each different target to achieve

1) Requirements/specification reference the desired operational result. A key principle
2) Module interface information of software configuration management is satis-
3) Status inforimation for each component fied by controlling all materials for the

of software design product in one place, namely the SEMS data
4) Deincode implementation base. The fact that the final product is

D Signr cag takn generated from this controlled environment
ensures predictable product content. The fact

Figure 4 presents the general software that no other sources of input to the final
development environment which is made possible product will be tolerated guarantees product
through the UNIX tools and utilities. A work configuration integrity. The tasks necessary
center can be located at any number of sites and for implementation are to define a protocol for
remain in continuous communication through the SEMS/target communication interface and to
UNIX network capability. It has been proven determnine the data, software items, and direc-
that each of the sites can have different com- tives necessary for successful load building on
puter vendor equipment and still be a fully the simulator computer.
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* PRESENT STATUS - Software Allocated Baseline -- i.e., the
set of technical documentation that de-

A UNIX environment, hosted on a Perkin-Elmer fines trainer software at the end of the
3210 and interfaced with a Britton-Lee IDM 500, analysis phase of the software development.
is installed and working. The system has an
auto-dial/auto-answer modem hookup. The system Software Design Baseline -- i.e., the set
has conversed with UNIX systems hosted on SEL of technical documentation and software
and VAX computers. It has accomplished file that defines the trainer software at the
transfers and file manipulations on other UNIX end of the design phase of software devel-
systems in directed, when available, and as- opment.
required modes.

-'Software Operational Baseline -- i.e., the
The development of a relational data base, set of all technical documentation and

cross-referencing the software elements of a software that define the trainer software
typical simulator, has been accomplished. Addi- at the point of release to the Customer
tionally, documents (not code) related to the Configuration Management System.
software elements have been entered into the

- data storage of the UNIX environment. This data And if the software development process can
has then been manipulated, both intentionally be captured in an automated, data base system
and unintentionally, and successfully controlled with the visibility and control which is the
within the UNIX environment. (In fact, the objective here, why not capture the entire
schedule and on-going progress of this develop- simulator project on such a system? Many
ment program is contained in the "experimental" activities now under way are proving that this

. environment.) concept is viable and desirable.

The policies and procedures for system imple- CONCLUSION
mentation are now being refined. The B-52 WST
is being used as a model since it represents one The system described in this paper is pres-

- of the most advanced, complex simulators built ently under development. It appears to have
to date. In conjunction with the procedures great potential and even greater flexibility.

% being developed, key individuals from the As was noted, the policies and procedures for
engineering, logistics, and program management implementation will have a profound effect on
areas are providing real-time feedback regarding the successful implementation of the system. In
present experiences, both good and bad. In this the end, this development system may represent
manner, the development project is exploiting the technical feature which most affects simu-
both earlier and current experience. It is haor programs in a positive manner in the years
expected that this project will be an evolution- to come. It will be the tool used by both

* ary system with refinements far into the future, technical and management personnel.

FUTURE GOALS ABOUT THE AUTHOR

The proof of this software development envi- Robert L. Schwing is the Director for Re-
ronment will be in its universal application to search and Development, Link Flight Simulation
new simulator programs. Since all new programs Division, The Singer Company. He came to Link
tend to have their unique requirements and in 1982 after more than 15 years of civil ser-
development patterns, the true worth of the sys- vice with the U.S. Air Force at Wright-Patterson
tem will be in its flexibility for growth. The AFB. He was the Assistant for Software to the
present system has concentrated on the "Product Deputy for Simulators and, prior to that, the
Baseline"; i.e., the set of technical documents Program Manager for the B-52/KC-135 Weapon Sys-
and software that defines the trainer software at tem Trainer program while at the Simulator SPO.
the end of the product phase of the software de- He was a key participant in the design and con-
velopment. Expansion into the following areas struction of the Flight Control Developmen-.
is occurring: Laboratory facilities, including the unique

engineering flight simulation equipment .on-
- Software Functional Baseline -- i.e., the tained in the USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

set of technical documentation that de- Mr. Schwing is a registered Professional
fines trainer software at the end of the Engineer and is a member of Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau

. software planning phase. Sigma, ASME and AIAA.
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00-. SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION SUPPORT

Kerry M Atchinson

Boeing Military Airplane Company
Wichita. Kansas

0ABSTRACT

0. Generation and support of documentation accompanying software development is historically a low-efficiency, high-cost
undertaking. Frequently the situation arises where a choice must be made to fulfill documentation requirements and incur

*cost and schedule overruns. or to complete the software product in a reasonable time and deliver less than adequate
documentation The primary difficulties are efficient generation. quick and thorough update, and document correlation on
large projects. Automated methods can alleviate these problems by (1) application of word processing systems to the
generation and editing of descriptive text. (2) use of a data base manager-type control of system interface definition and
document correlation, (3) use of pseudo-code for first-time design and flowchart generation, and (4) the use of special
purpose software tools to perform analysis of code for flowchart and module interface updating,

Documentation of software can be performed on several levels of Trainer (WST) prototypes for the USAF. produced approximately
complexity. The lowest level is perhaps the basic user's guide that 1,000,000 lines of source code. This resulted in roughly 91.000 sheets
accompanies small software items or those packages where a of non-listing detailed design documentation This does not include
detailed knowledge of ti software internals is unneeded or the amount of documentation produced in the generation of functional
undesirable. This guide is usually textual, giving only installation and specifications, implementation specifications. or the programmers
usage instructions. A higher level of complexity is encountered when notebooks, CPS guide, and other items of the Part I Spec
system descriptions are included, as may be the case with a vendor's Additionally, there were in excess of 7.000 revisions to the source
operating system. The user in these cases is given needed parts comprising the CPS, Assuming that each revision and
information on the interplay of the system's elements and possibly a associated document release required the modification of a minimum
fair amount of detail on the internal workings of the system in addition of three sheets (one flowchart, one narrative, and one revision status
to the installation and usage information. Still omitted are the detailed sheet), there were at least 21,000 regenerated documentation sheets
design information, engineering trade-offs, and associated for a total of 112,000 effective non-listing pages of design documents
background information on philosophy, methodology, metc., that must
accompany the most complex level of documentation - that given to Naturally, there are impediments to the completion of a task of this
the military or the government in general. Examples are compliance magnitude. One of the problems with which many organizations must
with the "Part II Specification" called out by USAF Data Item deal is the lack of sufficient numbers of skilled engineers and
Descriptions DI-E-3120B/Mt Computer Program Product programmers to perform the designing and coding tasks. Engineering
Specifications, and the DI-H-3277/M7 Training Equipment Computer support personnel who should undertake much of the documentation
Program Documentation. task are therefore frequently utilized to perform in an engineering role

This places a greater burden of document generation upon the
1 The Part II Specification includes computer program descriptions, engineers and programmers which adds to the schedule impact

table and data base descriptions, a real-time cross reference.
programmer's notebooks, time and memory allocation tracking data, a The major issue in documenting software, even with an abundance
Computer Program System (CPS) guide, and of course, any of designers and support personnel, is the cost. A reasonable cost
associated vendor manuals. The general contents of the Part II estimate for a delivered page of documentation is three manhours
Specification are depicted in Figure 1. Of the documentation items (MH).0 1 It can be assumed that about one MH for one round of editing
listed, only two items are easily supplied: the listings and vendor and revising with an additional 0.5 MH for typingl2 1 are embedded in
manuals. this figure. Each additional revision of a page can then be estimated at

P A q T I. ,' 1.5 MH. The documentation cost of a WST-sized project could then be
expected to be 304,500 MH, or approximately 1.750 man months

- - (MM). This can be further emphasized by noting that a comparison of

document generation to code generation shows that documentation
-- L U M U I, R u (; H Lt SC i'T I b accounts directly and indirectly for about 60 percent of project costs as; . ,U ).00,t L I ,L

A,(Al I Vt opposed to 40 percent of project costs for coding."' Obviously,
•C,'Ir r3 odocumentation is a candidate for cost reduction.

, AS 3-miL I f S IZEJu HZ How can this cost be reduced? Perhaps the most apparent remedy

- - 1 A ot rb A )J L A A A 6t. is the application of word processing to those areas of the documents
U, ' A 1 Ii, that are texual. In-house BMAC experience with word processing

I 0t 1L t i indicates that savings of 60-70 percent are possible when revision and

I 'IL MtA 1) Mt. IJ Y C U'Z) I K AI. retyping are undertaken through word processing rather than

-- KIAL I L,-,t ,OZ) Kl- Lflt ,Lt conventional secretarial methods. The 7,000-plus released revisions
t Aton WST could be translated to an expected expenditure of 31.500

,A CU. .. t ,MH. A 60 percent reduction via word processing brings about a: . PLC ULlAK ,,O, T f l b
, ' ij,LCI It L;.,t1uJt possible savings of 18,900 MH. If the cost of revising a document

* *'i ! .~SU A,. || t- U page is conservatively set at one MH, the savings over the 21.000•L ' hi ,tiL ,t'A tu. , revised pages is still 12,600 MH. Applying these possible savings to

' I k tI A41 zt/t ALLuLA7Ii, the embedded revision in the three MH per page yields a modified
page cost of 2.4 MH, implying a savings of 20 percent over the basic

-- i-, ,,ul it cost of the 91,000 non-revision sheets, or 54.600 MH (still using one'-iuiArII b. ti'E MH per embedded revision). When considered together. the

reductions amount to about 67,200 MH or 22 percent Of course, the1 -- V t 01 , AVI)AL 5 major benefit of this type of reduction is not that the job could be done

Figure 1. Part II Specification Structure more efficiently. Rather, a less ominous spectre of the documentation
cost would allow the job to be performed in the first place.

On a large software project. the effort required to produce this
documentation can be staggering. The Boeing Military Airplane The word processor would be the mainstay of smaller protects and
Company (BMAC), in building the B-52/KC-135 Weapons Systems those supplying only the lower levels of documentation Indeed. for
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the large project generating a Part II Spec. the word processor can segments of code and flowchart icid trm-e',.-, lteut 'ead,,
play a very large role, particularly in supporting the CPS guide. the integration with descriptive text for each if tri, Jesiri evels
programmers notebooks, and the modeling and narrative sections of
the computer program descriptions Other areas are better served in f ) I " t-_ -it I
other manners, especially the module design flowcharts inlerlace
lists, data base structure and memory allocation, and the real-time
cross reference. Of these, the most extensive and time-consuming in - ,
generation are the flowcharts and the interface lists '

-L,I LtL I rH.iI~
Flowchaning an 'as-built piece of software is prone to similar - L

problems as writing the narrative text - adherence to drawing
standards, typing comments into the flow elements, analysis of the Figure 3. Leading Code Block
code, etc. An alternative is to implement an automatic flowcharting

* tool. Without the specific approval of the procuring agency. however, kt V T t A T L I U

this is proscribed by data item descriptions such as the DI-H-3277/M7 ...............................................

Why is there an aversion to auto-flowcharting? The usual auto-flow C I.a t,'.pi Is Tt TOP LeVtL
tool has been used to generate what amounts to an additional listing - . 3. LL L, 11

IP t L )

of the code which fails to enhance the software s supportability The C 1 1.1 i,, TH F IN!t T I H I (.,u
secondary goal of an auto-flow tool then should be to chart the design ---------------------
in an understandable and useful form One of the more highly I

C I. I.?~ U1. Tilt btIONU I M 1 %6
acclaimed design approaches is the top-down method, where the - - . i,,
basic programming problem is iteratively divided into subsets of less
general. more detailed problems that can eventually be easily solved Figure 4. Top Design Levet Code
on an individual basis. Flowcharting a top-down design in a likewise
manner greatly enhances the usefulness of the documentation and its
acceptability to the user.

: o T ir j. S 1 : I t-
BMAC has an auto-flow tool in the final stages of development, the I L t Vt_ L

Document Support System (DSS). which performs the flowchart
generation in a top-down manner thus directly reflecting the levels of
the design. At the same time, the source code image is separated into
design levels corresponding to the generated flowcharts and
formatted to reflect the logic nesting of each level. For illustration, a
simple two-design level program has been generated and analyzed. -------------.---

,. . Figure 2 shows the entire source image listing of the program which : . '1(1 L L ,. i,

has been written for a Gould SEL 32/55 using a subset of
'- "-" S-FORTRAN developed by Caine. Farber & Gordon, Inc. :I. -

i A I 11Li M U(,f

I ',LILiL * I LII-I 'Ji,,

LL .f SrAl Ib Imt jrJ :Ir vr l-'
L FI : -----------,

L

L

L L - - - - - - - - - - - --t

L

L I.C.C t r le-i 1 , , r, I
.. .... .. . ---. ..............

L -IrS Iv- - ~ri, 4(_ , YiL f L
LL I

FL I

Figure 2. Example Program

Separation of the code and attendant flowcharts per design level is Figure 5. Top Design Level Flowchart
depicted in Figures 3 through 7. The leading block of code. used for
variable mnemonic attribute generation, common area references,

- and data initialization has been set aside in Figure 3 Figures 4 and 5 tV t A t Wt

re p re se nt the to p d e sig n le ve l o f 'e xe cuta b le co d e . In F ig u re 4 , co d e ----- .............................................

subsection 1.1 is shown with a replacement statement highlighted by ( I t.C TI'l trW)t ULO,.O t H I - ,
dashed lines. while subsection 1.2 is represented only by a comment L .2. t -I Wr 0A A-0 T, bt LCu fl, T N
This makes it immediately apparent that 1 1 is not subdivided into I K

lower design levels, while 1.2 is. The flowchart of Figure 5 shows the - -C------------------------

logical flow of the top design level Branching due to TRUE or FALSE - IF .t ,.
states of the decision is indicated by T or 'FF' within the logic paths L I I.L>. F tI T Ht I WI L A T LI,

leading from the decision block. Figures 6 and 7 show the second - . L I-Pule : .U AL St.
level of design (code subsection 1.2) pictured w ith the corresponding -- I----.. . . . . . . .

comment and process block displayed in the previous design level to
aid in identification of the listing and flowchart Those separated Figure 6. Second Design Level Code
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Applying the 22 percent word processing savings to one-half of the
- . .- -- -- -- -- -- original 304.500 MH cost. or 152 250 MH yields a savings of 33 830

I , ). e I MH It we then assume the 15-second expenditure for generating the
I Lt L' t ii I analysis of the example program applies to each sheet rather than all

of them then each sheet costs 15/3600 MH or 1/240 MH Compared
to oui conservative 1/4 MH estimate for manual generation this

- . . .- --- --- --- represents a savings of over 98 percent The original cost of the
56.000 flowchart and design level sheets would be 14 000 MH at the
114 MH rate A 98 percent reduction would be 13.720 MH for a total

-. savings of 47.550 MH Applied to a revised original cost of 166 250

LI" "t) MH (allowing 114 MH each for the flowcharts and design level lists
Tr I .• * assumed to comprise one-halt of the 112,000 effective pages) the

results are a savings of nearly 27 percent Possibilities of this sort
especially given the conservative estimating obviously start to bring

-- -high quality large documentation tasks into the realm of feasibility

- -------------- Documentation of module and system interlaces in a large system

:? - I 'J, I L A t I o can be substantially more difficult than the documentation of the
t . t. b,3 A . designs. given that many of the designs must be analyzed and

- correlated to give proper information for a few interfaces This, of

-" course, should then be accomplished in parallel with the progression
- - - - -" of the design as the interfaces evolve A prime candidate for support

of this would be a Data Base Management System (DBMS) which
, correlates and maintains a data base of system interfaces For this

- . . . .- - - - - purpose. BMAC has instituted a DBMS with the MAXXIMUM data
]. . L I I fit base manager by California Software Products. Inc.. as its nucleus

: L*'+~~i )I L , L'A -i; I * .This DBMS maintains interfaces which are implemented through the

- ; : Gould SEL Datapool common memory facility and creates the
, : mnemonic dictionaries used to link software load modules to the

-- -. .--------- appropriate data spaces within the Datapool In addition to the
" variable mnemonic, recorded data include variable attributes, dates of

"- -:.entry to the system and modification, logical location within the
appropriate Datapool, software modules using the variable, and

Figure 7. Second Design Level Flowchart computers where using modules are resident This obviously eases
As evidenced. DSS can be used for analysis and documentation of the pain of document generation as a great deal of this information

existing code, provided certain coding standards have been followed, can be gleaned from software module source code Others. such as
* Additional applications are the generation of first-time flowcharts and logical location within the Datapool. can be generated by the DBMS in

the update of documentation per changes to design. Module response to variable attributes, unless constrained by operator input
designers generate a pseudo code of comments and generic logic An example of documented interface variables is given in Figure 8
structures, then use DSS to construct the design's flowchart. This Each of the two variable data entries gives the basic information
gives excellent visibility to the design, its evolution, and its adheren-.e stated above plus other pertinent facts such as the frequency at which
to top-down and structured techniques. The example program of the data is used and generated. Such listings can be easily generated
Figure 2 is in much the same format as would be generated by a for entire Datapool mnemonic dictionaries, or subsets thereof, to
designer under these circumstances. The two variables L and I have document tables and data bases according to the requirements
been inserted to provide proper syntax for the 'IF' logic structures, and contained within the Part II Spec.

- - would be replaced with proper mnemonics as they are defined.
wl bThe individual software module documentation is enhanced by the

An extremely optimistic expectation for the cost of the flowcharts DBMS-produced module interface listing, shown in part in Figure 9
and design level listings would be 1/4 MH per sheet. The amount of The module in question is shown boxed in asterisks on the left with
time required to generate all the sheets represented by Figures 3 individual interface linkages drawn to related modules shown boxed

- through 7 was about 15 seconds, or 1/4-minute of real-time, leaving a on the right portion of the figure Each link shows the variable
great deal of spare computer time within the 15-second span. If we mnemonic for the data space that it represents. the type of data space
assume that text and 'boilerplate' comprise about one-half of each (ie., integer byte, logical byte, etc.), the data space array size, and the

4" design document's non-listing pages, and the other half consists of relative flow of data depicted by an appropriately oriented caret
*flowcharts and design-level listings, we can arrive at a cost-savings

estimate for combined word processing and auto-flowcharting. Interface documentation on the part of the DBMS is top-down in

KC-135 NAVIGATOR STATION PRIVATE MEMORY CPU 04 (QTP 14 / CS/S6A'81

IBPMFZRQ MASTER FREEZE REQUEST DATE CHANGED 12/3I/1980
-UNITS- -RANGE- -ACCURACY- -RESOLUTION- -TYPE- (REF PAGE K0999)
N/A E -2NR N/A -L I INTEGER BYTE• qDATE ENTERED 24 MAY 1978

-M NEMONIC- -MODULE NAME- -PART NUMBER- -FREQ- -MODE- -CPU- -DATE ENTERED- -DATE CHANGED-
GENERATED BY RNIBSEPS OPSYSICPU 4 S' EX PC 291-47104-1 F 20 HZ ALL 4 0S/25/197B 12-191980
USED BY RWIBPRSS PROCESS SIMULATOR ST 291-40230-4 A 20 HZ BOTH 4 02/25/1981 ;2,'l/98O

RNIBSEPS OPSYS/CPU 4 ST EX PC 291-417104-1 P 20 HZ ALL H 05125/1979 02'9/190
d DETAIL DESCRIPTION ! (BASEeOI)

IBPPOSPT POINTER TO THE ARRAY POSITION OF ELAPSED FRAME TIME; VALUE IS RELATED TO CPU DATE CHANGED 12/31/1980
-UNITS- -RANGE- -ACCURACY- -RESOLUTION- -TYPE- (REF PAGE 00999)
TOO 1-7 TBO TED I INTEGER BYTE INITIALIZE TO ZERO
DATE ENTERED 26 SEP 1977 CPU INITIALIZATION REQUIRED

* -MNEMONIC- -MODULE NAME- -PART NUMBER- -FREQ- -MODE- -CPU- -DATE ENTERED- -DATE CHANCED
GENERATED BY CPU INIT CPU 05 INIT DATA 291-4T0O0-9 - N/A N/A S 1 '/19BO 02,24/9I9B

CPU INIT CPU O INIT DATA 291-4T100-8 M N/A N/A 4 12/3 1/ N980 02/21/1980
% USED BY MWOBINIT INITIALIZE MAINT. EX 291-40726-2 - N/A ALL S 03/03/1980 04/01/1980

MAIBEXEC MAINTANENCE EXEC 291-40726-1 D 20 HZ ALL 5 ] 1/06/19;8 02'27/1981
RW 1PEXX OPSY SCPU EX NUC FEC cSI-40229-I E 20 HZ ALL 4 05/25/1978 T03/IHBq%  
CPU INIT CPU OS INIT DATA 291-47100-9 - N/A N/A 5 12/31/1900 02,/2/190

SWOLIS INSTRUCTOR STA CONT SWOLIS J BKGRD ALL 5 02/14/1978 0/'24/1980
CPU INIT CPU 04 INIT DATA 211-47IO0-8 M H/A H/H 4 12'31/ISBo 0/'"IB
RWIBPEOS 5 PSYS/CPU EX NUC FEC RWIBPEO5 C 20 HZ BOTH 5 08/26/1977 02/02/1980

DETAIL DESCRIPTION (BASES03)

Figure 8. Interface Data Base Documentation
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. <-S<-SC-S<-S,'-5'-S IRSW?SC '-S-S'- (-S 1 I )(-:

-SC-S-S-S -b(-S LPSDILSR '-5<-S<-b<-StL8 I) '-o

, -SC- -S -S L LSnILSN ' -Se-SC 5<- (LH 1)<,-

<-S<-S-S-S<-S-S LRSFitFW 4-54-S-S<-5S(L I )<-.

<-'- -- S-S'-S LRSFMFkN <-Se-S<-5<-S(Lt )<-I

>-5>-S->->sI-S ,RWSPIOPF? >,-S>-S -StF- )-'

Figure 9. Inter-Module Interfaces

essence. starting with the contents of the data base and moving down As with DSS, the DBMS process has the added benefit that
to the module interface level. On the other hand. DSS has an interface discrepancies can almost always be detected and brought to light as
documentation capability that starts with the module internal soon as the offending source code is analyzed and its interface
interfaces and moves up to the system level An interface analysis of expectations are compared to the data base the DBMS produces an
the brief example program is shown in Figure 10 The variable output that documents these discrepancies. as depicted in Figure 12
mnemonics I. K and L are shown to be unique to the module, while This particular example indicates that the module RO2BBAOU has

LBPPHUGD has been found in a predesignated common memory defined several mnemonics to be in a common memory area. but
data base. thus allowing DSS to obtain array-size information and the never references these mnemonics in executable code. Additionally.
variable's description. Mnemonic I' is shown to be an output of level the mnemonics are shown not to exist within the data base This has
1.0, by virtue of an 0' in the left column of the I/O matrix in the right probably arisen from a previous deletion of the mnemonics from the
portion of the figure. The right-hand column (for level 1 2) has no data base and executable code, while a somewhat careless change
entry, indicating the T is not used on the second design level DSS implementation has allowed the common definitions to remain. Two

• has obviously shown us that the module is suspect, since a unique other variables are shown to disagree in array sizes between those
" variable is generated as an output in one design level, but is never expected by the module and those implemented by the data base.

used as an input. Similarly, mnemonics are shown to be inputs by the
presence of an T in the design level column of the matrix, and While cost estimates for the preparation of interface documentation
mnemonics both used and generated are represented with a B. As are not really available, it should be apparent that the process is
DSS analyzes modules, external interface information may be certainly no easier than manual design documenting. Suffice it to say
retained and later used to document interfaces between modules that the process which generated the information, of which Figure 9 is
within a system, and between different systems of multiple modules. a part, took less than four minutes of computer real-time The
This difference in approach between the DBMS and DSS is possibilities of savings should speak for themselves.

summarized in Figure 11. The redundant aspect of system interface
documentation makes an excellent cross-check mechanism, and In order to efficiently perform these flowcharting and interface
helps to ensure data base and interface integrity documenting capabilities, some standards and conventions should be

i i imposed upon the software to be documented. In the instance of the
. interface DBMS. variable mnemonics are required to utilize the first
0 0 three characters to show variable attributes of type and size, and

0 0 whether they are to reside in a particular region of the Datapool
o common area or are unique to the module. DSS requires that the code

U 0 follow structured precepts and be designed in a top-down fashion.
Submodules and design levels within the code must then be

I ... a... LUCAL VilXIA'1L, .... u I commented with a numbering system that indicates to which
A .. LULAL Y&K1hdLt *.. U

L I.** **. LUcAL VA .IAOlLE I** u submodule and design level a segment of code belongs. Figure 13
LdPPhUJ, U (uU1) P1'U6OIU FLAG U U illustrates the hierarchical numbering of the example program

Figure 10. Example Program Interfaces processed by DSS It can be successfully argued that other benefits of
such practices (e.g., increased reliability) far outweigh the trouble of

"*, _standards implementation. without even considering the applications

I DBMS to documentation,

- - - - - - --- .The basic requirements of a general Part II Spec can be satisfied with
the word processing, auto-flowcharting. and auto-interface-

I D Dase I documenting described above. Other items such as the Real-Time

-I Cross Reference can be completed with an extension of the DBMS
L---------- - - source code analysis. Once these or similar mechanisms are

implemented, however, there is still room for improvementHA System Correlation of documentation is a consideration, as are consolidation
Interfaces /of document integration and generation of such items as test

;- -- - - --- discrepancy reports, change requests, etc. Document correlation may

F lModules well take the form of a DBMS function that maintains data on
SIternl functional requirements documents, implementation requirements

L - ----- --- documents, and design and test documents A change to a functional
requirement paragraph could then be linked to subordinate

DSS implementation requirements and design and test documents.
generating a 'need to change' list. Likewise. a module design change
could be picked up by the DBMS and result in an output indicating a

Figure 11. DBMS/DSS Perspectives need to change the appropriate text through word processing
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Figure 12. Interface Discrepancies
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SOFTWARE PROGRESS TRACKI NG SYSTEM

T. Michael Moriarltv
AAI Corporation

Cockevsville, Maryland

00 ABSTR ACT

. The increasing complexity of software svstems combined with the requirements for
".'..,structured and modular designs have increased many fold the number of software elements

developed and delivered on recent simulator programs. The increased number of elements plus
i the traditionally "soft" milestones used to measure prore-ss has made monitoring software

"- development and Predicting future progress time consuming, subjective, and often unreliahlo.

A software progress tracking system which uses an earned point scheme has been sutccess-
fully used to monitor software development on several large simulator programs. Point; are
assigPed for each step in the software development cycle on a per element basis. The steps
are "hard" milestones in which a generated product Is accepted by program management. As the
products are accepted the associated points are earned. The ratio of earned points to total
possible points is compiled on an element, functional area, or total software system basis to
determine progress achieved. A report generator program, usually resident on the simulator
computational system, tabulates the data in a variety of management reports.

The system as implemented is flexible, highly automated, and is closely coupled to

*' configuration management systems and software quality assurance procedures to ensure validity

if data. The accumulated point values are quickly ascertained, objective, and based on the
current state of program development. Simple calculations or comparisons of the accumulated
point values provide an accurate measure of progress, deviation from schedule, and prediction
of future progress1

INTRODUCTION development personnel in meeting established

schedule and cost targets. By providing an
A large body of literature addresses the objective, timely measure of actual performance

functions of planning, organizing and directing with a comparison to expected performance, proj-
software development projects. Many texts and ect management will have the means to pinpoint
articles comprehensively discuss the initial schedule and cost deviations thus enabling them
stages of a project. The need for detailed to take action to assure schedule and cost
requirement specifications, development plans and targets are met.
development specifications are well documented.

The importance of clear organizational structure A performance measurement scheme should meet
and team responsibilities are well supported, several criteria. First and most importantly,
The techniques of top down, stepwise refinement the scheme should be objective. The person
of design and the requirement to review and claiming performance should not be required to
validate designs early in a program are well estimate degree of completion. Likewise, the
known. Conscientious application of these person monitoring performance should know exactly
management tools help ensure that the completed what a performance measurement represents.

* software product will meet its performance Ideally, the state of development should be suf-
requirements in a timely manner. ficlently visible and the measurement means

sufficiently clear to enable any project member
These tools and techniques emphasize func- to make the actual measurement.

tons performed early in the life of a project.
,-' Less information is available on the on-going Secondly, the scheme should measure per-

management function of control. Control can be formance in accomplishing the real task, i.e.,
thought of as a three step process: an attribute the development of deliverable software.
or characteristic of interest is measured, the Further, the resolution of the measuring scheme

' ,measured value is compared with an expected or should be sufficiently fine to measure incre-
baseline value, and an appropriate action is mental progress on a weekly or monthly basis and
taken if an unacceptable deviation exists. Any the measurement should be timely in that it
number of Items of interest during software measures the current state of development.
development may be controlled in this manner. Providing accurate, current performance Infor-
Development time, development costs, computer mation on a periodic basis can he a positive
memory usage and computer time are some of the motivating factor for a programming staff.

/ more common items.J Lastly, the scheme needs to he efficient. It

The purpose of this paper is to describe a should require minimal resources to collect,
method of measuring performance of the software collate and report performance data and should
development team and comparing the measured require minimum time to Interpret the results.
performance to a baseline schedule. Performance Systems which require constant inputs from the
here refers to the effectiveness of software programming staff, updates by clerical personnel,

S%



or integration of large amounts of data by man- milestones. the upkeep of hitr griph .n h., i

agement are not used. slow, -xpensive effort.

Another potent ial probtem i, thil I ho raiI,-

TYPICAL° MTHODS OF MEASIIRINC PERFORMANCF stone may not aoctiratelv reflect the, reAl t i ,.

If care is not taken to define the mfl t-i ,, h,-

Performance in software development is meas- milestone may not he hased on deliv,'riih e itI em,
ured typically either by estimating percent con- hut based on somethiln, which appears to 'h.w

pleted of a task or by counting the numher of progress sucb as lines of code general el. Al ,,

predetermined milestones which have been reached. If the milestones ire not caref tIIv chosen , it

In either method a schedule of tasks and/or mile- may hi' difficult to determine if the mil stoi,
stones is used as a baseline with which measured has been reached.

performance is compared.

In the estimate of percent completed method POINT ;YSTEM

the person actually doing the work estimates the
percent of the work which has been accomplighed A method of overcoming these prohlem, ia

* in reaching a milestone or completing a task, point system, which his been siccessfully usd on

The percent completed method has severai faults, several large simulator programs. The point svs-

The major fault is that the measurement is sub- tem is really an extension to the milest one

jective. The manager is asking a person with a system which lends itself to automation. In it,

vested interest in completing the task as early simplest form it is assumed that each softw;ire

*as possible to make an educated guess ais to how module goes through a similar development process
nearly complete he is. Most people tend to he and there are a number of clearly identifiable

optimistic in their ability to complete a task - milestones within that process. For the purpose

particularly if their manager subtly encourages of illustration, assume ten modules wt I he

optimism. The old bromide of a task being 95Y developed and four milestones will define the

complete for months is all too true. development process. The milestones may repre-

sent design reviewed and accepted, code walk-

While not necessarily a characteristic of the through complete, test results verified, and

percent completed method, a potential shortcoming module released.

of this method when used with tasks rather than

milestones, is the definition of completion is In the simple case each milestone for each

not always stated. Therefore, the person making software item is worth a point. In the case of
% the estimate may have one perception of what the the system with ten modules forty (40) points

task includes, while his manager may have can be earned. As part of each design review,

another. Hence when the programmer states the code walkthrough, test verification or release
task is 100% complete - written, tested and docu- audit, the milestone is achieved and the corres-

mented - the manager may have an unpleasant ponding point earned. Ry listing all of the

surprise when he asks to see the Installation modules and milestones achieved (points earned)

Guide. Therefore, since the end of the task may in a computer file, and creating a few simple

not be clearly defined, the estimates of comple- report generators, an objective, accurate, and

tion may be quite inaccurate, timely measure of performance can he acquired.

Figure I shows what a simple status report might

Since the estimates are subjective, the look like.

interpretation of the results may also he sub-

jective. In trying to ascertain the degree of SOFTWARE STATI1S REPORT

completeness of a Job, a manager may ask who made

the estimate and then apply a "correction factor" POINTS

to the estimate for that person to get a number DESIGN CODE TEST RETLEASE EARNED

he feels comfortable with.

Module A 1 1 2

The second method, or milestone method, Module 1 I

attempts to alleviate these problems by defining

specific milestones which must be met and mea- Module C I

suring performance by summing the number of Module n I I I I

milestones which have been met. This method is

much more objective, tends to describe the over- Module E 1 I 2

all task more fully and as a result is easier to%'Module F I
interpret. The shortcomings of this method are
more in the area of resolution of the measurement Module G 1 1 2

versus the efficiency of collecting, collating Module H I 1 4
_* and presenting the results in a meaningful way.

Module I I

In order to get the resolution of measurement Module J 2
fine enough to show incremental progress on a

periodic basis, a large number of milestones need

to be defined. However, the large number of

milestones makes it more difficult to collect and

present the data in a timely and meaningful way.

A common method is to present the data on hqr
graphs, but on a large project with thousands of PERCENT COMPLETE = 19/40 =

Figure I. Simple Stat us Report
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This simplIfied scheme works well for i homo- of records, one for each ittem whi h i., 1.

0; geneous set of modules where all modules ire of tracked, which ont ii fs fields t ii d ii

the same complexity and each of the milestones whether a part icular milestone h:i. hen m-t ,r

represent an approximately equal amount of work. not 11sual lv, It is advant aelns ti in, Iud,"

Through an introduction of weight Ing factors, fields that al low for description of th, item,

modules of varving complexity or milestones responsible analvst, work package bientifiiation

. representing unequal effort to complete can be and various file Identification fields. Fig,,re ?

* easily handled, shows a sample record layout. (,"en such a file

will serve multiple uses particularlv It a few

Before this and other extensions are dis- addItional fields are added. Typical uses ire

. cussed, however, a brief description of Imple- Family Tree Definition, Specification Cros

mentation is in ,rder. The heart of the sstem References, Configuration ControI List, Dtoctimn-

is a computer data file and a few simple report tatIon Cross Reference, and any one of i numhr

generators. The data file is simply a collection of uses where a comprehensive list of deliverable

software items are needed.

Layout

FILE NAME SR NAME RA WP NUMBER TREE DESIG DCTR

DESCRIPTION

File Name = Name of File as it exists on disk

SR Name = Name of Subroutine as it is called
RA = Responsible analysts initials

WiP Number = Work Package Number

Tree Desig = Software Family Designation

DCTR = Status for Design, Code, Test and Release Milestones

Sample

FILE NAME SR NAME RA WP NUMBER TREE DESIG DCTR

F. uHEADUHJEAMD K 1'7A . 1320
DESCRIPTION

P RjI NJTT L6DN&~ ATN

Figure 2. File Layout

Maintenance or updating of the file can be as met. In some cases this may be a manual process,

straight forward as modifying records with a line whereby once an event has occurred and the mile-

editor or as complex as building a special pur- stone achieved, a program librarian or other

pose, interactive update program. Some means of authorized person updates the status file. In

limited access should be used to restrict other instances, in a more sophisticated system,

unauthorized modification of the file, parti- a computer program could determine that milestone

cularly if some of the other uses of the file are event has occurred (error free compilation or

sensitive to change. successful test run) and automatically update the

milestone status.

Once the file is updated to include an entry

of the module under development, the milestone After the file has been built, report gener-

status fields are updated as the milestones are ator programs are written to print the status.
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For small Ier pro jectIs, a proizr im wh i -h ~imp Iv h~ i r I oxtIrct 0w1, I .- nush1I
prints each record, sums the c irned -ini, p,oi ts 

! , 
i t Iff tt i' d', . it. f.

de fined, and ( c Ic t -it s t h, pi, rrcoent po i itI i, rn, di !, r, t i,. In i i t , i , l -

earned, may be suffi c int. lir,.r pr n .- t "iv v idit. I ni11st on, st it10 i ,lIII .iri r-p,.,-. h',,

need several reports for di fterent suhsvstemis or tw W dit cs. Tie I fr I t i.li it a .t t r t I

summary reports which ertphai ze ;hiioco. Is '' who I hr in "t no s-il I h, Met Fi,

irv,,t Aiit os lo noit h1:1 v h, use r il I
modiios ,' r mil s t o s but ir, us,,fu i who an

FXTF N 1, Ii NS in tr Iep0ndn v Ox i st s ht.wo -n ai p;irt i Ir

modiIe, mi i ost on,' ,od s mo oth'er oI,,tnt i n t ht.
A number of extensions cin he added to tho svsti'm. Thos.e intordepvio'i li'io, i' W'Yxi 't in the

scheme as descrihed sot far. The first i s I ) ;d desivn s i'o to scm, extent , hut t
hv ho',)me verv

a method of weightin. modules and/or ml]lot)es. import int durinc the inI t r t io n thiso of a

While weighting all modules equally on a I i rgo, proiet

program, where many (over IO(i) modul ose'xist
appears to give good results, smal er provram s The art al conpletion date field heomnes I

with few modules may need to weivht the mudtl,,s fag ias to when the mil estone is achieved. Rv
to give a sufficiently accurate me,'Astiromnt o f adding in the points assi)ned to a mil et one thit
performance. Also, depending on the level of have an actual date ente-red in Ihe file the nr-

visibility of the measuring system and the atti- cent complete can he computed.

tude of the personnel involved, there may be a
tendency to do all the "easy" modules first to I1sing the two date fields has two idvant ages:
show early performance, schedule interdependence can he monitored ulod i

historical record exists for futuire analv,;is. Rv

A similar argument can he made for weighting making the date fields selectahle and sort.hl,
milestones. Depending on the acceptance criteria additional interesting reports can he generated.
to meet a milestone, some milestones may involve Assuming that an integration milestone has heen
more work than others, therefore achieving those identified, a list of all modules of interest can
milestones represents accomplishing a greater be selected by WBS work package number, familv

amount of work than in meeting other milestones, tree identification or individual module name.

Further, there may he instances where a combina- Target dates for the milestone of interest can

tion of module weight and milestone weight may then be entered. As the date of the integration
* interact. An example is a module which was pre- milestone comes closer, lists of all modules of

viously written on another project in a different interest which have a particular due date and

language. The amount of design work for that have not been completed can he provided to the
module may be considerably less than a module reiFponslble analyst or work package manager.
designed from scratch, but amount of effort to Judicious use of these lists on a periodic basis

code the routine might be more since an can he used to monitor and motivate the pro-
unfamiliar language may be involved. gramming staff to assure the milestone is met.

Usually, several of these lists in various stages

The weighting scheme is easily implemented by are active at once as key milestones are coming

assigning points to each milestone for all up. It has been found that choosing approxi-
modules. Then as a milestone is earned, the mately one major milestone a month and starting

assigned points are added to the totaled earned the list several months in advance of the target

and divided by the total defined points to com- date is very effective. More milestones than

pute percent completion. The number of points this tends to set up multiple or conflicting
assigned to each milestone is in proportion to goals for the individual analysts. Also the

the difficulty in achieving the milestone, and, lists need to be started well enough in advance
in fact, relates directly to the estimated number to allow suitable time for the work to be com-

of hours needed to complete the milestone. In pleted and institute work-arounds if problems
assigning points it is recommended that points arise.

first be assigned to each of the modules and then
reapportioned to the milestones. It should be noted that the meeting of these

interdependency dates is really separate from

A second extension is to add selecting and performance measurement. It is possible that in
sorting options to the report generator programs, a given subsystem the performance may be fully

Selecting options allow the user to select all adequate, say 75% complete, hut a key integration
entries in the file by some field such as work event may have been missed. The manager must be

package number, file name, software family tree aware of both elements. If performance is where

component, or responsible analyst. Once the it should be, but an Integration event has been
entries of interest are selected, the sort option missed, it may mean his people are not con-
allows the user to order the entries by some key. centrating on the right items and need to be

The points earned and points defined are summed re-directed.

@2 from the selected entries and the percent com-

plete calculated. Therefore, reports can he

printed listing all modules and percent complete ROLLINC BASFILTNF
for a certain analyst, work package, or other
selected criteria. It has been found valuable to A potential problem with the point system
allow boolean operations on selection fields described thus far has to do with an effect known

(Analyst A AND Subsystem B) and to provide for as a rolling baseline. The rolling baseline
major and minor sort fields (List modules in occurs over the life of a program as new items
alphabetic order by analyst). are continually defined and added to the status

file. This has the offect of changing the
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TNTFRHEI'ENOF.NCY STATU1S REPORT

FILENAME T1T RA CLAS S DFESCR IPT ION DHEIGN GOi)E TEST RFlEASE

F.1ttHHFAP HF-ti1 $0 4MN it PRINT HEAPITN( FOR DELTA 04--- ----- ----- 1 /18

LITING, (C~oNFIG,) 01 /27/93 02/08/83 o3/15/83 O4/21/83

E.I tHIST H)F-T'19 1 M p PRINT IIELTA ISTING --- I- -/-/-n4/j5/1

(Ctis'FIG,) '11/11 /83 021/1 nI/S/83 04/1l/Ri

* ~ ~~ FIHILTST DF-l'l ",2 MEN t' START tEITAIJ! SttITASING --- f- - -I- -I-- 4 /1I /83
(COtNEIG nl/31/83 02lI /1

F.t'PMAT H)F-!!! 53 %M I CHECK BITFFERS FOR MATCH" ----- --- <- --- /- 4981

4 CONFTIC) 01/14/83

F t.I I 'VF HF-ti 54 MEN t' MWOV H ATA INTOt MEMORY ----- ---- /-/ 14/I/3

(CosIG~) 02/0)2/83 3/lnI /83 04/04/83 n41I11/81

F.ItiOPT HF-I 55 IME IT SET (tPTlINS IN HELTA -/-- -- I- -/-- 4'58
(CONFTG) 021111/RA 0 2/28 /83 14/14/83 14/11/8!

4 Fire 3. Petail Inlt erdependencv, ist in
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W'RKPA('K,;F F .9 RFP3RT

WP: TACTICSr 1,BRARY SOFTWARE

MANACER: 'IF

- M I T N --- . - MOI-I-- E ST-r---
WORK PACKA(F. FILENAM. WEI GHT I; I(;N C(C. ( EST REI.EAF STATUS CODE SCORE CMP.E

1 7F F. ,F DICPY 8 2

173F F. F-r)E' n
173F F.LEDFI L 44 II I I I II I i
171F F..Er I NF 2() 5 s 5 5 1 9 ?
173F F.LEDPRT 12 3 34 3 3 7 12 75
173F P.LTBEDT 16 4 4 4 4 3 9 75
173F F.LTRGEN 2R 7 7 7 7 15 28 lt)

173F F. LTACGN 16 4 4 4 4 3 A 5f)
173F F.LTACID 8 2 2 2 2 15 8 Ion
171F ".LTASTA 32 16 n n 16 7 16 90
173F F.LTCMPR 16 8 0 n 8 is 16 n w)
173F F.LTCMST 56 2q 14 14 n ( ( (

. 73F F.LTCVRT 12 3 ( 0 3 n n C
173F F. LTCNUM 12 3 3 3 3 (3 C C
173F F.LTINIT 12 3 3 3 3 0 (3
I73F F.LTMDIJ3 16 4 4 4 4 n C (
173F F.LTREC 32 8 8 8 8 C n n
173F F.LTSSTM 4R 24 6 12 6 I 24 50
173F F.LTUCHK 8 4 1 2 I 3 5 63

'I." 173F F.LTUCVT 12 6 2 3 1 7 11 92
173F F.LTVALV! 8 4 1 2 1 15 8 in

TOTALS: 21 424 106 106 106 106 168 40

Figure 4. Detail Status Listing

STATUS SUMMARY

WORK PACKAGE: 1234

DESIGN CODE TEST RELEASE TOTAL

TOTAL ITEMS 24 24 24 24 q6

TARGET COMPLETE 10 42% 7 29% 3 13 0 07 20 211

ACTUAL COMPLETE 9 38% 5 21% 1 47 n 07 19 I6%

LATE I 4% 2 8% 2 8% n 0% 9 57

LESS THAN I WEEK LATE 0 1 0 0

1-2 WEEKS LATE I 0 2 0

2-4 WEEKS LATE 0 1 0 0

4-8 WEEKS LATE 0 0 0 0

MORE THAN 8 WEEKS LATE 0 0 0 3

gFlgure 5. Summary Report
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WORK PACKA 
1 

zlMfMARY Rvl'0)RT

- --- M IL K T(INKS --- -- -' --- - ------1

WoRK
V. K ACE l)ECRIPTI0 MCE WE I (HT DES I ON (GOOTF. TFT RFLEASE CflRF C014PI.FT

173 SG CAN 1LIBRARY SOFTWARE NF9 480 12 I) .0 1 2f) 190

*173H PP(, LIBRARY SOFTWARE NFB 296 7 4 74 7 4 74 29,.)

171K EMITTER SC'RIPTTNG': F.MTR I-So3 NFB 29So0 225o ThSO 0 ) 3 10)9S 4 '
17AI TD) REPORTING CPPS TA R 310) 199 199 0 11 10( 1
17A3 TDl REPORTING SW DEVELOPMENT TJR 1230 379 379 240) 240 S7S 7
17A4 SCAN PROCESSOR DOCUMENTATION TJ R 10 78 863 219 0) ( 0

17A5 TTMS, DEBUG, SVL DOCUMENTATION TAR 742n 6990 87l (1 0 146 (17

*17A7 SOFTWVARE DEV TOOLS DOCUMENT TAR 4R18 '3963 1299 n I 396 73

18132 13950 3314 414 434 9192 91

Figure 6. Summary Statuis Report
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USER-FRIENDLY SOFrWARE: r'HE ROLE OF 1iHE USER

Ed Cal lahan, Ph.D.

S- .- Essex Corporation

Alexandria, VA

-- ABSTRACT

00& This paper presents a definition of the Ltrm "user-friendly" as it relats to computer

software-human interaction. The software generation process, the various types of computr

software users, and the role users should play in the software generation process arc

described. The author strongly recommends direct involvement on the part of the user(s) of

S""computer software systems.

INTRODUCTION 1. Hardwire interface
0 2. Patterns of usage

Effective and efficient system operation is 3. Purpose(s) of the system

CL a function of good communication between the 4. Software interface.

various parties that make up the system. Inter-
___' faces that contribute to good communication be- The hardware interface focuses on input and

tween parties should be the goal of system de- output devices and how they are used and de-

signers. Poor human-computer interface can be signed. User friendliness is typically ad-

the result of inadequately or inappropriately dressed through the hardware interfaces of a

addressing user friendliness of the device or system. Computer hardware designers have re-

the system equipment during design. Many sys- placed complex keyboard input devices with

tems currently in the DoD inventory which sup- fingertip control trackballs or toucl-sensitive

port weapon systems, simulators, training de- CRT screens and have reduced human-computer

vices, and administrative systems have computers interface difficulties.

at their foundations. These systems have direct

human-computer interface requirements. On-board The patterns-of-usage aspect of user

computers for aviation weapons systems are com- friendliness relates to the level of interac-

mon in today's inventory. Aircrew members oper- tion, direct or indirect, between the user and

ate computer-based flight systems for navigation the political implications of the human-computer

and fuel management. They also operate mission- interface. System patterns of usage should be

related systems that are partially or fully based upon requirements of the user. Systems

automated. Most modern simulators, trainers, can be based on an established periodic pattern

and training devices are computer-driven or are of usage, a constant and dynamic pattern of
% in someway integrated with computer technolgy. usage, or an aperiodic pattern of usage. User

Even electro-mechanical maintenance simulator friendliness in regard to patterns of usage is

devices are incorporating a computer to control dependent upon the level of agreement between

S"system operation, student performance recording, the user's equipment and the pattern established

and other training requirements. Several auto- for the system.

mated administrative and management information

" "systems exist or are currently being developed. The purpose(s) of the system involves the

The U.S. Navy has automated aviation student intended and real world use of the system in the

% records in the ATSS, and is in the process of environment. The purpose of a flight simulator

developing a system to support undergraduate jet is inherently twofold: (I) to provide an envi-

pilot training student performance recordkeep- ronment similar to actual flight experience for

ing, scheduling, etc. training and proficient skill development, and

(2) to provide a means to safely replicate air-

Military personnel need to interface with craft disasters and emergency situations for

computers directly or indirectly on a day-to-day analysis. To be user-friendly, the multileveled

basis at all levels. Managers and administra- purposes of a system should be addressed.

tors receive computer-generated and computer-
formatted outputs which they must analyze and The software interface, the subject of this

upon which they make critical decisions. Opera- paper, centers around the design and use of the

tors and maintainers of actual equipment, train- means of communication between the user and the

ing devices, and administrative tools are being system computer program. Software engineers
introduced to computer-controlled or computer- have taken a more critical perspective on the

integrated systems with which they must inter- degree to which the human-computer software

face to successfully accomplish their job. interface is user-friendly. The problem of poor

Therefore, the computer systems designed for software interface persists because the software

military use should be user-friendly if they are engineer's perspective represents only half of

to be readily and properly adopted by the mili- the relationship.

tary personnel who must operate and maintain

them. What a software engineer or designer deems
intuitively obvious from his/her perspective is

In general, there are four aspects of the not necessarily based on a common frame of

human-computer interface that are related to reference with system users. The vernacular of
* user-friendly characteristics of a system. The software engineers and designers is net that of

four aspects are: the user. Instead of learning to use or

4- *"I
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maintpin a system, the operator or maintainer follow to fault-isolate a problem. For novi o
must first learn to think like a software engi- pilots the scenarios contained in flight simula-
neer or designer. This situation is unsatisfac- tor comput.rs should bt, primative and less corn-
tory for a military, or for that matter any, plex than the scenarios available for advanced
system which requires a human interface. The pilots. Computer-assisted systems should have
purpose of this paper is threefold: (1) to help the capability to monitor student performance
define what user-friendly software should be, and respond on an individual basis to the needs
(2) to identify who the various users of com- of the particular student. Without the thinking
puter software are, and (3) to describe the role and acting processes of the user incorporate-d
of the user in the development of the human- into the system software, a disparity will ex-
computer interface which assists the user to do ist, and frustration on the part of the user
his/her job in a natural way that is easy to will be increased. The flight simulator student
understand and easy to use. comes to the simulator environment with a set of

cues and responses from the aircraft that he/she
DEFINITION expects to have replicated in the simulator.

The degree to which the aircraft world and the
What does the term user-friendly mean? simulator world diverge is the amount of nega-

Some would claim that user-friendly implies tive, and potentially dangerous, learning that
simplemindedness; some would claim that it means can occur. Training time is negatively af-
that the system should interact on a personal fected, and frustration due to the student's
level with the user; and some would claim that a need to eliminate the incongruencies or to di-
user-friendly system is a system that humans, minish their effect has its impact on learner
rather than some other species, can operate. motivation.
Each of these definitions is inadequate. It is
not desirable to reduce the relationship between A user-friendly computer software system
man and computer to the lowest and most banal should communicate with the user in the common
level of communication to achieve user friendli- vernacular of that user. Language aimed at one
ness. Nor is it necessary for a computer to level of user may be inappropriately targeted
communicate with humans on a first name basis or for users at a different level. A system that
to completely simulate human interpersonal be- places a burden on the user to increase human
havior. Computers have inherent and man-made memory requirements to understand the meaning of
limitations that are unavoidable. The user- the language being used offers the user no in-
friendly system capitalizes on system inade- centive to efficiently use the system. It may
quacies rather than highlighting such deficien- be in the software engineer's common parlance to
cies. User friendliness is more than providing use such terms as DUMP, EXIT, 6ACK, etc., but
for any human interface; it is the capability of these terms are not typically defined in the
the system to interface specifically with the same way for weapon system operators or main-
level and type of user. User friendliness is a tainers. Yet one finds software systems direct-

function of the system hardware, software, and ing operators and maintainers to respond to such
human interface that leads to increased effec- terminology. Software engineers, like the mili-
tive utilization of a system. tary, attempt to be parsimonious with their lan-

guage and tend to abbreviate words, names, and
This paper is concerned with computer soft- sentences. Since the military has for some time

ware, particularly training and training equip- been the leader in providing the English lan-
ment related software. The role of the user guage with acronyms and abbreviations, is it not
should be investigated in relation to the hard- prudent for the software to use the existing,
ware interface, the patterns of usage, and the yet shorter, vocabulary of its user, rather than
purpose(s) for which computers are used. How- contributing further to the alphabet soup prob-
ever, the focus of this paper is to provide in- lem? The amount of confusion over whose defini-
formation on the much neglected and poorly em- tion is appropriate in a particular case could
phasized relationship between the user and the be reduced.
computer software he/she must use. The follow-
ing list, generated from literature research on User-friendly software should provide a
user friendliness (reference 1-4), provides cri- means by which the user can determine what has
teria for evaluation of the level of user been accomplished; what is the current status of
friendliness of computer software: the interaction; what needs to be done to re-

cover from an error, a miscalculation, or an
o A model of the user imprecision; and how to maneuver to continue to
o A discourse language which is com- communicate with the system. The user needs to

fortable for the user know what has transpired to a given point in
o Responsiveness to user vagueness, time to determine what response is required. In

imprecision, error, and status order to determine what is required of him/her,
o Level of effort exerted in the user needs to know whether the computer is

performance activity re;ults in a processing a response or expecting a response.
proportional required response It is necessary to embed in the human-software

o Display device characteristics, interface the information provided in human-to-

human interactions that defines the activity and
User-friendly computer software should be attention levels at a given moment in time. A

based upon a model of the user the system is very annoying characteristic of some computer-
designed to support. A maintenance trainer assisted instructional (CAI) software is that no
should contain within its memory the fault iso- overt indication of activity or attention is

- lation logic that an expert maintainer would indicated on the output display device. The
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student (unaware that the computer is busily required by the user to accomplish tht- objective
working an algorithm or processing some data) of the interaction is proportional to the re-
depresses a key that the computer interprets as sponse. If the user has to exert more effort to
an additional request; the computer thereby ini- ask the computer for the time of day than it
tiates processing on a redundant task or marks would take to look at a watch, the interaction
the student wrong for not following a procedure, process is inefficient and will most likely not
A simple means for eliminating unnecessary pro- occur. The U.S. Navy found that the instruc:tor
ceasing and errors of this type is to provide a stations for highly complex and integrated
clear cue to the student that the system is re- weapon system trainers required quick and ready
sponding. The user needs to have a means to access to scenario modifiers. The instructor
recover from errors and a means to direct recov- for the S3A weapon system trainer, for example,
ery efforts. It is insufficient to merely sup- needed quicker access to target data in order to
ply a means to erase an input or change a value; modify course, speed, and location during stu-
the user needs to know how to proceed, or the dent prosecution of the target than the original
means to correct errors should be obvious to the simulator software provided. A menu-driven tar-
user. Performance interruption or recovery in a get data access program was designed to provide
simulator is principally the task of the in- more immediate access to modify the target's
structor; however, this is not the case with data base; the instructor was thereby provided
trainers and CAI devices. The computer in a with greater control over the evolving training
part-task trainer or a CAI system frequently situation.
takes on the role of the instructor and must be
able to assist the student in the event of stu- In summary, to achieve user-friendly soft-
dent error. Otherwise, the student could be ware, designers and users must work together on
lost in limbo for considerable time periods, multifaceted levels. The software should accom-
This does not imply that the student be coddled modate who the user is, how he/she is to inter-
through procedures when he/she errs. Rather the act with the system, what peculiar or unique

.r.student should be informed of what the system requirements he/she has in relation to the Sys-
requires to continue the training, particularly tem, and the benefit gained by the user from the
since the trainer may require specific actions human-computer software interface. All rela-
that are not the same actions required to tionships fit a cost-benefit equation. If the
recover from a similar situation with the actual cost, in effort, time, or anxiety, exceeds the
equipment. For example, when configuring a benefit of using a system, the possibility of
radar system or o~eration, there is typically a effective and efficient system utilization is
minimum warm-up time req uired with the actual diminished.
equipment. The trainer probably would not re-
quire the warm-up time since it would be ineffi- SOFTWARE GENERATION PROCESS
cient in part-task training; however, the stu-
dent would need to step through some mini- Computer software program development is
procedure after committing an error that would typically, and most efficiently, conducted
indicate to the computer that the warm-up period through a systematic process. The user should
requirement had been met. This would allow the have knowledge and an understanding of the soft-
student to continue without receiving warnings ware development process to comprehend his/her
or alerts that the warm-up time was not met, role and to appreciate the job of the software
Some means by which the user can elicit informs- engineer. The closer the user's frame of refer-
tion from the system when the user in unsure of ence is to that of the software engineer's, snd

*how to accomplish an objective should be vice versa, the more friendly the system inter-
directly accessible. Prompts and cues are often face should be.
used in software programs to assist the user in
following the procedure or logic pattern and to Software generation typically follows a

*thereby provide a means by which the user can seven-stage process. Stage 1, planning, in-
clarify what is required to proceed. Help func- volves the determination of system requirements
tions should be available upon user request to and the preparation of software development,

*meet anticipated user problems. The following quality assurance, and configuration management
are examples of cues, prompts, and helps. plans. The product of the planning stage de-

fines the problem and the expected/anticipated
o Cues and Prompts: means to attain usable software at all user

.r Press NEXT to continue levels of the system. Stage 2, analysis, in-
* *Answer the question with an A, B volves preliainary designing efforts for the
*or C system, program performance specification, and

*Press HOOK VERIFY software test plans. During this stage the end-
*To begin another scenario press product software is specified at a very general
START. and functional level. Stage 3, design, involves

4,o Helps: program design specification, software module or
* The term Help means to provide data base specification, and software test pro-

the learner with assistance upon cedures. During this stage the software design
request. is further refined, and a more detailed perfor-

*The critical attribute is color mance specification is developed. At this point
*The proper indication should be in the process, no actual coding or programming
350 psi, has occujrred. The products to this point are

documents providing information for user and
A user-friendly computer software system developer review to ensure that the design meets

should follow the axiom that the level of effort the requirements of the syster. Stage 4,
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0production and test, involves the coding effort move within confined areas of the computer mem-

for the individual software modules or units and ory. The prograrmmer also provides control for
the verification that each does what it was de- the highest level input and output for the end
signed to do. Software to support a system is user. Frequently, one individual may simultane-
typically subdivided into several distinct and ously, or in a series of events, interface Witt)
testable units, each of which is first debugged a computer at various user levels.
independent of the others to reduce trouble-

shooting when all units are integrated and
tested during Stage 5. Stage 5, integration,
involves a total system test on the functional p
configuration of the system. That is, unlike
the tests conducted during Stage 4, the tests

and operation conducted during Stage 5 must aim-
ulate or closely resemble the system'a actual

ceptance testing of the system, including all END-USERS

software, support publications, and operating
procedures. During this stage the adequacy of PROGRANMSRS
the software to meet the stated requirements of ( iINTERMiEDIARIES
the system must be determined. Stage 7, support
and control, involves the continued software

- - support required to modify and update the system
software for the life of the system. This stage
covers change procedures; it covers the means to
identify software, documentation, design, or End users can be students, managers, admin-
logic inconsistencies; and it covers the means istrator s, letter writers, or data analysts.
to manage the configuration of the system Intermediaries can be instructors, word proces-

%software and support documentation. The typical sors, data processors, terminal operators, or
path through the software generation process is wepnstmoeros. Pgamrscnb

not smothor traght-hrogh tepisevery high level software language coders, CAI
advance. Several interactions within steps and developers, or machine language coders.
revisiting of prior steps are often required
before all parties involved can and will sign- ROLE OF THE USER
off on progress throughout the generation of the
software. For example, the impact of decisions The level of attention that is focused on
arrived at during the design of the software may the process of eliciting and incorporating user
alter the software development plan established requirements into the specification, and ulti-
during Stage 1, planning. Before actually mately into the implemented system, is a direct
committing to production, the software engineers correlation with the degree to which the system
and planners will revisit the development plan is user-friendly. The user has a critical re-
and ensure that the software generation process sponsibility to engage in interaction with the
does not lack continuity. In another case software engineers as early in the process as
simultaneous efforts within a specific step, possible. The user should provide inputs to the
suchfas the development of operator manuals and process from the planning stage through to ulti-

* .the final acceptance testing results, feed one mate long-term support of the system. Software
to the other and require continuous interchange generation is a cumulative process, that is,
to ensure valid end products. latter stages rely on assumptions and con-

straints underlying the products that preceded
%This seven-step software generation and them. Each stage uses the previous stage as a

follow-on process ensures a controlled and sys- starting point and should user inputs and in-
tematic process to oversee the software develop- volvement be overlooked or ignored during early
ment. The user has a significant role in this stages, significant impacts to system design at
process from assisting in planning to providing implementation may result. Meeting user re-

* .inputs for engineering changes to existing soft- quirements should be an essential part of deter-
ware. mining the overall system requirements. The

user needs to assist at the inception of the
TYPES OF USERS software generation process to outline the ac-

tivities he/she is capable of participating in
There are basically three types or levels in support of software generation.

of users: end users, intermediaries, and pro-
grammers. End users are those humans who inter- In two aviation system procurements, the
face with the computer at the data manipulation VTX and the E-6A, the U.S. Navy is involved in
and presentation levels. Intermediaries are the development of computer software to support
those humans who interface with the computer at emerging aircraft systems. The VTX program is a
the intermediate level of input and output. In- procurement to support naval undergraduate jet
termediaries are involved in physically affect- pilot training. The VTX training system is com-
ing the arrangement of data and data files via prised of four major elements: the T45 air-
input and output devices. Programmers are those craft; the simulator suite of an operational
humans who interface with the computer at the flight trainer (OFT) and an instrument ilight
most complex level of input and output. Pro- trainer (IFT); an academics system relying heav-
grammers write software code to control the ily on computer-assisted instruction (CAI); and
means by which intermediaries enter, exit, and a recordkeeping, student tracking, and resource
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scheduling system called a training integration communication means and nid,-s )I ITi! i. , I
*-. system (TIS). The E-6A program is a procurement and covers verbal and nonv,,rbal lion i, at -n a,

to support Take Charge and Move Out (rACAMO) w, I1 as subtlety oI the c alanm v,,ri, iIar.
operational commitments. The E-hA has a train- c loser one's trame ot reteren.' ,i .0Aa ii

.. ing requirement for a crew and maintenance per- to another s the more prec i lv th,- n ,,-7jri -
sonnel. The program currently calls for the nicate.

procurement of E-6A aircraft, a flight simulator
specification, and front-end analyses to estab- User inputs w,r,, el icit 'd dur i thi p'an
lish specific training requirements. ning stage from the S-3A cmmnunitv. L'n1lrtu-
NAVAIRSYSCOM, the U.S. Navy's Aviation Systems nately, the user 's statd rq uirem,.nt. ,x,..1
Command and the procuring agency of these emerg- legal boundaries and common procur,rnqer pfa,-
ing systems, has considerable experience in rices and had to be ignored. Fhis appar,-nt
working with the software generation process as "snub" led to difficulties throughout ti- pro-
it relates to training and training equipment. gram. User inputs have been elicitod ,urin, th,
Their experience has led them to work with their planning stage for the two emerging systoms. 1:,i
sponsor in the development of Fleet Project management has been in support ot Fleet Projt
Teams and Special Program Office, to proi&e di- Team participation. In all cases the us'r has
rect input into the system from the user com- seemed very eager to provide inputs to the anal-
munities. The U.S. Navy also was involved in ysis of the problem and to the resolution of th,
the development of computer software to support problem. The user has been in direct contact
the S-3A training-related data base system. The with the software engineers, and a give-and-tak,-
S-3A is an anti-submarine warfare (ASW) air- and nonantagonistic atmosphere has been estab-

craft, which the Navy felt needed a front-end lished. Personality differences can be skill-
analysis update to support their fleet readiness fully controlled, but not necessarily elimi-
squadron (FRS) training system. The front-end nated. Success in establishing and maintaining

analysis data was generated in an electronic a relationship that generates a user-friendly
format and controlled through computer software, system seems to be dependent upon the presence
The user community was invited to participate of a free and open environment for discussion
throughout the system development; however, the with a single moderating body in attendance.

invitation was informal, and the program suf- Someone with authority and a "big-picture" per-
fered due to a lack of experience in handling spective needs to be involved directly to keep
user inputs. This section of the paper will discussions from getting out of hand, either on
describe the role of the user during each stage a personal level or into a dream world.
of the software generation process, and will
refer to the NAVAIR experiences to provide les- User inputs during the analysis stage are
sons learned. probably the most critical of all inputs

throughout the software-generation process. It
User inputs during the planning stage with is during this stage that the user friendliness

regard to user requirements, to user resource of the system is first defined, and it is from
allocation for product review and in-process the end-product of analysis that deviations are
review, and to other planning concerns are inte- made at latter stages in the process. The user
gral to ensuring that end-product software is should ensure that the following items, synthe-
user-friendly. Users should ensure that they sized from available literature (references 1-

are to be involved throughout the software gene- 4), are addressed in the functional description
ration process, and that their level and degree of the system which is generated during the
of involvement is explicitly stated in planning analysis stage.
decisions and documentation. The user should
ensure that adequate time, resources, and occa- o User language
sions for review and acceptance are allotted. o User logic (psychology or pattern of
Merely acknowledging that the user should be thought)
involved does not guarantee user involvement. o Means to recover from user error
Higher eschelon management must be made aware of o Help available
such requirements early on so that adequate o Level of effort estimated to achieve
foundations for manpower, budget, and support tasks
are available when required. Also during plan- o Amount of training required
ning the user should provide, as appropriate, o Data configuration

inputs on the problem; on similar systems; on o Data access procedures
the system being replaced; and on the intended o Security procedures

purpose, environment, and personnel for the sys- o Human factors related to the man-machine
tem. If possible, face-to-face interface should interface
occur during the planning stage. This type of o Use of CGI (graphics)/visuals.
interaction will provide the user with a better
understanding of the limitations and constraints
under which the software engineers labor, and The functional description of the system
vice versa. The user should endeavor to become software should describe the language the system
better familiar with the software engineer's will use to interface with the user. As stated

frame of reference and language. A person's earlier, unfamiliar language usage leads to a
frame of reference is made up of those events, burden on the part of the user to acquire new

. experience, and knowledge he/she has been ex- terminology, jargon, and subtleties of the lan-
posed to that shape his/her perspective on real- guage. A model of the user, how he/she accom-
ity and in particular on the task to be accom- plishes a job using the system, should also be
plished. Languiae in this context refers to the contained in the functional description. Flow
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diagrams, logic trees, and other pictorial des- User inputs were elicited during the anal,'-

criptions should accompany any textual documen- sis stage trom the S-3A community, and a fun,-

tation concerning the user's logic in problem tional description was produc,,d 1,)r the system.

solving or system use. However, the list of items described ahoy,, as

areas to be addressed in the analysis stage was
In face-to-face communication it is possi- not developed. The user had a poor conceptuali-

ble to get lost or lose a train of thought; the zation of what was needed and what the system

human-computer interface should provide obvious was to provide. The users' review comme nts re-
means of recovery from such a disconnect eventu- flected a lack of understanding in that their

- ality. Interruptions, memory lapses, daydream- major concern was where the system would h,

' ing, and other mental and physical occurrences sited rather than how it would operat.. The V1X
S." can lead to communication interruption. The user-community has been intimately involve'd in

functional description should provide data on the analysis stage of software generation t,,
* how the system will indicate status to the user, support the simulators, the TIS, and the academ-

* how the user will be able to recover from er- ics subsystem. Specifications have been written

rors, and what assistance the system will pro- to functionally describe these three subsystems.

vide when the user is unsure of functions, how Again, the list of items to be addressed in the-

to proceed, etc. analysis stage was not developed prior to elic-
iting user inputs. Nevertheless, the users and

" The functional description should also in- the software engineers have had several face-to-

clude an indication of the average level of ef- face formal sessions to interact and to discuss

fort, the number of actions, the total amount af how the software can best support the needs of
time, etc., estimated to achieve tasks. The the users. The E-6A user-community is in the

level of effort should directly relate to the process of meeting with the software engineers

difficulty of achieving the task and the com- to discuss the software analyses to support E-6A
plexity of the subtasks that make up the task. requirements. The E-6A Fleet Project Team will
The user should make sure that simple tasks, as use the list of iteas to be addressed in the

defined separately from the computer, such as a analysis stage during their evaluation of the

simple multiplication task, require a simple- flight simulator functioral specification.

action instruction on the part of the user.

This does not mean that complex tasks should The design stage is an extension of the

require complex user action or instruction; analysis effort. During design the user should

rather the system should simplify for the user, strive to ensure consistent application of the

whenever possible, the procedural, instruc- analysis stage outputs to the design of the

tional, and interpretational requirements of the software. The user should revisit the analysis

system. If a task can be automated, and the data to determine whether all requirements in

user need not be directly involved, then the fact were addressed. Modification to the basic

system should not require anything from the analysis data is most easily accomplished prior

user. to entering the production and test stage. If

possible, the user should evaluate software pro-
The functional description should contain cedures and system displays and cues on mock-up

* . an estimate of the amount of training required or paper product versions of the intended end-
for the user of the system. This estimate product system. Flipping through sample menus

16 should cover initial training and follow-on as they would appear during software interface

11 training requirements. Software trade-offs are can provide a general level of appreciation for
often made at the cost of additional training, what the end-product will look like. At this

The user should be aware of the impacts of such stage in the process trade-offs will begin to

trade-offs, and the software engineer should be arise. Software trade-offs are the result of

* forced to define up-front the basis upon which hardware constraints, operating software con-

future trade-offs will be made. Data configura- straints, lack of engineering creativity, and
tion, data access, and security procedures the cost of generation. It is often during de-

should be delineated in the functional descrip- sign that a distinction is made between "1need to

tion to ensure that all will be properly and have" and "nice to have" or "whistles and bells"

adequately addressed in the design. The con- requirements. All trade-offs, whether they fit

figuration of the data can have an impact on how "need" or "want" criteria or they are due to

the data is manipulated and formatted for ouput. system' or fiscal constraints, should be docu-
Assurances should be made at the analysis stage mented and justified. This information provides

that the activities of the user can be accom-' .. support data for future funding requests and

plished given the data configuration. The user provides the basis for future system enhance-

should probe the functional description with the ments.

same questions and activities expected of the

end-product system to determine the limitations The S-3A user-community was provided with

and/or inadequacies of the analysis. In this an opportunity to review the design of the data

. regard the user should ensure his/her involve- base system on a paper product set of example

7 ment in testing the system throughout the menus. These sample menus took the reviewer

software-generation cycle. The user should en- through all modes of operation and demonstrated

sure that adequate time and test points are step-by-step the procedures the user would go

identified in the acceptance plan. If possible, through to accomplish activities. Since the

the user should encourage test trials of part or user was not really cognizant of the purpose of

the whole of the system software interface to the analysis and how it fit with the design, no

coincide with software engineering and testing consistency evaluation was made by the user.

activities. The result was that the concept changed as the
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system evolved without any audit trail back to process. The user should ensure that all devia-
the original analysis. Trade-offs were made and tions from the original requirements and all

r. were not well documented, mainly because at the trade-offs are adequately documented with justi-

* time no requirement was levied on the software ficat ion for each.

engineers to provide such documentation. The
VTX and the E-6A programs have not fully evolved The S-3A user-community was not involved in

to the design stage of the software-generation integration testing or acceptance of the train-
process. However, it is anticipated that during ing-related data base system. This lack of in-
design reviews the user-community representa- volvement has led to a lack of interest in
tives will evaluate the design for consistency using, and possibly maintaining, the data base

and will request documentation of all deviations system. integration testing and system accep-
- .from the original analysis. tance was conducted by Navy personnel familiar

with the program and the system design. The VTX
The production and test stage of the pro- and E-6A programs will have user-community rep-

cess involves software coding activities that resentatives directly involved with acceptance
result in actual, visual products that the user testing. As in the case of the production and
can interface with. The user should push and testing stage, full-time personnel will be
probe the software to its limits. A user un- available to support E-6A quality assurance
familiar with the system can provide better in- testing throughout the integration stage.
sight to interface problems and can directly
assist in the debugging effort. This increased The final stage in the software generation
faculty is a result of user-naivete with regard process has an ongoing, everpresent requirement
to how the system was evolved from the design. for the user to actively participate in the
The errors and bugs discovered during production maintenance and improvement of the system soft-
and test are those most likely to be repeated in ware. The user should document system errors or
the final product if the user is not involved in bugs, identify any inadequacies of the system,
the interim testing. The user can also assist and provide constructive inputs to enhance the
in identifying design inadequacies or design- system. Constructive feedback to software engi-
production inconsistencies with respect to the neers, programmers, and management provides im-
human-software interface. portant information for further system develop-

ment and development of similar systems. The
Constraints in the S-3A program limited user should also assist in the development of a

production and testing to non-users and contrac- software configuration managment instruction
tor personnel. The program ran into hardware (CMI) that: I) governs the establishment and
and software operating system constraints that provides a charter for a Software Configuration
affected schedules and resources to complete the Change Board (SCCB) and 2) identifies the means
program. Testing by operators was not conducted to ensure reliable and valid software at all
in a systematic manner until the integration times.
stage was complete. The VTX and E-6A programs
have programmed time into their schedules for A CMI was written to support the S-3A
user-community representatives to be directly training-related data base system. However,
involved in quality assurance during software funding constraints and apparent lack of inter-
production and unit testing. It is anticipated eat on the part of the users have led to almost
that full-time personnel, exclusively assigned complete neglect of the system. Other naval

*to support the E-6A program development, will be communities and industry have expressed interest
available to provide user inputs during produc- in the underlying concept of the system. The

* 'tion and testing. S-3A user-community, having never taken owner-
ship for the system, may never realize the full

*Typically, the user is not involved with benefit of the system. A significant lesson
system testing during the integration stage. If learned from the S-3A program is that the user'a
provided with the opportunity, however, the user inputs cannot be sacrificed for expediency. The
should test the entire system as an integrated system eventually must pay for its lack of at-
whole during integration and during acceptance. tention to user friendliness. The VTX and E-6A
The difference between tests conducted during programs require configuration management plan-
integration and during acceptance is a matter of ning as contract requirements. Hopefully, user
the timing and the expected level of quality involvement in these programs will continue to
control. The testing conducted during integra- be supported throughout the system generation
tion should elicit more programming errors yet process and on into the out years of the system
to be debugged than the testing conducted during life cycle. With the VTX and the E-6A programs
acceptance. The system should be installed on- the U.S. Navy has an opportunity to demonstrate
site or should be ready for packing and shipping that user involvement contributes to a more
at the completion of acceptance testing. Inte- user-friendly system and thereby to demonstrate
grat ion testing, on the other hand, can be ac- that user friendliness contributes to efficient
complished in the lab. The user should validate and effective training.

v the procedures and other information defined in
Vthe operations and maintenance manuals, user SUMMARY

manuals, and training materials to verify that
the support documentation supports the system User-friendly computer software is software
beyond acceptance and implementation. During that adapts to the user's perspective and shiows
acceptance the user also has a responsibility to communication to occur between the computer and
review the specification requirements and all the user. User-friendly software speaks the

Strade-offs made during the software-generation same language as the user regardless of the type
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or level of user. The only way to ensure user-
friendly software in the end-product is to en-

V sure direct user involvement at the initial step
of the software-generation cycle and continued
interaction throughout the subsequent steps of
the process. This interaction does not occur
spontaneously. Adequate funding and authoriza-
tion from procuring agencies and high eschelon
management must be secured. Extensive travel is
typically a requirement of user support to the
software generation process. Additionally,
front-end money to develop adequate functional
descriptions and to perform the necessary analy-
ses is required. Moreover, time must be made
available for dedicated-users to support review
activities. These requirements can appear to be
costly; however, the benefit gained through more
efficient, effective use of the system resulting
from user acceptance and a feeling of mutual
understanding of the user with the computer sys-
tem far outweighs the initial investment to en-
sure a high degree of user friendliness.
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ABSTRACT

The problem of developing and sustaining armor crew gunnery proficiency has become irwreasgqly challencinc
in recent years due to operational and training costs and limited range availability for realistic gunnery trainim;i
The Unit-Conduct of Fire Trainer (U-COFT) was thus developed to provide armor for u commanders the capabt i
for improving and sustaining crew gunnery combat readiness between range firing periods A total trainnq
system consisting of crew station, visual, and instructional subsystems. the U-COFT is housed in three on
vironmentally controlled shelters that afford limited mobility and self-contained operation It wiil be deployed
with armor and infantry battalions in 44 locations throughout the free world The U COFT instructional s.,stcn)
features an extensive library of exercises which train all the gunnery tasks required ot a crew in combat plu,
an adaptive training management function that permits each crew to improve its proficiency at a rate ronmen
surate with its ability. This paper briefly describes the unique instructional features incorporated in the U COFT
training syste.,

INTRODUCTION

With the largest training device contract ever awarded, the U.S. The test was designed to measure the capabitity of. and dif.
Army is sponsoring the manufacture and fielding of nearly 300 ferences between, two training programs developed t.u train crew
Unit-Conduct of Fire Trainer (U-COFT) systems configured for the gunnery. Training effectiveness was measured within each pro-
M1 Abrams and M60A3 tanks, and M21M3 Bradley fighting gram. in terms of skills developed and increased proficiency
vehicles. Employing computer image generation, digital control Transfer effectiveness was measured in terms of crew proficienc-y
systems, and computer aided instruction techniques. the U-COFT - either sustained or increased - resulting from the tramnng
is designed to train armored vehicle commanders and gunners programs as demonstrated on the actual M1 lank
in basic, intermediate, and advanced gunnery skills. Providing
crew compartments that closely replicate actual turret interiors. In the test plan devised. one armor company was to train using
generating high resolution full-color imagery viewed through the actual M1 tank together with other conventional training aids.
sights and periscopes, and accurately simulating the sight. two other companies were to receive gunnery trainine 'xclusjvely
sound, and "feel" of fire control system and weapon operation. on the U-COFT yet perform all other normal crew tasks dJuring
the U-COFT demonstrated training effectiveness during opera- the three mont., traininglevaluation period Prior to start of the
tional testing by the U.S. Army. A key factor in its capability as training period all three companies participated in a range firing
a training device is the instructional subsystem used to direct, test to assess basic crew proficiency levels At the conclusion
evaluate, and monitor the training process. Highlights of the U- of training a second range firing exercise was conducted and
COFT development and operational testing, system graded, and the results compared to the pretrainig scores
characteristics, and instructional subsystem features are
provided in subsequent paragraphs. Final test results concluded that both training programs sus

tained proficiency: each provided a satisfactory level of transfer
effectiveness. Additionally. the U-COFT was found to be train

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION ing effective in that as a training medium it sustained and in some
cases improved gunner and tank commander skills in all areas* measured. Moreover, a supplementary test designed to assess

In September 1979 the U.S. Army awarded contracts to two con teability oohtn an CuFTetr ned to aewi
tractors for accelerated development. over a 2t-month period, the ability of both tank and COFT-trained crews to operate with

malfunctioning fire control equipment indicated that crews
of prototype versions of an M1 configured U-COFT on a com trained on the COFT were. in fact. clearly superior This was net
petitive "best-effort" basis. That is. both contractors were trainin on the UOF xperience pro

allowed maximum latitude in design of the trainers, so long as grammed malfunctions s apart of the exercise matrix and hence

certain minimum performance requirements were met Govern, become more familiar with procedures to follow when confronted
ment evaluation and selection ot the production contractor was with failed or degraded weapon system components A fourth
lobe based heavily on the training effectiveness demonstrated M1 tank company newly formed immediately prior to the start
during field testing. At the end of the contractually fixed of the test. and which could not be "officially included, was also
development period. only one contractor successfully fielded involved This company was largely but not entirely composed
an operational system Development of M2 and M60 versions of personnel untrained on the MI. and due to the non

* was continued with the winning contractor. General Electric A homogeneous mix did not represent a true transition group This
production award followed in September 1982 company was. however trained solely on the COFT with a course
Assessment of the training capability of the General Electric U. of instruction designed for transition training, the length of which

' COFT occurred during a full-scale operational test at Fort Hood. was approximately three times that of the sustainment corn
Texas. involving a battalion of M1 crewmen and vehicles panics Approximately two thirds of the way through this train
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ing the skill levels demonstrated on the COFT were beginning The special-purpose computer image generator provides three
to match those achieved by the sustainment crews; at the corn. dimensional color daylight, reduced visibility. arid night scenes
pletion of the test. the skill levels of the transition company. wth various terrain and topographical backgrounds nianmade

, demonstrated on the COFT. equalled or bettered those of the sus- structures, moving targets. projectile tracers, and special effects
tainment companies. These findings are expected to be verified iround impact, missile signature, artillery fire - both friendly ard
by planned testing when the U-COFT reaches field units enemy, smoke grenade explosion. etc ) that allow tank crews to

develop gunnery proficiency in a variety of simulated battle con-

PRODUCTION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ditions. Correct visual perspective is instantaneously computed
and maintained for all orientations of the simulated vehicle
targets and overall data base. The 10km-by.7km data base around

As illustrated in Figure 1. the U-COFT is composed of the which the training exercises are developed is composed of eight
following hardware elements: separate data blocks: six of these can be moved or interchanged

" A crew station in which the appearance and functions of to provide scene flexibility. Ownvehicle can be programmed for
training-critical vehicle operating controls, indicators, and movement thruugh seven of the eight blocks: targets can be
weapon sights are replicated. placed anywhere in the data base. Weapons simulated include
wApn sig e replicated, the 105mm main gun, 7.62 mm coaxial machine gun. 50 caliber

--• A computer image generation Il visual system that pro- machine gun. and smoke grenades used on the M1 and M60
duces realistic. full-color action scenes allowing crew tanks, and the 25 mm automatic weapon. 7.62 mm machine gun
members to view and interact with a broad range of target and TOW missile system used on the M21M3 fighting vehicles
situations. Data bases are available for both visible and thermal engagement

, An instructor-operator station (1OS) through which the in- exercises: in the latter, thermal signatures of scene oblects and
- structor (a master gunner or platoon sergeant) initiates the targets are taken into account to assure realism.

computer-selected exercises and monitors crew perfor-
mance. He can freeze action, replay all or part of a par-

* "ticular exercise, select remedial exercises to suit specific
crew needs, or obtain soft or hard copies of crew perfor- Over 500 tactical exercises, each approximately 10 minutes long.
mance Color displays included in the station let him view are available for the M1 U-COFT. The M60 version will be equipped
all visual scenes as presented to the trainees, with a comparable number, and the M2/M3 will have more than

350. These exercises range from a three-hour introductory ses
- A general-purpose computer which provides the control in- sion for trainee familiarization with the U-COFT and orientation

terface between system elements, as well as manages the in basic elements of tank gunnery to complex multiple-target
total U-COFT training, scheduling, and performance/ air/ground exercises which test the mettle of even the finest tank
proficiency evaluation. crews. Ranking of the exercises is in order of increasing diffi

* A shelter subsystem composed of three air-transportable culty in each of three skill areas: target acquisition. reticle aim-
MIL/ISO standard containers, with two of these housing ing, and systems management. By a systematic method of but-
the trainer equipment and the third providing space for ting and stacking, these exercises form a three-dimensional

* . crew briefing/debriefing and maintenance. Environmental matrix through which a student ad.ences- on an exercise-by.
conditioning, power distribution, and fire protection is self- exercise basis-toward certification levels established for basic.
contained.

l'

Figure 1. Unit-Conduct of Fire Trainer (U COFT)

* o/
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cross, transition, and sustainment courses of instruction Rank INSTRUCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM
' ing the exercises according to difficulty makes controlled adap

tive learning" possible. in that the student progresses to the next The instructional approach employed in the U COFT ha, -volvd
successive exercise (or level of difficulty) only if his current and/or as the result of inputs from ta, ik crewmen. engineers educalurs
previous performance justifies it He either advances, regresses. training psychologists, training managers. project managqets. and
or remains at the same level in accordance with pre-established other sources, and has proved to be extremely effective to date
matrix movement rules and conditions that will be discussed in achieving the Army's goals for this trainer. The UCOFT instruc
later For each exercise in the commander/gunner and com tional subsystem consists of a library of preprogrammed exer
mander matrices, there are either two or four repetitions of that cises for teaching gunnery skills, an adaptive evaluation syste I
exercise available. In the case of stationary ownvehicle exercises, for evaluating crew progress. a training management system to
each exercise has four repetitions in which the situation condi- process student records and assist in scheduling, and an Instruc

* tions are the same but the order of appearance of the targets tot Operator Station 1OS) to provide the instructor with real-time
. is changed For moving ownvehicle exercises, there are two instructoial feedback and control features to aid in monitorirg

repetitions. each of these being a unique exercise since in a moy- and critiquing student actions
ing exercise merely changing the order of appearance could
mean that the target would not be visible due to ownvehicle post-
tion at that time. The repetitions are utilized when the computer
recommends "no advancement" and the crew is required to
retrain at that same difficulty level. The repetition capability also Training Matrix
serves to deter crew memorization of exercise content and target
appearance. As discussed earlier, the training exercises form a matrix. as

illustrated in Figure 2. that is organized according to target ac-
quisition. retical aiming, and systems management levels of dif-

As students progress through the matrix, they move from ficulty. Ranking exercises in this manner makes possible an
simple stationary owntank-stationary target engagements to adaptive learning process that is controlled by selection of ex-
increasingly difficult conditions involving various combinations ercises of known change in difficulty based on trainee perfor-
of moving ownvehicle, moving targets, multiple stationary and mance on previous exercises. Target acquisition levels of diffi-
moving targets, reduced visibility, malfunctioning fire control culty cover a range of target exposure. visibility, lighting, friendly
components, and incoming enemy fire. Overall, an extremely and enemy fire, and various distracting conditions such as ther-
realistic, effective, and stringently controlled training environ- mal clutter, friendly and enemy fire. and friendly vehicles in the
ment results. target areas. The reticle aim levels are ranked by difficulty by forc-

A4

E RCISE GROUP

4' .7kMIr(A!f
0 ~SUSTtISMET L# 'a0TRANSITION

MANAGEMENT :: i7

TARGET ........... .

LONG RANGE MULTIPLE TARGETS
START F + T frM

STAR H r , i/ Z / ~ e l SUSTAIOM(I "- SHORT RANGE MULTIPLE.4 TARGETS + J /

TRANSITION START LONG LAG SIGETRESes iCROSSCROSS LOGRNESNGETRESRTIFICAnION
3 l FA T OAIC +ll + + E "

SHORT RANGE SINGLE TARGETS

GROUP I GROUP 2 GROUP 3 GROUP 4 GROUP 5 GROUP 6
SSTATIONARY OVINVENICLE 1 Wv

STATIO ARY TARGETS STAtl T InON AY tAR~ T I| SIR - GTS • V (ICLS T AG TS

I MVING TARGETS X XX J ' MOVING TARGETS PRSENT
S REI'CLE AIM MdOVING OWINVEHICL|

IFFICULTYf

Figure 2 Commander'Gunner Training Matrix for M1
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ing the use of primary arid auxiliary gunsights either with or Tirqet a-, if tli un ev, Il rairo ' r ,llri , I ,

without fire control system malfunctions present and required frirldl , l , ti , h tirkp"t in A t,1, r t , , r " ', ..
use of NBC (Nuclear. Bioiogical. Chemical) equipment by the respet t t, tn,. other tarq ts ii it. , ,' . ,
crew. And finally. systems management levels are layered accord basd ,n lhe fllon ,r ati tar,;,i t;, , t t ,'
ing to whether single or multiple targets are present. and to tarqet oriritation iCiuI ; lUrr t iJ i, Pi 1, '
respective target range. There is a similar but smaller matrix tank targetsi arid ot"t r to ifqtes viit)i. Fiwt ,l,, tr ,-, I

which consists of exercises designed specifically for the train, receive the io.est (lassilticllrkoilt ii,] Ii- w - i,, I 1firt ,
ing of the tank commander (TO). and the firing of the various within the sani, lethality qroui aLe 'qo-l Ei rr,, t , ,o ,
weapons from the TO position. of lethality is one uf tIfil. ( rItria curi.id-st I in it. (;r itlrrit n

crew jperforn.ancei

The exercises comprising the commandergunner and
commander-only matrices are organized into groups. with each Training the commander to lie the main n and his .sf ,'.i-al
group addressing a specific type of ownvehicle motion and target involves use of the comniander s exercise Mat r,. ¢h-nl is smil a
mix. Each exercise in the group consists of from four to ten in- to the cornhanderqunner miatrix Fiquire 21 Lt tihas orl,
dependently scored situations with similar tactical and en- systems management levels The * n.erra, n thts "t, ,re
vironmental conditions. Each grouo contains a mixture of target organized around specific types of ownvehcle elotrn ind trqu t
types, both friendly and enemy, including tanks, armored person- mix. and each exercise includes ndependent s, rOd stUatons
nel carriers, trucFs, helicopters, and area (troop fire) targets. and with similar tactical and environmental conditons Commander
is structured according to the target acquisition and reticle aim training occurs concurrently with crew training in that as the cre,
levels of difficulty. In each of the first five groups or blocks of progresses through the basic, cross. transiton, or sustaimnent
exercises shown in Figure 2. each group provides seven types programs the computer periodically recornir ends adr riminnder
of reticle aim probtems. with three degrees of difficulty in target exercise. Access to the commander s matrix rs auttomatc arid
acquisition, and two or four levels of difficulty in systems progress is based on the commander's learnrnq progress The
management. As the crew progresses from Group 1 through first commander's exercise is automatically selected after the
Group 6. the conditions become more difficult as the owntank third computer-recommended crew exercise but thereafter corn-
targets proceed from stationary to moving, and from single to mander exercises are recommended based on the commander s
multiple. 'lag". This is defined as the difference between his position in

the commander's matrix versus the position of the crew in its
matrix, and can be positive or negative. The frequency of com-
mander exercises can vary from one exercise for each five crew

Following an orientation, trainees enrolled in the basic course

of instrution enter the matrix at the beginning posi t shown exercises to one for every crew exercise
in Figure 2. After completing an expected number of exercises.
progressing along a nominally diagonal movement through the
layered groups of exercises, the trainees exit the matrix at the As noted previously the library also includes special-purpose
point where certification for the basic course is achieved. That exercises that are used for U-COFT rntroduction,'orrentation.
is, at that point exercises are provided which test the capability calibration and zeroing, preparation for operation, acquisition
of the crew to proceed to the more difficult sustainment blocks and manipulation. and evaluation
of exercises.

Scoring Criteria
Trainees in the cross training program category enter the matrix
at a more advanced level than that specified for basic, but then Each U-COFT training exercise contains a minimum of four to a
move toward certification in similar fashion as those students EachmUCof tninexerientansaeminium oforiogmaximum of ten independently scored situations involving
in the basic course. Transition and sustainment trainees enter similar tactical and environmental conditions A situation nay
the matrix at yet higher levels and after completing their respec- involve one. two. or three targets which may be stationary or
tive expected number of exercises achieve certification at the moving. The composite of situation scores for a given exerciseuppermost point of the matrix. oig h o pst fsuho crsfragvneecs

is used to form a computer recommendation as to student

movement in the matrix

The training exercises provide for moving or stationary firing. E h
ownvehicle in combination with moving or stationary targets ac siuaton is scored. on the basis of predetermined criera
Target and ownvehicle motion is preprogrammed to assure that for performance by the trainees in the requisite skill dimensions

alt lunit locations are measured i the same way. of target acquisition. reticle aiming, and systems management
allowing random "wandering" may ivolve heavy reliance on in The measured state for each dimension is determined on the

structor judgement and result in inconsistencies in scoring For basis of the criteria listed in Table 1

stationary engagement exercises, motion paths such as those
representing movement from and to detilade positions connect
stationary firing positions. for stationary target exercises, the
paths cause the targets to move into view and then remain sta- Skill State Measurement Criteria
tionary until the exposure time limit is reached. In all cases. the Dimension
targets withdraw from the scene if not hit In no cases do targets
to be engaged appear or disappear suddenly from the scene
Ownvehicle speed is specified for each exercise requiring Target 0 Time to acquire target
ownvehicle motion, with both constant and variable speed and Acquisition S Number of identification/classification
direction paths chosen as appropriate for the objectives of each errors
exercise. Exercises provide varied terrain roughness, with
ownvehrcle operaion in stabilized and nonstabilized conditions.

Reticle 0 Time to first round burst
Aiming 0 Time to hit

Targets in an exercise are spaced in range and azimuth to pro- * Magnitude of aiming error
vide training in target search and acquisition. Targets become
visible within two or three seconds after the start of each situa-
tion and since each has a preprogrammed exposure time, it Systems 0 Number of switch setting errors prior
withdraws from the training field of view if not hit within the time Management to hng
allowed Vehicle and area targets appear at any aspect angle with • Number of switch setting errors at
respect to the viewing ownvehicle. from full front to full rear and tim i of fitrinq
including all angles in between All targets may be programmed
for movement throughout the data base gaming area. the only
restraint being the existence and location of other objects in the
data base Table 1 Situation Storinq Measured Stale Criteria
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To illustrate how scoring occurs with-n each skill dimension I

the measurement of reticle aiming error is used as an example Roui , ,-i
This error, which is evaluated for mralin gun rounds only is N, i '. E Io (r .
defined as the total distance that the retcle is displaced Iroin
the centroid of the target or from the correct airrnng point for
situations requiring manual lead. wind, or cant aim off The cnr Li, !rp 1 ., 4 A

-% rect target air for all point targets is within a 067 mil circle of Iir i. T
the target centroid A target hit plate is designed for each target ()3 i fi
type such that the portion of the target outside the 0 67 rl cir
cle but within the target silhouette is designated as sensitive to t) Taortt qit inrid -,I 3 B

hit damage. The reticle aim error evaluation is based on the ,r,,r r trri,r in

criteria indicated in Table 2 6 i lul' -Im .1 i'i

1 T'it rr 'J,ssrrrl IF

Following measurement of student performance in each skill
area the evaluation function of the instructional subsystem for
mulates recommendations for action by the instructor These 2 a Tar, t fit il-i ,in Ej
are displayed on the lOS terminal CRT at the conclusion of each error I. n ,
exercise. At the same time. a disk tile of crew performance is equIt , 0 67 nI
automatically updated: this file is catalogued by crew member.

,-_ .- student name, and training program type (i e . basic, transition, b Tarqt hit iminr tr"

sustainment. cross) Access to student records is under strict error reitr thI'n
- password control. 067 inl but .%ttm ill ,

plate ro"a

o raidrt iss-I I j
Progression through the commander/gunner and commander

- exercise matrices is guided by matrix movement rules desiened Table 2 Rottcl- Arnmq Error EValuatron
"- to prevent critical levels of training from being passed over. and
. to present exercises of remedial content to students for whom

reduction in standing is recommended by the computer The To assure that crews do not progress out of an _xercisor grol,
."rules also assure that key exercises which train the critical prior to demonstrating proficiency in the critical tasks requirr d

*tasks associated with a reticle aim group are not passed over as of that exercise group, the following special rules are, enforced
a result of a "rapid advancement" computer recommendation.
After an exercise is completed and the scores for each of the 0 In each reticle aim group a specific exercise at a
three skill dimensions have been calculated the system checks designated position in the matrix must be completed and
the movement rules against the computer recommendation the crew (or commander) must achieve at least a normal
criteria before recommending the next exercise. The matrix advancement recommendaton in all three skill areas
movement rules are shown in Table 3. 0 A minimum acceptable proficiency level is established for

% Fystem management and target acquisition1 skill areas dur
V ing the conduct of exercises with malfunctions

0 Crews will be designated as certified upon obtaining at
least a 'normal advancement' recommendation in all
three skill areas in specific certification exercises in sus-
tainment, transition, basic, and cross training

Skill Matrix Movement Requirements

Dimension To Next Higher Level To Next Lower Level To Skip a Level

Systems Two or more successive Two or more consecu Two evel
Management 'normal advancement tive 'reduced recoin increase or
(SM) recommendations in con mendations for either decrease is not

lunction with a systems management or allowed
"normal or higher reticle aim
recommendation for reticle
aim on the last exercise
fired.

Target Rapid advancement Two or more consecu Not allo,,,,
Acquisition recommendation for the tive reduced
(TA) last exercise fired. exerise

or two consecutive recommendations
"normal advancement xer
cise recommendations

Reticle . Normal advancement Not allowed Rodtic Ralipi j(Jvarn imot
Arm except in certain tion in systirnm (-r, is" -I( , nrll tln I
IRA) special cases rnanagorunt hv-I -. tor In c rt ilm spr af

rocomm dt.-d i fvi , li I-IW riI,rlt I th

Table 3. Matrix Movement Rules
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INSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES

The U-COFT instructional subsystem is characterized by an ex 0 By exercise contiin t tj'wl m j' r i,r' ri :Iludin(
tensive range of capabilities, selectable at the instructor S op owivehirel speed tarq#-1t ', i tt .I 'I, 'd ,n ii afgt:A
tion. that enable him to efficiently and effectively control and range ciew mert.ier fi, .ir ..1 n -. i./ .tr.t S0iec

*...'. manage the overall training process. These capabilities, which tion. visibility condition, and nSauluri t", ' I -i vi

are implemented through data collection, performance evalua- content selection pages for t.- h : n,'th, tr' ar
tion and analysis, and training management functions em presented to the instructort in,i via j ' /Ol-tin' ,,
bodied within the subsystem, are summarized in Table 4 elimination process, a listing of I ost i,,.',iis. ,n thi

library which contain tho s hl -1,-/ ( I' r.hr itnnits 1S

Exercise Selection displayed to the instructor ti r is. nuri-r lUpon
selection or an exercise from, lh- ii5t. t i.di -I ( itr ,

- In the training mode. exercise selection may be accomplished tion of that exercise is presuntd it t , , i it thk r btfLj(
by the instructor in three different ways: tor may opt to run that exercise ir ho ino, h,..i anothr

*' - 0 By computer recommendation, in which the computer * By exercise number, based on ir tru, t f alpiori, ,IOihi;.
assesses the crew's matrix position, evaluates the results of or selection via his field mranual ,',hI r !'s and dti-crihi 5
computer-recommended exercises previously completed, and all exercises available for use
selects the next exercise for the crew to perform. Each train-

. ing session begins with the last computer-recommended Although the instructor has thi' - optn uf iqnno I hi' Cit-,r
crew exercise performed during the previous training session: recommendation for the next crt,., on i -.,nnn iler . i,-,p1o
this helps account for any performance loss since the last gression through the matrn, ¢.// not be ,tft,41 tf d t , his soit-c
session. The instructor can accept the computer's recommen- tron For example. if at the cent isIon of an e*.:,, _,o Iie ( cm/

dation, or based on his personal assessment of crew perfor- puter recommends exerise • 12345 hut the inslrutAr decides
mance he may select an exercise by content or by specific to select exercise 98765 InO' systen Aould run e.ercise
exercise number. 98765 At the conclusion of t/is exercise andI recardes if

FUNCTION PURPOSE RESULT EFFECT

Mode control Select and terminate specific Mode selected is executed.
operational mode (i.e., training, training
management, daily readiness check.
diagnostic test).

Exercise Provide instructor with exercise Description of exercise and initial
selection, description for briefing to the crew. tactical environment is displayed to
preview, briefing instructor after exercise is selected.

System setup Perform automatic check of crew Exercise will not start if check fails Incorrect
compartment switch settings (by settings are displayed to instructor, who will
trainees) for correctness, inform crew to correct settings.

Performance Convey trainee performance data to Displays via situation monitor page:
monitoring and instructor during exercise, during ., rent ballistic computer data

-- analysis playback, and on completion of 6 . erational mode
exercise. 0 Current switch positions

- Current exercise and situation numbers
* Elapsed exercise time
. Current and past engagement data
- Engagement results/scores

Session Summarize overall crew performance for Session summary is displayed andior
summary each training session, printed.

" Shot pattern Provide graphic view of shot patterns Shot pattern reflecting hit data relative to
(For 105 mm for up to two rounds per target in the center of mass of the target. accurate to
main gun only. exercise. 0.1 mils in azimuth and 0.2 mils in
No shot pattern elevation is printed.
for area fire
weapons, i.e..
coax and cal .50

Exercise control Provide instructor with comprehensive Selected controls are executed,
control of exercise. 0 Exercise freezelunfreeze at any point

* Record/playback of visual scenes and
- i ,aural cues for current exercise (no
* voice communication).

* Exercise repeal.
* Logging of verbal commands by crew

during exercise (i.e.. gunner iden-
tified. from my position, driver
stopqo. cal 50.

- Ammo selection input.
0 Printout of situation monitor, perfor.

mance analysis, and/or shot pattern
pages

* Input of identification (ID error.

t able 4. Instructional Features Summary
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hot% tell the crew performed. the cofrt te(r Woiu Oril.f r' Mta i on this ige IS the true ranq, of tht' taret and the rarie input
recommend 12345

' 
as the next exercise This prece"s t to the computer by the rew s anigirg to the target the mode

continue regardless of the type or nunmber of t.xercise> selected of operation is normal i no nral fun t or+ laser is set to First
by content or number by the InStructor The intent of the rule IS Return the gunner has roain veapon so'e,,I -d ad SABOT ind,,

to prevent situations in which cit:ical skill elements iniy not be ed. SABOT is loaded All f ths data is available ti the itstrui,
exercised if instructor manipulation of cre, progress was tor and is updated In real tine He May uSe .t to cue or assist
allowed, and to standardize crew instructional content Which the crew or not. as he sees fit

could be compromised by Instructe', having different levels of
skill It is entirely probable, howe. I. that by exercising crews in Exercise Control/Monitoring
specifc exercises selected by content or by number the instruc
tr may bring about a nore rapid advancement once the system The instructor utilizes dedicated keys oi) a VT 102 au.,ihar
and exercise selection is returned to the computer keypad to control the exercises and the overall ciidUrt of the

training session The auxiliary keypad shown in FigUre 4 allot-,,s
Performance Monttortng the instructor to accomplish the following functions

0 Freeze Unfreeze Interrupt an verecise at airy poiint in If,,
execution and resume the exercise at the pcint of interu i

An instructional feature that is expected to be highly critical to tlion At this point the instructor Mrray critique tie Cret ,111i
training is the situation monitor page. displayed on the lOS then proceed. repeat the e. ercise from the beginng.
display terminal CRT that conveys student performance data to playback all or part of the exercise:terminate the evercise.
the instuctor both during and immediately after the exercise This display the performance analysis page at the situation
page. a typical example of which is shown in Figure 3 contains monitor or print the shot pattern
information such as current balistic computer data, operational
modes, current crew station switch positions, current exercise

* number, elapsed exercise time, current situation number, current
enemy target and past target engagements (in terms of weapon
firing, target type. main gun round number or machine guns burst NO N n MEMO
number. reticle aim error in azimuth and elevation. and results NUMBEHAHEE ECE MON
for the engagement While the situation monitor page is updated nUDAUEnuDEEMN EOE
once each second, aiming errors are updated as each round s Nf fMlflfunumfl * EE*
fired Data for the current engagement is highlighted on the nu naunu u **
display to distinguish it from previous data and data 

for upcom-
ing targets the latter is listed for each target in terms of seconds

- before target appears. target bearing, and target type Also in-
cluded is the situation letter grade system status prompt, and
keypad options prompt Letter grades are interpreted in relation

to the student progress recommendation: i.e., "A" for rapid ad.
vancement. "'B for normal advancement. "C' for no advance-

* ment. and 'F'" for reduction in snanding iregression).

In the example provided in Figure 3, eight of the ten situations m
have been presented to the crew In situation No. 1. the crew E u ..
engaged a fully-exposed T72 target, fired cue round and missed

due to an elevation aim error of 21 10 mils low. In situation No.

5. the crew engaged troop (area) targets with the coax machine
gun, fired 128 rounds, hit 380, of the target and received a "miss"
because 7510 coverage is required for a "kill". In situation No. - H
9. a HIND-D helicopter will appear in 35 seconds at a position
five degrees to the crew's right. Situation No. 10 will be a T72
tank which will appear in 83 seconds at a point directly in front
of the present viewing point. Additional information presented Figure 4. lOS VT-102 Terminal Keyboard Arrangement

Situation Monitor

Mode Cmptr True Control GUNNER Er No 312111
0 Rar rr.Je AUTO 1880 1880 Mode NORMAL

Lead AUTO 0.0 0.3 Laser FIRST RTN Tine 6,37

Crosswind AUTO -7.2 -7.2 Weapon MW-SABOT
0 Cant AUTO 2.2 2.2 Load SABOT St No 8

Sec Bearings/ Tgr Numb Ret ce Lay Results',
0 Act. Weapon Type Rnds Az El Frr 'or-

SABOT T72 WHOLE 1 L 0.00 0 21 10 MISS 0
HEAT T72 WHOLE 1 L 0.92 U 039 KILL 1

0 BMP

TRUCK

COAX TROOPS 128 ..... ..... MISS 38t%,o
0 SAEOT T72 WHOLE 1 L ()20 i 077 KILL 1

SABOT HIND-O 2 L 3 U 0.27 KILL 1

L 0 TRUCK 1 R 031 U 0.14 KILL 1
0 35 R 5 HIND-O . ....... ...

B6 R 0 T72WHOL F

0 Grace. Tr. AC , A R'!. Am A .yo, Mar C

Figure 3 Typical Situation Monitor Paqe
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Record Playba k Plat.' 1 rr ' t il,r l
rinrutes ot lt of Il Of M v.....
cIse period

S Exercise Repeat Hep,at tte -e , 0 ,:
beginninil

* Comnmand Logqgpq Th- trtor 1ii . " ,, ., .. .,
dentfiation COfrrintolds ry tby h , , r . hr ot. : 'ht' . . . .. . ,

conduct of ot ixeris.- Trio- nclit . . • .

Identified (igunner ruspi-i02 -,e:,E -t . . .

- Ffoe1 mly Po ,Ilon h'i Tfll (ti ,'} Jl, , s

Drirver STOP GO In thia
, 

*,v !hi nqiti t,,r &,, ,-, 1ti,-

dr,/er to move the tank to and froim i. d -' I, rII
and resume movernent in a mnovinq t i t- I .. , r,-r ,. -.. ., . . . -

Cal 50 t , ,ic r , ;

* Anrnio Selected Keys The instructor ma <t. I t , ic r .h1&,,h, - ,r r U,-U. O 1- : ,

by pressin g either the APDS H EAT. or H EP k '-,,, htn ih Arrirr in(! t ttit. itt .,., **.r f ..r t t'
tank commander announces the round type o')und , t. t -. > 1, ,I , I ;

* Reload Key • Removes round current,, in the breech and c.nbt eadrer-s that r,u lt t I,. I), ,i .

reloads a different type round it so designated by th tank f-e Or dollars - ~i.l ,r ,.t-o r i,,t r r 1 ,r ,
commander A suitable delay is initiated before the next cosLt, and venicer, ii ,na,
round can be tired

* Print - Will print situation monitor or performance analysis
page as selected. ABOUT THE AUTHORS

0 Print Shot Pattern - Prints page containing shot patterns
for up to two main gun rounds for each target in the exer MR DONALD E JONES is a Project Engineer .th the Naval
cise This pattern will reflect the reticle lay error for each Training Equipment Center. He is currently the Lead Engineer fur
round indicator to an accuracy of 0.1 mil in azimuth and 02 the Conduct of Fire Trainer iCOFT) program for Program Manager
mi in elevation. for Training Devices (PM TRADEI. He holds a BSEE from St Louis

University, St Louis, MO and an MBA from Rolins College. Winter
ID ErrorAllows the instructor to assess a penalty against Park, FL In previous associations he Aas a Field Engineer wth
the crew if an improper target identification has been Philco Corp and Naval Asration Engineering Service Unit
made. INAESUI working in the Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASWi field

Since 1966. he has been a project engineer at NTEC for various
land warfare training devices for both the Army and the Marine
Col ps

The U.S Army is closely monitoring the development of voice
recognition technology with an eye toward utilizing this techni-
que to accomplish some or all of the instructor monitoring RICHARD K HOPKINS a graduate of Stetson Unversity. DeLand.
noted above Exploratory evaluation of existing voice recogni- Florida. served as an Arnor Officer in the U.S Army from 1957
tion systems has shown that U-COFT need. for connectedcon to 1977 During his military career, which included commanding
tinuous voice recognition cannot be fulfilled at present Armor platoon. company, and battalion size units, he was respon-
However, the software currently used for implementing tie sible for the training of crewmer, on a variety of tank types. Mr
various keyboard functions is designed to easily accept the ad- Hopkins is currently serving as an Armor Training Consultant to
ditron of voice recognition when such technology is sufficiently the General Electric Company. a position he has held throughout
advanced to warrant it. the U COFT Development Program
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* INCREASED READINESS THROUGH MODULARITY

Frederic W Snyder
Military Training Systems

Systems Engineering
Boeing Military Airplane Company

-0 Wichita. Kansas

.ll ABSTRACT

A current DOD thrust to deveiop and apply modularity approaches tools and star.dards to Irainnq Sm ..atilr ,ri,
and acquisition is expected to yield benefits in reduced cost and acquisition time as well as irnproved sjuppolat) Is
Top-down functional design of stand alone modules and well-defined interfaces will enhance si nu ator systen desiqns This
paper examines the effects and benefits of modularity which are expected to increase readiness through ca1s' 'ann'

availab ty dates and increased supportability. The derivative effect of moduiarity appears to provide new ptoris thal (-an

operate to support increased defense readiness.

INTRODUCTION DEFINITION OF TERMS

" The U Sr Government has recently launched a modular simulator Modular simulator design or modularization is tefinedi as ia,

design development program The present effort focuses on aircrew organization of subsystern/hardware/softwae curonpunenls inro

training simulators. Several factors and considerations appear to have standard units This involves breaking the fliqht simu ali
r 

pa, kaqe

influenced this initiative down into cohesive blocks (modules) of equipment or software with
standards for control of design and acquision of the iod. es Using

Empnasis on ground-based training for the full military aircrew this approach, any number of modules can be reanv integrated to
complement has led to the development of complex training systems form a new simulator, thereby using known hardwae and sofware

In turn. technical and management challenges for procurement with perform-nce results predictable in advance
agencies, and the simulation industry have resulted, such as

Readiness is a complex term and implies different things under
- Trainers cost more than expected different condftions For our present purpose readiness is defined as

the state of being prepared and able to do the assigned mission

- Trainers take longer to develop than expected without serious limitations That is whatever the organizational level
or military service, the equipment is ready the crews are trained and

* Trainer supportability does not meet expectations the logistics support is available There are states of readiness such
as day-to-day readiness and crews sitting on the runway There

Seeking ways to meet these challenges and in light of the success are levels of readiness such as employed by SAC But what we
of the Air Force's Modular Automatic Test Equipment (MATE) basically mean by readiness is ready and able
program, a government cecision was made to investigate the
advantages of modularizing simulators starting with aircrew trainers ANALYSIS OF MODULARIZATION BENEFITS
DOD procures, operates and supports a large number and a wide

-.,, variety of training equipment and could conceivably benefit from the What usually motvates investment of tme. energy or money is the
oneestablishment of modularity standards Envisioned is a program potential payoff We can better visualize this payoff for the eventual

conceptually similar to the current MATE program. Potential benefits application of the modular simulator design approach as shown in
include: Figure 1 That such benefits can be realized from using the

* Reduced cost modularization approach is supported by the relative benefits
achieved from modularization in an Automatic Test Equipment (ATE)

0 " Reduced development time product line, as shown in Figure 2

, Improved supportability

* Improved modification capability

If these benefits are realized with the eventual development and
application of modular simulator design standards across industry.
then it appears likely that another important benefit will
result-defense readiness will be increased

As an example, in a related program the readiness benefit
envisioned by the contractor responsible for the MATE program was
that the defense mission is better fulfilled through

Figure 1 Relative Benefits of Modular Simutator
' Simpler skills and training because of computer-simplified test Design Approach Apptication (Conceptual)

procedures. common hardware procedures. and documentation

. Reduction of false rejects The favorable influence that nioidularIzaton of raintnq simulat ,

could have on readiness is shown in Fiaire 3 flowever rodii
" . 0 Eliminating unneccessary troubleshooting simulator design does not aulornatia ly bUy imt',oved readiress Tom

realize such improvements will require son( considoratlion lo- facto's
These benefits are for MATE but do indicate general readiness that link potential modularity benefits with ri'adtneSs imro.vements

improvement potential for application of modular principles to This consideration will involve both the gnvi"nrrrent and industry I To

4J- simulator development illustrate: The involvements and benefits expecteid trrr the MATE
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needed to satisfy the functional requirements The output
Si representing an aircrew simulator functional analysis, is utilized to

formulate the preliminary modularity concept in concert with the initial
INc(*- module selection criteria Special emphasis is placed on the resolution

I of hardware/software module levels that meet the functional
performance requirements yet minimize any effects of modularity on
technological innovation and development

Design Concept Application

The preliminary module selection criteria, developed during design
concept definition, is applied to selected Weapon System Trainer
(WST) programs to provide additional design insights and validation
opportunities. The physical and functional interface definition is

-- explored in terms of establishing a concept that will standardize and
-47 simplify both the physical and functional aspects of a modular design

A A, IO N I,1:A, PE HATicN, INr NAvTcic 4; , Vbi ALL
*~.AF1A _. I.~ >.>~,~~~ The preliminary output is tested by further application of these

NIAIN IF SAI~ I11' concepts to the selected WST. tn addition, an existing set of physical
Figure 2 Relative LCC Comparison of Modular vs functional interlace criteria, developed in support of ongoing company

Stanard TE Dsignmodularity research and development programs. serves to further
_________________ refine the candidate approaches for an industry-wide application

A. AA~cAA-,.Impact Definition

AT A~SAS ~During impact definition, the impact on module testing/qualification.
-- 'v cr'S.,NA.'fc-'' AAS Higher Order Language (HOL), logistics, aircraft equipment and

HAA ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . 'Tc~c 1.
5
. '..."V '1c..,cS'TM

existing simulator modularity elements are assessed. Knowledge of
-. ~ -.. c military systems and proven logistics models are applied toward an

-o%~ATTA RS TT AASPAA SAAAT 5.5~~ objective evaluation of the modularity impacts. This approach to
module testing and qualification is refined through development of a

cTA)TT*A TTASA A,, P~fT, TSSSAcAlist of requirements based on the final Selection criteria and the
'e. selected interlace approach. Development of implementation tools

- TTAAOROOCASAA A~c~s~cAASTAA A ATAT, TATSccTSA 5,, T Tparallels this activity. The output is a plan that clearly defines the path
~TAATA~cT, cAATA. A, AAAA~cTT OAT) , ~to module qualification. An assessment of the interrelationships
TASST ASAO ATS.A. 'AA.cS.T)AA A~c TAcTASSbetween the modularity concept and related support elements is

Figure 3 Modular Simulator Benefits Lead to Options conducted with impacts being defined and quantified in terms of cost.
Having Potential Impact on Readiness availability and manpower. Additional impact assessments are

program is exemplified in a 1980 AtAA paper by WPAFB logisticians. conducted relative to the use of HOL and Ada languages on military
Lt. ol.Byre ad Cpt. lle, werethe, inpar, cnclde: simulators. Cost data generated in the preceding areas is used toLt. ol.Byre ad Cpt. lle, werethe, inpar. cnclde: assess the impact of the modularity concept on aircraft equipment and

"MAT ca mae aforabl auomatc tstig areaityforthe the results quantified in terms of capabilities which may be built into
ATE Foceand maeoffrdablmeroautoatcal testneity forevthe aircraft systems to support simulator modularity as well as any impact

standardization, especially during this transition, will not come o custo n ieccecss
easily.""' tmplementation Planning

These authors enumerate many expected benefits from the point of Recognizing that the success of the simulator modularity concept is
view of government and commercial developers, the military user, and dependent on an effective and appropriate management system.
the logistics supporter. tn order to see the origin and sequence of the planning is developed that establishes a viable schedule for
development of benefit options better, we will next look at one phase-in/out of simulator modules/standards, the required
approach to the modular simulator design concept development management structure and modularity tools. Close coordination with
program. the government is imperative in this process. Implementation costs

are developed using proven cost estimating methods for
MODULAR SIMULATOR DESIGN APPROACH development, production, and operations and support elements. A

follow-on phase plan is to be developed to provide for the redesign of
This approach employs a disciplined systems engineering structure an existing simulator, testinglqualifications of the resulting modules

to take full advantage of the value of this process as a means of integration of modules into a training system and validation of the
providing an unbiased. logicat framework for conducting the modular modufarization tool system performance.
simulator design concept definition (Figure 4). The approach is
divided into five broad functional areas (Figure 5): Concept Documentation

* Deign oncpt dfiniionAs the final action, a technical report is prepared which will present
a complete and comprehensive documentation of the modularity

* Deign oncet aplicaionapproach. This report includes statement of work and associated
e.eincnep plcto specifications as well as the procedures, processes and rationale

* Impact definition used in conducting a follow-on study

Imptementation planning ANALYStS OF AIRCREW TRAINING SIMULATOR FUNCTIONS
System engineering techniques and procedures are used to

Concept documentation conduct a top-down functional analysis of aircrew training simulators
Existing functional grouping concepts used in all levels of training

Design Concept Definition devices are considered during this analysis. However, these grouping
and module concepts are not considered as constraints on the

Te concept definition begins with a top-down functional analysis functional analysis. For example, Figure 6 illustrates two potential
that considers existing functional groupings. identifies operational modularity approaches to a given aircraft multifunction training
performance requirements and determines the specific capabilities application.
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Figure 6 Two Potential Modularity Approaches

The first approach is representative of current training simulation • Exploring possible combinations of functions which provide the
technology. In this approach major system modules perform common required performance capability, while simplifying the interface
simulation tasks across all simulated aircraft functions. Computational complexity.
processing and hardware/software interface equipment are treated as
major system modules. Individual software and hardware modules at Potential modules and functional groups of modules are then
a lower levet simulate the aircraftsystem functions, allocated to the identified functions and required capabilities A similar

An alternative approach might involve modularization by process was followed in using MATE guides to simplify interfaces as

aircraltisystem function. In this approach, all necessary processing those shown in Figure 7.
hardware and software, interface and control/display capability for a
particular subsystem would be contained within a given function
module. In this case, it would be extremely important to identify and ., M

specify a flexible, common interface to communicate between system TWUIT NT..,I AT

modules. In current applications, visual. DRLMS and motion systems
lend themselves well to modularization at this level. Extension of this U , . ,
type of function/module allocation to other training subsystems such ",T l. I.

as instructional, environmental and aircraft systems simulation are M,,, MI.T UTU

considered. AAAli A.i.AIT.

Operational performance requirements for military training S , MA

simulators are identified, including the support requirements ---- - ------- --
necessary to maintain the operational capability of these systems. I,,NAL RI ,IN,
Operational constraints are also defined. This analysis determines I I I
how each function is performed and considers feasible alternate I . . ,111 ... .... ,,

co m b in a tio n s . . .. .- -

Capabilities required to satisfy identified functional requirements
are determined by

l Examining each system function to determine the kinds of
capabilities needed to meet training simulator performance
requirements Figure 7 MATE Standard Interfaces
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CANDIDATE MODULE GROUPING DDB would have to be carefully applied to data base conterit and
format and not to specific media Advancements in lase,-optca

Candidate groupings of potential modules are prepared from the bubble memory and other high density bulk memories woulo quickly
aircrew simulator functional analysis previously discussed These cause the obsolescence of any media standardizatcn Sensor
candidate groupings, taken from a cross section of simulation and simulation systems present other possibilities for modularity beyond
aircraft industries are documented in terms of functional capability and the DDB since processing subsystem.s such as ine of ,igil
interface descriptions. Examples of the results of such groupings are coordinate transformation, data retrieval and memory management
shown in Figure 8 for a flight crew trainer. Development of the subsystems perform largely the same function reqardless of
candidate groupings goes hand-in-hand with development of the application.
candidate levels discussed in the subsequent section.

MODULAR LEVEL DEFINITION
Sensor simulation systems, such as visual Computer Image

Generation (ClG) and Digital Radar Land Mass Simulation (DRLMS) Development of the candidate levels is an iterative process which is
systems, provide good examples of potential candidate modules initially derived from the top-down CWBS examination of the typca'

trainers in conjunction with the functional analysis of the natural
Sensor simulations incorporate Digital Data Bases (DDBs) which interface groupings However. the uitimate definition of the modularity

provide a processor-compatible earth topography model to be used in levels comes concurrently with the definition of the modules
generation of simulated visual/sensor imagery. Historically these themselves through repeated refinement and application of the
DDBs have been quite different between suppliers and even between module selection criteria Two considerations in leve selection
the individual sensor simulation types of a particular contract. This has discussed here are (1 future industry innovation impact and 2n
been due primarily to the fact that DDBs were a result and not a module complexity
requirement of the sensor simulation design process

Improvements to digital processing state-of-the-art have removed Innovation Impact

many of the constraints on sensor simulation Processing. raising the The interplay between a specific modularization concept and future
possibility that the DDB could become the standard component or technological innovation is a subject requiring special emphasis and
module around which new CIG. DRLMS and other sensors are
designed. Figure 9 shows a potential approach whereby an integrated insight. In most areas of technology the simulator ndustry uses the

data base generation/support system could be employed to support a
'V number of sensor simulations, so: however, the industry is not generally in itself a significant

technology driver The only major exception is that of sensor system

A modularity approach whereby the DDB is considered a standard (visual/digital radar landmass simulation) in which new techniques

*'module" may provide both training fidelity and supportability benefits. such as laser scanners are under development. If modularity is
Since the DDBs for these simulations provide real-world terrain standardized incorrectly, the ability of industry to use state-of-the-art

references and since multiple sensor simulations may be active innovations will be inhibited. Ideally. from an innovation viewpoint, the
- .simulataneously. this approach would provide a high degree of modular simulator design concept should standardize interfaces but

correlation between the individual simulations. Additionally. the allow total freedom of design within the module. If the standardization
necessity to create, maintain and support a number of separate DDB .tates the internal design of the ERU. innovation flexibility is lost, It

'.,,-.,i would be reduced or eliminated. .' pears that the most important level(s) at which to apply the
innovation freedom is a combination of the system level and the ERU

In this example. it is important to note that any standardization of the level.

I I A Y I" H

*1.1

Figure 8 Flight Crew Trainer Module Grouping Exampte
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,. OTHER MODULE DEVE' OPMENT CONSIDERATIONS

o The purpose of this paper and space/time limitations do not alow a
I full description of the process of development of the modular simulator

design approach However. this approach includes
. .,* * An industry survey

, Implementation tools definition

* Module selection criteria development and use
'-- -. Modular design concept applications

. Logistics considerations

. Development and validation of modular simulator design tools

Now that we have reviewed an approach to the development, and to
*. some extent, the application of modular simulator design concepts.

we have a better foundation to visualize how modularization benefits
can be linked to readiness

ANALYSIS OF MODULARITY/READINESS RELATED BENEFITS

Some modular simulator design application benefits may well

provide fallout readiness benefits without specific plans, decisions, or
Figure 9 Data Base Driven Sensor Simulation Example actions. We can be satisfied with that, or we can thoroughly analyze

all potential links between modularization and readiness benefits and
Module Complexity plan to enhance the value of simulator modularization benefits that

improve readiness. The key is to recognize the improved (or

Module levels are also resolved in light of both hardware and increased) decision-making options in working alternatives For

software complexity needed to meet the functional performance example, in Figure 3 if the sought benefit of reduced cost is reaized,

requirements. For example, if trainer A requires only 50 percent of the this leads to an "available funds" option. These would be government

performance capability of trainer B in a particular module or module funds that could, by decision, be left unused or used for any other

grouping, does trainer A pay the overhead of carrying the additional purpose within the fiscal constraints. In this case, the only way to
tcapability for the sake of standardization or go to the next lower level enhance readiness is to reallocate saved funds to a readiness causeadbillf sele standarddeton ro the reuired level A second example from Figure 3 is the earlier delivery of training-.. and still select standard modules to provide the required level of

capability? An example of software levels is provided in Figure 10. simulator option which is possible when development time of acaay Asimulator is reduced through modularization. If this benefit is expected
rand the decision is made to start the training simulator development
I Slater, by the number of months saved then of course the modularized

simulator trainer would be delivered at the same time as the
unmrodularized simulator trainer, and there would be no beneficialE-- impact on readiness from that modularization benefit The point is.
that only if the appropriate decision-makers are aware that such
options exist and that there is a plan in effect that states a requirement

sALIo tMON to weigh such factors in their decision-making consideration, will some
-'.T-* potential readiness benefits be able to be realized from

.. .od ~ (i' C "' modularization.

SMTOn the whole the derivative effects of modularity appears to provide
mot, -. new options that can (or can be made to) operate to support increased

%s• 1P %defense readiness.
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A FOUR-DIMENSIONAL THUNDERSTORM MODEL FOR FLIGHT SIMULATORS

J. T. Klehr
Link Flight Simulation Division, The Singer Company

Binghamton, NY

• J ABSTRACT

0' The recent airliner crash at New Orleans indicates that windshears due to thunderstorm
q* downbursts challenge the most experienced and well-trained pilots. Much controversy exists

as to the correct flight procedures for takeoff and landing under downburst windshear con-
ditions. Flight simulators provide a safe environment to test procedures and train pilots

V for hazardous flight situations, but in the past, flight simulators have been unable to real-
istically duplicate the complex changes that occur temporally and spatially in real-world

0 thunderstorms. A thunderstorm model based upon real-world data has now been developed for
O flight simulators, which provides twelve meteorological flight parameters which change in

three-dimensional space and over a thirty-minute time span with color weather radar represen-
tations of the storm coordinated in time and space. The storm data set (representing a 2Onm
x 20nm x 3200-ft volume) is based upon multiple Doppler radar analyses of a 1978 Illinois
thunderstorm. This data has been supplemented by a well-documented, fine resolution, down-
draft model to provide realistic values in the hazardous regions of the sudden downdraft and

i its resulting turbulent gust front By selecting different downdraft intenities and storm
translational speed, the instrucidr may simulate a mild thunderstorm or one in which it
would be impossible to fly. By positioning the storm's downdraft with respect to the runway
in time and space, numerous different thunderstorm situations may be simulated. This
thunderstorm model represents a breakthrough in the simulation of the storm environment and
four-dimensional windshear effects for flight simulation.

INTRODUCTION Precipitation rates are usually estimated from

cockpit voice recorder sounds, occasional eye-
Weather remains an unknown factor at all witness accounts, and very coarse resolution

levels of aircraft operations, from the military ground weather radar returns. The coordination
to general aviation. Aircraft accidents result in time and space of the many weather effects is
from .many contributing factors, but over 50 per- difficult to verify, yet this is the primary
cent of comrercial aircraft accidents dre type of data that has been available for imple-
weather-related. Accidents continue to occur mentation in flight simulators. Thunderstorm
despite many recent technological advances in windshears are very complex, yet most thunder-
storm detection equipment and despite increased storm simulations have consisted of one-dimen-
knowledge of hazardous flight conditions, sional data along fatal flight paths.
especially around thunderstorms. Pilots have
generally gained knowledge of hazardous weather The recently developed multiple Doppler radar
conditions through actual flight experiences techniques have begun to unlock our understanding

" rather than through flight simulator experi- of the complex internal circulations of thunder-
ences, because of the inadequacies of older storms. By combining the radial wind components
simulators in portraying real-world weather from two or more Doppler radars which are scan-
effects. ning the same storm volume from different per-

spectives, computer analysis may yield three
Flight simulators have provided a safe envi- time-variant wind components at every grid point

ronment for pilot training in many hazardous (typically 0.8 km). Meteorologists use these
situations, such as an engine out on takeoff or winds to extend their knowledge of the thermo-
a blown tire on landing, and have also been used dynamic forcing of thunderstorm circulations.
to help determine correct flight procedures for Simulators could use this data to help train
such emergency situations. Flight simulators pilots about thunderstorms.
might be used to unravel the mysteries of recent
accidents such as Eastern 66 at JFK or Pan Am BACKGROUND
759 at New Orleans, in which windshear may have
worked in concert with heavy rain to produce The complexities of thunderstorms present a
aerodynamic penalties. Flight procedures in substantial challenge to the training and simu-
downburst wlndshear situations are presently lation community. The thunderstorm is a dynamic,
being reviewed in light of information from highly variable entity which translates rapidly
investigation of recent crashes. But simulators across the ground while growing and decaying
could provide false training if inadequate or vertically and horizontally, resulting in con-
incomplete data has been used in modeling the stantly changing internal and external charac-
hazards. teristics.

Real-world meteorological data at the time Even the simplest thunderstorm, the airmass
of aircraft accidents is always sketchy and in- thunderstorm, goes through a series of stages
complete since it is derived primarily from during its 20- to 40-minute life span (Figure 1).
flight recorder data in which separation uf During. the initial, or cumulus, stage, the storm
weather effects from pilot effects on the re- consists primarily of a warm, moist updraft in
corded motion of the aircraft is difficult, which cloud droplets qrow into supercooled rain-
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drops as they are swept up beyond the freezing have been well studied by federally funded re-
level. As the raindrops grow too large to be search projects which use ground-based meteoru-
supported by the updraft, they fall and drag the logical networks in conjunction witn research
air along to produce a strong downdraft, charac- aircraft and multiple Doppler radars. But these
teristic of the mature stage. As drier outside storms are so large and infrequent that most area
air is entrained, it is cooled by the evaporating airports would have already been closed to air
raindrops, strengthening the downdraft and pro- traffic.

!. ducing strong winds and heavy precipitation at
the surface. During the dissipating stage the The innocuous appearing thunderstorm can also
downdraft becomes more extensive, the updraft is provide very hazardous situations for an aircraft

- shut off, and, as the storm begins to self- on takeoff, approach, and landing. Heavy rain
* destruct, the precipitation soon ceases and, produces severely limited visibility, while
- afterwards, the cloud itself begins to dissipate. strong windshears and turbulence challenge the

flight crew during very critical periods of
decision-making. The thunderstorm downdraft (or

If the winds surrounding the storm permit, a more severe downburst or microburst) spreads out
thunderstorm may become better organized by sepa- near the ground to produce a turbulent gust front
rating the updraft from the downdraft, resulting which can extend 10 to 15 nautical miles away
in storms that may last 4 to 6 hours. These from the precipitation area (Figure 2). Strong
more severe thunderstorms usually consist of vertical and horizontal windshears and turbulence
more than one updraft and downdraft pair, and are created as each heavy rain episode produces
often occur in a line or group of similar thun- a surge in the gust front.
derstorms. A severe thunderstorm may produce
hail and very strong surface winds, even a tor- Thunderstorms develop very quickly under op-
nado. The supercell thunderstorm may last 5 or timum conditions and can produce rapidly changing
more hours and produce large hail and multiple local effects. The innocent little shower that
tornadoes. The largest and most hazardous storms occurred at the loading dock may have developed

(7j ~ .. ........ . . . " -.

Figure 1 SCHEMATIC DESCRIPTION OF THE
THREE STAGES OF THE LIFE CYCLE OF A

TYPICAL AIRMASS THUNDERSTORM
(Adpated from "The Thunderstorm,"

4 U.S. Government Printing Office, 1949.)

- - - -

0 .,

Figure 2 SCHEMATIC DESCRIPTION OF A
THUNDERSTORM GUST FRONT
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a strong downburst during the taxi to the end of structure surrounding the storm. Data tapes
. the runway. As an aircraft begins its takeoff from triple Doppler radar analyses, containing

roll a strong gust front could be moving across mean horizontal wind velocities at about 2,600-
the far end of the runway. A realistic foot resolution, were used as the basis of data
thunderstorm simulation needs to account for generation.
these very localized and dynamically changing
characteristics.

Most radar analyses have difficulty with low-
Real-world thunderstorms are highly varied altitude, small-scale phenomena which are criti-

and any simulated thunderstorm must provide cally important to a terminal area flight simula-

enough variability to provide a challenge to a tion. Ground clutter destroys much of the value
of the low-altitudes returns which are close to" pilot's recall. At the same time, maximum train- the rada The return reolon o

ing usage requires a high degree of repeatabil- the radar. The large horizontal resolution ofity, especially if the simulation is being used most radars masks many fine details in the winditys es pil structure being analyzed. In this thunderstorm
as-"part of tsPas ils cifation. herfA as downdrafts may have existed at a few locations
part but none were resolved well enough for simula-
has required that certain weather effects be dis- tion ere reo we mot proba mla-

played visually and aurally and on weather radars on purposes. One of the most probable loca-
used as part of a pilot's navigational instru- tions was selected and a mathematical downdraftu a t p t voments. model was used to provide the fine resolution

required for simulation of the downdraft and its
As in any simulation, all the visual, aural, resultant gust front over a 30-minute time span.

and motion cues must be fully coordinated or
false training will occur, but few simulator This second-order closure turbulence model
instructors have the meteorological training to provides data which corresponds well with pub-
control the correct timing of the many thunder- lished real-world thunderstorm data. The down-

. storm effects. Instructors should be allowed to draft model provides vertical and horizontal
* concentrate on supervising the training session wind components, temperature and pressure devi-

rather than being burdened by a complicated ations, three turbulence rms values, and a scale

series of tasks to create the effects desired, length at each point in the downdraft grid. The
For example, an instructor should just select a axisymmetric downdraft model extends to about

S.. weather radar display of a thunderstorm without 30,OC feet and resides within the larger (20 nm
concern that the radar echo will initially appear x 20 nm x 3,200-foot) storm data box.
at the correct altitude and grow vertically and
horizontally in coordination with the changing Data within the storm box was derived from
updraft structure. Yet instructors need to have the triple Doppler radar horizontal wind compo-
overall control of storm selection, initial loca- nents and the prestorm sounding. Vertical velo-
tion, movement, development stage and intensity, cities were derived by integration of the
all of which must remain within typical real- inelastic continuity equation. These vertical
world thunderstorm values, velocities and the prestorm sounding were used

to create the overall temperature and pressure
Now a thunderstorm simulation model has been deviation fields within the storm box. Turbu-

developed which can realistically duplicate real- lence was assumed isotropic outside the downdraft
world thunderstorm characteristics important to region and turbulence rms values were calculated
flight training and which can meet the training by stress analysis of the wind components within
requirements of instructor control of repeat- the storm box.
ability and variability. This is a terminal
area thunderstorm simulation suitable for FAA If the aircraft is within the downdraft
Phase 1I, Il1, and LOFT applications, region, both data sets are combined to provide

the final environmental data. To avoid counting
velocities twice, the storm box values within

% THUNDERSTORM ENVIRONMENTAL MODEL the downdraft region have been adjusted so that
mass continuity is maintained. Precipitation

The thunderstorm environmental model simu- rate and visibility were derived from radar re-
lates the low-altitude flight environment of a flectivity data using a convective precipitation

..' moderate to severe thunderstorm for an aircraft rate formula. Final outputs of the thunderstorm
on approach, landing, and takeoff. This termi- environmental model include three components of
nal area simulation model contains a strong, wind, three turbulence component rms values, tur-
small-scale downdraft which penetrates to the bulent scale lengths, temperature, pressure, pre-
ground, forming a time-variant gust front which cipitation rate, and meteorological visibility.

e.-. travels and grows along the ground. The entire
simulation model provides outputs which vary The d6wndraft and storm box data sets are
according to the aircraft's position in three- compressed for disk storage and are accessed
dimensional space and time. The model is based only as required by aircraft movement through
upon triple Doppler radar observations of a the downdraft and storm box. The downdraft data
typically moderate Spring thunderstorm which set is composed of ten data files at 3-minute

- . occurred during 1978 outside Chicago, Illinois. intervals and each file contains eight variables
at each of the 1,024 data points. The storm box

This particular thunderstorm had a 33,000- data set consists of eleven 3-minute time files,
foot radar top and showed reflectivities of up each with 4,418 data points containing 9 vari-
to 60 dbz, indicating heavy precipitation rates ables. The thunderstorm environmental model is
were present. This thunderstorm contained up- programmed in FORTRAN.
drafts on the order of 40 ft/s and downdrafts of
about 26 ft/s. A prestorm meteorological sound- The instructor controls the location and
ing provided the temperature, humidity, and wind orientation of the entire storm box and may
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start the simulation during any portion of the components can be used to provide sound direc-
* 30-minute time period. The instructor selects tionality. The sight and sound of thunder and

the storm translational speed and direction and lightning under the instructor's control are
a downdraft intensity, which are limited to real being developed. Visibility effects are simula-
world values. By selecting different downdraft ted as the aircraft enters precipitation. A
intensities and translational speeds, the visual thunderstorm display is being developed
instructor may simulate a mild thunderstorm or to provide a distant view that might be observed
one in which it would be impossible to fly. By on approach.
positioning the storm box with respect to the
runway in time and space, numerous different
thunderstorm situations may be simulated. CONCLUSION
Because the model provides outputs which vary in
both time and space, a pilot executing a go- In order to provide correct training, it is
around maneuver would find the storm had important to use real-world data in simulation.
dynamically changed in strength as well as The complexities of thunderstorms require a large
location. In fact, a pilot could wait before dynamic data base which can coordinate the many

takeoff as the thunderstorm passed over, and required effects and free the instructor to
feel the turbulence, winds, and precipitation supervise the training session. Recent Doppler
effects change while remaining on the ground. radar analyses of thunderstorms can now provide
The thunderstorm environmental model represents data bases suitable for simulation, making simu-
a major breakthrough in the simulation of the lator training for realistic hazardous weather
storm environment and four-dimensional windshear flight procedures now possible. It is most im-
effects for flight simulation. portant that a dynamic physical model of a thun-

derstorm provide outputs to other visual and
TOTAL SIMULATION aural systems in order to create a comprehensive

and coordinated simulation.
To complete the realistic simulation of a

thunderstorm, other visual and aural cues are ABOUT THE AUTHOR
provided. Color weather radar echoes are dis-
played which dynamically change in size and are John T. Klehr is a Systems Engineer in the
coordinated in time and space with the meteor- Research and Development Group, Commercial Simu-
ological outputs. The radar echoes appear lation Systems, Link Flight Simulation Division
initially at the correct altitudes and grow and of The Singer Company in Binghamton, NY. He is
decay vertically and horizontally with time. responsible for meteorological modeling for com-
The individual cell echoes may translat and mercial simulators. He is a member of the
rotate in real time. The color weather radar American Meteorological Society and the American

" simulation includes beam spreading, and range Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. He
and precipitation atteruation effects, holds a Master's degree in atmospheric science

from Colorado State University, Fort Collins,
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ABSTRACT

Current Air Force practices invoke the Program Planning Review (PPR) and its associated
data submissions and review meetings on all new simulator procurements. The PPR, as de-
fined by Air Force policy, provides both the contractor and Air Force program offices with
insight into the proqram plans to insure successful completion of all contract objectives.

* The PPR requirements have been the subject of recent comments, studies, and reviews. The
resulting opinions have consistently questioned the "need" for the in-depth planning and

-.°. related data submissions required to support the PPR Milestone within the first four months
after contract award. The arguments both for and against concern the quantity of data
submitted, the number of reviews scheduled, and the resultino impact on the contractor.

This paper summarizes the successful completion of the PPR requirements on a current Air
Force simulator contract where proper preparation and implementation of the oroqram olans
by the contractor, and prompt, explicit review by the qovernment, resulted in a program
baseline which has met all cost and schedule objectives to date.

INTRODUCTION executive level session attended by contractor and
qovernment management to critique the activities

The Proqram Planning Review PPR) -- is it a new leading up to the PPR Milestone.
milestone or another millstone? Technical Reviews
conducted in accordance with MIL-STD-1521 to assess
the degree of completion of major technical mile- PPR DATA REQUIREMENTS
stones, have been a normal part of Air Force pro-
curement practices for many years. We are all Air Force operating instructions normally specify
familiar with the System Requirements Review (SRR), that certain specific planning documents be de-
the Engineering Design Review (EDR), the Pre- livered, reviewed by the qovernment and deemed
liminary Desiqn Review (PDR), and the Critical De- satisfactory, before the Program Planning Review
sign Review (CDR). Although many view these milestone can be considered complete. The F-16
technical milestones as the most important events Digital Radar Land Mass Simulator (DRLMS) Con-
in a design and development project, their success tract, executed in 1981, included a collection of
can only be as good as the underlying planning most of the plans reguired for the standard PPR
leading up to their execution. The Air Force has milestone as follows:
formally recognized this planning need within the
past couple of years via the implementation of the 1. Configuration Management Plan (DI-E-3108)
Program Planning Review milestone.

".'..2. Program Milestones (DI-A-3OO9/M2)

The Air Force defines the Program Planning Review
as a milestone which provides executive level 3. Integration Support Plan (DI-L-30318)
management, in both the Air Force and contractor
organizations, with insight into the program plan- 4. System Test Plan (DI-T-3/OIA/MI)
ninq and overall management approach to be utilized
in executing the requirements of a particular con- 5. Technical Manual Plan (DI-M-6154)
tract. Execution of this milestone has now become
a standard part of all Air Force simulator pro- 6. Computer Proqram Development Plan
curements. Normally the Air Force requires that (DI-F-30567A/M4)
the PPR he conducted early in the program, i.e.,
within the first 110 days of contract award. /. Contract Work Breakdown Structure
Successful completion of the milestone is normally (DI-A-3023/M)
defined as submission, review, and approval of
several contract data items; the execution of a R. Firmware Development Plan
formal meeting at which the contractor presents his (UDI-E-3935-ASD/M3)
Program Management Plan; and the completion of an
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'" ~9. Systems Enqineering Plan (Dl-S-31- ' T n rtr-< '^t ,, . . , ' , . ,.

10. Production Plan ([I-P-346,Ml hn1 p, ,-:,, D-0

it I* it r t I ,[
In addition, the Air Force may a so rpc irp I - Iso r " 0 is te ,1r r t: h,,'. ,,

" " livery, review and approval of additiona 3 1 at r'so it ,s ,to o,- ,'V,, I h -

items involving plannina, prior to closino thr. i P 'P t i onh r ' ' r as T1 ' ' .

milestone. These may include the ysvtp- ')fetv pon tie nrk t)rtu.. ,4n . , -otr irc n. 'n,. .
Prooram Plan, Reliability and Maintainahi itv Dr-- trarc al constr-lnit
monstration Plan, the Pre-operatinnal Cupport Pan,
and Trainino Plannino Information. e tw d aunts or ,' - , :

subsenuent planino, tn I' ,, nt a,
tract'jal effort is dpt T-I i. 'oH .

PLANNING EXPERIENCE maximum extent nos i h, inI the r ,i- a t -

accon lishinq the 6rr aet proar, - , ii l 
4

The F-16 DRLMS PPR Milestone was defined to be com- allocated. The planninq witi n n., f I . -
plete by the fifth month. Althouoh this was beyond discipline is then (", ti rmcnt-P.i or tho r..

* the 110 day recommendation of Air Force operatinq of the specific data it'- 'I crio+ ) .i- +J' lt '
policy, it proved to be a more suitable schedule the previous lIs t (,f rocirel t ,t'a .

* .-. for a development prooram scheduled to run for
forty months. The contract also required the de- Each plan for-'s the Oasis r ,tei, . . .,, 1-
velopment and delivery of several other plannino tion, not only beto -, crn ft . i t i

documents, in addition to the ten (10) identified qovernment, btt rPr " ,'t t , h t tiwo .n ... oe-
above. Althounh these were not prerequisite to sponsible indivilals it a, 1. witnr int0

satisfactory completion of the PPR Milestone, they oraanizatinns. 1ff t- tI.,o Io'.lr1 .1 n A i 1 -a1
were scheduled to be submitted within the first to effect ivp mana,,merit, anI etftvr iv cv runra-
five months of the contract, thus, addino to the tion mst h a oiatou e between the cesoonsitn
contractor's planninq workload. Of the fourteen individuals within ani1 hetwpPn each oroanization,
plans specified for submission within the first and not merely a secies of narallel monoloaues.
five months, ten of the plans were due within the Effective plans are 1e't efficiently prepared ani
first 90 days with seven of these scheduled to he reviewed when the responsinle individuals within
submitted within the first 60 days! the affected disciplines perform the plannino and

reviewina.

Why does the Air Force insist upon this ex-

traordinary amount of planning? The record shows
that the reason for most program failures over the TOO MUCH DATA?
past several years is due not to weak execution,

but to poor planning -- unrealistic, inadequate, Now that we understand the reason for the plan-
and insufficient plannino is the most likely cause nina, why is it so difficult to complete? Th7
of proqram failure. Planning is usually cited as fourteen data items which constituted the planninq
beinq the first of the five fundamental functions requirements on the F-16 [PLMS p rnqra, were iu st
of manaqement; the others beinq orqanizinq, staff- the beqinning. Durina the first five months nf fis
inq, directinq, and controlling. Plannino is of contract, there were 55 data submissions, or

particular importance in research and development approximately one submis ion everv second workinQ
project manaaement because usually there is no day. These data suhmitta' were prepared acainst
other experience factor to rely on for comparing total of 29 different data item descriptions,
actuals versus experience, as there is in includinq the 14 delineated above. These uhis-
manufacturinq. sions ranoed from a relativelv straiaht forwi(d

Aqenda to, and includina, a comprehensive Cvstem,

Test Planninq document. Air Force review, comment,
PLAN THE PLANS and approval were rQuired nn 39 of the b1i sJtvhis-

sions. The "Plan for the Planninq" woredl dyer
Why are so many plans required which seemingly /0% of the 5 submissions wpre completed or,, nr
overlap and duplicate each other? A nood ahead of schedule by the cnntrartor, and only fo)ir
performance measurement plan provides a thorough of the deliveries which were late were delinquent
definition of all aspects of the contractual by more than a week.
effort. Schedulina is an important and integral

part of the overall planninq effort because the
schedulinq process forces people to quantify their TOO MANY MEETINGS?

effort in discrete terms and place their tasks in
proper relationship to each other. This task The Program Planning Review is not the only meet-
identification is naturally facilitated by usino a ino scheduled to take place durino the first five

proper work breakdown structure to proqressively months of the contract. In addition to plannini
identify each element of the item under develop- and oreparino data for submission to the qnverni-
ment, as well as the activities required to ment, the contractor must also perfor' some "real"
accomplish the effort. 'ince a "Plan for Plannino" work. The real work is normally the ot umt of lh ,
is necessary to insure intearation of all plan- system enqineerina process conducted durino Ih
ninq/schedul inq functions with the contractual first several months of the pronram. 7h,

scnedule constraints, which may be dictated by de- specifications must he reviewed, the fun-t inn
livery dates, prooram milestones, etc., it is nnlv analvzed, the requirements allocated, and a dci it
natural that the ProQram Mi lestorine and Contract synthesized which will lead to a ireliminary vytem,

Work Breakdown Structure data it es, identified description. These events and act ,vt i mut ilsI
above, are usual ly spec if ,d for del i very early in be supported by des i and irate bt IIls ( a a tra
a program. loqistiis analyses. The cults are then rfev1, o'
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with the oovernment dur inq the Syste Require- 3. ProQrss trackinq and report ini , thg.
ments Review. base I iies

Successful completion of the SRR then leads to the 4. Definition nl implementation of curt r,-
development of conceptual des iqn for subsystem con- ency plans
porents, with due consideration qiven to continu-
inn trade studies and technical interface cor- 5. Suhcnntract Tanaqement
patibilitv. Interface agreements are established
durinq Interface Control Workinq Groin (ICWG) meet- 6. Government/contractor relationships
inqs and a Part I Interface Spec. developed. One
or more Enqineerinq Desiqn Reviews may be con- . Contractor mananement information and con-
ducted followinq the SRR before holdinq the first trol systems
formal Preliminary Desiqn Review.

Simplv stated, these topics provide the contrac-
tor with the opportunity to outline his manaqement

MEETING EXPERIENCE philosophy and techniques for "doinq business."

Durinq the five month period leadinq up to the rPP,
the F-16 DRLMS Proqram completed a Post Award Con- PLANNING CONTROLS
ference (PAC), a System Requirements Review (SRR),
two Enqineerinq Desiqn Reviews (EDR), two Program Program Manaqers must be concerned with the control

S'Manaqement Reviews (PMRs), a Provisioninq Guidance of expenditures of money, time, and human re-
Conference, a Support Equipment Guidance Con- sources to achieve the desired system performance.
ference, a Parts Control Board Guidance Con- Consequently, Proqram Managers are interested in
ference, two ICWG Meetinqs, a Tech Pubs Guidance having visibility of the proqress in achievina th,
Conference, a C/SCS Imolementation Review, and desired technical performance, cost, and scedmile
finally the Proqram Planninq Review (PPR). All of objectives. In this effort, they are in turn, do-
these meetinqs were completed to the full satisfac- pendent upon the quality of data furnished by tho
tion of both the contractor and the qovernment. manaaeint control system. The foundation of th
Fortunately, many of the meetings were conducted -)anaqement control system is the prooram manaie-
" "back-to-back" to minimize the impact to both ment plan. The proqram manaQement plan, in turn,
orqanizations. The F-16 DRLMS contract also re- is the collective set of functional plans which
quired the implementation of coproduction planninq start with the Statement of Work (SOW) and:

-, C to meet the requirements of the F-16 Multi-na-
" tional Aqreement as qoverned by the Memorandum of - Determine the nature and scope of work

Understandinq executed in June 1975 by the United
States, Norway, Denmark, Belgium, and the - Determine the resources to be applied
Netherlands. The coproduction involvement added a

* second level of complexity to the planning process - Determine the results and/or output to he
and, in turn, required the implementation of achieved
Technical Assistance Aqreements and data export
licenses to ensure that all State Department - Establish the procedures for consistent-
provisions were satisfied. /systematic handlinq of work

".Establish the policies and rules for rou-
PPR MEETING tine repetitive tasks

As noted previously, Air Force operatinq policy re- - Define the orqanizational responsibility-
quires that a formal Proqram Planninq Review Meet- /accountahility for accomplishments
inq be held with contractor and qovernment repre-
sentatives to -eview the program manaqement plan. - Define the sequence of actions to perform
In order to ensure satisfactory and timely review the tasks

-. of the pertinent detailed plans prior to their
"'-"final approval and implementation, the F-16 DRLMS - Define the schedule requirements

Proqram conducted the Program Planninq Review in
two increments. The first increment, which was Althouqh plans provide the Proqram Manaaer with the
conducted in the middle of the third month in con- manaqement control device for monitorina proqress,
junction with a PMR/EDR meetinq, included a review the principal mechanism for achieving an intearated
of all applicable plans submitted durinq the first olan is the work breakdown structure (WRSl. Since
90 days. The second and final PPR incremental an important asoect of program control is the pro-
meetinq was conducted durinq the middle of the per definition of the task to be performed, the
fifth month for the purpose of reviewinq the work breakdown structure is an essential device for
remaininq planninq documents and the contractor's identifyinq the contractual tasks. For program
proqram manaqement plan. The typical Air Force plannin and performance measurement purposes, it
Work Statement identifies the followinq topics for is desirable that the WRS be structurpd in
discussion durinq the presentation of the proqram accordance with the way the work is actually qoing
management plan at the Proqram Planninq Review: to be performed. The Air Force normally specifies

that the ton three levels of the contract WRS he
1. Risk/problem identification, rankinq, avoi- selerted from options contain-d in M I.-STF-R8I.

dance/reduction and control rhe summarY level items are normal lv in,.lued in
the contra(t and 'io id Provide a useful structure

lstabi i shment of cost, schedul and perfnr- for fiture contrart Stitis reonrt ino. 'ho cont rc-
mance base line (inc ludinn critical path tor may then extond tho WR in any manner he
id nt ifiratio n and manl, adinn) choosns in in tft to Iiv il tIh, contrartuial
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0 tasks into manageable pieces of effort, for- which organizat ions are enual y involved inr achievino the
internal responsibility can he assigned. Although Proqram obiect ives. The contractor must understand
such a breakdown is commonly used in manufactur- the qovernment 's program obipctives, and t h
inq, it is usually more difficult to establish in government should also understand the contractrs
engineerinq, where the tendency is to describe the objectives. Plannina is fundamental to the pro-
effort in broad general terms, identifying only qram's objectives. How can you tell if you are o-
near-term effort in detail. ihis lack of task de- inq to achieve the program's objectives if you
finition can easily lead to down-streas surprises don't have a plan to tell where ynu are Qoinq?
on projects which appear to be doing well, simply
because it is virtually impossible to determine
what resources are required for unplanned work. SUMMARY
Thus, we see once again the necessity for early,
adequate, and proper planninq and planninq con- In conclusion, it is apoarent that the innumprahle
trols. data submissions and meetings -- souares which must

he filled before the P)R is scored complete --
could easily be viewed as a "millstone" by the oro-

MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES gram management team. The F-16 DRLMS Program has
proved that the "squares can he filled" with posi-

How can the program management team develop the tive program impact. Proper planning will not slow
dozens of data submissions, prepare for and attend down the "real" worK. It will insure its success.
the dozen or so meetings, and still be able to In view of th, numerous data submissions and formal
effectively plan manpower requirements, develop meetinq requireP"-nts, the contractor is likely to
comprehensive schedules and time phase budgets dur- assion work oriorities which will satisfy the most
ing the same period? They can't -- and they people in the near-term. In doing so, he often
shouldn't attempt to! Just as the work breakdown gives the plannino process far less priority than
structure is a formal method for identifying and it needs. Much to his sur ,rise, he may soon find
defining the contractual tasks, so is a con- that temporary or inadequate submissions have
tractor's organizational chart a representation of become the "baseline," thus, a new problem may
the formal structure which reflects the manner in arise -- explaining why the measured performance
which the contractor will organize the people who does not satisfy the criteria set forth in the
will do the work. Effective program management "temporary" (and inadeguate) plan. If the contrac-
plans are more realistic if they are prepared tor finds himself in this vicious circle, he may
"bottoms-up" by the individuals responsible for never recover enough to fully develop an adequate
their ultimate implementation. The F-16 DRLMS con- plan. Therefore, the Program Planning Review could
tractor employed matrix management techniques, with indeed become a "millstone" to the program manage-
full delegation of responsibility and authority to ment team, if treated lightly. The F-16 DRLMS Pro-
the functional organizations and individuals re- gram has demonstrated that prooer prooram plan-
sponsible for executinq the tasks. This technique ninq, by both the contractor and the government,
was effectively employed during the period leading leads not only to successful completion of the PPR
up to the Program Planning Review to insure that Milestone, but also to successful imolementation of
all plans, data item submissions, and formal meet- the program and achievement of its objectives.
inqs were properly and successfully completed. The
program management staff defined the "big picture"
viewpoint to insure that the planning details being
implemented throughout the matrix organization were
consistent with the overall contract require- ABOUT THE AUTHORS
ments. The creation of a multidisciplined orogram
management staff, capable of "planning the plan- Mr. Ronald B. Walker is the F-16 DRLMS Program
ning" and promulgating the policies, procedures, Manager for the Simulation and Control Systems De-
and philosophies of the program, insured that the partment of the General Electric Company in Daytona
functional area specialists worked tooether for the Beach, Florida. He holds a BSEE degree (1958) from
common set of proaram objectives. Oregon State University and has performed post-

graduate work at the University of Pennsylvania.
lie has been Program Manager of various visual

TEAM WORK simulator and communication system oroarams at GE
for the past ten years. In earlier associations,

The Program Managers must establish and maintain a he was Manager of Programs for All Systems in New
relationship of trust and confidence between the Jersey; and served in various engineering
government and contractor program management func- capacities at RCA, Defense Electronic Products
tions. These relationships should be built at all Division in New Jersey.
levels of interface between the contractor and

*., government to insure that there is more emphasis on
"what" is right, rather than "who" is right.
Neither program management team can be successful Mr. Richard E. DeNezza is the Systems Program Man-
if the other fails. Therefore, it is essential ager for the F-lb DRLMS Contract at ASD/SIMSPO,

,'."that the communications channels be established and Wright Patterson AFB. lip holds a BA(Hon.) deqrefe

kept open early in the program. Each of the meet- i'om the University of Manchestpr, inoland, IK. He
inqs specified in the work statement provide a hd, served in various Project Management capaci-
vehicle for establishing effective communica- ties at SIMSPO for the nast three Years. In ear-
tions. Each of the planning documents prepared and lier positions, he was a Junior Lecturer at Wright
submitted by the contractor for qovernment review State University, Dayton, Ohio.

fr and comment, provides a vehicle for understanding
by both organizations. The PPR milestone, and the
events leading up to it, will be successful if both
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses some of the problems associated with the use of commercial
off-the-shelf computer systems in aircrew training devices and offers some suggestions
for improving the life cycle management of commercial computer systems in such

0. military training devices. The impacts of commercial practices and computer capacity
limitations are addressed as well as acquisition and logistics management
considerations. Improved planning and management effectiveness will be needed in the
1980s to ensure that computer systems are supportable and/or replaced during the life
cycle of training devices systems. Both acquisition and logistics support agencies will
need to recognize that the life cycle of commercial computer systems may be limited by
the lack of computer and peripheral vendor support and by the lack of expansion
capability. Accordingly, training devices will need to be designed and developed to
accommodate computer expansion or replacement. Computer system expansion or
replacement will need to be anticipated to minimize training device to weapon system
configuration differences caused by a lack of computer system supportability or
capacity. This process could be termed "Pre-Planned Product Preservation (p4),.

INTRODUCTION products for five years following termination of
production of a particular computer model. Some

Life Cycle support of commercial off-the-shelf companies provide support for a longer time depending
computers embedded in training devices has on availability of spares and components, availability
traditionally been a challenge to military training of company skills, and the total computer population
device managers. Logistics supportability problems supported. There are indications that computer
and computer capacity limitations have plagued companies who are predominant suppliers of training
simulator managers since digital computers were first device computer systems are recognizing the simulator
embedded in simulators. Commercial practices, user's need for longer support. Most companies,
acquisition management practices, and logistics however, particularly those who do not have a large
management practices have all contributed to life share of the simulation market, appear to be staying
cycle support problems. with the five-year support policy.

While advancing technology and improved The availability and cost of depot level repair
management practices have lessened the impact in and spares from original manufacturers and/or third
some areas, the overall life cycle supportability party repair contractors are highly dependent upon the
problem remains, overall demand for such services. Factors affecting

demand include:
LOGISTICS SUPPORTABILITY PROBLEMS

Effect of Production Status
On older generation computer systems, logistics

supportability could be prolonged because base level Support is available while the product is in
maintenance had the capability for piece/part repair production and normally for at least five years
of the single-layer, discrete-component technology following production termination. The availability of
(core memory was the exception). With new spares and repair from original manufacturers varies
technology computer systems (multi-layer, high with company policies. Some will bid on spares and
density boards), base repair capability has become repairs so long as their products are in service, though
more limited with increased dependence on depot level the cost is likely to increase. Others simply refuse to
(contractor) repair. This evolution in maintenance bid repairs after they have discontinued guaranteed
concept has occurred with commercial users (airlines) support of a product. Also, computer manufacturers
as well as the military. With increased dependence may or may not maintain an in-house repair capability
upon contract depot level repair, the supportability for their vendor-supplied peripherals. Thus, repair for
problem has changed from that of providing piece/part peripherals may be subject to another level of
components for base level repair to that of finding availability. It has been suggested that long term
contractors, either original manufacturers or third computer support commitments be made a
parties, for depot level repair and spares. requirement in all simulator acquisitions. While this

would be highly desirable, there is some question
Because of rapidly advancing technology and whether it could be enforced since such a commitment

the highly competitive environment, commercial is dependent upon the integrity and continuity of the
computer companies are announcing a new product prime, the computer vendor, and second tier peripheral
series of computers with increasing frequency (every vendors.
three to five years). As new products become mature
and accepted, production of the previous series is Manufacturing Rights and Data Availability
terminated. Most commercial computer
manufacturers will then guarantee support of their The availability of repairs from third party
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repair sources is frequently dependent upon the an increased demand for depot repair can be
availability of technical data. One computer expected. In this respect, computer companies are
manufacturer claims that the documentation furnished limiting their field engineers to troubleshooting and
with each delivered system is adequate to estahlish board rem oval-and-replace ment, with board repairs
and maintain a depot level repair capability. Others, accomplished at centralized depot level repair
however, furnish limited documentation with their facilities.
equipment and consider depot level technical data as
proprietary information. Most computer As the demand for computer spares and repairs
manufacturers contacted during this study indicated diminishes, it understandably becomes more costly for
that they would consider selling proprietary data or repair contractors, whether original manufacturers or
manufacturing rights on their older systems if they third party, to retain the skills, parts; and test
could not offer repair services. It was noted during equipment for a support capability. The current Air
the study that third party repair is becoming more Force policy of competing most computer repairs
readily available for older technology systems. tends to discourage the commercial retention of
However, there is some question whether it will be support capability because a sustained business base is
economical for third party repair sources to develop not assured. The relative cost of depot repair during a
the expertise and more sophisticated resources computer's life cycle is depicted in Figure L. A similar
necessary to repair newer technology equipment. depiction could be made to illustrate spares costs.

* .Total Production Quantity EXPANSION CAPABILITY LIMITATIONS

Larger total production quantities of an item The lack of expansion capability (computationat
increase the probability that enough units remain in timing and memory requirements) to incorporate
service to economically justify retention of a repair trainer changes has, in the past, frequently been more
capability for a longer period. Commercial users tend of a driving factor in computer replacements than
to depreciate computer systems over about five to logistics supportability. Trainer changes, generated by
seven years and then replace them, while the military weapon system changes and by increased training
embeds computers in equipment that is intended to be requirements, place additional demands on the
used for 15-25 years. Frequently, then, the military originally delivered computational system. Solutions
becomes the sole user of commercial computer repair to this eventual computer system saturation include:
services as commercial applications are phased out. (1) expanding existing systems; (2) adding another

computer system; or (3) replacing the existing
Equipment Reliability and Sparing system. Pertinent aspects of this problem are

contained in the following discussion:
Computers are inherently reliable and are

becoming more so with new technotogies. Thus, the The Developers! Challenge
basic repair and spare demand for computer circuit
boards is low compared to electro-mechanical devices With a few exceptions (e.g., Singer GP-4), older
such as peripherals. This inherent reliability of generation computer systems used in simulators were
computer circuit boards makes the choice in sparing not specifically designed for real-time simulation. In
philosophy more difficult. Although at least one of order to meet simulation requirements as well as
each kind of board is spared in most commercial and government imposed spare timing and sizing
military simulator applications, long term support requirements, simulator developers were faced with
choices involves either: (a) dependence upon the challenge of extracting the maximum capability
contractor repair and spare support; (b) provisioning a from the then state-of-the-art machines. Techniques
life-time supply of spare boards; or (c) a combination used to accomplish this were (a) modification or

of tese Al thee hoies ivole sme isk As replacement of the computer vendor's software and/or
indicated above, dependence upon contractor support hardware, (b) use of machine or assembly language
is subject to limited commercial life support policies, and/or more efficient software programming, and (c)
Life-of-type sparing involves high front-end costs and designing interfaces for multiple CPUs. Even with
less-thanr-perfect predictions of failure rates . A these efforts, simulator developers sometimes had to
combination of contractor dependence until add CPUs during development and frequently delivered
termination of guaranteed support, then procuring life- less than the contract ually-speci fied spare time and
of-type spares is subject to planning, programming and memory capacity. It may be noted that changing
budgeting lead time which exceeds the one year requirements imposed by acquisition agencies
term inationt-of-support notice provided by some sometimes contributed to this problem.
computer vendors.

Spare Time and Size Requirements
Base Level Self-Suf ficiency

Acquisition agencies generally plan and
The capability of base (organizational and contractually specify spare time and size to

intermediate) maintenance personnel to repair accommodate change activity during simulator
computer components can have a significant impact on development and for delivery to the using command.
the demand for depot repair. With older technologies Frequently, however, spare time and size is used by

- ~ (single-layer discrete component boards), both military change activity and other factors by the time the
and commercial maintenance personnel could maintain system is delivered.
computers with a high degree of self-sufficiency.
However, with newer technologies (multi-layered, high Hindrances to Computer Expansions
density boards), both military and commercial users

S.t ack the skills and support equipment for a repair Attempts to expand computer capacity have
%capnbility, been affected by the following:

a. Older generation computer systems had
*As the older technology hardware is phased out, limited expansion capability.
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b. Because of the Air Force's practice of Revision Procedures
'freezing" configurations, computer systems had to be
updated to the latest configuration in order to add Computer manufacturers issue service bulletins,

*capability. Sometimes it was determined to be less Product Improvement Notices (PINs), Field Change
expensive to replace than to update. Notices, Design Change Notices, or otherwise

c. Because the computer system was obsolete designated revision levels to a particular item of
(out of production), expansion kits were not available, equipment and/or software. Each manufacturer has

d. Because simulator developers had modified his own system of issuing revision levels; these differ
the computer vendor's software and/or hardware, (sometimes significantly) in cost, description of
vendor updates might not be compatible. Also, change, inclusion of kits, method of implementation,
compatibility with the vendor's next generation of etc. Some manufacturers issue a revision that consists
computer systems was diminished, making applications only of a drawing correction. Some affect hardware
software less transportable and more costly in the only; some affect software only; and some affect both.
computer replacement. More often than not,
simulator-unique designs led to sole source Revisions may be issued for the purpose of:

.P~ Aprocurement of the computer replacement with the
simulator developer because of his unique design. a. Improving computer system capability.

b. Improving reliability.
Technology Impact c. Reflecting manufacturing changes.

d. Correcting design defects or field reported
Recent and current technology computer problems.

systems are being designed with increased capability e. Reflecting component or material changes
for real-time simulation. In addition, these systems or substitutions.
are more easily expanded by adding such things as a
cache memory, a high speed floating paint processor, In turn, these revisions may or may not:
additional CPUs , or extra memory.

a. Affect form, fit and function.
COMMERCIAL PRACTICE CONSIDERATIONS b. Require prior incorporation of a lower level

revision.
A number of practices employed by computer c. Be upward or downward compatible with

*and simulator manufacturers contribute to the overall other revisions.
management problem. Some of the underlying causes d. Be fully de-bugged for a particular
of these problems are being overcome by advancing application.

* technology and improved management procedures.
Other practices, however, particularly those employed Typical numbers of revisions versus computer life-

*by commercial computer vendors, are not likely to cycle are illustrated in Figure 2, from which it can be
change. seen that commercial computers have a very dynamic

configuration baseline.
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d. It is also possible for sinulator developers to
use the vendor's operating system intact, but
supplement the O/S by using portions of the computer
not used by the then current O/S, such as reserved
memory words. A subsequent computer vendor
revision to the O/S utilizing that portion of the

m% computer is then not usable in the simulator
epplication.

e. In the past, most simulator developers made
10 at least minor hardware changes to vendor-supplied

equipment. This was accomplished in one of two ways:
0

(I) The simulator developer would
physically modify the vendor's part, making it

simulator-unique and no longer an off-the-shelf item.
If handled properly, a simulator manufacturer part
number would be assigned to the resulting assembly
and a source control drawing produced and delivered.

INTRODUCTION END OF PRODUCTION SUPPORT (2) The simulator developer would provide
OF MODEL TERMINATED a modified design and/or specification to the computer

COMPUTER LIFE CYCLE, TIME vendor, who would produce and deliver the assembly
with a vendor part number. Although the assembly
was vendor supplied, it most likely became a vendor's
"specialized proc jct" (versus a "standard product") and

TYPICAL NUMBER OF REVISION NOTICES thus simulator-u ,ique.

DURING A COMPUTER MODEL'S LIFE CYCLE

FIGURE 2 Peripheral Equipment Modification

A related problem exists with respect to
modification of peripheral equipment. Some computer
manufacturers modify peripheral equipment or specify
modifications to the peripheral vendor. In either case,
peripheral equipment procured directly from the
peripheral vendor may not always perform
satisfactorily in the delivered computer systems.
Some simulator developers procure peripherals through

Configuration Control in Acquisition the computer manufacturer in order to preclude the
above and to hold the computer vendor responsible for

Simulator developers have not always delivered total computer system performance.
computer systems, spares, and technical data for a
given trainer type/model in a common or current The Outlook
configuration. Computers or spares delivered at
different times could include different revision It should be noted that the problem associated
levels. In recent acquisitions, the Air Force has with manufacturer-modified hardware and software
required that computer systems for a given trainer may not be as severe in future systems. This is
type/model be updated to the configuration of the last because currently available computer systems have
delivered trainer. been designed for real-time operations and have

considerably more capability and expansion potential
Software and Hardware Modifications than previous generations. Both computer vendors and

"6 simulator developers have stated to Veda that the
Both simulator developers and computer newer technology computer systems can be used in

manufacturers advised Veda that until just recently simulation applications without modification of
simulator developers have modified or replaced the hardware or software. One simulator developer, while
computer vendors' operating systems (O/S) and/or believing this possible, suggested that modification
hardware in order to improve the "real-time" would still be required because of cost competitiveness
computational capability of the vendors' systems. This and the customer's desire to "push technology".
fact alone has had significant impacts on simulator
management: ACQuISrIION MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

a. If vendor operating systems and/or hardware
are modified or replaced, computer vendors cannot Some of the acquisition practices contributing
guarantee that their hardware updates (revisions) will to computer system management problems have been
not affect the simulator operation. corrected in recent acquisitions. However, because of

b. Vendors' operating system revisions, upon acquisition lead times, the effectiveness of these
which some hardware revisions are dependent, may not improved practices is yet to be demonstrated.
be compatible with a modified operating system. Particular aspects of current versus past prictices are

c. Even though computer manufacturers identified in the following discussions.
attempt to design for compatibility from one computer
model or generation to the next, modification or The Computer Selection Process
replacement of the operating systeri and/or hardware
make the applications software less transportable. Traditionally, computer systems in training
Thus, software costs during computer replacements devices have been selected by the simulator developer
are significantly increased, during the acquisition process based upon general
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computational system requirements specified by the decrease. The management of microprocessors
acquisition agency. Generally, a commercial off-the- presents yet another challenge to simulator managers.
shelf computer system is selected either by the
simulator developer's choice or because a commercial C. In spite of inflation, the cost-to-
system is specified by the government. The performance ratio has continued to decrease with the
government, however, does not normally specify a introduction of new technologies. This trend can be
commercial brand or model. The basic rationale for expected to continue for the foreseeable future.
selection and/or specification of commercial systems Accordingly, computational system cost (excluding
for simulation has been as follows: applications-unique software) will continue to become

a smaller percentage of the overall simulator system
*a. Real-time performance and memory cost.

capacity requirements for simulation applications have
required state-of-the-art computer systems designs; The Simulator Development Process
generally, only commercially available computer
systems could meet these requirements. During simulator acquisition, simulator

developers select computer systems during the
b. The quantity of computers required in any proposal phase. In order to minimnize risks to both the

one simulator system type/model has not justified the government and the developers, a reasonably mature
development of a military computer system that could computer (one to two years into production) is
meet computational requirements. selected. Based upon statistics from the Air Force, ti

simulator development requires, on the average, 34
c. The simulation market is highly competitive; months from contract award to delivery of the first

thus, cost is a prime consideration of the simulator ready-for-training (RFT) simulator. Therefore, as
developer. If left to the developer, then, a least-cost illustrated in Figure 3, computer systems are four to
system meeting performance requirements will be five years into production , or perhaps already out of
selected. production, when simulators are deployed. Thus,

logistics managers can expect to experience
d. Rapidly advancing technology in a highly supportability problems within five years of

competitive commercial computer market has made deployment of the first training device.
available low cost-to-performaiice ratio commercial
systems, thus eliminating the need for high For new simulator acquisitions, the Deputy for
government development costs. Simulators prepares a Type BI, Prime Item

Development (Part I) Specification and requires a Part
This method of computer system selection has, [U Product Specification from the simulator

in the past, tended to proliferate the types and models developer. The training device is procured as a single
of computer systems in training devices and thus Configuration Item. The computational system is
aggravate the logistics support effort. More recently, specified by incorporating, or referencing, portions of
however, the increased use of simulators, and more MIL-D-83468, Digital Computational Systems for

*significantly, the increased use of digital computers in Real-Trime Training Simulators. No specification per
simulation have lead to recognition of simulation as a se is required for the computer system, nor are
computer industry market. Because of this market interface specifications or interface control

*recognition, computer manufacturers who specialize in documents required. Thus, there is no clear distinction
real-time systems are designing them with a between the off-the-shelf computer system and the
consideration for simulation requirements. This applications (simulator-unique) hardware and software.
evolution has led to the present situation wherein it is

*likely that computer systems of the minicomputer or As indicated in previous discussions, simulator
super-minicomputer category from one of four developers in the past were not required to deliver
manufacturers are selected. Specifically, computers and spares in a common or current
manufacturers whose systems are being selected today configuration; however, this has been imposed in
as mainframe computers for both commercial and recent acquisition contracts. Also, acquisition

*military simulator applications are: Digital Equipment agencies have not maintained visibility and control
Corporation (PDP or VAX series); Gould SEL (32/77 or over modifications to computer vendor's hardware and
32/87 series); Harris (800 series); or Perkin-Elmer software. The Air Force has recognized this and is
(8/32 or 3200 series). While the current selection currently intensifying efforts to control and minimize
process has essentially reduced proliferation of these modifications. Finally, contractually specified
mainframe computer systems to four manufacturers, spare time and size is frequently used up by change
there are other factors that affect, or may affect, the activity during development. This problem should
commercial computer selection process: become less of a concern with the expandability of

newer technology computer systems.
a. No single computer model within a

manufacturer's product line is suitable for all Acquisition Management Initiatives
simulator applications whereas a single computer of -_______________

the same model could have excessive performance (and The provisions of an acquisition, of course,
cost) in other applications, strongly influence the supportability of a training

device. Thus, computer life cycle planning must begin
b. Technology innovations, seemingly being with the acquisition process. If it is recognized that

introduced with increased frequency, may make the computer replacements are inevitable, then training
current training device computation system concept devices should be designed to facilitate such computer
obsolete. While most simulator developers contacted replacement. It is suggested that preservation of the
believe that a mainframe computer will continue to be off-the-shelf nature of computer systems is essential.
used in simulations, they suggested that there would be This translates into the following requirements:
increased use of microprocessors in a distributed
mode, and that the physical size of the mainframe will
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a. Commercial off-the-shelf hardware and off-the-shelf computer system will be delivered with
software must be used without modification. Any the simulator. Maintaining the off-the-shelf integrity
deviation should be fully documented and justified to of commercial systems should facilitate computer
the acquisition agency. It is also assumed that replacements since computer manufacturers try to
applications software is programmed in a higher order design their next generation computer systems to be
language such as FORTRAN or Ada. compatible with their previous generation systems.

Thus, the cost and complexity of computer system
b. The hardware and software interface replacements should be minimized. Requiring a Post

between the commercial off-the-shelf computer Production Support Plan should greatly enhance Air
system and the simulator must be defined and Force's planning for life cycle supportability of
maintained through interface control documents or commercial computer systems including peripherals.
other comparable means.

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
c. A configuration description is needed to

define the commercial configuration baseline. Such a Although there are many ramifications to the
configuration description is normally delivered by the logistics management of computer systems, there are
computer vendor with each system, and describes the two overriding considerations: configuration
hardware, software, and documentation as delivered, management of computer systems and recognizing the
The computer vendor's current configuration of limited life cycle of commercial systems.

. hardware, software, and documentation should be
maintained during development and be reflected in the Configuration Management
configuration description delivered with the simulator.

Effective logistics management of embedded
d. A technique that can be used to encourage computer systems following deployment of simulators

simulator contractors to consider life cycle has been hindered by a lack of positive configuration
supportability is to require a Post Production Support management. Failure to maintain computer systems
Plan as a part of acquisition contracts. The Post at the manufacturers' current configuration levels has
Production Support Plan is described in MIL-STD-1388- created mixed configurations of spares, data, and
IA, Logistics Support Analysis, and Data Item installed hardware and software within specific
Description DI-P-7119. This plan requires the prime simulator types and also among different types of
contractor to: (1) identify items that will present simulators. As a design goal, computer manufacturers
potential problems due to inadequate sources of supply try to make next generation computer systems
after termination of production; and (2) prepare compatible with their previous generation systems.

, alternatives to satisfy support problems for the This compatibility, however, is based upon the latest
system/equipment's expected useful life. configuration of the older generation system. Thus,

failure to update computer systems makes logistics
If the above requirements can be fulfilled, a support and replacement of computer systems more

current, fully documented and unmodified commercial difficult and costly.
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system life cycle support. Some of the problems are
Computer Replacements being overcome by technology while others are being

corrected by management initiatives. However, full
The need for computer system replacements recognition of the limited commercial computer life

one or more times during a simulator life cycle is not cycle is needed, along with acceptance of computer
yet established as a recognized requirement. In the replacement requirements.
past, computer replacements have been driven more by
lack of capacity (time and/or size) to accept simulator The cost and mission impact of computer
modifications rather than by a lack of supportability. system replacements can be minimized if: (1)
The cost of replacing computers has been substantial simulator developers can deliver off-the-shelf
because software was programmed in machine or commercial computer systems without modification;
assembly language, computer systems had not been (2) computer systems are maintained to the vendor's
updated, and modifications had been made to off-the- current configuration; and (3) supportability of
shelf software and/or hardware. In some simulator computer systems is periodically reviewed to
systems, this replacement cost has contributed to a anticipate replacement requirements. This entire
significant simulator modification backlog, and thus, process could be termed "Pre-Planned Product
to degraded training because of weapon system-trainer Preservation (p 4 ),.
configuration differences.

Logistics Management Initiatives
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Based upon the above considerations, there are
logically two logistics management initiatives to be Mr. Wayne W. Gamble is a Senior Engineer and
considered: maintaining positive configuration Project Manager at the Dayton Division of Veda
management of computer systems and periodically Incorporated. His projects have encompassed a wide
reviewing supportability of computer systems. range of logistics support studies pertaining to training

devices. This paper was based upon a simulator
a. Maintaining positive configuration computer support study performed by Veda

management of computer systems includes preserving Incorporated for Headquarters Air Force Logistics
their commercial off-the-shelf nature and maintaining Command. Mr. Gamble is a former Air Force Officer
the systems and documentation to the manufacturers' with over 25 years diversified experience in
dynamic configuration baseline. To accomplish this, operations, maintenance, acquisition, and logistics. He
more flexible procedures will have to be developed to holds a B.S. degree in Aerospace Engineering and an
accommodate the manufacturers' dynamic M.S. in Aerospace-Mechanical Engineering.
configuration baselines.

b. In order to provide adequate funding lead

times, computer system supportability must be
periodicaUy reviewed. Using the Post Production
Support Plan, if ,cquired, this review should include:

S* Parent weapon system inventory plans
- Weapon system modernization plans
* Trainer modernization plans
* Computer spare time and size
* - xpandability of the computer system
* Availability of expansion kits
, Vendor support policy and plans
i Availability and cost of support from

vendor or third party
" Reliability

" " Maintainability
. Any modifications made to off-the-shelf

hardware and software
* Applications software program language
- Compatibility with currently available

replacement systems

Because of the rapidly changing commercial computer
market, it is suggested that a supportability review
should be made on at least a biennial basis, and
probably annually for older systems and peripherals.

This increased management attention to
embedded computer systems should contribute to
improved logistics supportability during the life cycle
of the computer system and to improved training
effectiveness during the life cycle of the simulator.

SUMMARY

There are many factors contributing to the
problems of commercial off-the-shelf computer
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TRAINING THE MULTIPLE-AIRCRAFT COMBAT ENVIRONMENT

Lt Col Peter A. Cook
Capt Caroline L. Hanson

If) Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Ln Operations Training Division

Williams Air Force Base, Arizona

ABSTRACT

0 Aircrew training devices for the teaching of tactical combat maneuvering currently
range from simple desk-top trainers to large weapon system trainers with limited visual

0systems. Still missing from the spectrum is the capability to practice full-mission
fl multi-ship scenarios. At present such training can only be provided by major field

exercises such as Red Flag, at great expense. A network of hostile-environment simulators
- - I could greatly increase the frequency of training, provide more realistic training, and keep

pilots at a higher state of readiness than by using aircraft alone. The Air Force Human
* Resources Laboratory is exploring technology requirements for multiple aircraft simulation

under Project 2743, the Combat Mission Trainer (CMT) program. The goal is to develop a
* full-mission combat simulator affordable at the wing level and capable of training all

air-to-air and air-to-ground tasks.

INTRODUCTION exercises are expensive and infrequent and do
not expose pilots to actual air and ground

With all of man's sophisticated gadgetry fire. The best training environment of all is
and knowledge of up-to-date training methods, combat itself. Historical data from World War
there still does not exist a completely II has shown that losses decrease dramatically
adequate training environment for practicing following the first four to five missions of a
multiple-aircraft weapons delivery. Although confrontation (see Figure 1). Ideally, pilots
major field exercises such as Red Flag closely should be trained in advance to this "fourth
approximate the realistic scenarios needed for mission" level of readiness to increase their
the training of essential combat tasks, field survivability. This should be the goal of

0.4- PILOT LOSS RATE IN WORLD WAR it
AS A FUNCTION OF ENCOUNTER

PROBABILITY
OF 0.3-

BEING

0.2-

<- LUFTWAFFE
JAGDESCH WADER

0.1- % U.S.
20th FTR OP

.05 - .-- - - 35 3rd FYR GP

5 10 15 20

Figure 1. Losses drop remarkably following the first few missions.
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day-to-day tactical training, frequently than during the few actual live
firings permitted now.

Flight simulators are slowly evolving into
the ideal vehicle for providing the desired CURRENT TRAINING DEVICES
level of training. The use of simulators could
dramatically improve the combat capability of The present-day spectrum of aircrew
the Tactical Air Forces (TAF), and serve as a training devices includes, at one end, simple
valuable complement to large-scale field terminals for computer-aided instruction and
exercises (1). A Red Flag exercise, which can desk-top trainers with interactive graphics for
consist of 100 aircraft flying over 4000 training specific instruments, displays and
sorties, is an extensive undertaking. The systems. The more advanced Cockpit Procedures
logistics involved in getting pilots and Trainers and Instrument Flight Simulators may

. aircraft to Nellis AFB are of such magnitude or may not include visual systems and are used
that most pilots are able to benefit from the for basic aircraft systems familiarization,
experience only on an annual basis. It is instrument training, and limited visual
impossible to maintain exacting skills at a maneuvering. At a still higher level,
peak level when they are practiced so Operational Flight Trainers and Weapons System

. infrequently. If combat simulators were Trainers are now available for such front-line
available at every wing, practice would be much aircraft as the F-16, F-1ll and A-10, but these

- more intensive. also possess only limited visual systems. This
spectrum must be extended to include the

Simulation can offer many other full-mission multi-ship environment. Some

advantages. Although TAC training programs specialized simulators have been developed
currently provide flight in the presence of which provide limited interaction with another
threat radar emitters, pilots never see actual aircraft (see Table 1) but none of these
SAM launches, AAA tracers, etc. In the devices provide a high degree of
simulator, ground threats can be accurately sophistication. The most seriously deficient
modeled to provide striking realism for the area is that of the complex air-to-ground
practice of defensive maneuvers. Seeing a multi-ship mission, in which flight leads must
hostile missile approaching his aircraft will coordinate with their wingmen and with other
make a believer out of any pilot trying to flights while evading multiple air and ground
master the art of terrain masking. threats. Filling this void is the main thrust

. Safety-of-flight rules of engagement such as of AFHRL's Combat Mission Trainer Program.
those for minimum altitude and minimum
separation can be varied at will in the
simulator to see what the results would be in COMBAT MISSION TRAINER
actual wartime conditions. Weather conditions
can be selected for the particular area of the The objective of the Combat Mission Trainer
world for which you are training, instead of (CMT) program is to develop a full-mission
seeing only the clear dry Nevada desert air simulator affordable enough for widespread
encountered in the Red Flag exercises. The distribution, effective for training all
experience level of adversaries can be varied air-to-ground and air-to-air tasks, and
to provide increasing challenges to pilots as interconnectable for practicing large-scale
they master new skills. Unorthodox or unusual exercises.

- ] tactics can be examined to determine their
feasibility. Complex scenarios can be played In its ultimate form, the CMT concept would
back immediately for thorough debriefing and link together a large number of simulators to
analysis. Expensive weapons such as the provide the capability for practicing major
Maverick missile can be utilized far more campaigns at greatly reduced cost and without

TABLE 1

SOME CURRENTLY AVAILABLE INTERACTIVE SIMULATORS

AIR REFUELING

Boeing C-5/C-141 Aerial Refueling Simulator Seattle, WA
Singer B-52/KC-135 Weapon System Trainer Castle AFB, CA

AIR-TO-AIR

Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC) Luke AFB, AZ
Visual Technology Research Simulator (VTRS) NTEC, Orlando, FL
Device 2E6 Oceana NAS, VA

" McDonnell-Douglas St. Louis, MO
British Aerospace Air Combat Simulator Warton, England

.- . AIR-TO-GROUND

Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT) Williams AFB, AZ
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Figure 2. Interconnected simulators can provide superior multi-ship training.

loss of life or equipment. Such a system would simulators can provide up to 3000 horizontal
enable pilots to interact with all other by 1500 vertical, but do not provide the six
participants in the combat environment, o'clock view so critical to tactical survival.
including forward air controllers and Limited field of view systems such as those
command-and-control aircraft, as well as Army proposed for TAC Operational Flight Trainers
helicopters, tank formations, and other ground will not provide the necessary coverage for
units (see Figure 2). training all combat tasks.

TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS Resolution, brightness and contrast must be
adequate to support the training of tasks

Significant technology advances must be requiring acquisition of other aircraft or
made in a number of areas before the CMT ground targets. Color could provide useful
concept can become reality. A viable program differentiation of scene details which are of
for developing an affordable multiple-aircraft the same contrast level. The display must be
combat simulator must address the following reduced in size from that provided by current
design areas: dome and mosaic CRTs in order to eliminate the

associated costs of a large, expensive
1. Visual Display supporting structure and facility.
2. Image Generation
3. Data Base Generation and Update Helmet mounted displays appear to provide a
4. Cockpit Displays and Controls promising solution for achieving the improved
5. Basic Computational Capability capability, small size and lower cost required
6. Instructor Operator Station for the CMT application. Some current

* .7. Multi-Cockpit Conmmunication/Control approaches being monitored for their
-' applicability include AFHRL's Fiber Optic

.,Visual Display Helmet Mounted Display, Aerospace Medical
- Research Laboratory' s Visually-Coupled Airborne

.1The most critical initial problem is the Systems Simulator (VCASS), and the
development of a new visual display which will McDonnell-Douglas Helmet Mounted Visual
provide the improved field of view, resolution, System. For a complete description of the
brightness, and color required for an AFHRL approach, see the paper entitled FIBER
all-purpose combat simulator. Combat OPTIC HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY: A COST EFFECTIVE
simulation requires a full 360-degree coverage APPROACH TO FULL VISUAL FLIGHT SIMULATION
of the visual scene, which is not attainable in elsewhere in these proceedings.
current simulators. Dome or dodecahedron
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A typical simulator using microprocessor within visual range of each other. A moving
technology and a helmet mounted display might model capability is being included in new
appear as shown in Figure 3. simulators such as the General Electric C-130

simulator at Little Rock AFB, and the proposed
Image Generation AV-8B simulator for the Cherry Point Marine

Corps Air Station being built by
Image generators for the CMT must provide a Rediffusion/Evans & Sutherland (2). However,

high-quality out-the-window visual scene and more moving models than currently available on
multiple sensor displays such as forward these new systerms would have to be included for

. looking infrared (FLIR) and radar. a realistic combat scenario.

* The image generator is presently the FLIR image generation poses challenges and
greatest cost driver of the entire system. In risks similar to that for outside visual
the near future, if image generator channel scenery. Given appropriate algorithms for
requirements can be reduced to three or four handling the unique characteristics of infrared
through the use of head coupled displays, then imagery such as atmospheric and time-of-day
cost could potentially be reduced to $3-5 effects, FLIR imagery can be produced by the
million per simulator. Systems currently in visual image generator. Air-to-air radar is
design and development by major manufacturers not difficult to simulate and should be
could be used for an interim CMT, but no real relatively inexpensive to duplicate.
progress will be made in this area until Air-to-ground radar simulation, on the other
advances in Very High Speed Integrated Circuits hand, is sufficiently different from visual
(VHSIC) and Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) image generation that it requires its own
produce dramatic decreases in cost similar to separate generator, usually referred to as a
those already achieved in the computer industry. Digital Radar Landmass Simulator (DRLMS).

Current air-to-ground DRLMS do not readily lend
Scene detail as determined by edge count, themselves to the CMT concept because of their

texturing, and quadratic surfaces must provide expense. Much development work is needed to
the minimum essential information required for provide a low-cost air-to-ground radar
target acquisition and low level terrain cues. simulation, especially for the newer types such
AFHRL's Project 2363, the Advanced Visual as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR).
Technology System, will provide essential
answers to the questions regarding these Data Base Generation and Update
minimum levels following its delivery in 1984.

The present capability to generate and
Sufficient moving models must be provided update a data base is an order of magnitude

in the scene to handle all participants who are away from CMT requirements. If possible, only

''A

ipossible only

Figure 3. Compact design envisioned for a combat mission trainer.
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Figure 4. Satellite relay is unacceptable due to the long transmission time.

one data base should be required for storage of cockpit and computers. This was demonstrated
all out-the-window and sensor parameters on the U-2 Cockpit Procedures Trainer (CPT)
required for visual representation, infrared constructed by AFHRL and delivered to Beale AFB
emissivity, and radar reflectivity. Extensive in 1982 (3). Use of micro-linkage greatly
hand modeling must give way to automatic increases the flexibility of the system and
techniques to greatly increase the lowers its cost by reducing the required
responsiveness and flexibility of the system, hardware. Other alternativcs to the linkage
Data bases must be capable of rapid update with problem have been proposed, such as the use of
the latest digital terrain data from the separate microcomputers for each instrument (4).
Defense Mapping Agency, and the latest threat
information from various intelligence sources. Basic Computational Capability
Automatic input of intelligence data is a
critical requirement for responding to rapidly State of the art microprocessor technology
changing threats. For best efficiency, rapid is adequate for current research efforts. A
update should be limited to just threat, cost-effective host computer using commercial
target, and minor terrain feature relocation, technology is practical today, although

microprocessor technology is moving so fast it
Cockpit Displays and Controls wouldn't pay to rush into a pre-production

system before the rest of the CMT is ready.
- .Development of cockpit displays and Distributed microprocessor technology was

controls is a low risk area, since this effectively utilized in the AFH'.L U-2 CPT (3).
technology has been demonstrated repeatedly.
Fabrication of cockpit controls is a minimum Instructor Operator Station
cost item compared to the rest of the system,
although some specialized displays such as The CMT concept will require an extensive
radar warning receivers and Maverick missile instructor operator station (lOS) to monitor
displays may be required. Fixed-stick cockpits the interaction of multiple aircraft during
such as the F-16 have the advantage of air-to-air and air-to-ground maneuvers. The
requiring no control loading development. ASPT has a very successful air-to-ground
Newer generation aircraft are also employing display, while the SAAC can display three

" multipurpose displays which will help eliminate dimensional air-to-air maneuvering. Neither of
" the need for large numbers of specialized these designs would be adequate for both

displays. air-to-air and air-to-ground missions, so a new
Fo otconcept in multi-mission, multi-participant

AFHRL-developed micro-linkage techniques instructor operator stations must be developed.
can provide an inexpensive connection between
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'O" Multiple-Cockpit Communication/Control
Advances in many technical areas are

A number of alternative configurations required before widespread combat simulation
exist for networking from two to fifty combat will become a reality, but continued investment
simulators. The optimum approach is to make promises ultimate success and a high payoff.
all CMTs stand-alone capable, and connect them
to a central control facility for distribution
of position data, weapon status, and damage
determination. Transport delay can be REFERENCES
minimized by passing attitude and velocity data
and predicting the correct actual position for 1. Hughes, R., Brooks, R., Graham, D., Sheen,
the moving models. R., & Dickens, T. "Tactical Ground Attack: On

the Transfer of Training from Flight Simulator
Small-scale experience from the cross-town to Operational Red Flag Range Exercise."

ASPT-SAAC linkup demonstrated the feasibility Proceedings of the Fourth Interservice/Industry
of interconnecting dissimilar simulators Training Equipment Conference. National
through telephone lines for one-on-one Security Industrial Association, November, 1982.
air-to-air combat. AFHRL will test simple two
to four cockpit arrangements in-house to 2. "AV-8B Simulator Designed for Combat

. ascertain the feasibility of conducting Missions." Aviation Week & Space Technology,
multi-ship multi-mission training with more November 1, 1982, pp 86-89.
complex air-to-ground data bases. Once the
concept is proven feasible the interconnection 3. Stanzione, T. "Navigation and Defensive
of two distant simulators can be tried using Systems Simulation in the U-2 Cockpit
microwave links and/or land lines. The use of Procedures Trainer." Proceedings of the IEEE
satellites is infeasible (5) because the 1983 National Aerospace and Electronics
average transmission time of 230 milliseconds Conference. Institute of Electrical and
gives a totally unacceptable transport delay Electronic Engineers, New York, 1983, pp
for real-time interactive flight simulators 782-789.
(see Figure 4).

4. Seidensticker, S. "Application of
Whatever transmission method is used, Microcomputers to the Simulator Linkage

security protection becomes a vital concern Problem." Proceedin s of the Fourth
because classified tactics would be vulnerable Interservice/Industry Training Equipment
to compromise during the conduct of large-scale Conference. National Security Industrial
exercises. Use of a central facility for rapid Association, November, 1982.
database and threat updates poses a high
security risk during the transmission of new 5. Cicero, J.A. "Multiple Cockpit Combat
data to all interconnected simulators. Mission Trainer Network. Manuscript prepared

for the 1983 USAF-SCEEE Summer Faculty Research
A full CMT system would also require a Program, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,

-,voice communication channel for participants to Williams Air Force Base, Arizona.
communicate with each other and with their
instructors. This will further complicate the
interconnection process.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
CONCLUSIONS

Lt Col Peter A. Cook has served in the U.S.
Combat simulation is rapidly becoming a Air Force for over twenty years. He has flown

necessity for the training of future fighter fighters, bombers, and trainer aircraft, and
pilots. A multi-cockpit, multi-mission completed seventy-eight combat missions over
simulator can increase readiness by improving North Vietnam. Lt Col Cook now serves as
the weapons delivery capability of the Program Manager for the Combat Mission Trainer,
participants and by enhancing their Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Williams
survivability. Air Force Base, Arizona.

New technology must be developed to provide Capt Caroline L. Hanson is a Scientific
lower-cost, higher-capability simulators Analyst at the Air Force Human Resources
designed specifically for multi-ship combat Laboratory, Williams Air Force Base, Arizona.
interaction. The great costs associated with She is currently serving as the Assistant
image generation and display must be reduced. Program Manager for the Combat Mission Trainer
The challenge is before industry to make lower program. Capt Hanson was selected as the Air
cost image generators a reality. Force Systems Command Company Grade Officer of

the Year for 1982.
As current simulators become upgraded with

advanced visual systems, they can be
interconnected to create a large network of
interim training devices for multi-participant
scenarios prior to the deployment of
next-generation combat simulators.
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As the directive to hr, kux'ir0 ,dl of0- ot This period the system would be updated or
the shelf corirjutters beqa' to Sri e(.,e t(- retired. 1nder the 'luy off-the-shel f ' ' 

phi lo-
several problem , 

arDAe. 1 s b e ,aii sophy the dOcljit, ar tat ion would be standard cor-
thdt the intention of the huy c(rT!iuerr'r ia mercial manuals or ipossibly rodit ied coiirier( idl
idea was valid anoi a pjropriar te. the hoIrptI- manuals. The custonier Lould opt to irainta in
mentation across thai board however', was riot the system himself, have his irrire contra tor
as effective as it could hav been. maintain the system or have some third party

maintain the system. It. should be noted that
HI STORICAL PROBLEMS comrmerc ial manuals probabl y won't be sufficient

since maintenance personnel are rotated through
It has been field proven that commer- the sites at intervals which don't allow them

cial off-the-shelf computers can be used in to become familiar errough with the equi;'::ent
. production of high fidelity training de- to handle major failures.

vices. Major coirinercial computer manufac-
.- , turers generally employ people who can un- Now, from a conrercial computer sanufac-

derstand military training device computer turer's point of view the easier system to sup-
requirements and can communicate effectively port is the commercial application. First of

. in the military support environment. Ther.? all, the maintenance on Lhe system is over a
are several major problems that must be ad- shorter period and he can keep technicians who
dressed to field and maintain simulators are trained on its maintenance and who feel

with commercial computers. The three most that they are not working on antiquated equip-
" significant problem areas are: ment. Second, he can supply the latest revi-

sion level of parts direct from the factory
1. Long Term Support since he is maintaining the equipment. Third,
2. Software Compatibility he doesn't have to worry about the technical
3. Obsolescence tra ' ing and documentation since he is pro-

viding his current technical manuals and pro-
This paper addresses these areas from viding maintenance training to his service

the computer manufacturer's point of view. people on his current equipment.
Several beneficial results may arise if the
military and the prime contractors under- The peripherals issue is also one of the

stand the commercial manufacturer's view- areas which is effected by long term support
point on these problems and how the computer requirements. From a military simulator view-
vendors would propose to solve theim. point it is expected that the system, including

peripherals, will have a useful life of twenty

1 . Long Te-rim Supp-ort. Typically a years. As with the computer, the peripherals
commercial system is obsolete in about five have to be supported with spares including
years in the commercial marketplace and as mechanical parts which tend to wear. After
technology advances this life cycle is be- approximately five to seven years the peripher-
coming shorter. A military simulator is not al manufacturer ceases to manufacture the pe-
planned to be obsolete until ten to twenty- ripheral and discontinues spares. If enough
five years after initial acceptance/deploy- spares are not acquired by the user while they

-. ment. The wide divergence in the tiiframe are available then the equipment will become
is part of the problem. Also, the command rapidly non-functional.
philosophy of long term support is different
in the military environment. The problem is Figure I indicates the levels associated

further complicated by the nature of change with sparing peripherals. This figure indi-
in the two environments and by the methods cates a simplistic view of the levels that must
used to address change. be addressed to obtain spares for long term

support. When multiple manufacturers and mul-
If, for example, we take a commercial tiple component vendors are considered the

application which is doing engineering work, picture becomes extremely complicated. When
it would be expected that its useful life multiple revision levels from multiple manu-
would be approximately seven years. At the facturers are considered it bocomes even more
end of this period the system will be re- complicated.
placed with a newer model with more capabi-
1ity. At the initial purchase of the systoi The mi Ii tary siriulator as viewed fro' a
!- documentation other than commercial 111ani- commerc ial viewpoint is fr-orrt wi th potent iaI
als would be provided. The user of the sys- pitfal Is. The computer manutacturer mlust
tern would opt for maintaining the system hanqe the way he toes business in spares,

-[. himself or would have the su;)pli or do the technical resourc's and iin his charuqe ontr l
maintenance. If he chose to maintain the systems. The commercial manufacturer "itst al',,

system himself he would either buy the ap- chance his mianagement style institutiro a ;,ro-
propriate spares to support the system at gram ianaqerent function, and keepinq ; irigut
the time of purhase or an as-required lines alive whiih viou l otherwise be toer'r i-
basis. natd. This is not to say that simulator biisi-

tness is not profitar le to the (or rnter 'ar -
The m iitary application for s i'uIatot fa(tire-, if properly maraqo, but is t0!'p l 1-

work would he expen ted tn have a ueful 1 it, caes 'atter's and adds t the (ost ot pru(ure-
of approximately twenty years. At th' end men

t  and lito _ yu o i'ainterance.
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. 2. Software Compatibility. Software 3. Obsolescence. The environment whimh
is hard and hardware is soft.- This state- is typified--by- the- simulator world is one of
ment expresses the paradox of the problem constant change. By this, I mean everything
relating to commercially available software is changing but not necessarily at any fixed
used on simulator programs. A computer rate. The state-of-the-art in computer hard-
manufacturer constantly produces changes to ware is changing. The software techniques are
hardware which have little or no effect on changing. The level of technical expertise
the system software. However, if he changes and the vehicle being simulated is changing.
the software, then watch out! These changes
ripple through a simulator system causing Hardware trends indicate that the fol-
repercussions randomly throughout the entice lowing things will occur in the future. First,
system. memory will become chtaper. Second, computa-

tional power will becomre cheaper. Third, pacfr-
The problem can be exemplified by a aging will become smaller. From a simulator

simulator system which is hit with a major viewpoint this means that in spite of long
operating system change by the computer term planning, a program started in 1975 will
manufacturer while in final government ac- be using a computer which is expensive to ex-
ceptance after two and a half years of de- pand, expensive to maintain and technically
velopment effort. If the simulator manu- obsolete in 1982.
facturer doesn't provide the latest conmer-
cially available software both the prime This is acceptable from a military user
contractor and the computer vendor may be point of view as long as spare capacity/growth
technically in default of their contracts. provisions for computer time and memory remain
If the computer vendor implements the new and the simulator meets its operational re-
operating system he may not be able to pass quirements. Their viewpoint soon degenerates
the acceptance tests due to the systems im- to unhappiness when the simulator changes eat
pact, and he could then be in default for up the growth capacity and the device can no
system acceptance testing. It is a "Damned longer meet its performance or supportability
if you do and damned if you don't" situa- requirements. From a logistics point of view
tion. it can approach a nightmare.

Even frozen configurations of software How can that happen, you may ask? Well,
and/or hardware create problems. In this for one thing, spares are in the national sup-

.- scenario the software and/or hardware con- ply system at assorted revision levels. Unless
figuration is frozen to specific revision spares are kept with a simulator, there is no
levels. If a new device is added or a bug guarantee that a board from the national sup-
is found in the software which requires a ply system will work in a given system because
change then the problems rise to the sur- of the revision level differences. There is,
face. Since the revision levels were fro- on the other hand, no certainty that it won't
zen, x changes have probably occurred in the work either.
commercial releases of the software. There-
fore, the simulator program is faced with How did this mess come about? Simple, we

-; ', either creating a non-standard, non-corner- procured and engineered ourselves into it. For
cial software package which fixes the bug or example, Program X freezes its configuration of
having to Lest the latest release of the hardware at level B (B is made up of multiple
software and face the risk of incompatibi- boards at various levels). Program Y maintains
lities and the potential new bugs. Yet its systems at current manufactured revision
another problem is the failure of software levels. Program Z opts to block upgrade its
which works at revision X to work at Y. simulators so that the first shall be like the
This may occur if progranmning or language last in revision level and is currently half-
standards were not followed by the program- way through a program which will field simula-
mer. This can occur when one revision of tors for the next five years. Obviously some
the software is forgiving in allowing the programs spares are obsolete and more than
programmer to deviate from standards and the likely most are. There is no logistics program
next revision demands rigid comformity to that crosses contract lines to assure that al2
standards. parts of the same number from the same commer-

c ial manufacturer are interchangeable.
Disaster lurks in the multi-system

% environment when all developers are not The availability of parts at some future
using the same revision of the computer date is also an issue of obsolescence. How

- manufacturer's software. Software control many integrated circuits will become obsolete
or lack thereof is perhaps the greatest and impossible to procure, even at prohibitiv,
problem area. The clever prograniaer who costs in the future? Or, will magnetic core
gets around the software assures that future planes be readily available in twenty yeats?
updates to the system software are not corn- If they are not available, commercial computer
patible with the previous release which manufacturers would proba)ly rather give the
worked. This must be handled by imposing manufacturing drawings to the government thar
and enforcing development standards on the be bLrdened by tryirg to make technically oh-
prime contractor. solete parts.
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Cost effectiveness is an issue key to delivered machine, and if the spares can be
obsolescence. If hardware trends continue controlled and co-located with the Simulator.
at their current rate, some systems could This requires that the shelf life for the
be replaced by a chip in the future. Would spares exceeds the prograh, requirements which
it be practical to manufacture a fifteen may not be true.
year old computer board when the entire com-

* " puter could be replaced by a chip? "The first shall be like the last" ap-
proach demands that the previously delivered

CURRENT SOLUTIONS systems will be upgraded to the configuration
of the last delivered system in a procurement.

If the problems referenced n the pre- This approach also can work, but the potential
- vious section are to be overcome it is per- problems previously indicated are still dis-
. haps wise to study the current approaches tinct possibilities. Depending on the time-

being taken by today's simulator programs frame between acquisition of the first and the
from both a military and commercial computer last multiple sets of spares, the spares may or
manufacturer's point of view. may not be of value when the systems are up-

graded.

1 . Loq_ Term Spport. The current
trend is to contractually commit a computer The block update scheme is a variation on
vendor to support the product provided to "the first shall be like the last" approach.

% the simulator manufacturer for X years. (X The first units are gradually brought up to
means the maximum number which the computer the following units configuration as they are
vendor can be coerced into without extra fielded. For multi-year procurements multiple
cost) This approach is unrealistic as it upgrades to delivered systems are a foregone
really doesn't solve the problem but rather conclusion. For example, units 1-5 will be

shifts the problem into the future where upgraded to look like units 6-11, then units
hopefully all concerned participants are 1-11 will be again upgraded to look like units
retired, at another company, or another job. 12-15. This approach is workable if managed

, Typically, the support requirement is very correctly but can still be costly depending on
vague and difficult to understand or pro- the timeframe and operational requirements of
vide. the system.

The spares issue is also an interesting Perhaps the most realistic approach which
problem. Under the current system only ini- has been suggested is the preplanned replace-
tial spares are procured with the simulator ment of computer hardware X years into the pro-
while formal spares provisioning is per- gram. For example in a program with a twenty
formed later by another organization. This year life cycle which will be fielded over a
other organization is not capable of deter- period of seven years the computer system would
mining revision levels on cards unless they be replaced at year eleven and spares would be
are issued an NSN (National Stock Number) procured to last the additional nine years.
on a per revision level basis. Acceptance
is interesting since the spares are pro- 2. Software Compatibility. There have
cured by spec control drawings. The com- been two major approaches recently to address
mercially manufactured spares probably won't the software compatibility problem. The first
meet the drawings since the parts are many approach was the higher order language mandate.
revision levels advanced when the procure- The second was use of the commercial off-the-
ment finally takes place. shelf computer vendor supplied Operating Sys-

tem. Software Configuration Management has
Typically a computer supplier or a been required but as yet has not met with the

peripheral manufacturer is not interested anticipated results due to lack of enforcement
in making boards which are at revision on the Government's part.
level B when T is the current manufacturer's
revision level. Depending on when the or- The higher order language mandate proved
der is placed the board may not have been to be beneficial to both the government and
in production for many years. Manufacturing the manufacturers as Engineering Change Pro-
to the old level would result in premium posals (ECPs) are not the great mystery they
costs for special production runs. Some once were from a software point of view. Also,
suppliers have an automatic upgrade to the it is easier to train and obtain people who
latest revision level when a board is re- are conversent in a higher order language such
turned for repair. Therefore, a repaired as FORTRAN. This will also be true if ADA be-

, board may differ significantly in configura- comes the standard in the future.
tion or performance from like units in the
supply system. The computer manufacturer supplied OS

software approach removed the custom tailored
Attempts have been made to buy the OS as produced by the individual simulator

spares with the computer and hope that they manufacturer. This allowed easier maintenance
will last for the life of the program. This and easier ECP incorporation along with easier
approach will work if estimates are good, training of supoort and operational personnel.
if there is enough funding to procure the All is not perfect, however, the computer

. necessary spares concurrently with eacf vendor OS is constantly changing and must be
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tracked via software configuration manage- technology. Core is cons decat]y
ment to insure that current software and sive than 2C6 chip technolojy.
documentation are correctly distributed

*.. among the development and field systems. Sot only does the hardware become eL-
lete but the software becomes obsolete. r -

Another system used for controlling the rently there are asse,,bly langudge syste:'.
software is the software development center, and FORTRAN systems in the field. In the ,.-
On some simulators the Software Support ture ADA systems will be fielded. How diffi-
Center concept of single point control of cult will it be to maintain and update the ox-
software change has been initiated. Under isting assembly language systerls which non. t,,
this concept, a single site is responsible be modified due to changed in the aircraft
for dissemination of all software, software systems in the future? It will be very difti-

• updates and documentation. This ensures cult if not impossible due to the lack of nrti-
that all sites will be running the same vation for people to learn the intricacies of

* software. This does not alleviate the ob- assembly language programming. Will the same
solete software problem in regards to the thing be true of FORTRA based systems in
computer manufacturer's latest revision twenty years?
level but at least it makes it more manage-
able. RECOMMENDED SOLU IONS

None of the current schemes really ad- There are several possible solutions
dress the issue of the compatibility be- which may alleviate the problems indicated in
tween the software on a simulator system, the previous sectio:is. Whether they will be
which has been in the field for ten years, implemented will depend on how serious we are
and the latest release of a computer yen- about solving the problems. The solutions as
dor's software. This is an issue which summarized in Figure 2 will necessitate co-
must be faced. operation between the services, the logistic

portions of the services, the prime contractors
3. Obsolescence. It appears that and the computer manufacturers. They will

we are kidding ourselves as to the real necessitate a change in the way we all look
operational life of the systems. Certain at a program such that we take our special in-
components have a fifteen to twenty year terests and set them aside in favor of realis-
operational life but these systems change tic needs, thus providing efficient, effec-
greatly. Of course, there are probably ex- tive, and maintainable systems. Whether this
ceptions which would dispute this point, is possible or not only time will tell. If it
However, during these times of rapid tech- isn't, we will all have failed.

.r, nological change these exceptions will be-
come fewer and fewer. As a system, the 1. The government must recognize that
battleship New Jersey is radically differ- commercial computers and their associated
ent today from what it was in the 1940s. spares have a maximum useful life of ten years
The B-52 Strategic Bomber is today radically and plan to replace them with software compati-
different from what it was in the 1960s. ble units in the ten to twelve year timeframe.

This requires planning at the inception of the
The average life of a computer and its program, not after it it ten years old.

associated peripherals from a manufacturer's
viewpoint is about five years. After five This would minimize the spares, obsoles-
years it is superceded by a new generation cence, and the compatibility problems.
and is considered obsolete from a technol-
ogy, price, or performance point of view. 2. Change the way ve nirndle u ti,,,t
This does not mean that the manufacturer spires in the Nationa! Stij Syite. ,r 'an-
will stop manufacturing the machine because date that the spares for a given simulaitor re-
established customers generally buy for side at the support center of the situlation
sometime after newer models are available. system and be dispursed froi that Ination 5n
For example, the manufacturing life of a they they reflect rev levels of the ,d',.
computer and peripherals would be from
seven to ten years, for the computer and 3. Make the computer suppl iur the deput
three to Five years for the peripherals to- level support unit and fund it appropriately
day. After ten years it probably would not to insure a steady stream of spares flow
be possible to continue manufacturing due through to the simulators and simulator manu-
to low demand and lack of availability of facturer who support them.
component parts.

4. Establish a review process which in-
Changing technology is the biggest cludes the computer manufacturer to determine

reason for the demise of a computer. For the best time for major hardware and software
example, computer memory technology has replacements.
evolved from core to 16K metal oxide semi-
conductor chips to 64K chips to 256K chips 5. Simulators must be maintained at the
and should evolve to mega'yte chips and current computer manufacturer's revision of
multimegabyte chips. Pricing reflects the the operating system.
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* 6. Establish a intersorvice/prime
computer manufacturer committee to recomT-
mend ways to change the way we handle sup-
port for simulators.

1. Commission a life cycle analysis
of real data on simulators currently fielded
to determine what is viable from the current
methods and problems need to be overcome.

LAYERS OF- CONT.RA-CTO-RS ONPE-R-IPHERA-LS

1. PRIME CONTRACTOR

2. COMPUTER MANUFACTURER

3. PERIPHERAL MANUFACTURER

4. POWER SUPPLY MANUFACTURER

5. CIRCUIT CADMANUFACTURER-

6. COMPONENT PART
-MANUFACTURER

FIGURE 1
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SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

PROBLEM CURRENT SOLUTION FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Inappropriate Commitment Planning Replacement

Life Cycles

2. Incorrect Spares Spares Stay On-Site Change Stock System

3. Source for Field Modify Depot Becomes Computer
Updated Spares Manufacturer

4. Software and Unplanned From Joint Effort
Hardware Update Computer Manufacturer
Planning Point of View

5. Software Varies From Program Update to Current
Obsolescence to Program Revision Level

6. Lack of Common Adversary Role Joint Team Approach
Interest in
Problem

7. Lack of Current None Study Program

Data_

FIGURE 2
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.1-- •PROFIT RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE
r. -' SIMULATION AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY

aE) John L Mitchael
Military Training Systems

Business Manager
Boeing Military Airplane Company

Wichita, Kansas

0ABSTRACT
The objective of increased readiness through training can be enhanced through mutual military/industry efforts to support

a viable earnings position Strong financial health of companies competing in the market provides the resources, knowledge
and systems that supply advanced technology and products that meet military training objectives.

Government agencies can contribute by providing clear definitions of the product needed, by imposing only specifications
necessary to meet acceptable quality, and by contracting provisions commensurate with program risk With firm product
goals and applicable specifications, industry can minimize risk through sound planning and stable performance

*'.. Industry can contribute by developing resources and systems that are efficient and effective in providing training products.
Capability growth fosters innovativeness in advanced planning and productiveness, which are significant to providing quality
products on schedule at the lowest cost possible Industrial growth to bring this about is possible only it industry is in a strong

* ". ". financial position.

The government's goal is to obtain the best training possible for the minimizes the resulting cost and schedule risk is the use of
dollars they spend. Industry must work with government agencies and relatively mature technology and planning for the incorporation of
together establish how to reach these common goals and find the advanced technologies after the system is developed
most cost- and training-effective solution to each training need

Both of these approaches present problems in the definition of
*-. The government's needs are defined by specifications, statements configuration, capability and quantities of traning devices to be

of work, funding availability and weapon IOC dates. Industry is employed As the weapon system undergoes rapid design and
constrained by the resources, systems, knowledge, and technology changes, the government and contractors are faced with
innovativeness they have at their command For these factors to incorporating appropriate changes and reflecting actual operation of
culminate in systems that provide increased readiness through the aircraft in the simulator design The simulation environment is
training, a significant amount of planning and preparation must occur impacted by more complex logistics and the probability of decreased

equipment availability through changes and failures Sophistication
To compete in the simulation and training equipment field, industry and longevity extends the commitment of the government and or the

must make the investment necessary to develop the skills, provide the contractors This commitment represents risk that each seeks to avoid
facilities and the design, production and management systems to and that must be equitably shared to achieve the desired objective
effectively plan, execute, and control complex programs. These
attributes are assembled over a long period of time at considerable In the Calspan B-1 Systems Approach to Training Technical memo
expense. This expansion of resources and systems evolves from Analysis. ' of "Implications for B-1 Aircrew Training,' it is stated that
financing through contracted products and industry investments in another important concern in establishing training device
research and development. requirements is that the devices, irrespective of their capabilities. are

used to their maximum effectiveness. As Micheli (19721 states in his
Contracted work is all important, for it not only is the source of analysis of trainer fidelity and training transfer . training

monies to build and sustain capability, but it provides the incentive to effectiveness is more a function of the manner ;n which the trainer is
pursue further simulation and training equipment business. Industry used than of the fidelity of the trainer " The relationship of weapon
must see profit opportunities on current contracts and an expectation system sophistication and training equipment definition is stated in
of continuing contracts to aggressively compete in the market Profit this writing as ',.. A common misconception with respect to training
opportunities result from a well conceived plan to produce a defined is that the sophistication of the operational system and the duration of
product. Ingredients of the plan include a thorough description of the training (along with the complexity of training devices) are positively
objective (product), a sound conceptual approach. a complete correlated. Logically, one would then expect there to be an inverse
schedule plan, reasonable cost targets and definition of potential relationship between training time and degree of sophistication (i e,
risks. With a sound plan and good management, a reasonable profit automation) of the operational system."
can be achieved.

With the obvious significance of the need for early and complete
Industry investment in research and development provides the definition of simulator application and capability. it is interesting to

basliine knowledge to nourish the innovations that make needed note that the Calspan B-i SETA Technical Memorandum,'") B-1
products cost- and training-effective. It gives substance to the Aircrew Instructional System Development Final Report." states. In
premises presented as solutions for development and design of the the past there has been little interaction between the engineers who
product. The payoff is in enhanced operational readiness resulting design the simulator systems, the instructional systems development
from advanced technology and effectual produ:ts. personnel who design the instructional system. and the instructors
, . who will eventually use the system

The objective of training is to maintain the level of performance

demanded by modern high technology, The governments tasks of Training device definition also should incorporate features
defining training equipment to meet this objective continues to employed by the instructor to facilitate greater efficiency in the
increase in difficulty. In the Surn-ner 1982 DoD Acquisition learning task and maximize the transfer of simulator training to the
Improvement Program Special Issue ecition of Concepts." ' authors operational aircraft Subsequent to initial student training, simulators
Lieutenant Colonel Garcia E. Morram and Dr. Jules J Bellaschi point are also used to maintain crew proficiency Definition of application is
out that. "The United States has concentrated on producing significant to the design of capabilities that maximize the equipment's
sophisticated weapon systems that have been reactive to changes in effectiveness.
threat and technology." This approach has been maintained by jsing
high risk technologies in the development process An alternative that Interaction of these key factions must be encouraged to
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successfully fulfill the DoD D-5000 2 objective containod in the section severity echnica complexity as a factor nas Q'ovii ., - i p
on Manpower and Training. New systems shal be designed to with less growth in the 1970s as systems her , w'ea.,
minimize both the numbers and skill requirements of people needed sophisticated The analysis Cilocided that The big sur -
for operation and support consistent with system availability the days when systems cost less and woe ie ted soone, h ;,-.
objectives manpower and personnel considerations in exterra management impact arnd in !und-ng onstabiit,
Government encouragement for the early involvement of industry in
the acquisition cycle enhances the application of new technology in This study indicates that government and rIndustry effort to difni,
the final product Early interaction gives industry an opportunity to the desired product ias shown progress bu other disrUpins raV,(
examine their options to be creative, to establish a sound resources accelerated These disruptions represent a significant risk to both Ire
plan. to give more realistic direction to their research projects and to short- and long-term profit obiectives of industry Sound prtrJrlLii
develop an effective product plan that reduces industry risk. planning and stable performance is jeopardized and captai

investment is less attractive when there is insecurity in the market
The benefits realized by the government from early industry Unfortunately these are factors normally beyond the control of

involvement can go beyond reduced risk The capability of industry is government agencies responsible for systems procurement but they
expanded through each commercial application of training equipment must be recognized and dealt with to minimize the impact wheneve,
When the definition of training requirements permit the use of possible
commercially developed and applied technology, government costs
are reduced Reduced costs of basic simulator subsystems such as In order to establish the capability to bid on government
linkage or motion bases makes available more money to fund DoD procurements as a prime contractor, members of industry must invest
special needs Analysis of basic training needs identifies the training in capital equipment. research and development personnel and
objectives that require high fidelity subsystems Savings resulting operating systems Skills required to develop design produce and
from application of commercially available systems can then be deploy an efficient device are diverse and can be obtained only
utilized in the development of, for instance, Digital Radar Land Mass through training. experience and current state-of-the art knowledge
Systems (DRLMS). weapon system delivery systems. etc . that Dr Andrew P Mosier in his article Enhancing Productivity Through
represent military special needs Increased Capital Investment. '" states internal cash flows are

the main source of funds available to defense contractors for financing
Use of commercial technology can be enr )uraged through Investments in new technology and capital equipment Experience

eliminating or waiving specifications and statement of work elements has shown that unless total cash flows from long-term defense
that limit or prohibit its application The 1982 Defense Science contracts cover a substantial portion of the operating costs. few
Board. 4 during its Summer Study, concluded that, one particular contractors will make capital investments to improve their productivity
training device has 176 top level military and Federal specifications on defense programs Both. new technology. especially in the areas
and 954 second level specifications. whereas if it were bought to of DoD special needs. and efficient productivity are necessary for a
Commercial Practices, some 10-12 specifications apply Such a firm to be sufficiently competitive to secure and maintain a military
proliferation of regulations is expensive to administer, may eliminate contract baseline This process. shown in Figure 1 expands beyond a
prospective contractors or subcontractors, may not be cost-effective regenerative cycle as more funds become available to invest in
to apply to commercial products and will complicate the contracting advanced simulator technology, new manufacturing processes and
process. Interaction of government and industry can arrive at an modern equipment
acceptable compromise consistent with developing cost- and
training-effective equipment As a firm's baseline position gains strength. its competitive

proficiency increases As the contractors baseline and cash flow
An Air Force Systems Command analysis of the effects of cost grows and as he anticipates his share of the long-term training

growth on system acquisition identified factors that historically equipment market to expand. the firm will optimistically make the
contribute to this growth Of the five most significant, technical long-term investments needed to solidify their competitive position
problems and impact of technical advancement have declined in When competition sharpens. the government benefits in a number of
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ways. In writing about Increasing Competition in the Acquisition In conclusion. the interfaces required to produce drid mantari
Process, ' John C McKeown notes this scope as, For DnD. the training devices for high technology systems are numerous and
benefits of competition extend beyond just cost reduction to include complex Mutually acceptable results only come through the extensive
stimulation of innovation not only in technological and design areas. effort of government and industry management in close interaction
but also manufactunng, lower unit costs, satisfactory technical Explicit definition of a training devices application and capabilities
performance land also quality), and a strengthened industrial base must be thoroughly prepared by the government Specifications must

be tailored where commercial off-the-shelf products will meet
Contract commitments are another key consideration for industry in performance and maintainability requirements or where

their pursuit of military simulator business. Specifications. statement special/specific capabilities need to be emphasized to meet training
of work and schedules establish the parameters that define the requirements Industry can help identify such areas and aid in the
degree of risk a project represents Contract terms and conditions most effective use of available funds if brought into the procurement
determine the government/industry participation in that risk Total risk. cycle early enough Timeliness of funding by the government
represented by a prolect. can be minimized by both participants motivates industry to respond with innovation and cost-saving
through early preparation. The cost of initial preparation and producivity to provide state-of-the-art training devices whie
development is a small portion of a training device maintaining earnings at an acceptable level Industries that are not
Government/industry interaction to mutually define the expanse of the making a profit will not make the long-term investments in technology
program and funding. state-of-the-art technology and schedule and facilities that are necessary to support government agencies in
limitations will provide the framework for a strong competition and a their effort to gain increased readiness through training
sound and attainable project.

Identifying risk and contractor investment associated with a project
gives a firm basis for establishing a profit objective and contract type REFERENCES

As risk is reduced, the contract type should move from cost
reimbursement toward fixed price A profit objective should be Morrow. Lt Col I E Bellaschi. Dr J J. A Cultural
structured to recognize assumption of risk, contractor investment and Change Pre-Planned Product Improvement. Concepts.
performance. Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) Guidelines set Summer 1982 Volume 5. Number 3. Special Issue The DoD
forth ground rules for the application of specific contract types Acquisition Improvement Program Department of Defense.

Defense Systems Management College. Fort Belvoir. Virginia
The contract type should be selected to provide a maximum 22060

incentive for the contractor to perform to the desired level in the most
economical manner commensurate with the circumstances of the 2. Johnson. S L . Knight. J R . and Sugarmen, Dr R C, B-1

particular procurement (Figure 2). Fixed price contracts normally Systems Approach to Training Technical Memorandum
Provide the most incentive for contractor performance However. TM.SAT-3 Calspan Corporation. Buffalo, New York for
degree of effective competition, extent and nature of contract ASDIWright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio Preliminary Draft

performance, level of contractor experience, relationship of contract Simulation Technology Assessment Report. May 1975
requirements to state-of-the-art perceived accuracy of the quoted
price, degree of financial risk and financial position of the contractor Laughery. K Rc Funke. J, Mitchell, J F. and Johnson. S L.
can influence the decision to select a contract type other than firm 8-1 SEAT Technical Memorandum, T.M 77-9 10/1. Calspan
fixed price. Corporation. Buffalo, New York. for ASCNrght-Patterson Air

Force Base. Ohio. Report No AD-6025-N-1. B-1 Aircrew
While the profit motive induces contractors to commit resources. Instructional System Development Final Report. October 1977

cash flow makes these resources available Cash flow comes fom
progress payments and sales Recently, the government has 4 1982 Defense Science Boards Summer Study, Briefing Report
recognized the contractors need for cash flow relief. Provisions have for Training and Training Technology, 26 July-6 August 1982

been made for increased progress payments When applicable.
flexible progress payments can be implemented and milestone billings 5 Correll. J T The Costly Alternative to Controlling Cost. Air
may be used to supplement progress payments. These cash flow Force Magazine June 1983
reducing techniques also have aided contractors in reducing the
amount of interest expense. an unallowable cost. they accrue in 6. Mosier. Dr A. P . Enhancing Productivity Through Increased
performing government contracts These provisions should be a Capital Investment. Concepts, page 190
significant element in the contracting process and must be applied in
an effective manner to maintain the financial health of military 7, Mckeown. J C . Increasing Competition in the Acquisition
contractors. Process. Concepts. page 26
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00 AirSTRACT

_o In order to obtain the enhancod testini capability required to test .ophisticatod
trainer software and to ensure the quality of test dncumentation, AAT has developed an auto-
mated software testing system. Its advantagls include:

- I. Automatic production of all test document it Ion.

2. Guaranteed agreement of the values inserted iinto or read from memory during a test
with test documentation.

I 3. Ctiarintped consistencv of test doctinentation with other documents.

4. The ability to compare or insert repetitively large buffers of data; testing is no
longer suhiect to the limitations of hand-insert ion of data, or visual comparison of
data.

5. Simultaneous updating of hoth test and test documentation through the editing of
test disc files.

6. The ability to save large areas of memory for future comparisons, a feature
especially useful for sof-ware Integration.

This paper examines the AA software package in detail.

[NTRODITCTTON demands thorough documentation of all development
stages, Including testing.

Thorough testing is the only way to ensure
the error-free operation of trainer software. In this paper, we are principally concerned
Moreover, the ever increasing complexity of with the Computer Program Test Procedures Report
trainer software, as military systems grow in (CPTP) required hy MTL-STTD-1644. However, the
sophistication, demands a corresponding increase AAT package also produces the following MIL-
In the amount and effectiveness of software STD-1644 documents:
testing.

vata Base Design Document (DRDD)
In view of this situation, it Is not Program Design Specification (PD.S)

surprising that software tes'lng represents a Program Description Document (PDD)
substantial financial burden to the development
process. This burden is further increased by Indeed, it is the commonality of many
software standards which require thorough docu- components of the testing system with the docu-
mentation of testing, such as MI.-STD-1644. In mentatlon system which ensures the consistency of

-" such caser, the prohlem of ensuring that the the CPTP with the other documents.
documentation accurately reflects the testing
process can he difficult. The AAT package was developed on the general

purpose computer central to the 21BS prolect, the
AAT has solved the documentation problem, and SF1, 12/7 minicomputer. ft requires approxi-

enormously eased the burden of testing as a mately 60K of 12-hit core and substantial disc
whole, by developing the software package pre- space. (The amount of disc space required
sented In this paper. The package represents a depends on the size of the particular software
rather general, language-Independent approach to project). It is written almost entirely tin

the testing problem which can he adapted to the structured FORTRAN, SF1, version 77+.
needs of almost any software development effort.

DEFINI NG A TEST IN Ti
BACK.ROIIND iO THE SOF"4ARF. TFSTING SYSTEM 41ITOMATrD TFSTING FNVIRONMENT

The automited soft war, test i n vstenz The test i ng approach talken by the automated
described in this paper L; part of a ' velopment testini! system is "blick box lesttnt". That Is,
and docimentat iot package surcessfl tlv used hv the tet in, v system neither knows nor cares how a

- AAI in the development of the 2 B Pierside privrar works; it only tests whether or not the
Combat System Team Trainer. It. Is imnortant to ouitputs of the pro,ram aire correct for given sets
note that 2fR5 software development wis stuhject of inputsq. Of course, If problems are detiected
to the requirements of MIL-,TD-1644, wh I clI dur i Mqi such tet I n , it mav he necessary to u,
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ADVANTAGES OF THE file, the consistoncv of the CI'TP with
AUTOMATEn SOFTWARE TESTTNC SYSTEM other documents i,. asstired.

The automated testing system described above 7. The ability of the testing ;vstpm to s:ve
streamlines the performance of black-box software present actual results for fittire com-
tests based on program-symbol values. It has the parlsons provides a convenient method of
following considerable advantages over manual monitoring changes in comptter memory as
methods: new versinns of software are tested.

1. Recause tests are stored in disc files Under the present system, the program being
that are read by the testing system, the tested and the testing programs are together by
same numerical operations can be repeated the automatically generated global maps and
ove r and over again, the tests are FORTRAN specification statements that serve toreproducible, associate symbols with memory locations. H~ow-

ever, it should be emphasized that FORTRAN Is
2. The ability to insert or compare large merely incidental to the necessary task of

buffers of data is another natural con- linking symbols with addresseq; any automatic
sequence of disc file test definition. method of doing this wotld serve equally well.

The automatic testing approach Is really a
3. Comparisons are automatically performed language-Independent testing method that can be

.P taking tolerances into account. Memory used whenever symbol-based black box testing is
insertions are also automatic, appropriate.

4. Complete test reports, highlighting
failures and showing deviations from ABOUT THE AUITHOR
expected results can be produced in hard
copy form at the convenience of the test DR. ROBIN DAVID SPTTAI. is a Principal Devel-
operator. opment Engineer with the Electronics Division of

AAI Corporation. He is currently involved In
% 5. The same test definitions used to run the sonar simulation for the 2015 Pierside Combat

test are used to automatically generate Team Trainer. A holder of the Ph. n. degree in
the CPTP docuent. This ensures that the physics from Cornell University, rr. Spital was
document accurately reflects the testing formerly Assistant Professor of Physics at
process. Illinois State University and later Principal

Scientist at Pfizer Medical Systems, where he did

6. B3ecause the CPTP and other documents are fundamental research in computerized tonographv.
all based on the same central data base Dr. Spital is a member of the American Physical

Society and has published several papers in both
high-energy and medical physics.
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1AUTOMATIC AUDIT INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Gary A. Brown
AA Corporation

Cockeysville, Maryland

ABSTRACT

% Management of a software development project is typically characterized by. a lack of

. _ control and poor projections. Status reports are notoriously inaccurate; worse yet, the

U prerequisite software audits drain development resources from the design effort.

This paper describes an automated procedure for performing software audits and gen-
erating status reports. This procedure reduces the time required for both tasks
significantly, and makes status reports available upon demand. Timely status reports furnish

management with an early warning of problem areas so that project control can be exercised.

For example, resources may be reallocated or additional resources employed where these prob-

lems are identified.

The Automatic Audit Information System for Software Development (AAIS) procedure has

9 been implemented by AAI Corporation for the development of Device 20B5. It is based upon
the following concepts:

* A central software development library

* Software development milestones and criteria

* Functional hierarchies r \

* A development scoreboard.

AAIS provides the 20B5 management with close project control by means of timely audits and

.5. concise status reporting.

Introduction variances. The various report formats allow the

manager to selectively scan the information and
The technological revolutions that have extract those items which are pertinent for

yielded more powerful and sophisticated computer analysis. The reports highlight milestone com-
systems have encouraged defense contracts for pletion with regard to budget and schedule, which

more complex and higher fidelity training is of primary concern to management personnel.

systems. ks trainer specifications incorporate
the new technology, designs such as those The automated procedures incorporated in the
incorporated in Device 20B5 are often required AAIS program are controlled by criteria estab-

for effective simulation and stimulation for t'ms lished during the infancy of the software
training. Team training implies a multi-Lask development effort. These criteria are derived
environment to support several operational equip- from contractual requirements such as those pre-

menta which are typically employed in cooperative sented in MIL-STD-1644. In addition, documenta-
roles. In this case, the simulation software tion defined by the Data Item Descriptions

developed exceeds the scope of medium-complexity (DIDs), in particular, the Program Design

software systems of the past, and becomes one of Specification (PDS), assist in formulating the

the complex software systems of the present. The Software Work Breakdown Structure (SWWBS) which
development effort for complex systems is larger, becomes an integral foundation for the command
by an order of magnitude, and must be carefully and control facilities used to drive the AAIS
controlled in order to ensure its successful program.

completion. This control must be implemented
with concise and timely status reporting. Design of the AAIS
However, the preparation of status reports must

not interfere with the critical milestones estab- The Automatic Audit Information System for
lshed for design personnel. In addition, the Software Development (AAIS) procedure has evolved
information retrieved, analyzed and presented as a result of continuing efforts at AAI to track

must accurately reflect the current status of the and control software development for training
software development effort, devices. The salient features which have emerged

are:
The Automatic Audit Information System for

Software Development (MAIS) procedure has been * Software hierarchies
developed to efficiently track software develop-
ment with a minimum of design personnel * Milestone completion criteria
interaction. The progress reports which are

generated, provide both management and design * Software development scoreboard

personnel the information needed to monitor soft-

ware progress and identify schedule and cost * Centralized on-line development library
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* Software module formats 3.2.2.5.2 ASW ENVIRONMENT (SONOBUOY &
AN/SOS-56 SONAR) FUNCTION SWWBS

* Automated audit and report procedure. (PDS SECTION: 3.3.2.5.2)

Each of the above features is described below SEL TASK: NEW COMPUTER: OWNSHIP
in the context of its application to the develop-
ment of Device 20B5. Figure I presents a diagram NO2NEXEC NEW TASK EXECUTIVE
of the AAIS concept. NE4EXEC ASW ENVIRONMENT (SONOBUOY

& SOS-56) EXEC
NE5WKMSK WAKE MASKING CONTROL

DOCUMENTATION NE6WMREF WAKE MASKING DATA FORMAT

REQUIREMENTS NE6WHERE WAKE SEGMENT POSITIONS
NE6STATS SENSOR STATUS AND WAKE

_ POSITION
NE6STREN WAKE SEGMENT STRENGTH

NESDOPRT DOPPLER RATIO
NE5OPL56 SOS-56 OCEAN PROPAGATION

ECONTRACT LOSS CONTROL

DELIVERABLE NE61NTRP PROPAGATION CONTROL
MNCZINTP2 TWO-WAY INTERPOLATION

LNE5SNBWO 
SONOBUOY WASHOVER

NE5OPRLS OCEAN PROPAGATION LOSS
S FUNCTION CONTROL

HIER- NE6OPLRT OCEAN PROPAGATION LOSS

NCZINTP2 TWO-WAY INTERPOLATION
S SWWBS NE5AMBNS AMBIENT NOISE

NE5KBSHD KELP BED SHADOWING
NE5TCNIM TCNI MANAGEMENT CONTROL

NE6HARME HARMONIC FAMILY DATA
XDZDSCIO DISC I/O OUEUING

STATUS NE6RECRD RECORD NUMBER

REPORTS XDZDSCIO DISC I/O QUEUING

NE6VALID VALIDITY CHECK
XDZDSCIO DISC I/O QUEUING
NCZBSRCH BINARY SEARCH

NESRVERB REVERBERATION
Figure 1. The AAIS Concept

Figure 2. Sample Function Hierarchy

The contract sponsor requires a hierarchal
listing of software modules for each functional

area defined in the Program Performance Speci- The completion criteria for each milestone is
fication (PPS) and detailed in the Program Design provided by project management and software team
Specification (PDS). The sample hierarchy given personnel. These criteria identify development
in Figure 2 indicates naming conventions and the requirements for the completion of each mile-

control structure defined for the function, stone. Completion of each milestone is predicted
These hierarchies are entered and maintained in upon the existence of a critical item in the
an encoded form, known as the Software Work module file, e.g., the existence of the high

Breakdown Structure (SWWBS), on the computer level language (code) satisfies the coding com-
storage media. The stored files represent a pletion criteria.
means of addressing a functional area down to the
module level. A development scoreboard is formed by the

combination of a function hierarchy and software
Milestones are provided by the customer in development milestones. A matrix of values can

the form of contractual delivery and report be obtained if a value is assigned to each mile-
dates. These dates imply that software managers stone and to each module in the hierarchy. A
must develop the necessary and detailed software milestone value represents a specific development
development milestones required to meet the weighting factor whereas a module value can be
contract delivery dates. This effort amounts to thought of as a design complexity factor for the
critical path scheduling of available personnel design of the module. The resulting matrix ele-
within time and computer availability con- ments are defined by computing the product of
straints. Five (5) software development each combination of milestone value and module
milestones are defined as follows: value. Milestones which are not completed are

assigned a value of zero. The significance
* Module design regarding the implications of this approach

should not be overlooked. Applying a set of
* Module coding weighted values to milestones is in effect a

means for budgeting the time required to fulfill
* Module test driver design each milestone as a fraction of the total time

for an average module. At a modular level, this
* Module testing budgeting effort is much more precise than at a

functional level. Typical estimates are avail-
* Function testing, able from the Pie chart illustrated in Figure 3
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and in terms of industry standards for lines of * 20B5 MODULE FILE ***** ***

code per programmer day. On the other hand, * MODULE CONTROL DATA ***********

module weights are derived by allocating a total
value to each function based upon perceived * MODULE NAME: SA6SAADJ
difficulty, and in turn, rationing this total * MODULE TITLE: SONOBIJOY SONAR AMPLITUDE
among all modules of the associated function. ADJUSTMENT
The total value attributed to the function rep- * MODULE SECURITY CLASSIFICATION: It
resents the amount of effort budgeted for the * MODULE PART NUMBER: 5RIAl-7-OSI-3640-U
function. The ratio of the sum of all the matrix * PROGRAMMER: CABROWN
values to the total possible sum for the matrix
is Interpreted as the reportabl,! completion * PDS DATA ******* ********

,". percentage of the function at the time of audit.
* MODULE PROCESSING: SA6SAADJ WILL COMPUTE THE *

VESSEL SONAR AND INTER-
• FERING SONOBIOY AMPLITUDE
* DEGRADATION FACTORS OF THE

* RESULTING SIGNAL ENVELOPE
• WITH RESPECT TO EACH OF
* FOUR POSSIBLE SONOBIUOYS ON

F*CTION CHANNEL. THE DEGRADATION
TESTING* FACTORS ...

MODULE

TESTING************** PROGRAM DESIGN LANGUAGE *********

*PDL- 1 DO FOR EACH VESSEL TARGET SLOT

*PDL- 2 IF THE VESSEL SONAR PING INDICAToR IS

SET TO
S*PDL- 3 TRUE THEN

*PDL- 4 DO FOR EACH SOR-17 CHANNEL

CODING*************** MODULE REVISION HISTORY *********
MODULE DESIGN* 0000 06/18/83 GAB INTEGRATED

NDE************ TEST PROCEDURE REVISION HISTORY *

DOCLENTATION * 0000 06/19/83 GAB INTEGRATED
*************** MODULE TEST PROCEDURE *****

C PROGRAM DRIVER
C REAL * 4 ERVALII /-2.0/, TOLERII /0.001/
C CALL BEGINMTP (MODULE)

C OlNSH11PB - I

C AASPINGL - .TRUE.
Figure 3. Function Development Costing C CALL SA6SAADJ

•************** CODE ****************************

A centralized, computer-resident software SUBROUTINE SA6SAADJ

, 4development library makes possible automatic INCLUDE SONOB
auditing of the software inventory. All modules INCLUDE SONOBP
are readily accessible and maintainable.

Although modules are developed by individual *************************************************

designers, a module belongs to the project and *PDL- I DO FOR EACH VESSEL TARGET SLOT

resides in the control library. This feature is ******************
essential to project control, since all modules *

must be available for auditing purposes. DO I = 1, OINSHIPB

All modules in the central library are *************************************************
entered according to the format developed for *PDL- 2 IF THE VESSEL SONAR PING INDICATOR IS
Device 20B5. Templates are provided to designers SET TO
and data entry personnel to simplify the process *PDL- 3 TRUE THEN

,- '., and insure standardization. The object of the ********************************************
1/ 4_ format is to capture the high level language *

along with design summaries and internal docu- IF ( AASPINGL (I) ) THEN
mentation for the module, as depicted in Figure

4. These module files contain sufficient Figure 4. Module File Template
information for automatic generation of con-

tractual reports such as the PDS. Module files
represent self-contained repositories of Finally, based upon all of the above features,
information concerning the embedded execution an automated auditing and status reporting pro-
language (FORTRAN) routine. This information cedure is employed to control software develop-
also includes a module test procedure (a driver ment. This procedure is driven by the manager's
description) as well as configuration management selection of one or more function hierarchies.
data for the code and test procedure. For each function selected, the associated

hierarchy is used to provide the module names and

corresponding weights. The actual modules in the
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central library are automatically inspected and (3) Functional Milestone Status by module
the criteria is applied to the retrieved informa-
tion such that a set of reports can be prepared. (4) Functional Hierarchy by module
Both module and function summations are computed,
along with their respective percentages of (5) Functional Configuration Status by
completion. Discrepancies in module file formats module
are discernable from the resulting reports, pro-
v viding quality control for both audits and module (6) Milestone Summary by function

files. History files are updated to automati-
cally record the current audit statistics. In (7) Cost Performance Summary by work order
addition to producing status reports, information (charge) number
reports are conveniently produced for review by
software designers. These summaries provide Report formats (3), (6) and (7) are provided as
highly useful organizational information, the basic set of status outputs to the manager.

These summaries describe software development
AAIS Outputs: Status Reports status in terms of milestones and cost. Report

formats (1), (2), (4) and (5) provide additional
The AAIS program generates seven (7) distinc- organizational information to !he designer.

.ive report formats for review by both managers These reports highlight module design status in
and design personnel. The report formats contain terms of documentation requirements and configu-
the following information: ration management data.

(I) Functional Design History and Resource The Functional Design History and Resource

Utilization by module Utilization report lists, on a module basis,
development and testing revision histories.

(2) Functional Development Status by module Figure 5 depicts a sample report format.

3.3.2.5.2 ASW ENVIRONMENT (SONOBUOY & SOS-56) - FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT HISTORY -- 6/13/83 06:18

COMPUTER SEL TASK MODULE PROG. DISC ENTRY MODULE MODULE TEST TEST WORST WORST

DATE REV. REV. REV. REV. CASE CASE

DATE LEVEL DATE LEVEL TIME HEM.

OWNSHIP NEW TASK NCZBSRCH FINLEY STS2OB5E 4/12/82 12/14/82 0000 12/14/82 0000 30 280
. OWNSHIP NEW TASK NCZINTP2 FINLEY STS20B5E 4/13/82 06/03/82 0001 06/03/83 0001 8 496
• OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE4EXEC FINLEY STS205E 3/4/82 03/10/83 0000 03/10/83 0000 816 1160

OVNSHIP NEW TASK NE5AMBNS FINLEY STS20B5E 2/22/82 05/11/83 0001 ERR 0001 300 208
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5DOPRT FINLEY STS20B5E 2/22/82 01/11/83 0002 01/11/83 0002 5 200
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5KSSHD FINLEY STS205E 2/19/82 03/10/83 0000 03/10183 0000 250 712
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NESOPL56 FINLEY STS20B5E 04/13/82 03/02/83 0000 03/02/83 0000 250 1088

Ol NSHIP NEW TASK NESOPRLS FINLEY STS20S5E 4/14/82 03/10/83 0000 03/10/83 0000 100 608
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5RVERB FINLEY STS20B5E 09/27/82 05/19/83 0001 05/19/83 0001 100 576
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5SNBWO FINLEY STS20B5E 2/19/82 03/01/83 0000 03/01/83 0000 30 144
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NESTCNIM FINLEY STS2085E 03/05/82 04/11/83 0003 04/11/83 0003 300 840
OWINSHIP NEW TASK NE5WKMSK FINLEY STS20B5E 07/26/82 02/22/83 0000 02/22/83 0000 100 1040
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6RARME FINLEY STS20BSE 16JUN82 04/12/83 0002 04/12/83 0002 10 432

OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6INTRP FINLEY STS20B5E 04/15/82 06/02/83 0001 06/02/83 0001 2 368
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6OPLRT FINLEY STS20B5E 04/14/82 03/21/83 0000 03/21/83 0000 30 336
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6RECRD FINLEY STS20B5E 05/24/82 05/12/83 0002 05/12/83 0002 100 312
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6STATS FINLEY STS20B5E 07/23/82 02/21/83 0000 02/21/83 0000 100 192
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6STREN FINLEY STS20B5E 07/27/82 02/21/83 0000 02/21/83 0000 10 328
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6VALID FINLEY STS20BSE 05/21/82 04/11/83 0001 04/11/83 0001 200 256
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6WHERE FINLEY STS2085E 07/23/82 02/22/83 0000 02/22/83 0000 300 560
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6WMREF FINLEY STS20B5E 07/28/82 02/22/82 0000 02/22/83 0000 100 656
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TC4EINIT FINLEY STS20B5E 09/27/82 10 632
OWNSHIP NEW TASK XDYTAMID FINLEY STS20B5E 6/3/82 03/22/83 0002 03/22/83 0002 100 528
OWNSHIP NEW TASK XDYTCNID FINLEY STS20B5E 09/27/83 100 260
OWNSRIP NEW TASK XDZTCNlo FINLEY STS2055E 01/20/83 06/08/83 0000 06/08/83 0000 100 1736
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TDZTCN2D FINLEY STS20BSE 01/20/83 06/07/83 0000 06/07/83 0000 100 840

OWNSHIP NEW TASK XDZTCN3D FINLEY STS20BSE 03/14/83 06/01/83 0000 06/02/83 o000 100 136
OWNSHIP NEW TASK XDETCN4D FINLEY STS20BSE 01/15/83 05/31/83 o000 05/31/83 0000 i00 928
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TN2TCNIX FINLEY STS20BSE 09/27/82 100 1O00
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TNZTCNID FINLEY STS20B5E
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TNZTCN2D FINLEY STS20B5E
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TNZTCN3D FINLEY STS20B5E
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TNZTCR4D FINLEY STS20B5E
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TC6GLB55 FINLEY STS20B5E 05/19/83 io too
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TC6iGL353 FINLEY STS20B5E 05/19/83 i00 I00
OWNSHIP NEW TASK AMINS2 FINLEY STS2085E 05/18/83 I00 100

Figure 5. function Design History and Resource Utilization Report
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The Functional Development Status report assess the overall development state of a func-
denotes, on a module basis, the current state of tion hierarchy and identify incomplete or
design for a function. The design states are incorrect data entries. Figure 6 shows a
categorized by the major milestones assigned to a Functional Development Status report.
module. In this way, the designer can quickly

3.3.2.5.2 ASW ENVIRONMENT (SONOBUOY & SS-56) -- FUNCTION COMPLETION STATUS -- 06/13/83 06:18

COMPUTER SEL TASK MODULE PROG. DISC CONF FILE COMPLETION STATES
CONT STATUS

HEADER PDL CODE MTP NOD TEST I

REV REV

OWNSHIP NEW TASK NCZBSRCH FINLEY STS2085E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0000 0000 G

OWNSHIP NEW TASK NCZINTP2 FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H 1 P C m 0001 0001 S
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE4EXEC FINLEY STS20B5E YES ENTERED H 1 P C M 0000 0000 G
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5AMBNS FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H 1 P C N 0001 0001 S
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5DOPRT FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H I P C N 0002 0002 G

OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5KBSHD FINLEY STS2085E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0000 0000 G
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE50PL56 FINLEY STS20B5E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0000 0000 E
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NESOPRLS FINLEY STS2OB5E NO ENTERED H I P C M 0OO 0000 S
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5RVERS FINLEY STS2OBSE NO ENTERED H I P C M 000I 0001 s
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5SNBWO FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0000 0000 G
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5TCNIM FINLEY STS20B5E YES ENTERED H I P C N 0003 0003 S

OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE5WKMSK FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0000 0000 G
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6HARXE FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0002 0002 R

OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6INTRP FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H I P C N 0001 0001 S

OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6OPLRT FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0000 0000 C
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6RECRD FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H 1 P C N 0002 0002 S
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6STATS FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0000 0000 G
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6STREN FINLEY STS2O5E YES ENTERED H I P C 4 0000 0000 G
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6VALID FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0001 0001 S
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6WHERE FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H I P C N 0000 0000 G
OWNSHIP NEW TASK NE6WMREF FINLEY STS2OB5E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0000 0000 G
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TC4EINIT FINLEY STS2OB5E NO ENTERED H 1 P C M S
OWNSHIP NEW TASK XDYTAID FINLEY STS20B5E YES ENTERED H I P C M 0002 0002 S
OWNSHIP NEW TASK XDYTCNID FINLEY STS2OB5E NO ENTERED H I P C M
OWNSHIP NEW TASK XDZTCNID FINLEY STS20B5E NO ENTERED H I P C M 0000 0000 S
OWNSHIP NEW TASK XDZTCN2D FINLEY STS20B5E NO ENTERED H 1 P C M 0000 0000 S

OWNSHIP NEW TASK XDZTCN3D FINLEY STS20B5E NO ENTERED H 1 P C M 0000 0000 S
OWNSHIP !::W TASK XDZTCN4D FINLEY STS2OB5E NO ENTERED H I P C M 0000 0000 S
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TN2TCNIX FINLEY STS2OB5E NO ENTERED H I P C M

OWNSHIP NEW TASK TNZTCNID FINLEY STS20B5E NO ABSENT
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TNZTCN2D FINLEY STS20B5E NO ABSENT
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TNZTCN3D FINLEY STS20B5E NO ABSENT
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TNZTCN4D FINLEY STS2OB5E NO ABSENT
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TC6GLB55 FINLEY STS20B5E NO ENTERED H I P C N
OWNSHIP NEW TASK TC6GLB53 FINLEY STS20B5E NO ENTERED H t P C M
OWNSHIP NEW TASK AMBNS2 FINLEY STS205E NO ENTERED H 2 C M

MODULE TOTALS: 32 31 32 32 26 26

'C, Figure 6. Function Development Status Report
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The Functional Milestone Status report of audit. The matrix values are displayed for

depicts, on a module basis, the milestone matrix each milestone and each module. Figure 7 illus-
for a function hierarchy. This matrix represents trates a Functional Milestone Status report.
the reportable status of the function at the time

2085 SOFTWARE STATUS REPORT 06/13/83 06:18
MODULE STATUS

FOR

3.3.2.5.2 ASW ENVIRONMENT (SONOBUOY & SQS-56)

M% MODULE WT PROG. - -------- MILESTONES- - ------------- CURRENT STATIUS
1* 2* 3,4,5* 6* 7,R* 9*

DESIGN ! PDL ! DESIGN I TEST PROC ! CODE I FUNCTION
ENTRY! W/T ! ENTRY ! WALK THRU/ ! TEST

! CODING M I MOD TEST M MOD MOD PERCENT
! ! ENTRY I ! ! STAT SCORE COMPLETE

(12) (1) (6) (6) (9) (12) CODE

NCZBSRI 1 FINLEY 12 1 6 6 9 0- 8 34 100.0
NCZINTP2 I FINLEY 12 1 6 6 9 0- 8 34 Io.0

NE4EXEC 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0 8 68 73.9
NE5AMBNS 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE5DOPRT 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE5KBSHD 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0

NE5OPL56 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE50PRLS 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 O- 8 68 100.0
NE5RVERB 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE5SNBWO 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 O- 8 68 100.0
NE5TCNIM 3 FINLEY 36 3 18 18 27 0- 8 102 100.0
NE5WMSK 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE6IARME 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0

NE6INTRP 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE6OPLRT 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE6RECRD 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0

NE6STATS 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE6STREN 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE6VALID 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE6WIHERE 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
NE6WHREF 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
TC4EINIT 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12+ 0 0- 6 50 73.5

XDYTAMID 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
XDYTCNID 3 FINLEY 36 3 18 18 0 0- 6 75 73.5
XDZTCN1D 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
XDZTCN2D 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
XDZTCN3D 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
XDZTCN4D 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 18 0- 8 68 100.0
TN2TCNIX 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12+ 0 0- 6 50 73.5

TNZTCNID 2 FINLEY 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 .0
TNZTCN2D 2 FINLEY 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 .0
TNZTCN3D 2 FINLEY 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 .0
TNZTCN4D 2 FINLEY 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 .0
TC6GLB55 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 0 0- 6 50 73.5

TC6GLB53 2 FINLEY 24 2 12 12 0 0- 6 50 73.5

AHBNS2 2 FINLEY 24 0 12 12+ 0 0- 6 48 70.6
5.-,

a.,

TOTALS: 72 768 62 384 384 459 0 2057 83.2

* CORRESPONDS WITH MODULE STATUS CODE.

Figure 7. Functional Milestone Status Report
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The Functional Hierarchy report reiterates module name. The module completion code rep-
the module breakout defined for the PDS and resents an index of the current reportable status
associates module completion codes with each of the module. Figure R exemplifies the Func-

tional Hierarchy report.

3.2.2.5.2 ASW ENVIRONMENT (SONOBUOY & AN/SOS-56 SONAR) FUNCTION SWWBS
(PDS SECTION: 3.3.2.5.2)

SEL TASK: NEW COMPUTER: OWNSHIP

NO2NEXEC NEW TASK EXECUTIVE *

NE4EXEC ASW ENVIRONMENT (SONOBUOY & SOS-56) EXEC 5
NESWKMSK WAKE MASKING CONTROL 2

NE6WMREF WAKE MASKING DATA FORMAT S
NE6WHERE WAKE SEGMENT POSITIONS 2
NE6STATS SENSOR STATUS AND WAKE POSITION 5
NE6STREN WAKE SEGMENT STRENGTH 4

NE5DOPRT DOPPLER RATIO 5

. NE5OPL56 SOS-56 OCEAN PROPAGATION LOSS CONTROL 4
NE6INTRP PROPAGATION CONTROL 6

NCZINTP2 TWO-WAY INTERPOLATION 4

NE5SNBWO SONOBUOY WASHOVER 5
NE5OPRLS OCEAN PROPAGATION LOSS CONTROL 6

NE6OPLRT OCEAN PROPAGATION LOSS RETRIEVAL 4
NCZINTP2 NWO-WAY INTERPOLATION 4

NE5AMBNS AMBIENT NOISE 4
NE5KBSHD KELP BED SHADOWING 0
NE5TCNIM TCNI MANAGEMENT CONTROL 4

NE6HARME HARMONIC FAMILY DATA 6

XDZDSCIO DISC I/0 QUEUING 5
NE6RECRD RECORD NUMBER 4

XDZDSCIO DISC I/O QUEUING 5
NE6VALID VALIDITY CHECK 4

XDZDSCIO DISC I/O QUEUING 5
NCZBSRCH BINARY SEARCH 6

NE5RVERB REVERBERATION 2

Figure 8. Functional Hierarchy Report
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The Functional Configuration Status report under the appropriate control library designa-
illustrates the current integration state of each tion. Figure 9 provides a sample report.

. module of the function. The module is listed

* 2085 SOFTWARE STATUS REPORT 06/13/83 06:18
°. FOR

3.3.2.5.2 ASW ENVIRONMENT (SONOBUOY & SOS-56)

CONFIGURATION STATUS

MODULE' MODULES MODULES MODULES

UNDER CONFIGURED UNDER ABSENTDEVELOPMENT REVISION

NCZBSRCH
NCZINTP2 NCZINTP2
NE4EXEC NE4EXEC
NE5AI4BNS NESAMBNS
NE 5DOPRT

* ,NE5KBSHD

NE5OPL56 NE5PL56
NE5OPRLS
NE5RVERB

NE5SNBWO
NE5TCNIM NE5TCNIM
NE5WKMSK
NE6HARME NE6HARME
NE6INTRP NE6INTRP
NE6OPLRT NE6OPLRT
NE6RECRD NE6RECRD
NE6STATS

NE6STREN
NE6VALID NE6VALID
NE6 WHERE
NE6WMREF

.. , _TC4EINIT

XDYTAMID XDYTAMID

'XDYTCNID
XDZTCNID
XDZTCN2D
XDZTCN3D
XDZTCN4D
TN2TCNIX

TNZTCNID
TNZTCN2D
TNZTCN3D
TNZTCN4D

TC6GLB55
TC6GLB 53
AMBNS2

Figure q. Function Configuration Status Report
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The Milestone Summary report lists, by func- with a snapshot of the current software design

tion. the actual and scheduled budget values and status in terms of the milestones established.

" associated variances from subsequently scheduled Figure In presents a sample Milestone Summary

audit dates. This report provides the manager report for Device 20B5.

20B5 SOFTWARE STATUS REPORT 01/11/83 07:33

FUNCTION STATUS

SECTION DESCRIPTION 01/01/83 02/01/83 DEFICIT/ POINTS
CHARGE TOTAL POINTS PER CENT BUDGET BUDGET SURPLUS TO NEXT

NO. POINTS TO DATE COMPLETE PER CENT PER CENT POINTS MILE-

STONE

3.3.2.1.1 VEHICLE DYNAMICS 125611 11784 1652 92.6 100.0 100.0 -132 132
3.3.2.1.2 OWNSHIP ENVIRON- 125611 692 563 81.4 94.0 100.0 -87 129

MENT
3.3.2.1.3 MK-15 CIWS 125621 432 156 36.1 100.0 100.0 -276 276

* 3.3.2.1.4 KK-12 AIMS 125611 160 88 55.0 100.0 100.0 -72 72
IFF/SIF

3.3.2.1.6 NAVIGATION SYSTEM 125611 92 92 100.0 92.0 100.0 8 0
3.3.2.1.7 HAND-HELD UNIT 125611 92 92 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 0
3.3.2.1.8 LINK-14 125611 500 338 67.6 100.0 100.0 -162 162
3.3.2.1.11 KK-75 GUM 125621 228 100 43.9 100.0 100.0 -128 128

3.3.2.1.13 LAMPS NON-ACOUSTIC 125641 352 172 48.9 60.0 72.0 -38 81
SENSORS

3.3.2.1.14 OUNSHIP WEAPONS 125611 636 414 65.1 33.0 66.0 205 5
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

3.3.2.1.15 HARPOON MISSILE 125641 1498 1075 71.8 62.0 73.0 147 18

3.3.2.1.16 STANDARD MISSILE 125641 1124 782 69.6 51.0 66.0 209 0
3.3.2.1.17 MK-46 TORPEDO 125641 1192 976 81.9 60.0 72.0 261 0
3.3.2.1.18 COMMON MODULES 125641 408 360 88.2 70.0 79.0 75 0

3.3.2.2.1 PASSIVE ACOUSTICS 125641 9328 6876 73.7 81.0 90.0 -679 1519
(PASS. EFFECTS)

3.3.2.3.1 ASW ENVIRONMENT 125611 296 272 91.9 100.0 100.0 -24 24
( SOS-56)

3.3.2.3.2 ACTIVE ACOUSTICS 125641 636 534 84.0 78.0 93.0 38 57

(SOS-56)
3.3.2.3.3 PASSIVE ACOUSTICS 125641 1814 1424 78.5 81.0 90.0 -45 208

(AN/SOS-56 TASK)

3.3.2.3.4 PASSIVE BUFFER 125641 46 0 .0 92.0 100.0 -42 46

3.3.2.3.5 ASW SONAR 1/0 125611 204 0 .0 92.0 100.0 -187 204
3.3.2.4.2 ACTIVE ACOUSTICS 125641 908 650 71.6 74.0 93.0 -21 194

(SONOBUOY)
3.3.2.4.3 LAMPS SONOBUOY 125641 1872 1315 70.2 100.0 100.0 -557 557

ACOUSTICS
3.3.2.4.4 LAMPS SONOBUOY 125611 204 0 .0 92.0 100.0 -187 204

ACOUSTICS I/O

3.3.2.5.1 SONOBUOY AND 125611 1158 1110 95.9 95.0 100.0 10 48
SOS-56 RELATIVES

3.3.2.5.2 ASW ENVIRONMENT 125611 1724 1185 68.7 100.0 100.0 -539 539
(SONO & SOS-56)

3.3.2.6.1 OWNSHIP DISC I/O 125611 468 399 85.3 94.0 100.0 -40 69
3.3.2.7.1 OWNSHIP MONITOR 125611 204 204 100.0 93.0 100.0 15 0

3.3.2.7.2 REAL-TIME 125611 476 476 100.0 93.0 100.0 34 0
EXECUTIVES

3.3.2.8.1 DDL 1/0 125611 432 144 33.3 93.0 100.0 -253 288
3.3.2.8.2 AN/SQS-56 PING 125641 1978 1252 63.3 80.0 92.0 -330 567

PROCESSING

3.3.2.8.3 INTERBUS LINK 125611 1104 1104 100.0 89.0 100.0 122 0
HANDLER

3.3.3.2.3 DISC FILE TRANSFER 125611 160 106 66.2 93.0 100.0 -42 54

TOTALS: 32202 23911 74.3 82.7 91.0 -2718 5384

Figure 10. Milestone Summary Report
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% The Cost Performance Summary report provides effect, a work order represents the aIl I'ocatd
a tally of the milestone matrix values in tcrms budget for a particular design effort, while th,,

of the assigned work order numbers and displays variance representE the additional effort
the variances associated with each tally. The required or surplus effort expended in meettov.

variances identify the difference in expected and the budgeted milestone. Figure 11 illustrates a
actual design completion for a work order. In sample Cost Performance report.

20B5 SOFTWARE STATUS REPORT 01/11/83 07:33

POINT NUMBER STATUS

01/01/83 01/01/93 02/01/83

CHARGE TOTAL POINTS PER CENT BUDGET EXPECTED BUDGET POINTS STATITS
NO. POINTS TO DATE COMPLETE PER CENT POINTS PER CENT REOUIRED

125511 0 0 .0 .0 0 .0 0 INACTIVE
125521 0 0 .0 .0 0 o INACTIVE
125522 0 0 .0 .0 0 .0 0 INACTIVE
125611 10386 8239 79.3 92.1 9570 97.9 1331 TROUBLE
125621 660 256 38.8 100.0 660 100.0 404 TROUBLE
125622 0 n .0 .0 0 n0 0 INACTIVE
125632 0 0 .0 .0 0 .0 0 INACTIVE
125634 0 0 .0 .0 0 .n 0 INACTIVE

125641 21156 15415 72.9 77.5 16399 87.3 983 TROUBLE
125711 0 0 .0 .0 0 .0 0 INACTIVE

SURPLUS POINTS:

TOTALS: 32202 23911 74.3 82.7 26629 91.0 2718 TROUBLE

Figure 11. Cost Performance Summary Report

In addition to the standard reports generated As shown previously in Figure 2. each func-

by the AAIs program, the manager can direct the tion hierarchy must be established when the
program to accumulate milestone statistics over design is initiated. The hierarchy is subse-

auditing periods to graphically construct prog- quently maintained in a file on the computer
ress plots. This accumulation is accomplished by storage media. Note that module values are
the use of the history files described in the specified according to the level of complexity.
previous section. These progress plots have been It should be recognized that the status reports
effectively presented to the contract sponsor by will incorporate any design changes as performed
the 20B5 management during periodic Program on the appropriate data files. However, the
Progress Reviews (PPRs). One such plot is manager must understand that this flexibility
presented in Figure 12. allows for a rolling baseline for audits. The

particular function or functions audited are

AAIS Inputs: Control Data specified when performing an audit.

Software managers must define seven (7) input AAIS Processing
data sets to drive the AAIS program. These data
sets are as follows: AAIS processing is given by the functional

flow diagram presented in Figure 13. For Device
(1) Baseline starting dates 20B5, a full audit involving approximately 800

modules requires about 45 minutes of computer
(2) Software work order numbers execution and report generation time. The entire

process does not interfere with software develop-
(3) Plotting options ment activities.

(4) Function hierarchies Organizing the control inputs presented in
the previous section into files on the computer

(5) Function milestone weights storage media requires approximately one (1)
man-month of effort. These files are subse-

(6) Function milestone dates quently updated by individual designers as
software designs are expanded or modified. An

* (7) Module weights, additional man-month of effort is required to
% produce the AAIS program in the desired high
, Data input sets (1), (2) and (4) apply to the level language.

entire software effort and are specified for each
function hierarchy defined. The remaining input

* data sets are unique to each function hierarchy.

.61 -. .. ' • -
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Figure 12. Historical Plot of Software Progress
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qSummary

FUNCTION The AAIS procedure performs ,udits of the
AUDIT T~hi E HIERARCHIES 20B5 software development library upon demand.

TS The audit information provides managers with an
INPUTS improved capability to control software develop-

ment activities and to improve projections for

completion. The system is adaptable to other

projects if similar organization and procedures

are applied.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

SOFTWARE HISTORY MR. GARY A. BROWN is a Senior Engineering
DEVEIOP- AAIS FILES Analyst in the Training and Simulation Department

MENT of the Electronic Engineering Division of AAT
LIBRARY Corporation. He is currently responsible for the

design, development, and implementation of micro-
processor based software and diagnostic programs
for the Device 2OB5 Pierside Combat System Team

Trainer. He is the principal designer and imple-

menter of the AAIS and other 20B5 unique software
tools. He holds a Bachelor's of Science degree

from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Computer

STATUS and Systems Engineering. Gary has formerly

Rdeveloped system software for Device l5F12, a

Radar Landmass Team Trainer.

Figure 13. The AAIS Program Functional Flow
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